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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TICKLING, LAUGHING, AND
THE COMIC.

By G. Stanley Hall and Aethur Allln.

In February, 1896, the authors of this paper issued a syl-

labus (No. 10 in the series for that year), entitled, Tickling,

Fun, Wit, Humor, Laughing. This was -widely circulated, and
brought returns up to the date of writing from, in all,about 700

persons, reporting sometimes on themselves and often col-

lectively from many others, so that nearly 3,000 people and
perhaps 4,000 items are represented in the following report.

The method of gathering and collating these data was very
similar to that described in a report on fears. ^ All received

up to July, 1896, were carefully and fully analyzed by one of

us (A. A.), who collected most of the literary references,

drew a number of the most important conclusions, and
turned over a preliminary paper to the other author (G. S.

H.), who here undertakes to incorporate other returns, add
other conclusions, rewrite and give final shape to the article.

As for so many other of our syllabi, many of the best returns

have been obtained by Miss Lillie A. Williams of the Tren-

ton, N. J., Normal School. The questionnaire is as fol-

lows :

1. Just how would you tickle a child, physically, i. e., a baby, as

touching its cheeks, chin chopping, etc. ; a child trom three to six,

as by animal noises, actions; a child at adolescence? Enumerate
all the ways of tickling by physical contact or by actions and
noises without words. Which would be surest to cause laughter,

making faces? Are you, or are childre^i, more ticklish at some

' American Journal of Psychology, Vol. VIII, No. 2.

IX—1.



2 HALL AND ALLIN :

times than at others? What parts of your body are most ticklish,

and at what motions, pointings, etc.?

2. Describe individual cases of giggling, simpering, smiling, tit-

tering, grinning, convulsive and hysterical laughter. Describe in-

dividual peculiarities, as in smiling, one-sidedness, or simpering,

excessive display of teeth, open or shut mouth, position of head
and eyes, and attitude or vocal aspect of a laugh. What kind of

noises do different people make in laughing? As the laugh spreads

over the face, what features are first and what last involved? The
same of the body to the point of falling down in convulsive laughter.

Describe feelings, symptoms and after-effects upon self or others.

Did you ever hear of one dying of laughter, or can you refer to any
literary descriptions of laughter? Can and should we try to train

ourselves or children to make prettier faces and noises when they
laugh, or leave all to nature? Do they clap their hands and jump
for joy? Do they laugh at smells and tastes?

3. Recall a few cases of great laughter in children and describe

its cause, stories, jokes, funny mishaps, buffooneries, mimicry.

What traits and acts do children laugh at in others? Give as good
a list of scliool-room comicalities, as caricature on slates and
blackboard, things pinned on garments, acts, habits, garments, etc.,

thought "perfectly ridiculous." What pictures in a magic lan-

tern show excite most merriment among children? What parts of

what pieces read? What have children found very droll, to your
surprise, or that did not seem funny to you, and conversely, what do
children do that makes you laugh without their intending it? List

as many correct instances here as you can, always stating age and
sex. Have you noticed any difference between children and adults

or between older and younger children in this respect?

4. What have you ever seen or heard of that seemed as if any
animals laughed? Have you seen them grin when you thought

it was a laugh? Does a dog smile with its tail? Do hens, geese,

horses, monkeys, calves make any noise that can be interpreted

as a laugh? e. (/., when frisking or gamboling in the pasture for the

first time in the spring. Describe also their antics and contortions

which seem pure play and fun for them. Do birds cluck or make
other noise from pure joy? What do you think about the whole
matter of animal fun, humor, laughter, wit, jokes?

.5. Recall a few cases where you have laughed hardest and tell

what caused it; al-so a few cases of unusually hearty laughter in

others, and in audiences in theatres, and minstrel shows. Is there

anything you can never recall without laughing? Also the most comic
thing vou ever heard of.

6. Kindlv consider carsfully and write the best you ever heard

of each of tiie following: (a) pun, (b) repartee, (c) practical joke,
.

as hazing, imitations, or horse play of any sort, (d) the funniest

dinner or club story, or social anecdote, (e) the drollest, queerest,

oddest story, (f ) describe the funniest character you ever saw or

ever read of.

7. What do you like best or dislike most in: (a) burlesque, (b)

caricatures, (d) satire, (e) droll or silly " carryings on," (f) quaint

or humorous, naive, eccentric traits, etc., and whether in persons, or

literatui-e or on the stage? Which of these do you like best and least,

and why? Describe your feelings at futile efforts to be funny or to

make j'bu laugh. Is "it true that satire and wit are declining and a

sense of humor increasing?
8. Describe anv case of purely spontaneous laughing, in self or

others, when simple self-compl.acency or a merry disposition, or

joy at living was the only cause. What is banter or the milder
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pleasantries of mind? Wherein does the wit (if any) consist in
banter, derision, mockery, ridicule, rallying?

9. What peculiarities have you noticed in the wit and humor or
stories or laughter of old people? Describe carefully any sim-
ilarity you may notice between youth and old age in the matter of
wit and humor.

10. Describe cases of laughter and joy at calamity of others;
children laughing at ugly or deformed people. Is mirth growing
more or less bitter?

11. Miscellaneous. Have you anything, or do you know of any
helpful literature on this subject? Why do the insane laugh?
Traits of wit and humor among different nationalities? Pleasure in
painful acts, as picking sores, and probable cause of it?

I. Physical Act of Lavghing. This has been described

in great detail in our returns. Of few acts in childhood are

mothers better observers than of the way in which their chil-

dren laugh, how each feature is affected, and in what order.

Returns upon this theme are far richer in detail than those

upon crying, because the latter distracts the attention to the

cause and its possible removal. Very strike. -g is the im-

mense individual variation in intensity, point of onset, ex-

pression of each feature, gesture, reaction, noises made,
etc.

Many describe the preliminary subjective symptoms of a
laugh commonly in such phrases as " I felt bubbling over,"
"ticklish sensation in stomach," "swelled up," "must
laugh or burst," " immense strain to hold in," " funny feel-

ing coming up from the stomach," " a store of energy I must
expend," " I must laugh, I'm compelled, forced to do it to

relieve a strain," "a creepy feeling inside spreading over
the whole body," " am excited and know something must
happen," " feel full of something to the point of bursting,"
" miserable if no outlet," " a quiver, thrill, or creepy feel-

ing passing up from the stomach to the mouth," " eyes and
cheeks protrude and can contain myself no longer, but feel

empty later," "feel strong before, weak afterward."

The beginning and progress of the laugh are described in a

large body of returns as observed both in others and in self.

Typical cases are as follows : Male, 16. Lips first curl, then
eyes shine, face changes and grows very handsome, then
body sways, head is thrown back, mouth is wide open, rocks
and emits ha, ha, for several minutes, till he is fatigued and
slowly sobers up with a deep sigh. Female, 19. First squints

her eyes until they are almost closed, then draws up the cor-

nei-s of her mouth in a twitching, shows a large surface of

teeth and gums, then opens mouth, muscles of the neck jerk,

head falls forward, shoulders shake,* she doubles up convul-

sively, sometimes falls on the floor and ends with sobs and
crying. F., 11. Begins to laugh with twitching of the nos-
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trils, tbeu of the coiners of tlie mouth, eyes open wide, mouth
shut, and cachinnates through the nose, recks from side to

side, claps her hands together, often droits on tioor, gets red
in the face, shrieks and shows hysterical symjitonis. F., 19.

Ears move first and mouth last, eyes glisten, shoulders
shake, head is thrown back, body forward, and the move-
ment of the diaphragm is excessive, and often becomes uncon-
trollable. F., 1(). Begins by opening mouth and eyes wide,
head is tossed back and to the right, cheeks dimple, shoul-

ders shake, and the noise is very soft. M., 30. First sign
is rapid winking, teeth are shut tight, lips drawn well away
from them, shoulders shake, but there is no noise.

In our returns laughter began in 71 cases with the eyes,

and in 51 cases with the mouth. The eyes are said to grow
bright, glitter, sparkle (invohlug a tension of all the mus-
cles of the bulbus),to twinkle (rapid lid movements), to dance
(irregular or oscillatory movements of the lecti), the mouth
stretches, corners are drawn upward or sometimes down-
ward, very often twitch or quiver. The mouth commonly
opens, except in the simper,when it is nearly or quite closed.

The lips are said to curl. In a few cases the laugh begins
with dimples in the cheeks, and in others the muscles just
below the ear move. In still other cases the first symptom
is the throwing back of the head, and in others a snort or
chuckle. Of the body movements about two-thirds assert
that the shoulders, and one-third that the diaphragm, first

move. As the cheeks are drawn upward and backward, the
teeth show and the eyes grow small. In exceptional cases
there is almost no feature, limb or movement that may not
be the first symptom or aura of a laugh. It is sometimes
the eyelid, sometimes the lower lip, upiier lip, the toss of the
head, tensing of the eye muscles, opening, or sometimes the
closing of the teeth, swaying of the body, movement of the
shoulders, hips, etc. Subjectively, too, the " funny feeling "

may begin in the stomach, throat, head, diaphragm, face,

etc. In some cases many of the noises and movements sug-
gest crying, in others they suggest some kind of tic or con-
vulsion. Often beauty is greatly increased or indeed evoked
in faces that are ugly when sober, and ugliness that suggests
defect or even deformity first ap^iears in the laugh. The
eyes are sometimes open, sometimes shut ; they usually grow
bright, but occasionally dull ; both lids may tremble and the
ball twitch as in nystagmus. They may grow ligidly fixed

or roll wildly, may be turned upward and inward, and are
often suffused with tears. The mouth, too, takes almost
every variety of position, as does the head, and almost any
sequence may be inverted.
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In the Iteipht of (he laugh in some cases the chin quivers
;

the diaphragin movements are sometimes almost convulsive
;

some plant the elbows on the knees ; others rock violently

sideways, or more often back and forth ; the hands are

thrown into the air or clapped on the thighs ; the face is dis-

torted by various puckers, squints, wrinkles all over the

forehead ; lacks in symmetry, especially if there is embar-
rassment ; the limbs jerk ; the foot is stamped ; the fists

pound ; the face is sometimes distorted almost beyond recog-

nition ; waves of nervous tremor pass over the body ; the
face, neck and ears are red ; the veins distended ; the hand
is placed over the eyes, mouth, or both ; cheeks puff ; some
show every tooth, and one can see almost down the throat;

the saliva flows ; little children jump up and down, lie on the
floor and roll all over the room ; some swing the hands in the
air ; the breast heaves up and down ; some turn around on
the heel from left to right, or vice versa; the head shakes
from side to side ; many find it almost impossible to stop ;

about a dozen in our returns laugh with marked asymmetry
;

some show excessive surface of gums ; others always hold
the sides with both hands; others roll the head ; features

often twitch or tremble convulsively. Embarrassment and
affectation very greatly modify both the gestures and the

noises in laughing.

Each of the above expressions may be perverted or re-

pressed to a strange grimace, simper, snicker or giggle.

Some laugh mostly within, with very few of the above ex-

pressions, of which while none have all, most have some.
Two of our returns, on the other hand, describe laughter so

intense that death from ruptured blood vessels ensued. The
degree of risibility is a very fluctuating quantity. Some
young children are so ticklish that a pointed finger will con-

vulse them ; others giggle at almost everything, and are vic-

tims of provocations to laugh that are sometimes incessant
and almost cruel, yet other children are stolid and rarely

laugh. Very diverse and interesting is again the difference

in the tempo and rhythm of the laugh. Its onset may be
very gradual or instantaneous and explosive, and the cachin-
nations may be deep and strong, and the tones from the
chest, or a shallow rapid titter. The individual fluctuations

in all these respects, with mood, fatigue, etc., are considera-
ble.

The vocal expressionn of latighler are extremely diverse.

The sound most generally emitted is described as he, he,

passing over to ha, ha. But almost every kind of noise oc-

curs. F., 17. Is said to " bray somewhat like a donkey."
F., 15. "Cackles." J/., 28. Makes a loud guttural
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" yock." M., 10. Laughs " somewhat like a rooster." M.,
21. "Snorts." F., 15. "Grunts like a pij;." F., 20.

Laiif^hs without vocalization, but with a noise like the emis-

sion of steam. The lan{;h of Chinamen is described as a

chattering sound. One laughs " deep down in his chest;"
another " laughs up among his teeth;" another is said to

have a laugh which is said to be like a " fog horn ;" another
"rumbles." F.. 17. "Yells and shrieks." F., 10.

Laughs with a " simmering laugh." Jl/., 16. With an " ex-

plosive staccato sound." Some make no noise at all, others

sob or make a noise that seems like crying. Some are said

to snarl, others nmke a very soft te-he, others a loud ho, ho,

three are said to " neigh like a horse," some only gasp, some
laugh in a very high, some in a low key, some make noises

said to be indescribable or bet .veen a laugh and a cry. Every
vowel and most consonants are used in our returns in efforts

to describe noises. Some " laugh like parrots, crows, pea-

cocks, sheep, goats ;" some make a " scraping, rasping,

throaty noise," and some a very musical tone; some go up
and some go down the scale. Other laughs are described as
" tse, tse ; ucle-ucle ; hep, hep ; haw-haw ; wah, wah ; iff, iff;

hickle.hickle ; kee, kee
;
gah, gab." Some laughs are described

as " trilling, rippling, quacking, chuckling." F., 16. Begins
ha-ha at upper do, and runs down the scale, then drops to

first note and runs up again. F., 15. Runs down the scale

with a very musical ha, ha. One laughs up and then down
the scale without any trace of mirth in her voice or face. An-
other <lraws her breath very hard through the nose, and her
laugh is a " peculiar sniffle." It has been said that adult
men more often laugh in o and a, while children and women
laugh in e and i.^ These latter vowels have naturally, as

Helmholtz has shown, a higher pitch than the former.

The offer t-Jfec/s of a hearty laugh are generally described
as exhaustion, heavj^ breathing, fatigue, shame, weakness,
depression, soberness, sadness, relief, weakness localized in

various parts of the body, the deep sighs, giddiness, per-

.

spiration, headache, stitch in the side, soreness, thirst,

sweating, chills, sleepiness, uncontrollable movements, nau-
sea, tears, fear of impending disaster, breathlessness, etc.

On the whole, then, the laugh is not unlike an epilepsy from
the aura, at which stage it may be checked to the subsequent
exhaustion.
Opposite as are our states of pleasure and pain, their expres-

sion is not so dissimilar but that in some cases of imma-
turity, hysteria or extreme provocation, they are confused.

' " Gratiolet, D' la Pliysionomie," 1865, p. 115.
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Cases of each of these are such as the following : A com-

pany of yoiang people, of both sexes, from 19 to 24, were sit-

ting together when the death of an acquaintance was an-

nounced. They looked at each other for a second and then

all began to laugh, and it was some time before they could

become serious.

F., 20. Must always laugh when she hears of a death,

and has had to leave the church at a funeral because she

must giggle. F., 18. On hearing of the death of a former

schoolmate felt very sorry, but could not control her feelings,

and laughed as heartily as she had ever done in her life. De-

spite her effort to be serious she had to break out into a

laugh repeatedly. F., 19. Often laughs when she hears

people speak of the death of their friends, not because it is

funny or pleases her, but because she cannot help it. A
frontiersman, in a well authenticated case, came home to find

his dearly beloved wife and children all lying dead, scalped

and mutilated by Indians. He burst out into a fit of laugh-

ter, exclaiming repeatedly, "It is the funniest thing I ever

heard of," and laughed on convulsively and uncontrollably

till he died from a ruptured blood vessel.

It has been shown by the very careful experiments of Briicke

that when the head is thrown back, shoulders up and the body
generally is bent backward, the blood tends to flow from the

arteries, where pressure is high, into the veins,where pressure

is low. If laughter is more often associated with the latter

position, and crying with the former, this would go far to

account for the subjective difference between the two, and
would connect the relief of a laugh with the remission of

arterial tension.

On the whole the phenomena of violent laughter seem,

when looked at coldly, strange to the point of weirdness, and
almost inhuman, although it is most conspicuously seen in

man. Why do we gasp and emit animal noises, fall into

partial cramps and spasms that may end in coughing, yawn-

ing, pain all over, general indifference and disgust at the

very cause of our laugh? Why do we strive by holding the

breath, biting the lips and other inhibitory efforts to check

this diffusion of excitement,which makes the heart throb, the

blood dance, gives a sensation of levitation and then passes

on to a state almost of swoon and atavistic and perhaps pre-

human convulsions? Is Yasey right^ in his contention that

man is not originally a laughing animal, that laughter is not

universal among primitive people, that many ancient races
. y

'"The Philosophy of Laughing and Smiling," 2d ed., London,
1877, especially p. 194.
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regarded it as undifinified, and that a gentleman and ladjr

should smile, but never laugh? Is hearty laughter invariably

a type of vulgarity, shallowness and want of dignity?
Should not only tickling and every appeal to the risibilities

of children be banished? and indeed does a sad mood unfold
a wider mental horizon than a joyous one? How far can we,
or should we try to rejjress all unpleasant expressions and
noises in children, and how far would our efforts to do so

be likely to result in affectation worse than the disease!

Forty-five say we should educate children to laugh aright,

seventeen think we should not do so.

All these are questions which in this early stage of investi-

gation into this vast and fascinating topic we must ask, but
cannot yet answer.

It is noticeable that if we conceive laughter as one of Hugh-
lings Jackson's "innumerable epilepsies," it is in the ma-
jority of adults, one of those which begins with the highest
level in consciousness and with the finer muscles, and i)asses

downward to lower levels and more fundamental and earlier

developed musculature, although sometimes in children this

order is exactly inverted. Expectation, perhaps all that

is available, is strongly generated in the higher regions of

consciousness; the resulting movements pass down the ge-

netic and perhaps meristic levels till circulatory, glandular and
even intestinal and excretory activities are affected and the

sphincters relaxed. The mental horizon of expectation was
the largest, but this narrows down to the most intense focali-

zation upon the mirth-provoking object till the soul is, as it

were, imjialed on the sharp point of the jest. The objective

world has vanished and is forgotten, the proprieties and even
the presence of others are lost, and the soul is all eye and ear
to the one laughable object. Care, trouble, and even phys-
ical pain are forgotten, and the mind, as it were, falls back
through unnumbered millennia and catches a glimpse of that

primeval paiadise where joy was intense and supreme, and
where life and the joy of living were both inconceivably
vivid and were expressed by the most generic, primeval and
correspondingly energetic sounds and movements, from
which all other and later human sounds and movements have
sprung. Perhaps such condensed joy and such erethic mani-
festation of it lack economy in our world of indirect, reflected,

derived and dimmed pleasures, and, perhaps, adults should
not, as children may, go to heaven in a laugh. It is a fact

of peculiar interest that many children in our returns laugh
habitually at nothing, except the mere joy of being alive and
the euphoria of their own spontaneous movements of mind
and body. Just as there are psychalgic states in which every
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activity is pain, so we must postulate hedonic states in which
every activity gives pleasure. How and why this reacts into

the sigh, the natural history of which Henle has discussed,

and how the intermittent element is connected with the re-

spiratory apparatus in the medulla, whether laughter inten-

sifies expiratory and a sob inspiratory movements, our
returns give no data to determine.
The data of our returns make it possible to treat these

topics in a more concrete and objective way than has hith-

erto been possible. Most treatises on festhetics have ap-

proached the subject from standpoints that were abstract and
theoretical, if not indeed metaphysical. As in most fields of

psychology we have drifted too far from the homely facts of

common, every-day average human life, and have emphasized
the exceptional and have wandered to many speculative

fields. The above data seem to fall into a few natural

groups, and suggest that the act of physical tickling is very
basal for any proper treatment of this subject. The import-

ance of animal acts and noises, the relations of laughter to

fear and joy at calamity, are rubrics the importance of which
both for science and education is not adequately recognized

in the literature, while the new standpoints which seem so

obvious and inevitable to the biological mode of thoughthave
not yet been suggested. The present paper, although inti-

mating these new points of view, is so inadequate to the %'ast

and hitherto unsuspected complexity of the subject that it

can hardly claim to be more than notes calling attention to

the need of further detailed work.
II. Tickling. From the mass of returns the best upon

this subject were selected, and show that children are most
ticklish as follows : soles of the feet, 117 ; under the arms,
104 ; neck, 86 ; under the chin, 76 ;

waist and ribs, 60 ;

cheeks, 58 ; knee, 25 ; down the back, 19 ; behind the ears,

15 ; all over, 15
;
palms, 14 ; corners of mouth, 8 ; breast, 8

;

nose, 7 ; legs, 5 ; elbows, 3 ; lips, 3 ; etc.

Some of the above children mention several places, and so

appear several times. " Tossing up is mentioned 11 times
;

blowing on the cheek, down the back, behind the ears, in the

eyes, pinching toes, are each mentioned several times. The
tickle zone is often spoken of by children as the funny
place. Unexpectedness, a delicate instrument like a straw,

feather, ravelings, rubbing, a cold draft on the spine, play-

ing bite the finger, poiating toward and threatening to bore
into the body, are all mentioned. Two small children are so

ticklish they scream with laughtey if touched. One child

laughed in its sleep for ten minutes after being touched on the

sole.
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F., 17. If tickled under the arm slides to the floor and screams
with laughter. If any one whispers in her ear she must laugh. If

a friend blows upon her skin or makes a buzzing sound, she writhes
and screams. F., 34. Is stout, and shaking her always makes her
laugh. F., 10. Feels ticklish and must laugh if swinging, even in

a hammock. F., 17. Feels ticklish and must giggle in going down
in an elevator. 3/., 20. Is very ticklish for every creepy, crawly mo-
tion if only just felt. M., i' Can be tickled only by pointing at
him.

A special supplementary question as to where children

were most ticklish shows the following in order of fre-

quency : soles of the feet, under the aim, neck and throat,

ribs, back, under the chin, stomach, knees, at sight of

pointed finger, cheeks, palm, upper lip, nose. Contact of

the soles of the feet may cause almost agony. The word
soles sometimes causes slight tickling. Sensitiveness to

faint contact may vary with the state of feeling, e. c/.: F., 20.

Is always ticklish in the soles of her feet and in one or more
other places, according to the state of fatigue, mood, etc.

Many mention sensitiveness to contact or movement, per-

haps, especially if zigzag, just heavy enough to be felt. A
few seem almost equally ticklish in every part, and others

solely in exceptional parts, like the palm of the hand. When
near the cry point, some children, otherwise very ticklish, are
like stone to every stimulus. Simply pointing the finger at

many sensitive children, especially if it is rotated in a spiral

motion, sometimes causes laughter so intense as to be almost
hysterical. Some are ticklish only near bed-time, or when
very tired.

Sixty clearly marked cases are more ticklish at one time
than at another, as when they have been " carrying on " or
are in a hapjiy mood, are nervous or unwell, after a good
meal, when being washed, when in perfect health, when with
people they like, etc. Some are more susceptible through
sight, others through hearing or touch, and some are specially

sensitive in the sphere of smell, and some even of smell and
taste. In 107 cases laughter or tickling results from merely
seeing a finger pointed with movements suggesting tickling.

Slow circular movements of the index finger, then stopping^

these and thrusting it toward some ticklish point, especially

if with a buzzing sound, make many young children half-

hysterical with laughter.

Many children in these and other returns form the habit

of picking the skin. Not only scabs, to which childish in-

stinct seems to have a great aversion, but pimples and the
slightest roughness often excite very strong desire to remove
them. Often they have been observed to pick for hours con-

tinuously and physical restraints sometimes become neces-
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sary. Occasionally larger scabs, due to wounds, are worked
on with growing impetuosity until they are removed. Occa-

sionally a child purposely cuts or abiades the skin on its

hands, not to remove roughness, but apparently to create a

scab. One grew fond of dropping the grease from a lighted

candle on bis hands for the sake of the pleasure of picking

it off afterwards. Hang-nails, callous bits of skin or those

loosened by blisters are often removed with great pain. Some
children pull out the hairs from head, eyebrows, lashes,

hands, and elsewhere despite the pain. Two games of rub-

bing the skin off of the back of the hands became fads
;
pins

are thrust through the cuticle and the skin broken. Children

dare each other to cut, bite, or otherwise get through the

skin, not so much to see rawness and blood, which they

abhor, or have sores dressed, as to gratify some deep impulse

to fuss with the skin.

It is hard to explain such instincts, and indeed they are

hard to analyze. A slight pruritus ; automatic instincts on
the motor side to pick, perhaps stimulated to far greater in-

tensity by the pain itself ; the impulse to remove roughness,

perhaps a hunger for some specific dermal sensation in chil-

dren slightly anossthetic analogous to "light hunger of the

eye;" a desire to gratify the exquisite tactile sensation of

smoothness which in hand- shaking and the caresses of lovers

is so important a factor,—all these may have been elements,

and may have played an important role in natural selection

and in the original depilation of the human body, the proper

stroking of which is still a source of pleasure.

The strange sensitiveness to minimal tactile impressions

all over the body has never been explained. Although Frey,

Goldscheider, Nichols and others have sought to measure its

intensity, no modification of this strange reversal of the psy-

cho-physic law for that scale of stimuli which causes greater

reactions, the slighter they are, has been given that is satis-

factory or that has won general acceptance. Why is it that

contact with the finest hair, wool, or cobweb evokes sensa-

tions that are not only exceedingly intense, but also very

widely irradiated, and also provokes reflex movements that

may be convulsive in their intensity, but when the same
pressure, it may be of the same object and upon the same
spot, is slightly increased, only the localized and moderate

impression of touch is produced, vrith proper or no motor
reactions? This paradoxical phenomenon is so unique and
so distinct from that caused by stronger pressures on the ribs

and elsewhere that it should no longer be included under the

general term ticklishness, but should have a different name.

Pending a better nomenclature we suggest for the former the
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term knismesis and for the latter the term garjjalesis, with the

adjectives knisiuic and gargalie, hyperknisniesis and hyper-
gai\t!;ah'sis for excess, etc.

Primitive organisms had only the sense of touch. For
them there was no sense of gradual approach, but danger was
announced only by contact, and therefore came with great

suddenness and caused strong reactions of escape or resist-

ance. The gradual evolution of sight and perhaps smell and
hearing as an "anticipatory touch," mitigated the primitive

shock in which, perhaps, all psychic life originated, and en-

abled preparatory adjustments to be made. Growing psychic
life dist^inguished between dangerous and harmless touches,

but 80 inconceivably long was tlie ontogenetic period before

these reductives became established that traces of the old

psycho-neuroses are not effaced. Although we know little of

their neural basis we can often catch glimpses of the adapt-

iveness of these primordial reactions. Again the very energy
which minimal stimuli develop has no doubt now a prepo-

teutly trophic significance, and yet again their dynamogenic
service for higher processes, even those which inhibit them,
is no doubt great. Once more as the psychic field has en-

larged and attention has acquired increasing power to abstract

available energy from its negative field to focus it elsewhere,

unusual sensations in rarely functioning parts revert, so that,

especially in states of fatigue and in regions where inhibition

is rarely needed, outcrops of the old tendencies are .^een.

Stronger touches evoke inhibition, long-circuit processes into

the field of intelligence and will, which act by the very energy
thus developed. These minimal touch excitations thus rep-

resent the very oldest stratum of psychic life in the soul, and
have still in their strange sensitiveness and energy reminis-

cences of the primeval vigor and spontaneity of the dawn of

psychic life, and especially of sight and hearing, in the

world. Thus keenly did organisms feel the world about
them, thus intensely did they react to it in that eocene

age of the soul before the soma had been mechanized,
and before its vitality had lapsed to a degree of vigor which
separated it so far from that of the reproductive elements and
established death so firmly in the world. It is thus with grow-
ing interest and awe that we contemplate these phenomena.
Homelier and more vulgar experiences must also be sug-

gested. The insect world in all its immensity has always
been a part of human environment, and has no doubt played
an important role in the maintenance and development of

this psychosis. Parasites of many known and perhaps more
unknown species have always infested the skin, and a large

volume of animal activities are still directed toward their re-
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moval. Some are dang;erous and mnst have evoked reac-

tions of corresponding force like the almost spasmodic move-

ments of the horse at the slightest touch of the bot fly, which
sticks an egg on the tip end of the longest hair of its gam-

brels or fetlock. The fact that even a few are dangerous

strengthens the movements against all, while the fact that

their attacks are almost incessant establishes a stronger habit

of reaction than do the attacks of larger but more infrequent

enemies, on a principle analogous to that which makes small

but certain punishments more effective than severe but un-

certain ones as deterrents of crime. Again, the slighter and
less dangerous experiences less often kill, so that their effects

accumulate.
Belt, in his "Naturalist in Nicaragua," suggests that man's

hairless condition was perhaps brought about by natural

selection in tropical regions, where he was greatly troubled

with parasites. Hudson in his " Naturalist in La Plata," (p.

143) says it is almost necessary to transport oneself to the

vast tick-infested wilderness of the new world to appreciate

the full significance of Belt's suggestion. He affirms that it

is quite certain that if in such a country as Brazil man pos-

sessed a hairy coat, affording cover to the tick and enabling

it to get a footing on the body, his condition would be a very

sad one. It is of course well known that savages abhor hairs

on the body and even pluck them off their faces. The soft

lanugo hairs with which man is still covered point back to

the time when the whole body was covered with a disadvan-

tageous coat of hair. There is certainly more than training

and education in the instinctive furor and impetuosity no-

ticeable in the habit of picking scabs and removing excre-

mentitious matter and disadvantageous excrescences from
the surface of the body.
Whispering in the ear may cause a recrudescence of the old

sensitiveness out of which its functions were develoijed, and
the more we understand and are impressed by the whispered

words the more this hyperesthesia to the noise and breath

stimuli decreases. The often excessive itching caused by
very slight movements adds the sense of life to that of con-

tact to the object which touches, while the noise of buzzing

as a laughter excitant suggests its own explanation.

Very different is the lesson which is taught by the list of

parts of the body which are most sensitive. Lowest in the

scale are points like the shoulder-blades, shoulders, thighs,

calves, etc., harder touch and even invasion of which are

dangerous only in a low degree. The soles of the feet, throat,

knees, palms, etc., are far more vulnerable, and contact with

these carries with it a higher degree of what may be called
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physical suggestiveness of danger. In the long struggle for

existence wounds or thrusts here have caused more pain
and inconvenience than in less vulnerable regions, or even
than in those that were more so, because the latter have
killed, while the former have been consistent with long sur-

vival and pain, with the possibility of recurrence. Pointing
at these parts without touch, boring motions, gestures of bit-

ing, stabbing, or any other form of invasion, here evoke the
gestures of danger and its excitability without any strong
sense of it. These " clotted masses of motion " have their

sensory analogue in the felted and macerated masses of sen-
sation, caused by stimulating the soles of the feet. The lat-

ter, with its modern mode of treatment, is but a decadent
rudiment of the foot of i)rimeval man, or his anthropoid pro-
genitor, which in gi-asping ^ower, length of toes, exposure
and manifold uses onci? approximated the hand. In it we
have thus a type and norm of how organs and sensations,once
elaborated, but now shriveled and atrophied to a pulpy re-

siduum, appear. Thethroatand innerpartof the thighs, so much
more exposed since the erect position was acquired, are very
ticklish. The sexual parts have a ticklishness as unique as
their function and as keen as their importance. The faintest

suggestion of them has great power over the risibilities of

children. In most of the above parts the peculiar quality of

these sensations is evoked only by contact, with some degree
of pressure. These sensations could not have been estab-
lished until the differentiation of parts was well made, and
they must hence be less paleo-psychic than those for minimal
contact with its " all-overish " sensations. They have, how-
ever, the primitive quality of undecomposableness, reflex

vigor often transcending control, and of being common to

men and animals.
Tossing, swinging, etc., as laughter excitants, suggest the

philophobic sensations described elsewhere in connection with
gravity fears, ^ while novelty or the development of reactions
for the first time in the individual, which are very old in the
race, constitutes a standpoint, and probably a class.

The reaction time for pressuie-touch in sensitive and vul-
nerable parts is very short, while that for minimal con-
tact is very long, and appears to be about the same
as that for pain. Whether, like the latter, its tract is less

established in the si)iual cord, or its jjeculiar sensations are
mediated by sympathetic and vasomotor fibres, we do not
know. They no doubt belong, however, in the same group
as pain, sex sensations and conaesthesias, and must be con-

'"A Study of Fears," G. S. Hall. Section I, Gravity Fears;
Am. Jour. Psych., Vol. VIII, No. 2.
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sidered, in our opinion, as the true physiological complement
of primordial sensations of pain,—traces, possibly, of the

first pleasures not directly due to food and sex with which

psychic development began. Just as, on the one hand, every-

thing which caused pain was avoided, so everything which

caused those sensations, of which these are the remnant, was
sought. They represent, too, the satisfaction in activity of

over- rested and therefore very labile centres, and perhaps

the very touch-points of Goldscheider are, in a special sense,

their organs.
Finally, it cannot be said too emphatically that most of the

above points, as yet, lack final experimental demonstration,

although, in a field so tempting, we cannot think that labo-

rious research will be long delayed.

III. Animals and tJteir Acts. Most familiar animals,

their forms, actions, and, it would seem, especially their

noises, are sources of great merriment for children. So are,

secondarily, imitations of these by adults or other children. So

intense is the pleasure arising from this source that often even

the mention of the animal's name—donkey, monkey, pig,dog,

jackass—provokes irrepressible laughter. Many nursery

songs and games give abundant illustration of this fact. In

our returns the order of frequency in mentioning animals as

mirth-provoking is dog, cat, pig, louse, monkey, rooster,

crow, chicken, duck, ape, goose, sheep, cow, horse, poUy-

wog, parrot, turkey gobbler, frog, owl, etc. It is interest-

ing, and indeed surprising, to see how even the suggestion of

a grunt, squeak, bark, hum or buzz, snort, whinny, bray,

quack, caw, mew, cluck, bleat, squeal, croak, crow, chirp,

touches the risibles of children, especially, of course, if they

are where they ought not to laugh, and how much pleasure

some of the animal calls which Mr. Bolton has collected

give. Many boys become virtuosos in imitating various

animals or the songs of birds, and always to the intense de-

lectation of their mates. Young children sometimes laugh

with such abandonment at some special imitative animal

noise that stories that abound in them have to be modified.

Of all the sounds enumerated, animal noises greatly predomi-

nate over all others. It is less the elements of suddenness or

strangeness that cause the funny feeling, than it is the direct

suggestiveness of the animal itself.

The antics of animals are a source of great amusement to

children. They pull down the corners of the eyes and pall

the mouth open, put their hands to their ears, crawl like

snakes, root like pigs, fly like birds, gwimlike fish, catch and
devour prey, make faces, wear animal masks, form shadow
pictures,watch animals and laugh at and perhaps imitate their
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every movement, personate trick animals. In 33 cases imitation

of animals became persistent and troublesome. Some children
desired to be, and others thoiifrht they were becominjj some
favorite animal. They play that they have claws, trunks,

tails, tusks, big teeth and eyes, eat, drink or sleep, walk,
play like aninmls. Games that involve catchinj; or grabbing
are often very mimetic of animals, and are always hilarious.

The element of suddenness, too, often intensifies this factor.

The wearing of animal masks, of great variety, has always
been a source of great pleasure for children, and even plays
a very important part in the games and ceremonials of the

Chinese, most European folk-lore and amusements, in me-
diaeval revels and in savage dances. Pinning on tails, ears,

horns, feathers, mane, wings, going on all- fours, enacting the

animal eposes that have coir.i? down to us from the middle
ages and from remote antiquity, with the aid of these accou-

trements suggest that if, according to Lotze's theory of per-

sonal adornment, we feel oui selves extended to thetii^ of every
ribbon or skirt we wear, and feel pleasure in thus extending
and transforming the fixed limit of our skin-bounded ego, chil-

dren must apjM'oximate the animal consciousness by these

devices. On the other hand the long struggle of man with
the other animals for survival and supremacy, the history

of domestication, the folk-lore and religion of totemism show
us what a role animals have played in human fear, reverence

and even love in the past.

Modern studies of anatomy show that not only every organ
of the human body is inherited from an animal ancestry, but
that we all have some hundred and forty rudimentary organs
which in lower animals were essential, but which in man are

atrophied by disuse. Whether, or if so how, these dwind-

ling parts modify human consciousness, we do not know.
Nothing would be more rash than to assert that the fact that

both the bones and several pairs of muscles that are still

represented in the human coccyx has anything to do with

children's amusement of pinning on tails. Nothing, how-
ever, is better established than that there is a closer rapport

between animals, especially those that are domesticated, and
children than is the case with adults. From the myths of

feral children living with beasts to the familiar facts that

domestic animals are often more nearly related and in closer

sympathy with children than with adults, and from the fact

that rudimentary animal organs are relatively and often ab-

solutely larger in children than in adults, to the greater simi-

larity of the early vocal utterances and gestures, as well as of

infantile psychic states and processes to those of animals, we
cannot argue, but only conjecture and wonder.
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The more we know of animal instincts the more we are im-
pressed, not only with their marvelous adjustment to their

environment, but with their vast range, volume and com-
plexity. The deep-sea organisms, the coral insects, migrat-
ing fishes, birds, animals that hibernate and estivate, nest
building, quest of food, avoidance of enemies, the manifold
marvels of the insect world, animal societies,—all these taken
together represent an adaptation to conditions compared to

which the entire human psychosis seems limited in range,
artificial, and honeycombed with self-consciousness in
method, and on the whole monotonous and narrow. It is

easy to imagine totally different orders of intelligence as great
as that of man, unfolded under conditions of life as different

as his from that of birds, fishes or earth-worms. The life of

childhood, from its very nature, is nearer the parting of the
ways which open into all these undeveloped possibilities. Its

more generic soul lingers with the charm of these upon it. It

sympathizes with, pities, takes the place of, imitates many
species of life and catches glimpses of the universe from
these many and very diversified standpoints. This wide-
ranged childish capacity is intimated in metempsychosis
with its theories of incarnation in every possible and often

impossible form of animal life. Just as adolescents stretch

the sonl by having a series of crazes, fads or enthusiasms,
more than if they go to seed on the first one ; just as Hip-
pias would learn something of all trades before he sought
mastery in one,—so childhood widens the range of all its

powers by these close sympathies with animals, and also

gets a far more vivid impression of vanity from knowing the
peacock, cunning from the fox, boorishness from the bear,

stubbornness from the mule, slipperiness from the eel, glory
and patriotism from the eagle, strength from the lion, etc.

The pleasure element in all this must be carefully distin-

guished from that of Groos, whose theory of play as direct

preparation for the activities of adult life ( Voriihnng und
Einiibung), is obviously wrong here. As an at least partial

explanation we here propose the following new view : Rudi-
mentary organs need to be not only developed, but often used
in order to dwindle in form and function, and to make place
for the next higher organs and functions for which they, in

the higher forms of life, are mere, although indispensable,

succedanea. Stimulus and use, at a certain stage, seem to be
necessary, not to make them develop, as is the case with
most tissues, as all Lamarckians hold, but to directly cause
their gradual atrophy. Whether thejatter itself is the stimu-
lus for the growth of the next higher organ and function, or
whether these are mainly developed under the direct influ-
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ences of the stimulus, we do not know. Now there must be
therefore a elass of activities, absolutely without direct use
for the future, but indispensable for the development of

higher powers, and the above reactions of childhood to ani-

mals must, we suggest, involve elements of this kind. Just as
on the Aristotelian theory of Katharsis men see exhibitions of

cruelty aud crime on the stage to their great delectation, and
thereby discharge instinctive tendencies to crime in their own
souls without harm to others, and at the same time develop
the power to control such tendencies in the future, so children's

play with animals marks the harmless development of rudi-

mentary animal instincts as they pass to their needed maxi-
mal growth, till the next higher powers that control and
subordinate them are unfolded, thus recapitulating with im-
mense rapidity a very long itage in the evolution of the
human out of the animal psyche. The pleasure element here
is great because the unfoldment is so sj^ontaneoas, rapid, and
because nowhere is so large a section of the generic develop-
ment of the race condensed almost within the range of the
consciousness of the individual. The best illustration of

this is probably found in the gradual reduction of childish

fears under the influence of growing knowledge, aud this is

so important an element in childish joy and laughter as to

merit more careful examination in the following section.

IV. Recovery from SUght Fear. This factor appears
more or less in both the above rubrics. Unusual gestures,

mimicry of dreaded creatures or acts, the simulation of

anger, the parodied biting or eating, jumping out at, and
peek-a-boo, pretended fights, pseudo-scares, such as simu-
lated lameness, cramps, fits, automatic movements, grimaces,

etc., if very carefully adjusted to suggest, and then instantly

and completely disarm fear, or if repeated, so that the subse-
quent pleasure can be anticijjated before the fear has become
too intense, are perhaps as certain to provoke laughter as
anything. Here appears the contrast which many writers
think a dominant factor in the ludicrous, as well as Herbert.
Spencer's " descending incongruity." The shock or fear

element seems to increase irritability, and the energy thus
made labile overflows in all the phenomena of cachinnation.

These nursery exi)eriences again tend to lift the child above
some fears, so that the pleasure of transcendiug them and
laughing at what had just been feared is also involved.

Closely connected with, and often a part of this fun psy-
chosis is the pleasure in unusual acts and attitudes gener-

ally, such as walking, speaking or acting in some funny or
exceptional way, doing ou/re things, making faces, many
forms of caricature,and especially of practical jokes, involving
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grotesque mishaps for the individual, or for others. The
fear element in many childish games is often no less fascinat-

ing than the forms of dermal titillation
;
possibly, too, the

analogy between them may be far closer than we are wont to

think. Just as we take pleasure in mild and easily over-
come fright, because thus we are stimulating rudimentary
psychic organs to gradually vanish and make place for

others, which could not exist without their mediatizing func-
tion, so love of dermal friction may reverberate with remote
ancestral echoes, and develop traces of old and ruder impacts
into liigher forms of tactile sensibility. At any rate, the
overcoming of old and hereditary fears seems always to in-

volve the generation of tension and then the discharge of

pent-up energy.
The importance of a wide range of well developed but not

too intense fears in early childhood has not been sufficiently

understood. Perhaps nothing is more effective in develop-
ing attention to its full power, and also deepening and multi-
plying interests. If it be true that one of the chief functions
of knowledge is to reduce fears, it is not yet realized what a
vast source of incentive to knowledge can be derived from
fears. Psychic zest and intensity of joy are rarely greater than
just at that moment when the child is in the act of learning how
to cast out fear, when it first touches the dreaded dog or other
animal, and finds it harmless, when it braves its fear of fall-

ing and walks its first few steps, when it first defies solitude
or darkness or dread of falling, etc. To be able to substitute
a joy for a dread, to conquer a hitherto forbidden field of

either thought or action, to enter by sympathy into a new
form of life, formerly barred to it by dread, constitutes one
distinct element in the very manifold causes of laughter, be-
cause it again widens the range of the soul's activity instead
of contracting it as does pain. This philophobic experience
seems not unworthy a name as unique as it.

V. LaurjMer at Calamity {Schadenfreude). In reading
over the returns to this questionnaire and that on teasing and
bullying, and several othei-s, a very dark side of human
nature becomes painfully real and apparent. It would be
hard to find any disaster so great that it has not been a
source of genuine mirth, not only at scores of petty misfor-
tunes, like the loss of hats in the wind, falls involving the
breaking of eggs, spilling of sugar, berries, etc., turn-
ing of umbrellas, but severe accidents involving the
gravest pain and danger to life and limb, and even death it-

self, may provoke unquenchable lacfghter. Often children
and even adults laugh when they know they should not, till

they are ashamed, until it pains them, and say they must
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laugh if it kills them. A little girl, described by Mr. Rus-
sell, danced on the just made grave of her dearest playmate,
chanting over and over, " I'm so glad she is dead and I'm
alive," in real glee. In a well attested case from the west,

which was especially investigated, two boys of 9 and 11, after

seeing the scenes of butchering day, killed, dressed and (juar-

tered their baby sister, imitating with great delight the de-

tails they had seen. Not a few of our correspondents con-

fess with genuine abasement that underneath a strong feeling

of grief at the sickness and death of their friends, there is an
undercurrent of satisfaction, and even joy, which sometimes
makes them feel that their sorrow, though tearful, is super-

ficial and hypocritical. It is unpleasant to dwell upon so
painful phenomena, because it suggests that human friend-

ship and sympathy have not yet become very securely estab-

lished in place of the old war of all against all, which charac-

terized the long ages of struggle for survival. Primitively,

death of friends meant more food for the survivors, and even
yet involves a distribution of effects. Now, too, it means
new places, added opportunities, and sometimes new and
closer friendship between survivors. The baser passions of

envy, jealousy, hate, also may find real pleasure in the ex-

tinction of life. Pain and illness often cause secret satisfac-

tion, which is recognized with dismay and confessed with
mortification, even when they befall those who are really

loved. It is sad to reflect upon the results of honest intro-

spection and careful self-analysis upon this subject, which
suggests hereditary rudiments so carefully and instinctively

concealed by the higher impulses of human brotherhood, but
which still lurk about the roots and taint the pure fountains

of benevolence and philanthropy.

In anger, as a future paper will show, laughter in a few
rare cases, not hysterical, appears when the victor has
attained his object, and defeated, maimed, even slain his

antagonist. A boy of 10, in a street fight, danced and
screamed with laughter after he had stabbed and cut his play-

mate to death. Another, of 5, pushed a little girl from a high
window and capered and shouted with pleasure that she was
bruised and mangled by the fall. This instinct to gloat over

the suffering of others is far more commonly directed towards
animals, but some children find great apparent joy inventing

their spite in secretly setting fire to buildings, breaking val-

uable ornaments and furniture, puncturing bicycle tires, rage

against children who are loved by others whose affection they

desire for themselves. The rapture of anger, when it com-
pletely attains its goal, is not confined to children of marked
morbid or criminal ijropensities, but may break out in those
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of normally good nature and kind heart like a sudden obses-

sion or insanity. On the other hand there are natures that

seem to be almost without natural sympathy, as every crimi-

nologist knows. In many, and perhaps most, there is a

period, commonly brief, before the social instincts are un-

folded, when the infliction of extreme pain is a passion so

dominant as to lead Ireland, who describes its extreme form
in monsters like Heliogabalus, Caligula and famous modern
criminals, to designate it as the insanity of power ; children,

who can effect little that is good in the world, can develop the

sense of being of great consequence in their immediate environ-

ments, not only profoundly affecting the course of things about

them, but indulging the morbid passion for notoriety by un-

natural and sometimes enormous crimes against both person

and property. The sense of being able to bring things to

pass, and of being the cause of intense feeling and great

activity, thus may come to express the early crude and blind

stirrings of ambition in natures of unusual strength, the fac-

tors of which develop in irregular or inverted order.

Weak natures that cannot excel in the open field of fair com-

petition and natural selection, are no doubt always tempted

to resort to the unfair means of removing or handicapping

rivals in life's race. Exultation, then, has a common element

with successful ambition. Jealousy has its own joy. The
criminology of adolescence often shows this feature. It is

manifested in ancient songs of victory, preans, triumphal

marches, and shades over into the exquisite joy of teasing.

It all shows how inveterate and primordial selfishness is,

how slow and hard are the stages by which it is inhibited,

and is in line with the current theories by which pleasure at-

tends everything which is expansive, whether in soul states

or in the environment.
Again, as if to illustrate the theory of Nietzsche, that

pity is an unworthy human sentiment, children are often

prone to imitate and exaggerate physical and psychic defects.

Our records abound in descriptions of mimicry of lame chil-

dren and adults, of bow-legged men, of ugly old women whom
gangs of boys follow and hoot, of both spastic and tabetic

gait of paralytics, of cripples without legs, beggars who hob-

ble or walk on their knees or use crutches, of humpbacks,
idiots, the blind. deaf, foreigners, etc.; while birthmarks, scars,

dwarfs, deformed features, tics and automatic movements of

limb or face, illiterate expressions, and even the twinges and

convulsions of extreme pain, evoke mocking and hilarious

laughter. Some young women have special and imperative

risibility when they hear of failures in business, when their

brothers, sisters or mates are punished, or giggle at any
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trouble which befalls their acquaintances (f., 16, c. g.,

must laugh whenever she hears or roads of people who are

either sick or poor. F., 18. Has to laugh at all queer people or

negro children), and specialization in the sense of the ludi-

crous, as excited by defect, loss, or oddity, is not infrequent.

Stuttering, provincial speech, brogue, foreign accent are fre-

tpient topics for these virtuosos of mimicry, which are often

exaggerated to the point of caricature. Such cases mark the

transition from pleasure in misfortune to that which we are

so prone to take in what is exceptional and unconventional.

They also illustrate the proneness of childhood to explore all

the possibilities of human life. This is especially true of

such imitations when in solitude. When they occur before

others, the alien motives of desire of applause for cleverness

and skill come in. The laugn of the on-lookers is in part ad-

miration of imitative cleverness, but also partly exultation

over defect or eccentricity.

VI. Practical Jokes. Closely related to the impulse to

laugh at the defects and calamities of fate is the instinct of

rigging, coarse horse-play and clapping the fool's cap upon

some innocent and unsuspecting victim. It would be easy to

fill our space with records like the hiding of hats, the sewing

up of sleeves, removing the slats from beds that the occupant

be doubled up like a v, painting pansies on the bald pate of

a sleeping uncle, upsetting wagons, painting cows, hoisting

calves to college belfries, bent pins stealthily placed in chairs,

pinning papers and legends, etc., upon the garments, generat-

ing noxious fumes, sending bricks done up in dainty parcels,

cutting hair and whiskers, ducking, mock initiations, paint-

ing pickets, doors, statues in unseemly form, concealing

books, clothing, glasses, doctoring food, sending on fictitious

errands, condemning to do absurd and ridiculous things,

awaking every kind of false expectation, modes of frighten-

ing of scores of kinds, and all the historical traditions of

Hallowe'en and All Fools' Day. Flogel's " Geschichte der

Hofnarren " (1789), and Doran's '• History of Court Fools "

(1858), show us what rude, cruel practical jokes were played

by kings, court and cultivated people a few centuries ago.

Nero cut a man in two to convince him that he was not, after

all, a single person, but two. Another Roman emperor in-

vited a friend to a large banquet, and uncovered a dish in

which were the headsof the wife and children of his guest.

A cheap comedy theatre shows us how the practical joke,

banished from the cultivated classes, where it formerly held

sway, still prevails among the lowly, as it does among sav-

ages and children in a still raw and more flaying form. The
greater the discomfiture or even pain, the madder and more
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furious the fun. Personal rights are no barrier, and respect-

ability is a favorite mark for this crude pastime. Goethe

well says that nothing is more significant of men's character

than that which they find laughable. In these cases common
human sympathy and trust of mau in man seem quite sus-

pended, and the pleasure often seems about evenly divided

between the perpetrator's complacency in his own cleverness

and inventiveness, and his exultation over others' pain. The
dominance of the latter factor is very commonly seen in the

lowest of all these cases, where originality has quite decayed

and only the most commonplace and crude devices are re-

sorted fo. It is to be hoped that those writers who believe

that on the whole mirth is not only growing more refined

but less bitter are correct, rather than those who believe that

the reverse is true.

As quickeners of dull wits the function of the practical joke

is often of great importance, and there is much to be said in

favor of many forms of the much-abused college hazing.

Many a youth would be greatly imi)roved by it. Its special

uses are the following : Many a callow youth has been reared

in an environment in which he has acquired a premature self-

satisfaction and poise which veneers the soul against the in-

fection of needed knowledge and hide- binds moral and some-

times even intellectual growth. A good course of rough and

roistering treatment by his peers tends to make the nature

flexible, and to prevent inspissation of character. Again it

is an often sorely needed lesson in the control of temper and

in hardening hypersensitive minds which are liable to find

fancied neglects, and whose amour propre is so easily

wounded. The trials and reverses of life are in some degree

anticipated, and the soul is seasoned to bear their strain.

Who cannot name in the sphere of his own acquaintance

yonng men who would have been improved by this

rude tonic, injurious though it is to some'J Again,

the practical joke offers a field for real ingenuity and

invention, sometimes in making the punishment fit the crime

and often in opening new sources of merriment in this som-

ber world. A collegian who is condemned to kiss every

baby he meets in a city street for a day, to wear his coat

wrong side out for twenty-four hours, to wear a placard with

the legend "kick me,"' to work for a day cleaning spittoons

or sewers, to engage in a beer duel with a cleverly devised

comic ritual, is surely not greatly injured, and may be given

some needed flexibility and docility as well as taught to con-

trol his temper. But in all this grpup the law of rudiments

is dominant. The practical joke is war, cruelty, torture re-

duced to the level and intensity of play, and must not tran-
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scend its bounds. To give and take in jest what was once
the wager of life and death, marks a distinct though late re-
capitulatory state of the development of the soul. It is the
culture of religion, art, literature, education and civilization
generally which has reduced these fierce and often brutal
propensities, and that probably chiefly within the historic
period, to their present harmless play forms. The ready ac-
ceptance of these cruelties by the victim is instinct's acknowl-
edgment of this real need. Of course forms of the practical
joke are found among all savage races in their reduced play
form, and sham fights are constantly seen among animals.
But besides their function as preparations for future activi-
ties, they also stimulate like all activities of rudimentary
functions, they serve the purpose of discharging over-rested
centres, stimulating primitive impulses not to grow, but to
dwindle, and evoking their proper correctives. Men are
thus more peaceable for sham battles, and the practical joke
allows a harmless vent for the old anti-social instincts, and
excites and establishes the dominance of higher powers.

VII. Caricature. Perhaps the next highest form is

the impulse to that kind of ridicule often designated as
"running on," " setting out," etc., in which acts, features,
or traits are exaggerated or made ridiculous. Often naive
and even beautiful things are so distorted that the victim, es-
pecially if a child, comes to feel shame and perhaps morbid
self-consciousness, where confidence and even pride would be
justified. Some artists develop amazing capacity to see and
depict absurd and perhaps animal features in the faces of
public men, and country humor abounds in half-real, half-
fancied eccentricities as its stock in trade. The colored
man, the German, the Jew, the Yankee, the Irishman, the
countryman, the Bowery man, the dude, the cockney, the typi-
cal French or Englishman of the comic stage owe their mirth-
provoking quality to clever caricatures. So do the imitations
of the mannerisms of great actors or oratois, singers, etc.
College dramatics abound in this and caricature of actors, pro-
fessors, of unpopular men, freshmen and the other sex. To
this mimicry owes its sting, because imitation must be true
to life, but with certain parts loudly colored or unduly em-
phasized, like the magnified keyhole in a child's drawing of
a house, or buttons, or pipe in the picture of a man. Every
age, community, or often person, has its own strict and often
rigidly conventional ideas of what is proper, and every real
or fancied deviation attracts consciousness and invites atten-
tion. By this means not only fashion, but sometimes good
morals and even the orthodoxies of faith are enforced. Man-
ners and the customs of good society find perhaps their very
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strongest ally in representations of their violations parodied
into absurdity. One function of ridicule is, therefore, to en-

force a consensus, whether of the old against the young, or
conversely of the wise against the ignorant, or vice versa, of

party, sex, modes of life, against recalcitrant or exceptional
individuals, or against each other. Nothing is done which
forces others into absurdity as in a practical joke, but ridi-

cule takes on a function of criticism and rests upon clever

misrepresentation of the actual, or gloats over lapses from
some standard which, though it may not be formulated, must
be very real and definite from which to measure all devia-

tions. When these are made to seem most ridiculous the
laughter is most confirmed in the norm or standard.

Here we recognize, still more clearly, the sense of supe-
riority always implied in ridicule. The victim's egoism is

abased and, in his humiliation, he may lose self-respect, es-

pecially if conscious of the least real ground of ridicule. Very
incidental and unconscious acts may be rudely dragged into

prominence, and in this way, too, real self-knowledge may
be distorted. The victim has the unwelcome task of re-ad-

justing both his self-knowledge, and what is far more seri-

ous, his self-valuation. Society thus resists variation and
differentiation, and all reformers, inventors and original

souls who have struck out new ways for the race have been
made food for the laughter of their contemporaries, while
they have often turned the laugh against their persecutors.

Thus inertia resists change and psychic types strive to per-

petuate themselves. Even ignorance is very clever at bur-

lesque of what is above it, and thus seeks to drag it down.
Caricature may have its root in simple humor, which

laughs with the victim, or in satire which laughs at him.
The first is a valuable school of human nature, of wliich it sin-

gles out and studies the various elements as parts of a dis-

sected picture. Not only the soul itself, but society has been
organized in the remote past by the reduction of ideas, senti-

ments, acts, sometimes by means of their opposites and some-
times by other needs for restraint. Caricature suggests this

time when the soul's various elements were more unre-

strained, and thus far more developed. Just as we laugh at

animals that have long noses, ears, and other features that

evolution has reduced and made harmonious, so psychic
traits, untamed and raw, or yet unconcealed by conven-

tionality or by self-consciousness, arouse laughter as an ata-

vistic reverberation, just as we are most ticklish at those

points of the body which are most vulnerable. Part of the

pleasure here is thus due to expanding the soul to sympa-
thize with a wider range of traits than the individual himself
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possesses, and is reverberatory of a past we know not how
remote, and an exercise for rudimentary organs of the soul
which come into their nnfreciuent and evanescent functions
before they are slowly transformed into higher ones. Humor
is based upon sympathy, the field of which caricature en-
larges, enriches and diversifies. Humor may evoke sympa-
thy not only with weakness and psychic defect, but with vice
itself.

Satire, on the other hand, brings out or caricatures ou
a basis of truth like humor, but with the opposite effect of

destroying sympathy and evoking contempt and aversion
from perhaps the same qualities that humor inclines us to

love. It comes into power very much later in life and at a
much more advanced stage of culture and civilization. Its

caricatures are more often those of defects or active sins
than of mere eccentricities. The laugh it evokes is bitter be-

cause the scorn and contempt are merited, and Hegel has
well characterized an age of .satire as one of approaching in-

volution and change, when old sanctities are ceasing
to be revered. It is a mode in which an old cul-

ture or consciousness, or civilization begins to be
sloughed off or molted to make room for a better one.
Hence the laugh of satire can never be very hearty, but must
be somewhat forced, even when brightened by wit. If it

deepens into cynicism and misanthropy, it may almost as
readily evoke tears as laughter, and hence need hardly be
considered here. Sarcasm, which is one of the stings of
satire, is very rare among school children. It implies a
stronger sense of evil than they have developed, and its use
by parents and teachers should be very rare, and only with
the most careful precautions. Because, while it very rarely
excites laughter, it is very prone to rankle and fester in the
soul for a long time afterward.

The genetic root of caricature is, no doubt, largely sympa-
thy. The mother exaggerates the most beloved traits and
acts of her child, and her laugh is that of humor, with its ob-
ject, and not at it. Her pleasure is that of entering into the
infant's psychic states. Inability to do this measures her
limitations. All imitation is, at root, a kind of flattery.

When bad traits appear in those about us, or good ones be-

come excessive, the deep educational instinct of the race has
invented ridicule as a method of self-knowledge. As if it

knew that self-consciousness was deeply and originally a
therapeutic agent, and the soul is infected with it by ridi-

cule just at those points where reconstruction is most
needed. Its method, which is exaggeration, is admirably
adapted to its purpose, and marks the introduction of an es-
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sentially new factor into the psychosis of laughter. In the

preceding forms it has been mainly expansive, now it is

restrictive. Its function is not primarily the joy of the

ou-looker, but the enforcement of some orthodoxy,consensus or

proprie' ,
upon a victim. The implied superiority of the

laugher is strongly present, but cannot transcend a certain

degree of contempt, beyond which laughter is impossible.

Eidicule is therefore punitive, and is sometimes one of the

hardest blows that can be inflicted upon one's self-respect.

Its laughter is never genuinely hearty, although it is often

affectedly so, unless there is a degree of good will at its root.

Another element in this extremely complex analysis is due to

the ingenuity of the ridicule. In satire and sarcasm, how-

ever, the element of sympathy is reduced to a minimum, and

there is always a degree of bitterness, and this saps the

strongest roots of laughter, so that the treatment of these

subjects hardly belongs here.

VIII. Wit. This seems, at first, to belong to a very dif-

ferent category, and to have little connection with any which

precede. It involves elements in the analysis of which there

has been the greatest difference of opinion. Unexpectedness,

suddenness, " descending incongruity,'' have been the chief

traits ascribed to it. The quick perception of unusual rela-

tions, the opening of new brain paths, the unexpected, but

not the unpleasant,—these and other conceptions and defini-

tions of it suggest some break of continuity in thought.

Eepartee is wit for two. The conundrum aud enigma ask for

instead of give the unwonted relation. Wit is thus mainly

an affair of the intellect, and primarily harmless aud without

malice. The pun also belongs here.

Concerning wit also we have a new theory to propose. It

has been shown elsewhere^ that shock tends directly to

neuro-psychie disintegration, and that dread of it is one of

the chief motives that have made science and prevision. The
shock diseases and lesions break up coherence in brains of

great plasticity or convnlsibility. Now, wit is of the nature

of shock, reduced to almost its faintest terms, and is related

to it somewhat, as the tickle sensations of minimal contact

are related to the more definite forms of touch, or to dermal

blows and lesions. Two factors are necessary—suddenness

and a light touch.

Let us take a few very random instances from our returns.

A young lady asks in a book store for "The Eloping Angels,"

and is told bythe clerk that they only have its sequel, entitled

1 See " A Study of Fears," bv G. Stanley Hall, American Jour-
nal OP Psychology, Vol. VIII, Xo. 2; X, "Shock," p. 193 et. seq.
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"The Heavenly Twins." The protensive wish is dis-

appointed, but instead of an utterly irrelevant substitute, a

very unexpected relation is presented, with a light sug:gestion

of the forbidden or delicate. A child says chauiitagne "tastes

like your foot asleep." Here again the titillation of a min-

imal shock or constant element is manifest, but the pleasure

is here heightened by both the naivete' of the child and the

aptness of the comparison. When Charles LamI) saw the

sign, "Beware the dog," and asked, " Ware be the dog? "

•we have in addition to the unexpected inversion a natural

sequence of thought.

Culture and practice consist largely in inhibiting irrelevant

reactions. By anticipatory suppression of these, the atten-

tion foresees its way and economizes energy. Wit, however,

because it touches the soul in an unexpected zone, evokes a

clotted mass of reflex movement of mind, perhaps not unlike

a first experience before the will had repressed needless re-

actions. The intermittence of inhibition for the mental area

thus unexpectedly invaded is thus analogous to i>artial

psychic decapitation.

If this view is correct it helps us to understand why jolly

people are often shallow, and why men of intense concentra-

tion, earnestness, and dogmatists generally, are so slow to

see jokes. Wide irradiations and deep, rutty tracts of asso-

ciation are inversely as each other. What Professor Boyesen

calls the plague of jocularity in this country, which is mani-

fested in the waggish propensity to lug in funny stories, no

matter bow irrelevant, and not only in after-dinner speeches,

but on serious occasions, is not an altogether good sign. Of

a group of foreign authors to whom Mark Twain's story of

the " Jumping Frog" was tolil, not one thought it humorous,

but either pitied the poor frog or condemned the fraud or the

idleness of the pastime. Excessive mental ticklishness is

probably to be set down as one of the neurotic stigmata, and

a tickle club, described by one of our reporters, has its

slightly morbid analogue in many a coterie of punsters and

drolls. If northern races are prone to sadness, gloom,

nioroseness and tragedy, and the people of the sunny south

are merry makers ; if London is sober and Naples is quiver-

ing with rollicking fun, and resounding with laughter; if

youthful nations enter the stage of history with jollity and

games, as in the brightness of the morning and spring, while

nations at the top of their career are graver and more sedate,

this distinction, we believe, marks the radically different

psychic diathesis which separates the careless, happy enjoy-

ment of life and the passion for novelty on the one hand from

virile energy, perseverance and achievement on the other.
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This view, too, helps us to understand the revulsion from

old jokes. Children despise those who make effort to be

funny, and especially those who endeavor to provoke a laugh

by inadequate or familiar means. The "chestnut" starts

irradiation over an old tract, but either inhibition checks the

laugh or the energy of the unused centres has been consumed,
and the effects of an anti-climax are manifest. I sat down
one afternoon to read a careful and Judicious collection of

facetiae of all kinds which a colleague at Clark University

had collected and had kindly loaned me. Most of the new
ones in the first dozen or two were irresistible, and at not a

few I laughed aloud alone in my study, but at the end of the

first twenty or thirty minutes the quality of the collection

seemed to have greatly declined and so lost its interest that I

turned to other things. For several consecutive days, as

I read on in his collection, this process was repeated till I

learned that my fatigue curve for wit fell soon and steeply

because unused tracts, although they discharged very easily,

soon consumed their energy and were left temporarily in the

condition of exhaustion until recuperated next day, only to

be again deflowered and decrepitated. In this condition,

solicitation to the act of convulsible laughter, especially if

persisted in, may even provoke anger analogous to the irri-

tability of fatigue.

As in tickling, again we have here, too, enormous fluctua-

tions of excitability dependent upon the general condition of

health, rest, mood, etc. Our feeling toward the personality

of the provoker of wit is a very dominant factor. What in

one person seems silly and even banal, in another is very

laughable. We love to laugh for our friends, but consider it

humiliating to give our enemy this power over us. Friend-

ship and love sensitize all our risibilities as they do so many
functions, and we delight in having those we care for dis-

charge our powers of laughter just as animals love to be

scratched by those of whom they have no fear. This power,

too, makes for good will on the part of the hearer, but we
steel ourselves with all possible energy against the assaults

of those who are antipathetic. Laughter at wit implies com-

pliment, and one of the earliest signs of love is sometimes

the disposition to laugh at even the puerilities of the object

of affection.

Cheap, superficial and even false connections between the

discrepant parts of this complex and heterogeneous universe

give pleasure because the long quest for unity of which
monism, monotheism and science generally are the outcrops,

has been so intense that even the flitting gleam of an exten-

sion of it into new realms gives pleasure like cloud land-
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scapes at sea. The discontinuities of the cosmos seem less
because irrelevant ideas salute as they pass. Some jexix
iVesprit anticipate what later becomes settled trutli, as a rude
darning stitch by a child may determine how textures are to
be quilted and embroidered toj>:ether. Wit belongs to the
penumbral, nebulous rejiions of intellect, and madness con-
fuses the outlines and loses the proper perspective of the
two. Hence, also, imagination may give the keenest pleasure
because it opens the realm of the possible, which is always
larger and better than the real in a world where the best
things have not happened yet.

Must we not, then, assume that just as there are rudimen-
tary functions that are slowly decaying, so there are nascent
organs of soul, and perhaps "body, the maturity of which lies
far in the future? Man is noL the larva of an angel, but of a
higher superman that is to be. The imagination is the field
to which we should look for the first expressions of a higher
potentialization of the human race; because men dream
visions they are prophets of a future of realization, where hope
may attain some of its fruitions. In wit and fancy, present
man is practicing for the higher man that is to be, just as
some of children's games are preparatory to the duties and
realities of adult life. We must not deem the pleasures of
imagination, therefore, or the wider range of possibilities
opened by wit, both of which so enrich the hard, stern world
of present fact, as entirely without symbolic value as prophecy.
These bid us hope.

IX. Laughter at what is forbidden or secret. There are
certain things necessary and essential to human life which
society has stamped as improper or indecent, and certain
parts of the body which it has agreed to conceal. Covert
allusions to immodest things are sometimes a humoristic
specialty. Things, acts, gestures, smells, hinted exposures
that ever so remotely suggest these things, are a prominent
cause of laughter with young children, and double entendre,
r/.s(^«c phrases, tales or innueudos, obscenities expressed in
innocent looking tropes or by ingenious euphemisms, have
long made the chief source of laughter of simply vulgar peo-
ple and roues, as is well shown in the voluminous new dic-
tionary of such terms in French and English, just published,
with many thousand of apt but unreadable quotations by an
amazingly learned pseudonymous author.

It is hard to find all the causes of modesty and shame, but
it is certain that very much of what is best in religion, art
and life owes its charm to the progressively widening irra-
diation of sexual feeling. Perhaps the reluctance of the
female first long-circuited the exquisite sensations connected
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with sexual organs and acts to the antics of animal and
human courtship, while restraint had the physiological

function of developing the colors, plumes, excessive activity

and exuberant life of the pairing season. To keep certain

parts of the body covered irradiated the sense of beauty to

eyes, hair, face, complexion, dress, form, etc., while many
savage dancers, costumes and postures are irradiations of

the sexual act. Thus reticence, concealment and restraint

are among the prime conditions of religion and human culture.

When the force of these restraints begins to be felt, the even

hinted rupture of them relieves tension and suggests rever-

sion to the long state of naked nature before shame took its

rise. Like so many of the causes of laughter, this is thus in

part reversionary, and involves atavistic reminiscences of the

old Bacchanalian, bestial paradise of license and abandon-

ment. Here, too, as these instincts grow in strength at

adolescence, restraints normally grow with them, and the

domain of concealment extends to an increasing number of

social forms and customs. It is amazing and almost over-

whelming to realize how wide is the field of possible obscene

allusions, and how a low but clever mind can give a turn of

sexual reference to almost any expression or act, and how
loud and long the laugh of coarser natures, and what an
immense viability seems attached to obscene jokes and innuen-

dos. Some jokers see vileness in everything, as extreme

phallic theorists see sex in all historic monuments and forms.

This source of wit and humor, however, is most demoralizing

because it breaks through restraints on the stability of which
civilization depends. Perhaps nowhere in psychic life is the

tension greater than between these instincts and their i-educ-

tives, so that the very suggestion of sudden freedom from

the latter nnhalters the strongest instincts in the animal

kingdom of mind. This reversionary cause of laughter, which
has not been hitherto recognized, we deem, as will later

appear, one of our most important contributions to the

subject.

Closely akin to the above is laughter at religions sanctities.

The gods, priests, conceptions of post-mortem life, of retri-

bution and reward, religious services, ceremonials and doc-

trine. Bibles, etc., have restrained and kept men in awe, and
hedged life about with things that were forbidden

;
placed

their taboo not only upon injurious, but also upon harmless

acts, There have been periods in history when the soul

asserted itself and threw off or broke through these cults, and
then satire and ridicule have been most effective. Individual

minds, both of low and high order, have denied and broken
through these restrictions and laughed the gods and all the
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parapberiialia of their religion to scorn in the effort now to

assert man's pristine state of license, and now to make way
for a larger and more adequate formulation of their religious

instincts. A great proportion of the less boisterous laughter

of the world has been at sallies against these sanctities, but

toned down because their dominion over the spirit is so hard

to break. In both cases, however, the assertion of freedom

and liberty causes the joy.

X. Lamihter at the Naive and Unconscious. Helmholtz'

theory of art teaches us that one element of sesthetic pleasure

18 in contemplating what is naive and unsophisticated in self-

consciousness, and getting a glimpse of human nature when
it is strijjped of all the disguises which convention and custom

have constructed over it. Our returns are very copious

under this caption. The innocent blunders of children con-

cerning the meaning of words which are similar in sound or

spelling, their fresh and literal interpretation of religious

teaching about God, heaven, death, the soul; their clever

interpretations of the real as contrasted with the conven-

tional motives of human conduct; their explanations of

natural phenomena ; their animism ; their ascription of

human traits to animals ; their imitations, curious ques-

tions and charming innocence, and spontaneity generally

;

—all these predispose adults to laughter, and often piovoke

it. Our interpretation of these data, too copious to quote,

would supplement without in any way discrediting or re-

stricting that of Helmholtz, as follows : We would postulate

a strong and deep instinctive desire to know human nature,

to understand motives, instincts, real springs of action. In

childhood all these processes are more accessible to observa-

tion than in adults. We meet fundamental more than

accessory traits, so that in childhood and genius, in addition

to feeling that human nature is rich, true and sound to the

core, as the syllabub of adult consciousness is not, we also

gratify a unique psychological impulse which is deeply im-

planted in our nature. How deep and strong it is appears

not only in the pleasure in childish ways, but in things so

diverse as love of pets and in that vast body of gossip which

consists in the analysis of character, deeds and motives.

Here we study man as he comes fresh from the hands of

nature. The bullion is all unminted and without hall mark,

and great as is the charm of nature where she is yet unsub-

dued by man and pours forth her energies with such exuber-

ance and abandon, the charm of naive human nature is yet

greater, and its study is one of the strongest of all intellectual

and social passions. That this primordial motive to child

study has only just come to full consciousness and is but now
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slowly developing a scientific method, is because of its vast
complexity. It only develops and strengthens, but by no
means supersedes the maternal love with which child study
began.

XI. Animal Laughter. Both the children and adults who have
answered our questionnaire have expressed the almost unani-
mous opinion that animals laugh,and most support their view
by specific cases. All dogs laugh with their tail,although this

intermittent movement is as different from the ha, ha of a
man as is a dog's soul from his. A gentle wag is the dog's
smile, but in extreme pleasure some dogs wag the whole
body in a way that suggests a laugh of convulsive violence.

So many children rock sideways as well as back and forth, or
wag the head, a gesture which has always been suggestive of

ridicule. Children think dogs smile with their eyes, and de-
scribe how they brighten or partly close in a peculiar way
when they are pleased or sportive. It is an almost unani-
mous verdict, too, that the dog draws back the corners of his
mouth if tickled in the ribs, and thus literally and physio-
logically smiles. They have "funny streaks" and run
around in a circle, sometimes showing their teeth in a pecul-
iar way, perhaps lifting the upper lip when they play
"with children they know, but never with strangers.' This is

seen when dogs and cats play together. - Many dogs have a
short bark that is peculiar to a pleased state ; this children
variously interpret eh, eh, ha, ha, etc.; others are taught to

show their teeth and make facial grimaces when told to
laugh. Dogs are said to open their mouths at play when
they are not at all heated, but to laugh one in the face. Some
do so if children blow in their fac^, others watch the dog's
under lip and think it drops with pleasure. Many details of

play with dogs are given which show how firmly children
believe dogs have a sense of humor and perpetrate practical
jokes.

A few children think that purring is the cat's
laugh, and others desci'ibe pleased expressions in the eye,
and still others a peculiar noise. Some open the mouth when
pleased, and the happy expression of their faces is men-
tioned, and some think cats laugh by rubbing against people,
licking their hands, etc. Horses are said to jump, snort,
paw, roll, etc., to express pleasure. They run, stamp, squeal,
kick, stop suddenly, whinny, snort, lift theii- tails, shake
their heads, bite trees, posts, run almost near enough to be

' " Anthropologische I'ortrdge," Heft I,' Braunschweig, 1876, p.
43 et. seq.

* ^^Mimik und Physiognomik," Detmold, II Auflage, 18S6.

IS-3.
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caught and then are off, play practical jokes on each other,

prance, champ and shake the bit, etc. Children often describe

pleased expressions in the eye, grinning to show teeth,and "a
snicker." Menault, in his " Wonders of Animal Instinct,"

English translation, p. 273, says there are five sorts of neigh-

ing noticeable in horses. First, that of _/o'//'»/«es.s, in which
the sonnds get stronger and sharper : the animal bounds and
rears, but has no intention of doing any harm. Second, that

of desire: in this the accents are prolonged and deep. Third,

that of anger: this note is short and sharp; the animal tries

to kick, to strike with his front feet, and if he is vicious to

bite. Fourth, that of fear: grave and hoarse, seeming to

come only from the nostrils, and like that of anger it is very
short. Fifth, the neigh of sorrow: it is a groan, a kind of

suffocated cough, in which the grave sounds follow each
breath.

Perhaps what has hitherto been called the singing of birds

may be called their laughter. They have always been
thought very joyous creatures. The crowing of roosters

the children think an expression of pure joy. In building

their nests sparrows make a peculiar chatter of pleasure.

Hens have a cackle, and many birds a peculiar chirp, cluck

or coo, in spring in feeding. In their courting antics notes,

made at no other time, suggest joy. They dance, flap their

wings, and overflow with joyous notes when their cages are

hung in the sun, in the morning when they are fed. The
cackle of hens after laying eggs some children interpret as
laughter.

Hudson explains the cackling of hens by the habit of their

wild progenitors of laying their eggs and then flying for a
hundred yards or so from their nest. Their cackle at that

distance from the nest misleads its enemies and preserves its

descendants. Its " joy " is therefore rather of the nature of

an alarm note. So useless nowadays in the domesticated
hen !

Calves, especially when first let ont in the spring, gambol
and bleat, as sometimes do frisking lambs. Monkeys grin,

chatter, play jokes, etc. Children detect smiles on the faces

of bears, elephants, and even wolves, tigers and other menag-
erie animals when they are pleased, and all agree that ani-

mals have their fun and a keen sense of humor, and are fond

of jokes and have their own modes of laughter.

Children are by no means scientific observers, but intense

anthropomorphizers, so that the verdict of all the children in

the world upon this point would be utterly inconclusive. They
are joyous and happy, and see pleasure in all that lives and
moves around them. On the other hand they, like savages,
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live in closer relations to the animal world than civilized

adults. Their souls are less differentiated and more in rap-

port with the brute consciousness ; so that, on the whole,
their opinion is interesting and not without some value.

Again, the facial muscles and also the organs of vocal ex-

pressions are, of course, very far less developed in animals
than in men ; hence we should expect that manifestations of

pleasure and pain would be more diffused over the larger

muscles and the entire body, and be gradually focused in the

face and voice, only late and high in the scale of being. Bear-
ing this in mind, and remembering the law of kinetic equiva-
lents, we must believe that there is a fundamental sense in

which animals laugh, and that their dances, grimaces,
noises, play, express the same erethism, euphoria, Freude
an Konnen, tmd Ursache-sein, or whatever other theoretical

cause we may assign to laughter. They are certainly tick-

lish, love to parody disobedience, play, tight, and are some-
times almost mad with manifestations of joy.

XII. Miscellaneous. We cannot doubt the fact of spon-
taneous laughter of children from the large body of returns
on this subject. Infants smile on awakening in the morning
before their eyes are opened, when or after they are being
fed, etc. There are many cases of spontaneous laughter in

older people when alone, and even when their thoughts are

not bent upon anything peculiarly witty or especially pleas-

ant. Other children laugh aloud when they are alone be-

cause they are glad the world is so beautiful, or that they
are alive, are not deformed, are not animals ; in the morning
they have been so happy that they must laugh, and perhaps
elaborately seek excuse or explanation ; when they are
through a task, realize their parents' love, or how protected
they are against cold, or by night that their bed is so soft.

On a beautiful spring morning they sit down and laugh alone,

or laugh at every kind of stimulus or event, at blossoms,
birds, beautiful clouds. Some mothers and kindergartners
have a little game of laugh because they rejoice in life and to

teach gratitude to God, making it thus a form of devotion or
prayer. Laughter at the thought of present blessings, future

and past pleasures, at the sunshine on the waves, at seeing
children or animals play, or sometimes because they are so

good, or again from no assignable cause, as the birds sing, may
occur in a way that almost suggests the overflow of superfluous
energy from centres discharged with no other stimulus than
that of exuberant anabolism.
Old people's sense of humor is often said to resemble that

of children ; their hearty laughs at nursery rhymes, at stories

of their younger days, quaint vernacular idioms, their fond-
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ness often for Bible jokes, their general lack of interest in

current comicalities, papers, etc., and particularly their long
drawn out details, their incessant repetition of old stories

not only from year to j'ear, but often reiterating the humor-
ous nucleus of a tale over and over, their often unpleasant
movements, expressions and noises, and their propensity to

laugh at their own jests and smaller things as age advances,
are all dwelt upon. Some of these traits are so character-

istic that Herodotus says : The ancient Scythians always ate
their old people when they began to tell old stories.

Insanity always readjusts the balance between pleasure
and pain, and thus either increases or decreases laughter.

This we believe to be an important generalization, and one
that holds with rare exception. It is not true, however, that
expansive and exalted states which widen the pleasure field

always increase laughter, because often they are associated
with a sense of greatness and dignity which are inconsistent

with it. In settled melancholia laughter is forever extin-

guished and impossible. In progressive paralysis it is rare,

but always profoundly modified from the normal. In hys-
teria and neurasthenia it is often excessive and alternates

with tears, while in some forms of mental decay the psyche
loses its sensitiveness for extremes of both pleasure and
pain.

XIII. Noteson Literature. The many theories since Aristotle

concerning laughter, wit and humor, hitherto published, have
been lamentably metaphysical in their tendency, or have been
exceedingly circumscribed in the range of their induction.

Nebulous and narrow, they have furnished no firm foothold

for further research. Hobbes (" Human Nature," Chap. IX,
Section 13) sums up his view as follows: "I may, there-

fore, conclude that the passion of laughter is nothing else but
sudden cjlory arising from some sudden conception of some
eminency in ourselves, by comparison with the inferiority of

others, or with our own formerly." Drydeu defined wit as a
" propriety of thoughts and words, or thoughts and words
elegantly adapted to the subject." If true, the facts of

Ganot's physics would be jests of most excellent pungency.
Pope borrows from Dryden :

True wit is nature to advantage drest.
Oft thought before, but ne'er so well exprest.

Dr. Johnson : "Wit may be more rigorously and philo-

sophically considered as a kind of concordia discors, a com-
bination of dissimilar images or discovery of occult resem-
blances in things apparently unlike." The discovery that

hydrogen and oxygen produce water, that potassium thrown
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in water produces flame,would thus be strokes of pleasantry.

Sir Eichard Blackstone :
" Wit is a series of high and ex-

alted ferments." Locke describes wit as "lying mostly in

the assemblage of ideas, and putting those together with

quickness and variety, wherein can be found any resemblance

or congruity,whereby to makeup pleasant picturesand agree-

able visions in the fancy." Addison adds to this definition

that delight and surprise are necessary to make wit, and
illustrates it thus : When a lover tells us that the bosom
of his mistress is as white as snow, the simile is not witty,

but it becomes so when he adds that it is also as cold. Dr.

Campbell in his "Philosophy of Ehetoric" defines wit as
" that which excites agreeable surprises in the mind by a

strange assemblage of related images presented to it."

Kant (in his " Critique of Judgment," Section 54, Barnard's

translation) finds in incongruity and absurdity the basis

of the comic. "Laughter is an affection arising from the

sudden transformation of a strained expectation into noth-

ing." The pleasure of the ludicrous results not from the

mental appreciation of the circumstances in question, but

from the life-giving qualities of the laughter ;
" the lungs ex-

pel the air at rapidly succeeding intervals, and thus bring

about a movement beneficial to health : which aloue, and not

what precedes it in the mind, is the proper cause of gratifica-

tioD in a thought that represents nothing."

Hecker ("i'^e Physiologie und Psychologie des Lachensund
des Komischen,^' Berlin, 1873, p. 15) affirms that laughter is

a consequence advantageous to the organism. He holds

that in tickling, and also in laughing at a joke, the physio-

logical accompaniment is an intermittent pressure upon the

brain through an intermittent contraction of the minute
blood-vessels therein, laughter realizing this by causing their

congestion. Hecker supposes that in tickling there is a

stimulus upon the vaso-motor nerves, causing an antemia of

the brain. The intermittent expirations which constitute

laughter have the purpose of counteracting this anaemia. He
holds that the essence of comedy is an intermittent stimulus

of the sympathetic nervous system, and that there is a rapid

oscillation between pleasure and pain analogous to the phe-

nomena of rivalry in the . field of vision of the two eyes.

Pleasure is passing over into pain and pain is passing over

into pleasure (pp. 76-83). This is his explanation of wit

due to ambiguity of meaning. His elaborate analyses are

not adequate to the present state of knowledge.

The Rev. H. R. Haweis, taking a metaphor from meteor-

ology, calls humor the electrical atmosphere and wit the

flash. Thackeray describes humor as love and wit.
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Vasey, in his " Pliilosophy of Laughter and Smiling,"
1871, attempts no explanation of laughter, but thinks it very
doubtful whether children would ever learn to laugh if they
were not physically tickled, especially in a forbidden place,
and deems excessive laughter almost morbidly convulsive.
Man, he says, is not a laughing animal, and the habit is by
no means universal, many savages being too stoical to laugh
at all, agreeing with Chesterfield that a true gentleman may
smile, but never laugh, habitual laughter being always a mark
of shallowness, ignorance and vulgarity. We laugh at. but
never respect the wit. Heraclitus, who wept at the follies of
man, was wiser than Democritus, who laughed at them.
Joke books are jiathetic and so are the gags of low comedy.
Man abdicates will and mind and distorts his features and
becomes contemptible in paroxysmal laughter. Jesus never
laughed ; sorrow is better. The London Fun Club, with its

low, practical jokes, suggests how desperate and intoxicated
man may become under the influence of the pathetic desire
to be funny. Schopenhauer {Welt als WiUe, I, Sec. 13) says:
Laughter never arises from anything else than the suddenly
recognized incongruity between the conception and the real

object that in some respect or other has been thought
through it, and it is itself simply the expression of this
incongruity. The greater and more unexpected in the
apprehension of the laugher this incongruity is, the more
violent will be his laughter. Herbert Spencer ("Phys-
iology of Laughter," p. 206) would trace laughter through its

successive causes, up to a distension of the cerebral blood-
vessels. "Laughter naturally results only when conscious-
ness is unawares transferred from gi-eat things to small—only
when there is what we call a descending incongruity.'' The
insufficiency of this theory is manifest indeed from the facts

of the foregoing paper. Bain (" Emotions and Will," Chap.
XIV, Sec. 39) finds that "the occasion of the ludicrous is

the degradation of some person or interest possessing dignity
in circumstances that excite no other strong emotion."
Fleet ("A Theory of Wit and Humor," 1890) presents an
" imperfection " theory which has some affinities to Spencer's
"descending incongruity" theory. He attempts to describe
in detail a number of "risible phases" which have some
merit.

J. L. Ford (" Concerning Humor," in Tlie Bachelor of
Arts, Jan., 1896) claims that about nine- tenths of the humor of

the stage or literature is nothing more or less than a sense of

one's own superioi-ity. The other tenth, "which is the most
important part of the whole, as it comprises the finer and
more advanced forms of wit and humor," he says he cannot
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satisfactorily account for. "Careful study of the work turned

out by these professional joke-makers reveals the fact that

fully nine-tenths of their humor is founded on the simjjle idea

of disaster or misfortune," p. 176. "Nearly all primitive

humor is founded on this simple idea. In the English panto-

mime, in which many of the most ancient forms of jest are so

firmly imbedded that they are in as fine a condition to-day as

they were under the reign of the Merrie Monarch, all the fan

depends upon the indignities heaped upon the different char-

acters," p. 176. "For a great many years nearly all our

national humor had for its foundations the mother-in-law,

the goat, the stovepipe, inebriety, and the banana peel." B.

I. Oilman ("Pain and Pleasure," this Journal, VI, No. 1,

p. 43) thinks "the perception of the ludicrous is not complete

when the incongruity .... has been discovered, nor does the

pleasure of the comic proceed from its recognition. The
completed perception of the ludicrous involves a sequence of

a satisfaction upon a disappointment, and the pleasure of it

is the intrinsic i^leasure of the one sharpened by the excite-

ment of the other." W. S. Lilly ("The Theory of the

Ludicrous," Fortnightly Revieiv, May, 1S96) attempts a

somewhat belated Kantian explanation. "The ludicrous is

an irrational negation which arouses in the mind a rational

affirmation." See also his " Four English Humorists of the

Nineteenth Century," 1895. "The humorist, we may say,

is an artist who playfully gives us his intuition of the world

and human life." For short sketches of German theories

the reader may be referred to those given by Dr. Ewald
Hecker (oj). cit.) or to Dr. Joseph Miiller's ''Das Wesen des

Humors^^ (1896). For some French theories one may read

Camille M61inaud, " Pourquoi ril-on? Etude siir la cause psy-

chologique du rire," Bevue des Deux Mondes, 1895, pp. 612-

630, or M. Philbert, "Le Eire," 1883. Melinaud's article

is excellent in its criticism. A. H. Keane (Ethnology, 1896,

pp. VIII and 195) lays stress on the fact that " the facial

organs of speech are non-existent in the anthropoids, rudely

developed in fossil man, and perfected only in the later

ages." Sully, Grant Allen, Wallaschek and others have in

the main followed Spencer, whose view was in a general

way anticipated by Jean Paul, Schiller, Beneke and others,

but is now met by an almost opposite theory in the recent work
of Karl Groos ("Die Sjnele der Thieve," Jena, 1896), who
deems play not so much an overflow from unused centers or

organs as practice for future activities. ( Vide infra.) See, also,

Dr. Louis Robinson's article onTicklishness in the Dictionary

of Psychological Medicine, and compare it with that of Sir

B. "VV. Richardson in the same work on the Psychology of
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Tears. See also HoffdiriR's Psycbolosy (Part VI, p. 290, Eng-
lish translation), also Piderit's "Miynik tend P/ii/sio(/no»nk."

These latter views in general go beyond Darwin's "Expres-
sion of Emotion." Sir J. Russell Reynolds {Lavce/. Jan. 5,

1895) has made a suggestive study, entitled "The Types of

Students," in which he analyzes with a master hand the

characters of five cases, whom he designates as Cyrus Vane
Velox, David Superficialis Hurry, and the brothers Orbicu-

laris and Longitudinalis Goodman. C. A. Witchell (" Evolu-

tion of Bird Song," 1896) accepts Darwin's view of the origin

of voice, and traces all bird song to reiterated but identical

notes of calling and warning in a way that is suggestive for

views like those of Schiff and Hecker on the intermittent

cause of laughter, and suggests an identical origin of all

animal expressions of pleasure and pain. (T'u?e infra.)

Play has thus a biological justification. Groos lays great

stress upon the fact that the plays of animals are also the

manifestations (^AumJjunfjen) of the various instincts of their

individual group. They are prophetic in the true sense both

of the past and of the future. Groos' work is the best issued

on this subject in recent years.

In answer to the request for that which had excited great-

est laughter, the diversity was great. The following literary

productions were specified in order of frequency : Artemus
Ward, Peck's Bad Boy, Brownies, Huckleberry Finn, Topsy,
Sam Weller, Chimmy Fadden, Pickwick, Ichabod Crane,

Mary Wilkin's characters. Rip Van Winkle, Manley's Ghost,

Barkis, and scores of others less frequently. Children speci-

fied stereopticon pictures of mice running into a sleeping

man's mouth, a woman whipping her husband. Punch and
Judy, a jug of water over the door to be emptied on the per-

son opening it, parodies of familiar standard poems, tossing

in a blanket, a goose in the teacher's chair, simple people,

negro and other eccentricities, animals performing human
acts, college boys playing cards, and all kneeling to pray
when the professor rapped, and an almost interminable list of

banalities, practical jokes, puns, conundrums, blunders, etc.

All this suggests that the repertory of the modern merry
maker is very large, and that we are very far from having

rubrics adequate to explain the vast variety of laugh-provok-

ing specialties.

We are persuaded that all current theories are utterly in-

adequate and speculative, and that there are few more prom-

ising fields for psychological research. What we next need

is to apply all the resources of instantaneous photography to

collect laughs and smiles in all their stages in men and
women, children and adults. These are so evanescent that
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the collection we have begun shows differences from the tra-

ditional representations in art as marked as those found in

the gait of the horse. Secondly, the resources of the phono-
graph should be applied to the vocal utterances of laughter.

Thirdly, a still wider collection of returns to syllabi such as

ours is needed. Fourthly, a very careful collection of thou-

sands of the very best ancient and modern jests, on cards

such as has been begun for ready sorting, until genera and
species for some classification on a purely inductive basis

shall appear. Fifthly, a very exhaustive review of humor-
ous literature, proverbs, etc., with analytic intent. We
must go back of speculation to rebase our theories upon very
wide empirical data, as Aristotle is said to have derived his

categories from an immense induction from all the topics of

conversation in the streets and market. Nothing is

plainer than that the old definition, such as " de-

scending incongruity," a sense of superiority, " sur-

prise," the Lange-James theory, Hecker's "contrast
and intermittence " theory, the "unusual combination"
views, L. Hill's " vaso-motor hub" interpretation,

etc., are either utterly mistaken and misleading or entirely

inadequate to the subtleties of nature, or mere literary de-

scriptions of partial aspects of the subject. Hardly less so

and merely verbal are the many definitions of wit, humor,
satire, drollness, buffoonery, fun, comedy, joke, quaintness,

the ridiculous, the pun, irony, banter, clownishness, carica-

ture and mirth, found in the rhetorics and treatises on aesthet-

ics, although these suggest a broader basis than do the philo-

sophical theories.

Certain, it seems, although this paper is so preliminary

and tentative, that hearty laughing is a good thing for chil-

dren, and might be listed among their inalienable rights.

Mad, wild, weird and almost barbaric though laughter

sometimes seems, perhaps, reversionary and dissolutive in

its nature, often convulsive in its intensity, on the whole, no
doubt, like occasional crying for babies, it is good for the

voice, lungs, diaphragm and digestion, produces needed in-

crease of blood pressure to irrigate new forming tissues, de-

velops arterial tonicity and elasticity, tends to range, flexi-

bility and vigor of emotional life, gives an optimistic trend

against its evils,and tones down into settled and less paroxys-
mal states and grades of pleasure as maturity advances.
While we cannot agree with Hughlings Jackson's conception

of fear as broken down anger, it is possible that aesthetic

pleasures generally, genetically considered, and even some of

the joys of religion and virtue, are laughter diffused, tempered
properly alloyed with pain, and minted for general circula-

tion through all our psychic activities.



ON CERTAIN OPTICAL PHENOMENA.

Some years ago, Prof. H. H. Donaldson gave to the Clark
laboratory four large diagrams showing peculiar optical phe-
nomena, but without giving at the same time any definite

account of their origin and purpose. All, however, bore
the legend " W. Preyer, c^e/.," or its equivalent, and after

fruitless examination of accessible list of Prof. Preyer's
writings, I applied to him directly for references to literature

containing explanations of them. In reply I received the fol-

lowing courteous letter. Availing myself of the permission
given in the last sentence I publish the letter here with re-

productions of the plates described. The reproductions have
been made on half the scale of the originals: and in the case
of the last, a wide black border has been made narrow.
Otherwise the reproductions are fairly exact.

E. C. S.

To Professor E. C. Sanford, Clark University, Worcester:

In reply to your kind letter, dear sir, I am glad I can fur-

nish you with some particulars about the four plates. They
are not taken from some work on color and optical illusions,

but belong to a collection of plates which I intended to pub-
lish in the form of an atlas, so as to enable professors of

physiology and students to study certain important phenom-
ena of which I had spoken in my lectures at the University
of Jena, and partly at Berlin—phenomena not mentioned or
not explained, or not correctly explained in the text- books.
This work never has been completed, because the i>ublisher

got into insurmountable pecuniary difficulties and failed. I

therefore presented the copies, as far as they were finished

and printed, to my hearers, explaining the meaning of every
detail verbally. Only two plates, which do not seem to be
in possession of your laboratory, but have a very peculiar

psychological interest, are accomi)anied by a printed explana-
tion, published in the Jenaische Zeitschrift fiir Natunois-
senschaft. Perhaps I may find a copy which I can send to

you.
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The first plate you mention I designed immediately after I

had found out that the knobs of Pleurosigma angulatum, the

test-object for microscopes, are not hexagonal, but circular.

This is a matter of accommodation. Attach the paper to the
wall of your room vertically about the height of your eyes
above the floor and approach it slowly and rectilineally from
the opposite wall until you very distinctly see the circles in

one of the squares to be really circles (it will be the square
wherein the separating black is of the maximum width), then,

at least, two of the remaining three squares will appear to

contain hexagons. A man, even endowed with superior
faculties, might swear that one square contains only hexagons
and another only circles, while all of them are seen under
exactly the same conditions in the same broad daylight. So
the fallacy of our judgment of forms, as soon as we come near
the limit of our accommodation-power, is proved plainly.

Besides, this plate shows sometimes (I know not the con-

ditio sint qua non') a new phenomenon of simultaneous con-

trast, namely, in the centre of the white disks with the
broadest separating black ground, you will see a roundish
gray spot, not sharply separated from the white ground.
The second plate you mention (probably marked " Taff

.

XLI") illustrates a similar fact. You see white or grayish
white spots at every one of the intersections of the green,

black or red bars. These dots, though not sharply defined,

look more like squares than like circles. So it is proved that

this optical illusion is independent of color, but not of form—

I

mean the configuration of the " inducing field " (e. g., circle

or square) alters the shape of the " induced." The produc-
tion of the latter is easier if the accommodation apparatus is

at rest, than otherwise. Besides, the f)henomenon is all the
more surprising (stunning to some individuals), when the
difference of intensity between the bars and the squares is a
maximum.
Your third plate, with the colored "inducing fields,"

shows the induced dots always of the same color.

The fourth plate you mention confirms this law even for

complementary colors.

Sometimes you will see in the last mentioned three plates

quite straight but not sharply defined lines, exactly equidis-

tant from two neighboring squares, and ending in the dots.

Their color invariably is the same as the color of the dots.

You will very likely find yourself some additional facts by
varying the conditions, e. g., taking colored eye-glasses, re-

posing the eyes in the dark for fifteen minutes, illuminating

the plates by the electric spark, staring at the bars in order
to get the after-image {Nachbild), which has no dots. But it
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would be too lengthy to describe all this. I leave the whole
subject to you. I shall be much pleased if you aud other
gentlemen find the statements in this letter to be correct, aud
some day will be able so explain the facts. The current
theory of simultaneous contrast is quite insufficient, and
Bering's hypothesis only partly agrees with my observations.

So the field for new researches seems to me to be i)romising.

Kot being so fortunate as to find the connecting link of all

the strange subjective phenomena, I dropped the subject long
ago, and now hope that you may be more successful.

You are quite at liberty to make any use of this letter you
may think proper.

Believe me, dear sir,

"iours truly,

Nov. 1, 1896, Prof. Dr. W. Peeyee.

Wiesbaden, Villa Panorama.



MIIsOE STUDIES FEOM THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
LABORATOEY OF COEXELL UNIVERSITY.

COMMUKICATED BY E. B. TiTCHENEE.

XIV.—A Study of Certain Methods of Distract-

ing THE Attention.

II.—DISTBACTION BY ODORS.

By L. G. BmcH, Ph. B.

The present Study is a continuation of the work begun by
Mr. Moyer in Study XII. Our aim is to discover a means of

distraction that shall be (1) capable of gradation, (2) uniform
in its working, and (3) applicable to normal subjects. Mr.
Moyer's preliminary work with scents promised so well that

it seemed desirable to make a direct test of the efficacy of

odors in distraction. The experiments lasted during the

academic year 1S96-7. We supposed, beforehand, that a
year would afford time enough for obtaining an answer to our
question in the particular field chosen (discrimination of

sound intensities). The result shows that a longer period is

necessary. As the investigation cannot be carried on for an-

other year with the same subjects, we publish the Study as it

stands, though with full consciousness of its incomplete-

ness.

Two sounds of different intensities were given by means of

a fall-phonometer (Willyoung & Co., Philadelphia). The
sounds were produced by the dropping of ivory balls upon
ebony plates through distances of 50 and 55 cm., respectively.

The portion of the acoustic room used for the experiments
was curtained off in such way as to exclude echo or rever-

beration of any sort ; and the apparatus was rigorously

tested by the experimenter, before a series began, for the de-

tection of qualitative differences between the sounds due to

possible maladjustment of parts of the phonometer. The subject

sat with his back to the instrument, and passed judgments of

relative int«nsity in accordance with the method of right and
wrong cases. The experiments fell into three groups :

(1) practice experiments before distraction
;

(2) distraction experiments
;

(3) test experiments after distraction.
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Four subjects took part iu the investigation : Mrs. S. T.
Oliver (O.), Miss N. G. Seymour (^S.), Mr. I. M. Bentley
(B.), and Dr. W. B. Pillsbury {P.). The writer of the Study
was experimenter througliout.

I. Practice Experiments. All four subjects had had
practice with the phonometer in 1895-6,whether in the course
of investigation or in the laboratory drill-work. We there-

fore thought it unnecessary to devote any considerable

amount of time to practice experiments. After a few days'

work the percentage of r cases became practically constant

for all. We then took the following standard experiments,
in series of 20 :

B., 240 exp.,?-=73.3%;
0., 200 " J-=91%

;

P., 100 " r=85% ;

5., 240 " ?—67.3%.

We purposely kept the height of fall of the balls the same
for all subjects, thinking it well to test the value of the odor
distraction upon judgments of supraliminal, liminal and sub-

liminal differences. The limits 91 and 67 per cent, afforded

a range sufficient for this end.

Unfortunately, although the percentage was ' practically

constant ' in these practice experiments,—the m. v. of the

series being very small,—the event proved that our prelimi-

nary work was inadequate. The percentages increased as

the experiments were continued. See (III), below.

II. Distraction Experiments, ^ot only did the subjects

differ as regards power to discriminate sound intensity

;

they differed—and this, also, we took to be useful for the

purposes of our test—in their mode of reaction upon smell

stimuli. B. and P. were familiar with the scents of the

chemical and anatomical laboratories ; 0. knew the odors of

the plants which she had studied in the botanical laboratory
;

iS. was keenly affected by scents, pleasant or unpleasant, but
was unfamiliar with names.

Fifty scents were employed: 1, oil of cloves; 2, oil of

tansy ; 3, oil of pennyroyal ; 4, oil of origanum ; 5, oil of

spike ; 6, oil of orange ; 7, extract of coffee ; 8, extract of

pineapple ; 9, extract of raspberry ; 10, extract of white rose

;

11, extract of violet ; 12, extract of heliotrope ; 13, powdered
orris ; 14, tincture of iodine ; 15, paregoric ; 16, tincture of

arnica ; 17, powdered licorice ; 18, oil of bergamot ; 19, bay
rum ; 20, lavender water ; 21, menthol ; 22, veronica ; 23,

banana ; 24, peppermint ; 25, carbolic acid ; 26, benzine ; 27,

cinnamon ; 28, methyl alcohol ; 29, oil of thyme ; 30, olive

oil ; 31, naphthalene ; 32, brandy ; 33, ammonium sulphide

;
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34, bromine water ; 35, spearmint ; 36, camphor ; 37, hem-
lock ; 3S, oil of turpentine ; 39, anise ; 40, rosemary ; 41,

Javelle water and chlorine ; 42, vanillin ; 43, formalin ; 44,

acetic acid ; 45, rye whiskey ; 46, absolute alcohol ; 47, oil of

bitter almonds ; 48, cotton seed oil; 49, nitro-wurtzite ; 50,

wintergreen

.

The small phials containing these odors were covered
with paper ; so that the subject could not judge of the scent

by the appearance of the substance. The corks were num-
bered according to the above list. The phials needed for an
experimental series were laid out in order upon a low table

at the subject's side. At a 'Ready!' he took up the phial

nearest him, and held it in his left hand. Two seconds after

a 'Now!' had been called, the first ball dropped. As soon
as the sound had been apperceived, the subject uncorked the

phial and smelled the contents. After an interval of five sec-

onds the second ball was let fall. Judgment was passed,
first, upon the intensity of the sounds ; and then remarks
made upon the nature of the odor.

We supposed, before beginning the experiments, that a
single smell would not be sufficient to fill up the full five sec-

onds, and devised various ways of meeting the difiiculty

whicla would thus arise. In practice, however, the difficulty

did not occur ; the single distraction proved adequate in

every case.

Following are four typical series, one fi-om each subject. A
height of fall of 55 cm. is represented by a, that of 50 cm. by 6.

Series I. Reactor O. Jan. 16, 1897.

Remarks.
" Odor familiar; do not know the name."
" Pleasant perfume."
" Do not know it at all."

"Do not know; sweetish, like a flavoring
extract."

" Pungent, like the horse-radish group."
"Do not know at all; never smelled it be-

fore."
"Whiskey."
" Faint odor."
" Like bitter almonds."
"No definite odor; thought of olive oil."
"Bitter almonds certainly."
" Wintergreen."
"Familiar; cannot name."
"Spearmint."
"No odor."
"Coffee."
"Little like burnt molasses."
"Violet."
" Faint; do not know."
"Ipecacuanha."

Exp. Stim. Scent Judet.

1. ab 39 w
2. ab 40 r

s! ba 41 r

4. ba 42 r

5. ab 43 r

6. ab 44 w

7. ab 45 r
8. ba 46 . r

9. ba 47 r

10. ba 48 r
11. ab 49 r

12. ab 50 no jdgt,

13. ab 1 w
14. ba 3 r

15. ba 5 r

16. ba 7 r

17. ab 9 r

18. ba 11 r

19. ab 13 r

20. ba 15 r
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Series II. Reactor B. Feb. 10, 1897.
j

1. ab 36 J- "Familiar; cannot name."
;

2. ab 38 )• "Turpentine." 1

3. ba 40 w "Fruit- like."

4. 6a 42 r " Paper-like smell." ,

5. ab 44 r "Do not know; not familiar."
6. ab 46 r "Alcohol."

\

7. ab 48 w "Do not know; not a strong odor." i

8. ba 50 r " Peppermint."
9. 6a 1 ?ry " Vague idea of the smell."

;

10. 6o 3 r "Familiar, but cannot name."
\

11. a6 5 r "Like turpentine." '

12. ab 7 r "Coffee." !

13. a6 9 w "Do not know."
i

14. 6a 11 r "Perfume."
15. 6a 13 r "Perfume."
16. 6a 15 r " No clear idea of the smell."
17. a6 17 w "Do not know; thought of coffee."
18. a6 19 r " Perfume."
19. 6a 21 IV "Unfamiliar."
20. 6a 23 w "Doubtful: banana?"

;

Series III. Reactor S. Feb. 2, 1897.
i

1. ab 30 r "Grease, soap; not familiar."
2. 6a 33 w "Ammonia."
3. 6a 36 r "Camphor."
4. a6 38 w "Like turpentine."
5. a6 41 w " No particular odor; like an old medicine

bottle."
6. a6 43 r "Burning stuff, disinfectant."
7. 6a 47 w "Must be bitter almond."
8. 6a 29 r "Lavender."

I

9. a6 31 r "Moth balls."
]

10. a6 32 w "Alcohol."
'

11. a6 28 r " Some chemical that I have smelled in a i

tin-tj'pe shop." '

12. 6a 24 r "Peppermint." '

13. 6a 23 r "Some chemical in gilding mixture; some-
what like orange blossom." ',

14. 6o 26 r "Chloroform."
j

15. o6 21 w " Perfectly familiar; cannot name." I

16. 6a 35 w "Mint."
j

17. a6 37 w " Very familiar j like pine needles; out-of-
'

door-like."
|

18. 6a 49 r " Bitter almonds."
19. 6a 1 v "Kitchen odor; vanilla?"

|

20. a6 3 w " Delicious country smell ; out-of-door
j

odor." :

Series IV. Reactor P. March 9, 1897.

1. a6 1 w " Some sort of spice."
2. a6 2 r " Wormwood."
3. 6a 3 w " Pennyroyal."
4. 6a 4 r "Faint, indefinite odor." ,

5. ab 5 r "Do not know." J

6. o6 6 r "Orange." !

7. a6 7 w " Knew it once."
"



8. 6a 41 r

9. 6a 50 r
10. ba 46 r
11. ab 37 r
12. ab 49 r
13. ab 44 r
14. ba 48 r
15. ba 47 r
16. ba 40 w
17. ab 42 r
18. ba 43 no jdgt.
19. ab 45 w
20. ba 35 r
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" Chloride of lime."
" Wintergreen."
"Whiskey."
"Do not know, seems familiar."
"Almonds."
" Very faint."
"Cannot smell it."
"Almonds."
"Catnip."
" Sour paste."
" Mustard."
"Do not know; nose burnt."
"Peppermint."

The above Eemarkfi are, in some cases, much condensed
from the experimental records. But they show fairly well
the material that one has upon which to base an induction as
to why certain odors distracted and others did not. It is
clear that the subjects show great individual differences in
the matter of distraction. We should think, a jwiori, that
an odor would distract when it was either (1) familiar, but
not to be named, or (2) so familiar as to set up a vivid train
of associated ideas. Series I. fits in with this assumption
pretty well : the three w fall under the first heading, the no
jdgt. under the second. At the same time there are several
exceptions to the latter rubric. On the whole, it seems fair
to say that the reactor 0. was most distracted by familiar
smells which could not be named. The following introspec-
tive accounts are typical

:

Rosemary.—" Did not know the scent. Little like tansy, but
sweeter. Some kind of eau de cologne? Sweetish, and a little
aromatic. Worried lest I should not know what the scent was by
the time that the second ball fell. Tliink now that I could recog-
nize it if I smelled again. Seemed unfamiliar, but a perfumery
smell. When the ball fell I thought ' There, that is gone, and I do
not know what it is.' No associated ideas. Feeling of annoyance
that I could not tell what it was."
Absolute Alcohol.—" Seems to be chieflv alcohol. Something

else in it, perhaps. Could not recognize "it at once, though it
seemed familiar. Thought of cinnamon, but it was not that. Scent
of the perfume order. Just as ball fell thought,' It's like weak alco-
hol.' Associations after the ball fell, not before."
Banana.—"Idea of beech nuts flashed up, but was not a decision.

Strong and peculiar odor. Not like a perfume; lacking in delicacy
and fragrance. Not like chemicals. Feeling of dissatisfaction at
not recognizing it before the ball fell. Worried afterwards for a
little; scent came back and seemed on the point of being grasped."

As an instance under the second heading we have this,
e. g. :

Carbolic Acid.—" Prompt judgment both of balls and scent. Car-
bolic acid. Having recognized, was going to take another sniff
when I thought: ' What's the use ? You know that.' Just then the
ball dropped." The judgment was a w.
The reactor B., on the other hand, seems to have been

IX-4.
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most distracted, not when be could not name a familiar smell,

but when the smell was altogether unfamiliar. The attention

in this case did not relax, as one might have expected,—per-

haps owing to the shortness of the interval,—but played upon
the unknown stimulus through the five seconds. E. ij. :

Cinnamon.—" Hard to remember the balls after smelling. Had
no idea what the smell was. No associations. Kept smelling all

the time."
Violet.—" Some perfume ? No idea of the kind; but seems a good

sort. Kept smelling. No associations." Both judgments w.

The reactor P., again, tended to let the distraction go,when
he could not recognize the scent, and to concentrate his atten-

tion upon the coming sound. There was little if any sign of

the 'worry' and 'annoyance' of the subject O. P.'s recogni-

tions, right and wrong alike, were very quick ; and the jerk

of recognition appears to have distracted him more than the
steady feeling of unfamiliarity.

The reactor *S'. showed a much greater tendency to associa-

tion during the five seconds' limit than any of the other three

subjects. She was distracted by these as well as by the an-

noyance of inability to name. Thus tansy suggested sage tea,

and that the giving of sage tea at the new moon. Pennyroyal
suggested the mustiness of a certain old house ; rosemary
suggested a toilet table and also cooking in a kitchen; etc.,

etc. iS. hardly ever found a scent wholly unfamiliar. 0.

stands next to her in this respect. B. and P. often ' gave up

'

the problem of recognition.

Putting all the facts together, one may say that a scent can
distract: (1) when it is familiar, but cannot be named, and
so ' bothers ':

(2) when it is very familiar, and so suggests scenes and
events readily :

(3) when it is totally unfamiliar, and so piques the atten-

tion ; and
(4) when it is easily recognized, and so sets up a general

feeling of relief that the trial is over.

There are very few w that cannot be accounted for on some
one or other of these four principles ; and what there are can
be traced, almost without exception, to a slipping of the
attention, due to tiredness, preoccupation, the unusual obsti-

nacy of a cork, etc.

III. Final Test Experiments. At the conclusion of the

whole inquiry 100 experiments were made upon each subject,

without distraction, with the view of discovering any ad-

vance in practice. As was said above, practice had, unfor-

tunately, advanced. The percentages of r cases before dis-

traction were :
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B. 0. P. S.

73.3 91 85 67.3
;

after distraction they were :

80 96 94 76.

The order of relative accuracy of discrimination is the same
as before ; the absolute accuracy has increased for each sub-
ject. We can do nothing but confess that our preliminary
work was cut too short, and that our final results are so far

invalid.

What, now, are the final results of the whole investigation?
How do the distraction percentages of r cases compare with
the percentages when there was no distraction?

We have sought to answer this question in the following
Table. To construct the Table we first averaged the percent, of

r without distraction from the practice experiments and the
final tests ; thus obtaining

B. 0. P. S.

76.6 93.5 S9.5 71.6

as our standard percentages. From these we subtracted the
per cent, of r for each subject and for each of the fifty scents.
The column headed 'per cent.' thus gives the difference be-
tween the per cent, of r without distraction and the per cent,

of r with distraction by a particular scent. The scent is in-

dicated by its number. The number of distraction-experi-
ments from which the per cent, of r with distraction was cal-

culated varied for the various subjects and scents. It is

shown in the column headed ' IsTo.' Thus, in the first line of

the Table, the figures mean that for the reactor 0. the scent
49 (nitro-wurtzite) was the most efficient distractor ; it was
presented in 14 series ; and the percentage of r cases when it

was used was no more than 93.5 minus 51.5, i. e., 42. And
so on.

Remarks upon the Table. (1) It is clear that the Table is

incomplete; the column headed '2fo.' shows uneven figures.

We had hoped to have 20 series for each scent ; but of this
time did not allow. Neither had we time for any control ex-
periments, outside of and beyond the regulai-ly arranged
and varied experimental series. Lastly, it must be remem-
bered that practice was changing during the experiments

;

so that the order of the scents in distracting value may not
be entirely correct. The practice effect, i. e., may have
differed at different stages of the work ; and the form of the
practice curve may be different for different odors.
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O. 1 H. S. P.

Distracting
Value (highest

to lowest).

a
a
w
u
V

2

o|
o
Z

a
o

a
u
u

PL,

o3
6
is

c
9
u

c

a.

oi

1.

1 49 51.5 14 45 56.3 19 16 52.3 14 38 56.5 6
2 15 47.5 15 47 56.3 19 23 48.3 12 37 52.5 8

3 39 43.5 14 33 54.3 17 34 48.3 12 14 47.5 7

4 19 40.5 15 16 52.3 18 37 45.3 14 7 47.5 8
5 25 37.5 16 48 51.3 15 2 45.3 14 22 46.5 7
6 3 36.5 14 34 46.3 16 4 45.3 14 13 39.5 8
7 35 35.5 17 9 46.3 19 14 45.3 14 40 39.5 8
8 18 33.5 15 46 46.3 19 17 45.3 14 39 35.5 11

9 28 33.5 15 24 44.3 18 21 45.3 13 45 34.5 9
10 36 33.5 15 19 44.3 18 30 43.3 13 20 32.5j 7

11 1 32.5 13 30 44.3 15 15 43.3 13 21 32.5, 7

12 41 32.S 13 39 44.3 15 22 43.3 13 33 32.5 7

13 43 32.5 13 10 42.3 20 39 43.3 12 41 32.5 7

14 4 31.5 16 17 42.3 17 29 40.3 14 3 29.5 10
15 44 31.5 16 29 42.3 20 19 40.3 14 4 29.5 10
16 12 29.5 14 26 42.3 19 28 35.3 12 23 27.5 8

17 2 27.5 15 35 42.3 20 35 35.3 13 27 27.5 8

18 6 27.5 15 49 42.3 17 3 35.3 13 35 27.5 8

19 21 27.5 15 50 40.3 16 5 35.3 13 31 23.5 9
20 24 27.5 15 22 40.3 16 32 35.3 13 9 18.5 7

21 26 27.5 18 28 39.3 19 44 35.3 14 25 18.5 7

22 27 27.5 15 41 39.3 18 43 33.3 15 34 18.5 7
23 13 25.5 16 43 36.3 17 8 33.3 13 42 18.5 7

• 24 9 24.5 13 14 36.3 17 50 33.3 15 43 18.5 7
25 22 24.5 13 31 36.3 20 42 31.3 13 50 18.5; 6
26 47 24.5 13 2 35.3 19 10 31.3 20 1 17.5 11

27 14 22.5 14 11 35.3 19 13 31.3 14 11 14.5 8

28 20 22.5 14 40 35.3 20 41 30.3 15 2 14.5 8

29 48 21.5 11 32 35.3 17 27 30.3 14 10 14.5 8

30 16 20.5 15 6 33.3 18 7 27.3 15 16 14.5 8

31 17 20.5 15 21 30.3 19 31 27.3 13 26 14.5 8

32 31 18.5 16 1 30.3 17 20 26.3 15 32 14.5 9

33 23 15.5 14 3 30.3 19 1 23.3 14 49 14.5 7

34 34 15.5 14 18 30.3 17 33 23.3 13 8 12.5 9
35 37 13.5 17 23 30.3 19 25 23.3 12 24 6.5 6

36 46 13.5 16 20 30.3 17 12 20.3 13 28 6.5 6
37 5 13.5 15 12 30.3 19 45 20.3 15 48 6.5 6
38 10 13.5 15 25 27.3 18 47 16.3 14 15 4.5 7

39 29 13.5 15 37 27.3 20 49 16.3 14 30 4.5 7

40 33 13.5 15 4 25.3 19 48 13.3 10 44 4.5 7
41 32 12.5 15 44 24.3 15 38 12.3 13 47 4.5 7
42 7 9.5 13 27 22.3 20 6 12.3 13 12 2.5 8
43 38 9.5 15 8 22.3 18 26 10.3 11 29 2.5 8

44 11 8.5 14 36 22.3 20 46 9.3 14 6 1.5 9
45 45 8.5 13 7 21.3 16 9 9.3 14 17 1.5 9
46 50 8.5 11 13 20.3 19 11 4.3 13 19 1.5 9
47 8 7.5 15 5 19.3 17 36 4.3 13 36 1.5 9

48 42 7.5 15 42 13.3 14 18 4.3 13 5 -10.5 10

49 40 1.5 14 15 13.3 17 24 2.3 14 18 -10.5 8

60 30 —6.6 15 38 10.3 20 40 —6 15 46 -10.5 7
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(2) It is clear that the different odors have very different
distracting values, and that these values differ for "the differ-
ent subjects. Even with 50 scents, taken largely at hap-
hazard as they could be procured, we have a pretty continu-
ous distraction series for each subject, the reduction of the r
per cent, ranging from 50 to zero : indeed, in some cases the
' distraction ' here, as in our previous work upon distrac-
tors, proves to be a stimulant, the subject working better
under distraction than under standard conditions.
The mechanism of least distraction or of actual stimulation

may be inferred, to some extent, from the introspective rec-
ords. A few of these are given

:

Reactor O., Olive Oil.—(1) Oil; like poor olive oil. (2), (3), (4),
(5) Olive oil. (6) Oil. (7) Olive oil. (8) Sweet oil. (9)? Like
molasses. (10) Olive oil. (11), (12) Oil. (13) Olive oil. (14), (15)
Oil.

Reactor B., Oil of Turpentine.— (1), (2), (3), (4) Turpentine. (5)
Cannot name. [This experiment came immediatelv after the giv-
ing of ' turpentine ' as the scent of 33.] (6), (7) turpentine. (8)
Varnish. (9), (10), (11), (12), (13) Turpentine. (14) Vague. Had
it on the tip of the tongue. [Turpentine had been given earlier in
the series for 37.] (15) Know, but cannot name. [No previous
turpentine judgment.] (16) Do not know. [Turpentine given
earlier in the series for 37.] (17), (18), (19), (20) Turpentine.
Reactor S., Rosemary.-(1) Perfume. Suggests toilet and cook-

ing. (2) Lemon verbena. (3) Perfectly familiar; like lemon. (4),
(5) Lavender. (6) Lemon verbena. (7), (8) Lavender. (9)
Lemon verbena. (10) Lavender? [Lavender had been given in
the series immediately preceding this: hence the doubt.] (11)
Lavender? [Same reason for doubt.] (12), (13) Lavender. (14)
Sage tea. [Lavender judged in previous series.] (15) Balsam.
[Lavender given for 20, a few experiments before.]
Reactor P., Absolute Alcohol.— (1) Odor familiar. Thought of

aconite and fever. (2) Do not know; little smell. (3) Do not
know. (4) Like cold potato skins. (5) Do not know; sweet. (6)
Whiskey. (7) Sweet and sickish.

Oil of Bergamot.- (1) Citron? No; probably heliotrope. (2)
Do not know. (3) Orange. (4) No name. (5) Lemon. (6) Per-
fume. (7) Lemon? (8) Orange.

i

Oil of Spike.—(1) Familiar; no name. (2) Cannot grasp odor.
(3) Faint; do not know. (4) White lead. (5), (6) Unknown. (7)
Orange. (8), (9) Unknown. (10) Crude petroleum.

We notice here at once the difference of attitude to the dis-
traction taken up by 0., B. and S., on the one hand, and P.,
on the other (cf. the qualitative analysis of distraction
above). On the whole, it would seem that least distraction
or stimulation means for the first three subjects not so much a
dynamogenic effect of stimulus, an actual heightening of the
attention, as the reaction of relief upon a quite familiar stimu-
lus ; the distraction is put away, and the attention reverts to
the sounds. This principle crosses the second distraction-
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principle to some extent. We must suppose either that there

are here few associates, despite familiarity ; or (what is more
likely) that the attention was tending,as things were, rather to

the sound than to the scent, and so slipped easily to the sound
after recognition was accomplished. In this latter case, the

second distraction-principle would hold only providing that

the experiment is accurately made, i. e., that the full strain

of attention is on the familiar scent. How difficult of attain-

ment this accuracy is, all who have worked at the distraction-

problem will know.
P. was distracted when he recognized (fourth principle);

the feeling of relief took his attention not only from the

scent, but from the whole experiment. In his case, least

distraction or stimulation does appear to mean a heightening

of the attention ; his ?• per cent, is maximal when he cannot
get the smell, when it eludes him, when he can associate to it

only a name that he is pretty sure is not correct. (We have
found evidence of this principle in our previous work.) i-'.'s

tendency was to let the distraction go if he could not recog-

nize the smell at all, but in these instances there seems to

have been a feeling that he ' ought ' to know the scent.

'

Summary. The Study is incomplete. Not enough series

were taken ; not enough practice was had ; no control experi-

ments were made.
In spite of this, it seems from the experimental results that

odor series offer a means of distraction of the attention that

is uniform, capable of gradation, and applicable to normal
subjects. Fifty scents, used for distracting judgments of

sound intensity, lowered the ? per cent, by an amount rang-

ing from fifty to zero : in some instances the lowering passed
beyond zero and became an increase.

Individual differences showed themselves, but do not affect

the above general statement. We infer from the results that

distraction can be set up in four ways : by familiar scents

that cannot be named ; by very familiar and therefore sug-

gestive scents (attention on the scent); by unfamiliar

and therefore puzzling scents ; and by easily recognizable

scents, whose recognition suggests that the whole experiment
is over (attention tending away from the experiment). Least
distraction or stimulation can be set up in two ways : by very
familiar scents (attention on the sound), and by uncertainly

' We may just note the fact that the four subjects showed marked
differences as regards the way in which the first sound was mem,-
orised and the judgment of "likeness or difference of intensity
reached. It was not our object to examine these differences in the
present connection.
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familiar scents (attention tending away from the experiment,

and now held upon it).

It appears that the question of distraction by odors would
well repay systematic woik, continued for two or three years,

and carried over into other departments of intensive discrimi-

nation.



XV.—THE PROJECTION OF THE RETINAL IMA.GE.

By W. B. Pillsbuey, Ph. D.

It would seem that the extended discussion of the problem

of the " Inversion of the Retinal Image," carried on in the

Psycholorfical Review for the current year, would leave noth-

ing to be said on the above question. One bit of exi>eri-

mental evidence has been overlooked, however, which may
be of value in settling disputed points in both of the inti-

mately connected problems. As the discussion stands at

present, Professor Stratton has shown that, when the field of

vision is inverted by means of lenses, it is possible in a com-

paratively brief time so to adjust the tactual space to the new
visiral space that no errors in movement result, and there is

no conscious disparity between the two spaces. Professor

Hyslop rejoins that this is 'off the point,' because the ex-

periments only cover the question of adapting movements to

visual space, which is very different from the question of

reference within the visual space itself; and, that, first of all,

we must prove that inverted vision is an anomaly. On the

constructive side, Professor Hyslop maintains that it is the

general law, and therefore natural, that all impressions on

the retina should be referred backward along a line perpen-

dicular to that surface, just as in touch we * feel ' with the

end of a stick in a line perpendicular to the surface of the

skin.

It is with this law that our own observations primarily

deal. Professor Gage of Cornell University called our atten-

tion to the fact that in using the Abbe camera hicida, in

drawing from the microscope, the double image was inva-

riably referred to the drawing board, not to the stage of the

microscope. In view of the fact that the latter is in the line

perpendicular to the retina, or is in the projection of the un-

bent ray, we seem here to be dealing with an anomaly of vis-

ion, and one worthy of careful investigation. Owing to the

construction of the instrument the ray from the paper on the
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drawing-board is reflected twice before it reaches the eye: once
from a mirror above the board, and once from a silvered prism
above the ocular of the microscope. The ray from the slide un-
der the objective, on the other hand, passes in a straight line

through an opening in the silvering of the prism ; so that the
rays from drawing-board and slide enter the eye along the
same line, and occupy a common position upon the retina.

Here we have a practical test of the comparative truth of
the projection or nativistic and the empirical theories. The
eye is offered a choice between two possible lines of reference,
the one of which it must take if the projection theory be true,
and the other of which it may take if the empirical view be
correct. It would not be necessary that both images should
be referred to the drawing-board, if we assume the empirical
standpoint. Even on this theory we are opposing the expe-
rience of the individual and the race, that objects can be
touched somewhere in the line perpendicular to the retina at
the point of stimulation, to the present knowledge that we
can touch the paper by the side of the microscope. This lat-

ter knowledge, furthermore, is not unambiguous, because we
have had fully as many tactual indications that the preparation
is under the objective of the microscope as that the paper is

on the drawing-board to one side. Particularly is this the
case if, as is true most frequently, the student is accus-
tomed to the use of the microscope and unfamiliar with the
camera luclda. Every circumstance, then, favors the expec-
tation that the double image will be i-eferred to the stage of

the microscope, except the fact that we expect to draw the
image upon the paper, and are intent upon seeing it against
the white back-ground under the point of our pencil.

In spite of the predominance of theoretical considerations
in favor of the direct line, the fact is that in evei-y instance
the combined image is referred to the drawing-board. Professor
Gage assures me that he has never known an exception to this
rule in all his experience with classes in microscopy in
Cornell University, which have been composed in the aggre-
gate of many hundred students. We made a number of ex-
periments, when at an early stage in the use of the camera
luclda, with the mirror in different jjositions ; and found that
always, when an object of known position was recognized,
it was referred to its true place ; before it was recognized it

was referred to the stage of the microscope. Once, by acci-
dent, the black metal surface of the back of the mirror was
turned toward the tube, in a position to reflect the ceiling of
the room ; and even this dark, indistinct image was assigned
to its proper place as soon as it was recognized. This obser-
vation was made after only two hours' work with the camera
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Jucida two days before. It must be noted that in all these

cases the objects in the mirror were being constantly changed,
•while the field of the microscope was not varied. Interest

and attention were, therefore, directed almost entirely to the

kaleidoscopic panorama of the former, just as in the usual
case they were directed to the image that was to be drawn.
It would seem, then, that this phenomenon is very closely

related to retinal rivalry ; and that the images are re-

ferred to the place we are most interested in at the moment.
This means that our knowledge that an object occupies a
certain position is practically as strong in producing refer-

ence to a point out of the normal line of projection as to a
point in that normal line ; or that t/ie direction of the ray
which gives rise to a retinal stimulation is comparatively nn-
important in determining t>>e ]}lace in space to which we
shall attribute the origin of the siim^dation.

These observations alone would be decisive against the
projection theory in any of its forms. The rashest nativist

would not care to assume that the retina reacts differently to

light that has been reflected and to light that has not been
reflected, or that we can know how many and of what magni-
tude are the angles that the path of the ether vibrations has
described ia its course to the eye. And this hypothesis is also

excluded in our experiments by the fact that the bent ray is

preferred to the direct ray.

We have, then, met Professor Hyslop's* first and second
conditions : that we should prove that inverted vision or pro-

jection outward in a line perpendicular to the retina is not
natural, or is not the only natural method of reference ; and
that the proof should be in terms of vision alone. We may
now consider his objection to the empirical theory that it

assumes a knowledge of the visual impression, both before

and after reference outward. This is, of course, a mere fig-

ure of speech, which is employed for convenience by both
sides. It is no more to be taken literally than Professor
Hyslop would care to have a critic work out his conception
of nature and natural law from the sentence:- "Now accept-

ing Mr. Spencer's conclusion that the sense of touch was the
original germ out of which all the senses were developed,
among them sight, we can readily see that nature had only to

give the retina a curved form, circular, elliptical or para-

bolic, in order to adjust the law of ' eccentric projection ' to

the modified conditions of vision involving refraction of light

and inverted images." Xo one of normal development can

' Psy. Rev., IV, 2, p. 151.

Psy. Rev., IV, 2, p. 160.
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remember a time when reference to a point in space did not

take place, or a time when the images were referred to the

retina ; because reference to the retina involves knowledge or

experience in space just as much as reference to a point re-

mote from the body. The facts are apparent to all ; but it is

very difficult to represent them or discuss them without fall-

ing into figures of speech. Professor Hyslop himself does

not escape the danger.

We have, then, no course left but to accept the empirical

theory ; for the ' eye-movement theory ' has never been held

by anyone to be a sufficient explanation in itself, and has

also been disproven by both Professor Stratton and Professor

Hyslop.
The empirical theory seems the more applicable to direc-

tion, because there is no function of the eye that in any way
corresponds to this attribute. The reaction of the retina and
of the ciliary muscle is the same, no matter from what direc-

tion the exciting stimulus may come. We are, then, com-
pelled to look to some sense besides vision to supply the de-

ficiency ; and touch, the other spatial sense, seems the most
natural recourse.

The question from this point on is the question of the

genesis of space perception ; and within the limits of a paper
of this kind it is only possible to remark that all evidence

points to the conclusion that space is a composite, and that

In the normal consciousness more than one sense must always
be at work in its development. We therefore conclude with
Professor Stratton that the phenomena of projection can only

be explained emiiirically by calling to our aid the sense of touch.
•

Postscript.— (1) It should be stated, in connection with

Dr. Pillsbury's explanation of the lateral projection of the

image when Abbe's camera lucida is placed over the ocular

of the microscope, that the Cornell students pass to the use

of the Abbe instrument by way of the Wollaston camera
lucida. Hence they may come to the former with a predis-

position which is too strong to be broken by their new-

gained knowledge of its construction and dioptrical properties.

(2) After reading Dr. Pillsbury's paper, it occurred to

Professor Gage that it would be well to repeat the observa-

tions on the Abbe camera. He found that—although in the

whole course of his previous experience he had localised the

preparation on the drawing-board—he was now able at will

to see it either there or in the microscope. Professor Gage
came to the Abbe by way of th^ Wollaston instrument.

Again : he has found two persons who are at present unable

to localise the preparation elsewhere than in the microscope.
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The one is wholly unpracticed in the use of the microscope
;

the other is a practiced luicroscopist, who did not, however,
nse the Wollaston until after he had used the Abbe instru-

ment. 3Iy own experience (by no means extended) is as fol-

lows : I have never used the Wollaston camera ; but I invari-

ably localised the preparation on the drawing-board during a
short time in which I was working with the Abbe camera.
My first observations were taken without, the later ones with,

theoretical knowledge of the instrument. Now, on making
observations with Professor Gage, I find that I am able, as
he is, to see the object with either location.

It seems, both to Professor Gage and to myself, that this

criss-cross of evidence and experience tells strongly in favor
of Dr. Pillsbury's main contention : that localisation demands
an empiristic exi^lanation. E. B. T.

NOTE TO STUDIES IV AND VII.

To their work upon the quantitative determination of the
dotted-line and point-distance illusion (this Journal, Vol.
VI) Messrs. Knox and Watanabe appended certain theo-

retical remarks. Two of these run as follows :

(1) Since our judgment of vertical distances is in general less
accurate than our judgment of horizontal, we should expect to find
a higher value of A in the former case than in the latter.

(2) Binocular bisection of horizontal distances is not subject to
any constant error; binocular bisection of verticals is subject to
the constant error of overestimation of the upper part of the field

of vision. We should, therefore, expect to find the m. ii. of our
vertical A's greater than that of our horizontal.

These two remarks were very sharply criticised by Professor
Heymans in the Zeitsr.li. f. Psych., Vol. X, p. 465. As
the criticism seemed to depend upon a misunderstanding
(for which the brevity of the remarks themselves might be
largely responsible), I published a full explanation in the

Zeitsch., Vol. XII, pp. 395, 396. By " less accurate " in (1)
we had meant to indicate that the difference-limen is greater

in judgments of verticals. The reasoning underlying (2) is

somewhat complicated, and need not be repeated here.

Professor Heymans has replied to the first part of this ex-

planation in the Zei/sch., A^ol. XIII, p. 474. In his reply he
has entirely overlooked the fact that the upper and lower
difference-limina must be of different magnitude if Weber's
law holds, i. e., unless the absolute sensible discrimination

is constant. The estimation-difference J follows the same
law as the sensible discrimination. I still think, therefore,

that our first remark is justified. On the second point Pro-
fessor Heymans offers no further criticism. E. B. T.
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Color Peeception of Chtldeen.

The following brief notes may be made in reply to Miss

Sehallenberger's strictures upon my Chapter on "Distance

and Color Perception by Infants " (Chapter III of "Mental
Development " ):

(1) As to the allusions to Preyer's method, she will find

reference to some notes sent me by Professor Preyer himself

incorporated in the German (Eeuther u. Eeichard, Berlin),

and French (Alcan, Paris) translations, which are both to

appear about the time of this. I regret that the second Eng-

lish edition should have been reprinted without these and
other revisions referred to below ; but the publishers neg-

lected to inform me that the chance had offered itself. In either

of the foreign editions may also be found such changes of in-

terpretation (very slight) as I now find it well to make.

(2) The mistakes (seven in number) which Miss Schallen-

berger finds in my Tables I and II are all, except one,

" read in " mistakes, /. e., " read in " by the carrying out of

decimals, a quite unnecessary proceeding in a matter where

only differences of first and (sometimes) second place figures

are of any value. The nearest approach to a mistake is the

reading .90 for .882. I carried the decimals to the third

place for the first three colors simply for fullness, not for

any " discovery " thereby. The one real error (16 for 15)

is a typographical mistake ; it is correct in the first edition.

It is also correct in the foreign editions.

(3) As to inconsistencies between the text and the tables,

that is due to the fact which I mentioned in the preface to the

second edition : an accidental substitution of columns ; Miss

Schallenberger explains it correctly. In the second edition

certain statements (only one of any moment) were noted for

correction, and would have been corrected when the second

edition was reprinted, if I had been given the chance.

(4) I shall look up the suggestions as to Lehraann, etc.,

and accept the corrections gratefully where I am wrong.
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Miss Schallenberger's criticisms are, in the main, however,
below the threshold of my intention ; seeing that I distinctly

disclaimed much independent value for the figures given, the

number of the experiments being too small. I published the

results mainly for their illustrative value.

I have before advised experimental purists to " first catch"
a live, warm baby, and attempt to work it ; my present critic

shows that she does not know the difficulties of the task at

first hand. While thanking her, therefore, for her minute
examination of the chapter and promising to reconsider the

points it I get the chance of a future edition, I yet fear that

another revision would leave the matter still very unsatisfac-

tory from a hypercritical point of view.

J. Makk Baldwin.
Princeton, Aug. 13.

Professor Baldwin's notes are most encouraging. It is en-

couraging, in the first place, to read so frank an admission of

error on the few points which have been singled out of my
criticism for present comment. If the chance for future re-

vision does come, I believe that Professor Baldwin will find

such admission equally necessary on the more serious points

of which he now says nothing. It is encouraging, in the

second place, to find my general opinion of the value of the

experimental work of this chapter confirmed by the author's

own statements. If figures are printed not because they
mean anything, but " simply for fullness " (

I
), it is time that

criticism should begin. And if the fact that experiments
are published "mainly for their illustrative value" can
be seriously put forward as an excuse for great experimental
inaccuracy, it is time for someone to point out that mere pro-

fession will not work in science any more than in conduct

;

a man shall not be saved by the very best of intentions.

As to Professor Baldwin's concluding remarks, I really

cannot see that the investigation of any baby, of whatever
sort its ' vital differences ' and whatever grade its temper-
ature, is furthered by inaccuracy of observation and record

on the part of the investigating parent.

M. SCHALLENBEEGEE.
Stanford University.



A IHUSICAL EXPERIMENT.

By June E. Downey,

University of Chicago.

The following report Is submitted as a postscript, as it were, to
the articles on "Musical Expressiveness," found in Vols. IV and V
of this Journal. The experiment was modeled after the one there
given, with a few unimportant variations. Six selections of music
were interpreted. After each of these an interval was allowed
for the listeners to write down the impressions received from the
music. No questions were asked on the selections, nor were the
titles or composers of the selections given. Twenty-two persons
were present at the recital. Answers from all were not received
for each selection. Only one of the twenty-two, namely (21), was
a professional musician. The remaining twenty-one persons had
either no musical training whatever, or but comparatively little.

With one or two exceptions all were fond of music.
The progi-amme was intentionally made short, the whole experi-

ment lasting not more than an hour and a half. The selections

were lettered A, B, C, D, E and P. The answers to each are numbered
to twenty-two. The first seven are returned by gentlemen, the
remaining fifteen by ladies. The piano-forte was the only instru-

ment used; there were three performers. The experiment was
under the direction of Prof. E. E. Slosson (University of Wyoming)
and Misses A. H. Talbot and J. E. Downey. The names of the
selections and answers returned follow:
A. Cli02nn. Funeral March (Sonata, Op. 33). 1. First sensation,

that it was one of Mrs. Caudle's curtain lectures, interspersed with
soliloquies over her own hard lot. Later concluded it represented
a tired father walking the floor at midnight with a cross, crying
baby,and alternately singing Watts"'Cradle Hymn" and scolding the
baby. 2. Puneral of a soldier. 3. I was affected as I would have
been had I read a strong, spirited poem. In fact, the first distinct

impression was of some sweet poem of Scott; not military, but
peaceful. 4. Grief, mourning, swelling to a climax. Reaction.
Hope, faith, doubt alternate. 5. A country scene. Old orchard,
tremendous trees, blossom-fragrant air. A breeze stirs the boughs.
Rain begins to fall, first in large drops, then in rhythmic sheets,

driven by gusts of wind. Thunder is followed by increased down-
pour. The sun breaks through the clouds. Sun-shower; the re-

verberations of the summer- shower roll across the distant hills. 6.

Funeral procession of Abraham Lincoln. 7. Sadness. An unsuc-
cessful but constantly renewed attempt^to throw off the burden of

sorrow. 8. A life of possibly more than usual melancholy with
ray of hope and happiness brought in unwelcomely; or the hope of

something unexpected coming without recognition. A slight recog-
nition of the ideal without overcoming the natural or acquired
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:

melancholy. 9. Either a storm at sea, or a battle. 10. My
thoughts were of the composer. At the i)eginning it suggested a
storm at sea, then, at times, music on the water, or in the distance.
The interpretation does not interest me so much as the harmony of
tones. 11. A death and tlie heavy sorrowing of friends, a sorrow
too deep for tears, whicli soon iinds relief in tears. This changes
to a feeling of loneliness and resignation which is beautiful. It is

the covering of a sorrowful heart with a smile. The repetition of
the first part is the rekindling of the sorrow which finally brings
the person to an extremely morbid state, li. Saw a moon-lighted
garden surrounding an ancient castle. A band of monks was
marching to their church in the distance, where the organ was
softly playing. A mother was pleading with her son not to join
them. After much pleading on her part and grumbling answers on
his, he still insists on his own way. IS. INIy impression was of
passing a church and of heai-ing the organ; then of passing into
the woods, and hearing a storm; then of walking by the side of a
stream which at first seemed out a brook, but which grew in size,

yet ever sang a sweet song, sad at times, the stream flowing on
and on, and emptying into a river just where the trees met.
14. A calm, clear, sunny afternoon with pleasing landscape. A
traveler is lying on the greensward and reveling in the quiet
scene. But soon clouds roll up, and thunder, dark, growling at
first, then angry. There comes a shower, after which reappears
the peaceful, sunny scene. Night falls. A few angry peals of
thunder, a few flashes of lightning come, and rain threatens, but
does not fall. 15. The first part of the selection brought to my
mind a funeral train. I believe I could quite see the picture. The
line of march must have been miles in length. Then comes a
storm, and the rest is indistinct. IG. This impressed me as a de-
scriptive piece. It described a feeling of resignation over a death,
and the sorrow went as an undertone tlii'ough the entire piece,
toning down any other violent feelings. It presented a distinct
feeling that might easily have been put into a picture. 17. A wail
of a lost spirit. 18. Sadness. Death. It called to my mind mem-
ories of a dear friend who died years ago. 19. A double picture.
Something deep and solemn and ominous, like the distant roar of a
rising sea. Then a group of women talking, sometimes singing, but
always listening. Occasionally the sea drowned the sound of their

voices, then is cjuiet again. In the end there is a flood of lightning
and a louder roar, then silence. 20. Known. Chopin's Funeral
March. To me it represents the funeral of a soldier. First and
third the march to and from a cathedral. The trio between repre-
sents the singing in cathedral and the organ-strains which accom-
pany the burial service. 21—. 22. Deep, hopeless sorrow for some-
one "lost. A prayer for help. The answer to the prayer. Hope
and courage given.

B. S. F. Poivell, Nocturne, Hope {Op. 4, No. 2). 1. Expression
of the exuberant. Impulsive spirit of children at play. 2. No
impression, unless it was the wind rustling through leaves. 3. I

seem to have heard the piece at sometime previous. My mind
occupied in finding where and by whom. Cannot recall, but im-
pression evidently pleasurable. 4. This situation seems retro-

spective. A narrative of younger experience. 5. No defined
impression save of singing maid with hope in her thought, shadow
of possible ill and certainty of present happiness. (J. No impres-
sion. Called up no image. 7. Quiet enjoyment. Under a tree in

the woods with no duty waiting to be done. 8. Suppressed joy.

A dance of the fairies or of a sunbeam. 9. Sentiment, youth,
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hope, Spring, happiness. 10. First part meditation, then plead-
ing. 11. A perfectly happy life with a vein of sadness here and
there, which comes of a thoughtful disposition. There is also a
hopeful feeling mingled with the sadness. 12. Known. A happy,
hopeful song. 13. Mj- impression was of water flowing over peb-
bles, singing a gay little song, then of flo-n-ing over a wheel and
singing a promise of future calmness and happiness. 14. Just a
happy heart, full of sunshine; but afterwards a doubt, a shadow
obscures the sky a little. 15. A restful sensation, but no impres-
sion. 16. It reminds me of a person whom I know whose chief
characteristic is a happj' shallowness. No serious view' of life.
The picture of the person came surrounded by various unfavor-
able circumstances. Do not care for this style of music. Not
impressed by it. 17. No impression. IS. Organ voluntary in
a large cathedral. ( Selection not recalled, but probablv a memory
association.) 19. Dovibt, uncertainty, indecision, A character, a
girl, with varying moods. Moonlight flitting over tree-tops, or
sunlight playing upon a shaded spot. 20. Known. Hope. First,
blue sky with a few white, fleecy clouds on horizon; green trees.
Secondly, nest of young birds. Thirdly, silence, save for sound of
a distant babbling brook.

C. S. F. Powell, Nocturne, Solicitude (Op. 3, No. 2). 1. Con-
veyed the idea of a political or theological argument or discussion.
2. No impression. 3. It seemed to me that I saw a man (or
woman) in a crowded portion of a metropolis. Then I saw a stream
flowing full and clear through a cool grove of magnificent trees.
The impression of unrest and great longing seemed to be conveyed.
4. This may be an invocation, an address, though I cannot say
positively that it leaves any definable impression upon me. 5.
Tea-party. Chinese lanterns emerging from the trees. Lovely
scene. 6. No impression. 7. No expression of emotion for me.
8—. 9. Memoryreminded me of piano practice. 10. Thought all
the time of the harmony of tone. No particular impression except
of the running from one key to another. 11. An old man looking
back on his life with a feeling of pride and of sorrow. Although he
knows that he soon must die, yet he clings to life, " as a drowning
man will clutch a straw." 12. Simply a song with a note of
anxiety. 13. Impressions not definite. 14. No impression. 15.
Water running over stones. 16. This gave me an uncomfortable
confused feeling. I saw a picture of a storm on water with the
patches of blue sky through the clouds. I felt annoyed at the con-
fusion which it seemed to express. The picture was secondary.
17. No impression. 18. No impression. 19. A reverie of
mingled regret and resignation. Something given un or something
gained—which is the dearer? 20. Known. Solicitude. Same
background as in former selection. Blue sky and green trees, but
a woman enters. A mother's anxiety for her child.
D. Handel's Aria, opening bars, " He ims despised and rejected of

men," from the Blesaiah. 1. Don't recognize it. Should think it
was calculated to inspire religious and devotional feeling. 2.
Devotional music. 3. No distinct impressions other than those of
memory. I thought of churches. 4. This seems an invocation,
importing praise, or perhaps repentance. 5. Hymn, expressing
confidence in a state of future blessedness. Collection plate is
being passed around. 6. No impression. 7. Known. Devotional.
All sorrow, unrest, and trouble merged into peace. Chaos becomes
Nirvana. 8. Don't recognize it. A cathedral; contrite heart
bowed in prayer. 9. Devotional music. Reverential, inviting
contrition. 10. Very familiar; can't recall name. Sacred song.

IX—4.
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Suggests prayer. 11. A prayer. Church music. 12. Gave me
the impression of church music. First few chords and the last most
impressive. 13. Thought of my childhood, the love and tender-
ness of my mother. First part of strain gave the impression. 14.
A sinful soul repentant and begging for mercy, then joyful because
salvation seems near. 15. Presbyterian church choir. KJ. This
music heard at some Episcopal service, I think as an offertory solo.

It suggested the taking of the collection. 17. Life no good. Hope.
Despair. 18. Methodist church choir. 1J>. Known. A gust,

overwhelming. Complaint of sorrow. 20. Hiindel's Aria—" He
was despised and rejected of men." Seems to express self-renun-
ciation and spiritual consolation, alternating with deep dejection
and physical languor. Ends in a strain of faith. 21. A selection

by Handel, which inspires religious feeling; a bright, encouraging
strain is heard through the piece.

E. Chojnn, Noclurne(Op. 13). 1. Rather exhilarating and in-

spiring. Inclines one to want to dance. 2. A merry party attend-
ing a dance. .'5. My impressica was that the composer was going
through some miserable affair of life. The lighter shades were hope-
ful. 4. An impression of life and action, rising and falling. Per-
haps passion. 5. Sick-room. Patient very low. Doctor calls.

Friends weep. Hope gone. Sick man makes great effort. Rises
in bed, saying, " I ain't dead yet." Great joy. 6. No impression.

7. Quiet enjoyment. A merry mood, but kept within the limits

of rational and innocent joy. S. Conglomeration (Oolite). 9.

Sentiment patriotic. Emotions, haste, enei-gy, enthusiasm, unity.

Memory, Fourth of July. 10. Thought it by Chopin. Irrepressi-

ble child, first here, then there, and nowhere in particular. Very
suggestive of Chopin. 11. Someone seemed trying to be bright and
cheerful,while all the time a strain of sadness was running through
the life. 13. The impression produced was that of a party of friends

who had gathered together to bid farewell to one of their number.
They endeavor to be gay and happy, but there is a consciousness of

sadness even in the midst of their pleasure. 14. Circus. Three
rings. Interval. Then child rope-walker. Everj'one breathless
until he is through. 15. It brought to my mind the theatre where
I had heard it or something similar. 16. I think the music proba-
bly described water in some form. My thought rather of the e.\e-

cution. 17. "I call earth not gray, but rosy." Joy. IS. Wind
blowing through the trees, li). A woman sitting in a moonlit
garden. She is quiet and calm, but cannot quite lend her mind to

the enjoyment of the beautiful night. Something troubles her and
once wholly shuts out her surroundings, then by an unusual effort

she forgets everything but the peace and serenity of the night and
half dreams and "dozes. 20. Love song. Sequence of emotions,
tenderness, passion, solicitude, rivalry, ending with anxious ten-
derness and uncertainty by no means hopeless. 21. A nocturne
by Chopin, which begins with a religious sentiment and becomes
more intensified. Afterwards a feeling of repose or giving up of

hope, ending with a peaceful thought to be resigned to fate.

F. Schubert- Liszt Serenade. 1. Sounds very natural. Like a lot

of ladies all talking at once. Not one listening to what another is

saying. 2. No impression. 3. (a) Feeling of happiness, (b) chil-

dren at play, (c) home scenes, (d) earnestness, (e) desire, (f)

yearning. The selection gave me a pleasant and joyous feeling. 4.

Merely an impulse to make a noise. 5. Trout fishing. Big fish on
hook. Takes both hands to hold him. Large sand fly lights on
fisher's nose. Reel sings. He pulls him toward shore. Can see
fins of fish in water. Steps on round stone. Falls down, loses flsh.
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Breaks pole. All the fish in basket get away. 6. No impres-
sion. 7. Fun and frolic. 8. Dancing and joy. 9. Sentiment,
gaiety. Waltz at first. 10. Something light and dainty. Sug-
gested pleasure and happiness. Nothing sad or religious. 11. An
ideal Spring morning, when the birds are chirpy and building their
nests, the flowers are blossoming, the air is fresh and fragrant. 12.
Impression was vague. Birds twittering in the trees. 13. My
impression was of an opera house, brightly lighted, the orchestra
playing, people entering and exchanging courtesies. 14. Every-
body happy. Clear skies. Tally-ho starting off. 1*5. No impres-
sion. 16. Simply enjoyed it. Think it a French selection. 17.
Dancing, good company. 18. Happiness. A gay party of young
people enjoying a frolic. 19. Known. Distinct associations. 20.
Moonlight in Spain. Some light and passing emotion expressed.
21. "Hark, hark, the lark."—Shakespeare. By Schubert-Liszt. I

know this composition, which expresses the singing of birds to me.
It is bright and happy. 22. Twittering of birds.

We shall next proceed to analyze the music and the impressions
produced:—
A. Chopin's Fhmeral March. Twenty-one answers were received.

The music is analyzed as dull grief and despair giving way to con-
solation in the trio, with a final return to the original mood. Of
the twenty-one papers received, eight record an impression of
death or its accompaniments, as follows: (2) funeral of a soldier;

(6) funeral procession of Abraham Lincoln; (11) a death and the
heavy sorrowing of friends; (15) first part of selection brought to
mind a funeral train; (16) death, memories of a dead friend; (20)
funeral of a soldier; (22) deep, hopeless sorrow for some one
lost.

The analysis of the music, however, gives an emotional sequence,
deep grief, hope, return to grief. This sequence is distinctly found in
(11) a sorrow for death,too deep for tears,tears come and resignation,
retui'n to the sorrow with morbidness; also in (4) grief, mourning,
swelling to a climax, reaction; hope, faith, doubt alternate. The
elements of soi-i-ow and hope are recognized in (16) death and res-
ignation; (22) deep sorrow for one dead, prayer for help, answer to
the prayer, hope and courage given; (7) sadness, an unsuccessful
but constantly renewed attempt to throw off the burden of sorrow;
(8) a life of melancholj', ray of hope unrecognized; (19) a double
picture, something deep and solemn and ominous, the talking and
singing of women.
In the eight papers remaining are recorded impressions of less

emotional intensity, and of somewhat different imagery. (5), (9),

(10), (13), (14), receive impressions of storms. (19) Also con-
tained a stoam element. In (5) the light-shade sequence is re-
versed, clear sky, clouds, passing of storm. (13) recoi'ds a peace-
ful issue of storm. (14) gives passing of storm, but threats of rain
remain; (12) gives a march of monks, a mother's pleading with her
son not to join them, and failure of the pleading. In (1) alternate
elements are recognized, weariness, singing of hymns, scolding.

(3) alone recognizes no disquieting element in the music. The im-
pression is of sweetness and peace.

It will be seen that twenty find some element of emotional unrest
or sorrow in the music; for thirteen of the twenty the sorrow is in-

tense. Eleven or twelve find a shading from dark to light in the
impressions. For one alone is it all bright. Conclusion.—The
music expresses some disquieting emotion of considerable inten-
sity. There is found in it shading quite easily recognizable. No
uniformity in the imagery.
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B. S. F. Poivell, Nocturne, Hope. Twenty answers were received.
Of these (6) and (17) record no impression. Four only explicitly
recoKnize the element of hope; (5) singing maid with hope; (9)
youth, hope, Spring, happiness; (11) a hopeful feeling; (12) known,
a happy, hopeful song. To these may be added (7) quiet enjoy-
ment; (8) suppressed joy; (13) brook, gay little song, promise of
calmness and happiness; (14) happy heart full of sunshine; (16) a
happy, shallow nature, laughter; (20) imagary expressive of peace-
ful, hopeful happiness.
Two find the music expressive of childhood, (1) exuberant spirit

of children atplay; (4) retrospection, younger experience. For two
the content is vague, (3) impression pleasurable; (15) restful sen-
sation. Four impressions are wholly individual, (2) wind rustling
through the leaves; (10) meditation, pleading; (18) organ volun-
tary; (19) doubt, uncertainty, indecision. Three find a shadow with
joy, (5) shadow of possible ill, with certainty of present happiness;
(11) happy life, but vein of sadness; (14) happy heart, but a doubt
enters it. Conclusion.—At most the music expressed some emotion
of vague happiness, with a vein of uncertainty in the conception.

C. S. F. Poivell, Nocturne, Solicitude. Nineteen answers were re-
ceived, but (2), (6), (14), (17), (18; record no impression, and (7)
finds no emotional interest. For ( 13) the impression is indefinite;
(9) memorj' of piano practice; (10) thought of tone-harmony. Only
ten papers remain, and of these two only give definitely the sup-
posed emotion; (12) song with note of anxiety; (20) known,
mother's anxiety for her child. The uneasy note is touched by (3)
impression of unrest and great longing, and bj' (16) confused un-
comfortable feeling, storm on water, patches of blue sky through
the clouds. To these we may add (19) reverie of mingled regret
and resignation; (11) old man looking back on life with feeling of
pride and sorrow; (1) political or theological discussion. Of the
two remaining (15) is indefinite, running water over stones; (5)
contains imagery expressive of sentiment of gaiety—a tea-party.
Conclusion.—The emotional content neither strong nor definite.
D. HdndeVs Aria: " ffe was despised and rejected of men."

Twenty-one answers are received, but (6) receives no impression.
The bars given have been supposed to convey deep sorrow, even
dejection; the musician attempted to give drooping effect of physi-
cal languor alternating with spiritual devotion. The attempt was
wholly unsuccessful. Those to whom the selection was familiar found
somewhat of the supposed emotional burden: (7) known, devo-
tional; sorrow, unrest, trouble merged into peace; (19) known,
gust, overwhelming, sorrow; (21) known, inspires religious feeling,
bright, encouraging strain througli the piece. How much the
music contributed to the effect, and how much the words, is inde-
terminable. (20) had seen the analysis, and should not be in-
cluded. Sixteen impressions remain to be considered. Of these
thirteen find the music devotional, with emphasis upon different
aspects of devotion. It is merely devotional to (1), (2), (3), (12), (15),

(16), (18). Further elements are to be found in (4) invocation, im-
porting praise, perhaps repentance; (5) hymn, expressing confi-
dence in state of future blessedness; (8) contrite heart bowed in
prayer; (9) reverential, inviting contrition; (10) prayer; (14) sinful
soul, repentant, begging for mercy,'then joy, salvation near. Akin
to tlie emotion supposed to be in the selection is (17), life no good,
hope, despair. For (13) comes thought of childhood, mother's love
and tenderness, first part giving the impression. Conclusion.—The
music is not inherently sad, but arouses a feeling of religious devo-
tion, which takes individual form.
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E. Nocturne of Cliopiyi. Twenty-one answers. No impression
for (6), while (15) finds assoeiational impression. In the nineteen
answers remaining the impressions are divided between those of
activity more or less joyous, and those of peace and serenit}% sad or
joyous. Grouping, we place under the head of joyous activity: (1)
rather exhilarating and inspiring, inclination to dance; (2) merry
party attending a dance; (4) impression of life and action, perhaps
passion; (9) patriotic sentiment, haste, energy, enthusiasm, unity;
and (10) irrepressible child. Under quiet happiness group (7)quiet
enjoyment, ( 11 ) quiet beauty, someone gazing on stars among moun-
tains; (17) " I call earth not gray, but rosy." Mingling of sadness
with the joy: (5) sickness, despair, hope; (12) attempt to be bright
and cheerful, strain of sadness; (13) party of friends bidding fare-
well to one of their number, gay appearance, consciousness of sad-
ness; (14) circus, child rope-walker, breathless suspense; (19)woman in garden, quiet beauty, but a thought troubles; (3) misera-
ble affair of life, but hopeful shades; (20) love-song, sequence of
emotions, tenderness, passion, solicitude, rivalry; (21) religious
sentiment, repose, giving up of hope, resignation. There is indefi-
niteness: in (8) conglomerate, in (16) water in some form, and in
(18) wind blowing tlirough trees, probably expressive of not un-
pleasant activity. Sixteen find some element of happiness or
hope. Five find distinct expression of activity. Three report that
an impression of serenity is given. Eight find a note of sadness.
Coiielusion.—Probably the music expressed some sort of happiness
or joy or hope with a subdued strain of sadness. Joy dominant,
sadness subordinate.

F. Schubert- Liszt, Serenade. Twenty-two answers. No impres-
sion from (2), (15), (16). The selection is recognized by (19) and
has distinct associations. (4) finds it merely an impulse to make a
noise, and (16) simply enjoyed it. Under impressions of joyful
emotion or imagery we group (3) pleasant or joyous feehng; (7)
fun or frolic; (8) dancing and joy; (9) sentiment of gaiety; (10)
pleasure and happiness; (11) ideal Spring morning, birds chirpy;
(12) birds twittering in trees; (13) impression of opera house, light,
mu.sic, and courtesy; (14) everyone happy, tally-ho starting; (17)
dancing, good company

; ( 18) happiness, gay party of young people
enjoying afrolic; (21) singing of birds, bright andhaopy; (22) twit-
tering of birds. The last three are less easily groupe"d, (20) moon-
light in Spain, emotion light and passing; (1) many ladies talking
at once; (5) trout fishing with v.aried success. Thirteen express in
varied imagery an emotion of cloudless joy. Four of the thirteen
express this under the imagery of bii-d-twittering, which is proba-
bly the original burden. Three find a rather indifferent emotion,
pleasant, however, rather than unpleasant. Conclusion.—The se-
lection expresses some sort of happy gaiety.
As conclusion to be drawn from the experiment as a whole, it

seems possible to hold provisionally that music has a somewhat
definite emotional content, and that impression of this is received
by the average listener, but with varying intensity. The formal
content seems to be furnished entirely by the mood, associations
or temperament of the individual. A "great difference exists both
in the capacity of individuals to receive definite impressions and
of composers to convey them. To overcome a strong individual
mood, requires music of extremely strong expressiveness. In aver-
age passive susceptibility the same general emotion is aroused with
varying individual emp'hasis on different sides of the emotion.
The dominant tone is usually caught and held to the exclusion of
the subordinate emotions.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION.

By Edwin D. Starbuck, Fellow in Psychology, Clark University.

II.—Some Aspects of Religious Growth.'

The present study is, in part, a supplement to the one on " Conver-
sion." - It intends" to find how the phenomena before, during, and
after conversion are common to the experiences of persons whose
growth has not been marked by any apparently sudden break, and
to see how far the finished proauct following conversion and grad-

ual development coiTCspond. It sets out primarily to see what in-

sights into the spiritual life and what laws of growth will come
from throwing together several religious biographies, so that their

like and unlike elements can be ascertained. The reader will be
helped in appreciating the purpose of the study, and in following

the long array of facts below, by noting briefly the method used in

carrying out the research. It is purely an empirical study of the indi-

vidual religious biographies at hand. The object was to use them so as

to show the sequence of development of each, and at the same time
the common and different elements in the various ones. After
trying and discarding various ways, a satisfactory one was hit upon.
An enormous folding chart was made, ruled horizontally, and also

into vertical columns. Without any prepossessions and without
wanting to find any particular fact, the first case was scattered

item by item horizontally through the chart. The second one was
sown along in the same way, but care was taken to bring similar

facts under each other. As the cases multiplied they began to

form vertical columns of like facts. The columns fell gradually

into groups of columns, and new ones were constantly forming.
Soon the whole thing had to be torn down and started afresh to

approximate the new groupings. After several months' work, 195

condensed biographies had been written underneath each other,with
their similar facts in vertical columns. There were finally about
fifty columns, each readj' to supplement the others. The following

pages are intended simply to give as faithful a report as is possible

in brief space, of the harmonies and discords among the facts and
the glimpses they furnish of spiritual laws. If the research should

> Acknowledgments are due President G. Stanley Hall and other members of

Clark University for helpful suggestions during the preparation of the article, and
especially to my wife, who has been a constant stimulus and has done much of the
actual research. The work could not have been successful without the kind coop-
eration in bringing facts top;ether of several persons. Those %vho did most were:
Dr John Bigham, De Pauw University; Dr. Frederick A. Gast. Franklin and Mar-
shall Theological Seminary. Professor Elbert Russell. Earlham College; Professor
Earl Barnes. Stanford UniversUv ; Professor Absalom Rosenberger. Penn College;

Professor L. A. Williams. NewSJersey State Normal School, and Rev. W. G.
Thompson. Worcester. Mass. ^

' Amkbican Joubnal of Psychology, Jan., 1897.
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contain anything new or of value, it comes principally from the

method used. It is simply an attempt to reduce individual opinions

and presuppositions to the minimum, and let the facts of human
experience speak for themselves. Each fact of experience is trying

to reflect the world- forces that produced it. By patiently following

up a group of related phenomena, one may be led into a glimpse of

the psychic laws in accordance with which they were produced.
The raw material for the research was wholly from autobiogra-

phies. A few were found in books complete enough on the religious

side to use. The greater number were written directly in reply to

printed lists of questions sent out at three different times. The
majority were in response to this syllabus:

I. What religious customs did you observe in childhood, and
with what likes and dislikes ? In what ways were you brought to a

condition to need an awakening—faulty teaching, bad associations,

appetites, passions, etc.? What were the chief temptations of

your youth '? How were they felt, and how did you strive to re-

sist ? What errors and struggles have you had with (a) lying and
other dishonesty, (b) wrong appetites for foods and drinks, (c) vita

sexualis; what relation have you noticed between this and moral
and religious experiences '? (d) laziness, jealousy, etc.

II. Influences, good and bad, which have been especially strong
in shaping your life:—parental training, works, friends, church,
music, art, natural phenomena, deaths, personal struggles, misfor-

tunes, etc.

III. If you have passed through a series of beliefs and attitudes,

mark out the stages of growth and what you feel now to be the
trend of your life.

IV. Were there periods at which growth seemed more rapid;

times of especially deepened experience; any sudden awakening to

larger truth, new energy, hope and love ? At what age were they?
How did they come:—some crisis, a death, meditation, some unac-
countable way, etc.?

V. Have you had a period of doubt or of reaction against tradi-

tional customs and popular beliefs ? When and how did it begin
and end, if at all ? Have you noticed any relapses or especiallj'

heightened experiences? How did they come and with what were
they connected ?

VI. What motives have been most prominent at different times
—fears, remorse, wish for approval of others, sense of duty, love of

virtue, divine impulse, desire to grow, etc.? In what ways do
your feelings respond religiously to God, nature, institutions, peo-
ple, etc.?
VII. State a few truths embodying your deepest feelings. What

would you now be and do if you realized your ideals of the
higher life ?

VIII. Age, sex, temperament, church (if any), and nation-

ality.

The number of cases used is 195; males, 75; females, 120. They
are largely native-born Americans. Of other nationalities are Eng-
lish, 12; German, 4; Scotch, 3; Irish, 2 ; and one each of Swiss, Dan-
ish, Russian and Canadian. The Americans are pretty generally

distributed among the states. The leading denominations are about
all fairly represented, and no one far exceeds in numbers. The
church connection is not always stated. Those reporting it are:

about a score each of Methodists, Friends, Presbyterians and Epis-
copalians; about half as many each of Congregationalists, German
Reformed and Baptists; a smaller number each of the Lutheran,
Unitarian, Catholic, Universalist, Jewish, Moravian, Spiritualist
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and Greek Church, and 7 had no church connection. Too large a

portion are college-bred for the groups to be entirely representa-

tive, though in that and all other respects the class is reasonably
satisfactory. All the reports were used except one, which was too

vague andimaginative to understand, and a few very fragmentary
ones. Without exception they have the stamp of perfect sinceiity,

and generally of the utmost frankness. Complete reliance was
placed on the"statement as given by the subjects, so that the facts are

their own but for possible distortions from condensation. Fortu-

nately the ages are well distributed, with the exception of the girls

between 16 and 19. These outnumber,due, in part,tothe large num-
ber of returns from the New Jersey State Normal School. The classi-

fication, according to ages, is shown in Table I. The determination
of age groups is somewhat arbitrary, but not wholly so, as will ap-

pear. Those above 40 are scattered along to the 85th year.

Table I.

Showing dUtribution oj cases used, according to age.

AGES. Number of Cases.

Females. Males.

16-19, 45

20-23 (males, 20-24), 18 21

ai-'ja (males, 25-29), 18 18

30-40, 19 17

40 or over, 20 19

It should be said in regard to the younger females that their ex-

periences were given in general, as fully and as well as the others,

as the result of their constant training in self-analysis. Wherever
It would avoid distortion of results the different age groups are

considered separately.
Childhood Religion. There is great uniformity among the cases in

regard to early training in some of its outward aspects. Nearly all

report careful teaching, and the usual customs of attendance on
church and Sunday school or family prayer, the evening prayer, or

Bible reading, and Bible stories. There are 7 females and 4 males

who had no special religious training, and 12 females and 2 males

reared under more or less unfavorable conditions religiously.

The most markec^ feature of childhood rehgion shown among the

subjects studied is the unquestioning way in which they accept the

ideas taught in church, Sunday school and home, and unconsciously

conform to them. These quotations are typical: f.' "Had al-

ways been taught there was a God, and took it as a matter of

course, never doubting my parents' word." F. " Said prayers

faithfully, but had no real rehgious experience until 13." M.
" Went through religious exercises as a matter of course, and with

entire faith." M. " Simply accepted for truth what my parents

and pastor said." M. " Tried to experience everything I saw, but

generally, I think, with poor success." In this class of instances

the element of imitation is more noticeable among girls, and that of

obedience among boys. F. " Was influenced mostly by the ex-

ample of those about me and the unselfishness of my parents." M.

^F. signifies female, and M. male.
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" Believed I must do right because God and mother said so." Ex-
pressions showing some form of credulity and conformity (omitting
possible inferences), occur in 31 per cent, of females, and 59 per cent,
of males.
Incredulity and distrust sometimes begin to show themselves

already in childhood. F. " Had a secret distrust of God who per-
mitted the sufferings of Christ." F. ''Father died when I was 6.

Prayed he might come back. Prayer was not answered. It shook
my faith in prayer." M. " In doing wrong I thought God wasn't
affected by my puny acts." Five per cent, among both boys and
girls.

A similar phenomenon to credulity and conformity is described
in such phrases as the following: F. " Do not remember the time
when I wasn't vitally concerned in religion." F. " Think religion
began with birth." M. " Always felt myself a child of God."
In contrast with credulity is the disposition of the child to act

spontaneously in response to its surroundings. The way most fre-
quently mentioned in which this shows itself is in coming into close
relationship with God or Christ. F. " Asked God to do things on
condition that I would do a certain part." M. "Always asked God
for the most trivial things." F. " Felt that God was on my side."
F. "Told God many things I would not tell my parents." jf^.

" Used to use most endearing terms to God, thinking He would be
more likely to listen." M. " I loved Jesus with all the fervor of a
child's heart." F. "Had imphcit confidence in God's love for
me." F. " Always asked God to do things for me, and promised
Him things if He would answer my prayer." These few quotations
suggest that this rapport of the child with its supernatural world
shows itself variously,—love and trust in God; using Him for its
own petty ends; bargaining with Him; and in the sense that God
and heaven exist for the child, and are near at hand. The relative
value of these is given in Table II.

Fears are common, though fewer than love and trust. F. " God
was an awful merciless Being.' F. "The sense that God was watch-
ing over me frightened me in the night. I prayed and repeated, 'I
am Jesus' little lamb,' and felt secure." M. " As child, had terri-
ble fear of hell."
Between love and fear are awe and reverence. F. " Was filled

with awe when at meeting." M. " Thought God was a stern old
man." '

Likes and dislikes for religious observance are, perhaps, good in-
dications of the beginning of religious feeling. Likes are far
more common with girls, dislikes with boys.
The sense of right and wrong germinates early, and is evidently

one of the most potent factors in childhood religion. M. " Couldn't
sleep until I had said my evening prayer." M. " As a child, tried to
do right always." F. "Had no religious training, but prayed a
good deal to be made good." F. " When 7 I stole some cookies.
Worried over it for three days. Confessed to God, wept and prayed.
Felt something more was necessary. Finally confessed to mother,
and was forgiven."
The relative significance of the facts given above may be seen in

Table II.
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Table II'

Shotving the relative prominence of some features of childhood religion.

Per cent, of Casks fob each Item.

Credulity, conformity, etc..

Religiously Inclined from childhood,

Incredulity,

Bargaining with God.

God as talisman.

God and heaven near at hand.

Love and trust in God.

Sum of four preceding—Intimate relationship with God.

Awe and reverence.

Fears—of future, of God, etc..

Dislikes for religious observances, 9 21

Pleasure in religious observances. 17 7

Keen sense of right and wrong, 'ii 15

The table is full of suggestions. A few points deserve mention.
That credulity and conformity occur in at least about one-half the
cases, and intimate relationship with God in about one-third of them,
are points of value to the teacher and parent. It was a surprise to
find credulity so much more common among the boys than among
the girls, and the reason is not very clear. A little light is thrown
on it by contrasting it with intimate relationship with God, which
is much more distinctively true of the gu-ls. It would seem to indi-

cate that girls are more imaginative, more actively responsive to
their surroundings, perhaps more largely directed by feeling and
more precocious than boys. Something like this seems to underlie
the likes among girls, and dislikes amougboys, for religious observ-
ances, and that both loves and fears are more characteristic of the
girls. Pear is prominent, but less so than love—a fact of great
pedagogical value. Awe and reverence, which are often regarded
as the highest religious feelings,^ are conspicuously absent. They
appear to develop later, as was probably true in racial history. The
budding of conscience so early is an important point. It may be
one of the principal lines along which the religious consciousness
is to develop.
Some other aspects of childhood religion will come up in the later

discussion.
Period of Clarification. Late in childhood, and toward the begin-

ning of adolescence, there is a more or less definite clearing of the
religious atmosphere. It appears to be the rule with girls, and

' In interpreting tables the reader should bear in m ind that the figures only aug-
gettt the absolute prominence of each item, but are of especial value in marking the
relative prominence of related groups. For example, credulity may have been act-
ually present in every case, but was potent enough to have worked itself out in
words in only about one-half of the biographies. The figures are the leiiKt estimate of
the value of the separate items. The principle is that of two related facts each is

equally liable to be mentioned, if they are equally potent elements in one's nature;
and the strongest one more liable to expression. The principle is not necessarily
true in speeiflc instances, but as in all .scientlflc work the assumption is that in a
large number of cases, errors balance each other.

'Cf. James Martineau: • Types of Ethical Theory," Vol. II., p. 206.
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is frequent among the boys. It is as if the ideas about God and duty,
which during earlier years had been external to the child, had now
taken root in its life. Heretofore they had been embodied in pre-
cept or custom or his own playful imagination. Now they have
begun to be his own. Often the growth from within has been un-
conscious, and the freshly organized little world presents itself to
the child as something large and new, and with an emotional ac-
companiment. The awakeuing is manifested variously. In putting
the instances together, they fell naturally into three groups—

a

fresh insight involving a distinct rational element; a first hand
perception of right and wrong; and an emotional response. These
instances illustrate:

Insight. F. " One morning when a child coming home from
church, as I was walking in at the gate, the thought came to me,
' There is a God.' I had always been taught it, but never realized
it until just at that time." J*". " When 11 I awoke to the realiza-
tion of deeper truths." M. "At puberty I became more serious
and rationally conscious." M. "When 15, began to realize for my-
self the importance of prayer, and to feel that God was a spirit."
Moral. F. "When 9 the seeds which had been sown began to

grow. Did wish earnestly to be good. Would go into lonely places
to pray." F. " When 10 I became especially good at home and
at school. I do not know what made me think so, but I thought
God loved me better. It influenced me for good for a long time
after that." M. " My inward development began at this time,
(14), marked by a general clearing up of moral ideas." M. " Told a
lie when 14 (had done evil things before, certainly). The lie
revealed to me my conscience."

Emotional. F. " When 11 I had a sudden and violent awaken-
ing—a continuous state of religious fervor. Had had a dangerous
illness." F. " When 10 I had a sense of being saved. My relig-
ious nature was awakened, and I felt for myself the need of re-
ligion." M. " While sitting alone at home one Sunday, thinking of
religious duties, I heard a distinct voice within me: 'My son,
give me thy heart.' "

Grouping these and similar instances, we have Table III. The
gross result is that there is a pretty definite period of clarification

Table III.

Showing some facts in regard to religious clarification preceding

adolescence.

Clarification Showing
Females. Males

Itself as—
!4 of Cases.

Average
Age. * of Cases.

Average
Age.

10

17

21

3

51

12.9

10.6

10.6

^(9.1)

10.9

11

5

9

32

(12)

14.1

(12.2)

13.7

13 ^

Unclassifled

Sum of above . .
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with at least half the girls and one-third the boys (complete rec-
ords would doubtless have made the per cents, higher), and that it

occurs at about 11 for girls, and about 13 for boys. It is thus seen to
be a very common pre-adolescent phenomenon. It is significant
that girls first awaken most frequently, and boys least frequently
on the emotional side. The spiritual world of the boys organizes
most often as a moral one. Xew insight is least often the begin-
ning for girls.

The exact age was not always given. This, with the fewness of
the cases among males, makes the average ages put in parentheses
in the table too uncertain to build on. Taken as a whole, the fact
seems substantial and safe that there is a difference of about 2.3

years between the sexes. The ages for girls range from 8 to 16, but
mostly from 10 to 12, inclusive ; for boys they are more scattering,
but fall principally between 11 and 15. Taking the cases of girls in
which the exact age was given, they form this series.

Number of cases, 6

Age, 8,

The year of greatest frequency is 10. Considering the emotional
awakenings alone.which are more distinctively the characteristic of
the girls, nearly all the instances occur at 10,11 and 12. It is clear
that we have here a distinct prepubescent fact that wants explain-
ing. There seems to be nothing to supplement it on the physical
side. For both sexes it immediately follows a dip in Donaldson's'
curves of physical gTOWth, and is on the plateau before the greatest
increment at puberty. Dr. Gilbert- made tests on 1,200 school chil-
dren in New Haveu, Conn., of the changes with age in the ability to
perform several tests involving muscular, sensuous and mental
discriminations. He finds that "these changes are altogether differ-
ent from the changes in weight, height and lung capacity." It

may be that the physical and spiritual development is supple-
mentary rather than correlative at this point. The increased life-

force which accompanies adolescence is probably a tidal wave, on
which there are wavelets. If so, this clai'ification aspect of growth
is certainly an interesting premonitory symptom. Dr. Lindley'
finds the interest in puzzles among boys and girls culminates at i2
years. In Dr. Gilbert's experiments there is also an increased
power of discrimination and choice among girls at 12, while there
is a falling off of the influence of suggestion at that age. Among
boys there is an increment in discrimination and choice at 13, and
a corresponding decline in the power of suggestion. These ages
coincide fairly with the average ages of the sexes given above.
The rapid increment of the curve for female conversions at 11
years,' which was explained there as a hastening through religious
excitement of the normal age of conversion, may have a truer ex-
planation as falling in line with and reinforcing the principle here
set forth. The instances among the males are so few and scatter-
ing as to leave it an open question as to whether we have not here
a distinctly feminine characteristic.
In the report of the International Congress fiir Psychologie, Mu-

nich, 1896, p. 449 et seq. J. W. David reports as the results of some

'H. H. Donaldson: "The Growth of the Brain," p. 66: Scribner's Sons, New
York. 1895.

' Dr. G. A. Gilbert: ' Studies from the Yale Psychological Laboratory." 1^94. Vol.
n. p. 40. Reported also in Zeitschri/t /. P9tJchot. «. Phyif. d. Sinnfsorgane, March,
18»6.

'Dr. Ernest H. Lindley: Americas Journal of Psychology. July. 1887.
* American Journal of Psychology. Jan.. "97, p. 272; and p. 79 below.
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tests on the contents of children's minds that the psychic develop-
ment does not coincide with the physical. In his research there is

an increment on the psychic side at about 11 years.

Adolescence.

The period of adolescence is somewhat naturally marked off by
the facts at hand as extending from about the age of puberty to

the age of 24 or '25. This agrees also with the common use of the
term. Adolescence is undoubtedly the most interesting period
from the standpoint of religious development as from every other.

It is the great formative period. The youth is stirred by a vast
undercurrent of will and emotion, and cross currents which oppose
and conspire and bring into bold relief some of the forces at work
in the life. The whole religious historj' of adolescence as it pict-

ured itself in the charts, is too large and complex to gi-asp except
ill fragments. Certain aspects of it will be taken up in turn, and
they will be seen falling into harmony.

I. Sudden Awakenings; Deepened Experiences. The phenomena
noticed in the last section are not to be distinguished from those
which come all through adolescence, except that they were the be-
ginning, the first awakening to a first-hand experience of religious

truth, generally after a credulous and thoughtless childhood. After
joining church^ or confirmation, or engaging in active religious

work, there is often a deepening of feeling, a fresh burst of life, a
sudden revival of interest.

These are a few typical instances: F. " Father died when I was
15. He was not a chui-ch member. Determined I would stand or
fall with him. Was hostile to religion. Looked on stoically. Came
to the conviction when 17 that I was living far below my ideals.

The pressure became too great. A spontaneous emotional awaken-
ing came which lasted three mouths. At end of that time I joined
church. The pressure from without and the desire to please
mother do not seem sufficient to explain it." M. " While walking
along a woodland pasture oile Sabbath morning (24 years), I ex-
perienced an unusual realization of the goodness and love of God.
It was the richest moment of blessing that ever came to me." F.
" I grew up into the simple, strong, pure faith ofmy parents. When
15 I began to think more of God as a personal element in my life,

turning to Him for comfort." M. "When attending holy com-
munion at 16, was filled with a wonderful feeling and lifted up to a
sense of my duty. It was a spontaneous awakening within me."
These instances are almost wholly limited to adolescence. There
are a few scattered ones later. There is one instance as late as 55.

M. " Graduated at 45. For ten years practiced medicine. Then,
without any definite plan or human purpose, I became an ordained
clergyman. It was a new unfolding, in which I had nothing more to
do, seemingly, than has the bud in blossoming. Had always felt a
slow moving onward and upward." The phenomenon here sug-
gested is very closely allied, in purest instances, to conversion of

the milder type. Indeed, had a few of them happened to those
accustomed to describe such experiences in evangelical phrase-
ology, they would doubtless have been called conversions. There
seems to be no dividing line between the most intense eruptions
from sin to salvation, which all would acknowledge to be conver-
sions, and the milder forms of the type we are here considering,
which no one would deny fall outside the designation. They form
a continuous series. The sudden awakenings shade off into com-
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mon experiences, so that it is an arbitrary matter to limit the'class.
An honest attempt to do so, keeping only the fairh' well marked
cases, give the following statistical result: Among the females, 80
per cent., and among the males, 68 per cent., record similar expe-
riences. The exact age was not always given. A few persons give
two such experiences at different times. In all, there were 88 cases
among the females, and 50 among the males, in which the age was
given. Their distribution, according to years, is shown in Pig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Showing the Distribctios According to Years of Cases op Spos-
TAKEOUS AWAKENING. Deepened Interest, etc. Girls, ; BoTS

Distance to the right indicates the age, and upward indicates
the per cent, of the whole number which occur at any given year.
Thus, 12.6 per cent, of the awakenings of girls were at 10 years.
For both sexes they nearly all fall between the years 9 and 22.

There are only a few scattered ones before or after those ages. In
both sexes there are more cases at 15 than any other year, and they
gradually increase up to that year and decrease afterit. ^Ir. E. G.
Lancaster has kindly furnished, from his excellent study of adoles-
cence, just now being published,' 110 instances of similar phe-
nomena. Their distribution is:

Number, 3 18 14 26 14 16 4 9 3 2 1

Age, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.

They show about the same range, but culminate at 14 instead of
15. This may be due, in part, to the fact that Mr. Lancaster's
questions did not lay stress on a distinction between conversion
and gradual growth experiences. Many of his cases at 13 and 14
might otherwise have been called conversions. The fact here ap-
pealed to may at the same time account for the dip in curve F at

^ Pedagogical Seminary , July, 1697.
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13 and 14. This much we may say with certainty, that such spon-
taneous arvakenings are distinctly adolescent phenomena.
There is a striking similarity between these awakenings and con-

version, both in tlie average age of their occurrence and in their
distribution through the years. Since the study of the age-curves
for conversion is new and unsettled, and fresh material is accumu-
lating on it, the reader will welcome a short diversion for a discus-
sion of it. Fig. 2 is the curve for male and female conversions
published in the " Study of Conversion" heretofore referred to.
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Fig. 2. Showing the Distribution of Conversions for both Sexes.

The conversions and spontaneous awakenings are scattered
through about the same years. In both curves for females, A in
Fig. 2, and the solid line in Fig. 1, there is a sudden rise after 9.

If we group the years 10, 11 and 12 in Fig. 1, and call it one hump
in the cui've, then we have tv,'o peaks in each curve at about the
same time—practically 12 and 16 in each. The two curves for males,
dotted curves in both figures, are very similar, as will be seen at a
glance; and both culminate at 15.
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Fig. 3. Showing the distbibdtion According to Ages of Conversion in
Case of 776 Graduates of Drew Theological Se.minary.
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Since making the report on conversion, a copy of the Alumni
Record of Drew Theological Seminary has come to hand, containing
the age of conversion of 77G graduates of that institution. Fig. 3
is the curve their ages form. We shall call it T. It is based on
enough cases to make it good for Methodist theological students.
It is conceivable that it might not be entirely representative for the
sex, being the record of persons of a specific kind of early training,

and of persons who are afterward ecclesiastically inclined. The
youngest graduates were 20. Only a very few were below 25. The
probability was the same that any conversion should occur before
20, so that the curve is perfectly reliable up to 20, and pretty good
as far as it extends. Curve T culminates at 16,—only a little later

than the highest point in curve M of spontaneous awakenings.
Curve T has also two bulges at 12 and about 20, which have their
correspondence in M. Now, if we place together, as in Table IV.,

the average ages of spontaneous awakenings from gradual growth
experiences and those of conversions, they are remarkably similar
The first and fourth items, whi.rh grow out of the groups of cases,

under consideration, differ by only a fraction of a tenth. It is safe

to say tliat conversion is not a unique experience, but lias its corre-

$2)ondence both in average age and in distribution through the years, in
the common phenomena of religious growth.

Table IV.

Comparing the average ages of spontaneo^is awakenings, conver-
sions and puberty.

Females. Males. Dif. in
Av. Age. Av. Age. age.

Spontaneous awakenings, from this study, 13.7 16.3 2.6

Spontaneous awakenings, from Mr. Lancaster, 14.6 1.5.6 1.

Spontaneous awakenings, both the preceding, 14.2 16.2 2.

Conversion from " A Study of Conversion," 13.8 1.5.7 1.9

Conversion from 776 cases above noted, 10.4

Puberty 700 American girls ('), 14.5

Greatest increase in bodily growth (=), 13. 16.

Tliat there is some sort of intimate connection between spon-
taneous awakenings and puberty, is strongly suggested by the con-
currence of the periods. Fi-esh evidence occasionally appears in
the records. M. " Was confirmed at 15. Contemplation of the
awfulness of sin nearlj' overwhelmed me. Had one continual strug-
gle with sexual passion." M. " At 14 came my first interest in
Christianity. When 14 I yielded to secret sin against my body."
M. " When deeply moved religiously at 16, evil made its appear-
ance. By prayer and faith I withstood it." M. "When 14 I had
a terrific'love affair; (when 14) I conceived a fondness for the
Stoics and bought an Epictetus, which I read with interest." The
correspondence of the average age of spontaneous awakenings and
accessions to puberty is seen in Table IV. The character of curves
F and M in some of their minor details suggests some well-recog-

>Chas. Roberts: " Physical Maturity of Women." Lancet. London, July 25, 1885:
and Helen P. Kennedy, M. D.. Pedagogical Se/ninary. June, 1896.

- Donaldson: "Growth of the Bram," Chap. II., based on the researches of Roberts
and Bowditch.
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nized facts of pubescence. For example, one notices how the curve
for boys saves itself for the ages of 15 and 16, and rises above
everything at that point—just the supposed age of greatest bodily
transformation; on the contrary, curve F is even a little slack at
14, and does not rise especially high at any point. On the
physical side, we have on the authority of Dr. Bierent,'
for example (translating freely), "If that stage (puberty)
marks an acute and violent crisis among males, in the
case of females it is only an agitation. In other words, we say
of a girl that her puberty reaches its culmination; of a boy, that his
puberty becomes a paroxysm." The correspondence between re-
ligious feeling and the age of most rapid bodily growth is shown also
in Table IV.- Dr. Gilbert's experiments, already referred to, like-
wise show changes on the psychical side at about this time in each
of the nine different tests applied to the children. He says, " In
almost all the mental capacities we And a sudden alteration at
about the age of 13 to 15." These various phenomena, accession to
puberty, most rapid physical development, changes in psychical
gi-owth,and spontaneous religious awakenings, are so closely inter-
woven that we can say with certainty that they are in some way
interdependent, or are expressions of some law of growth onwhiehthey
mutually depend.
There is little fresh to say here as to the explanation of the fact

of such awakenings farther than was said in the article on the "Study
of Conversion." Some of them seem to come in the most unaccount-
able ways. ^f. " Was reared in a strongly religious family, and was
given to religious exercises. Was a bad boy, full of mischief.
When 18 I knew I was to be a minister. No one ever told me so.
I disliked ministers, and do still [at present a minister]. It wasn't
conviction of sin or sense of duty, or anj'thing outward. It was
wholly pressure from sources out of sight. I think it was of divine
origin." Several " explanations " are conceivable for such cases:
a resultant from many antecedents in earlier experience; the un-
conscious influence of surroundings; the residue of habits of relig-
ious observances registering themselves in the nervous system, and
finally rising into will or feeling or conscious recognition; a frac-
tion of the world-force presenting itself directly to the intuitions—who knows? Psychology since Herbart has ^ven large place to
the " sphere of the subconscious." Physiology is copious in illus-
trations of " unconscious cerebration." Schopenhauer set going
a fresh wave of recognition of the " world as will and idea." The-
ology describes much that happens as due to the "operation of the
Holy Spirit." These are all, doubtless, different ways ofsaj-ingthe
same thing. All are equally mysterious, and equally sacred, given
only an equally devout attitude toward life—and, one may say,
equally legitimate and inspiring subjects for study as to the way in
which they act.

II. Double awakening—in the same person at different times. In
15 per cent, of the females and 13 per cent, of the males, there are
two periods similar to the ones we have been describing. They are
separated by from 1 to 6 or 7 years, but usually by 3 or 4 years.
The intervening period is often one of relaxation or indifference to
religion. These illustrate : M. " When 11 others were professing

' Le Docteur Leon Bierent: ' La Ptiberte." Paris, 1S96. p. 40.
= The reader is referred for farther data on physic^ growth to "Papers on An-

thropometry." published by the American Statistical Association, Boston. 1894; also
to Key's meausurements of Swedish children, given in Baumeister's Handbuch der
Srhid- hygiene." p. 286. Based on 15.000 measurements, he finds the greatest increase
in body weight to be at 15 and 16.

LX—6.
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conversion. I was strongly moved to take part. Was thought too
young to understand. Was much grieved. Lost interest, and had
a tendency to seek lively company. Had no more markea religious
impressions until 18. At that time I became serious, thoughtful
and penitent. Found in a few days there had been quite a
change." F. " When 12, during a revival, made up my mind of
my own accord to leave off my shortcomings and be a Christian
without making a public confession. Later was placed in unfavor-
able surroundings, associated with unbelievers and took up their
ways,was indifferent to religion; when 18 changed surroundings. De-
termined to live higher life. Exemplary life of a teacher had marked
influence. Since that time I have lived a changed life." Some-
times the intervening period is filled by doubts. Often it is mov-
ing on to a fuller experience, and corresponds to what is termed a
' second experience,' ' sanctiflcation,' etc. M. " From 11 to 15 had
a determination to do right. Didn't succeed. When 15 the wrong
of my course came to me as a firm conviction. By divine aid I left off

evil. Up to 20 I struggled with the ideal to be utterly consecrated
to the will of God. Feared being called to do missionary work.
Tried to enter profession of teaching. Saw it wasn't to be my pro-
fession. After a long, hard struggle I gave up my will to God.
Since then I have had joy and peace." F. " When 12 was much
troubled about salvation. Found a book which said that God and
not self was the proper object of contemplation. This brought
comfort. It was my first real insight and first rush of feeling
toward God. When 14 came in love with the ideal of perfect sur-
render and perfection. Would lie in bed and think just of God,
God, God, with much sense of being shut in by divinity." In the
case of females, the first experience is on an average at 12.1 years,
and the second at 15.4, making a difference of 3.3 years. Among
the males, tlie average of the first is 13.7, and of tlie second 18.2,

with tlie difference of 4.5 years. This rise and fall in religious in-

terest or activity in the individual seems to correspond exactly to
the dip in the curves for groups of individuals. In the conversion
cm've, Fig. 3, a depression will be noticed in each of them. There
is a corresponding trough in each curve in Fig. 1, though it is not
so marked in curve M.' It corresponds in the individual to the
dead period that is often remarked by teachers and parents.
Looking more carefully at the curves, one sees tlu'ee periods in-

stead of two, which coincides with what one must feel in working
through the cases. The first we have already noticed and called
the period of clarification. For both sexes it comes at about 12.

The five curves in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 each show it. It is weak among
the boys, but very pronounced among the girls. The second is at
about 15 or 16, where the curves generally culminate. This is the
point near their centre of gravity, and corresponds closely with the
age of puberty. The third period is a post-pubescent one. It is

pretty clearly marked in curves M, P and B. It is suggested in T
in the bulge at about 20, and in noticing that the centre of gravity
of the curve, 16.4, falls beyond the highest point by nearly half a
year. Exactly opposite to the first period it is more characteristic
of the boys, while the girls show signs of it. Noticing the general
outlines of curves P and A, aud leaving out their exaggerations at
15 and 16, they will be seen to graduallj' descend after 10 and 11,

while on the contrary BI and B gradually rise up to 18 or 19. Gen-
eralizing all of them roughly, they seem to indicate the tidal wave
of religious feeling at puberty, with a wave preceding and one fol-

lowing its crest. To make it true for both sexes we may represent
the fact roughly by curves G and B in Fig. 4. G would represent

• Curves F and M are the curves for girls aud boys respectively in Fig. 1.
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the sudden increase in spontaneous religious phenomena among
girls up to 11 or 12, and its gradual decline after puberty. Curve B
shows the opposite tendency among the boys. Each curve has
three crests. While it must remain simply as a fact of growth—if it

proves to hold true as a general law—a few considerations help to
understand the curves. That 6 precedes B, and rises higher at first,

is in accord with the facts of childhood religion; that boys are more
credulous, while girls react more freshly on their surroundings; the
boys conform, while the girls show an emotional response. The
girl is perhaps by inheritance the conserver of racial experience
which comes to her naturally and early, while the boy has to work
his way gradually into it. As will be seen later, the first rise in G
is the period when storm and stress of feeling sets in for girls,

bringing with it a loss of spontaneity. It is the time when doubts
set in for the boy, through which he gi-adually works toward a
realization for himself of the content of religion. The later expe-
riences which give the third rise are much more mature and show
more insight and spiritual health and vigor than the earlier ones.
They seem to correspond to a period of mental maturity, as the second
rise does to physical maturity. The same thing was observed in
conversions.' Mr. Lancaster finds a similar fact in his study of
adolescence. Dr. Bierent " divides puberty into three stages—the
premonitory stage,puberty itself,and the succeeding stage. The last
follows by a year or so. It is characterized in part thus, translating
freely again: "He (the young man) is no longer astonished at
his sensations. He reasons about them. His ideas become more
serious and his judgment more certain. He is in the perfect blos-
soming of intelligence and memory." The following two sections
will illuminate the curves still farther:

III. Storm and stress; ferment of feeling; distress; anxiety.'

' " Study of Conversion," p. 277.

'"' La Piiberte," p. S&et seq. '

'* A researcli that discusses several of the points given in the following two sec-
tions is that b.y Dr. Wm. H. Burnhtim: " A Study of Adolescence," Pedagogical Sem-
inary. June. 1891. Many of the points brought out here have additional value only
in corroborating his observations with fresh data.
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Early adolescence is clearly a time above all others when new
forces are beginning to act, new powers to function. They seem to
well up out of the sea of the unconscious. They show themselves
first as feeling — sometimes as a fresh burst of life, as we
have seen, but more often with a pain accompaniment,
giving the period that has aptly been termed the ''Storm
and Stress Period." It is as if the being were struggling
to give birth to new ideas and fresh life forces, wliich it

really does do a little later, as we shall see. It is as if the life were
being strained or torn by the pent-up winds that sweep it, and
which are trying to vent themselves in some way. It is by no
means the exception, but the rule for such a period to come. There
is a well-marked display of the phenomenon in 70 per cent, of the
females and 52 per cent, of the males.' It is well to observe in the
beginning that females more often undergo such experiences than
the males. It is for them, likewise, a more severe and intense
period, beginning earlier and is of shorter duration. Putting the
storm and stress experiences uogether and letting them fall into
groups according to the way the feeling showed itself, they formed
the following groups:

(a) The sense of incompleteness and imperfection: F. " When
14 I had a pitiable struggle to do what I thought I ought. I often
got out of bed and prayed for reconciliation and peace of mind. I

struggled and strove to be willing to lead others to Christ." F.
" From 12 to 16 I lived a sort of up-and-down life. Tried hard to be
good. In times of deep trouble I have prayed and prayed in
anguish of spirit." F. " I suffered for j'ears thinking the joys of
religion were not for me." M. " From 16 to 20 was a period of
struggle. I came upon higher ideals and didn't live up to them
even approximately." M. " When about 18 I studied and thought
long on the question of sanctification. The experience I sought was
not in a conquest of marked evil habits, and on the whole was rather
vague. Two orthreetimes,with fear and nervous apprehension, I took
the start, saying, 'Now I claim as mine perfect holiness;' but I

found nothing very different save a trying nervous strain of anxiety
and painful scrutiny, lest some shade of thought should prove false

my mental claim to perfect sanctification."

The distinction between this heading and the next, the sense of

sin, which was noted in the " Study of Conversion " (p. 288), ap-
pears here also, and seems to be an important one. The former one
contains an active element and implies an incipient constructive
moral consciousness.

(6) The sense of sin: F. " Was extremely nervous and passion-

ate, and lacked self-control. I alternately sinned through weak-
ness, and morbidly brooded over my wicked nature. At times I

concluded I never could be good, and might as well not try; then
would follow a long fit of remorse." F. " When 11 I began to

think about the future. Became restless; everything I did seemed
to be wrong; then I would make fresh resolves not to do it again."
M. " When 17 I began to seek salvation. Felt helpless and con-
victed of sin." M. " When 14 I fell in with wayward companions.
Was upbraided by conscience. It was a terrible period of life; felt

remorseful and convicted of sin."

(c) Friction with surroundings: F. "Joined church at 14. At
18 I couldn't believe many of the doctrines of the church. Felt

Mr. A. C. Nutt of Ohio State University has published privately a thesis on " The
Advantage of Philosophic TrainlnK." in which he Unds that 67 per cent, of the cases
studied had passed through a period of storm and stress.
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myself a hypocrite, and often wished I hadn't joined." M. " From
13 to 16 I dreaded coming in contact with Christian people; to be
compelled to attend family prayer, church and Sunday school was
severe punishment. Often felt a voice saying, ' Repent,' but was
too stubborn and wouldn't yield."

(d) Asceticism: F. "Prom 13 to 15 religious enthusiasm and
mysticism ran high. Had read my father's books on the mystics.
I practiced fasting and mortification of the flesh. Secretly made
burlap shirts and put the burs next the skin; wore pebbles in my
shoes. Would spend nights flat on my back on the floor without a
covering." M. " Didn't enjoy reUgious observance, yet forced myself
to it. As a matter of conscience spent hours each week on my knees."

(e) Brooding, depression, morbid introspection: F. "Was nat-
urally reticent about religion. At a revival I rose for prayer.
Afterwards thought I wasn't a Christian. The pastor talked to me
about joining the church—I couldn't talk to him. Went back into
my old feeling of unrest, and grew more p.nd more into myself."
jP. " From 13 to 17 I became very morbid; took but little interest
in life at all. The cause was probably ill health," M. "At 24 fell
into morbid hopelessness and unwise self-dissection. Every im-
perfection was thought a sin." F. "Joined church on probation
when 12. Went home and cried, for I didn't feel happy. Did
everything I could to appease my conscience; read the Bible, told
mother everything, put aside my jewelry—felt very solemn and un-
happy."

(/) Fear of death and hell: F. " When 15 began to have a hor-
ror of death. I didn't believe in immortality; had almost a fren-
zied despair at the idea of going out into nothingness. This grew
until the idea made life infinitely, wretchedly hopeless to me.
Would have become insane, I think, had hope not come." F.
" From 8 to 17 I had horrid fears of having to live an eternal life."

(g) Distress over doubts: F., "When 16 the study of history
led to disbelief of what I had been taught. All my ideals in life

were smashed. Talked with college friends, and we spelled out
many things together. Very bitter feeling accompanied it." M.
" Up to 18 I had tried to weigh the matter of religion with the cool
reflection of a judge. Now it loomed up large and some solution
seemed imperative. It enlisted my emotions, and the struggle was
severe."

(/i) Connected with effort to control passion: M. "At 15 I

made a desperate effort to control passion. Prayed and cried, but
couldn't resist." M. " Had terrible struggles (19) to control pas-
sion. Often would as soon have been dead as alive. Was in hell for
about two and a half years." M. " From 14 to 21 yielded to secret
sin. Each time came remorse and prayer for forgiveness. When
21 1 confessed publicly having yielded to sin, and determined to
confess each time."
A numerical estimate of the part each of these items plays is

given in Table V. The table will be misunderstood without a cau-
tion. It gives only the relative value of the various headings at
the time when feeling reached its highest points in adolescence.
That the fear of death and hell, for example, does not appear in the
column for males does not mean that they are not troubled with it,

but in no case were such fears central in the adolescent disturb-
ances among the males. The average ages for the separate items
are suggestive. Fears come earliest. The sense of sin is next, and
comes earlier than the feeling of incompleteness, which involves
a greater element of will and insight. Latest are the struggles
with doubts.



Females.
Percent. Av.Awe. Pe

Male.s.
r Cent. Av.Age

2.1. 14.3 11. 15.4

15. 13. 13. 14.

9. 15.6 IG. 13.8

.i. 3.

31. 13.B 6. 1.5.6

7. 11.7

8. 18. 31. 20.7

14.3
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Table V.

Shovnng the relative prominence of the ways in which storm and
stress manifests itself.

storm and stress shown as-

Feeling of Incompleteness and imperfection.

Sense of sin, remorse, etc..

Friction against surroundings,

Asceticism,

Brooding, morbid conscience, etc..

Fear of death or hell,

Connected with beliefs.

Connected with control of passion.

The per cents, show that the feelings in youth centre principally
around the feeling of incompleteness (aspiration after an ideal,
etc.), the sense of sin, a moi-bid sense of right and wrong (brood-
ing, self-analysis, etc.), friction against surroundings, and anxiety
over questions of belief. Fear of death and hell is small. It was
noticed also that it seldom rose to the surface preceding conver-
sion (p. 285), however much it may have furnished a strong back-
ground in the sense of sin. It is a point of first importance to the
teacher. There are feelings of a higher order which can be ap-
pealed to. Asceticism is almost absent.
The differences between the sexes are so great that they can

hardly be considered Itogether, Brooding, morbid sensitiveness
and fear almost belong to the females. Females far excel also in
the feeling of incompleteness, the struggle after an ideal, while the
males are working out their ideals from the side of the intellect, as
is seen from the greater anxiety of the males over doubt, appar-
ently as 31 against 8. The same thing is indicated in the greater
friction against surroundings among the males, which may indicate
the germination of the power to judge and choose. Among the
males fears are comparatively absent; brooding is present in small
degree; the constructive and rational elements are gi-eater. In the
rough this is the greatest contrast that appears. The facts throw
great light on the differences of temperament of the sexes. The
push up through adolescence of the male appears more constant
and persistent. The female agonizes her way, and perhaps loses
much energy in the process. The contrast grows, doubtless, out of
constitutional differences between the sexes. The storm and stress
of the female often clearly grows out of imperfect physical condi-
tions or continues until ill health results, and there is often a
strong suggestion that such is the case when not definitely stated.
F. " Before joining the church at 12 I was very unhappy. When
joining church I felt like laughing. As time went on I was some-
times happy and sometimes miserable. Wasn't very healthy." F.
"These periods are not always aroused by any particular occur-
rence. It seems they are very often the result of mood." F.
" Was terrified at the idea of losing faith. I cried and prayed.
Couldn't sleep, and lost appetite. Suffered from blues and depres-
sion. Night after night I went out into the dark crying out to the
life that dwelt in the universe to help me. Felt absolutely aloof
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from everything, a broken thing." F. " Wandered in darkness and
doubt four or five years. Lost health." M. " I became thoroughly
morbid (13-17). Thought I had committed the unpardonable sin.
Was growing fast, and physical vitality was low. Mother was
alarmed at my perfectly hopeless spirit. Was substantially in the
state of being willing to be damned for the glory of God."

It is not improbable that such experiences may be traceable to
racial customs that make for ill health and unhygienic condi-
tions in the present. If so, it suggests an educational question of
vast import,—how perfect regimen can be brought most effectually
to contribute to spiritual health and beauty. All the facts before
us in this section unmistakably raise the question of how the life-

forces in youth can be best conserved and utilized.

The average age of the beginning of the storm and stress period
for females is 13.6 years, for males is 16.5, which is nearly the same as
the average age of most rapid physical development for both sexes.
The duration of it is on an average 3.1 and 5.5 years for females and
males, respectively. That it should continue longer in the male
than in the female is in harmony with most of the other facts we
have noticed, and also coincides fairly with the relative duration of
" conviction " preceding conversion in the two sexes (p. 285),

—

roughly, half as long for females in each. The preconversion phe-
nomenon seems to continue only about one-fifth as long,—one
among the many indications that conversion is a condensed form
of adolescent growth. The distribution of storm and stress through
the years, gi\'ing the years when it began, is seen below. For the
purpose of comparing males and females for the same years, the
numbers between 8 and 18—about the first and last years for
females—were made out on the scale of 100.

Age, S 9 10 11 ^2 13 14 15 16 17 IS
Females, 2 2 7 5 21 15 15 5 11 9 4
Males, 4 4 12 28 28 12 4 4

It should be observed that these figures represent the beginning
of the period of storm and stress. The similarity of the series for
both sexes is strikingly similar to the schematic curves for spon-
taneous awakenings above. The inference seems to be that tvhen
the feelings begin to assert themselves actively they announce the begin-
ning of adolescent storm and stress. Such experiences are not con-
fined to the limits set above. Two females have them as late as
30. There are several cases among the males between 20 and 30,
and one as late as 50. 3/. " At 50 my despair reached such a
height that I could do nothing but think, think of tlie horrible con-
dition in which I found myself. Like lines converging to a point,
so unanswerable questions pressed to one black spot. I only saw
one thing—death; all else was a lie. Felt I could no longer live."
The facts which precede bear strong evidence that adolescent

storm and stress is due to the functioning of new powers which
have no specific outlet. They force for themselves an expression
in one way or another. Two of theso we have already noticed.
The first, a bui-st of life, a fresh consciousness of a first-hand
appreciation of truth, a personal hold on virtue, joy and the sense of
well-being. But if there is no channel open for free expression the
energy wastes itself against unyielding and undeveloped faculties,
and is recognized by its pain accompaniment, distress, uni-est,
anxiety,the heat of passion, groping after something, brooding and
self-condemnation. Looking through the cases we find the next
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way for consideration is that in which the energy expresses Itself

in motor terms, and results in

—

IV. Heightened activity. This is by no means one of the most
common outlets for the stored-up energy of adolescence. Twenty-
six per cent, of the females and 20 per cent, of tlie males, or about
one-fourth of all the subjects studied, show a period of marked re-
ligious activity. The immediate inference is probably not true
that the females are more given to religious activity than the
males. The latter seem to have the active element as a constant
one throughout youth, while the females, as will be seen, are more
apt to fluctuate between activity and feeling. It is no doubt more
than a coincidence that the average age of the beginnings of storm
and stress and of the period of heightened activity should be ex-
actly the same for females—13.6 years, and about the same as that
for spontaneous awakenings. In the case of males it is a half year
later on an average—17 years. The distribution through the j'ears

is nearly the same as that for the phenomena already noticed. The
duration is about 4.5 years for both sexes; occasionally it extends
nearly through adolescence; but it is the rule for the person to be
overtaken soon by doubts, indifference, or ferment of feeling.

Sometimes, especially among the females, the fresh life shows
itself at the very first as deepened interest and activity. F. "Be-
gan to take an active interest in church since I was 10." F. " From
9-16 I was much interested in spiritualism, as my parents were of
that belief. I looked on unbelievers as ignorant. When 16 I saw
that Spiritualists were no better than any one else, and now am
skeptical as to my belief or feeling." M. " When 16 religious faith

became the all-absorbing interest of my life, and I thought it

should be for all men." Sometimes, strangely, the two periods
begin nearly together. F. " I joined church when 13. Read the
Bible faithfully, and studied the discipline. Then my real troubles
began." F.

'" When 16 I became ultra-evangelical. Was proud
and impetuous, along with self-renunciation. Ascetic tendencies
were strong. I thought pleasures were a snare. Was over-hum-
ble." Frequently activity seems to come as a relaxation from
doubt and painful feeling. F. "From 11 to 15 worried over relig-

ious problems. Became morbidly sensitive, shy and fearful. When
15 I went away to school. Then "came a period of fanaticism. Be-
came horribly and stiffly religious." F. " When 10 my anxiety
took a religious turn. Books and teaching made me expect conver-
sion. Worried over doctrines. Had imaginings about being one
of the non-elect. When 12 I joined church, and became very active

in religious work. Had anxiety for the salvation of others, and
lived in an odor of sanctity."
In a few, cases activity extends throughout adolescence, and

seems to take the place of a storm and stress period, even in im-
pulsive and sensitive natures. F. " Was impulsive and puritani-

cally conscientious. When 15 was fanatically imbued with Sweden-
borgianism. Was earnestly and ^stringently bigoted, dogmatic and
self-righteous. Tried to make converts." F. "My oldest sister

was baptized when I was 10 years old. It inspired me with an en-
tirely new feeling toward the church. Became devoted to it, and
was very active. Wanted to be baptized, but mother wouldn't let

me, buti was as faithful to the church as ever. Was baptized at

18. They teased me about my religion, but I held my own." The
question suggests itself whether it is not highly desirable that

youth should be a time of very great activity,—whether the per-

cents representing the prominence of heightened activity and
storm and stress, respectively, should not be reversed.
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V. Doubt. Another aspect of what is working in the adolescent
life is reflected in doubt. It is the most common of all the features
of youth. Among the cases before us 53 per cent, of the females
and 79 per cent, of the males have had a pretty distinct period of
doubt, and it is generally violent and intense. These tendencies to
doubt do not seem to be exclusively the consequence of any par-
ticular kind of training or temperament. They seem to belong to
youth. Often they spring up without any apparent cause. It is

more often the females than the males who are not able to trace
the cause of doubts. F. "As early as 11 or 12 dark thoughts
would sweep like a nightmare over me without any outward cause.
Thought it all a fable which I had been taught about God and
heaven." They often suggest connection with physical conditions.
F. "Have had times of doubt, when I wondered almost if any-

thing were true, and how we could believe it. It would usually
come at times when I felt unusually despondent and nothing went
right. It would end as soon as I felt better." It is common in
both sexes for doubts to work their way quietly from small begin-
nings. M. "When 15 1 got hold of a book giving the Egyptian origin
of the Moses idea, and the Assyrian origin of Genesis, Chap. I. I

thought it skeptical. Did not suspect at the time I had lost faith in
anything. At 17, at high school, was growing skeptical, though I

did not recognize it at the time. I remember to have suspected
the principal of ' doing ' his piety as an academic requirement.
Later I stood quite outside the Bible." F. "After prayer I

would repeat slowly, ' For Christ's sake,' wondering what it meant.
When 15 I became disappointed in the Bible in not finding beauti-
ful things there. Revulsion came, and I said to myself, ' I don't
like the Bible.' I did not allow the thought to grow. When 18 my
sister said she did not know whether to believe in Christ or not. I

sprang up excitedly and took ber to task severely. In a year I

doubted as much as she." The occasion of doubt, with males, is

most commonly the study of science and philosophy, or books, or
nevt' surroundings which awaken new ideas. M. "Studied Dar-
win and Hume. This, with personal failure, led to doubts of the
divinity of Christ, the genuineness of the Old Testament, and to
the belief that spirit is not separate from matter." F. "When 16

I read the doctrine of evolution and ' The Idea of God.' Every-
thing seemed different. I felt as if I had been living all my life on a
little island, and now was pushed off into a great ocean. Have been
splashing around, and hardly know my bearings yet. Don't see any
need for the belief in resurrection."
The most prominent influences mentioned as occasions of doubt

are shown in Table VI. The table shows only their relative import-

Table VI.

Showing the relative prominence of the occasions of religious doubt.

Occasion of doubt

—

Educational influences.

Natural growth, 47

Calamity (death, misfortune, etc.), 9

Misconduct of Christians. 2

Unanswered prayer, 7

111 health. 12

Female. MALE.
Per cent. Per cent

23 73
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ance. Educational influences stand highest for males, while most
frequently doubt comes to the females as natural growth—fresh
evidence for what was shown in the curves for spontaneous awak-
enings,—that the female is more the racial conserver, and is im-
pelled by unconscious forces. The fact that unanswered prayer
and ill health occasion doubts only among the females is also
suggestive.
Turning now to the objects of doubt, we find them to be, princi-

pally, those things which have become crystallized into creeds and
theologies and passed on by tradition. Considering both sexes to-
gether the things doubted in the order of frequency are: the
authority or inspiration of the Bible, the divinity of Christ, some
attribute of God (as His goodness or justice), His existence, and
immortality. This is the order, also, through whicli the doubts
progress usually in the same individual. The variations from it

are indefinite,and the number of other objects of doubt is very great.
Some of them will be seen in these illustrations: M. " When 18
certain educational influences 'cd me to doubt the absolute truth
of the Bible. It was a gradual process. By 20 I disbelieved in a
personal God. The way was thought out step by step. Stopped
prayer because it seemed idolatrous. At 21 stopped Bible read-
ing." M. " Intended to enter the ministry. Began the critical

study of the Bible under . Doubts set in. In practical
life also I came to see that what I sought successfully was sought
under natural law. The next five or six years was a period of constant
transition under studj- and reflection until the supernatural factor
disappeared, and by 28 I would have answered the question of God
and immortality in the negative." F. " At 15 I began to give up
faith of childhood point by point, as it would not stand the test of
reason. First the belief in miracles went, then the divinity of
Christ; then, at 18, metaphysical studies showed me that I could
not prove the existence of a personal God, and left me without a
religion." F. " When 18 I began to doubt the Bible. I read books
inclined to increase my doubt. By 19 I ceased to find any firm
ground to stand on in Christ's atonement; it didn't seem just or
right. I wanted to stand before God with no intercession. Soon a
personal God gave way to power—vague, unformed. Sometimes I

called it Goodness."
The differences between the sexes, as to the objects of doubts

and the way of approaching them, are so great that the males and
females demand separate consideration. The line of approach
already considered is the customary one for males. They begin
with doubts in regard to specific things, and work their way grad-
ually toward doubt of the most abstract and universal conceptions.
The females, on the contrary, most often begin by doubting the
existence of God, or by lumping everything together and question-
ing it all at once. For example: F. " I had a religious awaken-
ing when 12. Two years later I had bitter struggles for my belief.

Reason seemed to undermine my faith on every hand. When pray-
ing the question continually arose, ' Where is God, to whom I am
praying? Who is He?' " F. " Joined church at 13. Shortly began
to think about God—where He came from, etc. Kept dwelling on
it till I almost doubted His existence." P. " Joined church at 12.

Since then have had many doubts and struggles. Have had the
feeling that I didn't really believe what I said I did. This has
gradually deepened until I don't know now (17) what I do
believe." F. "Doubts began at 20 in connection with the death
of a very dear friend. Its form was philosophical agnosticism, be-
ginning in materialism and distrust of traditional faith."
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Some of the more important details in regard to the things first

doubted are seen in Table VII. It shows only the object on which
doubt began. The table shows only the relative prominence of the

Table VII.

Showing the relative prominence of the first objects of doubt.

Fem.\les. Males.
Doubt began in regard to— Per cent. Per cent.

Traditional customs and beliefs (generally speoiflc), 8 23

Authority or inspiration of Bible. 12

'

20

Divinity of Christ, 5 12

Existence of God. 17 5

Some attribute of God (goodness, justice, etc.). 14 5

Everything, 11 7

Immortality, 5 2

Lives of Christians, 5 2

Special Providence, 8

Not specified, 12 22

separate objects of doubt. The actual number can be estimated by
remembering that there are 64 female doubters and 59 males. The
difference between the sexes appears strikingly. The first three
items in which males excel are the specific ones. The following
ones which are more central and vital, more abstract and general,
are more frequently doubted forthwith by the females. It suggests
strongly fundamental differences in the mental and spiritual life of
the sexes. The woman feels more, has a keener intuitional life,

responds in more organic and indiscriminate ways, lives more in
the heart of things than man. A definite circumstance or expe-
rience is ajDt to be interpreted in universal terms. The doubts of
special providence, for example, which are not mentioned bj' the
males, usually come in connection with personal disappointment or
unanswered prayer.
The distribution of the cases of the beginning of doubt, made out

on a scale of a hundred, for both sexes gives this series:

Age, 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Female, 12 6 12 14 16 16 10 10 2 4
Male, 2 2 12 10 7 7 17 10 10 2 5 7 2 2 5

Besides the contrasts between the sexes, which are evident from
the series, there are a few points worth noticing, which come out
on comparing this with the distribution of spontaneous awakenings.
Doubts begin oftenest with the females at 15 and 16, which is

after the period of most rapid physical growth. Among the
males there are fewer cases at 15 and 16 than just before and just
after, which is exactly the contradiction of the cm-ves for both
spontaneous awakenings and physical gyowth. That is, for both
sexes the beginning of doubt seems to arise most frequentlj- out-
side the nascent periods for physical and spiritual activity. There
are too few cases to wan-ant anything more than a tentative con-
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elusion, but the indications are strong that the beginning of doubt
correxponds to a period of arrested mental and physical activity.
A comparison of some of the leading facts of the preceding sec-

tions is given in Table VIII.

Table VIII.

Comparing some central facts in this and preceding sections.

Spontaneous awakening,

Females.
Av. Age. i of Cases.

13.7 80

Males.
Av. Age. t of Cases.

16.3 68

Heightened activity, 13.6 20 17. 26

Storm and stress, 13.6 70 16.5 52

Doubt, 14.9 53 18.1 79

Noticing first the percents, it should be remembered that spon-
taneous awakening somewhat overlaps heightened activity. Storm
and stress and doubt supplement each other for the sexes, the for-
mer being more characteristic of the females, and the latter of the
males. In more than 40 per cent, of the cases in both sexes storm <ind
stress and doubt bothoccur,either at the same time or successively.
Of those who have one without the other, 27 per cent, of the
females have storm and stress without accompanying doubts, while
only 10 per cent.of them have doubts without having them'attended
with distress; on the contrary 37 per cent, of the males have
doubts without the ferment of feeliug, while only 10 per cent, have
storm and stress without being plunged into doubts. That is, we
may say in short that adolescence is for the female primarily a period
of storm and stress, while for the male it is in the highest sense a period
of doubt.
We see from Table VIII and the series preceding it that doubt

comes considerabl}' later than the phenomena discussed before. The
first three items in the table, spontaneous awakening, heightened
acti\aty, and storm and stress are more matters of feeling and
will, while doubts involve more of the intellectual element. This
points strongly toward the conclusion that the primal fundamental
thing—that in which the religious consciousness first begins to
show itself activeh'—is feeling and will; later the intellect is

called into activity, and the person begins to analyze, discriminate
and reflect. Furthermore, the facts seem to indicate that the pro-
cess going on, as it pictures itself up to this point, is the birth of
individuality. The child who at first showed so much credulity
and constructive imagination has become a nucleus of volition, and
begins to possess the power of appreciating inherent worth; then
comes the breaking away from old lines of habit; the tearing
down and reconstructing: these all seem to be steps in the birth of
selfhood. That will come out more clearly in the later section as
the subjects themselves tell of it.

VI. Revolt against traditional customs and beliefs. More than
half of those who doubt come a little later to feel themselves quite
outside the conventional mould, and to feel a definite antagonism
to the beliefs and customs in which they have been nurtured.
Leaving out the females from 16 to 19, inclusive, since many of
them may have become reactionary later, we find that 35 per cent,
of all the females and 47 per cent, of all the males have passed
through a more or less definite period of revolt, which continues
generally five or six years.
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The following is not an attempt to give a classification of the
phenomena of revolt, but only to draw a few lines to assist in their
description

:

( a) Revolt is most commonly the natural outcome of doubt, I'ea-

souing, analyzing, criticism, which results finally in a philosophical
reconstruction that seems to set aside conventional religion. F.
" Began questioning everything. Popular beliefs seemed unrea-
sonable; studied science when 19. Rejected old beliefs, and find it

impossible (20) to come back to them." F. "Read (when 19)
' Inquiry Concerning the Origin of Christianity.' It awakened
thought; only desire was to know truth. Refused to attend church
at cost of a family rupture. Renounced orthodoxy." M. "Reared
with Calvinistic surroundings. Left home at 18; talked with liberal
people; listened to liberal clergymen. It resulted in my conver-
sion from dogmatic tradition. Came to regard tradition as super-
stition." M. "When I began to reason and read books that
taught common sense I was disturbed. Ended it by becoming con-
vinced that what I had been taught was false and wrong." This
process, largely an intellectual one, is far the most common one
among males.

(b) Very often the reaction is worked out unconsoiouslj-, and
comes as a natural growth; or traditional beliefs are felt "to be
transcended by the individual grasp of truth. F. "I joined the

church when 17. Went to communion once,but my feeling was
only one of horror. It seemed heathenish. Xever went to church
after that, or read the Bible, but prayed much. Believed in holi-
ness, but was horrified at what I saw around me. Still believe (24)
that the — church and its doctrines are death to the religious life."

M. " From 18 to 24 I gave up all the traditional beliefs one by one.
Left off Bible reading and attending church. Spiritual growth
rather preceded the doubt. Always felt beneath me a strong foun-
dation of truth. It was giving up a weaker for a stronger incentive
to virtue." M. " The church seemed to be an excrescence which
gave the lie to Christianity."

(c) Pi'equently the individual and his surroundings come into
antagonism. There is a clash. In the inability of the person to
harmonize himself with it, his integrity is threatened and is pre-
served only by his pitting himself against his surroundings. F.
" One day while calling at his house, a minister suddenly asked me
if I was a Christian. I had a terrible dread of being talked to about
religion, and blurted out, ' No!' Was so worried I could not sleep
for a long time after that. Was more careless about doing right.
Could listen coolly to prayer and see baptism -without the least bit
of feeling; only felt far "away from it all." F. "Suffered one
bereavement after another, and finally (21) bitterness filled my
heart toward the avenging God whom" I believed in. I tried sin-
cerely to believe there wasn't a God, as this seemed less wicked
than "hating Him. For several years I had no religion at all." M.
"I heard the first indecent story I ever listened to, told by an ofii-

cer in the church. It was a great shock. It led me to doubt his
sincerity and that of every one, the worth of religion, the inspira-
tion of the Bible and the existence of God. I read books against
the Bible, talked with irreligious men, studied other religions, read
of crimes committed in the name of Christ."

(d) The occasion of the reaction is in many instances traceable
to ill health. This is true especially of "the females. F. "All my
life has been a struggle with doubt, disease and nervousness, which
affected my religious nature. Had nervous dyspepsia, was anxious
and thought only of myself. Had a period of asceticism and reac-
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tion Tvith no outward cause." F. "With a highly sensitive or-
ganism, life has been a continual struggle with hereditary tenden-
cies. At times I believe in no future and no God. Such feelings come
when my vitality is weak. Within the last three years with phys-
ical culture am growing stronger physically and mentally, and
life has more meaning."

{e) The occasion of revolt often seems to be the pleasure that
comes from the sense of freedom. The doubter is inventive and
constructive, and delights to feel that he is making his own world
and is responsible to no one. F. " Didn't think it necessary (24 to
29) for a healthy person in the prime of life to believe in a personal
God." F. " By the help of mystical writers, the 'Gospel of Di-
vine Humanity' and , I passed out of ortiiodox Christianity into
the free atmosphere of thought." M. " I perceived that evolution
conflicted with cm-rent orthodox beliefs, and held to it more strong-
ly on that account."
"
(/) Reaction seems often a physiological necessity in order to

gain relaxation from the strai.i of doubt. F. " Had a desire to
lead a Christian life. Time after time, until IG, I tried to experience
what others said they did. Felt self a hypocrite. After trying
over and over I fell into a state of absolute indifference. Could sit

through the most serious revival and make fun; thought professing
Christians hypocrites." F. " After joining church I found that
profession of religion hadn't altered my conduct, and I doubted
that to which I stood pledged. The well-meant efforts of a friend
radically different fi-om myself in temperament made bad matters
worse. I decided desperately that I didn't care." M. "I didn't
believe in the doctrines of the church. Disbelieved in resurrection
of physical bodies, a literal hell, an angry God, etc. I professed to
believe nothing, though I did believe in God and His goodness."
Closely connected with these are the cases in which the person
holds aloof in order to see things in their true perspective. M.
" For a year or two (18 to 20) I stayed away from church entirely,
in order not to be influenced unduly by persons." This shades off

into the truth-seeking spirit which is \\illing to stand or fall by
pei'sonal conviction. M. "Began studying Plato's philosophy.
Rejected miracles. Accepted conditions and took the conse-
quences."
The feelings accompanying the revolt period are less intense and

very different in character from those of storm and stress and
doubt. A few typical phrases will suggest the difference. During
doubt are these: F. "Had a very bitter feeling." F. " It was a
pitiable struggle." F. " I went on groping in darkness." F.
'' Suffered much in silence." F. " Chafed against restraint." F.
"Had a prolonged fit of remorse." F. "Prayed iu anguish of
spirit." F. " Was full of mental distress." F. "Wrestled for the
salvation of others." M. " My spirit seemed to be crying out in
despair and longing." M. "Became morbid. Thought I had
committed the unpardonable sin." M. " Was in spiritual agony.
Health was shaken."
These, on the contrary, represent the feeling during revolt: F.

" Was gloomy and cynical." F. " People said I was getting cross."
F. " I never think of religious subjects if I can help it." F. "I
came to a state of desperate indifference." F. " On thinking how
the world-consciousness might be even blinder and less- organized
than my own, I gave up even the search for God, and no longer
cared even to die." M. "Church got monotonous and meaning-
less and I stopped going altogether." M. " I professed to believe
nothing." 31. "The whole thing seemed hollow mockery. I
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began to be disgusted with religion, and gradually dropped religious
considerations altogether."
These instances serve to show the different quality of feeling.

During doubt and storm and stress the person is wrestling helplessly
with forces beyond his control which tend to distract and tear his
spirit. It is largely a struggle between the powers that be and the
force of his own individual will. During the period of revolt there
is less feeling of any kind. There is greater poise. The person has
either dropped the struggle, or decided it for the time in favor of
his own will. The attitude is that of indifference, or of cynicism
and antagonism.
These are sufficient to mark out roughly the general class of

reactionary tendencies. Back of it all and' central in it all seems
to be the growth of the individual life. As this rises to express
and assert itself, it rarely finds its own spiritual perspective co-in-
cident with the conventional and traditional one. Then follow
friction, a clash, storm and stress, and doubt, as we have seen.
The individual feels his own worth. He feels, too, the force of
custom and authority. These two things—himself and convention
—become set off against each other. A choice becomes necessary.
A little less than half allow the scales to tip toward custom, and
begin the process of adjustment and reconstruction, as we shall
see. A little more than half rebel and hold their own individual
point of view. They form the group we have just been consider-
ing. As we have seen, it is sometimes a matter of definite choos-
ing, but often it is one of feeling—distaste for surroundings, revul-
sion through ill health, misfortune, etc. The quality of mind shown
during the revolt varies greatly, depending largely, evidently, on
temperament—pleasiu-e in it, cynicism, indifference, helpless sab-
mission, seeking truth at any cost. etc. How long one remains in
this attitude is also, probably, a'matter of temperament. A few
remain there, and never recover; others are partially constructive
and call themselves "agnostic;" the greater number find in the
relaxation from the pain of doubt an occasion for getting their
bearings, and make it the antecedent of a definite reconstruction.
That something like this is working itself out during adolescence

is seen more clearly by the facts grouped in the next two sections.
They are an attempt to organize the numerous details which reflect
the life forces at work. The facts would saj- nothing without being
organized; they would be even worse than in the raw state if

wrongly grouped;—the following organization is the one, after a
score or more of attempts, which seems best to bring harmony
among the facts.

VII. The feeling of estrangement. It is a very common experience
for persons in early adolescence to feel themselves set off in some
way from others; to think their individual revelations peculiar to
themselves; to look on custom and convention as something ex-
ternal to their own experiences;—in short, to borrow a convenient
term which Hegel coined, to have a sense of estrangement from
persons, things, and ideas about them.
Early adolescence is the time, above all others, of the dawning of

new powers. The transformation seems as great on the spiritual
side as on the physical. The whole being is in a state of change
and transformation. It is the time, above all others, when racial
and hereditary tendencies crop out. It is then, for example, when
hereditary diseases are most liable to appear. As we saw in the
study of conversion, it is the time when one is born into the life of
the social whole, and when, as we found earlier in this paper, new
forces are at work, and function spontaneously, often suddenly and
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unexpectedly. On the intellectual side these instinctive impulses
correspond to insight. The person once conscious of the fresh life

within, everything is judged in terms of it. It becomes the new
center around which everything is organized. Herein conies the
sense of newness of the individual revelation, and consequently the
feeling of estrangement from surroundings. M. "I have a strik-
ingly peculiar experience and one you do not see often" [nothing
of the kind appeared]. M. (When 22 he wrote to his mother) "I
am not like common men. I am neither cleverer, nor wiser, nor
better than the multitude, but utterly different from them in heart
and mind." F. "Am different from other people. I have never
been a blind follower in thought or deed." F. " At 18 I joined the
chui'ch. In my earnestness I found myself almost alone." M.
" Religion always seemed to me something being shown to me, and
not what I thought ought to be." M. ''I stood quite outside the
Bible doctrine of immortality, and of Christianity and religion
generally, until about the present time (27). I was an objective
rather than a subjective believer in Christianity."
Often persons feel aloof from conventional religion because they

feel it to be inferior to their own, or too far inferior to their ideal.

M. "Forms seemed mere show and a fetter to individuality (15
to 23)." M. " Have not turned against Christianity (25), but have
outgrown it. Am glad it exists for a certain class of people who
can be reached by it." Af., 2fi. "When I go to church I am re-
pelled by the bigotry of what falsely calls itself the only religion."
M. " Wouldn't go to Sunday school (14 to 19), because they wanted
me to believe things I knew were not so " M. "Did not like
traditional theologj-. Felt there was something better." F. "I
thought Christians slow, stiff and conceited." F. " Am satisfied

I feel more serene in church than most Christians." F. " Felt the
form of joining church artificial (13 to 15). Could not talk to
mother because she could not understand me." F.,l~. "Almost
every minister has disgusted me. No one has talked a religion that
satisfied me, so I have my own." Many of the subjects show the
reform and mis.sionary spirit while in this condition, an earnest
desire to bring the rest of the world up to the standard of their
high truth. It would be a valuable task to find how many of the
world's great reformers received their impulse during adolescence.
On the contrary, it is as common for the Bible, or church, or

religious ceremonials and customs to stand for the embodiment of
an ideal which the person wishes to reach. M. "Fell in with
wayward companions (13 to 15). Stopped Sunday school; avoided
the society of good people. Was upbraided by conscience; did
often wish earnestly to be better." M. " Hada period of doubt.
Tried to live a strictly moral life. Was harassed by numerous evil,

invisible agencies." JU. "Became painfully aware (13 et scq.) of
the hiatus between the natural life of a boy and the supposed ideal
of a Christian. Spent hours each week on my knees." F. " Felt
that others had something which I lacked (15 to 17). I, only, of an
orthodox race, had no honest desire for what the rest felt." F.
" All through young girlhood I felt my sister's affectionate nature
to be in contrast viith my selfishness and shallowness. We were
inseparable companions, but she was isolated because she was on a
higher plane. F. "Was in extreme despair. Felt absolutely aloof
from everything, a broken thing." The instances in this last group
run into the numerous ones in the storm and stress period, which
were described under the heading of the sense of incompleteness.
The whole doubt experience seems to imply that which comes out
explicitly in so many of the cases; namely, that the germinating
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faculties in the adolescent tend to awaken the sense of estrange-
ment, and to make him judge everything by his own individual
insight.
The meaning of it will come out more clearly in the next section.
VIII. Insight during adolescence is in advance of the power to execute.
The numerous impulses that arise during youth, if expressed in

some positive way, are not always expressed rightly. Like the in-
dividual variations which come in biological evolution, some are in
the line of progress and persist, while others are abnormal and
constitute evil. With certain natures, adolescence is a time of
acting and acting wrongly, of running against a wall and suffering,
of sinning and repenting, resulting finally in remorse and lack of
self-confidence. F. "Everything I did (shortly before 16) seemed
to be wrong. Would make fresh resolves not to do it again." F.
" I alternately sinned through weakness and morbidly brooded
over my wicked nature." M. "When 16 I broke my standards
of right. Felt remorse. Struggled with new ideas. Did wrong
and was in despair." This is evidently one element in the differ-
entiation of ideals: the person acts wrongly, and in consequence
is thrown back upon himself and realizes the futility of his action.
This gives chance for ideals to grow.
Another element which doubtless sets the ideal in advance of

present attainment is physical incapacity to act. The person
quoted above, who felt the hiatus between the natural life of a boy
and the supposed ideal of a Christian, says further: " I was grow-
ing fast and my physical vitaUty was low. Mother was alarmed at
my perfectly hopeless condition." M. " Felt I was far behind my
ideals. Fell into morbid hopelessness." F. "At 12 I became
serious, and it increased with years. When 16 and 17 was very
melancholy and pensive. Thought about the great responsibility
of hfe. Had a desire to act, but was sure of my stupidity and in-
ability. Suffered much in silence." We have seen above that
spontaneity on the spiritual side seems to culminate just before and
just after the greatest increments in physical growth.
Another element is clearly the duplicity or multiplicity of de-

mands made on the will. Each impulse to act is inhibited "by some
other or others. The person is left helpless before the greatness
and indistinctness of the revelations which come to him. M.
" Passed through a period of skepticism in which I questioned even
the fundamental morals. The experience fostered my natural
indecision before action." M. " From 15 to 20 I struggled with the
ideal of being wholly consecrated to the will of God. Pear of being
called to do missionary work stood in the way." F- " I thought I
ought to undertake grandfather's salvation. For months I was in
a pitiable state between fear of him and for him. Prayed for him,
but never dared to speak to him." F. " To talk to others about
their salvation I considered the test of religion. Would write to
my cousin and then be afraid to look him in the face."
We have seen that another cause of the heightened insight is

contact with broader minds, the study of science and philosophy,
and the like. Whatever be the line of approach, the disparity
between insight and the power to act is a prominent characteristic
of youth. M. " I could do nothing but think, think of the horrible
condition in which I found myself. Unanswerable questions never
ceased pressing to one dark spot, like lines converging to one
point." M. " Struggling with new idea^ caused perplexity up to
21." F. "It was hard to do any religious duty (13 to 17). Could
not kneel in my room nor pray in church." F. "I scarcely dared
to think. Was living far below my ideals." F. "Made many

IX-7.
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good resolutions which would last only a few days." F. "Had
strongest desire for better life. Would try, and then sink back
into the same old attitude. Wasn't satisfied with self, and had the
greatest regret I wasn't better."
These facts seem to underlie the whole adolescent experience,

and help to illuminate the phenomena of spontaneous awakening,
storm and stress, doubt, etc., which were given in the preceding
sections. The first factor in it all, certainly, is the increased com-
plexity of life which comes through the germination of new powers
and the capacity for new functions. The immediate sequel to that
has already been described. The next factor to be emphasized here
is the seeing, but not doing; feeling, but not responding by some
adequate activity; having an impulse in a certain direction, but see-
ing it deadened by a lack of vital energy, or through the paralysis of
the will under opposing motives. Dr. Lukens' finds a period in the 8th
and 9th grades in our schools corresponding to the years of about
11 to 15, when there is no improvement in the ability to draw, but
a heightened appreciation of art. Unlike the period of 7 to 8, when
the child draws everything with little appreciation of its meaning,
the youth has the beginning of the art instinct without the power
to execute it. This is the same thing that we find in the religious
sphere. Dim, indefinable, irresistible impulses press in on one.
They are too large and hazy to find definite outlet. The person is

comparatively helpless in the breach between theory and practice,
between insight and the ability to act, between appreciation and
the power of execution.
The extreme difficulty of bridging the chasm, and the length of

time, as we have seen, that the youth is left struggling toward a
higher plane of life, seem to belong to the difficulty of learning new
things. In the experiments of Dr. Bryan- on learning the tele-
graphic language, he found that each "of the subjects learned to
receive messages rapidly during the first few weeks of practice.
Just before the proficiency required for receiving main line mes-
sages was reached, there was, without exception, a plateau in the
curve of improvement extending through several weeks—a long
period when " the student can feel no improvement, and when
objective tests show little or none." Then follows a sudden rise in
the curve. "Suddenly, within a few daj's, the change comes, and
the senseless clatter becomes intelligible speech." This brings
fresh and well established evidence to what we were trying to
picture in conversion. It helps to bring many of the facts in that
study and those in this into harmony. The child is born into a
social organism, which, with or without his choice, has set certain
religious standards that he must attain if he is to take his place as
an organic part of it. His adolescent awakening is really a birth
into appreciation of the demands which the social whole makes on
him. The storm and stress and doubt periods, and the period of
" conviction " preceding conversion, appear to be each a time of
inefficient effort to apperceive and realize that which is the common
experience of mature minds. After some weeks or months in the
conversion cases, and some months or years in the gradual growth
cases, of striving, building and developing, the new life becomes an
immediate possession and a real experience.
The cure for the helplessness that comes with doubt and storm

'Dr. Herman T. Lukens. of Haverford College, in an unpublished article, to
which he has had the kindness to allow a reference here. The article is a continuation
of the excellent researches on Children's Draxyiuf^s. Pedagogiral Seininary. Vol. IV.

' Studies in the PhysioloK.V and Psychology of the Telegraphic Language." by Wm.
Lowe Bryan. Ph. D., and Mr. Noble Harter. Psijchologha' Iteiifir. January, 189r.
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and stress is often found in activity—in doing His will and knowing
of the doctrine. J^. " Had doubts as to the value of prayer. I

desired a certain thing very much and prayed for it, simply ignor-
ing mj' doubts. It wasn't answered, but I have not been troubled
since with doubts." M. " Passed through a period of doubt. My
cure was activity in doing what good I could." M. " Have doubted
everything but a mother's love and the existence of my poor self.

My doubts have somehow been resolved in the stress of trying to
live uprightly. Could not carry doubts far while trying to be a
good son, student, husband, father and citizen."
One cannot lay it down as a rule that the wise treatment of the

youth is to induce activity. We have seen that doing wrong things
is often the precipitation of the difficulty. M. " Joined church
when 15, and felt better. (Had been perplexed with fears.) Con-
fessed self a Christian. Began to awaken to the fact that I was not.
For three or four years I sought salvation; felt helpless and con-
victed of sin. While talking with the pastor, one day, the whole
matter cleared up. It was the simple acceptance of Christ." M.
"I lost sympathy with the doctrines of the church. Afterward
tried to come back to it, but failed. Onlj' satisfaction was a real
reconciliation to the doctrines of Christ." F. " I joined church
when 12. Was not so anxious as before, but had the feeling that I

did not believe what I said I did." J^. " Saw that my friends were
living far better and happier lives than I. Felt I was living below
my ideals. When 17 I joined church. Almost immediately a re-
action set in and I regretted the step I had taken. Felt it had not
altered my conduct, and I doubted that to which I stood pledged."
The determination of the proper course as regards action or in-
action during adolescence seems to be an individual matter, and
depends on conditions too complex to be stated as a simple prin-
ciple. More will be said of it later.

IX. Other elements which take the place of the distinctly religious
feelings during adolescence.

During adolescence there is comparatively little display, as we
have seen, of positively religious feelings. There is clearly more
of ferment than contentment and evenness of feelings; more of
doubt than faith; more of unrest, uncertainty, analysis, or, on the
other hand, of willful activity and the disposition to take the con-
trol of the universe into one's own hands. We set out next to
inquire what is taking place among the life forces,—is there rela-
tively a blank, or are there other lines of interest and activity which
persist during doubt and storm and stress? We are able" to see
clearly that there are elements which continue or which are even
heightened during these experiences. The lines of interest easily
recognized in the order of their frequency are the moral, intellec-
tual, and sesthetic. a. The ethical instinct usually either continues
or is heightened during adolescence. Often it is the only thing
that remains firm in the midst of chaos. F. " Had lack of religious
feeling, but prided myself on my humility. Deterrnined to devote
life to God's service. Went into Christian work. It seemed more
practical than spiritual." F. " If I overstepped one thing (10-19),
I felt awfully wicked. One night I had a dream of Christ beckoning
me to follow Him. Took it to mean I was not doing as I should.
Was even stricter after that." F. " It , was hard to do religious
duty (13-17). Bible became uninteresting. Could not bear to see
the minister come. But I had a strong sense of duty resting on
me." M. " While changing beliefs, religion was more a matter of
conduct. Went through a rational stage (17-18), when the sense of
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duty only was left." M. " Passed from old views. Gradually
dropped religious considerations altogether (22-26). Led an active
life. Religious nature was entirely dormant, but there was an in-
crease in moral and intellectual soundness." M. " Was in spiritual
agony. Health shaken. My spirit was smitten with such a dark-
ness that only one of all the early faiths remained— ' /( mual be right
to do right.''

"

There are a few instances in which the moral nature is shattered
and falls with the rest. F. " From 14 to 19 I could not bear to be
talked to about religion. Heaven seemed further off than ever. I
was more careless about doing right." M. " Began to doubt theo-
logical beliefs. Went to college. Overthrew ideals of childhood
(18-19). Had a period of moral license." M. " Had a period of
skepticism. Questioned everything. It lowered my ideals uncon-
sciously, or doubled them with lower ones while the higher ones
persisted."

6. The intellectual interest is often the absorbing one. It now
and then seems to approach a kind of sesthetic of logic. F. "When
15, intellectual questionings arose. Became intensely imbued with
Swedenborgianism. It was the cold philosophy of his teaching
that satisfied my mental needs " F. "During the year (19) I read
books inclined to increase doubt. Would go out under the stars to
think and reason. Contrasted ministers of the Gospel with scientists,
and thought the latter more likely to find truth. At present (23)
have no settled religious belief. I accept no beUef I cannot under-
stand." F. "I said, as to something above me, I will never believe
one inch beyond what my coldest thinking tells me is most
probable." If. "For a year or more after 14 the whole matter of
religion seemed eclipsed by the desire for intellectual growth." M.
" Have never been able to supplement my most general conclusions
by the mysterious strength of simple faith. Have a keen desire
(31) to have a satisfactory rational basis for would-be beliefs." M.
(15-19), " Cared more about my doubts than the solution of them."'

c. The iEsthetio interest sometimes either continues or is height-
ened during doubt and storm and stress. F. " From 24 to 29 did
not believe in religion at all. Wept over the pathetic in literature;
had strong emotions on hearing 'The Messiah,' or Easter music at
some great church." F. " No religious training. Later I lost the
calm and peace of childhood; 15 to 22 had despair at the idea of
going out into nothingness. Did not believe in Godj immortality
or prayer. During this time I had a vague imagination of some-
thing beautiful and beneficent in nature. My enjoyment was
largely sensuous; flowers, perfumes, music, deep, soft colors,
awakened more emotion than any thought of the holiness of God."
F. " All that religion means to me (17) is kindness and goodness.
In music, soulful pieces move me stronglj'. Chopin's ' Funeral
March ' seems to grow into me. In nature, our glorious sunsets,
the ocean in its vastness, and all scenery on a grand scale, make
me believe there must be some di\nne power." M. ''Came to
stand quite outside religion generally (15 to 22). Natural phenom-
ena were everything to me—health, inspiration and consolation."
M. "During my doubt period (before and after 20), the love of
nature constituted all my happiness. The vast and sublime affected
me almost to madness."
A rough quantitative estimate of these factors is given in Table

* Dr. Burnham observes, in his article. " A Study of Adolescence." Pedagogical
Seminary. Vol. I, that many philosophers have begun their systems during adoles-
cent doubt.
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IX. The number of cases in which doubt or storm and stress
were present is the basis of per cents. The numbers show the per

Table IX.

Showing the achial prominence of certain elements which take the place
of religious feeling during doubt and storm and stress.

FE.MALES Males.

Per cent, of Cases. Per cent, of Cases.

Cont. Height. Either. Cont. Height. Either.

Ethical instinct. 18 15 33 37 6 43

Intellectual interest, 6 l.T 31 24 8 32

.^Isthetic interest, 7 8 15 U 2 16

Any one of above with-
out fluplicating. 55 63

cent, of these in which the supplementary elements in question
were clearly present. The absolute value of the per cents, is
heightened here because most of such statements as are quoted
above did not come from a direct question, but were given volun-
tarily in the general record of experiences.
The ethical factor stands out in greatest prominence, persisting

during doubt and storm and stress in at least 33% of the females
and 43% of the males. We have already noticed the frequency of
the outcrop of the moral instinct in spontaneous awakenings. Here
we see it persisting as the skeleton and framework of life when
everything else is torn away. It is the first thing to appear when
individual life dawns and the last thing to go when one is torn by
doubt and perplexity. The ethical instinct seeins to be the great tap
rootfrom wliich the religious nature is nourished. It is that, probably,
which connects the individual most fundamentally with racial life.
The prominence of this factor, not to speak of the tone of earnest-
ness and sincerity shown in the adolescent experiences, shows
clearly that the freedom and independence claimed by youth is not
a demand for the liberty of license, but such freedom as accom-
panies the grappling individually with one's own problems.
We notice in this table, as in the former one just referred to, the

prominence of the intellectual factor in adolescence. The assthetic
element remains, too, a strong factor to which to appeal when
faith is low. These all, doubtless, represent demands which must
be met in the educational treatment of youth, and should be ap-
pealed to in order to help him safely through a most critical and
crucial period. Several minor points in the table will reward a
glance. The fact, for example, that the factors noticed are usually
heightened among females while they merely persist among males,
is, perhaps, more than a coincidence.
One of the most significant aspects of the facts above is the

evidence that if life forces are not expending themselves in one direc-
tion they are probably active in anothe/.' Because youth is not

'Mr. H. S. Curtis of Clark University is trying to show and making it appear
highly plausible that the amount of nervous energy available for use in any given
time is fairly constant.
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running on evenly and smoothly, we cannot safely infer that there
is not gi'owth,—it may be the very best thing that could happen.
In fact when we take into account the great frequency of doubt
and storm and stress, and view it in the light of the facts given in
the last three sections, it suggests that the extreme experiences of
youth, with all their unevenness and turmoil, may be the result ra-
cially of a survival of the fittest, in which the fittest is he who
wrestles in youth with the inextricable mesh of impulses that
spring up, and even pauses in despair while the deeper forces of
his nature are working themselves out into clearness and har-
mony.

The Period op Reconstruction.

A turning point almost as distinct in character as that at the be-
ginning of adolescence is one a few years later, which consists in a
reorganization, a readjustment, a reconstruction of religious ex-
perience. Adolescence is a period of turmoil, of spiritual unrest
and often of negation; this, on the contrary, is the beginning of
religion seen from within, a positive faith. It consists either in an
independent construction of beliefs and faitli, or in coming back to
old forms and dogmas and putting into them a vital meaning.
More frequently it is both; the person has acquired a spiritual

grasp and that becomes the basis for apperceiving the vital

elements in old doctrines, generally with keen discrimination be-
tween their essential and non-essential aspects. These quotations
illustrate:

F., -20. " Cannot come back to old beliefs, but I believe I worship
as truly as God desires." F., 26. '' Am influenced in my own con-
duct by far higher considerations and nobler ideas of duty than I

ever was while I held evangelical beliefs." M., 21. "The struggle
is over, but my beliefs do not now agree with all the popular ones."
M., 30. " I have come back to a firm belief in God as revealed by
the Holy Spirit in Jesus Christ, but I cannot return to the tradi-
tional beliefs concerning inspiration, atonement, the person of
Christ, election, etc." F., 30. "The terms God, freedom, love and
immortality have more meaning to me now than ever before, not
so theoretical as a few years ago, but nearer and more real " [from
24 to 29 she was " without a religion"]. F., 5i. "I have often
thought that if I could come to the Bible as toother books, it would
be more helpful. The last year or two it has been more helpful;
the illumination which evolution has thrown on some passages will

eventually make it a new book for me." F. " From 17 to 24 I was
constantly awakening to larger meanings of truths heretofore sup-
posed narrow and personal." 3f., 30. "Have returned to some-
thing like the faith of youth, but it is much more spiritualized and
liberal in its views." M. " Gradually (16 to 20) I lost all my re-
ligion but the sense of duty. Then gradually I felt that I hadn't
lost much—it all came back to me transfigured. Since the re-ad-
justmont my religious feelings have tended to become stronger and
I have put new meanings into old forms."
Omitting the girls between 16 and 20, who are not supposed to

have yet completed the reconstruction, we find 42% of the females
and 39% of the males who have had experiences similar to those
quoted above. Allowing for imperfect records and for difficulty of
self-analysis, it is evident that such experiences are very common.
They stand in contrast to the facts under section VII above. If we
continue the Hegelian terminology we may call this the period of

reconciliation. To what extent this is a characteristic experience
will appear below.
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The result of an attempt to classify all the cases with respect to
this feature of growth is given in Table X.

Table X.

Shoioing some facts in regard to the trend of religious experience.

AGE.

16-19

^of
cases.

20-23

(24)
Sof

cases.

24-29
(2i)

% of
cases.

30-39

% Of
cases.

40 and
over.
% of
cases.

Sum.
%
of

cases.

F. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M.

1. Faitii reconstructed alter 1.7 2.5 4.1 10.8 9.2 28.3

(Joubt and negation. 2.7 10.7 12. 13.3 38.7

2. In process of reconstruc- 3.3 3.3 2.5 .8 .8 10.8

tion. 12. 4. 1.3 1.3 18.6

3. Still negative. 10.8 0. .8 .8 0. 12.5

1.3 2.7 0. .0 4.

4. Gradual grrowtli without 16. 9. 7. 3. 6.7 41.7

definite reconstruction. 12. 6.7 9.3 10.7 38.7

Unclassified. 6. 0. .8 0. 0. 6.8

The cases fall into four groups. Fii'st, those who had got more
or less completely outside of religious interests through doubt and
reaction, and had finally constructed a belief and faith satisfactory
to themselves. Secondly, those who had gained some solid footing
and were still making stringent efforts to believe. Thirdly, those
who were still negative and reactionary. Lastly, those who had
never felt themselves removed from and antagonistic to religious

interests, even during doubt and storm and stress. The sepa-
ration into these groups was of course somewhat arbitrary. That it

was not wholly so was shown in the fact that, as in other points of
diiHcult judgment, my wife and I made them independently and
found very few doubtful cases. These last are placed in the un-
classified list in the table. The value of the table is largely in
showing the distribution of the different groups among the various
years. It is made out entirely in per cents, of the whole number of

cases. As we saw in Table I, the number of cases which fall in the
various year- divisions is about the same, ^^^th the exception of the
females between 16 and 19 inclusive; so the per cents, as given rep-
resent fairly, with the exception of the first column, the relative

values for the different vertical columns, i. e., for the different
year- groups.
Noticing only the column of totals, we see that much less than

half the ca8es,"41% of females and 38'}; of males, develop so evenly
that thej' do not show a definite tenderfcy to become external to
religion at some time in their growth. If we exclude the 16%, from
this class of females between the ages of 16 and 20, we have for

both sexes about a third who belong to this class. That is, if these
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are typical subjects, we may say that about ttvo-thirds of both sexes
tend, at some time in their growth, either to rebel against conventional
religion, or to find it external to their persona/ interests. The gradual
process of growth is more characteristic of the females than the
males.
Looking now at the year-groups, we see from class one that the

numbers increase with years of those who have had a period of
definite reconstruction. In contrast with that, the number of those
who are still reactionary, or are still in the process of reconstruc-
tion, decreases with age. That is, it appears that very few who have
stood outside of religious interest at any time in their growth, have
not readjusted their faith by, say, the age of 30. That class four

—

those whose growth is distinctly gradual—should be greater in
earlier years, can hardly mean other than that they would have
been good subjects for doubt and reaction later. The naive and
simple way in which most of the girls from 16 to 20 gave their ex-
periences, and described them in the phraseology of the prayer-
book or catechism, is added evidence. If the table is accurate, and
the facts on wliich it is based are tj'pical, we may safely say that
the common trend of religious growth is from childliood faith, through
doubt, reaction and estrangement, into a positive hold on religion,

through an individual reconstru tion of belief and faith.

The age at which the reconstruction occurs is generally between
20 and 30. Of those before and after these ages are: of females,
one each at 18, 33, and 37; of males, one each at 50 and 5.5. The
age was not always given, but it was evident that the reconstruc-
tion generally fell somewhere between the years specified. The
average age at which the reconstruction occurred among the females
is 24 years; that of the males, omitting the two at 50 and 55 re-
spectively, is 24.5 years. In order to see if this was a separate period
or only a continuation of the phenomena of spontaneous awaken-
ings, the numbers of both occurring at the different years were
plotted together. They leave almost a blank at 19 and 20, and rise

again to greatest frequency at 25. The plienomena are also of quite
different character, as will be seen from the quotations already
given.
That there is a critical period somewhere in the 20's is also shown

by the fact that many of the cases that had perfectly even growth
during adolescence, had a turning point at this time: F. "When
20 I heard impersonate David Garrick. E.i£perienced a swelling
and overflowing of life, and joy so keen it was part pain. That
high plane of insight has never been lost." F. " When 23 I had a
struggle with selfishness and came out victorious." M. "When
21 I became more serious. Growth, from that time, was less in-

fluenced by environment." M. "At that time (25) came new in-

sight into the meaning of life." Putting experiences of this kind
with those of reconstruction of faith already noticed, it swells the
percent, to 53 for each sex of those who have a pretty distinct turn-
ing-point somewhere in the 20's. The average age given above is

changed by only a little with the addition of these last. It appears,
therefore, in a majority of cases, that there is a critical period in re-

ligious growth, usually between 20 and 30, at which religious truth is

apperceiivd, and takes shape as an immediate, individual possession.

It is a time when the ragged ends of experience are pulled to-

gether into a uuity; when that which has been objective is now
subjective; when that which has been seen from the outside is now
lived from within.
So far there seems to be nothing on the physiological side, and

little on the psychical, to help explain this turning-point. Neuro-
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logically, it may correspond to internal adjustments rather than to
any measurable aspects of growth; psychically, it marks the end
of the adolescent ferment. The bigotry and willfulness of adoles-
cence become toned down, the unrest and hopeless striving be-
come realized. If the experiments in learning telegraphy, referred
to above, do hint a fundamental law of growth involved also in
religious experience, this culmination of adolescence is the time
when the curve of proflciencj' suddenly rises and crosses the line
which represents the standard of the religious life of the social
whole. It may be wide the mark, but it seems possible that this
turning-point in question may be an accumulation from racial ex-
perience, and represent the time when the individual must leave
his tutelage and take his place as a positive unit in society, as hus-
band, or father, or citizen. After the period of reconstruction there
is seldom a change in the general tone of the religious life. Then
is when, usually, its character is determined, and the pace is set
which it keeps throughout active Ufe.
The way of approach to positive religious life from adolescence

is frequently clearly marked

:

(a) Through some sort of activity, sometimes activity of a
general kind: F. " Had severe struggles through selfishness and
jealousy. Family troubles came upon me in full force. I saw I

could bear my sorrow only through serving Christ and working for
Him. I took a class in Sunday school and sang in the choir. I set
up ideals and made gxeat effort to live up to them. Mj' real change
in character began at that time." Other instances were given in
section VIII under Adolescence. More frequently the activity is of a
special kind along the lines indicated in the following three head-
ings:

(6) Following up some thread of intellectual insight: F. "I
knew that an acorn would not come up a beanstalk, and thought
that to plant in that belief is as much religion as anything. Came
to believe that ' somehow good will be the final goal of ill.' One
cannot live without deep religious feelings; they are a legitimate
part of one's nature." F. "Got hold of the conception of law.
Settled the problem of the world in favor of determinism. This
brought repose and rest. Gradually ceased to pray for anything
external, but only for spiritual perfection. My whole after-life has
been a development from this point of view." M. " Reaction
practically ceased by my becoming con\'inced that, allowing the
Bible equal credit with other sacred writings, it was, as a whole,
true; that the religion of Christ was the most potent factor in lift-

ing humanity to a higher plane; that the church was the only
organized means of advancing religion; and by seeing fruits of
religion in the lives of others." M. "Learned to distinguish be-
tween the lives of so-called Christians and that of Christ; between
imperfections due to Christianitj" and those due to human weakness.
Went to a favorite grove by the river, summed up all my doubts
and fears, and Christ was mine again." Others found some organ-
izing principle in science or philosophy. The typical solution seems
to be in sifting a large truth which is part error and discriminating
out the vital element in it, as in the last one above and in this: M.
" By 18 I was a skeptic, by 20 an unbeliever. When 21 I came under
the instruction of a man who taught me the difference between es-
sentials and non-essentials. He taught me that if I had the mind
of Christ within me, and had the spiritaal truth of the Bible, it

made no difference about Jonah and the whale. He first really led
me to Christ."

(c) Following the thread of duty: F. " One day while musing
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despairingly, something stirred within me, and I asked myself,
' Can I not rise once more, conquer my faults and live uj) to my own
idea of right and good, even though there be no life after death? I

may yet deserve my own respect here and now. If there be a God,
He must approve me.' Was led back straight to religion through
moral instincts." F. (Severe conflict 16 to 30) " When 30 I heard
some sermons on religion as character building. They led me to
be the Christian I am now." M. " My morals and theology both
went at the same time. Came later to see the distinction between
them and to have as my only code utilitarian ethics." M. " Have
outgrown the church. I believe in a high standard of morals.
Honesty, morality and integrity are my only watchwords and they
are my prayers.

(d) Finding the vital element in religion from the side of
aesthetics:

F. " The reading of Wordsworth and Keats, and Kant's ' Critique
of Practical Judgment,' combined with lectures on Wordsworth and
Keats, opened up a new worM to me. It showed me that religion
was not identical with any church. Felt God to be the great artist

of all the outdoor world of which I was so fond. The change of
the ' good into the beautiful ' became the acceptance of God's law."
A good example is found in the deepened insight of one whose
growth was gradual. M. " (When 22) I drew the picture of a little

aspen tree. As I drew, the beautiful lines insisted on being drawn.
I saw they composed themselves by finer laws than any known to
man. At last the tree was there, and all I had thought about trees,
nowhere. ' He hath made everything beautiful in his time ' be-
came thenceforward the interpretation of the bond between the
human mind and all visible things." The presence of the agsthetic
element in the reconstruction is also hinted under the next heading.
In the last three paragraphs we see, very naturally, that the way
out into the positive religion is along those lines which we found
to persist during doubt and stoi'm and stress.

(e) The vitality of strength and beauty in a personal life is often
the way of approach:

F. (Despair from 19 to 33.) "The chief factors in the change
were change of work and love for a little child. By slow degrees
came back warmth for other human beings. I became possessed,
I have no knowledge how, of a little faith." M. " Never felt the
emotion of love in any form until 26. A little child 8 years old had
fondness for me because I told her fairy tales. Her words
were the first expression of tender feeling I ever received that I

did not suspect. Could understand God's love better after that."
F. (Doubt and storm and stress up to 22.^ "Heard a grandly
benignant man preach on the joy and peace of the Christian life.

Felt a hope that it might come to me. Began to pray vaguely but
earnestly for faith and a hold on truth. Gradually a sense of the
wonderful vitality of the personality of Jesus came to me. His life

seemed to be in all things—in civilization, beauty, purity, art and
life. Slowly I felt in myself this other Life and Force and Divinity."

(/) One of the most common ways of entering on positive re-
ligious life is through the surrender of self, and coming to live in
more general or universal life. F. " Experienced complete resig-
nation and threw aside selfish anxiety about a future life. Got rid
of the prison of self and took my stand in the objective universe."
F. " I came to a point where to go on and live without divine aid
was impossible. In a time of sore temptation help came. The
simple acceptance of it changed everything. After a year or more
of sore distress of mind, religious feeling came back again." M.
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"My struggle was with independence. I find it easier now since I

have submitted completely. My growth has been from purely intel-
lectual religion to acceptance of the Spirit's aid." M. "Heretofore
(up to 25) religion had been a. personal matter. The final solution
of my difiiculty was in recognizing the social side of morality and
religion. That was a brand new revelation to me." M. "The
difference, after starting for a higher life, was that God was recog-
nized, while before He was not."

(g) Almost, if not quite, central in ending the adolescent
experiences is coming to see religion from within. Most of the
avenues to positive religion discussed under the preceding headings,
seem to be Vv^ays leading the person from an external pei-ception to
an internal and immediate apperception of the worth of religion.
F. " I came to see religion as a personal matter and not limited to
creeds." F. " I gradually came to realize (26) that vital religion
is the breath of life to all earnest souls, and is not confined to
churches or formulas." F. " Pi-om my sister I learned (27) that
religion is not something tacked on to life. From external obser-
vance I passed to subjective life and oneness with Spirit." M.
" Came to see that to know God is not a matter of the intellect, but
that to live is to know Him." M. "Came to feel (24) that all

dogmatic teaching was a matter of chance and habit; that the life

of religion depended on the force of faith, not the terms of it."

To sum up: If our analysis has been accurate, the way out of
doubt and storm and stress into a positive faith is in ' doing His
will and knowing of the doctrine;' in being faithful to the bits of
truth, beauty and goodness which remain firm during adolescence,
and finding them to deepen, broaden, heighten and blossom; in
catching the force of vital religion as embodied in a personality;
in surrendering self and living in the life of the whole; finally, in
finding religion to be life which can be appreciated from within as
the heart and centre of one's experience.

External Influences.

Up to this point we have been looking for the processes of
growth, regardless in large measure of the forces from without
whicii help to determine them. The force of surroundings has
constantly been reflected; but it is worth our while, for the sake of
equilibrium, to take our point of view for the moment in the
external influences and see how powerfully they act in shaping the
character of the religious life, and to get a crude notion of the
relative worth of these influences in the opinion of the subjects
themselves.
Foremost among them are the influences of home life. F. " My

parents have been the strongest influence of my life, religiously
and otherwise." M. " Through their teaching and my admiration
of their example, my parents have done most to shape my life."

F. "Mother's influence has led me to be what I am." F. "I
longed for mother's happy and peaceful look." M. "A spiritually-

minded wife has been a constant influence for good." M. "Was
kept steady by reflection on the happiness which so markedly
characterized both my'parents' and grandparents' homes."
Next in prominence is the influence of a friend or the example of

persons whose character is admired: F. " Mj' life was influenced
most by a bosom friend, whose lofty, noble character put to shame
small things in me." M. "I had a tendency unconsciously to
imitate a friend whom I admired. Some one sinned; I smiled; my
friend frowned. I never forgot it." M. " Was largely influenced
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by a friend. He was one of the truest, -purest characters I ever
knew. I desired his good will above all else." M. " The strongest
influence was a girl, now dead, who was a schoolmate. I think she
was worthy of worship." F. "The sunlight of the real God in my
aunt warmed and inspired me." 71/. " My uncle shook me from
my lethargy and immorality."
Somewhat less frequent are the influences connected with church

life. F. '' Church has been a second home to me all my life (S8)."
F. ''The church has furnished spiritual food and been a rudder and
anchor to my life." M. " Hearing a sermon led me to devote my
life to the ministry."
A brief hint of many others is found in the following: F.

"Nature calls up religious feelings constantly." M. " In reading
books I have had a tendency to become like the persons I have
read of." M. "The study of the doctrines of evolution has added
immensely to the Christian plan of salvation." F. " IMisfortunes
have been the greatest influence." F. " Hard fortune has de-
veloped character and moral coui-age." M. "The sight of wicked
people increased my desire to live a religious life." F. " I deter-
mined not to live as ray father was living." M. "The death of my
father and being thrown on my own resources have had much to do
with my growth." M. "The death of my brother increased my
faith and drew me nearer God."

Table XI.

Showing the relative prominence of the external influences which shape

the religious life.

•f of Cases. i of Cases.

External Influences. External Influences.

F. M. F. M.

Parents (botli). 23 32 Teacher, 9 6

Father, 3 1 Specific writers. 17 17

Mother, 8 6 Science, 3 8

Others in family. 3 1 Art,music.nature, poetry. ? 15

Family life, 2 12 Books (in general). 10 12

Influence of home (total). 39 52 Deaths, 9 13

A friend. 22 29 Misfortunes or ill health. 9 o

Example of people.
People ( sum of two pre-

ceding).

Church or pastor.

12

34

23

13

42

29

Personal struggles.

Warning from surround-
ings. 2

9

5

The relative importance of some of the influences mentioned is

given in Table XI. It shows the per cent, of cases in which the dif-

ferent items were mentioned. One of the most striking things in
the table is that the quiet influences that constantly surround child-

hood are recognized finally as the most potent; another is that the
personal influence is so great in contrast with organized social in-

stitutions, nature, etc. One cannot insist too strongly that the
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table is only suggestive. The males seem to be more conscious of
the force of environment, judging by the larger per cents, in the
second column. This might be due simply to the greater patience
of the males in giving details. It may, however, fall in Une with
other facts we have seen, and tend to show that women are more
subjective, while men react more on surroundings. In the study of
conversion we saw that, in the process of a " change of heart," the
subjective forces were greater in the case of males. But we saw,
too, that males more often resisted definite, strong influences which
were brought to bear. These facts, with those, seem to show that
males are more responsive to the milder influences of environment,
but more unyielding in the presence of forces which threaten the
continuity of their religious lives.

Cases Without Mabked Stages of Growth.

Many persons grow so evenly that it is impossible to point out
any transition in their development. In such cases there is little

to "be said of them, often, except, as we shall try to do in the next
division of the subject, to indicate in certain ways what the direc-
tion of growth has been. It would be exceedingly profitable, ped-
agogically as well as scientifically, to know just what conditions
bring about perfectly gradual growth, as distinguished from that
which is tossed by the storms of youth; and to determine which is

the most healthy line of growth. While the cases before us have
little definite wisdom to offer on the topics, they seem to furnish
valuable suggestions in regard to them.
One condition which seems to favor perfectly gradual devel-

opment is wholesome religious surroundings in childhood. F.
" Blother taught me to pray at her knee. I always had a whispered
prayer that none but God could understand. When I did anything
wrong mother required me to seek forgiveness. The change from
careless, indifferent childhood to earnest, warm interest in God's
work was very gradual, and very natural after the good training I

received." F. "Mother was patient and gentle with me. Had
church and Sunday school associations of the pleasantest kind.
Was not taught anything about hell and Satan. Have not changed
my childhood phrase, ' Our Father in Heaven,' except to widen the
term." M. " Had God-fearing parents, and was surrounded with
all the influences which go to make godly character. From infancy
was taught to believe that I belonged to the Saviour, and that He
loved me. My delight in Christian thought and association has
never changed with the passing years only'to become intensified."
But, as we have seen, nearly all the subjects had religious sur-

roundings in childhood, and many of them point to the spiritual
influences of the church and home as factors in shaping their relig-
ious life. Many of those who have reacted against religion appear,
as far as can be judged, to have had faultless surroundings. F.
" Had Christian parents. Up to 13 had real enjoyment in leading
Christian life and in worship. From 13 to 17 was much troubled
with doubts. Grew morbid, cause probably ill health; also that I

thought more deeply and began to inquire for myself." M. "Was
reared in a Christian home and sheltered as closely from evil as
one could be. Was taught from the first to regard myself a Chris-
tian, and above all to do right and to please God. Stopped going
to high school from nervous prostratiorf at 16. Religion was my
all-absorbing interest, and I sought to carry it out in practice.
Studied and began to doubt. There came a time when I would
have answered the questions of God and immortality in the nega-
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tive." Instances like these show that careful training in childhood
is not sufficient to ensure even development, but that we must look
for other conditions.
The cases seem to show tliat much depends upon temperament.

The evidence is such as that hinted in the two quotations just

above. The report on temperament in the returns was too scrappy
to be of much use. About an equal number, respectively, of the
doubt and storm and stress cases, and those whose development
during adolescence was even, reported a nervous temperament.
There were several more of the gradual growth ones than of the
others, who describe their temperaments as cheerful, phlegmatic,
equable, quiet or passive. Now it is a well-known f.act that with
the beginning of adolescence there are marked changes in the cir-

culation. The heart enlarges, the blood-vessels increase, and the
blood pressure is heightened. This, it is believed, has much to do
with psychical conditions. Lesshaft has gone so far as to make
character depend largely on the conditions of circulation.' Com-
bine these facts with the evidence shown in preceding pages that
the phenomena of adolescence accompany certain physiological
states, and we have considerable evidence that we must look to the
physical side, in part, for an explanation of these two types of
religious growth. Given two persons reared in perfectly whole-
some religious surroundings: if one is naturally liighly sensitive,

and the other phlegmatic, the former is more likely to become rest-

less and reactionary during the strain of adolescence, while the
latter may have an uneventful growth. The facts before us are
onl}"^ sufficient seriously to raise the question which wants further
investigation.
Another pretty clearly marked condition of gradual growth is

that the needs of the child shall be carefully met at every point in
its development. A certain amount of freedom and independence
in thought and action seems to be a natural and wholesome de-
mand of late childhood. If serious intellectual questionings are
met seriousl}% it appears often that youth is kept steady when
otherwise it might rebel. F. " I had no religious obligations im-
posed upon me, but followed my own will. Childhood was a de-
light. Have had complete faith in God from childhood." M.
" Traditional theology never appealed to me, but always since a
child I have felt myself a child of God. My growth has been even
from childhood." F. " A Sunday school teacher tried to impress
my unworthiness and sin on me, and that I would be lost forever if

I was not converted. For three years I waited in misery of mind
for the expected conversion. Fortunately, a dear friend explained
that unless I had done something very wrong, or had some heathen
beliefs to cast aside, all I needed was to make a public avowal of
my faith and purpose. Was tremendously relieved. Joined church
in a month. Realize more and more my insignificance and God's
power and glory." F. " As I grew older and read more and was
guided and strengthened by parents and teachers, I gradually came
to understand what Christianity means, and to trust it. Had relig-

ious convictions from childhood. Their influence on me grew as
my love and Christian surroundings grew, and shaped gradually
my spiritual life."

On the other hand, the cases are numerous which illustrate the
lack of wisdom of parents or teachers in sympathizing with the
real needs of persons, and the consequent reaction against social

"P. Lesshaft; "De I'MucationdeVenfant dans la famille el de sa signillcalioii."

Paris, 1894.
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standards. F. "Was pushed by older people into questionable
extremes of piety." (Years of revolt followed.) F. " My Sunday
school teacher tried to get me to join church. When he "talked tb
me it would harden me instantly." M. " My parents and teachers
impressed upon me that I must believe all or nothing (14). It did
not take me long to decide which." M. "Could not play or do
anything on Sunday. Was compelled to go to church and listen to
a preacher who left the impression on my mind of a blue-jay jump-
ing up and down on a limb and scolding at me. Was cornpelled to
read Jeremy Taylor's ' Memoirs ' every Sunday. Had an utter
loathing for it. Every touch of religion was paralyzing as they
forced it on me and smeared it all over me. It seems now like
crusting over the growing, feeding larva with the pupa case too
soon." (Reaction and indifference followed from 1-t to 26.)
But one cannot lay it down as a rule that freedom in childhood

always brings even growth, and that overtraining invariably re-
sults in reactionary tendencies. The usual phenomena of adoles-
cence often follow when the surroundings in childhood are natm-al
and free, and even where there is no religious training. M. " Was
reared in a church-going family, and accepted the beliefs of my
parents as far as I understood them. Father was rather liberal and
gave us freedom. MTien 15 the problem of religion loomed up
large, and some solution seemed imperative. The struggle was
severe." F. "Had no religious training of any kind. Went to
Sunday school occasionally, but no religious feeling was aroused
by it. Still, I had a religion of my own and prayed a good deal to
be made good. Later, as a young girl, I began to have a horror of
death. When 22 the despair at the idea of going out into nothing-
ness made life infiniteh% wretchedly hopeless to me. Would have
become insane, I think, had hope not come." We see again that
when the needs of childhood for freedom are apparently well met,
even growth is not yet assured. We must go back of that for a
part of our explanation; and, as before, the cases bear strong evi-
dence of differences of temperament as partial cause of the different
lines of growth.
One reason why the religious lives of many persons develop sym-

metrically and harmoniously is clearly that there is a proper mix-
ture of faith and doubt continually— a sufficient degree of'freedom
to question all things to insure a clear horizon, and enough trust
and insight and poise of spirit to remain fii-mly rooted in the heart
of religion. M. "Doubts (18) were the occasion of giving up
weaker for stronger incentives to virtue. Spiritual growth pre-
ceded the doubt. I always felt beneath me a strong foundation of
truth." F. " My growth has been gi-adual. Beliefs have broad-
ened since I came in contact with; people of other faiths. Have
come to see good in almost every faith, but have clung to my own
church. Have accepted the later ideas of the atonement and the
inspiration of the Bible. God is my rock and fortress, and I trust
Him." M. (Clergyman of an Orthodox church) "Studies have
carried me away from some of the old landmarks. I never get ex-
cited when I see another one disappearing. I have learned, too, to
'doubt my doubts.' I am an evolutionist." J/. (Also a clergyman
of an Orthodox church) " Have not passed through a series of be-
liefs. All my thinking has been an expansion of the fundamental
conception reached while in college that the death of Christ was a
declaration that there never was, nor ever could be, an obstacle
between God and man. I always hail doubt as sure to reveal some
unexpected truth. As often as'l have tried to dodge doubts, I have
suffered. My real doubts have always come upon me suddenly and
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unaccountably, and have been the precursors of fresh discovery."
A few seem to have an uneventful development because they do

not leave the religion of childhood,— perhaps never wake up to an
immediate realization of religion. They raise the question v.'hether
it would not have been conducive to growth even to have suffered
a little on the rack of doubt and storm and stress.

As one wanders through the pros and cons of this section the
basal impression they fix is that the proper treatment of children
aod youths in regard to their religious growth must be a matter
determined separately for each individual, depending partially on
his or her constitution and temperament. Consequently, whether,
in order to attain the highest development, the growth should be
perfectly harmonious throughout, or transitional, is yet largely an
open question.

The Adult Religious Consciousness.

We may follow up the line of growth still farther by an analysis
of the picture the subjects give; of their beliefs and feelings at the
time of making their records. By dividing them into the different
age-groups, and also into groups according to whether growth has
been gradual or transitional, we may get some suggestions of
value. The three columns oi facts that proved most fruitful were
the three on beliefs, feelings and ideals—and, of these, the last two.

1. Beliefs. It was difficult to organize the column of beliefs so
that the organization would be comprehensive and at the same
time free from individual opinion. A few things which were safe
and suggestive came from taking the three beliefs around which
life seemed to centre most frequently, i. e., God, Christ and immor-
tality, and seeing the absolute and relative place they hold among
the various groups.
Table XII is based on the per cent, of the cases with whom the

belief in God, the personality of Christ and the doctrine of immor-
tality are vital factors in life. For gross results the last line of the
table shows that the belief in God plays a relatively large part, and

Table XII.

Shovnng some facts in regard to the belief in God, Christ and
Immortality.

Groups Accobding to Line of
GOD. . Christ. Immortality.

Growth.
F. M. F. M. F. M.

Gradual growth.

Faith reconstructed after doubt.

In process of reconstruction.

Still negative.

4H

27

5

2

33«

39

11

1

27i

10

1

1

19*

20

1

1

14*

10

2

20*

13

1

1

Total. 76* 86* 3W 41* 24* 35*

the belief in immortality a relatively small part in religious convic-
tion; belief in the personality of Christ is intermediate. The first

and second lines show that these doctrines are more vital among
the gradual growth cases than among those who have reconstructed
their faith, with the exception of the belief in God and Christ
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among the males. Lines two and three seem to show that the be-
lief in God is the most central after the reconstruction of faith.
Table XIII was made in order to see whether or not these beliefs

seemed to vary in prominence among the different age-groups.
The table shows the per cent, of the number in each age-group
with whom the beliefs were vital. Following along the lines from

Table XIII.

Shoiving the potency of the belief in God, Christ and Immortality for
different ages.

AGE.

16-19 20-23 21-29 30-39 40 or over.

Female,
God.

Male.

69^ 94*

67

81?

70

945

100

70*

100

Female,
Christ.

Male,

28 56

50

.37

41

S9

31

40

39

Female,
Immortality.

Male,

23 25

17

19

29

33

56

35

33

left to right, we see a little tendency for the numbers to increase
in the cases of the beliefs in God and immortality, and a slight
tendency to decrease after 20 in the case of the belief in Christ.
The most marked progression is in the line for males in the belief
in God and immortality. That is, there is some evidence from the
table that the belief in God and immortality is a more potent factor
in life as years increase.

2. Religious Feelings. More fruitful are the facts on feeling.
Grouping the instances according to likenesses and differences,
they fall principally into five groups, which are illustrated below.

(a) The Sense of Dependence. F. " I lost myself in the recog-
nition of Supreme Power and Love." F. "Feel my weakness and
unworthiness, and long for more strength." F. " Something in
me makes me feel myself a part of something bigger than I that is

controlling." M. " I feel a dependence on, and an intimate rela-
tion to, a power not myself." M. " I have no confidence in my-
self or anything but God." M. " Have completely submitted to
God's way."

(b) Reverence, Gratitude and Love. F. "Have a reverential
sense of something beyond and above us." F. " Have such an
awed feeling of reverence when in church." F. " The love of God
is deeply rooted in my heart." M. " Have a deep love of God,
which I think is growing deeper." M. "My feeling toward God
is that of a son grateful for blessings."

(c) Oneness with God, Nearness to God, Divine Companionship,
etc. F. " Have often a consciousness of a divine presence, and
sweet words of comfort come to me." F. " Felt the personality
of Jesus in me as Life, Force, Divinity." F. " Have a sense of the
presence of a loving God." M. "I have /heightened experiences,
when God seems very near." M. "Have a sense of a spiritual
presence in the world." M. " My soul feels itself alone wth God,
and resolves to listen to His voice alone in the depths of spirit."
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(d) Faith and Trust. F. " Each year my faith is stronger and
richer." F. "I have unquestioned assurance that what is pure,
honorable and enlightened is best in harmony with the frame of
things, and I need not see how." F. " When I pray a sense of
love and trust comes over me." F. "I do not understand, but I

believe God." 31. " After getting to work for Christ, my faith
took strong hold."

(e) Blessedness, Joy, etc. F. "When in the hills I desire noth-
ing, fear nothing, but just exult in the reality of being." F. "Re-
ligious services always make me feel solemn, yet joyous." F.
" Communion affects me deeply, I seem to be very near the gates
of heaven." M. " Often at church my heart heaves with emotion,
and finds an outlet in tears." M. "It has been a delight to do
God's work." M. " Have had pleasure in doing for my fellow-men
that which will make them nobler and better."

(f) Rest, Peace, etc. jF. " I feel rest and security of soul." F.
" I rest in the eternal goodness." F. " I cling to the idea of God
because I find it a comfort in distress." F. "After communion
and baptism a purer feeling goes with me through the day." M.
"Thoughts are peaceable."

(g) There are several others which are scarcely prominent
enough to form groups. These illustrate some of them: F. "I
yearn to realize more of the Infinite." M. " Have a great hunger-
ing for personal purity." M. "I feel independent of the world
and superior to fate." F. " Religion would mean nothing to me
without the perception of the goodness and beauty of nature." HT.

"The finest qualities in human nature and the finest scenery make
me say, ' Glory to God !' " F. "Am filled with emotions which
come from contemplating the highest good I can conceive." The
feelings quoted are seen to be aspiration, contemplation, sense of
beauty and sublimity, sense of freedom, and hope.
A few profess to be lacking in religious feeling. M. " Am gen-

erally indifferent." F. " I never seem to get up the lively expe-
rience I strive for." F. " I have no heightened experiences, and
cannot understand why people in books have them."
The absolute and relative prominence of the above groups is

shown in Table XIV, as nearly as frequency of occurrence in the
records will determine it. The numbers are the per cents, of those
that discussed their present attitude who experienced these various
feelings. They stand in the table in the order of frequency.

Table XIV.
Showing the absolute and relative prominence of religious feelings.

Feelings.
FEMALE.

Per cent, of cases.

MALE.
Per cent, of cases.

Dependence, 27 36

Reverence. 25 »7

Oneness with God. Christ, etc.. 27 29

Faith, 17 23

Blessedness. 13 13

Peace, 7 4

Unclassified, 14 20

None. 5 1
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The sense of dependence stands at the head. This accords with
the tendency since Schleiermacher to define religion as the sense
of dependence and freedom. The freedom side of the definition
seldom finds justification in the records before us,—at least ex-
plicitly. But if one were setting about to define religion, which is
none of our purpose here, it would have to be borne in mind that
several other feelings are about as prominent as dependence.
Reverence, which almost never appears in childhood religion,
stands almost at the head in adult life. Oneness with God or
Christ and trust are prominent in both Table XIV and Table II.
Peace and blessedness are also frequent in adult life, but seldom
appear in the records of childhood religion. Dependence in Table
XIV appears to correspond somewhat to credulity, and the ten-
dency of childhood to use God in Table II. A careful comparison
of these two tables seems to show that the constant elements from
childhood to adult life are dependence, the sense of oneness and
faith. Pear is transformed, perhaps, into reverence. The childish
familiarity with God is also transformed into reverence doubtless,
which helps to change fear into blessedness and peace. Peace and
blessedness would appear to follow naturally on the unrest of ado-
lescence. Only a small part of the reverence group of feelings
consisted of love which had any definite object. Love has become
so complex and abstract, apparently, that it has taken the form of
contemplation and reverence. Some suggestions of how these
same feelings vary with age is given in the next table.
Table XV is based on the per cent, of those in each year-group

who give the various feelings. Its significance is in the generaliguific

Table XV.
Showing how religious feelings vary with age.

Age.

Peelings. 16-19 20-23 24-29 30-39 40 and over.

F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. P. M.

Dependence, 13 27 19 27 50 33 41 50 37

Reverence. 22 22 23 44 50 22 41 20 37

Oneness with God, 20 23 19 33 16 2T 35 40 47

Faith, 6 33 5 22 22 11 29 30 37

Blessedness, 11 a 5 5 22 15 U
Peace, 9 5 5 15 11

Unclassified, 6 11 14 27 27 11 29 20 11

None. 9 5 » 5 5

Total. 89 128 91 167 186 128 194 190 195

increase of the numbers from left to right.' The most distinct in-
crease with age is in dependence, reverence, oneness -with God,
and faith. The last line which gives totals of the columns shows in
the most convenient way the general increase. The numbers in-
crease pretty constantly with age. They seem to show that in ad-
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olescence there arc comparatively few specific religious feelinys, and
that these increase constantly icith age. This probably does not mean
that these feelings are not present in youth. The" facts of adoles-
cence, as we have seen, show that it is tossed by every kind of
feeling. A truer interpretation, doubtless, is that not until as Into
as the period of reconstruction of the rehgious life, do the feelings
become differentiated and take shape as specific, distinct feelings.

It will be noticed that the most rapid increase in the totals in the
table is in earlier years. They would form good curves, whose
rapid rise is up to and within the year group, 24 to 29. The one
for females would drop between 30 and 40, and rise again beyond
40, while the one for males would increase slowly after 30. This
fails in line with what we saw in other ways under the period of
reconstruction, and helps to show that late adolescence is an in-

tensely formative period, and that the life tends to take on its

peculiar character by, say, the 30th year.
The number of the doubt and reconstruction group who gave

specific feelings was greater than that of the gradual growth group
by as much as the ratio of 10 to 7. This is just about the inverse
ratio of the number with whom the beliefs in God, Christ and im-
mortality were vital parts of religion. That is, those whose growth
has been uneventful are more apt to describe their religious attitude in
terms of belief; xvhile those toith xvhom religion has once become object-

ive, andfaitii has been reconstructed, are more apt to describe it in
terms offeeling. This bears out our previous conclusion that the
process of reconstruction consists essentially in coming to make
religion immediate and lived from within.

Ideals.

The answers to the question, " Wh;it would you now be and do if

you realized all your ideals of a higher life?" are, perhaps,one of the
surest criteria of the trend of the adult life, granting that hopes, pur-
poses and inspirations are at all possible of realization. This sec-
tion is a simple picture of that toward which persons strive, and
that, on the other hand, from which they have grown, as shown in
childhood faults.

The ideals fell into several headings, more or less distinct, which
are illustrated below:

1. Helpfulness to others: F. " Would be infinitely more char-
itable and unselfish." F. "Would bring great happiness to all

with whom I am brought in contact." F. " Would like to do
favors for people, even those I do not care for." M. "Would
make others happy by administering to their needs." M. "Have
a sincere desire to be of use, in an intellectual way, to alleviate

mankind." M. "Would work with God to bring it about that
' good may fall at last to all.'

"

2. Self-perfection: F. " Where once I said, ' I want to be
good,' I now say, 'I want to develop, improve, grow strong.' " F.
" My one motive is to grow, not especially spiritually, but every
way." F. "Would live an honest, upright, beautiful, sincere
life." M. " I would build up a pure and unselfish character." M.
" Would be so pure and true that aU who saw my life would want
to be like it."

3. (a) To be one with God; (6) to love and serve God: F.
" Would find God in every part of His universe." F. " Would grow
nearer God by every thought and action." F. " I would be a joy-

ful channel for the heavenly breath." M. " I would get more and
more in harmony with God's laws." M. " Would fulfill God's pur-
pose in me as a child of His."
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(b) F. "Would think of God, and do good for His glory." F.
"I would do what God desires." M. "Have a deep desire to promote
God's work." M. " Would love God and serve Him better."

4. Self-abnegation: F. "I would forget self entirely, and
spend life in an unobtrusive way." F. " Would give up every-
thing for others, and not count anything dear for the sake of doing
good." F. " Would be simpler, thinking less and less of self and
living more and more objectively." M. "Would lead a life of
self-denial " M. " Utter abandonment of self for the welfare of
others." M. "To overcome the imperfections of youth, to re-
nounce worldly ambition, and to attain a self-sacrificing life."

5. Christ: F. "My highest aim is to follow Christ's teach-
ings." F. " I am trying to follow Christ's life as nearly as I can
in all its glorious self-abnegation, its wondrous pui-ity and marvel-
ous helpfulness." F. " I would be perfect as Christ is perfect."
31. " Have no definite ideal aside from Christ."

6. Self-expression: F. "Would write a book like Thomas &
Kempis, or Helen Hunt's ' Ramona.'" F. "Would be a tower
of strength to the suffering about me." F., 16. " My ideal is to be
a woman of thirty, beautiful in form and feature; to have wonder-
ful power with my voice ; be very rich, and use all my wealth for
doing good." M. " I would have a wide sphere of influence, pro-
vided the influence be for good. I detire to be loved, but am v\ill-

ing to be hated."
7. To know: F. "My ideal is to ascertain truth." F. "To

ground my faith on known laws." F. '' Would find all possible
knowledge." M. ' A love of knowledge and passionate zeal for
the right are central in my life." M. " Am a lover of science, and
am still striving to reach truth." M. " Mj' highest purpose is

to know nature, to be true to it, and to utilize it."

8. Self-interest: jP. "To be joined hereafter to those who have
gone on before." F. " To live so that people will think of me as
having helped other people."

9. Specific virtues: Among these are mentioned the attainment
of meekness, patience, sobriety, justice, honesty, cheerfulness,
purity, self-control, etc.

10. Abstract and unclassified: F. ''Would have heaven pri-
mary in ray thoughts." F. " My ideal is the 13th chapter of I.

Corinthians." M. " I am realizing my ideal in preparing for the
ministry. My ideal is organic, pervading life in its totality."
The absolute and relative value of each of these groups, as shown

bj- per cents., is given in Table XVI. The numbers represent the
per cent, of all the persons giving ideals who mention the various
ones.
Foremost of all the ideals is helpfulness to others. It is men-

tioned nearly twice as often as any other one. In the record of
childhood faults, selfishness is greater than any other item among
the girls, and stands second among the boys. Taking all the faults
which may be classed as distinctly egoistic, such as jealousy, anger,
covetousness, pride, stealing, and the like, we find them to foot up
70 per cent, among the girls, and 72 per cent, among the boys, of
all the childhood faults mentioned. These facts point to the con-
clusion that the tidal wave of life is away from self-interest toward
finding one's life in others. This is still further emphasized by the
prominence which self-abnegation has among the ideals. Self-
interest, on the contrary, appears only in about 3' per cent, of the
cases. Combining all these facts it is clear that the most viarked
feature of religious growth , as shown by the childhood faiilts and the
ideals of adult life, is that the trend of life is awayfrom egoism toward
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Table XVI.

Showing the absolute and relative prominence of certain ideals.

Ideals. Females. Males.

Helpfulness to others, 65 52

1 Harmony with God, j 20 (19

I To love and serve Goil. 1 18 I 9

Self-perfection. 29 39

Self-abnegation, 20 12.5

Christ, M 18

Self-expression, 10 11

To know, 10

Self-interest, 3 14

SpeciAc virtues, 32 i?

tJnclassiaed, i» 16

altruism. This coincides also with what we found to be the central
thing in conversion.
Self-abnegation among the ideals is set off against self-assertion

and self-indulgence, which are verj' prominent among the child-

hood faults. Sexual temptations stand first among the evils from
which the boj's have grown, or are striving still to grow. Other
forms of the faults opposed to self-abnegation are drinking, stub-
bornness, sauciness, lying, willfulness, revengefulness,and the like,

and ill-temper, which stands second among the girls in the list of
childhood faults. Self-abnegation seems at first directly to oppose
self-perfection,which stands third in prominence among the ideals.

It probably represents the necessity for lopping off and plucking
out exaggerated and harmful lines of self-activity, which make the
highest self-perfection impossible. So that self-perfection becomes
closely allied to self-expression, and both are closely bound up
with self-abnegation. Self-perfection has also its direct opposites
among the childhood faults in laziness, moroseness, pouting, shy-
ness, etc. As the quotations above suggested, the ethics of evolu-
tion is deeply ingrained in many of the subjects. The facts show
that one marked aspect of growth is the denial of self along turong

lines, and the perfection of self along right lines.

The item second in prominence among the ideals is tliat which
involves a harmonious relationship between self and God. We
saw, also, that the sense of oneness with God was one of the most
common religious feelings. The quotations show that the ideal, as
found in Christ, is closely akin to this in which the term God is

used, in that all lines of possible attainment are felt to converge in

Him. We saw in Table II the intimacy of the relation between the
child and God; and that the belief in God was the last thing to be
reasoned away by the males in adolescence. But the facts of relig-

ious feeling showed how the feelings of mature life had become
more complex and abstract, and that the relation of the person to

his surroundings had become more immediate and spiritualized.

We saw how, during adolescence, the person became estranged
from his surroundings, and looked at everything objectively; but
that he came finally to apperceive the world phenomena, to feel
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their woi'th, and to live them from within. We see among the

ideals a culmination of this tendency. The elements of harmony
and oneness are involved in love and service, in the submission of

will and obedience, which were shown in the quotations. The same
thing is doubtless involved, too, in helpfulness to others, which we
found to be so prominent among the ideals. In short, we see that

one of the central tendencies in growth is to realize the sense of oneness

and harmony with all the world-forces and institutions, and to feel

oneself an organic part of tlie world-life.

The Significance of the Facts Before Us.

This is a matter, largely, for each to interpret for himself. In

the process of organizing the details, they have seemed now and
then to become transparent, and to furnish glimpses into the oper-

ation of spiritual forces. These have already been hinted here and
there throughout the articles. This brief section is only an attempt
to pull in the threads a little closer, and to make the details more
organic.
We find that in gradual growth, as in conversion, the clearest

terms in which religious development expresses itself are those of

egoism and altruism. The end attained by spiritual growth is

fundamentally that the person comes to live in some larger life

outside himself. The child emerges from the unknown sea, bring-

ing with him racial tendencies. Among these is the brute instinct

of self-preservation, showing itself in anger, sensitiveness, jealousy,

and the like—faults which must be outgrown. The child at first

appears comparatively helpless. Everything goes to contribute to

the nucleus of a self. It is in a receptive attitude towards its sur-

roundings and dependent on them. Througliout early hfe, the

child is held in the lap of society as at first in that of its mother.
By the end of youth, however, the person must have become an
organic part of the social whole, a positive factor in it, and find his

life in actively contributing to it. Instead of remaining passive

in the hands of the unconscious world-forces about him, he now
recognizes himself as part of a larger spiritual world to which he is

subject, and he finds life only by fitting into an eternal plan. He
comes to feel himself in harmony with the spiritual life about him,
and responds to it with the feeling of faith, love, reverence and
dependence. Self-interest becomes transformed into love of God.
The child is not simply receptive. It is a centre through which

racial instincts express themselves. The sea of feeling out of which
it is born is constantly breaking through the nucleus of a self. As
the physical organism of the child is full of automatic movements,
so the spiritual nature bursts forth as aimless will ; as spontaneous
activity and as emotional insight. The child, as a fresh centre of

activity, has its own individual peculiarities, and is ready to func-

tion in any one of an indefinite number of directions. But the
standard of activity is already set. Ke is born into a system of

things which law and custom "have made habitual and fixed and
strong. If the person acts in line with convention, he adds to the

conserving interests of society. He may never awaken, and be bal-

last or dead lumber. If his line of self-expression is slightly diver-

gent with custom, it may result in friction, but withal add to the

enlargement and enrichment of human experience. If the person
becomes directly antagonistic to the social whole or the world life,

he must either bide his time or be lopped off from society, or,

finally, surrender his will to that of the whole.
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The essential thing in coming to live in harmony with the
universal life is not simply a matter of the right direction of the
expenditure of energy, nor of self-surrender. The primary requisite
is that the person shall apperceive religious truth; feel for himself
its inherent worth; make it his own by coming to live it from
within. At first the person is held in the straight-jacket of social

custom, which habit has made reflex, mechanical and unconscious.
Toward adolescence new powers begin to function. The youth
begins to reason and judge and analyze, or, after unreflecting
activity, to stop in disappointment. Everything is judged in terms
of his own consciousness. The customs about him appear lifeless

and meaningless. The available energy is largely used for physical
growth. Consequently the ability to execute falls behind the
power to appreciate. The youth finds himself a mere observer of
tlie customs about him. They seem stx'ange and external to him.
The story of adolescence, as we have seen, is, consequently, one of
continual doubts and questionings, storm and stress of feeling,

striving after something out of reach, independence, willfulness,

and even reaction and revolt. Religious feelings disappear, and in
their stead the framework of religion, goodness, truth and beauty
rises into prominence. Finally, after some years of striving,

struggling, analyzing, building, following up bits of insight, the
truth dawns, the feelings come into play to give it worth and
sanction. Usually, the individual hold on truth is recognized to be
the same, essentially, as that which all men possess, yet unlike
that of any one, because it is an immediate revelation to one's
deepest consciousness. It is the heart and essence of that which was
form and observance in childhood. The person becomes at last a
sympathizer with the world wisdom, a cooperator in social institu-

tions, and enters into real fellowship with the divine. Religion is

now lived from within.
The course pursued in attaining a vital hold on religion, we found

to be a matter, in part, of temperament. If the vitality is low
when the individual point of \dew begins to develop and set itself

against convention, there is paralysis of the will, pain and distress.

If the health endow'ment is great and energy high, there is stubborn
resistance, doubt and reaction. Given the latter conditions, to-
gether with a sanguine temperament, and we have the youth who
builds his own system and sets it against any or all the rest. The
number of variations wliich different temperaments combined with
various conditions of environment can produce, are indefinite.

Religious awakenings come most frequently, we have seen, at
about the age of puberty. That is the period of greatest bodily
readjustment. There springs up suddenly a whole series of new
physical adaptations, which are as marked in the nervous system,
perhaps, as in any part of the body. It is clearly the time, biologi-
cally, wlien one enters into deep relation with racial life through
the birth of the reproductive instinct. There comes the possibility

of full cooperation in social life through the door of the family.
The new physical birth naturally brings" with it the dawning of all

those spiritual accompaniments which are necessary to the fullest

social life.

The immediate inference from the coincidence of these two
groups of phenomena is that the religious life is closely bound up
with the reproductive instinct,—that it is a direct result of it, or an
irradiation of it through the family, clan, society and world. The
facts show that, while such an inference contains a grain of truth,

it is not a correct statement of the case. The answers to the defi-

nite question on this point were usually very frank. In no instance
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was the reproductive instinct admitted to be lielptul to spiritual
attainment, nor was the religious life described in terms of it. Love,
as a religious feeling, occurs among the cases studied, more often
among males than females—18% of males and 10% of females. There
is no case in which the matter is discussed but that regards the in-
stinct in question as a hindrance to the spiritual life and a thing to be
curbed. There is no doubt that, biologically, the generative function
is primal. But it seems to have been entirely superseded as a direct
factor in spiritual growth by other elements. As society has devel-
oped, the number of units in the social complex which'are directly
connected with the personal life has become so great in comparison
with those immediately involved in the propagation of the race that
they in themselves form a centre of reference for individual con-
duct. The person becomes responsible to society instead of to his
own feelings. The complications of industry and trade and gO\--
ernment establish rights and duties which become more potent and
absorbing than those gi-owing out of the generative function. The
reproductive instinct sinks, in comparison, into limited activity, and
the person finds it necessary to curb it in order to attain the fullest
spii'itual development. Consequently, we have seen, during ado-
lescence, when religious feelings disappear and there is a chance to
sift the spiritual life to its last elements, the most prominent thing
there was duty standing out clear and strong. There was also the
truth-seeking spirit, which is doubtless a residue from man's con-
tact with nature—his necessity for understanding it, and the satis-
faction of comprehending it. The appreciation of external nature
was probably in itself as much the origin of the sense of beauty
that we found persisting through adolescence as the sexual life has
been. In short, we find that during adolescence the reproductive
instinct is held in abeyance,while the sense of goodness,of truth and
of beauty which have superseded it, rise into prominence as the
real roots of religion. The sexual instinct, which continues healthy
and strong to conserve biological ends, has. from a spiritual stand-
point, become a mere incident in growth. It is natural that spiritual
iu.sight should come at the time of greatest physical readjustment.
We are in a position now to see something of "the relation between

conversion and gradualgrowth experiences. We have found that the
preconversion phenomena of sense of sin, feeling of incomplete-
ness, anxiety, unrest, estrangement from God, doubts, etc., are not
the result of religious agitation alone, but that they come naturally
in the process of adolescent growth. A comparison of Table V in
the " Study of Conversion " and Table V in this article will show
that the feelings before conversion and the usual ones of adoles-
cence are about the same feehngs, and in about the same propor-
tion, but more brief and intense in the conversion cases.
That which v.-as uppermo.st in consciousness at the critical mo-

ment in conversion was described in these terms, given in the
order of frequency: Sudden awakening, the sense of forgiveness,
the sense of oneness with God, public confession, self-surrender.
di\-ine aid, and determination. The first of these, spontaneous awak-
enings, is the same thing in an exaggerated form which we have
found so common in adolescence. The sense of oneness with God
we saw to be one of the most common results of gradual growth.
When present in conversion it may signify an anticipation of the
experiences which usually follow the change of heart.' Self-surren-
der and determination were two of the way* by which the adolescent
entered into a positive relio-ious experience. ' The sense of forgive-
ness, divine aid and public confession do not appear often in
gradual growth. It is to be expected that during the intense ex-
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periences of conversion there should be a greater tendency to ob-
jectify and personify the psychic influence at -work. And there
seems to be no reason for interpreting these three items as indicat-
ing any real difference between conversion and gradual growth.
In Table XVI the ideals of the female conversion subjects are

reduced to the same scale as those of the gradual growth cases, for
the purpose of comparing them. There were too few males who
answered the question to tabulate. They show very few differ-

ences; and some of these are, perhaps, explained by the fact that
the conversion subjects were not so old, generally, as the other
class. It will be seen, at a glance, that the several items repre-
senting the ideals stand in about the same relative proportion, and
that the}' bear the same analysis as that given under the ideals of
the gradual growth cases. In short, we see that, judged by the
feelings in early adolescence, the essential elements involved in
entering the higher life, and the trend of life after entering upon
active religious experience, the conversion and gradual growth
have many likenesses and few differences. They appear to be
slightly different waj's of attaining the same end—that is, unself-
ish sympathy and cooperation, appreciation from within of the
worth of religion, and the sense of harmony with and participation
in the spiritual life of the world.

If the ends reached by conversion and the less violent process of
growth are the same, it is worth our while, then, to ask wherein
the real difference lies. In the first place it is clear that the differ-

ence is frequently simply that of terminology. We saw that spon-
taneous awakenings are a very common experience, and that per-
sons familiar with the customary revival methods will describe an
awakening as a conversion, while others mention similar expe-
riences as simplj' an event in the normal course of development.
These phenomena are the ones which usually follow what was
called the sense of incompleteness, and should be carefully distin-

guished from conversion proper and from the process of gradual
growth, which is marked by doubt, estrangement and reconstruc-
tion of faith.

It is in regard to these latter cases that the difficulty comes of
finding their relation. Since the accompanying phenomena, the
essential processes involved, and the results are similar, we are
doubtless safe in saying that conversion is a condensed form of
adolescent development. Society seems to have unconsciously rec-
ognized the ends to be attained by religious growth, and to have
.embodied them in the rites of confirmation and conversion. Even
among s.avage races there are the corresponding customs at
puberty or soon afterward, of knocking out the teeth, tattooing,
circumcision, changing the form of dress, and the like.' The essen-
tial purpose of all these customs is the initiation of the child into
manhood. There is strong evidence, we have seen, that the con-
vert reaches, in some measure, the quality of life that he might
have readied by gradually maturing. The method which society
uses is to bring into sharp contrast the little world of self in

which he has been living and the ideal of love into which he must
enter. It brings together all the habits and desires of his former
life, which tend to conserve his selfhood, and lumps them as " sin,"
which he must once for all renounce. It sets in contrast the ideal
of perfect goodness, Infinite love and complete happiness through
self-sacrifice, which are yet far out of reach, but which, through
faith, can be attained, it pictures the fatal consequence of his

' Daniels: "A Study ol Regeneration." this Journal. Vol. VI.
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present course, and the possible well being to himself and his kind
if he turn his course. The power of public opinion is brought to
bear to increase the strain. The force of his emotional nature is
brought into activity through eloquence and the rhythm and har-
mony of music. He once for all renounces his little self and pitches
his tent beneath the stars. He passes from his own narrow sphere
and becomes a citizen of the world. His ideas converge into an
ideal. His feeling.s are called into play, and he loves and trusts this
ideal, and strives toward it. The secret of the realization of this
new quality of life may be found in part in the attitude of the per-
son. He becomes pro/pssed^j/ what he aspires to be. "What we
long for, that we are for one transcendent moment." He is in a
receptive attitude toward all the higher influences about him. At
first all the lines of his interest converged in himself; now his life
is open Godward. What perfections he has not actually attained
are, in a true sense, his sure possession because his coui-se is turned
in their direction.
But who can tell what actually transpires in one's consciousness

when he turns seriously into communion with his deeper self?
Turning to our crude analogy- of nerve cells and their connections,
which we know to be involved in the character and quality of
thinking and feeling, we may get a definite picture, at whatever
cost of accuracy. Granting that the highest consciousness
is conditioned by the most highly and perfectly organized nervous
system, that new ideas involve the functioning of new nerve
elements, and that internal and external conditions help to deter-
mine these, it is conceivable that during the intense experiences
attending conversion, under the heat of the emotional pressure
brought to bear, a harmony is struck among these elements which
might have taken months or even years to accomplish if one had
been left helpless to grope in doubt and uncertainty. The analysis
of the cases before us bears out, from the psychic side, this hypoth-
esis, and shows that conversion is to some extent an anticioation
of the direction of adolescent development.
The inferences that come directly out of the facts before us, and

may increase our wisdom in religious education and in methods of
religious work,are so important that they demand a word. One who
has followed through the preceding pages will be impressed first of
all by the necesstf !/ o/ using individual ynethods One can scarcely
think of a single pedagogical rule in regard to religious training after
the end of childhood which might not violate the deepest needs of
the person whom it is the purpose to help. The firsi demand is that ,

the teacher or spiritual leader shall know something of the case he
is to deal with,—his training, his temperament and the present
trend of his life. It requires careful reading into human nature to
know what a person needs and is ripe for; the magic stroke which is
to change a child into a man; to know whether he only needs a
hazy mind clarified and a struggling spirit calmed, or whether there
is a distorted attitude of life which should violently be forsaken; to
be certain that the threads of dawning consciousness are being
skillfully knit and the tension of feeling symmetrically strung, to
set the new life going in the right direction, and tune it to every
virtue; to know first of all whether the com-se of life is not already
wisely directed, and gravitating surely and steadily toward what
seems to be the goal of spiritual attainment. There is no doubt
that the salvation of manj' a youth who ha^ stuck in the slougJi of
despond, and the conservation of his life-force, is to set hi'm to
work, to call out his activities along definite lines, to breathe health
and vigor--even physical health—into his nature, to help him feel
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the power of the " everlasting yea." Still, we must have patience.
Many another may be hopelessly dwarfed if hurried away from
seriously facing the doubts that press in on him; may miss the
strength and depth and poise that are often professed to have been
a sure result of adolescent striving; may be tempted to make a
cowardly escape along some narrow course of life, instead of wait-
ing for that revelation which shall fill the whole round of life and
call into activity a complete spiritual personality.
A knowledge of the stages of growth will help' to escape many of

the usual pitfalls in religious education. To be artificially accurate
for the sake of clearness we have: Childhood, the seed time, up to
12 or 13; the beginning of youth, the time of germination, in which
new life comes in a gi'eat wave, at 14 or 15, and its two wavelets,
just before and just after the large one; next, youth, the grov.ing
time, in which the life forces are being sifted, readjusted and com-
bined; by 24 or 25 the person has worked out a point of view, an
individual insight, and has become a positive factor in the religious
life of the world. Each stage should be a preparation for the next,
so that the person may merge naturally and evenly into a strong,
beautiful, spiritual manhood or womanhood.
Another highly desirable thing is that we take into account the

different lines of growth. Among our Christian churches we have
three pretty distinct ideals held up as to the true means of entering
the spiritual life. A few denominations emphasize the fact of sin,

set against it that of salvation, and insist on a definite, decisive,
and more or less momentary change of life. Its ideal is that of
conversion proper. Another group of denominations have recog-
nized the likelihood of the burst of new life at the beginning of
adolescence: they take means to cultivate it, and have established
the rite of confirmation, which symbolizes the entrance into the
new life. The ceremony of confirmation means to take advantage
of what we have termed " spontaneous awakenings," and in the
conversion study was pointed out as following the "sense of in-

completeness." Still a third group of churches hold to the idea
that the religious life, as the mental and physical, is a gradual de-
velopment, and that alone, and liave no ceremony to bring about
or symbolize the birth into the new life. We have seen in our
study that gradual growth experiences usually reach about the
same end as the sudden and violent ones. The imperative fact for

us here is that all of these three types of growth occur somewhat
indiscriminately among the churches holding the three ideals. Cer-
tain denominations have caught up and emphasized one aspect of
growth, and overlooked others which seem natural and fundamen-
tal. The highest results cannot come until organized religious
forms seek out nature's way, which is God's, in religious growth,
and become so plastic that they can adapt themselves to the laws
of the spiritual life which are shown to us through study and expe-
rience. To contribute its mite in thus furthering the interests of
the spiritual life is the piu-pose of this research. If a few earnest
people cooperate along these lines at the present time as students
and subjects, it is possible in the near future to work a higher wis-
dom over into a deeper religious life.



OBSERVATIONS ON NEWLY HATCHED CHICKS.

By Hattie E. Hunt.

The following record of observations,while it contributes nothing
very new, may at least show how easy it is to make a beginning in
the first-hand study of comparative psychology, and what interest-
ing facts lie upon the surface. All the observations were made in
the intervals of active teaching, away from home, and within the
necessary limitations of a boarding house:—
The two chickens. Yellow and Black, were hatched March 29,

1897, and came under my charge the following daj^
Second day.—At noon gave them meal mixed with water, which

they would not eat. Gave them cracker crumbs. They did not
know where to look for the food, but if the crumbs were let fall on
the paper they would find them. They peck at each other's bills

and eyes. Fed them hard boiled eggs, which they liked. When
covered with the hand Y. will press up against the hand quite
hard. Y. moved as if trjing to fly. Offered them some water in a
spoon. B. backs away and peeps with alarm. Y. is not afraid.
Chase each other for food. Y. eats more than B., and seems the
stronger of the two. Y. gives a contented little peep at every crumb
he picks up. During their eating in the afternoon B. stood up and
gave a cry of alarm, but stopped as soon as I spoke to him. This
was repeated twice. Y. accidentally picked into the saucer of
water, and the third time took a sip, raising his head to swallow.
B. did not find the water, and would not drink when his bill was
dipped into it. As soon as they have eaten enough they drop
asleep standing. They are covered with a flannel cloth. B. raised
his left foot and closed the toes once. Weak and unsteady on their
feet. Will follow my hand wherever I move it.

Third day.— Fed them hard-boiled eggs. During their feeding I

coughed, and both chickens crouched down to the floor instantly
and remained motionless for several seconds. Do not peck at each
other's eyes, but try to get food from each other. They know
their food as soon as it is given. They prefer the white part of the
egg. The crumbs of food that they shake from their bills seem to
attract theu' attention. They will run a foot to pick them up. In
the afternoon, when they were hungry, I fed them some cracker
soaked in quinine and dyed red. Y. tasted it three times, but
would not eat it. B. tasted it twice, and would not eat it.

Fourth day.—Gave them the red cracker soaked in quinine
again. Y. would not touch it. B. tasted it once, and would not try
it again. Y. scratches his head with one foot, but cannot balance
himself very well while doing so. The chickens that belong to the
brood from which these chickens were taken are now "scratch-
ing " like the old hen. I do not know when they began to do so.

Gave the chickens gTavel.
Sixth day.—Y. "scratched" for the first time. The paper on

which they are kept was wet, and he scratched the wet spot, which
was in the sunshine. B. sat down in the^ sunshine and made the
motion that hens do in throwing dust over their backs. They are
very sensitive to noise. The least stir will waken them. They
stand in the sun and go to sleep, and then sit, or rather fall down
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onto the floor. They sometimes sleep Ij'ing on the side. In the
afternoon I repeated the experiment with the red cracker and qui-
nine. Both were alarmed, and B. gave notes of warning. Soon
they would walk around and over the cracker, but would not taste
it. Gave the chickens a small dish of gravel.
Seventh day.—Y. " scratched " when he stepped onto the dish of

gravel. B. has not been observed to scratch yet. Later, Y.
scratched with each foot successively, and then pecked as though
there were food there. When out of the box Y. takes little runs.
An unexpected sneeze made both chickens run and hide. Later,
B. scratched on the wet paper twice. Y. sometimes runs back-
ward. The tendency to follow my hand is not so strong. When B.
scratches a tremor seems to seize the foot, moving it so fast that
one can scarcely see it, but not making a very definite impression
on the place he scratched. Scratching alternately with both feet
developed later, as also scratching and then pecking.
Eighth day.—Y. can nearly jump out of the box. When Y. is out

of the box he will raise his wings and run for several feet. Have
seen no other indication of playfulness. Both scratch and peck on
a paper where there is nothing .but printing. The scratching is

more definite.
Ninth day.—Had a glorious time scratching in a saucer of water.

The saucer had a rough surface. B. jumps up to the top of the box,
and holds on with his bill while he tries to put his feet up. Finally
succeeds and gets out of the box. Y. jumped out of the box in the
afternoon. Gave the chickens a piece of strawberry that was red
like the cracker, but they would not touch it, even though there
was no quinine on it. Were afraid of it. Similar for cranberry.
B. was more afraid than Y.
Tenth day.—Y. jumped out of the box, and kept doing so as fast

as I could put him back into the box again. He kept this up until
I covered the box, and then would spring for the top as soon as I

took the cover off. B. tries to crowd under Y. to make Y. brood
him.
Eleventh day.—One made the low note of warning like an old

hen when a noise was heard in the hall. On my sneezing Y. ran to
a chair leg, and B. ran in the opposite direction, both crouching
down motionless for a few seconds. When one is taken away the
other is much distressed. I shook a few drops of ink on the paper
where they were feeding. Y. ran to the drops, pecked at them,
{hen scratched them and pecked them. Then he went away for a
time, but returned again, and scratched and pecked the spots. He
returned to the spots and did the same thing four times.
Put a small hand-glass on the floor, standing it against my foot.

Both were alarmed at seeing themselves in the glass; Y. much
more so than B., who soon came near and looked at himself.
Whenever Y. came near enough to see himself he would stretch
out his neck and bristle up like a rooster fighting another. After a
time he began to peck at the sides of the glass, and finally began to
walk past and try to crowd into the glass ( or into what might
have seemed an opening to them). Both did this several times,
but Y. continued his investigations for some time. As he walked
past the glass he would look into the glass and try to crowd in, but
when he got past the glass he would look all around in a surprised
way, then would try it again. Finally, in coming to the end once,
he walked around behind the glass, looked all about, then went
away. A few minutes later both came up in front of the glass, and
were afraid of the chickens in the glass. Later, Y. came back and
investigated the glass again in the way already described.
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Twelfth da}'.—Put a live earth-worm in the box. B. picked it

up, but dropped it with a cry of alarm. Y. then grabbed it and
tried to jump out of the box. I took both out of the box, and B.
chased Y. for the worm, but Y. soon swallowed it. Later I gave
them three worms. Y. wa"* glad to get them, but B. was afraid,
and could only be coaxed to eat a dead one. I put quinine on one
worm, but Y. swallowed it immediately.
At this stage the chickens were taken back to the hen, and the

following observations made: The chickens were placed under the
hen at night. In the morning they were very glad to get
away because the hen pecked at them. Thej' ran to a
fence ten feet away, where they stayed by themselves,
scratching and picking the gravel' incessantly. They would
make friends with none of the other chickens. When the
hen called they were afraid and ran away. On the fifteenth
day some red apple peelings were thrown to them, but they looked
at them, gave a note of alarm and ran away. When the apple
skins were placed with the white side up the chickens would eat
the pulp. They were taken to the kitchen for warmth, where they
saw a cat. They were much frightened at the cat, and ran and hid.
Later, when the fire was out and the room cold, B. accidentally
came in contact with the cat as she lay asleep on the floor. This at
first alarmed the chicken, but as the cat did not stir B. finally cud-
dled down for a warm sleep. Y. watched B. for a time, and then
joined B. in his cozy quarters.
Sixteenth day.—On account of an accident to B., which made him

lame and sick, both the chickens were put into a box behind the
stove. Y. would go away from the box, but would return every
few minutes and jump into the box,walk all around B., softly peep-
ing all the while. In the afternoon B. was better, so that he coula
hop about in the box and pick up crumbs. Y. stayed out of the box
the greater part of the time, but every time thatB. peeped for him
he would run to the box, hop in, stay a little while and then go
away again. Later the two chickens were put with a brood just
hatched, and became quite attached to the hen and chickens.
General remarks.—Y. is larger and stronger than B. Y. was

more curious or observing, and less timid. They had quite an ex-
tensive vocabulary. Their notes were found to be quite different
from those of the brood; being very similar to the sparrows,
whose voices they may have heard at the windows. Their various
notes expressed hunger, discomfort, curiosity, warning, fear, scold-
ing and comfort. They carried on a steady '' conversation " for the
greater part of their waking hours.
Subsequently, four other chickens were observed in much the

same way that Y. and B. were studied. Two of these chickens we
kept on gravel, and the other two had paper in the bottom of the
box. During the afternoon of the second daj' one of the chickens
on the gravel was observed to make a spasmodic movement with
one leg, almost like scratching, but did not scratch. On the fourth
day he did scratch. Both the chickens on the gravel scratched
before those on the paper did. The experiment with the quinine
had the same result as with the other chickens. One taste of the
mixture was enough to associate the bitter taste with the red color,
and none of them would touch anything red again. On the sixth
day each of the four jumped from the window-sill to the floor, a
distance of sixteen inches. Two of them would jump a distance of
twenty-nine inches, but the other two would not jump this distance.
One would jump from the desk to the floor, a distance of forty-
seven inches, but would not jump a distance of fifty-nine inches.
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(1) Influence of Acute Alcohol Poisoning on Nerve Cells. Colin C.
Stewart. The Joiinial of Experimental Medicine, Vol. 1,

pp. 22:^-29. Plate XXVI, 12 colored Figs.
The experiments were undertaken with the purpose of testing

the results obtained recently la this field by Dehio, Berkley and
others. They were conducted as follows: Of three adult
male cats one was kept in an alcoholic stupor (by intra-
abdominal injection of 40% alcohol in 0.6% salt solution) for
54* hours, being killed at the end of this time by an over-
dose of alcohol; the second was killed by an overdose "in 50 min-
utes; the third was decapitated. From the cats, thus dead at the
same time, equal sized pieces of different parts of the nervous sys-
tem, spinal cord and ganglia, cerebellum and cerebrum, were cut
out from corresponding localities, and all placed in the same dishes
of the hardening reagents (absolute alcohol and the osmic- bichro-
mate mixture) of the quick Golgi method. No confirmation of Berk-
ley's results, moniliform swellings of the dendrites with degenera-
tion of their contact granules, fragmentation of cell-body, etc.,was,
obtained. It should be stated, however, that Berkley's work was
done with chronic alcoholic material. The specimens hardened in
alcohol were stained by the methylene blue method and furnished
the strongest possible confirmation of Dehio's general result. All
the sections to be compared were stained together in the same
dishes throughout the whole process. The difference between the
three animals in the depth to which the tissue from each was
stained was so striking that it could be easily observed with the un-
aided ej'e. This difference in color tone is well shown in the plate,
together with the microscopical appearance of the cells. Cells
from the alcoholic animal (54i hours) stain very lightly; they stain
somewhat more darkly in the animal killed in 50 minutes, and are
normally dense in the normal animal. Not all the cells, especially of
the cerebellum and spinal chord, are equally affected, but a signifi-

cant fact is noted in this respect in different regions. By using the
cells in the figure as a color scale, practically all the cells of the
cerebrum correspond uniformly with the scale, i. e., very light for
the first alcoholic animal, a little darker in the second, and dark in
the normal animal. In the cerebellum not so many cells are
affected to such an extreme degree, and among the large cells of
the spinal cord comparatively few are affected. Cell bodies are a
little larger in the normal animal. Measurements of the nuclei
were impossible on account of heavy granulation of protoplasm in
the normal (Purkinji cells), but were respectively 11.25 and 13.15

micra for the first and second alcoholic cats. Nucleoli appear very
small in the alcohol animals, measm-ements in micra being as fol-

lows for the three animals: Normal, 2.94/;; alcoholic (50 minutes),
2.85u; alcoholic (54.i hours), 2.76//.
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The paper confines itself to experimental results, and makes no
attempt at their interpretation as yet. It is of importance, how-
ever, to note that somewhat similar appearances liave been demon-
strated in the fatigue of the nerve cell, as worked out by the same
method.

(2) / Cambianienti Microscopici delle Cellule Nervose nella loro

Attivita funzionale e sotto VAzione di Agenti Stimolanti e
Distrtittori. GiAMBATTlsTA Valbnza. Napoli, 1896. Pp. 54.

Plates I and II, 22 colored Figs.

This paper will be found especially valuable as a resumS of all

that has been observed by way of changes in nerve cells under
physiological and pathological conditions. For his experiments
with electrical stimulation the author used the electric lobe of
Torpedo marmorata and ocellata, stimulating the surface directly.
The current was obtained from four large Bunsen cells, the stimu-
lation being obtained from the secondary of a " grande " Du Bois-
Reymond coil. The position of the secondai-y coil, the strength of
current, frequency of shocks are only indicated indefinitely, " alta
tensioue e grende frequenza," " media tensione e media fre-
quenza," etc., which not only makes confirmation of his experi-
ments impossible, but renders comparison of his results with those
of others inexact. He obtains a shrinkage of the nucleus, with in-

crease of chromatin toward the centre close to the electrodes, ac-
companied with irregularity of contour. Farther from the elec-
trodes the nuclei become turgid with their chromatin arranged about
the periphery. Valenza is unable to confirm any of the observa-
tions which claim to prove mitotic division of nerve cells, indica-
tions of division being confined to the ependyma, when they occur.
For his destx-uctions he used a red-hot iron, and as a result he ob-
tains some peculiar pictures, fusion of nerve cells, fragmentation
of nuclei which simulate mitotic figures, etc. In any such proced-
ure, it is impossible to interpret the results. They may be phe-
nomena of simple steam explosion, heat coagulation, interference
with nutrition, poisoning with decomposition products, etc., etc.,

and certainly throw light only upon similar procedures of other ex-
perimenters, and none on the normal or pathological processes
which go on in nerve cells. Figure 19 shows two nerve cells from
an animal killed by injection of strychnine. In one of the cells the
nucleolus is situated in the centre of the nucleus. In the other the
drawing and text indicate that it has migrated out into the proto-
plasm. I have observed many such in my own specimens, and in
everj' case have been able to find evidence that they were simply
dragged out of their normal position by the edge of the section
knife. We miss throughout the paper any adequate consideration
of normal control material. C. F. H.

(3) La plasticite Morphologique des Neurones Cerebraux. Dr. Jean
Demoor. Arch, de Biologie, XIV, 1896.

In studying the general subject of the plasticity of nerve cells

DeMoor has observed a diminution of cliromatin in the cells of the
cortical visual centres, as a result of thirty minutes' normal func-
tion, and, after some time, irregularities in the nucleus and gen-
eral decrease in the size of the cell. But it is to his other experi-
mental work that special interest attacKes. Subcutaneous injec-

tion of morphine in dogs has given moniliform swellings of the pro-
toplasmic processes of the cortical cells, recalling those described
by Berkley and Andriezen for chronic alcoholism. Even the axis

IX—9.
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cylinder is at times affected. Intravenous injection of chloral-
hydrate, and complete chloroform narcosis,are accompanied by the
same changes, though, in the case of chloral, of less degree. Stim-
ulation of motor areas with an interrupted current has produced
also beading of the cell fibrils, with shrinkage of the cell, and a
change to a more or less globular shape.
The relation of the whole question to the present theories of con-

tact of colls in function, and possibly also to the phenomena of
fatigue, over- exertion and sleep, is pointed out by the author.

Colin C. Stewart.

(4) Psychology of the Moral Self. By B. Bosanquet. London, Mac-
millan & Co., 1897, pp. viii+132.

In this work Mr. Bosanquet treats of modern psychological con-
ceptions in their bearing upon ethical problems, with special refer-
ence to the modern doctrines of apperception and ' vital series.'
In its more psychological aspect the book has two main theses: (1)
mind is continuous, not discrete, as the atomism of the association-
ists would have it, or, more accurately, as the neo-Hegelians repre-
sent the associationists to holr!

; (2) mind on its intellectual side
can all be expressed in terms of identity and difference, and has
resulted from the differentiation of an original unity into the diver-
sity of present experience.
These principles find concrete form in the definitions of processes.

PerceptioUj e. g., is defined as 'the blending of ideal elements by
identity, with the objective presentation after the two have passed
through a thorough opposition to each other.' ' This blending
through identity of points in the contents means a judgment.'
Space and time arise when ' experience has enabled us to differen-
tiate them out of the original vague continuum ' and the ' essence
of their perception depends on the formation within the psychical
continuum of groups that have phases.' The explanation of assim-
ilation, discrimination and apperception follows Mr. Stout very
closely in the doctrine of ' vital series ' and the formation of sys-
tems, but they are finally brought under the universal category of
identity and difference in the sentence, 'AH cognition is identity
asserting itself.'

A most ingenious combination of modern psychological doctrines
with the Hegelian standpoint is to be found in the two chapters on
volition, and the one entitled Reasonable Action. The ideo- motor
theory of volition is accepted in its entirety, and is stated in the
general principle that ideas tend to realize themselves in action.
Viewed in the large, volition is a realization of the self. Now the
self is not an abstract unrelated entity, but a system of ideas, many
of which have reference to others, so that in realizing itself the in-
dividual works at once for its own good and the good of the com-
munity at large—is at once egoistic and altruistic without being
aware of the distinction. Resonable action is defined to be 'action'
in accordance with the whole systematized self or experience.
Stated in Hegelian language it becomes ' the actual identification
of the private self with the universal self, the actual surrender of
the will to the greater will of the system to which we belong.' In
the concluding chapter on Body and Soul the same tendency is

shown. All other current views of the relation are rejected in
favor of the one that makes the mind the ideality of the body.
The puzzle has arisen from hypostatizing the two" abstractions,
mind and matter. To solve the problem we must go back to the
g^ven, which is at once subjective and objective. The position re-
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minds one forcibly of Wundt's principle that the datum of experi-
ence is both physical and psychical.
In spite of its'many interesting features the work as a whole is

disappointing. One feels constantly that any views which supple-
ment current theory belong ratlier to a metaphysics than to a psy-
chology of morals. We are at once impressed with the fact that
neo-Hegeliauism has more to give psychology in helping to frame
a point of view than many had supposed, but that to adopt its

methods of thought would be disastrous to the science.

The exposition is involved and at times illogical. Conclu-
sions are hinted at rather than stated, and the arguments abound
in ellipses which are hard to fill. Aside from these imperfections
of form the difficulties of the reader are increased by the curious
way in which the author presupposes a knowledge of metaphj^sics,
when he is expounding the most familiar psychological theories
with great minuteness. It will never be a popular book, and con-
tains little that is new for the specialist.

W. B. PiLLSBUBY.

BOOK NOTES.'

(G. S. H.)

(5) BuddhUm ill Translation. By Henby Clarke Warren. Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1895, pp. 520.

This is the third in the Harvard Oriental Series edited by Prof. C.
R. Lanman, and consists of translations of carefully chosen Pali
texts illustrating the chief tenets of Buddha, including sentient
existence, Karma, Nirvana, and the religious orders.

(6J Theory of Thought and Knowledge. By Borden P. Bowne,
Professor of Philosophy in Boston University. N. Y., Harper &
Bros., 1897, pp. 389.

"The root thought of the work is that thought is an organic ac-
tivity which unfolds from within, and can never be put together
mechanically from without. Persons on the sense plane perpetually
seek to build up thought from without by the mechanical juxtapo-
sition and association of sense impressions. This is the perennial
source of that unthinking thinking which tends to deprive thought
of all authority and finally to dissolve it into a shadow of physical
mechanism." This is a serious, able, logical work, showing great
growth in range and vigor of thought since the author's last publi-
cation, and with none of the old contempt for those whose prepon-
derating interest iiKjlines them to approach philosophical problems
from other standpoints. It is the best introduction we know to the
problem, "What should we think about reality ? "

(7) The Will to Believe, and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy. By
William James. Longmans, Green & Co., N. Y., 1897,

pp. 332.

It is good to have the chief papers and lectures since 1880 of the
most brilliant and literary of American psychologists brought to-
gether in a tasteful volume. The humor'of " On Some Hegelism,"
the pathos of " Is Life Worth Living?" the symbolic relation of

^ Notice under this heading does not preclude a fuller review later.
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" Reflex Action and Theism," the intensely Carlylean style of
"The Dilemma of Determinism," and of frequent hortatory passages
inotlier papers, the suggestion of "The Sentiment of Rationality,"
and the ethical fervor of "The Moral Philosophy and the Moral
Life," the old and the new alike are as stimulating and appetizing
reading as can anywhere be found. Dr. James is essentially an
essayist and his peculiar excellence is hardly less apparent in these
papers than in the chapters of his psychology.

(8) Tlie Sacred Tree, or The Tree in Religion and Myth. By Mrs. J.

H. Philpot. London, Macmillan & Co., 1897, pp. 179.

This is a diligent, well arranged and most fascinating treatment
of its topic,covering a vast range of facts from folklore and primitive
religion, and at every point suggests the standard and almost
monumental work of Mannhardt on "Baumkultus und Peldkunde."
Topical treatises on special theories of folklore like this suggest
grave questions in mythology sure to arise later. Meanwhile we
may enjoy them to the full.

(9) Die Religion Jesu, wild der Glaube am Christus. Von Lie. Th. M.
SCHUIZE Halle, 1897, pp. 77.

This little monograph urges that Jesus was the only theodicy,
that his birth, life and resurrection are unique, and belief in these
is indispensable to being religious at all, and in general represents
a small group of young Germans who seek to stem the tide of
higher criticism, Ritsohlism, etc., and lead a modified tractarian
reaction in Germany, but who show almost entire lack of psycho-
logical insight and depth.

(10) Die Naturwissenschaft in ihrem Sehuldverhdltnis ziim Christen-
tum. Von Lie. Th. M. Larsbn. Berlin, 1897, pp. 90.

Paradoxical though it seems, natural science owes its origin to
Christianity. The chief events and doctrines in the history of
Christianity are very briefly passed in review with a purpose almost
the opposite at every point of that seen in Pres. A. D. White's
recent work. The harmonies between religion and science and the
many essential points in which religion has positively contributed
to the scientific spirit and work are dwelt on.

(11) Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy of Religion. By James
Lindsay. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh, 1896, pp. 547.

This is far more than an amplification of the author's earlier little

work, The Progressiveness of Modern Christian Thought. The
basal truth of all religion is theism, and this is distinctly advancing.
The theology of nature, God, and man, are the three chief divisions
of the book. The style in which the argument is presented is clear,

forcible, and often poetic; the standpoint is distinctly progressive,
but never radical.

(12) Religions of Irimitive Peoples. By D. G. Brinton. Q.P.Put-
nam's Sons, New York, 1897, pp. 264.

This book is in the second series, 1896-7, of American Lectures on
the History of Religion, and treats methods of study, origin and con-
tent, expression in word, in object, in rite, and lines of develop-
ment. As a whole it is a fresh and comprehensive summary of the
general points of view from which Dr. Brinton's valuable and
voluminous work in the past has been done.
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(13) Life and Immortality, or Soul in Plants and Animals. By
Thomas G. Gentry, Sc. D. Philadelphia, 1897, pp. 489.

This is a badly printed book with 75 cuts and more than half as
many chapters, each devoted to one species of insect, fish, beast, or
bird, by a devoted lover of animal life of the old field naturalist type,
who claims for the lower animals a higher^status than is generally
attributed to them, and believes they have a future life where^they
will receive a just compensation for the sufferings which so many
of them have to undergo in this world. This is largely due to
man's cruelty, which grows out of his too exalted opinion' of him-
self. The doctrine of immortality for animals, the author hopes,
will lead to a more humane treatment.

(14) Quel est le point de vue le plus complet du Monde; Quels sont les
principes de la Raison Universelle? Par H. Laqresille.
Paris, 1897, pp. 135.

In these two essays the author argues that reason can not do its
work in any final form till it can start from the monad-atom, on
absolute unity as the most elementary factor of construction.
This atom must have some primordial 'power of orientation and
auto-rotation. Man must reason, therefore universal reason exists
and hence God is. It is as necessary that causes should be Intel
ligent as that there should be causes.

(15) The Psychology of the Emotion. By Th. Ribot. Imported by
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1897, pp. 455.

This is a translation of a work already briefly noticed in our pages,
which every psychologist must and many others will read, and all
educated and intelligent people would find interesting and practical.

(16) Darwin and After Darwin. By the late Geo. J. Romanes. Ill,
Post Darwinian Questions. Isolation and Physiological Se-
lection. Chicago, Open Court Pub. Co., 1897, pp. 181.

This volume contains the six concluding chapters of "Darwin and
After Darwin," viz.: land II, "Isolation;" III, "Physiological Se-
lection;" IV, "Evidences of Physiological Selection;" V, "Further
Evidences;" VI, "A Brief History of Isolation as a Factor in Or-
ganic Evolution." The portrait of JohnT. Gulick appears as a fron-
tispiece, and his valuable contributions to the subject of isolation
are sampled and digested in the appendix.

(17) Crime and Criminals. By I. S. Christison, M. D. Chicago,
W. T. Keener Co., 1897, pp. 117.

These chapters are brought together from a series of articles en-
titled "Jail Types," in the Chicago Tribune, last winter. The
photographs, brain cuts, ears, etc., constitute a series of copious
and interesting illustrations and the cases are in general so typical
that while this booklet is very far indeed from being a treatise in
criminology, it presents many of the most important points in a
way suited to stimulate to further reading and thinking.

(18) AllgemeinePhysiologie. Von Max Verworn. Jena, 1897, pp. 606.

The first edition of this valuable treatise; now enlarged twenty-
two pages and with twelve new cuts, has already been noticed in
this Journal as marking a most interesting, sugges'tive, and promis-
ing new departures in the direction of comparative physiology.
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(19) Pr6ci8 de Logique kvolutionniste. Par P. Reqnaud. Paris, 1897,

pp. 215.

The first part discusses tlie conditions of reason, signs, terminol-
ogy and the proposition. The second part describes the categories,
genus, species, quality, relation, and cause. Part four treats
axioms, definition, reason, proof, law, analysis and syntax; the
fourth amphiologies and verbal errors, as synonymy, homonyms,
abridged formulas, etc., and the last part discusses fallacies.

(20) Gcachichtcdcs Neueren Dcutachen Psychologie. Von Max Dessoik.
Berlin, 1897, pp. 356.

This is the second, enlarged and fully revised edition of the first

half volume of the history of recent (ierman psychology, beginning
with Leibnitz and coming down to the year 1800. The first edition
has already been noticed in this Journal.

(21) La Sociologie. Par AuavsTB Comte. Resume par Emile Ri-
golage. Paris, 1897, pp. 772.

This digest of Comte's " Sociology " was greatly needed, and is

well indexed and will prove of great convenience.

(22) Les Oriyines du Socialisme d''Etat en Allemagne. Par Ch.
Andler. Paris, 1897, pp. 495.

The authors treated are Ilegel, Savigny, Gano, Lasalle, Rodbertus
and Thiinen, and right, wealth and reparation make the three parts
of the book, each with many subdivisions, and a copious bibliography
at the end.

(23) Neue Beitrdge zur Psychologie des hysterischen GiiMeszualandcs.
Von Dr. P. Ronschburu und Dr. L. Hajos. Leipsic, 1897,

pp. 131.

These studies were based on experiments on an<Bsthesic and
amnesic patients, and led to the conclusion that amnesias are
outer symptoms of the same psychic abnormality of which hysteria
is a larger and more internal expression. The field of conscious-
ness is indefinitely narrowed and association is restricted so that
dual and morbid personalities arise.

(24) Bird Life. By Frank M. Chapman. New York, Appleton &
Co., 1897, pp. 269.

This is a guide to the study of our common birds, with seventy-
five full-page plates and many text drawings by E. S. Thompson.
The topics are: Place in nature and relation to man. Colors, Migra-
tions, Voice and nesting season. Water and land birds.

(25) The Chances of Death, and Other Studies in Evolution. By Karl
Pearson. 2 vols. E. Arnold, Loudon, 1897, pp. 388 and 460.

The chief of these essays are: Scientific Aspects of Monte Carlo,
Roulette, Reproductive Selection, Socialism and Natural Selection,
Politics and Sermons, Women and Labor, Variations in Man and
Woman, Woman as Witch, the German Passion Play, Kindred
Group Marriage. The volumes are well illustrated, indexed and
printed.
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Dr. E. Meumann, late first assistant in Professor Wundt's labora-

torj' at Leipsic, has been called to an assistant professorship in the

University of Zurich.
A. R. Hill, Ph. D. (Cornell), succeeds Professor Wolfe at the Uni-

versity of Nebraska. The chair vacated by Professor Hill at the

Oshkosh Normal School has been filled by the election of F. D.
Sherman, Ph. D. (Leipsic).

S. F. McLennan, Ph. D. (Chicago), has been appointed Associate

Professor of Psychology and Pedagogy in Oberlin College.

Dr. H. Zwaardemaker, well known by his classical work on the
physiology and psychology of smell, has been made Professor of

Physiology in the University of Utrecht.
C. E. Seashore, Ph. D. (Yale), has been called to an instructor-

ship in experimental psychology in the University of Iowa, and Mr.
J. P. Hylan takes a similar position at the University of Illinois.

Miss E. Muir, Ph. D. (Cornell), succeeds Miss Hamlin as Pro-
fessor of Philosophy and Psychology in Mt. Holyoke College.

Mr. I. M. Bentlej- has been appointed Assistant in Psychology at

Cornell University.
Professor W. Preyer died at Wiesbaden on July 15th. We have

also to record the death of Professor Holmgren of the University of

Upsala; Professor A. M. Mayer, of the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology; and Dr. J. B. Luys, of the Paris Academy of Medicine: all

of them men whose names are familiar to students of experimental
psychology.
Competitors for the Welby prize are reminded that essays must

reach Professor Titchener not later than Jan. 1st, 1898.

The psychological laboratory at University College, London, has
acquired" a good part of the apparatus used by Professor Miinster-

berg in his Freiburg laboratory. Work opens this month, under
the direction of Dr. W. H. R. Rivers.
A psychological laboratory, in charge of Dr. W. O. Krohn, late of

the University of Illinois, has been opened at the Illinois Eastern
Hospital, Hospital, 111. A quarterly Bulletin (82.00 j-early) will be
issued, containing psychological, pathological and neurological re-

ports, records of clinical cases, and short summaries of current

work in foreign languages. The Bulletin has examples set it in

Professor Kraepelin's Shtdien and the New York State Hospitals

Bulletin. If it follows in the lines laid down by these periodicals, it

will do valuable service to the cause of psychology in general and
mental pathology in particular.

A new journal, the Rivista qiiindicinale di psicologia, psichiatria,

neuropatologia, has been established at Rome (Dr. Santo de Sanctis,

Via Penitenzieri 13). Its acting editors are Professors E. Scia-

manna and G. Sergi.
The meeting of the American Psychological Association will be

held this year at Cornell University, Ithaca, the sessions beginning
Dec. 28th. We hear with regret that Processor Baldwin, President

of the Association, has been ordered by his physician to avoid pub-
lic speaking, which will prevent the delivery of the presidential

address in the customary form.
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We print the following at the special request of Dr. Griffith: The
American Pediatric Society is malting a collective investigation of
infantile scurvy as occurring in North America, and earnestly re-

quests the cooperation of physicians, through their sending of re-
ports of cases, whether these have already been published or not.
No case will be used in such a way as to interfere with its subse-
quent publication by the observer. Blanks containing questions to
be filled out will be furnished on application to any one of the com-
mittee. A final printed report of the investigation will be sent to
those furnishing cases.

[Signed.]
J. P. Ceozer Griffith, M. D., Chairman,

1-23 S. 18th street, Philadelphia,
William D. Booker, M. D.,

853 Park avenue, Baltimore,
Charles G. Jennings, M. D.,

457 Jefferson avenue, Detroit,
AUGUffTUS Caille, M. D.,

753 Madison avenue, New York City,

J. LovETT Morse, M. D.,
317 Marlboro street, Boston,

Committee.

Books Received.

Durkheim. Le Suicide, £tude de Sociologie. Pp. xii-462. F.

Alcan, Paris, 1897. Price, 7.50 fr.

Kt'LPE. Introduction to Philosophy. Translated from the German
by W. B. Pillsburv and E. B. Titchener. The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, "1897, pp. x-256. Price, SI. 60.

MuLLER. Hj-pnotismus und objektive Seelenforschung. Pp. 40.

A. Straach, Leipzig. Price, 1 mark.

Parish. Hallucinations and Illusions. London and New York, 1897,

pp. xiv-390. Imported by Charles Scribner's Sons. Contempo-
rary Science Series. Price, SI.25.

RiBOT. The Psychology of the Emotions. London and New York,
1897, pp. xix-4o5. imported by Charles Scribner's Sons, Con-
temporary Science Series. Price, SI. 25.

Romanes. Darwin and After Darwin. Ill, Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions. Isolation and Physiological Selection. Pp. viii-181.

The Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago, 1897. Price, SI. 00.

Scripture. The New Psychology. London and New York, 1897,

pp. xsiv-500. Imported by Charles Scribner's Sons, Contemp-
orarj' Science Series. Price, SI.25.

Strada. La Religion de la Science et de I'Esprit pur. Constitu-
tion scientifique de la Religion. Tome II, pp. xii-578. F. Alcan,
Paris, 1897. Price, 7 fr.

TucH. Lotze's Stellung zum Occasionalismus. Pp. vi-48. Mayer
and Miiller, Berlin, 1897.

Verworn. Allgemeine Physiologic. 2d ed., pp. xi-606. Gnstay
Fischer, Jena, 1.S97. Price, in paper, M. 15; bound, M. 17.
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SOME JUDGMENTS ON THE SIZE OF FAMILIAE
OBJECTS.

By H. K. Wolfe.

Many curious errors in the reproduction of one magnitude
in terms of another have long been known. How many city
folks can tell in feet and inches the height of an average
horse 1 How certainly the non-professional individual, who
can estimate this object closely, will measure the height on
himself ! The weight of a carriage, the number of sheep,
hogs or cattle in a drove, the height of a tree or a steeple, the
apparent size of the moon ; in all these problems the personal
variation would probably be great, and of course would be
much greater if the estimate were made on a memory image
instead of from an immediate perception. How many per-
sons who have seen the original of the Sistiue Madonna can
tell with much confidence whether the virgin is "life size";
or better, whether the figure is of average size, or is larger or
smaller than the average woman ? In nearly all the above
cases the individual variations would tend to balance each
other, so that a very great constant error would not be looked
for.

In many familiar instances the constant error is considera-
ble, as, for example, in attempting to indicate on the wall the
distance from the floor which corresponds to the height of a
silk hat, a doubling of the actual height is not infrequent.
Distances of a mile or more in the city are generally under-
estimated and in the country overestimated ; while in certain
obvious cases this tendency would be increased and in other
cases might be reversed.

IX—10.
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Few persons would fail to underestimate the length of a
horse's head, especially if asked to mark it off on the black-

board or, as is the custom, on a barrel. Anyone unfamiliar
with such instances may learn a valuable lesson in self-dis-

trust by placing three silver dollars in a line ju!?t touching
each other and then drawing away the middle dollar far

enough to make the distance from it to each of the other dol-

lars equal to the distance between the outer edges of the other
two. Besides the usual explanation of illusions we have here
to deal with the very uncertain factor of multiples of an un-

usual unit.

In these and other cases of immediate judgment of space
relations, there are two quite distinct sources of error. One
arises from the common illusion of space perception when
the things to be compared are both present to the senses.

No one ever imagined anij illusions of the senses. So also

no amount of reasoning will convince the practical, uninitiated

man that his illusive perceptions are not true perceptions of

real things. He must refer these stimuli to some objective

standard which commands his belief, or he must neutralize

the disturbing factors.

The other source of error is the neglect of uninteresting

and useless details in complex presentations. The only in-

terest we have in the height of a hat is relative to other hats.

Height in inches, or as compared with that of a wall, is al-

most the least interesting fact regarding a hat. This knowl-
edge is also useless. The abstraction of these commonly un-

used details from our memory pictures of familiar objects has
been employed for illustrative purposes by psychologists of

all times. As far as I know there has been no attempt at a
quantitative analysis of the facts.

In connection with classes in the study of children it has
been my custom for several years to spend some time in the
public schools of Lincoln, Nebraska. One result of this work
for the year 1893 is the data upon which this paper is based.

The repetition of the exercise with successive classes in psy-

chology supplements this material in a satisfactory manner.
I wished to know how accurately children and adults can

reproduce the size of objects with which they are familiar,

but which for the time are not present to the senses. A few
other points were incidentally included in the investigation.

In selecting objects there was encountered the difficulty of

finding common things with a definite and constant size,

which should be unknown in terms ordinarily used for meas-
uring size. To ask for the dimensions of a common brick

would be useless ; for actual bricks differ considerably in

size, and the standard size of a brick is known to many chil-
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dren. Value is perhaps as loosely associated with size as
any other concept, and our coins and bills are quite constant
in form and dimensions. Money is also common enough to
furnish a memory image to nearly all children who could be
expected to give reliable results on a question involving the
description of a memory picture.

I selected the following coins: dollar, half dollar, quarter
dollar, dime and nickel ; also the five-dollar bill. Few chil-
dren have a very definite standard of length at command. In-
stead of asking for dimensions, the problem was to reproduce
on paper the size and form of the object. The paper used
was 14 X 9 inches in size. Altogether fourteen questions were
given. The teachers were nearly all interested, and they
aided not a little in securing honest, intelligent and prompt
results.

The procedure was as follows : The pupils of a given room
all worked at the same time. Each child was given a sheet
of paper, and told to write his name, age and grade in the
upper left-hand corner as the paper lay on the desk with the
long side parallel to the long side of the desk. Just below
his name near the left margin of the paper he was told to
draw a circle the size of a silver dollar. A diagram of the
paper was put on the blackboard, and the position of the
dollar was indicated by a small cross. It was emphasized
that size was more important than roundness. The pupils
were told to correct their first attempt by erasure or by strik-
ing out parts of the curve whenever the circle seemed too
large or too small. About one minute was given to this and
to each of the other problems, though more time was given
when desired. Just at the right of the dollar they were asked
to draw a half dollar ; at the right of that a quarter dollar,
then a dime and a nickel. Only one problem was given at a
time, yet the children were not prohibited from making cor-
rections in the figures already drawn. (I do not think that
such changes were made by more than five per cent, of the
children.) The fractional coins were called for as above, and
each time the number of cents was announced, so that the
children could not be in doubt as to what was wanted.

After drawing the nickel the children were asked to draw a
square equal in area to the sum of the areas of all the circles
drawn. When necessary this was explained, and in all cases
the statement was put in two or three forms. Just below the
coins was drawn a figure equal in size and similar in form to
a five-dollar bill (or to a one or two dollar bill). In the
lower right-hand corner of the paper^a circle three inches in
diameter was drawn ; in the lower left-hand corner a square
one inch on a side, and between these an equilateral triangle
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equal in area to the sum of the areas of the triangle and
square. The length, width and diagonal of the paper in

inches were then required. The equilateral triangle was not
drawn by the children of the fourth grade.

The entire time in any one room seldom exceeded twenty
minutes and never occupied less than fifteen minutes. As
much personal supervision as possible was given by the
teachers and myself, though, of course, without any sugges-
tion as to the points involved in the investigation. I person-
ally conducted the work in every room, and was assisted by
the teacher in charge, and often by my pupils. All measure-
ments of results and nearly all computations were made by
myself. No results are omitted from the tables. The entire

work in the schools was completed in as short a time as pos-

sible. It is not probable that any material difference in re-

sults was produced by practice or anticipation. Since I ex-

amined only two grades—the fourth and the eighth,—it was
possible to complete the work in each building in one-half

day. Assistance from previous information and from com-
parison with standards was thus reduced to a minimum. The
results of the various problems are by no means of equal in-

terest. It seems best, however, to present the facts obtained
separately and in the order of the original problems. A table

and summary of general conclusions may then follow.

Reproduction of (he Size of a Silver Dollar.

All circles were measured on two diameters parallel with

the edges of the paper, unless a perceptibly better adjustment
presented itself. Measurements were recorded to the nearest

millimeter. But, since the two diameters were taken in im-

mediate succession, it was possible to attain even greater

accuracy by attention to compensation. This was made espe-

cially easy by the habit of measuring both diameters before

recording the first.

The tables are, for the most part, self-explanatory. A few
words concerning the methods of obtaining the average and
the average variation may be useful. It is evident that the

arithmetical mean or average of all judgments in a given

class, when compared with the actual dimensions of the ob-

ject, will indicate the direction and amount of the constant

error. In most cases the constant error is so small that it

did not seem necessary or even wise to emphasize it by sepa-

ration from the average, since a larger number of experiments
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might possibly have reversed it. In all cases it may easily

be obtained directly from the tables.

The average variation is obtained, as usual, by subtracting
each judgment from the average of all in a given class, add-
ing the remainders without regarding algebraic signs, and
dividing by the number of Judgments. It is simply the aver-

age variation of separate judgments from the arithmetical
mean of all judgments. The average variation is a fair meas-
ure of the relative appreciation of differences on the part of

the pupils in various classes. It must not be confused with
the average,error, which in a somewhat similar manner meas-
ures the accuracy of judgment, but in the present investiga-

tion is less interesting.

Table I.

Silver Dollar = 37. S mm.
Fourth Geade.

Males. Females.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 46 37.2 6.2 60 36.8 5.3
10 63 38.0 5.3 63 38.0 6.0
11 35 35.8 3.9 53 38.4 5.7
12 33 37.4 5.9 28 38.5 6.0
13 19 37.9 6.0 16 36.3 7.1

Average, 37.3 5.5 37.6 6.0

Eighth Grade.

13 25 37.2 3.1 41 39.2 4.0
14 31 39.5 3.4 40 38.7 4.0
15 29 38.2 3.4 47 38.3 3.1
16 21 38.9 3.7 42 39.5 4.3

Average, 38.5 3.4 38.9 3.9

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 39.3 2.9 22 39.4 4.6
1894 30 41.2 6.0 42 41.4 4.6
1895 43 38.4 4.0 37 39.5 3.5
1896 53 39.1 4.3

, 33 38.5 3.2
1897 64 38.9 4.0 1 48 39.5 3.3

Average, 39.4 4.2 • 39.7 3.8
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Table I shows that no appreciable constant error is made
by children of the fourth fjrade in estimating the size of a
silver dollar. There is no difference in the results that can
be referred to difference in age. There is, however, a distinct

though slight increase in the size of the circles as made by
the eighth grade children. This increase is more marked in

the case of the girls. The more advanced the children, the
larger the dollar seems and the greater the error is. The
same conclusion is also indicated by the results from uni-

versity students. Indeed the tendency is even more strongly
marked, as is shown by the lower part of the table. The
fourth grade children, then, make the dollar about the proper
size, and a decided tendency to overestimate its size is shown
by the eighth grade pupils, and still more so by advanced
university students. Although this tendency is unmistaka-
ble, the constant error is, on the whole, rather insignificaut in

itself. In connection with other measurements it has a deeper
meaning.

In the columns marked average variation we observe con-
siderable uniformity within each class and rather large differ-

ences between the classes. As might be expected the imma-
ture pupils of the fourth grade show the greatest variations
from each other. Let us ascribe this to their ignorance. We
shall then have to account for the contrary results of the
eighth grade and university students by the development of

individuality in the university classes.

We should hardly have expected the difference between
boys and girls which this table shows. Yet it will be seen
that the same result holds good throughout the present in-

vestigation, that is, girls differ from each other more than
boys do in their ideas of the size of such objects as are here

studied. If this fact shall be proved true generally, it may
become of considerable pedagogic importance. Of course in

this connection it merely means that the girls examined were
in general inferior to the boys in ability to reproduce the

sizes of the objects asked for. The apparent equality of the

sexes in the general averages means that the sexes have prac-

tically the same constant errors in estimating the size of a

dollar.

The university students are not as well able as children of

the advanced grades to estimate the size of a silver dollar.

Moreover they differ more from each other than do the chil-

dren of the eighth grade. Beyond a certain very elementary
stage general knowledge is not power in accurately reproduc-
ing the space dimensions now under consideration. The
average variations of the men for the first two years seem
abnormal. I am entirely unable to account for the peculiar
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results exhibited. The men of the class of '94 seem to differ

from each other extremely in all these tables. This is partly
due to the presence in that class of three or four large-hearted
fellows who do and see all things in a generous way. They
also raised appreciably the average size of all the figures. It

is not believed that mutual influence played any part in their

judgments. There happened to be also two or three women
in that same class who had exalted ideas of the size of coins.

If these persons had been closely associated with each other,

II.

Reproduction of the iSize of a Silver Half Dollar.

Table II.

Half Dollar = 30.6 mm.
Fourth Grade.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

MALES.
. No. of

1 Persons.

Females.

Average. At. Variation. Average. Av. Variation,

9
10
11
12
13

46
63
35
33
19

28.8
30.9
29.4
29.9
30.7

4.7
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.5

60
63

1 53
28
16

29.6
30.4
30.4
30.9
29.6

5.1
5.1
5.1
6.0
6.2

Average, 29.9 4.4 30.2 5.5

Eighth Grade.

13 25 30.8 2.2 41 32.0 3.2
14 31 31.5 2.7 40 31.1 3.6
15 29 30.2 3.1 47 31.0 2.9
16 21 30.1 2.7 42 32.0 3.7

Average, 30.9 2.7 31.5 3.3

Yeak. Psychology Class.

1893 22 31.9 3.2 22 32.1 3.5
1894 30 33.5 4.5 42 34.1 3.5
1895 43 31.2 3.5 37 32.4 3.0
1896 53 31.9 3.5 33 31.7 3.2
1897 64 31.2 3.3 ' 48 31.8 3.0

Average, 31.9 3.6 32.4 3.2
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I should accept the result as an indication of collusion. They
were not intimate, and in nearly every case wei-e the last per-

sons of the whole class to suspect of any unfairness. In later

classes nearly as extreme judgments occur, but in all other
classes such errors are propoitionally fewer.

Almost exactly the same characteristics are to be observed
of the half dollar that were noticed in the case of the

dollar, especially the near approach of the averages to the

actual size of the coin, and the smaller averages of the fourth
grade pupils, in this table somewhat under the actual size.

We note also the approximate equality of constant errors be-

tween the sexes, the slight difference resulting from the

greater size of the circles made by the girls. As in Table I

there is seen little effect due to age within the same grade,

but we observe the clearly marked influence of school train-

ing in tlie larger differences between the lower and higher
grades.
The average variation also shows the same relative results

as in case of the dollar. It is, however, noticeably less, and
perhaps the difference in favor of the boys in the fourth and
eighth grades is even greater, though as in Table I the women
of the psychology class show a smaller average variation than
the men. I would call especial attention to the regularity of

this average variation in case of the boys of the fourth grade.

For the small number of boys and their small progress in

school knowledge this regularity forms an excellent example
of the presence of law and of the possibilities of sucli investi-

gations.

We see in this table the same low average variation of the

boys of the eighth grade, which doubtless has a constant

cause. It is possible that this means, in connection with the

greater variations for lower and higher grades, that, at this

period of life and stage of advancement, the advantage of

knowledge and experience is at a maximum, and that individ-

uality has not yet strongly manifested itself. But we must
beware of generalization from so few facts. This warning
applies especially to the apparently clear indication that girls

are brighter than boys, inasmuch as the effect of general

training is to increase the size of the figure, and the tables

show that girls regularly make larger figures than those

made by boys.

III.

RejJroduclion of the Size of a Silver Qitarter Dollar.

In reproducing the quarter dollar the constant error almost

disappears. The lower grades make the circle just a little

too small and the university classes make it a little too large.
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The relations of the averages to each other are almost exactly

the same in kind as in Tables I and II. la amount the differ-

ences between the various classes are less than in the preced-

Table III.

Quarter Dollar = 24 mm.
Fourth Grade.

" MALES. FEMALES.

Age.
No. of No.ol

Persons. Persons.
Average. At. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 46 22.5 3.3 60 23.5 3.7

10 63 23.6 3.4 63 23.6 3.6

11 35 23.1 4.1 53 23.7 4.0

12 33 22.5 3.9 28 25.3 4.5

13 19 23.3 3.0 16 23.9 4.6

Average, 23.0 3.5 24.0 4.1

Eighth Grade.

13 25 23.3 2.0 41 24.7 2.4

14 31 23.4 2.5 40 23.8 2.5

15 29 23.1 2.7 47 24.4 2.3

16 21 22.9 2.9 42 24.7 3.1

Average, 23.2 2.5 24.4 2.6

YEAR. Psychology Class.

1893 22 24.2 2 ^ 22 25.1 2.2

1894 29 26.2 3.4 42 26.4 2.4

1895 43 23.8 2.8 37 24.6 2.3

1896 53 24.6 2.6 33 24.6 2.8

1897 64 24.4 2.7 48 24.4 2.3

Average, 24.6 2.7

1

25.0, 2.4

ing tables. The uniformity of the several groups within each

large division is broken only by the class of '94 of univer-

sity students, and by both men and women of this class.

The average variation has decreased considerably, even in

relation to the size of the object. The relative difference be-

tween boys and girls has also decreased, and, as in Tables I

and II, the men of the psychology class show a greater aver-

age variation than the women.
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IV.

The Dime.

Since the two following tables of results (for the dime and
nickel) show the reverse tendency, /. e., an iinderestiDiation

of the size, the question arises as to the effect of the first

made circles on those coniin<i after. It happens that the

quarter was preceded and also followed by two other judg-

ments of coins, and that those preceding were overestimated

and those following were underestimated, while the quarter

itself was judged about right. The discussion of this ques-

tion is postponed until the evidence is all before us.

Table IV.

Dime = 19 mm.
Fourth Grade.

No. of

Persons.

Males.
No. of

Persons.

FEMALE.S.

Average. Av. Variation. Average Av. Variation.

9
10
11
12
13

46
63
35
33
19

13.8
14.7
14.9
14.6
14.3

2.3
2.2
2.5
2.3
2.1

60
63
53
28
16

14.9
14.6
15.1
15.3
14.6

2.2
2.3
2.4
1.9
2.0

Average, 14.5 2.3 14.9 2.2

Eighth Grade.

13 25 15 2 1.7 1 41 15.5 1.6

14 31 14.9 1.7 ! 40 14.5 1.8

15 29 14.5 1.4 ! 47 15.7 1.6

16 21 14.9 1.6
j

42 15.0 1.6

Average, 14.9 1.6 15.2 1.7

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 15.0 1.8 22 15.5 13
1894 30 16.9 2.4 42 16.1 1.8

1895 43 15.5 1.9 37 15.3 1.4

1896 53 15.5 2.1 33 15.5 1.6

1897 64 15.6 2.0 48 15.7 1.6

Average, 15.7 2.0 15.6 1.5
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In estimating the size of a dime the observers for the first

time lose their bearings. The constant error here claims our

immediate attention by its enormous and unexpected size.

The discrepancy between the real and the represented area

will provoke the speculative mind to all sorts of explanations.

The first naturally to suggest itself is the fact that, beginning

with a larger circle, the dollar, the others are made in rela-

tion to those preceding, and hence the later ones especially

are influenced by the general law of relativity, that alongside

of large objects the small seems smaller than it really is.

However this may be, I have convinced myself that the ten-

dency to make a silver ten-cent piece too small does not de-

pend upon the presence or suggestion from the outside of a

large circle. Enough experiments were made later to indi-

cate a decided underestimation of the size of a dime without

conscious reference to other coins. Nevertheless it is doubt-

less true that the coin series,or a part of it, is responsible for

this great constant error. It is also probable that this ten-

dency has been exaggerated in the present experiments by
means of the attention given to the large circles before at-

tempting to draw the dime. My supplementary experiments

were not numerous enough to warrant a quantitative compar-

ison.

A further a jvion consideration may have contributed to

the magnitude of the constant error, namely, the fact that a

dime, though smaller than a nickel, has a greater value.

Doubtless such an apparent contradiction is likely to be over

influential, and as the value is clear the difference is trans-

ferred to the size. It is a double application of the principle

of relativity. That is, as compared with the dollar in size

the dime would be underestimated ; as compared with the

nickel in value and size it would also appear smaller than it

really is (just as a small great man seems smaller than a

small unknown man). The same processes would also tend

to make the nickel larger than it would otherwise be, and I

am not sure but this is the case.

In other respects Table IV shows the same peculiarities as

the tables already presented. The average variation is of

course smaller and is also more constant within each of the

various groups. For the first time it becomes less than the

constant error.

V.

The Nickel.

In trying to draw a circle the size of a nickel the children

of the lower grades make nearly as large constant errors as

when reproducing the size of a dime. The university stu-
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dents, however, are much more accurate in this problem than
they were iu that of the smaller circle. In other respects
Table V shows the same tendencies and characteristics as the
preceding tables.

Table V.

Nickel = 21 mm.
Fourth Grade.

MALES. FEMAI.ES.

Age No. of

Persons.
No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 46 16.7 2.3 60 17.2 2.7
10 63 17.3 2.3 63 17.2 2.7
11 35 17.5 2.2 53 17.2 2.4
12 33 16.8 2.0 28 17.5 2.5
13 19 16.8 2.2 16 16.8 2.7

Average, 17.0 2.2 17.2 2.6

Eighth Grade.

13 24 18.1 2.2 41 18.4 1.9
14 31 18.1 2.1 40 17.5 2.2
15 29 17.6 1.9 47 18.5 2.0
16 21 18.4 1.8 42 17.5 1.9

Average, 18.1 2.0 18.0 2.0

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 18.2 2.3 22 19.1 1.9
1894 30 19.9 2.7 42 20.0 2.2
1895 43 18.4 2.6 37 18.7 1.8
1896 53 18.8 2.0 33 18.9 1.7
1897 64 19.3 2.4 48 18.9 1.8

Average, 18.9 2.4 19.1 1.9

These five tables of judgments on the size of common coins

may be studied together. . They show that the less advanced
children make all figures smaller than those made by the

more advanced persons. Within any given class age does
not seem to produce as great effect as does the degree of ad-

vancement in knowledge. That is, the children of nine years

in the fourth grade do not, as a rule, make circles much dif-

ferent from those made by children thirteen years of age in

the same grade. On the other hand thirteen-year old chil-
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dreii of the eighth grade nsually differ considerably from
fourth grade children of the same age. lu all cases except
that of the dime as drawn by university students, the girls

make larger circles than the boys. The variation of the girls

is in most cases greater than that of the boys. There is a
slight tendency in both sexes to overestimate the size of the
larger circles, and, proportionally, a much greater tendency
to underestimate the size of the small circles.

In the average variation we observe much difference
between elementary and advanced students except in the re-

sults for the two smaller circles. In the estimates of the dime
and nickel, scholastic knowledge seems to contribute little

toward a diminution of the differences between individuals.
This is especially true in regard to the nickel.

VI.

Squaring the Circles.

After finishing their circles the pupils were asked to ob-
serve them in a careful manner, and to draw a square equal
in area to the sum of the areas of all the circles. It is evi-

dent that this is a different kind of problem from those they
had been dealing with. No memory image is necessary for

the performance of the task now under consideration. Ko
geometrical calculation would have assisted their judgment,
for they had no accurate measurements, and the time at their

disposal would not admit of even a hurried estimate based on
a guess at dimensions and a calculation of areas. I believe,

therefore, that the Judgments were, for the most part, just as

I desired them to be, off-hand estimates of the areas of the
several circles in terms of a square.

The nearest possible approach to a systematic calculation

would be in the rapid determination of the area of each circle

in square inches and the summation of these results. The
representation of a given number of square inches in the form
of a square would then be a simple matter. It is not proba-
ble, however, that half even of the most advanced students
made use of any similar methods, while only exceptional

cases in the lower grades would have found any help from in-

direct methods. It is safe to say that in most cases the proc-

esses were unconscious, and that the comparison seemed to

be immediate between the circles and their equivalent square.

The square is therefore subject to two sources of error, inas-

much as the circles may have been wj-ongly drawn, and the

translation and summation of the circles into a square may
have been wrongly done.
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Table VI.

Square, 54.2 mm. on a side.

Fourth Grade.

Males. Females.

Ace.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 45 80.1 23.5 60 82.4 20.9
10 63 76.7 14.7 63 85.1 24.5
11 34 77.6 21.4 53 81.8 19.4
12 33 85.6 21.2 28 83.1 21.4
13 18 83.9 25.4 16 84.0 21.0

Average, 80.8 21.3 83.3 21.4
Should be 51.0 51.8

Eighth Grade.

13 25 69.2 13.4 41 69.9 15.3
14 31 64.4 8.9 40 69.3 14.5
15 29 63.0 9.5 47 66.4 12.7
16 21 60.8 12.0 42 79.3 17.0

Average, 64.4 11.0 71.2
Should be 52.6 53.6 14.9

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 60.0 7.4 22 60.6 8.0
1894 30 63.7 10.2 42 70.2 11.9
1895 43 57.8 7.5 37 63.7 8.0
1896 53 58.8 8.1 33 64.1 9.1
1897 64 59.8 9.8 48 63.4 9.9

Average, 60.0 8.6 64.4 9.4
Should be 54.3 55.0

The size of a square equivalent in area to the sura of the
areas of the five coins is given at the head of the table. The
size of a square equivalent to the average circles of each
grade of pupils is given at the bottom of each division of the
table. That is, the boys of the fourth grade should have made
the square 51 mm. on a side instead of nearly 81 mm. If the
circles had been made without constant error, each side of the
square should have been about 54.2 mm.
The girls of the fourth grade make the largest squares

(83.3 mm.). This is about two and one-half times the re-
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quired area, aud would be still thirty per cent, too large if we
subtracted the entire average variation from the side of the
average square. The boys of the fourth grade make a square
but little smaller than that made by the girls.

Nearly half of the excess in the size of the square is lost in

the work of the eighth grade pupils, though the difference be-

tween boys and girls is much greater than in the fourth grade.

The average variation in this grade is but a little less than
the constant error. There is much greater difference in the
average variations of this entire table than of any other thus
far considered. The problem is of course more complex, sud
hence individuals have greater latitude. It is rather surpris-

ing that the sub-groups within the same grade should differ

so greatly from each other, especially in average variation.

The university students still further decrease the constant
error until it is only about two-thirds as large as the average
variation of the members of the class.

It will be noticed that the circles of the lower grades are
smaller than they should be, and hence the square which
would contain the actual circles before their eyes is smaller
than that indicated at the top of the table. The boys of the
fourth grade lose about 3 mm. on each side of the square in

this manner, the girls about 2 mm. In the eighth grade the
loss is smaller. The girls of this grade make the circles on
the average almost exactly the right size. The undersize of

the dime and nickel is made up by the overestimation of the
dollar and half dollar. The university students have on the
whole slightly overestimated the size of the coins, the men
almost not at all, but the women have done so to an appreci-

able degree.

There is, after all, very little difference in the areas of the
circles drawn by the several grades of students. The im-
mense difference between the areas of the squares as drawn
by fourth grade pupils and university students is due to over-

estimation of the circles by the lower grades—to the inability

of the more immature children to square the circles. It will

be thought that the children misunderstood the problem. It

is true that some few may have believed, after all warning
and explanation, that I desired a square which would contain
the circles unbroken. I believe, however, that very few per-

sons failed to grasp the problem of equivalent areas.

VII and VIII.

Tlie Size of a Five-Dollar Bill.

Tables VII and VIII are most interesting. It was required

to draw a rectangle equal in size and similar in form to a five-
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dollar bill (or a oue-dollar bill). This problem presented
great difficulty, if we judjje by results, and yet the subjects

seemed to have much confidence in the accuracy of their work.
The proportion in the form was well maintained throughout
the papers, thus indicatiug clearly that the persons concerned
knew what they were tryin<j to do. ^^'e must also believe, in

this case at least, that the larger size of the bill, as made by
advanced students, is due chiefly to more accurate power of

imaging.
The constant error is so unexpectedly large, and the differ-

ence between fourth grade pupils and university students is

so great, that the factors which might account for the diver-

gences in case of the circles will not be accepted here. The
slight influence of age as compared with that of grade is seen

in these two tables more clearly than I remember to have
seen it elsewhere. lUit it may be said that this whole paper
is a striking illustration of the same fact, and it is Just about
time for some evidence of this kind to be forthcoming, since

there has been a tendency to afiirm the opposite on the evi-

dence furnished by several experimental researches. It is

perhaps a fault of the psychological monograph to generalize

beyond its province. It is clear that, as far as these tables

show, age has little to do with accuracy of reproduction of

space relations, while the degree of academic advancement
has much to do with the matter. We must not conclude,

however, that greater extremes of age, or other problems in

space relations, would show the same kind of results. It is

at least unwise to make any generalization on this point with-

out more facts than are at present in our possession.

It seems almost incredible that over 400 children, who
have had four years' training in our public schools, should,

on the aA'erage, think of a dollar bill as barely half its actual

size. Has instruction in drawing called away attention from
magnitude in order to emphasize form 1 There would seem
to be at least great neglect in the recognition of absolute di-

mensions, perhaps not unlike the well-known inability of

most musicians to judge the absolute pitch of tones.

Eeference to the original tables shows that only four fourth

grade children out of 415 made the bill long enough, and only

thirteen made it wide enough. In the eighth grade, out of

275 pupils, only six made the bill long enough, and only six-

teen made it wide enough. Of 394 university students twenty-

four made it long enough, and fifty-eight wide enough.

Considering the size of the constant error in Table VII, the

variation among individuals is but little. In the fourth grade

it amounts to less than one-third of the constant error, and
decreases in the higher classes, though not nearly as fast as
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Table VII.

Length of Bill = 186.5 mm.
Fourth Grade.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

Males.
No. of

Persons.

Females.

Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9
10
11
12
13

46
63
35
33
19

120.6
123.6
123.8
117.2
119.3

19.8
20.5
16.6
21.6
18.4

60
63
53
27
16

119.5
122.8
129.6
129.6
118.3

17.1
17.4
17.4
16.4
23.8

Average, 120.9 19.4 124.0 18.4

Year.

Eighth Grade.

13 25 146.7 14.2 41 144.9 16.8

14 31 140.1 15.4 40 138.0 17.1

15 29 137.1 18.3 47 140.0 17.5

16 21 146.2 17.7 41 143.4 15.4

Average, 142.5 16.4 141.6 16.7

Psychology Class.

1893 22 153.1 14.2 22 154.6 16.4

1894 30 163.3 19.5 42 151.4 17.4

1895 43 158.4 12.9 37 147.6 16.2

1896 63 155.8 14.6 33 155.6 16.3

1897 64 156.4 15.4 48 156.2 18.5

Average, 157.4 15.3 153.1 17.0

the constant error decreases. For the university students

the variation is about three fourths as large as for the fourth

grade pupils, and is about one-half as large as the constant

error.

The width of the bill is judged somewhat more accurately,

especially by the university students. The accompanying

figures indicate the nature and extent of the constant errors

in both length and width. The dimensions of the bill used in

these figures and also at the head 9f Tables VII and VIII

were obtained by the actual measurement of fourteen five-

dollar bills, ten two-dollar bills and ten one-dollar bills. The
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Table VIII.

Width of Bill = 78.6 mm.
Fourth Grade.

Males. Femai.es.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 45 55.9 11.0 60 58.0 7.7
10 63 58.6 8.7 63 67.1 10.7

H 34 59.4 9.6 53 60.9 9.2
12 33 55.2 10.3 27 61.3 9.7
13 19 54.5 7.2 16 55.1 8.6

Average, 56.7 9.4 58.5 9.2

Eighth Gbade.

13 25 65.4 6.1 41 67.2 7.1
14 31 66.9 7.7 40 64.8 6.9
15 29 62.7 6.3 47 64.7 7.6
16 21 69.0 7.6 41 66.7 5.6

Average, 66.0 6.9 65.9 6.8

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 70.5 4.9 22 71.2 8.1

1894 30 73.4 9.6 42 72.8 7.1
1895 43 69.9 5.9 37 68.2 6.6

1896 53 69.0 5.6 33 69.1 5.2

1897 64 70.2 6.2 48 70.1 6.7

Average, 70.6 6.4 70.3 6.7

greatest variation in length of these bills was nine millimeters,

and in width four millimeters. The bills were taken at ran-

dom and the average dimension became the standard.

The explanation of so large constant errors will occur to

every one. We seldom see bills spread out at full size. They
are generally folded, and we observe one end as a mark of

their denomination. If they were made of clay or steel we
should probably exaggerate their size. Of course we are not

accustomed to think of value in relation to size of bills, since

all denominations are practically the same in size. The fact

that the error is slightly less for the width than for the length

adds to the force of this explanation. We are more accustomed
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to see the width of a bill, and generally the width is seen in a

way to enlarge our estimate of its size, inasmuch as it becomes

the length of the folded bill.

I asked a few experts in banks to draw this figure and they

made exceedingly small errors. One drew a rectangle ]83x

72 mm. When asked how he estimated the size for his draw-

ing, he replied that he imagined it passing through his fingers.

Hence with him the judgment was rather tactual than visual.

Another bank teller drew the length exactly right, but over-

estimated the width by ten millimeters.

Table IX.

Three-Inch Circle = 76.2 mm.

Fourth Grade.

Year.

Males. Females.
No. of

Persons.

No. ol

Persons.
1

Average. Av. Variation. Average.
I

Av. Variation.

9 44 72.3 9.8 60 70.5 14.3

10 63 79.0 12.6 63 76.5 11.6

11 34 78.2 8.5 53 75.2 10.3

12 33 79.5 10.7 28 70.4 11.8

13 19 76.8 13.9 : 16 70.9 15.3

Average, 77.2 11.1 72.7 12 7

Eighth Grade.

Psychology Class.

13 25 78.0 8.5 41 74.6 10.5

14 31 81.8 6.8 40 75.8 8.2

15 29 74.9 8.1 47 74.7 8.9

16 21 77.0 9.0 42 79.1 9.9

Average, 77.9 8.1 76.1 9.4

1893 22 76.0 9.0 22 74.5 7.1

1894 30 85.0 10.7 42 77.4 8.8

1895 43 77.0 8.5 37 79.3 6.5

1896 53 80.7 9.6 33 78.2 7.7

1897 64 78.6 9.2 ' 48 77.7 9.4

Average, 79.5 9.4 77.4 7.9
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IX.

.1 Circle Three Inches in Diameter.

Draw a circle three inches in diameter (or three inches

across), was the problem whose results are given in Table

IX. The subjects were not prohibited from marking off a

line as diameter, and were allowed to make corrections as

usual. Perhaps nearly half used the method of a line as a

guide, though I always suggested that they make the circle

with freehand movement and attend to size more than to

roundness.
The boys of all grades made the circles too large, but the

error of the lowest grade is very small. The girls of the

lowest grade made the circles too small. The higher grades

make larger circles, and again the eighth grade children are

more nearly right than the university students. As far as

this problem alone is concerned, it would have been more

satisfactory to have asked for a line three inches long. I

wished, however, to use the circle for another purpose

involving area, and besides, this whole investigation is on

estimation of surface. While Table IX does not add much to

the results of the preceding tables, it corroborates our conclu-

sions drawn from those tables.

The variation of the girls in the fourth grade is much
greater than that of the boys. In the eighth grade it is still

somewhat greater, but in the university classes the girls now
differ from each other less than the boys do. The subordinate

groups in each division differ from each other more than in

any other table except that of the square. Since this differ-

ence is not influenced by age, its cause is probably to be found

in the greater difficulty of the problem.

X.

A Square One Inch on a Side.

A square inch is 25.4 millimeters on a side. There is a

slight tendency in all classes, except university women, to

make it too large. The average of the university women is

almost exactly the right size. The variation is not large, but

the more advanced students differ from each other nearly as

much as the elementary pupils of the fourth grade.

This problem is unlike that of the reproduction of coins.

It depends upon the constructive imagination rather than

upon a concrete memory image. We are accustomed to see

coins as surfaces, while the square inch is, perhaps, never

seen by the average person with full recognition of its name
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Table X.

Square Inch = 25.4 mm.

FouKTH Grade.

MALES. Females.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
1

Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 43 25.5 3.0 58 27.8 4.9
10 63 26.0 3.5 63 27.8 4.7
11 32 26.8 2.8 53 27.6 4.0
12 32 27 6 3.9 27 29.6 4.8
13 18 25.4 5.5 16 29.4 4.0

Average, 26.2 3.7 28.4 4.5

Eighth Grade.

13 25 25.6 2.4 41 27.4 3.9
14 31 26.6 2.9 40 26.6 2.7
15 29 24.4 2.4 47 27.3 3.1
16 21 26.4 3.5 42 27.4 3.6

Average, 25.8 2.8 27.2 3.3

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 25.6 3.2 22 24.6 2.5
1894 30 27.5 4.2 42 25.8 2.8
1895 43 25.8 3.3 37 26 2.9
1896 53 26.6 3.9 33 25.3 3.4

1897 64 25.6 3 7 48 25.1 3.6

Average, 26.2 3.7 25.4 3.0

and with confidence in the accuracy of its dimensions. We
have no article in common use which represents to us the

surface of a square inch. Our visual image of this figure,

then, is constructed from our memory image of a linear inch.

The table shows that there is a slight constant tendency to

overestimate the area of this square, and that the tendency is

more decided with the lower grades, especially on the part of

the girls. In all judgments of this kind, even more than in

such as are represented in the first fh^e tables, the direction of

the error is a function of the mental character, and usually it

may be predicted with considerable accuracy.
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XI.

All Equilateral Tnangle Equal in Area to the Three-Inch

Circle and the One-Inch Square.

This problem was not given to the children of the fourth
grade,because it was not believed they would be able to under-
stand exactly what was wanted, without more suggestion than
it was thought best to give. The eighth grade and university
classes tried to solve the problem, but with rather unsatis-
factory results, as the table shows. Nothing particularly
important was expected from this exercise. It was suggested

Table XI.

Equilateral Triangle = 110 mm. on a side.

Eighth Grade.

Age No. of

Persons.

Males.
No. of

Persons.

FEMALES.

Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

13
14
15
16

25
31
29
21

110.0
113.6
107.2
102.4

15.9
14.6
15.7
15.1

40
40
47
42

108.2
107.7
102.8
102.7

20.4
16.7
18.6
13.6

Average, 108.3 15.3 105.3 17.3

Yeab. Psychology Class.

1893 22 108.4 14.1 22 103.3 9.2
1894 29 118.0 17.3 40 104.2 13.4
1895 43 110.5 17.1 37 109.8 14.3
1896 53 112.4 16.0 33 105.7 15.1
1897 64 109.2 18.4 48 107.2 16.4

Average, 111.7 16.6 106.0 13.7

by the previous problem of squaring the circles, and while
the results are not as surprising as those in Table VI, they
are worth noting. The constant error is insignificant, though
the variation is larger than in most other tables. There is

considerable uniformity in the results of both classes and of

the groups in each class. It is evidently a much simpler
matter to include the large circle and the small square in an
equilateral triangle, than to reduce five diverse circles to the

form of a square.

The average length of the three sides was taken as the
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standard in order to save computation. Only in a few cases
would the area differ greatly from an equilateral triangle with
sides equal to the average of those drawn. The figures at the
head of the table indicate the size of an equilateral triangle,

which is equivalent to a three-inch circle and an inch square.
The small constant errors made in drawing the circle and
square must therefore be considered in calculating the con-
stant error for the triangle.

T?ie Dimensions of the Paper.

Tables XII, XIII and XIV contain the estimates on the
length and width of the paper, and on the length of the diag-

onal. The estimates are, of course, in inches.

Table XII.

Length of Paper = 14 inches.

Fourth Grade.

AGE.
No. of

Persons.

MALES.
No. of

Persons.

Females.

Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 45 13.9 1.8 57 13.4 1.4
10 63 14.9 2.3 63 13.8 1.9
11 35 14.5 2.0 53 13.8 1.9
12 33 13.9 1.4 28 12.9 .9

13 17 14.5 1.6 16 12.7 1.6

Average, 14.3 1.8 13.3 1.5

Eighth Grade.

13 25 14.1 1.0 41 14.2 1.2

14 31 13.7 1.5 40 14.1 1.4

15 28 14.5 1.3 46 13.7 1.2
16 21 13.7 1.3 42 13.6 1.4

Average, 14.0 1.3 13.9 1.3

Year. Psychology Class.

1893 22 15.2 1.3 22 15.1 1.3

1894 29 14.0 1.5 I 42 14.4 1.8

1895 43 14.7 1.2
i

37 14.3 1.6

1896 48 14.5 1.6 i 29 14.4 1.4

1897 64 13.9 .9 48 14.1 1.8

Average, 14.5 1.3 14.5 1.6
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Table XIII.

"Width of Paper = 9 inches.

Fourth Gkade.

MALE.S. Females.

Agk.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 44 8.7 1.5 55 8.6 1.2

10 61 9.2 1.6 61 8.9 1.6
11 34 8.7 1.3 53 8.7 1.4

12 33 9.5 1.5 27 8.2 1.0
13 17 9.2 1.3 16 8.2 1.5

Average, 9.1 1.4 8.5 1.3

Year.

Eighth Grade.

13 25 8.8 .9 41 9.0 .8

14 31 8.5 1.0 40 9.0 1.3

15 28 9.0 .8 46 8.8 1.0

16 21 8.5 1.1 42 8.7 1.0

Average, 8.7 1.0 8.9 1.0

Psychology Class.

1893 22 9.8 .9 22 9.6 1.0

1894 29 9.1 1.4 42 9.4 1.2
1895 43 9.4 1.2 37 9.2 1.2

1896 48 9.5 1.2 29 9.6 1.2

1897 64 9.1 1.1 48 9.3 1.2

Average, 9.4 1.2 9.4 1.2

A slight tendency to overestimate the length is seen in all

divisions except that of the fourth grade girls, who under-

estimate this dimension about three-quarters of an inch. The
variation is the lowest we have yet found, being on the

average somewhat less than ten per cent, of the estimated

size of the paper. Most children in the public schools have
a fair conception of the foot as a unit of length. The paper
being appreciably longer than a foot would be comparatively

easy to estimate. There are, however, individuals who
have no conception of any unit of length, as the table of ex-

treme cases shows (Table XV).
The width of the paper was not as accurately judged as
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the length, even by the university students. I infer that the
principal cause is the greater difference, both relative and
absolute, between the standard— one foot— and the dimen-
sions to be estimated. The girls of the lower class under-
estimate the width about as much as the students of the
psychology class overestimate it.

Table XIV.

Diagonal of Paper = 16.6 inches.

Fourth Grade.

Males. Females.

Age.
No. of

Persons.

No. of

Persons.
Average. Av. Variation. Average. Av. Variation.

9 41 17.6 2.9 52 17.0 2.5
10 60 18.7 3.2 60 17.2 2.7
11 30 17.5 3.1 49 17.3 3.3
12 31 17.7 2.7 27 16.3 1.8
13 15 18.8 3.4 16 16.4 3.5

Average, 18,1 3.1 16.8 2.8

Eighth Geadb.

Psychology Class.

13 25 17.4 1.6 38 18.0 1.8

14 29 16.9 1.6 36 17.9 2.0
15 28 18.0 2.1 46 17.7 2.2

16 21 17.1 1.6 38
1

17.3 2.2

Average, 17.4 1.7 1 17.7 2.1

1893 22 19.1 2.9 22 18.4 2.1

1894 29 17.4 2.5 40 18.2 2.1

1895 43 18.3 1.9 37 17.4 2.1

1896 48 17.5 1.8 28 17.9 2.1

1897 64 17.1 1.3 48 17.1 2.2

Average, 17.9 2.1 17.8 2.1

The diagonal of the paper was still more difficult to judge,

partly because of its greater length and the absence of any
distinct line like the edge of the papfer, and partly because it

differed more from the most common unit of linear measure,

the foot. The actual length of the diagonal is 16.6 inches.
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It is seen from the table that neither age nor academic rank
aids one miuii in this exercise. The length of the diagonal
is overestimated by nearly every division. The girls of the
fourth grade, having the lowest figures here, as in the two
j)receding tables, have overestimated least, and hence seem
to be 7nost accurate in judgment of this dimension.
The variation naturally rises with the increased difficulty

of the problem. It also differs more than usual in the
various divisions of the same class of observers ; as, for ex-

ami)le, in the groups of twelve and thirteen year old girls of

the fourth grade, where it varies from l.SI to 3.47, and in

the men of the university classes from 1.26 to 2.90. On the
Other hand the women of the university classes have the
most uniform variation of any table.

XV.

Maximum and Minimum Judgments.

Some notion of the range of judgment is a necessary sup-
plement to the foregoing exhibit. It has seemed to me best
to present this in a condensed table containing a certain

proportion of the judgments of each class. I have, there-

fore, given in Table XV the average of ten per cent,

of all judgments in each class selected from the highest
figures, and also the average of ten per cent, taken
from the lowest figures for each problem. Table XV
then gives for every hundred judgments the average of the

ten highest and the average of the ten lowest. For compari-
son with my other tables this seems to be a better method
than to give the judgment which is exceeded by ten per cent,

and that which is not reached by ten per cent, of the subjects.

The table explains itself. In the fourth grade the average
of the highest judgments is almost exactly twice the average
of the lowest judgments. With age and learning the differ-

ence between extremes becomes less ; but even with uni-

versity students the average of the maximum is about one"

and two-thirds times the average of the minimum judgments.
The first problem of special interest in this table is the

maximum size of the dime. The average of the tenth yielding

the largest judgments barely exceeds the real size of the

dime, while the average of the smallest judgments is almost
incredibly small. Many of the children drew a dime smaller
than the diameter of a common lead pencil, and only about as

many made it as large as a nickel. Not one person in ten

mad(i it large enough, while almost one in ten made it only
half big enough.
The most interesting problem is the five-dollar bill. The
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Table XV.

Maximnm and Minimum Judgments.

Bach number is the average of ten per cent, of the persons in
that particular division.

Size.

Mm.
Sex.

4TH Grade. 8th Grade. PsY. Class.

Larg't Small'

t

Largt SmaU't Larg't SmaU't

Dollar, 37.8 M
F

49.5

52.1
26.9

24.1

46.1

48.8

31.1

31.4
48.8

49.9

30.7

31.6

Half Dollar, 30.6 M
F

40.3

42.7

20.7

17.9

38.0

39.6

24.2

24.9

40.0

40.6

24.5
25.3

Quarter Dollar, 24 M
F

31.0

32.8

15.9

14.5

29.0

30.8

17.9

19.2

31.8

31.2

18.6

19.5

Dime, 19 M
F

20.0

19.7

9.9

9.7

18.7

19.1

11.5

11.6

20.3
19.5

11.0

11.8

Nickel, 21 M
F

22.7

22.8

12.1

10.9

21.8

22.4

13.9

13.4

24.4

23.7

13.8

15.4

Square, 54.2 M
F

137.7
133.1

45.0

43.2

93.0

114.5

43.4
42.6

82.7

94.7

42.6
45.0

Bill, long, 186.5 M
F

167.3
165.7

80.2

81.5

1814
178.7

107.9

103.9

191.8
188.4

122.9

111.9

Bill, wide, 78.5 M
F

78.1

77.3
37.3

38.0

80.1

79.5

49.5

49.6

85.5

85.2

56.0
54.3

Circle, 3 in.. 76.2 M
F

104.1

102.7

51.3
44.4

94.4
99.0

59.7

54.3

105.1
96.8

60.5

59.6

Square Inch, 25.4 M
F

36.7

41.3

18.2

20.5

32.7

35.4
19.8

20.9

34.9

32.4

1S.6
18.5

Triangle,

Paper, long.

110

Inches

14

M
F

M
F

20.7

18.1

11.3

10.0

149.0
150.2

17.3

17.0

77.1

67.8

10.9

11.0

152.1

139.2

18.0

18.6

78.9

76.8

11.6

11.2

Paper, wide. 9 M
F

12.7

12.1

5.9

5.9

11.0
11.8

6.3

6.8

11.7

12.3

7.2

7.8

Paper, diag., 16.6 M
F

26.4

23.7

12.8

11.4

22.4
23.4

i

13.8

13.7

23.0

23.3

14.3

13.8

accompanying figures illustrate the

average judgments. In the fourth

extremes and also the

and also in the eighth
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grade, the maximum judgment of length fails to reach the

actual length, and even in the university classes exceeds it

only a few millimeters. The minimum of the fourth grade
gives us a bill scarcely longer than the width of a real

bill and a width about one-fifth as great as the real is

long. Hence, the average minimum bill is about one-fifth the

actual bill. Eemembering that all maxima and minima are

each the average of ten jier cent, of the judgments of the

given division, the monstrosity of the results is apparent.

Those who make the bill large enough are veritable freaks
;

while those who make it only half large enough are the normal
persons.

Summary.

From observations on nearly eleven hundred persons, the

following points, among others, may fairly be said to be

established

:

I. Our notions of the size of familiar objects differ widely.

II. Young children underestimate the size of coins and
bills.

III. Mature persons of intelligence overestimate the size

of the silver dollar, half dollar and quarter dollar.

IV. All classes of persons underestimate the size of the

dime, nickel and bill.

V. Girls make larger coins than boys and also larger

equivalent squares. In other problems of this investigation

the boys make the larger figures.

YI. The judgments of the eighth grade children are more
uniform than those of either the fourth grade children or

university students, and are more nearly like the latter than
the former.

VII. The more advanced classes produce larger coins and
bills than the elementary classes ; but within the same class

age causes no appreciable effect.

VIII. It is probable that the reproduction of such objects

as are here studied, is a function of thepevsonalih/ apart from
knowledge or mental acumen.

IX. The enormous errors in reproducing the bill and
dime, suggest that the teaching of drawing in public schools
may profitably concern itself more with size.

X. To young children a memory image is smaller than its

object, while in the minds of adults it may exceed the object

in size.



A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF ILLUSIONS, ^

WITH SPECIAL EEPEBENCE TO

(a) The Effect of Size upon Estimations of Weight,

(6) The Effect of Contour upon Estimations of Area.

By Frederick E. Bolton,
Fellow in Psychology, Clark University.

This study grew out of a general study instituted by Pro-
fessor Jastrow, in 1892, for the purpose of studying the
possibility of suggestibility in normal individuals. It was
first directed toward a study of the creation of actual illu-

sions of certain types. For example, an illuminated sur-
face was made to appear to grow brighter, a space made to
appear to grow larger, a sound to gi-ow louder, or a heated
tube to grow hotter, without actually becoming so.

In this connection it was important to determine how great
was the actual illusion and how suggestible each of the
senses might be. Some results from this line of research may
be found embodied in a thesis on " A Study of Sensibility
with Special Reference to Suggestion," prepared by Messrs.
G. M. McGregor and B. E. Shurly, and deposited in the library
of the University of Wisconsin.
As a further contribution, it was deemed important to

make a study of certain relations of sense perceptions to each
other, which would lead to a quantitative determination of the
influence one sense may have in acting as a suggestive factor

over another.

This study grew out of the former study, and was outlined
when the announcement of Dr. Gilbert's article was first

made and when a description of Seashore's "Suggestion
Blocks" was given in Willyoung's catalogue of supplies.
Hence, to make the results conformable, the same size of

blocks was determined upon for this study. The methods of

experimentation, however, were unknown at the timfe and

' A minor thesis submitted as a partial requirement for the degree
of Master of Science in Pedagogy, University of Wisconsin, 1896.
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consequently the metbods are only partially coincident. Since
the experiments were begun (just before commencing the
tabulation of results), a very thorough and exhaustive study
was published by Dr. Seashore under the title "Measure-
ments of Illusions and Hallucinations of Normal Life "

(Sfudies/ro7}i Yale Psycliolofjical Laboratory, \o\. Ill, 1895).
Another treatment of the same subject from a little different

standpoint in the previously mentioned article by Dr. Gilbert

preceded Dr. Seashore's article. (See Yale tifudiex, Vol. II,

1894, article, "Researches on the Mental and Physical De-
velopment of School Children.") The latter's subjects were
children, while Dr. Seashore's and those herein considered
were adults, mainly from college classes. Hence, the follow-

ing contribution will be for the first part mainly corroborative
of what has already received fairly adequate treatment. ' A
few variations in method and in results will be noted. The
second part deals with a problem heretofore unworked.

Part I.

Apparatiis.

Two sets of cylindrical discs, 31 mm. long, were made of

wood which was painted black so as to represent a uniform
surface. The first set (^U) consisted of 17 discs 31 mm. long,

and having a uniform diameter of 60 mm., but of weights
varying by 5 g. each in a constant arithmetical progression.

The lightest was 20 g. and the heaviest 85 g. in weight. The
second set ( F) consisted of 13 discs so made as to have a
constant weight of 55 g. each, but varying in diameter by a
regular increment of 0.1. The set contained the following

sizes

:

29.28 mm. 47.15 mm. 69.04 mm.

32.21 " 51.87 " 75.94 "

35.43 " 57.06 " 83.54 "

38.97 " 62.76 " 91.89 "

42.87 "

' In this connection mention should be made of Dr. F. B. Dress-
lar's contribution in the " Studies in the Psychology of Touch,"
this Journal, VI, June, 1894. One part of the study deals with the
illusions of weight produced by size. His weights were of constant
diameter, but of varying heights.
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These are essentially the same as Seashore's " B."
Two racks, resembling- the keyboard of a piano, were made

containing a set of 18 levers or keys about 200 mm. in length,

placed side by side and balanced in the middle upon a brass

rod, which served as a fulcrum for all. Glass bearings were
provided to reduce the friction to the minimum. On one end
of each lever a mortise was made to hold the respective discs.

A point was found on the opposite end of each lever, where a

pressure just equal to the weight on the other would just

balance the weight. On this spot a rubber button was
fastened to indicate the point. Each of the racks was provided
with a movable screen so that in the first experiment in each

series the observers had no knowledge of the size, shape, or

other qualities of the discs.

Exp. I, Seeies I. Set "U."

Lever pressure method. Discs screened from view.

With the discs (^U) screened from view the observer was
asked to seat himself by the side of the rack, and by pressing

upon the buttons on the keys, to select a weight just equal to

the one on a certain key which contained the standards. The
subjects were informed that the discs formed a weight series,

and were also told the direction of the series.

For standards I used five discs, three of which were 60

mm. in diameter and weighed 35 g., 50 g. and 65 g. respect-

ively ; the other two weighed 55 g. each, but one (" 1") was
90 mm., and the other ("s") 30 mm. in diameter. The
only instructions given to the observers were that by first

testing the standard, they should select, with the same hand
and same finger, a weight just equal to the standard. Each
one was at liberty to refer alternately to the standard as many
times as he chose. However, if too many trials were made
the subject was cautioned against fatigue. Usually the

judgments were the best if only two or three repetitions were
made with the standard and the one thought to be about right.

If more trials were made, the subject frequently abandoned
the first one and selected one not so nearly correct. In such
cases a second trial was given later on.

The standards were presented in an irregular order, and
were removed each time, so that the observers did not know
throughout the whole series that they had tested the same
one more than once. Each of the twenty five observers was
given two trials with each standard.

The first experiment was made witt the discs screened from
view, so as to be assured that no illusion could possibly arise

IX—12.
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in tbat way, and to show that the selections were not mere
chance guesses. Incidentally, it was a test of the accuracy
of selection of equal weights by the lever pressure method.
The results of the averages of 50 trials with each standard
are as follows :

Table I.

Uniform series. Lever pressure. Screen.

Standards.
Average weight

of disc selected.

Average
variation.

Diameter of

Diameter. Weight.
Series.

60 mm. 35 g. 29.02 g. 6.95 g. 60 mm.

60 " 50 " 38.05 " 12.6 " 60 "

60 " 65 " 52.17 " 13.48 " 60 "

"1" 90 " 55 " 47.39 " 10.5 " 60 "

"s" 30 " 55 " 47.60 " 9.8 " 60 «

("1 " indicates the disc 90 mm. in diameter and "s"the one 30
mm. in diameter, throughout the discussion.)

From the table we see that all the average selections are

brought within a range of 10% of each other. The table

shows in the first three lines that in comparing by the muscle
pressure method, when selecting from the series in exactly

the same manner as the standard is tested, there is a decided
tendency to choose too small a weight. This is true of all

three weights and the decisions are uniformly in one direction.

Of the 150 judgments there were only seven in the opposite
direction, i. e., only seven were selections greater than the

standards. These seven answers were confined to five persons
;

hence, we have over 80% of the subjects and 95% of the
answers in partial concord concerning this tendency.
The three discs were underestimated by about 6 g., 12 g.,

and 13 g. respectively. This result does not at all agree with
Dr. Seashore's. He finds when the weights were concealed

from view there was no tendency to underestimation or exag-
geration, and further that the difference between the standard
and the ones selected never exceeds 2 grams on the average.

'

We find further that the large disc "1 " and the small one

' See p. 10, Table IV, Seashore's article,

was different.
His method, however,
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" s" are underestimated, although not seen, and in about the
same proportion as the other three. It is noticeable that
" 1 " and " s " have selections made for them which are equal
to each other, and also that the average variation for these
two are practically the same. This shows that chance has
not determined the answers, and that the same tendencies are
operative, whatever the size or shape of the objects, when
not seen. The cause of the tendency to underestimation ia

at present unexplainable.

Exp. 2, Seeies I.

Lever pressure—Set " JJ. " Discs in sight.

With the screen removed from the rack the observer was
requested to select in the same manner as before discs that
were equal in weight to each of the standards. Thus, in this
experiment, the muscle pressure method was used, but was
aided by sight. Each of the five standards was given twice
to the 25 observers, making 50 experiments with each stan-
dard. The object of this test was to determine quantitatively
how great an influence, if any, sight has upon judgments
relating to weight. In other words, to determine whether
sight acts as a suggestive factor in producing illusions of
weight. In this experiment the following tabulated results
were obtained

:

Table II.

Uniform Series—Lever pressure—In sight.

Standards.
Average weight
of disc selected.

Average varia-

tion.

Diameter of

Diameter. Weight.
series.

60 mm. 35 g. 28.3 g. 8.0 g. 60 mm.

60 " 50 " 38.5 " 12.4 " 60 "

60 " 65 " 50.7 " 14.3 " 60 "

90 " 55 " 43.1 " 12.4 " 60 "

30 " 55 " 51.8 " 7.3 " 60 "

It will be noted that for the first three used as standards the
results are almost identical with those of the first three in
Table I. This agreement is as we should expect, since these
three standards are of the same size, shape, color, and in
every visible way exactly like those selected from. We find
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a^ain the same strong tendency to underestimation that was
observable in Table I. There is a deviation, however, in

case of " 1 " and " s." For " 1 " the selection in the previous
table was 4.2 g. larger, and for " s '' the selection was 4.2 g.

smaller than in the second table. These results show that as

soon as sight of the objects comes in to assist in selecting

equal weights by the lever pressure method, the tendency
to underestimation is reduced, especially in case standards,

of unusual density (great or small) are used. However, for

the first three there is no appreciable deviation either way.
With the 35 gram standard, four made overestimations

;

with the 50 g. standard, two made overestimations; with the

65 g. standard there were none ; with "1," two ; and with
" s," eleven who made overestimations. This shows that

size acts somewhat as a factor in determining weight, and
that illusions tend to be produced by unusually great or
small density. The amount of suggestion in grams varies

inversely as the increased or diminished diameter of the
standard discs. That is, " 1" is 30 mm. greater in diameter
than the series, and the addilional 30 mm. diameter produces
a decrement of 4.2 g. in weight; while " s," which is 30 mm.
smaller than the standards, produces an increment of 4.2 g.

in weight. From this experiment we conclude from all five

lines that : 1. Objects when compared by the lever pressure
method are underestimated, even with the additional aid of

sight. 2. A variation in density of the objects tends to in-

crease or diminish this tendency. 3. Objects of similarly

appearing material, but of different density, appear to differ in

weight when compared. 4. The larger induce a decrement
of estimated weight : the smaller induce an increment of

estimated weight. 5. The intensity of this illusion varies

in a direct sense as the amount of difference in diameter be-

tween the discs compared. ^ -6. This verifies Weber's law
that proportional increments are perceived as equal incre-

ments. (Provided we mean diameters.) In the above ex-

periments the diameters were to each other as 3 : 6 : 9, and the
increments of weight were perceived as equal.

Exp. 3, Series I.

Set " U." Discs in sight. Li/ted between thumb and finger.

The next step was to compare the weights by active lifting

or " hefting." The most accurate sense of weight is obtained
in this way, because we have the additional aid of the tactile

' See Seashore's article, p. 5. He says "directly as the diff. of
size." He probably means diam.
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sense. Of greater importance, also, are the joint sensations

which come into play and give added data for judgment.
Through long practice in this manner of estimating weight
we have become able to make finer discriminations of weight
than when any of these factors are omitted.

In this experiment a piece of wood the length of the rack
and gouged out, served as a trough, in which the blocks were
placed so that the standard discs might be moved into posi-

tion whereby the same angle of hand and arm could be main-
tained. The observer was required to grasp the two ends of

the discs between the thumb and either fore-finger or middle
finger. Therefore, in all cases, the same span, grip and
tactile sensations were preserved. Had the observer been
allowed to grasp the discs around the circumference, an addi-

tional aid iu determining volume would have been gained.

But the aim was to have the perception of size depend en-

tirely upon sight, as iu experiment 2. The results obtained
are given in the subjoined table.

Table III.

Set " U "

—

In sight—Active lifting.

Standards.
Average weight

of disc selected.

Average varia-

tion.

Diameter of

Diameter. Weight.
series " U."

60 mm. 35 g. 35.5 g. 2.1 g. 60 mm.

60 " 50 " 49.1 " 4.5 " 60 "

60 " 65 " 62.8 " 3.1 " 60 "

90 " 55 " 40.3 " (_)14.7 " 60 "

30 " 55 " 69.5 " (+)14.5 " 60 "

In this set of experiments the results of the comparison of

the first three standards show no illusion, as they ought not,

the size being the same as the discs compared. The only
difference between these results and those corresponding in

Tables I and II are that in Table III the average weights of the

discs selected are much nearer to the standards. This is due
to the additional factor mentioned above which is promotive of

accuracy. In the first case we fiijd that the average of the

estimates is a trifle greater than the standard. The second
and third are very much nearer the standards than before,

but still underestimated. The average errors are in all three
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cases very small, which shows the constant direction of the

answers. The illusion produced by the discrepancy between

size and expected weight comes out very strongly in case of

"l"and "s." Between "1" and the one selected there is a

difference of —14. 2 g., while between the smaller one, "s,"

and the one selected there is a difference of +14.5 g. The
average errors, of course, coincide with the actual differences,

since all underestimated in selecting one equal to "1 " and

overestimated in selecting one to equal " s." The deviations

from " 1 " and " s " are numerically equal, but opposite in

sign. As in experiment 2, the standards vary from the

normal, or from the series, by 30 mm. each in diameter and

in opposite directions from the series. Vt'e may conclude

from this that the same law as was stated in discussing ex-

periment 2 holds true, viz.: tnat the intensity of the illusion

varies in a direct sense as the amount of difference in diam-

eter between the discs compared. In fact, all the laws gov-

erning the operations in experiment 2 hold true in this one.

The only differences are that by the last method actual weights

are more accurately perceived when size is not a modifying

factor ; and when an illusion is produced by differences in

density, the illusion is much stronger by lifting than by the

lever pressure method.

Series II.

In the second series of experiments with the same five

standards, three sets of experiments were performed. Bat

in this series the set "V" (variable in size) was used to

select from. So that in this series we had three standards

of equal diameter and two of varying diameter, also a varying

set, from which to select. This increase of variable factors

rendered the problem a more complex one than the preceding.

Bearing in mind that all were 55 g. in weight, and varying in

diameter by a regular increment of 0.1, we pass to

—

Exp. 1, Series II.

Set " F"

—

Lever pressure—Screen.

"With the discs screened from view of the observers, they

were asked to select a disc equal in weight to the standards

presented. This time they were uninformed concerning any

of the properties of the series. In the same manner by pres-

sure upon the keys, and in the same number of experiments

as in each one of the preceding series, the following results

were obtained:
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Table FV.

Set " V "

—

Lever pressure^Sereened.

Size of series variable by increment of one-tenth from 29.38 mm. to 91.89 mm.
Weight 55 g.

Standards.
Average diameter of

disc selected.

Difference between

Diameter. Weight.
average and standard.

60 mm. 35 g. 49.2 mm. —10.8 mm.

60 " 50 " 53.2 " — 6.8 "

60 " 65 " 39.1 " —20.9 "

90 " 55 " 48.4 " —41.6 "

30 " 55 " 45.4 " +15.4 "

No regularity canbe detected in the results, which indicates

that they are purely chance answers. Some thought that the

discs were arranged in a series running one way, and about

as many thought the series ran in an opposite direction.

Others thought they were arranged in an irregular order.

Twelve of the observers detected that the standard 35 g. was

lighter than any in the series. Few expressed any certainty,

a large number doubt concerning their answers to this one.

Only one asserted that the entire series was lighter than the

standard 65 g., yet a number said they did not feel very sure

concerning their selection. That a larger one should be

selected to correspond to "1" than for "s" is purely ac-

cidental. In many cases I asked the subject to compare " 1

"

and " s," he not seeing them, and invariably they were said

to be the same. At the conclusion of all the experiments the

two were compared by lifting and in sight. In this case they

always declared that " s " was twice as heavy as "1," some
said three times as heavy, and could hardly be convinced

when the two were placed on the scale-pans of a balance at

the conclusion of the experiments, and shown to be equal.

The remarkable point in these results is that, although the

entire series consisted of blocks weighing 55 g. each, while

three of the standards were 35 g., 50 g. and 65 g. in weight,

in a large majority of trials (80%), a disc was found which

seemed to correspond. This shows that the threshold of dis-

crimination for this sense is very wide.
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Exp. 2, Series II.

Variable size—hi sight—Lever pressure.

The screen was then removed and the observer asked to

select one equal to each of the standards again. The ob-

servers all very soon said that the discs of smallest diameter

were heaviest. The average results are given in the following

table:

Table V.

Set " V"—In sight—Lever pressure.

Diameter of series variable by increment of onc-tentb from 29.2 mm. to 91.89 mm.
Weight 55 g.

Standards.
Average diameter of

disc selected.

Difference between

Diameter. Weight.
average and standanl.

60 mm. 35 g. 81.4 mm. + 2.14 mm.

60 " 50 " 63.9 " + 3.9 "

60 " 65 " 46.9 " —13.1 "

90 " 55 " 74.1 " —15.9 "

30 " 55 " 37 8 " + 7.8 "

In the first three cases where the standards vary by a reg-

ular increment in weight, the discs selected vary by a quite

regular decrement of diameter. In the last two there appears

a great difference between the selections to correspond to

" 1 " and " s." The one has just twice the diameter of the

other. This comes from the double factors producing the

illusion. In the other series with variable standards and

uniform discs to select from, the illusion is not so great.

Exp. 3, Series II.

Set " F"

—

In sight—Lifted betiveen thumb and Jinger.

The concluding experiment of the weight tests was made by

having the discs lifted between thumb and finger, and alter-

ating the standards with those from which the selections were

made. In this test, where greater accuracy in selection is

possible, that ought to be observable in the results. Again,

if the same law is followed that held in Series I, where there

are illusions they ought to be more striking in this table than

in Table V.
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Table VI.

Set " V"—In sight—Active lifting.

Diameter of series. Vary by a regular increment of one-tentli from 39.2 mm. to
91.89 mm. Weight 5.5 g.

Standards.
Average diameter of

disc selected.

Difference between

Diameter. Weight.

standards and selec-
tion.

60 mm. 35 g. 86. 1 mm. + ^61 mm.

60 " 50 " 73.8 " +13.8 "

60 " 65 " 48.8 " —11.2 "

90 " 55 " 86.7 " — 3.3 "

30 •' 55 " 33.8 " + 3.8 "

From this experiment we are led to believe that the illusion
comes out most strongly when testing in the manner in which
we can ordinarily judge most accurately. In the first three
eases the increment of weight is the same as in the previous
experiment, but the decrement of diameter is much greater.
Although " 1 " and " s " each weighs 55 g., one of nearly

three times as great a diameter is selected for "1" as for "s."
In other words, with the standards of the same weight as the
series to select from, there are selected those of about the
same size as the standards themselves. That is, the same
effect as was discovered in Table V is here noticeable, but
considerably emphasized.

Resume.

The main points of the study are these : When we study
the effect of selecting from a series of blocks of uniform size,

but differing in weight, those that are equal to certain stand-
ards, which differ in size (/. e., in density) from the series,
we are studying the effect of size upon weight.
On the other hand, when we select out of a series of valua-

ble size and variable density, but uniform in weight, the
equal of standards that differ in weight, but uniform in size,

the question becomes one of the influence of weight upon size.

From the results obtained it appears (1) that the effect of

the latter is more marked than the former
; (2) the illusions

are more striking when the objects are lifted between thumb
and finger than when raised by the lever-pressure method

;

(3) in the lever-pressure method of estimation, the illusion
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does not appear in Series I at all, being overbalanced by the
constant tendency to underestimate the selected weights

; (4)
with the lever-pressure method there is a very marked but
unaccountable tendency to select a lighter weight as the

equivalent of given standards
; (5) in the lifting method

there is no such exaggerated tendency, and the error is re-

markably small
; (6) these results agree in general with Dr.

Seashore's (except when the lever pressure method is used,

and also with weights of uniform size), but the degree of cor-

roboration cannot well be calculated because of the disparity

of methods of experimentation.

Part II.

Sfudy of (he Effect of Contour xipon Avea.^

The second part of this study deals with an examination of

the possible influence that the contour of a surface may exert
upon the judgment of its area. Figures of equal area but of

different shapes have consequently different amounts of con-

tour. This study was instituted to determine whether the
amount or direction of the contour would prove a factor in

influencing the judgment of the area. In other words, does
any illusion of area ensue when the contour of a given surface
is modified ?

Apparatns.

In studying the effect of contour upon judging areas, the fol-

lowing apparatus was used : (a) A set of twenty-one squares,
varying in size by a regular increment of 0.025 in area, was
made from paper of a dead black color

;
(b) a set of twenty-

one circles made of the same material and of the same areas
as the squares, and varying by the same increment. Each of

the figures had a white margin (of the card-board on which
the black paper was pasted) of 20 mm. on each of two sides

and 10 mm. on the other two sides. (For sizes see Table
TII.) (c) An instrument was devised whereby a square
aperture could be enlarged or contracted, still maintaining
the horizontal and perpendicular direction of the sides, and
also maintaining perfect right angles. The opening was
changed by means of a crank, which wound up a cord at-

tached to the movable sides of the square. A black surface,

similar to the paper squares, was revealed each time by the
movable sides, which were white. A millimeter scale enabled
me to read at a glance the size of the square selected.

' Dr. Dresslar has also made some study of the influence of con-
tour upon estimation of weight. This Journal, VI, 3, p. 360.
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Exp. 1, Series III.

Figures in Ter7ns of Squares—Display Board.

The squares were lettered in order of size, and arranged
upon a display board, which was simply a board, 3 ft. x4 ft.,

covered with black felt cloth. The subject was seated about
two meters from the board and asked to select a square from

Table VII.

Dimensions of Series of Squares and Circles.

Area of Figure. Side of Square. Radius of Circle.

7,818.86 sq. mm. 88.4 mm. 50.0 mm.
7,921.00 " 89.0 (4 50.5 a

8,209.66 " 90.6 U 51.1 it

8,372.25 " 91.5 (( 51.8 ti

8,628.43 " 92.9 (( 52.4 It

' 8,836.00 " 94.0 tl 53.0 u

9,070.35 " 95.25 it 53.7 (1

9,312.25 " 96.5 i( 54.4 ((

9,523.85 " 97.5 u 55.1 a

9,741.75 " 98.75 u 55.8 t(

' 10,000.00 " 100.00 (( 56.4 (I

10,225.00 " 101.25 u 57.1 ((

10,500.00 " 102.47 it 57.8 a

10,684.00 " 103.75 a 58.5 it

11,025.00 " 105.00 It 59.2 a
' 11,289.06 " 106 25 a 59.9 n

11,576.25 " 107.60 a 60.6 u

11,881.00 " 109.00 u 61.3 IL

12,155.06 " 110.25 u 62.1 ((

12,387.00 111.60 {fc 62.8 (C

17,762.81 " 112.98 a 63.5 It

For standards the following figures were used

:

Table VIII.

Dimensions of Standards.

Area of Standards.

8,836.00 sq. mm.

10,000.00 "

11,289.06 "

Contour of
Triangle.

428.7 mm,

457.5 "

484.8 "

Contour of
Oblong.

400.0 mm.

500.0 "

450.6 "

Contour of
Square.

376.0 mm,

400.0 "

425.T) "

Contour of
Hexagon.

350.4 mm.

372.6 "

395.4 "

Contour of
Circle.

333.0 mm.

354.4 "

376.4 "

' Equal to each of the three standards.
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the board, which had an area equal to the standards shown.
(For size of these see Table VIII.) The standards were
placed, one at a time, in an irregular sequence, in the centre

of the display board. As soon as a selection was made the

standard was removed and another put in its place. Each
one was shown but once. The average of the twenty-five

answers is given in Table IX. A great regularity of answers
obtains for the standard I. There is more irregularity in the

selections for the middle standard, the largest result being

given for the triangle, which has the largest amount of con-

tour. But no law can be deduced, since for the other figures

there is no regularity of direction. Concerning the average

variation nothing very striking is deducible. With all three

of the squares there is the least variation, with the first two
circles the next to the smallest amount, in the first and third

triangle the next, and with the first two hexagons the greatest

average variation.

Table IX.

A7}erages of all Results of Comparison of Contour and Area.

Standard
Figures.

Side of Av.
Square

Selected on
Board.

Average
Variation

Side of Av.
Square

Selected on
Instrument.

Average
Variation

Square root
of Arta of
Circle

Selected.

Average
Variation

Triangle I,

n,
III,

93.5 mm.
101.4 "
103.9 "

3.9 mm.
4.7 "
4.3 "

99.1 mm.
101.8 "
105.4 "

5.6 mm.
3.8 "
5.23 "

96.8 mm.
102.2 "
105.8 "

5.5 mm.
5.17 "

4.6 '•

Oblong, I,

III,

94.9 "
98.8 "

101.8 "

3.8 "
5.1 "
5.96 "

99.3 "
102.3 "
105.1 "

6.3

4.3

4.5 "

94.9 "
100.96 "

104.9 "

4.22 "

5.72 "

4.72 "

Square, I,

II»

III,

93.1 "
99.1 "
105.2 "

1.7 "
2.15 "

2.15 "

100.3 "
104.3 "
109.3 "

6.3

4.3

4.06

96.4 "
101.2 "
106.9 "

4.82 "

3.9 "
4.07 "

Hexagon I,

III,

92.9 "
99.8 "
104.7 "

4.7 "
5.7 "
3.68 "

99.4 "
102.97 "

106.6 "

5.4

4.4

4.26

97.2 "
98.9 "
106.7 "

3.98 "

4.96 "

4.6 »

Circle I,

n,
III,

93.8 "

98.9 "

104.5 "

3.57 "

4.18 "

3.92 "

99.0 "
103.1 "
106.7 "

6.1

4.1

3.34

95.6 "
101.2 "
108.4 "

2.84 "

2.41 "

2.84 "

Exp. 2, Series III.

Figures in terms of circles.

With the circles numbered in order according to size and

arranged upon a display board similarly to the squares, the
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same process of matching circles with the exhibited figures

•was gone through. The averages are given in Table IX. As
in the selection of squares, no law is deducible from the con-

stant direction of the answers with reference to contour. The
average variations are a little more suggestive in their dis-

tribution. For all of the standard circles there is the smallest

average error; the square comes next, the hexagon next,

while the greatest variation is about equally divided

between the oblong and the triangle. This has a slight

indication that the greater the contour the greater the average

errors. In this test the average errors are smaller than when
selecting squares. However, the average of the selections is

not quite so nearly accurate as in case of the squares. The
difference is of no consequence. With the selection of circles

there is a slight tendency to overestimation. With the

squares a slight underestimation is noticeable.

Exp. 3, Seeies III.

Selection in terms of squares on machine.

In the concluding experiment the standard figures were all

placed one at a time, just under the square exposure on the

machine. The subjects were asked to direct me whether to

enlarge or diminish the aperture so that it should just equal

the area of the figure shown. The results show little more
regularity concerning the relation of area to contour than is

found in the other two experiments. The square is judged

the greatest and the triangle the least. The average errors

are larger than in the other two tests, and less regularly dis-

tributed. Throughout there is a quite decided tendency to

exaggeration, which is unexplainable. Had the method of

placing the standard under the aperture any appreciable

effect, it would be in the opposite direction and would tend to

diminish the size of the selected square. It would be on the

same principle as the real but unnoticed discrepancy between

the upper and lower portions of the Arabic numeral 8 and

other similar peculiarities.

In the two previous experiments the standard figure, which

was like the series, had considerably the smallest errors.

That is, when the series to select from was squares, the

squares produced smaller errors in matching, and when the

series was circles the smallest errors^were on the circles. But

by this method no such tendency is to be found. The squares

have next to the greatest average errors.
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Conclusions.

1. The results show a negative conclusion so far as con-

cerns contour acting as a suggestive factor in producing il-

lusions of area.

2. The results show great accuracy in average estimation

and small average variations

.3. In using the circular series there is an overestimation,

and with the squares an underestimation. That is, the stan-

dards appear the same throughout, the circles seem smaller

than they really are, and the squares seem larger.

•1. The machine method results in a selection of larger

squares to equal the standards. That is, the machine square

seems smaller than it really is and is enlarged to equal the

standard.
5. Throughout, there is a marked exaggeration in select-

ing the equal of the smallest standards, a slight exaggeration

for the largest, and a medium exaggeration for the middle

one.

To Professor Jastrow I desire to acknowledge my indebt-

edness for the assignment of the problem and for many of

the details of method and experimentation. I also desire to

express my obligation to those who favored me with their

time and patience in acting as subjects.



A STUDY OF IMAGINATIONS.

By George V. Dearborn, M. D.,

Harvard University.

To "see things " in the ever-changing outlines of summer
clouds or among the flames and embers of a fire, has doubt-

less iu all ages been to imaginative men a source of entertain-

ment and delight. Much of the charm of this pastime comes
no doubt from the commonly accompanying circumstance of

leisure, and from the novelty of exercising an aspect of mind
all too little used and given freedom. Another element in

the interest of the habit, however, comes from the endless

variation in the forms which different persons fancy from any
given contour or in any simple presented shape. For the

purposes of studying the reproductive imaginations of men
and women, the psychologist might well desire to take the

clouds into his control and bid them serve him ; but they are

far beyond him and will not for a moment stay.

To reproduce, then, under applicable and controllable con-

ditions these familiar studies of human fancy, the following

simple means have been adopted, and they constitute the

complete apparatus, simple enough, of the investigation.

Chance blots of ink, made by pressing gently with the finger

a drop of common writing fluid between two squares of paper,

furnished all the variety of outline imaginable. (More ex-

plicit suggestions for the manufacture and usefulness of these

characters may be found in the Psychological lieview for May,
1897, page 390 ; to this article interested'readers are referred.)

The bits of gummed paper 3 c. m. square bearing the blots,

scarce any one of which resembled any other, were then

attached to cards convenient for the hand and arranged in

twelve sets of ten blots each, the members of each set being

numbered consecutively from one to ten with Arabic and the

sets themselves in Roman numerals. Thus the back of every

blot-card bore a number by which it could be registered and
identified. Figure 1 is a photograph in miniature of the whole

series, the characters being numbered from above downward
and the sets from left to right. Observation of the picture

will show how great is the variety Qf design. The uncom-
monly great interest of the subjects in the research was largely

due to this circumstance, and to secure the constant attentive
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effort of the subject is often no easy matter, although some-
times this means half the research done.
The subjects were mostly students in the Harvard psycho-

logical laboratory, although professors and their wives and
one Latin-school girl were among the rest. The range of ages
was between eighteen and sixty-two and the average nearly
thirty-five. The subjects were employed as was convenient,
no selection of any sort being made, and hence they may be
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said, as far as any relation to imagination is concerned, to

have been an average set from their particular social grade
of culture and education. In the case of every subject some
brief sketch of his or her early life was obtained as regards
familiarity with various animal forms, and concerning fairy

stories, mythology, and the like, and as regards possible

habit of watching clouds and other natural forms as a pleas-

ure of the imagination. It was expected that subjects raised

on a farm, hunters, and artists would have a store of advan-
tage over those of contrary habits. Among the subjects were
two poets and two artists, and all of these were well toward
the top in readiness and variety of response. One of these

two jioets made the shortest average of times, and the subject

who had the longest average is a young man little fond of

verse.

The experiments were conducted with the subjects always
in normal condition as far as could be learned, and at an
average hour of the day as regards fatigue and meals. Each
was particularly instructed " to look at the blot-card always
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right-side up, turning neither the card nor the head ; to try

to employ the whole character if possible, not allowing it to

separate into parts while being observed ; not to be too par-

ticular to get a perfectly fitting object in mind, but to tap at

the moment of the consciousness of the first suggested image;
to react by a sharp tap as promptly as possible ; to report
each concrete object suggested as concisely as possible, with
any suggested general action of the same, and, especially,

only such details as occurred before reaction by the tap."
The method of the experiments was, then, simply thus : A set

of blot-cards being arranged in order face down and a stop-

watch in hand, after a warning, Eeady ! one second previous,

a blot was quickly placed before the subject at his or her
proper visual distance. Upon the discovery of the blot's

likeness to any object, the subject tapped and, the time being
registered, a brief description of the suggested object was
recorded opposite the number of the character ; and so on
through the entire series of 120, or, more commonly, until de-

crease of interest or evident slowing of reaction indicated the

beginning of fatigue (which was carefully inquired after and
noted), when the experiment was promptly suspended for the

time. None of the subjects had seen the blots before the time
of the experiment.
As would be supposed after observing the different char-

acters as represented in the illustration, most of the replies

to the general question. What is it ? were various in the ex-

treme. This variation is least in set number one, as the blots

of that file were selected and placed together as the first set,

that their relative easiness might compensate for the novelty

of the experience and slowness of reaction in unprofessional

subjects.

The figures in the accompanying table indicate in seconds
averages of the times for the ten blots composing each set.

In these results the interesting cases of apparent inhibition

are included, it being practically impossible to discriminate

such cases of exception from slow examples of associative

imagination, and no cases of inhibition being long or frequent

enough to essentially vitiate the average of any subject.

These periods of inhibition have an interest in themselves,

for although much like ordinary cases of amnesic aphasia,

they differ from them in that here the blocking seems to be
among the brain paths or currents representing objects in-

stead of among those representing words, as is the common
case. Perhaps for a minute or two the subject would sit

staring at the blot, but wholly unable to see any resemblance
in it to any object, and this wholly'independent of any inher-

ent oddity of the character, and of inattention. The real
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B' Average Times, in Seconds.
SUB- Av.

I II III IV V VI VII vni IX X XI XII

A. 23 5.4 4.6 4.3 9.0 4.3 7.6 6.8 8.2 6.8 14.8 8.5 7.8 7.3
B. 28 5.3 13.4 16.1 4.7 13.7 16.2 6.3 23.6 5.3 31.2 8.0 11.3 12.8
C. 21 6.3 15.0 14.2 8.4 14.1 27.5 15.5 12.5 12.4 8.4 8.1 8.6 12.6
D. 24 3.2 12.5 25.1 10.7 13.1 27.8 30.0 23.0 15.4 4.0 3,5 7.9 14.7
E. 22 5.3 4.0 9.6 9.5 10.2 12.4 19.5 9.6 7.3 12.0 11.8 8.9 10.0
F. 30 18.7 13.1 8.8 4.6 8.0 9.5 8.6 7.1 4.5 8.3 10.2 6.1 8.9
G. 27 6.3 23.3 9.8 6.2 18.6 9.4 10.2 31.7 11.5 19.4 11.9 17.6 14.6
H. 60 16.4 9.0 22.4 11.5 16.4 6.2 7.3 10.6 14.9 16.6 32.6 21.6 15.5
I. 30 25.3 30.3 25.3 17.6 5.4 11.8 21.3 14.0 37.1 18.8 19.6 14.0 20.0
J. 18 12.1 10.4 13.7 13.3 9.7 21.9 27.4 16.2 14.1 15.1 14.1 11.7 15.0
K. 29 2.3 6.7 6.1 4.0 6.3 89 8.8 10.7 7.5 13.8 14.6 14.7 8.7
L. 29 3.8 1.3 4.8 2.9 2.2 3.8 4.9 2.2 3.3 5.0 1.8 3.4 3.3
M. 62 1.9 3.2 8.2 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 1.8 2.1 1.9 1.4 1.6 2.7
N. 61 2.5 6.6 15.7 5.2 4.7 9.2 2.0 4.9 6.4 10.4 5.9 4.6 6.5
O. 39 6.5 4.7 2.1 3.0 5.9 3.3 5.3 5.9 6.7 7.0 3.3 8.2 5.2
P. 34 5.7 7.5 11.6 3.5 3.3 7.0 14.6 7.5 6.5 7.1 4.1 6.2 7.5

Grand Average, 10.3

nature of these inhibitions , is a problem for further re-

search to answer. If arising from confusion or indecision

between two or more resembling objects, such confusion or
indecision was in these cases wholly a sub-conscious process,

appearing to the subject almost always merely as a cessation

of " mental activity."

The often considerable number of vacant seconds which
elapsed between the application of the stimulus and the reac-

tion image, offers a striking illustration of the entire sub-con-
sciousness of the processes of reproductive imagination, but
including in these cases much more. Here was presented a
blot of ink, perceived by the subject; the next thing in his

consciousness was a name of some object resembling in some
respect or many the stimulus, so that a complicated process
necessarily intervened. Many ancient pigeon-holes of the

brain must have been searched, and a comparison made with
the contents of each, followed by a judgment of greater agree-

ment in some one case, a choice thereof, and the calling up
and utterance of a name, which again became consciousness.

And this often in a fraction of a second. Such, we may con-

jecture, is the general process, although the manj' attempts

at introspection gave wholly negative results. Frequent in-

quiry was made as to how, in what form, the suggested object

came into consciousness, and the most frequent reply was
that a name, articulate, visual, or auditory, was the first of
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the object experienced. Sometimes, then, it was once or

twice said, the connotations of the object developed. In

some cases aphasia occurred and a hazy likeness of the object

coming hovered for a few seconds or less before the mind.

Here is a problem for research.

Instruments of precision for measuring small periods of time

were not needed in these experiments, but intervals of not over

half a second appeared in several instances, such reactions

being as fast as regular time-reactions with judgment or

choice, and much more characteristic of the reacting subject

than of the blots on which the reaction occurred. The long-

est time required, three minutes very nearly, was by the sub-

ject with next to the longest general time average also ; the

two next longest were by two students of decidedly "intel-

lectual type." Neither age nor sex shows a distinct influence

in these quantitative results ; habits of living, on the other

hand, are clearly recorded in the figures as confirmed by
knowledge of the various subjects' mental modes and occupa-

tions. The intellectual type appears in the numbers with

like corroborative evidence. From the grand average of all

the subjects' times, about ten seconds, it is apparent that the

reactions were slower than one might a priori estimate from
a study of the blots. Facility developed noticeably in some
cases. It is curious to observe that an equal number of sub-

jects were above and below the quantitative average ; also

that the slowest and fastest were nearly an equal number of

seconds from the mean time, which thus doubly appears to

be a true average time of these 1920 reactions. As a compar-
ative mental test, this mode of experiment would seem to be

valuable, representing accurately the mental functions upon
which wit and mental liveliness depend.
The qualitative portion of this research has more of interest

than the quantitative, howbeit its results are not statable in

exact terms nor expressible in figures. The qualitative side

better, however, suggests the mysteries of association and of

the imagination, deep in the nervous substance, which future

psychologists may explain. Each subject, it will be remem- ,-
bered, was instructed to report the first object which the blot /\,

suggested to him in each of the 120 cases. A comparison of

these object-images gives, therefore, curious and interesting

results, and leads into mazes of scientific conjecture.

In the case of no blot did over 40 per centum of the sub-

jects agree on any one suggested object. In several instances

no two of the subjects were reminded of the same thing.

These two extreme blots are reproduced in Figure 2, the right

blot, numbered X.IO, having given the 40 per centum of

agreements, and the other, XII. 7, being one of those lapon
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ixn. ]. X. 10.

Fig. 2.

whose name no two agreed. Critical study of their outlines

gives only one key to this great difference in difficulty, name-

ly, that the one upon which there was agreement strongly

suggests the familiar figure of a man (with upturned coat

collar).

From out the 120 blots three have been chosen here as ex-

amples for a full report of the subjects' answers, the times

being also given for greater completeness. These three char-

acters are reproduced in Figure 3, and their respective de-

scriptions follow

:

rij /. viim. IK>
Fig. 3.
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III.l.

Times.
Subject. Imagined Objkct. Seconds.

A. Cabbage head. 3.
B. Animal with mouth open. 46.
C. Fairy on a cloud. 11.
D. Woman, seated, basket of vegetables in her lap. 12.
E. Top of an Indian's head, nose swollen. 4.
F. Grotesque Indian's head. 22.
G. Rabbit sitting hunched up. 16.
H. Potted plant on the ground. 7.5
I. Rooster sitting in a bunch of vegetables. 44.
J. Grinning head of a beast. 3.

K. Head of chicken with a top-knot. 2.

L. Monstrous man's head. 1.5
M. Flower. 2.5
N. Cock's head, comb erect. 4.
0. "Rinch." 1.5
P. Head of a woodcock. 6.

VIII.4.
Times.

Subject. Imagined Object. Seconds.

A. Puritan scold about to be ducked. 9.

B. Woman extending her hand. 2.
C. Veiled woman on a stool; basket at her feet. 8.

D. Woman on stilts. 16.7
E. Mermaid enveloped in her hair. 6.

F. Fore part of a grazing deer. 3.3
Q. Bear. 4.
H. Man sitting on the limb of a tree. 3.8
1. Monkey on a three-legged stool. 4.5
J. Dog, tail very straight. 7.

K. Man digging. 3.

L. Girl in a high-chair throwing something into a basket. 1.

M. Chimpanzee. 4.

N. Old woman sitting on a tub on two legs; children at right. 1.3
O. Person sitting on a person in a chair. 4.

P. Woman sitting on a rock. 4.5

IX.IO.
Times.

Subject. Imagined Object. Seconds.

A. Demon on a beast. 4.

B. Monster's head. 16.3
0. Head of an Arab. 8.

D. Running animal frisking. 2.

E. Girl in a tall cap, seated. 4.

F. Running pea-fowl, head on one side. 6.2
G. Chimera. 11.5
H. New style lady's bonnet. 70.
1. Head of some one-eyed creature. 33.5
J. Bat, flying. 47.8
K. Two shrimps. 20.
L. Child falling from a tub, falling-from overturning stool. 2.

M. Half of a sweet-pea bloom. 3.5
N. Snake coiled around a stick. 3.

O. Horseshoe-crab. 5.

P. Human head (left part of blot only). 21.
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Why one subject should see in a blot a " cabbage head "

and the next an "animal with his mouth open." or why a
professor should be reminded by a blot of " half a sweet pea
blossom " and his wife of a " snake coiled round a stick," of

course no one can at present pretend to explain. There is a
temptation in such cases of association as these to call the
results the choice of chance, but this means too little—or too
much. It is clear that, as a general principle, the experience,
and especially the early experience, of the subject has impor-
tant influence. For example, study of the records shows that
subject H., a purely domestic woman, is reminded most often

of domestic objects; while subject O., who is an artist and
student of mythology, sees in the blots many picturesque and
fanciful things. The difference between the imaginations of

the country and city bred is clear. Altogether there is evi-

dence here that the laws of the reproductive imagination, still

for the most part hid in the neural paths, are substantial

laws, which may one day be found entirely out and reduced
to words and to more or less of mathematical certainty of

statement. Meanwhile it is something to establish, if possi-

ble, in a manner unmistakably demonstrable, the empirical
conditions under which this "faculty" of mind performs its

marvelous combinations and effects, for the imagination is

one of the most interesting as well as most important phases
of mentality.

In particular would it be interesting to know to what de-

gree, if at all, the fixed ideas, delusions, and changed emo-
tional conditions of what the Germans term conveniently der
Wahn, influence and subvert the reproductive imaginations
of the persons who are the victims of these obsessions and
delusions, fixed into their mental natures deep as life. Per-

haps an attempt to answer these interesting inquiries may
form the substance of another research conducted with this

same set of blots.



THE VERNIER CHRONOSCOPE.

By E. C. Sanfokd.

Some years ago, the writer described a simple ehrono-
scope on the principle of the vernier, capable of measuring
short intervals of time in hundredths of a second.* The in-

strument was crude, and probably has never been put to
serious use, but the need of a number of time instruments
of some sort for a brief practice course at the Clark Summer
School of 1897 led to a second attempt and finally to the
instrument pictured and described below, which has proved
itself very satisfactory in actual use and won commendation
from several who have seen it.

s.

The essential part of the instrument is the pair of unequal
pendulums at the left. The longer of these is of such a

^

This Journal, III, 1890-91, 174. The idea was borrowed from
the astronomer Kaiser, who used it more than forty years ago in
studying " personal equation."
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length iis to make one complete swing (i. c, to traverse its

arc and return to the same jjoint) in 0.80 seconds; the
shoilcr makes a complete swing in 0.7S seconds, thus gain-
ing 0.02 seconds at each of its swings, and fixing tlie unit
of measurement of the instrument at one-fiftieth of a sec-
ond. With these rates, if both pendulums start together,
the shorter will gain a whole swing of the longer, and
they will be together again after forty of its swings;
0.80^-0.02= 40. If the shorter starts later'than the longer, it

will gain as before at the rate of one-fiftieth of a second per
swing; and in order to know in fiftieths of a second the
interval by which it started later, it will only be necessary
to count its swings until it catches up; and in general to
measure any short interval, it will only be necessary to start
the longer pendulum at the beginning and the shorter at the
end, and to count the swings of the shorter up to and in-

cluding a coincidence. The number counted is the interval
expressed in the units of gain, that is, in fiftieths of a second.
The counting of the shorter corresponds to the common

usage in counting a vernier, but in this instrument the
counting of the longer pendulum is from its position some-
what easier, and as the number of swings is the same in

either case, no error is introduced by so doing. In the re-

mainder of the description it is assumed that the count is

made upon the longer.

In measuring intervals of over 0.80 seconds, the long
pendulum will complete one or more swings before the
short pendulum starts. When this happens a difference
must be made in the counting. For each whole swing nmde
by the long pendulum, before the short one starts, forty units

must be added to the value given by the count while both
are in motion. Suppose, for example, that the long pendu-
lum has made one swing before the short one starts, and
that six more swings are made before the coincidence, the
total time would be 40+6 units of the instrument, or 0.92

seconds, in the perfectly adjusted instrument. If the long

pendulum should make three whole swings before the

shorter starts and then twenty more swings to the coinci-

dence, the time would be 3x40+20=140 units of the in-

strument, or 2.8 seconds. With a little care the measure-

ments of these longer times need offer no difficulty.

How the adjustments of the pendulums are made will be

explained after the construction of the instrument has been

described.

The Construction of the Chronoscope.

The base of the instrument is of cast iron (4f inches long,
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4 inches wide and -J of an inch thick). On one corner of it

rises a column |7^ inches high, above the base) which, with
the little platforms supporting the kevs. is cast in one piece

with the base.

From the top of the column an arm extends forward over

the base 3^ inches. This is made of quarter-inch square
brass rod and is set cornering so as to allow the threads of

the pendulums to hang from an edge. One end of each

thread is tied fast through a hole in the arm. and the other

is clamped under the head of the corresponding screw on
the upper side of the arm. thus providing an easy adjust-

ment in length. Both the tied and the clamped ends pass

up over the upper edge of the arm and down on the right

side, where they lie in four narrow file cuts to prevent them
from slipping laterally and thus altering the length of the

I)endulums. This is a slight feature in the construction, but

important for accuracy. The threads are ordinary silk

butt n-hole twist, red for the long pendulum and blue for

the short. The bobs are brass disks a little over an inch in

diameter and three-eighths of an inch thick. The length of

the longer pendulum is approximately GJ inches, from the

edge of the arm to the center of the bob; that of the shorter,

approximately .5^ inches.

The pendulums are released from the keys at the right in

the cut. Each of these catches between its lips, repre-

sented as half open, a little loop of wire like that lying upon
the base, and into the loop is dropped the hook on the side

of the bob. TMien the knobs of the keys are depressed, the

loops are released and the pendulums start. The structure

of the keys is very simple. The upper bar turns on the screw

as a pivot, and is held in either the closed or open position

"by the spring, which acts upon the downward projecting

cam.* A round brass post extends downward from the

under side of the lower bar. fitting into a hole of the same
size in the base, and is held in place by a set-screw not

shown in the cut. This arrangement provides a vertical

adjustment of the keys, by which they are easily brought

into the right relation to the pendulum.
The instrument in this form can be nsed for reactions

with auditory or tactual stimuli; for use with visual stimuli,

a small addition is required which is described below, in

connection with the method of using the instrument for re-

actions to visual stimuli.

• This plan was suggested bv Prof. Jastrow's reaction key, this

JOUKNAL, Vol. W, 1891-92, p. 2i0.
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Adjushnent and Control of the Instrument.

The adjuslmoiit and coutrol aro as simple as the con-

struction. The king pendulum must first be brought, by
varying 51s length, to swing in 0.80 seconds, that is, 150

swings in two minutes. If the timing is done with a stop
w'atch, this is easy for a single observer; if with an ordinary

watch, it is a little more convenient to have the time kept
bj- one observer and the count by another. The pendulum
is started; observer A tai)s upon the table for the begin-

ning of the two minutes; observer B begins the count, call-

ing the first count "naught," and continues till A taps for

the end of the two minutes. The pendulum is then length-

ened or shortened, as the count indicates. It would be a
long i>roces8 to get the adjustment so exact as to give just

l.")0 swings, but that is not necessary. It is better to accept

an approximate adjustment (c. (j., 149 or l.")l), and to apply
an arithmetical correction later if necessary. The short

pendulum is better regulated by the long one than directly

by the watch. Both pendulums are set swinging, and the

count started at a coincidence (called "naught"! and the

counting continued till the pendulums are exactly together

again, which should happen at the end of the thirty-ninth

swing of the longer. As before, an approximate adjustment
is sufficient.

Adjustment in the last case is a somewhat more delicate

matter than before, and if time is short, one which brings a

coincidence at the thirty-seventh or forty-first swing will

serve. It is more important to know the exact swing upon
which the coincidence occurs than it is to make it occur

upon a particular one. If greater accuracy than can be
reached by a single count is desired, the counting may be

continued through two or more periods. An adjustment
giving a coincidence at 39^ swings, for example, would
show the second coincidence at 79, the third at 118..5, and
so on.

The adjustments can be made more rapidly than might
be inferred from this description of them, and once made
require no more than an occasional counting to make sure

that they have not changed.
The arithmetical correction above mentioned is easy to

obtain. Suppose, for example, that the long pendulum is

found to swing 148 times in two minutes and that coinci-

dences occur every 37 swings. This will mean that the time

of a single swing of the long pendulum is 0.81 seconds, and
that the short pendulum makes 38 swings to 37 of the long.
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The unit of the instrument is then 0.0213 (0.81^38=0.0213),
instead of 0.02, as it would be if exactly adjusted. In this case

the final records would be reduced to hundredths of a sec-

ond by multiplying by 2.13 instead of by 2. For many dem-

onstrational purposes no correction at all is necessary, all

records being kept directly in the units of the instrument.

Methods of Using the Instrument.

For simple reactions to auditory stimuli, the method of

operation is as follows: The subject and operator being in

place (the latter with closed eyes) and the pendulums

hooked into the loops, the operator gives a "ready signal,"

and a second or two later taps his key smartly with the

back of a pocket knife or other convenient bit of metal. The

tap releases the long pendulum, at the same time producing

the sound to which the subject reacts by pressing his key,

the operator counts the swings of the long pendulum till

the two are in coincidence, and the number is the reaction-

time in the units of the instrument.

Sometimes the coincidence seems equally good on two
swings. This indicates that the real coincidence fell be-

tween them, and the record is to be made accordingly. If it

has seemed to occur on both the 10th and 11th swings, the

record is 10.5 swings. For this reason it is well not to cease

counting at the first sign of coincidence, but to continue till

separation is evident, noticing, of course, to which swing,

or swings, the coincidence really belongs. The counting and

the judging of coincidences require a minimum of practice,

but the knack is very soon acquired.

For reactions to visual stimuli, two small changes in the

apparatus are needed. A screen must be set up between the

subject and operator, and an arm attached to the operator's

key for presenting the visual stimuli at the instant of the

release of the pendulum. For holding the screen, a vertical

saw-cut has been made in the base of the instrument, half

way between the keys and extending an inch oi- more to-

ward the center. A stiff piece of cardboard a foot or so

square set into this cut will stand of itself and furnish all

the screen necessary. (The cut is unfortunately not shown
in the illustration above.) The arm for carrying the visual

stimuli is a vertical brass rod. about five inches long,

screwed into the operator's key just above the pivot. At its

upper end, this rod carries a spring^clip, into which are set

the bits of black, white, or colored cardboard, about an inch

square, which serve for the visual stimuli. When the knob

of the key is depressed, the rod is thrown to the right and
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llic Stimulus card brought before a suitable opening in the

St Tccn. The movement at the toji of the rod is only about
half an inch, but this is suHicient for most purposes. Hinee

the pendulum is released the instant the depression of the

knob begins, the opening must be rightly placed and the

edge of tiie stimulus card must lie as near to it as possible.

To facilitate this the card is also brought as close

as possible to the screen by giving the rod a
double bend toward the other key. The noise produced by
the striking together of the right ends of the bars
of th<' key when the key is suddenly opened is a dis-

advantage in visual experiments, and may be obviated by
slipping over botii (as if to connect them) a half-inch bit of

quarter-inch rubber tubing, in the middle of which a little

cotton has been placed. The noise may be very much di-

minished in this way without too great reduction in the
movement of the upper end of the arm.

Reactions to touch, or more exactly to i>ressure, may be
tried by having the subject place one fore-finger under that

of the operator on the operator's key. lie will thus receive

a pressure in it at the instant that the operator's pendulum
is released and can release his own pendulum with the

other finger.

Reactions involving discrimination and choice, in Bon-
der's form (i. e., by reacting to only one of two or more
stimuli and refraining from reaction to the rest), can easily

be tried with the chronoscope arranged for visual stimuli.

The number associations (adding, subtracting, multii)iying,

dividing, squaring, etc., etc.) can also be tried with the

same arrangement, if the problem is given in such a way
that the subject cannot begin to solve it till he is shown a
digit through the hole in the screen. For example, the sub-

ject is told to add to 17, a number to be shown. As soon as
the operator's key is depressed, he sees the digit required

and begins his adding, presssing his key and announcing the

result simultaneously when he 1ms reached it.*

With experiments in an auditory form, the range of appli-

cation is still wider, any sort of association time being meas-
urable when the operator makes the depression of his key
coincide with the calling of the stimulus word, and the sub-

* It might seem BuflBcient for the subject to press his key without
calling out the result, but there is probably less tendency to antici-
patory reactions when vocalization is required, and the subject is

in a better position to report upon his success in making the de-
pression o£ the key coincide with the termination of the mental
task.
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ject makes the depression of his coincide with his re-

sponse.*
The following points in regard to the management of the

chronoscope should be regarded. In preparing the instru-

ment for use the operator should see that the keys are so

set as to release the bobs with as little independent motion
as possible, and that the bobs hang straight in the middle
of their threads when at rest. The keys should catch the

wire loops at such a point as to bring the threads of both
pendulums approximately into the same plane. It is easier

to judge the coincidences by sighting across the thi'eads

than by watching the bobs. The bobs show a tendency to

wear the threads unless the holes in them are carefully

smoothed, which probably could be prevented by waxing
that part of the thread. It will be found convenient, though
by no means necessary, to clamp the instrument to the

table on which it is used to prevent the subject from dis-

placing it by over-vigorous reacting.-

The instrument can easily be given a form in which the
bobs ai'e released from electro-magnets, and one of that sort

is now in the Clark laboratory. Such an arrangement,
however, introduces not only the time error of the magnets
—a small matter probably in any use to which such an in-

strument would be put—but also requires additional keys,

batteries and subsidiary apparatus, whicli would multiply
the cost beyond reason. The instrument has been spoken of

as a demonstrational instrument, and such is its primary
purpose, but it is evidently capable of serving for research
in any case where a unit of one-fiftieth of a second is suf-

ficiently small.

* For valuable suggestions, both as to construction and methods
of use, the writer is indebted to Prof. E. B. Titchener, in whose
" Primer of Psychology," the instrument and experiments are also
described.



AN OBJECTIVE STUDY OF SOME MORAL
JUDGMENTS.

By FnAJN'K Cuapman Siiakp.

In au article iu the Philosophical Review for May, 1S9G, an
attempt was made to explain, iu pai't at least, the continued
existence, through generations of controversy, of incompati-
ble theories of the moral life. It was shown that thinkers
had tailed to reach conclusions commanding universal con-

sent, largely because they had based their descriptions and
consequent explanations mainly, if not entirely, upon the
data supplied hj their own consciousness. This method of

procedure might have done little harm had its implied pos-

tulate, the absolute uniformity of the moral nature, been
true, but facts were adduced which seemed to force us to

the conclusion either that the great majority of moralists

have been and are either hopelessly incompetent or careless,

or both, or that there exist different types of moral judg-

ment, which are represented with varying degrees of com-
pleteness in different persons. If we accept the latter alter-

native we shall cease to wonder that those who never turn
their eyes to the fields that lie beyond the narrow bounda-
ries of their own lives, should bring in reports that are ap-

parently impossible to harmonize. If this position be
sound, the great desideratum in ethics to-day is a complete
knowledge of the phenomena of the moral experience, as

these are to be found in the men and women—and children

—about us. Works on the morals of savages or of semi-

civilized peoples, works on European morals in past cen-

turies, valuable as these may be, are not sufficient. Even
where they are absolutely reliable, the information they
give us is still too meagre; we may almost say that they
fail entirely to show us "the great heart of the machine."
The same criticism holds of the material supplied by the

biographies and autobiographies of the great dead. In their

best estate they give us nothing more than passing glimpses

of the life within. What is needed to-day is detailed inform-

ation touching every phase of the ethical experience, in-

cluding the apparently insignificant and uninteresting as

well as the fundamental and impressive. Even if the scien-
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tific problems of analysis aud explanation be relegated to
the background, as is the tendency at present, and all in-
terest be concentrated upon the determination of the
stimmum honmn—that which gives conduct its ultimate
value,—little progress toward a final agreement is to be
hoped for between the members of opposing schools, except
as both parties are forced to face the question of the nature
and extent of possible divergencies from their own stand-
ai'ds and modes of thought.
The present article is an attempt to suggest a method for

investigating the material which has been thus neglected.
Since it aims primarily to set forth the validity and useful-
ness of a method rather than to add to the already acquired
stock of information (though we believe it will not be found
wanting in this respect), we have selected as its subject
the examination of certain assertions in Martineau's "Types
of Ethical Theory."' These assertions form the main part of
the foundation of his system, and yet the author presents
us with no other evidence of their universality than his
own emphatic ipse dixit and the familiar but now rather
worn assurance that the existence of the moral life stands
or falls with them. The writings of the great apostle of lib-

eral theology have been chosen for our purpose, mainly be-
cause they belong to that small class of contemporary works
that throw the emphasis upon the scientific as opposed to the
speculative problems of ethics, that seek primarily to dis-
cover the conditions under which moral judgments arise
rather than to ask for their ultimate validity. Not that
this last question is not of the highest importance (Mar-
tineau himself by no means neglects it), but the more
pressing need at present is for careful study in the other
direction.

The specific theses which it is proposed to consider are
four in number. The first has to do with the fundamental
nature of moral judgment. Motives, not actions, are de-
clared to be its objects. When two incompatible impulses
appear in consciousness and struggle with each other for
supremacy, we become directly aware of their relative ex-
cellence or of their comparative moral worth. "This appre-
hension is no mediate discovery of ours, of which we can
give an account; but is immediately inherent in the very
experience of the principles themselves—a revelation in-

separable from their appearance side by side. By simply
entering the stage together and catching the inner eye,
they disclose their respective worth and credentials."* The

•"Types of Ethical Tii93ry," Vol. 11, pp. 44, 45.
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significance of tlieso statements will appear more clearly
if we bring them face to face witii a criticism upon them
urged by I'rofessor Sidgwick. The delcriiiination of what
is right will not, he tliinks, except in the most trifling

cases, take (he form of a direct comparison of the motives
which primarily urge us to action. For instance, if the duel is

started between resentment and compassion, or between
love of ease and love of gain, "the struggle will not be
fought out in the lists so marked out, since higher motives
would inevitably be called in as the conflict went on, re-

gard for justice and social well-being on the side of resent-
ment, regard for health and ultimate efticiency for work on
the side of love of ease; and it would be the intervention
of these higher motives that would decide the struggle, so
far as it was decided rightly. ... So that the com-
})arison ultimately decisive would be not between the lower
motives primarily conflicting, hut between the effects of the

different lines of eotidnct to ichich these lower motives respect-

irehj prompt, considered in relation to whatever we regard as
//(e ultimiite end or ends of reasonable action."* If in common
with the representatives of many otherwise conflicting

schools we call this end the interests or the welfare
of those thereby affected, the problem to be solved may be
formulated as follows: When two alternatives present
themselves before a man for moral evaluation, is his judg-

ment determined by noting their relative excellence or

admirableness in themselves considered, or does he ask
what the effects of the two courses of action will be upon
the welfare of those thereby affected?
The second assertion to be tested aiBrms the absolute

uniformity of moral judgments when the problem to be
solved has been stripped of all irrelevant considerations

with regard to the working of external forces and has been
reduced to a question of the relative worth of the com-
peting motives or groups of motives.** It must, of course,

be granted that the person judging has some knowledge of

the meaning of the terms involved, and furthermore that

his inward eye has not been dimmed by habitual disregard

of the dictates of conscience. These conditions being

granted, all apparent variations from a uniform standard

are due, we are told, to the fact that moral judgment in-

volves a comparison of two elements, and often but one of

these is explicitly put forward. If I ask: Was B the right

spring of action to follow under the given circumstances?

"Methods of Ethics." 4th edition, p. 372.

••"Types of Ethical Theory," Vol. II, pp. 77 {.; p. 102.
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one person may indeed answer yes, and the other no. But
the contradiction is only apparent. For the first party was
mentally comparing it with 0, and the other with A. No
wonder, then, that the former looked upon it as the higher
alternative and the course of action it urged to as right,
while the latter judged this same course of action to be
wrong.*

Furthermore, the revelation of the moral worth of the
springs of action is asserted to be immediate, because di-
rect. "The moment this condition is realized (i. e., when the
incompatible impulses enter consciousness), we are sensi-
ble of a contrast between them. . . . requiring a
phraseology for its expression such as this: that one is

higher, worthier than the other There is no
analysis or research required; it is a choice of Hercules,
only without the reasoning and the rhetoric; the claims are
decided by a glance at their face."**
From the uniformity and immediacy of the moral judg-

ment follows directly its certainty, the sense of necessity,
untroubled by a single doubt. If the matter is decided at
the first glance without analysis and without reasoning,
and if the decision will hold for all time and in every place,
the impulses under inspection remaining identical, then
evidently no place is left for hesitation or uncertainty. As
well might we doubt whether the sensation of pure white
on a black background involved the consciousness of two
sense qualities or only one.***
To test these statements a series of ten questions was

recently given to the members of the psychology classes in

the University of Wisconsin, resulting in the receipt of l.^j^

sets of answers, fifty-seven from young women, ninety-five
from young men. The students were members of the junior
and senior classes and averaged about 21 years of age. As
far as is known, no one of them had previously made any
study of theoretical ethics, or had, at most, anything be-
yond a casual acquaintance with any department of the lit-

erature of the subject. They were requested to prepare
their replies without consulting with any one, in order that
these might represent the result of their own unassisted
judgment. They were urged to state, as far as possible,
the reasons for their conclusions with the utmost fullness;
so generously was this request complied with that their
papers averaged between 400 and .500 words in length. In
order to encourage complete frankness, assurance was

*Ibid., pp. 61 f. Note the examples given.
**Jbift., pp. 44. 45.

***Ihid., pp. 72; 454.

IX—14
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given that under no circumstances would the identity of the
writer of any statement be revealed. It should be added
that the students had no idea of the use to which their work
would be put and no reason to suppose that it would ever
be examined by anyone besides myself. The temptation to
talk solely for effect was thus reduced to a minimum. The
questions were presented to them in type-written form
during their regular recitation hour. They were requested
to hand in written answers at the next meeting of the class,

three days later. Beyond the directions already referred to,

they had simply to be told to indicate the time after each
question which was required for its decision; to mark each
answer which they did not feel iM?rfectly certain about,
"doubtful;" and finally, if unable to come to a conclusion in

any case, to state this fact instead of merely passing it by
without mention. Practically no explanation was added to
the printed text, beyond the information that numbers II,

in, and with slight additions, I, were taken directly from
life; and furthermore that the circumstances described in

I (c) were very nearly realized in a railroad wreck in Ohio
a number of years ago.

The questions were as follows:

1. Several years ago in a railroad wreck a lady was imprisoned
in the debris in such a way that escape was impossible. Her hus-
band, who might have extricated himself with an effort, deliber-
ately chose to remain and die with her, in order that he might
give her the support and comfort of his presence in her last mo-
ments. She herself, we must suppose, was not aware of the possi-
bility of his escape, otherwise his aim would of coiu-se have been
defeated. What is to be said of the moral character of his choice
in each of the following cases ? (a) If he was a clerk with the ex-
pectations of the average of his class and had no family ties apart
from his wife, (b) Position as in (a), but he had a mother living
with him in his home, who was very much devoted to him, but not
dependent upon him for support, (c) Position again as in (a). He
had a distant relative, a lady who was an invalid and absolutely
dependent upon him for support, (d) If he had been a clergyman
doing a great deal of good, (e) If he had been a Morse, conscious
that he was on the eve of the solution of the problem of the elec-
tric telegraph, (f ) If he had been an artist of very exceptional
talents.

2. (a) In a small western village a switchman was just about to
turn the switch for an approaching express train when he saw his
little son, his only child, playing upon the track. The choice had
to be made between the life of the babe and the lives of the passen-
gers. What ought he to have done ? (b) In the case just cited the
man was on duty. What should be the decision under the follow-
ing circumstances?
A drunken switchman has left the switch open. A man who lives

near the tracks notices the open switch on his way home from work
and is just about to tiu-n it to save the train, when he sees his only
child upon the track just in front of the engine. The alternative is

as in (a).
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3. A young man taught for a year in a private school in New
York with a great deal of success. At the close of the school year
he was complimented highly by the principal upon the character of
his work, and, although no definite engagement was made, he was
led to believe that his services would undoubtedly be desired for
the ensuing year. All summer he tried to bring about a definite
understanding with his employer, but letters mysteriously failed to
reach their destination, etc., till when the end of September had
come, no contract had been agreed upon. Then at last he succeeded
in getting a personal interview with the principal. The latter of-

fered him a salary of .$600, only two-thirds the amount he had re-
ceived the year before, claiming the services in question were worth
no more to him. At this the young man could only believe he had
been tricked. He had no friends in the city, and his parents in a
distant part of the country were unable to support him. He was
just graduated from college, and had had no experience in other
lines of work. Almost all school positions were already filled. In
each of the following circumstances what would it have been his
duty to do, or is he under no moral obligation one way or the
other ? (a) If he had had $500 in the bank, (b) If he had had only
enough to support him for a month or two. (c) If he had had §500,
but a wife dependent upon him for support. She, however, being
willing to have him do whatever he thinks right, (d) Money
enough for only a month or two, and a wife as in (c).

4. A timid child is offered some money to go into a dark room in
a distant part of the house and remain there five minutes. Has he
done wrong if he goes ? Or is no moral question involved ? The
child is assumed to be old enough to be able to distinguish between
right and wrong.

5. The following might have happened at the Johnstown (Penn.)
flood. A man found he had just time either to warn his wife or two
other women (not relatives). Both these women have family ties,

etc., so that looked upon purely from an objective standpoint the
death of anyone will involve as great a loss to all concerned as the
death of another. What is it his duty to do ?

6. In 1773, at the age of 47, John Howard began what was to
prove his hfe work, the investigation of the prisons of England,
which finally resulted in a complete revolution in the English
prison system. The prosecution of this work necessitated constant
traveling from place to place, and in consequence he was com-
pelled to leave his eight-year old son under the care of strangers, for
the mother had died several years before. At an early age the boy
became dissipated, and before he was twenty-one was morally a
wreck. The father knew what his son's habits were. On the other
hand he had no evidence whatever that anyone else stood ready to
take up his work for the prisoners in case he abandoned it. Sup-
pose that he was fully convinced that under his own guidance his
son might be trained to lead an honorable, moral life, was it his duty
to drop his work for ten or fifteen years till his son had grown up,
and thus delay and perhaps postpone indefinitely the possibility of
the needed reforms, or did his duty lie with the work he had begun ?

7. In Shakespeare's "Tempest" Prospero, Duke of Milan, leaves
the government of the city entirely in the hands of his brother in
order that he may devote himself exclusively to what may be
called [scientific pursuits. In other words he gives up pohtical
power in order to gain knowledge and culture. Provided his
brother had been just as good a ruler as himself, and was glad to
assume the duties of the office, was such a choice praiseworthy or
blameworthy (morally), or was it morally indifferent?
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8. It is related of the English statesman, William Pitt, that he
once fell in love \\'ith a young lady, but would not permit himself to
seek to win her because he believed marrying her would hinder his
advancement in public life. Was such a decision morally praise-
worthy, or was it wrong, or was it morally indifferent ? It is as-
sumed that in making his decision he was moved mainly by ambi-
tion, and not by a design to be useful to his country, if you con-
sider no moral question was involved in his decision, would you
think the better of him for choosing one or the other of these alter-

natives ? If so, which ?

9. If you had a friend who was a Spiritualist, would you consider
it your "duty to attempt to undeceive him, as long as his beliefs
were harming no one else, in case that by so doing you felt certain
you would (a) make him permanently unhappy, or that (b) you
would weaken his moral character? Would youconsider it trroTig

to do so in (a) or (b) ?

10. A young man with talents adapting him about equally for
trade or study, who is just about to enter college, is offered a busi-
ness position that promises to lead to wealth. The demands that
will be made upon his time and energy are so great that he will be
unable to carry on his studies in any form. The culture he will get
out of the proposed career is as near zero as possible. Is he mor-
ally blameworthy if he accepts it ? If not, would you think less of
him if he accepted ?

In the tables, which summarize results, R stands for the
judgment, "He did right"; W, "He did wrong"; D means
that the person interrogated could not come to a

decision; X, that no moral question was involved. The per-

son before whom the alternatives are supposed to have
been placed is therein assumed to have chosen as

indicated, in each of the following cases: I: The hus-

band remained with his wife; H: The father saved his

child instead of the train; HI: The young man refused the
position; IV: The child refused to go into the room in order

to gain the money offered him; V: The man saved his wife;

VI: Howard devoted himself to the reformation of his son
(this form was adopted for the sake of uniformity with 11

and V); VII: Prospero devoted himself to his studies;

VIH: Pitt chose to gratify his ambition; IX: I conceive it to

be my duty to attempt to undeceive my friend;

X: The young man declined the business position.

It will be convenient to begin our investigation with a
study of the alleged uniformity of moral judgments. For
this purpose the replies to questions I, II, IV, V, VI, and IX
supply the best material, because these offer comparatively

small opportunity for differences in interpretation, and
where the grounds for the decision are stated with any
degree of fullness, ambiguous answers can therefore be

easily eliminated. The following table gives a summary
view of the results obtained:
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Class (1) Class (:2).

Women. Men. Total. Wc)men. Men. Total. Final Total.

I (a) R 8 6 14 16 17 33 47
W 7 25 32 5 12 17 49
D 1 1 2 1 1 3

(b) R 14 6 20 6 7 13 33
W 14 41 55 6 13 19 74
D 1 1 1 1 2 3

(c) R 9 4 13 1 1 14
W 19 44 63 13 20 33 96
D 1 1 2 1 1 3

(d) R 11 5 16 1 4 5 21
W 16 41 57 13 17 30 87
D 1 1 1 1 2

(e) R 11 6 17 1 4 5 22
W 16 44 60 10 16 26 86

D 2 2 1 2 3 5
(f) R 12 6 18 1 6 7 25

W 15 37 52 11 17 28 80

D 2 2 1 1 2 4

IV R 6 10 16 5 4 9 25

W 1 4 5 5
X 9 8 17 27 52 79 96
D 1 2 3 3

Women. Men Total

II (a:I RW
D

56
3
85
1

3
141

1

(b:1 RW
D

9

43
4

21
66
2

30
109

6

V R
W
D

41
11

3

68
20
3

109
31
6

VI RW
D

33
14
2

31
47
3

64
61
5

IX(l)aR 3 10 13

W 42 69 111

D 3 1 4

(1)'bRW
D

1

44
3

1

78
2

2

122
5

(2) a Yes
No
D

29
7

1

53
5

82
12
1

(2) 6 Yes 39 60 99

No 4 3 7

lu question I the intention was to assume that the man
by remaining in the wreck really would have done more to

comfort the last moments of his doomed wife than by
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leaviug her to die alone (human nature being what it is) and
tliat this was tlio consideration that led him to remain.
Furthermore, that the value of his life, whether to society
or to individuals, would have outweighed in each case the
value to bis wife of his presence at her side during the
short time that was to elapse before death came to claim
his own. Of course we are not unaware that many moral-
ists believe that they believe that all such comparisons of
values is imi)ossible. We are not here concerned to deny
this doctrine. 1:2!) writes: "It seems to me that the
good be could do by living would in every case far exceed
the good done his wife by remaining with her."' The prob-
lem is: This premise, as well as the others just mentioned,
being granted, what will be the decision of different
persons upon the morality of the choice? All papers
that failed to face this question were thrown out. Among
them were of course those who denied that the husband, by
remaining with his wife, would really have comforted her,
or at least to the same extent as would have the knowledge
of his safety (a proposition which for many or perhaps
most women would doubtless be true). Again, in twenty
papers his action was denominated suicide, and as such
condemned without qualification. These were without ex-

ception rejected, though it is possible that in the minds of

some of the writers, this subsumption did not stand as the
sole justification of the reprobation expressed. Finally all

those were regarded as not meeting the conditions imposed
by the problem that held in (a) that the life of a man in a

clerk's position, with no family ties, would probably be of

no special value to the world. After excluding all doubtful

cases, forty-eight answers to (a) remained tliat gave evi-

dence, apparently beyond the possibility of a doubt, of a

complete understanding of the question in the form in-

tended; to (h) there were seventy-six such answers; to (c)

seventy-eight; to (d) seventy-four; to (e) sixty-nine; to (f)

seventy-two. These are designated in the table as class (1).

In addition there was a large percentage of papers whose
answers were too indefinite, mainly because of brevity, to

make possible any opinion whether they were a reply to the

real question or not. They appear in the table as class (2).

If the results thus obtained are of any value whatever, it

will be seen that tl e alleged uniformity of moral judgments
is an assumption utterly at variance with the facts. Every-

thing, of course, depends upon the nature of our replies,

but we believe they will bear careful scrutiny. That the

reader may judge of their character for himself, we sub-

join two representatives of class (1):
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15 (a)-(f). I think that he should have stayed with his wife under
all of these circumstances, as a man's first duty is always to his wife
if he has one. His love for his wife and his sorrow in seeing her
dying ought to be too great at that time to allow him to have any
thoughts for himself, his own advancement, or what he could do for
others, even though it might have been better for the world's ad-
vancement—as in cases (d)-(f )—if he had left his wife.

184 (a). To me it seems that had this man saved himself it would
have been more right than to have sacrificed himself in order to
give his wife the comfort of his presence in her last moments. Even
in the case (a), though he was but a clerk with average expecta-
tions, it seems to me it would have been a more moral action to
save himself, since there lies before every man, however humble
his circumstances and in whatever position he may be placed, an
opportunity for doing good. There was this possibility before this
man, and on this possibility I base my belief.*

If it should still be urged that the appearance of diversity

could be cleared away were we able to penetrate into the
minds of the writers, and look upon the problem in all its

ramifications, just as it presented itself to them in the
moment of decision, we can confine the issue to (a).

Thirteen of those who approve the choice in this case,

assert that it should have been adhered to throughout
under all the conditions that follow (from b to f). Of these

thirteen again, ten justify their position by alleging that a

man's first duty is always to his wife, the majority adding
expressly that his choice ought not to have been influenced

at all by considerations of the good he might have done had
he left his wife to die alone. On the other hand, after throw-
ing out all papers that resort to doubtful subsumptions, ir-

relevant considerations, etc., we have still thirty-two re-

plies that condemn the choice in (a)—and of course in all

the following—in language so definite that there is no mis-

taking the meaning. Here, then, we seem to have a solid

mass of material which no further criticism could destroy,

and we therefore appear to be justified in holding that the

divergence with regard to this alternative, at least, is abso-

lute and irreconcilable.

Turning now to the questions that follow we obtain pre-

cisely the same results. At one time the two contradictory

views may be about equally well represented; at another,

wemay find a small group of dissentients confronting a com-

pact majority. But this minority, however small, is always as

firmly convinced of the soundness of its conclusions as if

it were the appointed spokesman of the universal con-

science, and under no circumstances have we the right to

ignore its existence or to scorn it§ pretensions to moral

insight. In what follows we have simply to take such

* Numbers 1-57 are written by women; numbers 101-195 by men.
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explanations as are rciiuisik' for tlie inlerpretalion of the

rcsulls tabulated on paj^e liOli, and to quote typical examples

of the various views I'xpressed.

Question II was so definite that practically all of the re-

plies to it could be counted without fear of error. Some few

indeed, as will be seen by rcferriufi to the table, are not

recorded. As a matter of fact the total never reaches its limit

of 152. This may be due in any jjarticular instance to one

of a variety of causes, which it would be tedious to enumer-

ate, as they can ea.sily be imagined. In this case the total

rises to 145, which is '"'high-water mark," as the newspapers

say.

The following are representative answers:

103 (a). I think he ought to Viave saved the life of his child. I

can give no very definite reason for it, but it seems to me it would
be right.

123 (b). The man's first duty is to his child in this case, for he

has [only] a secondary duty to road and passengers. [Hie answer in

(a) was, save the train.]

179 (a). Duty should outweigh any other consideration in the

man's mind. He did right in sticking to his post. It was a great

sacrifice, but a noble one. (b) The question for the second man is:

Shall I save one or many ? The one is dependent upon him, but his

loss will bring grief to only one home. The wrecking of the train

is liable to bring life-long sorrow to perhaps many homes. He did

right if he stood by the switch.

Another writing in a similar strain, adds : "However, not

one in ten thousand would do it."'

Question V again seems to offer little or no room for

misinterpretation. As formulated it may indeed be "ab-

stract"; yet, let it be given all the concrete setting im-

aginable, the principle at issue would still be the same.

Certainly there is no mistaking the position of those we
quote:

164. If he knew hundreds of people were to be swept away and
drowned, without time enough to warn both of the parties, I should

say it was his duty to save his wife.

129. I believe "it would have been his duty to save his wife. A
man is supposed to be the protector of his family first, and should

rescue them unless he felt he could 6o very much more good in some
other way. I do not consider that the rescue of the two other

women would have done enough more good to sanction it.

158. All other things being equal, the number of lives he was
able to save [determines what] is the proper impulse [to follow],

and not his personal relation to the persons in danger. But I

should not condemn a man for saving his wife in preference to two

other women, and I doubt if any one else would condemn him. The
numbers in this case are too nearly equal, though of course the

fundamental principle is the same.
45. It was his dutv to warn the two women, even if he had to

lose his wife. Two whole families should not be made desolate to

save his wife. It was plainly his duty.
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Question VI assumes that the amount of good which
Howard could have accomplished by continuing his work
of prison reform was greater than it would have been had
he devoted himself to the training of his son; how much
greater, Howard himself could of course not know. It goes
without saying that different persons will estimate the
effects and the probabilities to be considered differently,

nevertheless the contradictions to be found here are genu-
ine, as the quotations that follow will show:

184. If John Howard felt confident that be could train his son
into a mora] life, I believe it was bis duty to drop his work of re-
forming the prisoners, even if thereby it would be indefinitely post-
poned. I think a man's first duty to be the training of his own
children.

112. To my mind Mr. Howard's duty was to carry out his prison
reform work. He thereby saved many persons from becoming
moral wrecks, whereas if he had given up his work he would have
saved only one. The family tie is not sufficient to cause the sacri-
fice of many for one on that account.

With these unambiguous utterances in mind it will be
found profitable to examine Martineau's attempt to account
for the contradictory judgments that Howard's career has
always called forth. (See "Types of Ethical Theory," Vol. TL,

p. (52).

If the answers to IX are to be conclusive, one condition
must be taken for granted which is not expressly men-
tioned in the text, namely, that, as one student puts it, "the
Spiritualist belongs to the harmless type" and is therefore

not likely to injure anyone else by what are here assumed
to be his superstitious beliefs. An explicit statement of

this condition was not demanded. It will be either stated

(as it is by many) or assumed by all those who do not con-

sider it a duty to deprive him of his faith. The only am-
biguity will be in the answers of those who contend that all

error must be killed regardless of consequences. In this

class there is but a single paper that certainly meets all the

conditions required, though at least two others offer every

appearance of being conceived in the same spirit. But the

outcome would have been the same had this position been
entirely unrepresented on our list, for it has elsewhere

found a champion who, in definiteness of statement, leaves

nothing to be desired, while his rare attainments and disci-

plined judgment insure us equally against hasty and ill-

considered expressions of opinion and against utterances

that are the outcome of mere narrow-minded bigotry or

provincialism. We refer to the brilliant author of the

"History of Rationalism in Europe." His view may profit-

ably becompared with that of the majority of our students.
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122 (a). It would be ray duty to warn him in case (a), as happi-
ness is a minor thing compared with the possession of truth. There
is a happiness in drifting and sometimes an unhappiness in strug-
gling against the current, but drifting is wrong, (b) If I thought
it would permanently injure his character, I should not speak to
him, but I should not tbiuk it was wrong [to do so] if there was
merely danger of unsettling it witli a future chance of helping.*

49 (a) and (b). I should consider it wrong to do so in either case.
Nothing would be gained, and harm would be done.

52 (a) and (b). If undeceiving my Spiritualistic friend is going
to make him unhappy and morally weak, I should consider it wrong
to do so. What is the use of any belief unless it brings happiness
and moral strength ? What have you got if you permanently take
these away ?

131 (a). While I do not consider happiness the ultimate end of
man, yet I believe that to wantonly make a person unhappy is un-
justifiable unless more vital issues than this case supposes are in-
volved.
Mr. Leeky: Superstitions appeal to our hopes as well as our fears.

They often meet and gratify the inmost longings of the heart. They
supply conceptions on which the imagination most fondly dwells.
They sometimes even impart a new sanction to moral truths. . . .

The possibility of often adding to the happiness of men by diffusing
abroad, or at least sustaining pleasing falsehoods, and the suffering
that must commonly result from their dissolution, can hardly rea-
sonably be denied. There is one, and but one, adequate reason
that can always justify men in critically reviewing what they have
been taught. It is the conviction that opinions should not be re-
garded as mere mental luxuries, that truth should be deemed an
end distinct from and superior to utility, and that it is a moral duty
to pursue it,whether it leads to pleasure'or whether it leads to pain.**

Question IV was selected with a view to discovering the
attitude of common sense toward tlie dictum of Martineau
that fear is higher than love of money. In attempting to

make such a test we must not for a moment be supposed to

* There is no advocate of the. programme. Truth at any cost,
whose statements are definite enough to be worth printing.
**" History of European Morals," Vol. I, pp. 52-54. Lecky's atti-

tude toward "his own opinion is somewhat difficult to determine.
From page 50 it appears that this judgment is conceived to be a
plain deliverance of the universal moral consciousness. "The con-
siderations I have adduced will, I think, be sufficient to show that
the utilitarian principle, if pushed to its full logical consequences,
would be by no means as accordant with ordinary moral notions as
is sometimes alleged ; that it would, on the contrary, lead to con-
clusions utterly and outrageously repugnant to the moral feelings
it is intended to explain. I will . . . [advert] to two great fields

in which, as I believe, it would prove especially revolutionarj'. . . .

[One] sphere is that of speculative truth," etc. And yet on page
54, note 2, he writes : "The opposite view" (to that of his own)
"in England is continually expressed in the saying, ' You should
never pull down an opinion until you have something to put in its

place.' " Perhaps his object here is merely to point out the incom-
patibility of this maxim with what he supposes to be the ethical
axiom of the supreme obligation of devotion to truth.
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assent to the proposition that either love of money or fear,

abstractly considered, can have any definite position in the
moral scale. Nevertheless It seemed at once possible and
profitable to collect and compare judgments upon the rela-

tive position of fear in a concrete case with the desire on
the part of a child for a definite sum of money whose em-
ployment could easily be imagined. As in I, the answers
must be divided in two classes, (1) : those that revealed un-
mistakably a recognition of the fact that the conflict lay be-

tween the fear of the dark and the desire for the money; and
(2) those which, while apparently based on this concep-
tion of the problem, did not contain an explicit statement to
that effect. All papers were excluded that based their con-
demnation of the child for taking the money, upon the
possible injury that might result from the shock to his

nervous system. Of those who asserted that no moial
question was involved, some added that they should admire
the child more if he refused the money; this declaration
was, however, as always, offset by a contrary one, a certain

number preferring to see the desire for the money get the
better of liis fear. The following quotations are taken from
class (1) :

154. " I think that the child would do wrong' to go, as the motive
is a low one, and the timidity should be overcome without bribery."

104. " If the desire for the money is a stronger motive than the
fear of the dark, the child had a perfect right to go."

138. " The child's action is morally indifferent. I should think
better of him if he let his desire for the money overcome his fear."

It will be observed that the returns from questions III,

Vn, VIII and X have been given no place in the tabulated

reports. The reason is that they do not admit of a yes and
no classification, as the questions themselves do not pre-

tend to enumerate every one of the relevant considerations

that might properly enter into a decision, and what is more
important, admit of being looked at from more than one
point of view. The significance of this latter fact will be
brought out in another place. At present we shall confine

ourselves to showing the existence of contradictory opin-

ions here just as in everything that has preceded.

Number III raises the question whether the impulse to

resent a certain injury is higher than the prosaic but in-

dispensable desire to earn a living. It is not claimed that

all the conditions are named which might properly enter

into the consideration of these alternatives. Nevertheless

it is believed that a comparison of the following opinions

will not be without value:
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168. The moral obligation is but slight, for teachers are so easily-
found, that his refusing to teach would hurt his employer Uttle, if

any, and would practically amount to biting off his own nose to
spite his face. What there is, however, is on the side of his stay-
ing away. Ue should, if possible, refuse to teach on account of the
harmful" effect on his moral stamina of feeling for a year that he
had bowed the knee to trickery and imposition. In (a) he should
go; (d), he should stay; (b) and (c), doubtful.

66 (a) and (b^. His duty is to refuse the position and trust to
fortune; his self-respect demands that much, (c) Swallow his
pride and accept the place. A man with a wife to support should
run no risks, yd) Same as (c).

122. In all cases but (d) he should refuse the position. He owes
a great deal to himself, to his manhood and independence. Except
in (d) there is a moral obligation. However, case (b) is doubtful.

Some go so far as to claim that he should refuse the po-

sition in every case, one person maintaining that in (c) and
(d) his duty to do so was not in the least affected by
whether his wife consented to this course or not. I^et us
now turn to the other side.

50 (a) -(d). I think that under all the circumstances mentioned the
young man ought to have accepted the salary of 8600. Although
it would be very humiliating for him to do so, rather than run the
risk of remaining idle, he ought to pocket his pride and accept the
principal's offer.

191 (a) and (b). Do not appear to me to be cases of morals, but
of ordinary sense, (a) If by waiting he could get a better position
in the future, he had better spend his capital and wait, (b) Better
go to work at a low salary, although tricked, than starve — pride
does not furnish a substantial repast.*

Question VII deals with Prospero and his transfer of the
government to his brother.

26. Morally praiseworthy, as self-culture,and the trainingof one's
powers to their highest is one of our greatest and chiefest duties.

These are among the highest ends in Ufe.

161. Taking moral to mean the preferring of the higher and finer

to the lower, I should say he did right; yet it strikes me that there
is httle moral quality in the choice.

167. Morally indifferent. No one other than Prospero is either
prejudiced or benefited by his action.

43. The action was blameworthy if he was pursuing his studies
simply for his own selfish pleasure. One hasn't the right to live

simply to gain knowledge and culture for one's own enjoyment.

VIII is a problem which we are told the younger Pitt was
called upon to face. Wliat will be the attitude of common
sense toward his choice? Was his ambition to become the

first commoner of England higher in moral worth than the

love that prompted to marriage, or was it lower, or finally,

•Additional examples will be found in the appendix.
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was he at liberty to do as lie pleased? The majority, repre-

sented by ninety-one papers, declare for the last. Of this

number sixteen inform us that they admire him more for

preferring ambition to love; forty-four would think better

of him had he given up his dream of fame and power in

order to marry; seven feel no preference, and twenty-four
express no opinion. Eighteen others declare that one of

the motives as such stands on a higher moral plane than its

competitor and an obligation therefore exists to choose it.

All but one assign this position to affection. The answers
not enumerated here will be accounted for later. The quo-

tations which follow will illustrate the various types:

35. I consider Pitt's decision morally praiseworthy, if he was
thoroughly convinced the lady would hinder his life work; for am-
bition should stand higher in our estimation than love.

28. I believe that love should come before ambition always, and
think less of Ktt, as I do of Goethe and his Faust, for choosing the
latter. A man who followed bis ambition rather than his love, one
has an instant dislike for. I can not understand such a man. Why
love should take the lead of ambition I can not explain, simply
that it is so. The " should " means moral duty. [With this we may
compare 2: It stunted his character to put ambition before love.]

53. It was merely a struggle between love and ambition. I con-
sider no moral question involved. I should think the better of him
for choosing the former alternative, other things being equal.

188. I can't see any moral question. I should think better of him
for following ambition.

37. No moral question involved, as the young lady knew nothing
of his affection, and, so far as we know, had no thought of him as a
suitor. Seeing his ambition outweighed his love for the lady, he
was perfectly free to lead a life of " single blessedness" In this

case I think one decision as good as the other.

The young man who is offered a position in business just

as he is about to enter college (X) finds the desire for

wealth coming into competition with the attractions of

culture. In the answers that follow, interest in the prob-

lems or the activities of business life for their own sake

(there would be little room for such problems in a business

of slight culture value), and all considerations of the value

to otliers of his money or his training and knowledge do

not enter as determining factors, and the decision turns

solely upon the relative claims of the two first mentioned

alternatives.

IS'^umber 121 writes:

A man should so direct his work and thoughts in life as to get out

of himself the best possible results; should not let the financial

future throw his nature's future into shadow. It would be wrong
to accept the position. I have been in the exact position described.

47. Not morally blameworthy if he accepts it. But I should pre-

fer culture to wealth. I respect an intelligent business man who is
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capable of getting an education from the business world, but I
should think less of the man who chose wealth with no culture.

17. (a) He is not morally blameworthy if he accepts the position,
(b) I should not think less of him. In his choice he knows he can
be equally happy, and probably do the world just as much good.

The results thus far reached do not tend to confirm the
dofiuia of Kant that an erring conscience is a chimera; but,
even so, we are not at the end of our evidence. Question II
raised the problem whether the obligation to save the train
is more binding in (a) than in (b). Of those who agree that
the duty to the passengers was here supreme,
sixteen express themselves with regard to this
point, and, curiously enough, just half reply
in the allirmative and half in the negative.
To get the exact proportion, however, we should have to
include among the former all those who admit the existence
of doubt in the second case (^indicated, as already explained,
by the word "doubtful"' after the answer) without giving
any evidence of hesitation in the first. When these are
counted, the total for the affirmative rises to fifteen.

There are several other examples of divergence of opinion
that tempt us to describe them, but we shall allow our-
selves space for only one more. Granted that a man's first

duty is to his wife, when the choice has to be made between
her safety and that of two other women, is such a duty an
absolute one? Can an increase in the number of those who
would thereby be sacrificed finally incline the balance the
other way? Examples of both of these possible views have
been given on page 208 (Nos. 1G4 and 129), from which it ap-

pears that again there is no unanimity of opinion. Once
more we find the two parties almost evenly matched, there
being ten who answer in the affirmative and eleven in the
negative. The majority do not raise this question at all.

If our study has convinced us that the moral judgments
of different persons are far removed from anything re-

sembling uniformity, we may go on to inquire whether the
decisionsof theindividual conscience will show any evidence

of continued guidance by the same general principles. In

other words, may we look for consistency in the "intuitions"

of common sense? A study of the replies to 11 (b). V and
VI, will throw some light on this subject. At bottom there

are but two consistent attitudes to take with reference

to these three questions; one must decide throughout in

favor of either the closer relationship or the more widely
diffused good. In II (b) and V, it is life against life; in

VI (essentially), character against character. The only ma-
terial difference between II and V lies in the number of
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persons concerned. While this may be sufficient to clear

some replies of the charge of inconsistency, it does not
help those who assert that the duty of the husband would
have been the same, however great the numerical discrep-

ancy. The justification for a decision in favor of the son
in VI and against the child in 11 (b) may lie either in the
supposition that Howard's reform meant nothing more than
clean beds once a week and apple sauce on Sunday, instead
of the transformation of the English prison system from a
school of vice to something approaching a direct moralizing
agency. Or it may be urged that in II there was no possi-

bility of the escape of the passengers, while in the case of

Howard there was, at least, a chance that some one else

would take up his work. Finally the opposite view, that the
child should be saved in n (b). and the work of reform con-

tinued in VI may find its ground in the fact that in the
former case it is at most hundreds competing with one,

while in the latter we have the interests of uncounted
thousands thrown into the scale. Xow it has been found
possible to compile a list containing all the combinations
of answers that are mathematically possible in which not

one inconsistency can be explained away in the above
manner. The possible combinations are as follows:

No. of
representatives. n{i>). V. VI.

A. r r r.

B. 2 r r w.
C. 2 r w w,
D. 1 r w r.

E. w w w.
F. 2 w w r.

G. 4 w r r.

H. 4 w r w.

These have been obtained from 108 papers, which include

the A and E answers.* Some of these combinations will ap-

pear, presumably, almost incredible, so we present a specimen
of class B. 143 Tn (b). "I think he ought not to have turned
the switch, because he was not to blame for the switch
being open. (Doubtful.) V. It was his duty to save his own
wife. VI. His duty lay in the work he had begun rather

than in trying to reform his son, because if he did not.

hundreds of lives would be ruined, and only one in the other

case."

In order to assure ourselves of the existence of a contra-
«

* The distribution of answers here was as follows : A, IS; B, 6; C,

2; D, 1; E, IS; F, 5; G, 33; H, 25. The table gives the number of
those that met the tests described in the text.
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diction it was necessary, in this one case, to go beyond the
text of the questionnaire. Some time after the papers had
been handed in, the student who wrote the above was
accordingly asked the following question: If this same
alternative of the reformation of a number of pris-

oners and the reform of a dissipated son whose
rescue imperatively demanded a removal to another
town, had been ])resenled to a prison official, whose op-
portunities for good were very insignificant compared
with Howard's, one who, if he had reuuiiucd in his present
position, might have reasonably expected during the en-
suing ten years to restore to a life of honorable citizenship
perhaps twenty or thirty of these unfortunates, whereas
the chances of the appointment of a successor who would
take any interest in carrying on his work, were very slight,

—in such a case should the decision be as in \'I? The an-
swer was, yes. "Would you have made this same reply, if

the question had been given out originally in this form?"
"Yes." "Is the principle underlying this judgment con-
sistent with that of II (b)'?" At once the admission was
made that it was not. The inconsistency had quite es-

caped his attention, but could be explained by the fact that
the thought of the helpless little child sitting upon the
track, all unconscious of his fate, before the oncoming en-

gine, had appealed very strongly to his sympathies. Paper
123 differed from 143 only by the absence of the "doubtful"
after 11. The supplementary question elicited the same re-

ply. The explanation here is i)robably to be found in the
fact that the person in question is preparing himself for

"charity organization" work, and in a problem involving

the obligation of philanthropy, the claims of the many ap-

peal to his sympathies. With these two unambiguous state-

ments in our possession, it did not seem necessary to con-

tinue the Investigation to include the remaining four mem-
bers of the group. No. ISl, one of the two representatives of

class C, on being interrogated, admitted the existence of
inconsistency, with the same frankness as did 143. He pro-

fessed himself quite unable to explain it, however, and
could only say, "Each answer represents the way I felt in

regard to that particular question."

D has but a single rei)resentative. His contradictions

can be explained (whether they can be justified is another
matter) by his own statement of principles ]>refixed to the

paper handed in. and first conceived and formulated (as

was learned later) on this occasion: "It is the first duty of

every man to see to it that he leaves a family (children) be-

hind him, and that thev be trained and educated so that
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they will become honorable and useful members of society."
No other claims may take precedence of this. It would ap-
pear, however, that the supreme obligation has been met
when a single child has been brought to maturity. II (a)
and (}}). "If the man had no other sons, or if the conditions
were such that the probabilities of furthering my principle
were very meagre, I think he would be morally justified in
saving his son and wrecking the train ; otherwise not." This
law, in its absolute form at least, extends only to one's off-
spring; between husband and wife it does not apply. There-
fore unless his fundamental principle is affected, "the man
should save the two women." That "Howard's duty is to
quit" is the only possible position that he could take with re-
gard to VI.

Class F. At the risk of tediousness we quote 43:

II (b). I think even in this case the man should have turned the
switch first of all. He certainly owed a duty to his son, but that
duty did not extend to saving his son's physical Hfe at the expense
of many other Uves. The son would not have been killed through
his father's neglect, but there would simply have been another duty
that stood in the father's way, preventing him from saving his son
I have thought very much about this question in connection with
the sixth. It seems to me that the two cases are much alike, and
yet I arrive at different conclusions regarding them It is very
hard for me to make clear why I do this, and vet I feel the differ-
ence. V. I think he ought to have warned the two other women
but I don't believe any man would. Doubtful. Only doubtful in
that I can not give reasons [marginal note]. VI. I have already
spoken of this in connection with II (b). I think his first duty was
to his son. One should not do evil that good may come, and it
seems to me that he would be doing wrong to deliberately neglect
his son in order that he might work even needed reforms. He was
responsible for his son's existence, and so it was more his duty to
see that he led a moral life than it was to work reforms for other
people.

This paper is notable as one of the three (out of the total
of seventy-two) that betray the slightest consciousness of
the contradictions they are guilty of.

G and H do not call for special mention or extended quo-
tation. No paper was admitted into either of these classes
that was not fully as definite as 164 V (page 208) and 184
VI (page 209). Three or four did not give their opinion upon
the broader problem raised by 164 until interviewed person-
ally. The others supplied the needed information on their
own initiative.

To many this entire exposition of the diversities in moral
judgments will seem as much out of date as a polemic
against the doctrine of the divine right of kings. It is
just these whose attention we would bespeak for the
method which has been used in this investigation. What
we need to-day is a sense of the possibility—and the neces-
IX—15
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sity—of a systematic inductive study of the nature and ex-
tent of the divergencies in moral judgment among the mem-
bers of tlie society in which we live, in order to sujiply us
with material on which to build up a theory of the causes of
such divergencies, this to pave the way or to form an ele-

ment in a comprehensive theory of the conditions of moral
judgment in general. The notion that such a theory already
exists isan illusion. What we do find is a number of warring
"types," each of which owes its existence to the fact that it

formulates in a more or less superficial fashion such por-
tions of the moralist's personal ideals as have happened to
attract his particular attention. Those whose views are
given out as a "synthesis" of "rigorism" and "hedonism"
seem to imagine themselves raised above the narrowness
and pettiness of the hitherto prevailing sectarianism. But
without disparagement to their services to ethics, it must
be said that the trail of the personal equation is over all

they have written, and like those who have gone before
them they have simply attached themselves to that which
was congenial to their own temperament, leaving neglected
much that must find a place in the completed whole. It

is indeed true enough that the collection of data can never
take the place of the work of interpretation, but what we
need to insist upon now is that the second can never be
completed till the range of the first be extended far, far
beyond its present limits. One of the (we hope) many meth-
ods by which this maj' be done we are endeavoring to

exhibit.

The next subject of inquiry shall be the alleged imme-
diacy of moral judgments. The students were requested
to indicate after each answer the length of time required
to reach a decision. Unfortunately many neglected to do
so, but a sufBcieut number sent in replies to supply data
for some provisional generalizations. The first point to be
noted is that the type described by Martineau and to which
he evidently belongs, is so far represented as to establish

firmly the fact of its existence. Five of the writers state

at the close of their papers that they decided "at once"
or "almost immediately" upon first reading the questions.

Two others spent less than a minute a piece on each prob-

lem. This group of seven may from this point of view at

least be looked upon as our "intuitionalists." Whether
they satisfy other requirements will ai)jtear later. Six

of them are men, a proportion which, if it should turn out

to be something more than an accident due to the meagre
nature of tlu^ returns, would require a modification of some
popular notions. It should be stated that, in addition to
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these, ten—seven of wbom are men—report an instant
decision of a majority of the questions. The other extreme
is equally well represented. Nine students report periods
spent upon one, two or three questions ranging from one to
three days. What this may mean appears from the state-
ment of 167 I: "I thought about this question a day and a
half; should estimate an hour and a half spent on all phases
of it." Three persons exi>erienced this difficulty with a
single question; two, with two; three, with three, and one
with four. The problems that caused the delay were, with
four scattered exceptions, I (in the main I (a)), six persons;
II (b), five persons; V, two persons, and VI, three persons.
In most of these, lengthened meditation would hardly have
been possible in real life! Two others report spending "a
long time'' on one question, and of VI, 25 writes: "I do not
know." This question, ( oi.e of like import, has often
occurred to me before, but I have never been able to answer
it satisfactorily to myself." Of the eleven who finally found
an answer after their attack of hesitation, six were young
women. Between these two extremes are ranged the
great majority, averaging about an hour in aggregate time,
though what proportion of this was required in order to
reach their decision, and how much of it was devoted to
subsequent reflection, it is impossible to tell. Still it

must be admitted that if Martineau's account of the process
were of universal validity, no such reflection would be
necessary, at least in most of these problems.* Frequently
the aggregate rises as high as three hours; only in a few
instances does it fall below half an hour, except, of course,
in the group of seven first mentioned. In general the
young women seem to make up their minds more slowly
than the young men, but this may possibly be because they
are more conscientious in the performance of their task.
No valuable correlations have been discovered, partly, no
doubt, because of the meagreness of the data; partly also,
it would seem, because none exist. It is highly instructive,
however, to observe 182 answering V after three days'
deliberation in the affirmative ("He should have saved his
wife"), while another decides it in the negative, "at once";
equally so, to find still a third replying in the affirmative,
"as soon as read." 39 spends one day upon VI, and con-
cludes Howard should have devoted himself to saving his
son; 33 after two days decides Howard's duty lay with the
prisoners. A large number of others could be found who
were able to decide it in either way at a glance.

* Vide supra page 201.
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Wliat is truo of immodiacy liolds of certainty; both
extremes exist and must be iiicbided in the count when the
census taker {;oes his round. Tlie man who Icnows black
from white is well rcjjresented; he says "of course," "it is

perfectly obvious that," "without hesitation I should
answer," "his choice was decidedly wrong," etc. For
others these same problems are not so easy. Not infre-

quently the writer is unable to come to any decision what-
ever, as will be seen by consulting the first table. Al)out two
per cent, of the answers are marked "doubtful," indicating
that no assurance is felt of their correctness. Not infre-

quently a second answer, contradicting the first and
intended to connect it, is written in with lead pencil, or

placed in the margin; or the change of heart may be indi-

cated as follows: 160. "He should have saved his wife.

On first thought it seemed to me that the man should have
saved the two women, as less suffering would be caused by
the death of the wife than by that of the other two; but I

finally came to the conclusion that the man was under cer-

tain obligations to save his wife which would outweigh the
demands that the others made upon him." Five such
conversions are admitted, one each for questions I id)

(e) (f), V and IX and two for II (h). Finally one student
confesses having torn up his first paper in dissatisfaction,

and having started again from the beginning. For
the most part doubts and difficulties are confined for a single

person to one or tv.'o of the ten main problems. In seven in-

stances, however, the total rises to three or more. The rec-

ord is as follows: 35 is unable to answer III (h') (c) (rf) and
is doubtful about V; 44 is doubtful about I, II and VI; 45
about VI, VII, VIII and X (2) ; 21, about II (&), III (c) and
(rf), IX (2) and X ; 125, about I (a) (d)-(/), II, V,VI; and
145, about I, V, VIII and IX. Ill, who is doubtful about
I (c), II (a) and (6) and X, writes in conclusion :

" I am not
yet quite satisfied with some of my answers," and 125 closes

his paper in a similar strain. Thus we find the same con-

trasts reappearing that we met with in dealing with the time
relations.

An attempt to correlate, either certainty ordoubt. with the

nature of the opinions stated, showed plainly that there was
no fixed principle of connection. It is possible that a survey

of a wider field might lead to a different conclusion, but a

study of the 1500 answers before us leads to no definite re-

sults. A close relation between immediacy and certainty on

the one hand, between hesitation and ultimate uncertainty

on the other, is far more probable. But what with the pov-
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erty of the data at our disposal it can not be demonstrated.
Nevertheless such facts as these are point in that direction.

We are now free to turn our attention to the controversy
between Martineau and Sidgwick with regard to the object
of moral judgments. Is conduct invariably judged right or
wrong because of its perceived relation to the welfare of
those who will be affected by it? Or is it approved or con-
demned directly at a glance according to the intrinsic worth
or nobility of the motives by which it has been determined?
Fitly to conduct this discussion we should have to inquire
into the exact nature of "moral worth,'' as Martineau con-
ceives it. Is it a name for that element, or those elements of
character which call forth direct admiration, for that which
Plato and Aristotle held aloft under the name of the beau-
tiful, and which he of the "pasteboard" and "the battered
hack" had in mind when he said: "Observe, Sancho, that
there are two kinds of beauty, the beauty of the body and
that of the soul?" To answer this question properly we
should have to go far afield, for Martineau's statements on
this subject are by no means coherent, the obscurity being
due, in our opinion, mainly to a confusion on his part be-

tween two different questions: "What is the quality that
gives virtue its value? and. What is the ground of that obli-

gation to pursue it which is held to exist quite apart from
its attractiveness to any individual mind? We are in-

variably informed that the latter is to be found in the will

of God, and sometimes this seems to be looked upon as the
source of its value also. But here a difficulty arises. On
the one hand the idea of obligation can not be divorced from
that of value, on the other, the value of conduct will never
be placed by a man with a keen sense for realities in its mere
conformity to the fiat of Omnipotence. Martineau has
never succeeded in discovering the clue out of this labyrinth,

hence contradiction in statement and confusion of thought.
On the whole, balancing his explicit denial of the identity

between moral worth and beauty of character* (where the
reasoning is plainly fallacious) against the almost equally
explicit affirmation of a later passage,** and attributing the

•"If I follow impulse A, instead of B, my volition will be 'higher,'
—in what scale ? ... Of beauty ? Not so, for I have no such feel-
ing for my pug nose, though I wish it were straight."—"Types of
Ethical Theory," Vol. II, p. 46.

"It will probably appear to many of my readers that these two
concessions—that we have the power of re90gnizing a distinction
of kind in our pleasures, and that we have a perception of beauty in
our actions—make the diiference between Mr. Mill and intuitive
moralists not very much more than verbal !

" Quoted from Lecky,
ibid., p. 330.
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statement of the preOedin}; paragraph* to the failure above
noted to distinguish in the proper way between the grounds
of value (the grounds on which God's own preferences may
be supposed to rest), and the grounds of obligation,—on the
whole we may affirm confidently that the actual phenomena
our author has in view throughout are those to which the
"inward eye" resi)onds in much the same way asdosenseand
intellect to the daisy by the river's brim, (r the starry heav-

ens above us. At all events, apart from doubtful j)oints of

interpretation, both attitudes, the utilitarian and tlie

aesthetic, may be taken towards the facts of the world of

matter and of consciousness, and we may accordingly ask
whether they appear as determining factors in our judg-

ments of right and wrong.
A study of the replies to questions I, III, IV, VII, Vm

and X will supply us with material which may aid us to a
conclusion that shall be something more than a mere af-

firmation of personal preferences. It will show that Mar-
tineau and Sidgwick are both right in what they aftirm,

wrong in what they deny; that some value conduct primar-
ily for what it brings, others, for what it reveals. In conse-

quence the conditions of approbation appear to be not sim-

ple, as each supposes, but complex. One class of persons
applies habituallj' one standard, a second another, while
still a third, not the least numerous, alternate in the
use of each, employing now one, now another, or both con-

ciirrently. The relations of these two types of moral judg-

ment to each other, the question whether one can exist in

entire independence of the other, the question whether there

are other types besides these, and the exposition of the con-

ditions which give rise to these diverse and seemingly
contradictory attitudes—these are problems of the highest

importance and interest. We shall confine ourselves, how-
ever, to the mere exposition of the facts themselves. This
self-imposed limitation must excuse any apparent abstract-

ness in our presentation of the tw'o types of the approving
judgment, whose existence we shall attempt to demonstrate;
as if we attributed one "faculty" to one set of persons which
we denied to another. It is always true that if a correct

view of the facts themselves is to be obtained, mere descrip-

• " When the sense of beauty spreads from the sensible world to

that of character, it goes only where the good has gone before it.

.... Character is not admired till it is there; and it is there, by
the self-knowledge and self-assertion of ethical differences. Its

Tightness is not conditional on its beauty; but its beauty on its

rightness." Ibid., p. 329.
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tion must be supplemented by explanation. But this would
require a separate paper.

In the citation to replies to I, on page 207, we confined our-

selves to such as looked at the problem solely as one involv-

ing a conflict of interests; the difference in the decisions

rendered simply registering divergent views as to the pri-

ority of one claim which was in conflict with another. But
there are persons with whom considerations of this nature,

though not of necessity completely absent, retreat into the

background, and the judgment is confessedly dictated by
admiration for the personal qualities—that is to say,

the springs of action—conceived to be displayed. As repre-

sentative of such an attitude we may quote the following:

127. Such heroic conduct is indeed worthy of admiration under
any circumstances. This is carrying out the marriage vow to love,

cherish and protect to an extreme and certainly far bej'ond the
point where failure to act could be justly criticised. Most mothers
would be proud to know they had such a son, and that thought
would be likely to comfort his mother in her old age. Leaving out
the emotional side an invalid is no help to society, and if his life

served merely to prolong her existence, the benefit might fairly be
questioned, [(d)-(f). Some one would probably come forward to
take his place]

180 (a). It would seem to me in this case he showed a devotion
to his wife which was commendable and heroic. To be sure, his

purpose might have been thwarted, inasmuch as his wife's pain
would be increased at the sight of her husband's sufferings. But
he had no time to weigh all this, and I think that under such cir-

cumstances he showed a strong and brave character.
56(a). He did nobly. A man would be a coward who would save

himself and leave his "wife to perish alone when he had no one else

to think of. (b) He certainly ought not to bring grief to his mother
when he could possible spare her. This [entire] question troubles
me greatly. Such a death is equivalent to suicide, and of course
from a moral point of view that is wrong under any circumstances.
But, right or wrong, if I were his mother, I'm sure I should rather
he did not desert his wife, (c) I fear it is his duty to live in this

case, but I am sure his conscience would trouble him ever after for

leaving his wife. However, I may not be looking at this question
rightly, but it seems much more heroic unselfishly to die with his

wife rather than to live when she could not (as far as comforting
her last moments is concerned, it would be more of a comfort to

her to know that he was safe; and she could die as bravely alone, I

hope\ I find I can't answer this question at all. My intellect

seems to tell me it is his duty to live; he has a duty to perform on
earth which no one else can do. (d) I don't think one clergyman
more or less would make any difference, and he ought to stay with
his wife, (e) Better to stay with his w'ife; the electric telegraph
would have been invented sooner or later anyway, (f ) Stay with
his wife. In this case he has no duty to perform, and the good he
might do to the world as an artist is very vague. I am not satisfied

at all with these answers. I think, if the question of suicide did

not arise continually in my mind, they would satisfy me.
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The last quotation is extraordinarily clear and definite
because her position is taken in direct defiance to all utili-

tarian considerations. His presence at his wife's side would
have done no good of any kind, because "it would have been
more of a comfort to her to know that he was saf<>;'" never-
theless it was heroic to remain, and for this reason he should
have done so, regardless of his mother, of society at large,
and perhaps even of the dependent invalid. At" the same
time the intensity of her feeling is shown by the evidently
painful character of the running fight carried on between
her direct approvals and the protests called forth by her
subsumption of the action under suicide.

Of our 152 papers, nineteen answer the question in this
spirit and from this point o* view, at least in (a), and some
of them throughout. Six or eight more might perhaps find
a place in this list, but their statements are not full or
definite enough to classify with any degree of certainty.
Twenty condemn the act as Suicide. For the remainder it is

simply a question as to which of two parties may justly
claim the man's services—of where he could do the most
good, or whether the close relationship between husband
and wife justifies him in choosing to support and comfort
her during a few brief moments at the cost of sorrow or i)ri-

vation to another, or of some loss to society at large.

Of the answers to III, fourteen are certainly judgments of

admiration; twenty-two are too brief or too ambiguous to be
classified; the rest are utilitarian, claiming either that no
moral question was involved, at least in (a) and (h), and
sometimes throughout, or asserting that he should have re-

fused the position because of the danger in permitting trick-

ery to succeed, or putting forward some reason which con-

sisted in a reference to the effects of his action upon the
welfare of some of those concerned, or society at large. Of
course, some of those who answer, "No moral question in-

volved," may have failed to express a preference for one
spring of action over the other only because they failed to

notice this aspect of the case. But, if so, we may infer that
they were not in the habit of settling moral problems by
looking for the competing motives and noting their relative

rank, as Martineau claims is habitually done. So that while
our figures would probably have varied slightly if we had
analyzed our problems and exhibited for our students all

their bearings, yet the results in so far as they were differ-

ent would undoubtedly have given a far less correct notion

of every-day modes of moral judgment. Examples of the

two varieties of answers have been given on page 212, and
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additional ones will be found in the appendix. In what
follows, all examples will be found under the discussion of

variations in moral judgment, and in the four papers which
are quoted entire at the close of this article.

In IV there are thirty-three answers (class 1 in the first

table) that explicitly recognize the existence of a conflict be-

tween two motives, desire for the money offered, and fear of

the dark. Only sixteen of these hold that he does wrong to

give way to his desire for the money—that he chooses the
lower motive thereby, and if we add to this number all those
who are counted in class 2, we have at most twenty-five. Five
others think that he ought to go, but give no reasons. A
number condemn liim for going because of the injury he may
do himself by the nervous shock,—these do not appear in the
table at all. The rest content themselves with asserting

that there is no moral obligation one way or the other, the

few who vouchsafe any explanation adding, "because he
didn't do himself or anyone else any harm."

The answers to YII must be divided into four groups. (1)

contains the ambiguous ones—"Prospero's choice was
praiseworthy,"' or the reverse. Here are to be found twenty-
four papers,allbut one of which approve of his actual choice.

(2) Culture is declared to be an intrinsically higher or no-

bler pursuit than power—judgments of the form that Mar-
tineau's theory requires. Two of the total of eight are cited

on page 212, and two on 231 and 232. (3) Seventy-seven judg-

ments are rendered from a purely utilitarian standpoint; v.

references as above. (4) The answer is simply: "No moral
question involved." Even after making all possible allow-

ances for obtuseness of vision these judgments seem as di-

rectly incompatible with Martineau's theory as those of (3).

In fact, in the great majority of cases it is undoubtedly the

same position, stated without explanation of the grounds
on which the decision is made.
An examination of the replies to VIII leads to similar re-

sults. Martineau's attitude is represented by nineteen pa-

pers. There is not, however, complete agreement as to

which spring of action is to be assigned the higher rank,

seventeen deciding in favor of affection, one for ambition,

while in one the writer declares himself unable to choose.

But even in this small number we find eleven introducing

utilitarian considerations, as does 194. for instance (y. appen-

dix), leaving but eight in which the attention is directed sole-

ly to the intrinsic worth of the motiyes themselves, without

any thought of other considerations. Eleven others con-

demn the choice of ambition without assigning their rea-

son, and five more make the same reply with the understand-
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ing that Titt's motives were purely selfish. Still another
group, again numbering eleven, hold that an obligation ex-

ists in favor of one tourse, but do not appear to find its

ground in the relative rank of the contending motives; the
considerations adduced are, in the main, the obligation due
to himself to marry in such a way as will best conduce to his

own happiness, or the duty of considering the lady's happi-
ness, provided that he really loves her, or the duty he is al-

leged to owe himself to rise in fame and power as high as
his abilities will carry him. Ninety-one consider no moral
question to be involved—he is free to do as he pleases.

About half of them assign no reason for their conclusion;
the remainder fall into several groups, according to the
nature of the conditions uuder which alone their decision

is stated to hold good; of these the principal ones are that
the young lady's feelings are not to be taken into account,
and that Pitt was to no appreciable degree moved in his

choice by a desire to be useful to liis country.
The same types recur in X. Those whose judgments are

clearly based upon a comparison of the intrinsic excellence

of the competing motives here number twenty-seven, of

whom six fortify their conclusion by the claim that a man of

education can be of more value to the world than a man of

wealth. Fifteen others cannot be classified; some of them
may i>erhaps belong to the first group. Two find it impossi-

ble to make up their minds whether any obligation exists in

favor of either one of the alternatives or not. Twenty-five
judgments are plainly representatives of the pure utilitarian

standpoint. Finally seventy-six assert that no moral obliga-

tion exists to choose one course rather than the other. The
question, "Would you think better of a man for choosing
one or the other of these alternatives?" forces everyone to

face the problem of the relative excellence of culture and
wealth as ends of action, so that members of this group
have practically placed themselves outside the pale of ^rar-

tineau's theory. With regard to this last question, forty-

five would think better of him for choosing the college edu-

cation, twenty-one would think neither more nor less of him
for so doing, and ten do not reply. For example r. page 21."i

and appendix.
Of tlie four remaining questions little need be said. Ex-

press or implied references to the relative rank of motives
do not appear except in* isolated instances. In II (h) the
majority of 109 argue, except in two or three cases, after the
mannerof 179, the minority like 12.*? (page 208). Answerssuch
as that of 16 (page 231), stand as solitary as Heine's fir tree.

And Tet if throughout attention has been directed immedi-
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ately upon the quality of the motives, we cannot but wondef
that the fact does not appear in the language employed.
The same results appear in V, VI and IX. The decision in

V and VI seems always to turn on the place where the su-

perior obligation to service lay; of course, this may be
interpreted as equivalent to asking whether conjugal or

parental affection is higher than compassion for several or

for many; on the other hand there is no evidence that the

problem presented itself in this foi-m to the minds of the

writers. Again in IX the majority who, it will be remem-
bered, subscribe to Gray's well-known creed, mention no
other consideration than the happiness or the character at

stake, while in the ranks of the minority appears no one
who writes on his banner: The impulse to make others

sharers in our own views of truth is higher than a regard for

their happiness. The nearest approach to such a formula
has been given on page 210.

If the evidence adduced has been sufficient to establish as

a fact the application of these two criteria—the aesthetic

and the utilitarian—to the solution of moral problems, it

only remains to inquire whether the causes, whatever they

may be. that produce either of the two corresponding atti-

tudes are operative in the same persons under all circum-

stances; whether, in other words, there is a type of mind for

which Martineau's description holds without exception and
another which stands in a similar relation to

Sidgwick's theory. Beginning with the latter, we
may propose a looser and a more s^'vere

test. If we count as utilitarians those who appeal

explicitly and exclusively to the effects of the action under
consideration upon the happiness of the agent, or otbr-i- indi-

viduals, or the welfare of societv at large, in one or more of

the following questions, viz.: I (a). Ill (a). IV. VII, VHI, X,

and who, furthermore, nowhere introduce any references to

the qualities of springs of action or the relative superiority

of one over the other, we shall have a group with sixty-seven

members. On the other hand we may adopt a criterion

which seems to exclude the possibility of any mistake. We
may count only those who in every one of these six ques-

tions either make a direct and unambiguous appeal to utili-

tarian considerations, and to these alone*, or who. while

recognizing in any given case the existence of a conflict be-

tween two impulses, assert that there is no obligation to

choose either one or the other (for example, v. papers 5.3 and

*This is interpreted bo as to exclude from the group those who in

I (a) condemn the action of the clerk as suicide.
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37, p. Iil3.) This second conditiou was introduced primarily
to cover a single answer in one paper, 191, which beyond all

doubt belongs to this group. It will be referred to again on
page 231. As a result of this sifting j)rocess we have nine
papers of whose attitude there can be no possible doubt; in

fact, they read as if written to serve as illustrations for (he
"Jlethods of Ethics." In the appendix two of them will be
found quoted in full; they were selected :us rcjjresent-

iug very well what may be roughly distinguished as the
philosophic and the common sense types of utilitarianism
respectively. Positive assurance can be given that neither
the writers of these nor of the other two papers quoted in the
same jilace, had ever made any study or ever done any read-
ing in the field of systematic or applied ethics or of philoso-
phy in general, or had picked up ideas or theories from
other students who had done so. Their views, and the lan-

guage in which these were expressed, were purely their own,
with the exception, of course, of the ever popular "greatest
good to the greatest number," which, it appears, was picked
up in the university debating societies, where it has long
been a favorite weapon.
Turning now to the use made of the aesthetic criterion, we

should expect to meet with a similar showing. Quite the re-

verse, however, is true. Its appearance at intervals is in-

dubitable, but with rare exceptions, its employment is

sporadic, confined, in the main—as our evidence goes to show

—

to one or two problems. Not only do considerations conceived
in this spirit fail to appear, with an occasional exception, in

II, Y, VI and IX, but there is no one example of its use in

all the remaining six questions. No. 194, whose paper is

given in full on page 232, is alone in exhibiting the presence
of this point of view in as many as five answers ; but on the
other hand, the union of the aesthetic and the utilitarian

standpoint is particularly marked in him. Four others
decide four questions on grounds of admiration for springs of

action ; four more decide three in the same manner ; thirteen

others, two, and forty-six, one ; making a total of sixty-

eight who show some trace of the use of the "aesthetic
method of ethics."* Of these there are but four who in

every case keep themselves entirely "unspotted" from util-

itarianism, as that was defined in making up the second group
of nine ( page 227 ). The exclusion of those who, while dis-

tinctly recognizing the fact of a conflict between certain

We have seventeen papers left thiit are still unaccounted for.

They gave no reasons for their replies in any instance and their
position is therefore impossible to determine.
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motives, refuse to adjudge one higher than the other may on
first thought seem arbitrary, but we have Martineau's own
statement ( and it is in the main his doctrines that we are

testing ) that whenever two impulses come into competition,

one of them is immediately recognized as the higher. More-
over, the application of this test excludes but six at the most.
One of these is i6, the propriety of whose rejection (on the
ground of her answer to III ) may perhaps be questioned.

If this is allowed to stand we have but one member of this

small group of four who answers as many as three questions
from the aesthetic point of view. The other three are included
on account of their answer to a single question ; as outside
of this they vouchsafe no reasons for their conclusions
whatever, their presence in this group may perhaps be mere-
ly due to their preference of golden silence over silver speech.

In the appendix will be found paper 16, which, everything
considered, comes nearer to representing the type of mind
described by Martineau than any other in our possession.

194 is of interest as an example of the fusion of the two
modes of judging. The following table exhibits the nature of

the answers to our six test questions of the nine leading
representatives of the aesthetic attitude, a indicates that the

answer was based on grounds such as Martineau would lead

us to expect to find ; u is utilitarian in the sense defined on
page 227 ; a dash indicates that the answer was rejected on
account of ambiguity, or for some of the other reasons
referred to in the earlier part of this article ; a question mark,
that the writer gives no reasons by which his attitude can be
determined ; u with a question mark, that the writer, without
explicitly mentioning the two competing impulses and with-

out stating the grounds for his opinion, afBrms that no moral
problem is involved. <S in I means that suicide was assigned

as the ground for condemnation.

No. I (a) III (a) IV VII VIII X
11 a _ ? a a U(?)
16 8 u a a a a

26 a u a a a
fa

' u
a35 u a ? a a

39 u a a u u a

48 u a M?){S a
fa
la

127 a a u u a
141 ? a a u a u

194 u a a , a
fa
\u a

Should a broader induction confirm the results here

obtained, we should have to admit the existence of at least
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two " methods of ethics'' which may even dwell in the same
mind side by side. Furthermore, we should be compelled to

recognize the fact that on the whole the aesthetic plays a sub-
ordinate role in comparison with the utilitarian, and that
even in those to wliom it means most it may disappear at times
before the pressure of the demands of the "utilities." How im-
possible it is for the niiud to so far abstract from the felicific

consequences of conduct as to deny them any share in the
formulation of moral judgments, is well shown by the follow-

ing remark of Martineau, incidentally dropped in the discus-

sion of other matters: " By importing a distinction of finer

or more vulgar into human satisfactions, you do not step into

the region of morals, bnt only change the field of extra- moral
good All that you can say to any one [who prefers the
coarser to the more refined] is, ' You do not make the best of

the resources of your nature :

' and he may answer, ' Perhaps
not ; but I am the only sufferer by the waste, and am therefore
a squanderer only, and not an offender ; I wrong no one but
myself; and am simply a poorer economist.'"* The note
here struck is entirely out of harmony with all else that he
has written, but it reveals the existence of forces which,
ignore them as he may in his hours of speculation, undoubt-
edly play an important part in his every-day judgments of

right and wrong. Not that Martineau has entirely ignored
the existence of a " canon of consequences; " no one could
possibly do that.** But he has failed to recognize the import-
ance of the part it plays in the life of men, and he has not
succeeded in assigning to it its proper place in the constitu-

tion of the human mind, nor, as a result, in defining properly
its i-elation to those forms'of judgments with which he is most
familiar. Similarly, the utilitarians, while to-day commonly
admitting the existence of beauty of character as a fact, have
never seriously Investigated the nature and the extent of its

influence in determining the attitude of men towards the

concrete problems of the morality of given lines of conduct.
It has been imi^ossible to establish the existence of any

definite relations between the employment of one or the
other of these methods and the time required to form a deci-

sion, and the certainty with which its affirmation is accom-
panied. The nine papers whose answers are tabulated on pre-

vious page do not differ materially in either of these respects

from the remaining ones. Some answered at once, while
others spent a day on the same question. On the whole this

• " Types of Ethical Theory," H, 109.

**Cf., for example, the statement on p. 271, beginning: "Iwillnot
say that no one ever . . . with Bentham, consulted the arithmetic
of pleasures and pains, and struck their balance."
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was to be expected. This type of mind will often find its

way blocked by a conflict between what it admires and what
it judges useful, a conflict to which a mind of the type repre-

sented by 191 or 192 is an entire stranger. Moreover, so

much, at least, is known of the phenomena of "intuition"

as to prove that there is nothing incompatible in it with

judgments based in reality upon a great mass of data.

In concluding this study we may call attention to the pos-

sibilities thrown open by the method we have exhibited of an
objective investigation into the causes of moral judgments. If

the various answers given to questions such as these can be
correlated with various mental traits, with the power of ab-

straction, the power and habitual direction of the imagina-

tion, with temperament, age, sex and environment, or if when
brought face to face with his own inconsistencies, the person
questioned can be led to describe the nature of the difference

between his various attitudes toward a series of similar prob-

lems,—if this and much more of the same kind can be done,

the foundation will have been laid for a theory of the condi-

tions of moral judgment, which shall not be at the mercy of

either the ideals or the whims of individuals or passing gen-

erations. Some fragmentary data of the kind demanded have
been thrown into our way in the course of this investigation,

but it has seemed advisable to withhold them because they

can acquire real significance only as part of a system of facts,

most of which still await the discoverer.

Appendix.
No. 16.

I. In any of the conditions he committed suicide. A man may
rush into danger when there is hope of saving anyone— lose his life

in so doing— that would be bravery. In this case escape of his wife
was impossible— he knew it— and by remaining there he deliber-

ately took his own life.

II (a). He must turn the switch and save the passengers, (b)

To save his child would be the natural and instinctive action, but to

save the train would be a higher, more sublime choice. Morally
he would be bound to save the train.

III (a). No moral obligation one way or other,
(b). No moral obligation one way or other.

(c) If he had no chance for other employment he is morally
bound to "swallow discomfiture" and accept position, (d) Mor-
ally bound to accept position.

IV. If the child accepted money he yielded to a lower motive,
chose a lower alternative. He should be taught to do right for

right's sake, not for money.
V. He should save his wife— he had promised sacredly to protect

her. To the other women he did not owe this moral obligation.

VI. The duty of John Howard was to save his son. Parental
responsibility outweighs any philanthropy.
VII. If the brother had no taste for any other employment than

politics, Prospero's choice was praiseworthy. If the brother was
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equally fitted [to rule], Prospero's choice was again praieeworthy,
as one should, when possible, cultivate all talents with which he is

endowed. He owes it to himself to do so.

VIII. To sacrifice love to ambition is to follow a lower motive.
Ambition is sordid and selfish. From the moral standpoint he
should accept love and fling away ambition.
IX (a). It is decidedly not your duty to attempt to undeceive

him in either case. The theology of the world is in too doubtful
a state to attempt to say definitely how much of truth a man has.
(b) I should think it wrong in both cases.
X. If he has any one dependent upon him he is bound to accept

the position, if immediate support is required. If there are no
"encumbrances," if he is entirely free, the higher choice would be
in favor of cultivating the blind. Wealth is a baser motive than
literary attainments.

No. 194.

I (a)-(f). He would not be justified in dying with his wife. The
Bible says care for the living and not for the dead. The woman in
question is not dead of course, but comes within the application.
It would be extremely selfish on her part to expect him to sacrifice
his enjoyment of life and to expect others to forego the good he
might do them. In most of these conditions great good is conceded
[as accruing] to his fellow-men from him. For him to die would be
a loss of the benefits of (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) to mankind. This would
seem to be wrong, opposed to the express commands of Christ.
Temporary comfort to the wife set over against permanent good to
the world. I cannot see why (a) should be excluded either. If the
clerk does some good, his life is a benefit and should be prolonged.

II (a). The man should have decided in favor of the lives of the
passengers, (b) Same decision. In these cases the man was
choosing between a greater and a smaller sum total of suffering.

He looked [should look] upon himself and others from an objective
point of view and saoritioed [sacrifice] his child on the broad prin-
ciple that it was better for one man to endure, even if it was he,
than that many should suffer. [The fact that he was on] duty did
not make his decision more compulsory; it is not plain how a sense
of duty can claim to compete at all in such a case with such a broad
principle [as that just laid down] or even strengthen it.

III. I think that he is under moral obligation to reject the §600
proposition in every case. Evidently a wrong has been committed

;

his own self-respect demands that he do not tamely submit to being
tricked, and besides he should not be a party to the successful issue
of the low scheme. Even if his wife (in c and d) had requested him
to accept the position, his duty would still be as above, for there is

always some way of earning a living.

rv. The child has done wrong if he goes, though the offense
is light. He did for money what he ought to have done for a higher
motive, namely, desire to strengthen his courage.
V. To warn the two women. Same principle as in I and II, the

greatest good to the greatest number, and least sum of suffering.

Warning his wife would bring more satisfaction to himself and less

to others, but this would be selfish. He is supposed to look upon
all as on the plane of common humanity, not as separated by artifi-

cial ties.

VI. His duty lay with the work begun. Same principle as in I,

11 and V. . . . Could Moody well stay home to bring up a son ?

VII. The choice was praiseworthy morally because culture is a
nobler aim than power. The better a man becomes himself the
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better able be is to Influence others to a bigber life. Prospero
became more noble and could bring others up to a higher level.

His self-denial was itself a growth. The city was ruled as before.
VIII. Pitt's decision was unpraiseworthy morally. It was directly

contrary to the principle involved in VII. He repressed love, an
ennobling feeling, for selfishness, a degenerating impulse. Such
selfishness persisted in might have made a spoils politician of Pitt
at this day and made him less useful to his country in advocating
good measures, etc.j than he would have been even holding a lower
position, but with higher motives.
IX. I should not consider it my duty simply on the condition of

his being a Spiritualist and with results as in (a) and (b). I think
it would be wrong to say anything that would bring about the
results in (a) and (b). Right living and spiritual inspirations are
objective things in religion, and these would not be improved by
the results in (a) or (b). One would think that a Spiritualist could
secure the main benefits of religion which he could not under (a)
and (b)— not as well anyway. The best sum of good should here
be aimed at.

X. He seems to me to be morally blameworthy. With the
opportunity for either business or a college course he should choose
the latter. Culture and the development of the mind are granted
higher aims than money, are declared and recognized to be higher.

No. 191.

I. A question whether deliberate suicide can or can not be called
morally right. To my mind it cannot. In these cases a man, in
order to give a few moments of comfort to a dying person, deliber-
ately gives up a life which might accomplish untold good to many
hundreds. He certainly could accomplish during a lifetime results

of infinitely more value than the uncertain comfort or support given
in this case.

II. Love and human nature versus duty. Doubtless he should
have saved the train because by so doing he could save a greater
number of lives than in the other case. However, the ties of blood
are so strong that in nine cases out of ten the man would save the
child, (b) The decision should be the same.

Ill (a) and (b). Do not appear to me to be questions of morals,
but of ordinary sense, (a) If by waiting he could get a better posi-
tion in the future, he had better spend his capital and wait, (b)
Better go to work at a low salary, although tricked, than to starve—
pride does not furnish a substantial repast, (c) and (d) Same as
(a) and (b).

IV. I think it is a question of the desire of money overcoming
the fear of the dark. If any moral question is involved it seems to
me to be on the side of the parents that allowed the child to grow
up in fear of the dark. Then it would become a question as to the
means of obtaining a desii-ed end, whether bribery is an allowable
means of obtaining this end— I think it is.

V. Question of duty to your wife or to two persons not at all

connected with you; of the death of one or two persons. I pre-
sume, looking at it from the good to the world and ignoring self,

one should save two lives rather than one, but the other being his

wife I should say save the wife. A man owes his first duty to his

family, after that to the world.
VI. Drop his work and take care of'hls son. There would be

others who could attend to the prison reforms. No one is so all-

important that his place cannot be filled.

VII. I think it may or may not be a question of morals. If he
gave up political power because it was distasteful to him and

IX— 16.
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science was pleasant, he cannot be either praised or blamed, as it
was simply a question of natural tendencies and of what was pleas-
ant to self. On the other hand if both were equally pleasant and
he carefully weighed the amount of good which each would accom-
plish for mankind and found that in his opinion science and culture
would do the most, and chose the latter, I should say his choice was
praiseworthy.
VIII. Does not seem to be a case of morals, but of self-gratifica-

tion, the amount of pleasure being greater in one case than in the
other, the desire for fame being greater than that for love.
IX. I should consider it wrong to do so in both cases. He is

sincere and content with his belief and harming no one.
X. I think that culture could be obtained in great measure after

he had reached a certain stage of his career (travel, literature,
environment, etc.). At any rate if he is as fully satisfied with his
life of business as he would have been with the culture obtained
from his college education, and, on the other hand, if the latter
would enable him to be a succcos in his chosen career after leaving
college, I should say it was a matter of choice, either career being
one of fame and honor.

No. 192.

I. In answer to question I, I would say that the man was wrong
in staying with his wife in this crisis, for this reason, that it is the
duty and mission of every man to do something for the good of the
world; this is the object of life. In cases (b)-(f) there can be no
doubt that he did wrong in sacrificing himself.

II. I think that in (b) the switchman should have saved the
passengers. Reason: By abandoning the child he saved lives more
valuable to the world. In case (a) he should certainly attend to
his duty, because his obligation to the passengers is greater than
that to the child. I believe any father in such a case would save
his child, but I think his moral obligation to his fellow-men should
preponderate.

Ill (a) and (b). I think that it was the man's duty to accept the
position because of his duty to his fellow-men. By his teaching he
would benefit a portion of his fellows; by staying idle he would not.
In cases (c) and (d) he was morally obliged to accept.
rV. It is the child's moral duty to himself to refuse to go into

the room; by so doing he injures himself and benefits no one.
V. I think it was the duty of the man to warn the two women.
VI. Here is the duty of father to son contrasted with the duty of

man to his fellow-men; it is the duty of man to do the greatest pos-
sible good, hence I think that it was Howard's duty to carry on the
work of prison reform.
VII. I think that Prospero was not only justified, but that it was

his duty to leave the government to his brother, because by so
doing the greatest benefit to his fellow-men could be wrought.
VIII. In No. VIII I do not think that any moral question was

involved. If he had led the lady to believe he was going to marry
her, his action would have been wrong; but as only his own happi-
ness was affected by his choice, he was free to do as he pleased.
IX. It would certainly be wrong in case (b) to undeceive him,

and also in case (a). In case (b) you would do harm to him and no
good to others unless he was converting others to his belief. The
same is true of case (a). If you believed that he was harming
others by his belief, you would be justified.

X. It would certainly be his duty to refuse the position offered
him and to attend college; by so doing he would prepare himself to
bring about the greatest good.



DISCUSSION.

Eemabks on Tickling and Laughing.

By Hiram M. Stanley.

The interesting article on tickling and laughing in the
October American Jouknal of Psychology suggests some
further remarks on the explanation of these phenomena, in a
somewhat different order, and to remark upon some points
little or not at all noticed by that article.

The question of the rationale of tickling involves : Why
does this light contact so generally and acutely excite ? "Why
does it issue in laughter ?

As to the first question, "the strange sensitiveness to
minimal tactile impressions" that "has never been ex-

plained," this is in the article explained by survival and
revival of "the oldest stratum of psychic life," that is, of

primitive touch experience when there was "no sense of

gradual approach." The revival theory is a valuable one,

but it appears to me that ticklishness implies tentacular
experience. By temporary self-extensions even low amoeboid
organisms have slight but suggestive touch experiences that

stimulate very general and violent reactions, and in higher
organisms extended touch organs, as tentacle, antenna, hair,

etc., become permanent and very delicately sensitive organs,
where minimal contacts have very distinct and powerful reac-

tions. Tentacular experience forms the main phase of psychic
life for a considerable time in biologic history, and constitutes

a psychic age which is very little understood. We come
nearest to it, perhaps, when groping about in the dark in a
strange place and surrounded by totally unknown objects.

We are then all touch, and the slightest contact induces
strong though indefinite fears and activities. This ticklish-

ness, as agitation at minimal contact, is survival of long past
ancestral tentacular experience.

But the difiSculty here occurs how and why tickling should
be pleasurable. It is certainly evident that the function of

stimulating minimal contacts has been chiefly evolved as
painful agitation, intense alarm and 'violent efforts at flights

;

and that survivals and revivals per se can only be the same
in nature. Yet we know that tickling now causes spasms of
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keenest pleasure, and hence, if it is survival, it must point to

some other form than the minimal contact agitation developed
in the struggle of existence. And this other form we believe
to be play activity. For what is play in its simplest and
earliest form but a light touching in a mimic alarming? The
earliest seems to be tag ; and I have seen a school of fish

("suckers") thus engaged, one fish nipping slightly and
playfully the tail of another, and then swimming fast away to
be chased playfully by the other. The pleasurableness of

tickling, then, is in its playfulness and as revivinga vast mass of

ancestral play experience. As Darwin remarks ("Expres-
sion of the Emotions," p. 201), "a young child, if tickled

by a strange man, would scream from fear." That is, here
the revival is toward the minimal contact experience of direct

utility in the struggle of existence, rather than toward play'

activity.

This of course merely throws the problem further back,
and we have yet to inquire as to the nature and rationale of
play activity and its pleasurability. All activities from the
psychic side may be divided into two grand divisions : play-
ful and serious ; and it is extremely remarkable how far down
in life this distinction runs. Even low microscopic organ-
isms have seemed to some observers to give evidence of play-
fulness. But play is, psychologically speaking, quite com-
plex ; as shamming for its own sake it is evidently so enjoyed
by almost the whole range of living beings without reference

to life values, and thus seems the primary aesthetic element.
Play is appearance as opposed to reality, or rather reality

putting on appearance. To ascribe play to mere overflow
of energy helps but little, for we must ask, why, under natural
evolution, should superabundant energy be generated. Is

not this directly opposed to the law of economy which pre-
vails in ail evolution under competition and the struggle of

existence ? But if energy becomes superabundant, it will

flow out the usual channel in the usual way, and so an irasci-

ble creature will expend this energy in fighting, i. e., serious
activity, which, indeed, we often see. Mere superfluity of

energy does not explain why the usual activity should be
used, but in a playful manner, e. g., not in fighting, but in

playing at fighting. Mere superfluous energy leads the
puppy to bite, not play at biting ; that is, playfulness is

purely a mental quality, for which mere amount of nervous
energy cannot account.

For the psychic basis of the pleasurability of play we may
perhaps find a clue in guile. Guile and play are both
assumptions of expression, but guile is earnest method in the
struggle of existence in the forms of mimicry, cunning,
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strategy, etc., whereas play is foolery for its own sake. Yet
the pleasure in this foolery is probably derived from the
exultation in successful deceit which has marked the evolu-
tion of life. Play in the primitive form is playing a trick.

Play is thus feigning. One puppy feigns anger, growling,
chasing, biting ; and the other, feigning fear, flees. Here is

mutual duplicity, and mutually understood as such, acted out
for the sheer pleasure of the activity— testhetic action,— and
thus a most marvelously complex psychosis for low orders of
life. Yet to fool and act the fool seems equally pleasant in the play
of young animals; the pursuer and the fugitive both enjoy their
pretence. However, we may well suppose that play was at
first one-sided, and that the acting the fool is comparatively
late evolution. We often observe such one-sided play. I

have noticed a large dog which enjoys putting little dogs into
a genuine scare and flight by a sudden great bark. The
reciprocity of complete i>lay does not enter here, nor yet in
the case of a cat playing with a mouse. All teasing is one-
sided play. How reciprocity came to be established is a
difficult point

;
possibly as a mode of defense.

To account for play-pleasure by reference to pleasure of
deceit, certainly covers many cases, and those the very crude
ones of "horseplay," practical jokes, fooleries, and mas-
queradings of all kinds. It also may cover what the article

calls "Laughter at the Naive and Unconscious," since the
naive means being " fresh," "green," "gullible."
The relation of play to higher modes like wit and humor

is apparent in that surprise and contrast underlie all three.
Surprise is a method of attack which is most successful in
the struggle of existence, and hence most pleasurable. So
the pleasure of playing in its keenest form is that of surprise,
which, when cultivated for its own sake in a purely mental
way, as suggested by word and action, enters into both wit
and humor. And the physiological side of surprise is shock,
sudden and violent agitation. Tickling is organic surprise
in that there is unexpectedness as to localization. Other
senses than touch may have a sort of tickling. Thus may not
the sudden popping before an infant's eyes of some object, as
in playing peek-a-boo, be a tickling of eye sensation ? The
' peek ' startles the eye, the ' boo ' the ear, and the play-pleas-
ure expresses itself in crowing laughter. I have observed a
child of nine months express its merriment at a gurgling
noise by a squeal made during inspiration. Snuff-taking is a
nostril tickling.

Contrast is a fundamental element in play. All play
is an apprehension of and delight in the contrast between
the real and unreal. In one direction this culminates in
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:

comedy, in the opposite in tragedy. There is a continuous
evolution from the puppy mimicking anger to Jefferson
personating Rip Van Winkle. The whole range of play is

fictional and imaginative. Every action may be acted, every
feeling and thought may be fictionally expressed. But play
is most prominent on those levels of life which have been
fully integrated. Thus the dog does not play in the forms of

activity which men have taught him, as in drawing loads,

but reverts to wolfish action. The most progressive forms of

human activity are rarely used as play forms. There is more
sport in hunting than in writing papers on psychology. Men
play with the past, and that is where the main field for art

lies. Those who interpret an age to itself do it in a sober,
business-like, realistic, earncrit way which is hardly play.

The height of severest endeavor by which a race is at present
progressing is not an inviting field for its play activity. Play
is the outgrown clothes in which humanity still likes to

masquerade.
Whether the laugh at injury to another may be related to

play is perhaps questionable. And yet we know that getting

another at a disadvantage is a prime joy in competitive
existence, and is continually played at. The laughter excited
in us at the sight of a man chasing his hat down the street is

probably related to play activity and playful exultation over
disadvantage to another. ( A somewhat completer discussion
of play will be found in my "Evolutionary Psychology of

Feeling," pp. 298, 350, 364.)
But we come to the further question why the pleasurable

agitation of tickling, sensuous and mental, should issue in

laughter: how does the peculiar action of diaphragm, lungs
and vocal organs which we term laughter, arise ? and why is

this reaction confined to human beings ? Thus in playing
hide-and-seek with a dog, when he suddenly comes upon you
he will express his delight in joyful barking, while a child in

like case will break into hearty laughter. Now the rise and
progress of laughter in the human being is, I think, to be
connected with the rise and progress of articulate expression
of which it is but one mode. In fact, we may define laughter

as articulate merriment. At any rate, in a very broad but
real sense, the hearty laughter of a civilized human adult

may be termed articulate in comparison with animal and
infantile expressions. If this be a real clew we should expect
that those savage tribes whose language is largely composed
of clicks, will have little capacity for laughing of the European
type. That is a point which is worth looking into, and the
whole subject of race and language as bearing on laughter is

yet to be explored in any thorough manner. The method of
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laughter with the deaf and dumb should also be studied. The
growth of laughter in relation to articulate expression in

general in infants must also be thoroughly investigated. It

seems probable that laughter is an articulate development
from the shout or crow of pleasure, and sobbing likewise

from the scream and howl of pain. An indication of this is

that in the height of pleasure and pain, when we might expect
expression to revert to primitive form, laughing often ends in

shouts, and sobbing in agonized wailing. Further, Mr. "W. S,

Landor observed that on occasions when a European would
laugh, an Ainu would be apt to shout with pleasure. Thus,
laughter may be considered a reduplicated and articulated

shouting. Laughter, once established as a mode of pleasure
expressions, expresses tickling. However, the better posi-

tion is that tickling pleasure as reminiscent of ancestral play
is expressed articulately in man by laughter as the original

mode, other forms being later. Again, as a cause of laughter,
we may suggest that the tickling stimulates and sets up violent

motor response, as in the joyous play activities of chasing
and fleeing, but when this external response, as running, is

not carried out, this tickling cumulates the internal response
in lung actions, diaphragm, etc. Laughter is a panting. In
short, the organism reacts like a "racing" engine.

It is interesting to note that the laughable does not equal
the pleasurable, that laughter has not come to be expression
for pleasure in general, but only for certain kinds of pleasure,
and those rather slight and frivolous. The strongest and
most exciting amusements, as horse-racing, football, prize-

fighting, induce the keenest pleasure in skill and in the joy
of success in combat and competition— under conditions of

the struggle of existence this joy of successful conflict being
by the very nature of evolution the greatest and deepest—
and yet laughter is not found here. Laughter is essentially a
minor affair and implies a certain careless objectivity as
opposed to vital subjective interest. So duplicity is not
laughable in matters of the highest import. Military strategy
does not excite laughter, but the strategy of a negro in robbing
a hen-roost may seem highly laughable. All which points to

the conclusion that laughing is born of play, and is mainly
and fundamentally playful throughout its whole evolution
even to the latest forms of mental play.

As to the method of investigation, the questionnaire mode of

popular reports is evidently a crude and very tentative form.
This method is scarcely used by any science but psychology

;

biology, physics and other sciences' collect their facts not
from general observations sent in by the untrained or half-

trained observers, but wholly by the direct studies of expert
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scientific observers. A geological or geograpbioal explorer
can depend but little ou the reports of the natives. The
science of mind is certainly not less difficult than others, and
as common sense fails elsewhere, so also here. Science in all

directions is the correcting of common sense by deepest
insight unaffected by ordinary utility. Hence, if the ques-
tioiniaire method is worth working at all, it is only as a bare
preliminary, simply as pointing out salient points for

research. To secure any results of high value on the j)sy-

cbology of laughter would require the continuous service of

several thoroughly trained and able psy(;hologists who should
work independently for several years and publish independent
monographs. These men should be good physiologists, and
should have a decided penchant for their work, and above
all, have acute psychological insight in quickly and accurately
realizing the states of mind imjjlied by the most various
activities. Their studies should be chiefly directed not upon
observation of the very complex phenomena of laughter in

civilized adults, but in the study of the evolution of laughter
with infants and savages. Combined phonographic-pho-
tographic records of evolution of laughter with in-

fants would be valuable. Pure savagery is fast fading
from the globe, and the most pressing need for evolutionary
psychology to-day, is a thorough study of the savage by psy-
chologists of really eminent insight. Various scientific

associations, biologic and others, send explorers and col-

lectors to all parts of the earth, and it is high time that
psychological associations do the same, and also provide a
psychologist to go with all general scientific expeditions.



PSYCHOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
(26) Christianity and Idealism. By John Watson, LL. D. The

MacMillan Co., 1897. Price .$1.25.

This is a new and revised edition of Professor Watson's book,
which first appeared a little less than a year ago. Several additions
have been made to Pai-t II. They include chapters on " The Failure

of Materialism," "The Idealistic Interpretation of Natural Evolu-
tion," " Idealism and Human Progress," besides a dozen new pages
in the final chapter, in which the author supplements his view of

the relation of the human to the divine intelligence. The inade-
quacy of a mechanical metaphysic is shown in the chapter on
materialism. Evolutionalism as a philosophical principle succeeds
better, for it explains the world as a rational unity. This unity is

variously expressed in gi-avitation, chemical affinity, biological

organism, and finally in the personal self. The chapter on human
progress asks what "is implied in this highest unity — the personal
self. The answer asserts that the whole process of human evolu-

tion consists in '' the gradual realization of reason in the individual

and in society." Yet, this is no manifestation of a process hostile

to the "cosmic" process, as Professor Huxley contended, nor is it

antithetic with a "religious feeling," which Mr. Kidd makes re-

sponsible for human progress. It is rather the self-conscious and
self-determining principle which explains the lower as well as the

higher stages of evolution— the "ultimate conception by means of

which existence must be explained." The book certainly gains in

interest and value by the introduction of the concept of evolution
into the service of idealistic philosophy.

I. Madison Bentley,
Cornell University.

(27) SulV Importanza delle Ricerche relative alia Storia delle Scienze.

DOTT. Giovanni Vailati. Torino, 1897, 22 pp. 8vo.

This introductory lecture to a course on the history of mechanics
emphasizes the need and the value of researches into the history of

human thought, as seen in the development of the various branches
of science. Dr. Vailati compares the disdain with which certain

Greek philosophical schools looked upon such researches with the
position of Malebranche, and those who held the Scriptures to con-
tain all knowledge, and Adam to have been all perfect before the
fall. The history of human opinions, bad or good, false or true, old

or new, is of paramount importance. Every error indicates some
reef to be avoided, though every discovery does not always indicate

a path to be followed. The "science" of times gone by is as human
as the science of the century in which we now are. From the
knowledge of the development of science comes a true concept of

the evolving human mind. Philogeny and ontogeny receive light

from such investigations. Their pedagogical value is also very
high. As scientist, to use the noble phrase, one can belong " to the

masters of those who know," but as teacher, he must be '' the mas-
ters of those who know not." Dr. Vailati points out that at the

University of Berlin there are courses in the history of chemistry
and of medicine; at Breslau, in the history of medicine, of mathe-
matics and of botany; at Konigsberg, in the history of astronomy;
at Graz, in the history of ancient Greek scientific literature; at Wit-
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tenberg a special course in the history of chemistry, and at Tubin-
gen, Bonn, Vienna and Turin, courses in the history of medicine.
At Vienna, too. Dr. Mach gave a course on the history of the me-
chanical theory of heat.

(28) R Principio del Lavori Virtiuili da Aristotele a Erone d'Alessan-
dria. Nota del Dott. Giovanni Vailati. Torino, 1897,

.25 pp. 8vo.

This reprint from the " Proceedings of the Royal Academy of
Turin " sketches briefly the history of the principle of energy
from Aristotle down to Hero of Alexandria— the mechanical ques-
tions of the former and the elevator of the latter being treated in

some detail.

(29) n Tempo di Reazione semplice studiato in rapporto colla curva
pletisviografica ccrebrale. Prop. M. L. Patrizi. Reggio-
Emilia, 1897, 15 pp. Svc.

This article, reprinted from the Rivista Sperimentale di Freniatria,

treats of simple reaction time in relation to the cerebral plethys-
mographic curve. The subject was Emanuele Favre, a boy of 13, a
breach in whose cranium made such observations possible. The
medium of 126 reactions for stimuli (auditory) when there was
great cerebral volume was 332. 5ff, when less (116 reactions), 345(7.

The author concludes that (1) the oscillations of the specific activity

of the cerebral cells and that of the circulation in the brain follow
each its own course; (2) the strength of attention manifests itself

with a greater rapidity of reaction times, and with a greater regu-
larity of the psychometric curve, together with minor inequalities

in the plethysmographic curve of the brain.

(30) I Reflessi Vascolari nelle Membra e nel Cervello delV uomo per
vart SttTnoli c x>er vane condizioni fisiologiche e sperimentali.
Prof. M. L. Patrizi. Reggio-Emilia, 1897, 85 pp. 8vo.

This detailed study, reprinted from the Rivista Sperimentale di
Freniatria, is well furnished with curves and tables. The subjects
were two boys of 13, Emanuele Favre at Turin and Edoardo Par-
dini at Sassari, the experiments extending over parts of two years,
1895-1896.
The author's conclusions are: (1) The vascular reflexes in man

follow the fundamental laws of localization and irradiation, noted
for the reflexes of relational life; (2) the localized vascular reflex
takes place in less time than the radiated vascular reflex; (3) the
brain exercises a clear influence on the activity of the spinal mar-
row, even in regard to the reflex movements of the blood vessels;

(4) the time of vasal reflection in waking (for sensitive stimuli) is

for the arm about 3", for the leg at about 5"; (5) the vascular reflex
of the brain (for sensorial stimuli) has a latency not less than the
brachial reflex for the same stimulus; (6) sleep induces a great
retardation in the time of vasal reflection, diminishing from the
brain to the arm, and inappreciable in the vessels of the lower
limb; (7) the blood movements of the brain in sleep, consequent on
stimuli, are, doubtless, active and autonomous reflexes; (8) the
vascular reflex in the limbs for sensorial stimuli and psychic stimuli
takes place in a time (4" in the arm) longer than the reflex for sen-
sitive stimuli; (9) there is avascular reaction for each sense stimu-
lated; (10) some sensorial stimuli have greater capacity than others
for provoking vasomotor reactions.
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(31) La Terrechavipde I'actiiritS humaine. M. L. Gallouedec. Rev.
Scientif. (Paris), 4* S6rie, Tome VIII (1897), pp. 262-271.

An interesting study of the relation of man to the planet on which
he dwells, treating from a French point of view some of the ques-
tions discussed by Dr. W. J. McGee in his pamphlet, "Earth, the
Home of Man," published in 1894. The influences of relief,

situation, soil, climate, are touched up, and the great variation in
the value of these factors in the course of human history empha-
sized. Man first conquered the hill-sides, then the plains, and now
bogs and morasses, and even the loftiest mountains are yielding to
his skilful attacks.

(32) Des conditions d^ArrSt ou d'Avortement de groupes humains. M.
P. SCHRADEE. Ibid., pp. 38-44.

According to the author, all changes, nothing is fixed— fauna,
flora, customs, habits, civilizations, all pass away. The idea of
nineteenth-century peoples that their civilization is stable, is fixed,
will endure, is an illusion. Bordeaux will die when vineyards are
no more in France. Spain died as lord of the Indies long ago.
EgjTDt, as Herodotus said, is a " gift of the Nile." The cliff dwell-
ers tell a tale of ease and comfort long disused. The Negritos of
the Philippines, the Ainos of Japan, the Eskimo, the Lapps, the
Bushmen, have all been driven to the wall. But some have their
revenges. Resurging through the Spanish strata the old Aztec rules
Mexico — in Chili, Peru, Brazil, the redskin's face appears again.
It seems impossible entirely to suppress a people, a race. The sur-
vival of the fittest takes place even here. They persist who are
sons of the soil and of the sun. The force of things makes them to
be born again.

(33) Les Lois phoniques. M. Michel Breal. 76id., pp. 34-38.

Phonetic laws are neither fatal nor blind, says the distinguished
linguist of the academy. Phonetic changes start from one individ-
ual, and unless they are welcomed, remain without effect and are
soon forgotten. The practical study of phonetics, inaugurated by
Gaston Paris, and since pursued with the aid of the phonograph and
other instruments, has done much to re-orient us on the question
concerning which the older authorities spoke so confidently.

(34) Le Transformisme et son interpretation en Crdniologie. M. G.
Papillault. Ibid., pp. 392.

The persistence of the medio-frontal suture in the skull, e. g., of
modern Parisians, and the existence of certain peculiarities in the
region of the obelion, concerning which the author has written at
greater length elsewhere, are manifestations of a progress, not a
regression to an ancestral state, though they may be reckoned
among the cases of atavism. The correlation of the metopic suture
with intelligence is an interesting point.

(35) L'Inanition du noyau cellulaire. S. M. Loukianow. Ibid., pp.
513-519.

The author gives some account of experiments from which he
concludes that the cell nucleus as well as the body, are diminished by
complete or incomplete nucleus, a diminujiiou subject to particular
laws. The cell nucleus therefore have a biological autonomy of their
own. M. Loukianow thinks that our one great gift to the biology
of the twentieth century will be not proof of the simplicity of the
cell, but of its organic complexity.
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,36) LafoncHon du Cerveau. Charles Ricuet. Ibid., pp. 641-649.

The brain alone, of all the organs of the body, has consciousnoss
and intelligence. The brain is the organ of tlie past, the medulla
the organ of the present. In a word the brain is a memory apparatus.

(37) Les conquetea de la Psychiatrie. Cesare Lombroso. Ibid., pp.
577-583.

The author notes some of the recent discoveries of psychiatry,
"the new Prometheus, which is seeking to snatch away the secret
of the nature of human thought." The study of the man of genius,
the savage, the idiot, the child, reveals much of the complicated
as well as the simple workings of thought. Hysterics, epilepsy,
hypnotism, sleep, dreams, automatisms, psychic reactions, all bring
their quota to the recognition of types and characteristic modes
and degenerations of thought and action, to the understanding of
the parallel between the phenomena of ideation (the highest and
the least under control) and those of sensation (the humbler and
most controllable). The conclusion of it all is the rather pessimis-
tic view that "we live in the false, for the false, with the false; the
true is only met with exceptionally in the world." Of the great
mass of men in the world it may be sa.\A fruge« consumere nati; the
slave of habits, words, sounds even, they sacrifice to these the idea,
and oppose research, discovery, truth, science. Bj' sacrifice and
suffering alone have great revolutions been accomplished.

(38) Y a-t-il des Nerfs spSciauxpourla Douleur? Ph. TlSSlE. iWd.,
pp. 402-404.

The author states his agreement with the pain-centre theory of
Richet, put forward in criticism of the views of M. Fr6d6ricq, pub-
lished last year.

(39) Zur Katatonie- Frage. Eine klinische Studie. Von SchOle
(Illenau). Allg. Ztschr. Psych. Berlin, LIV Bd. (1897),

S. 515-552.

An extended criticism of the view, first fully set forth by Kahl-
baum in 1873, that katatonia was a special clinical form of disease.

After examination of the katatonie phenomena, the author con-
cludes that the clinically independent status of the affection has
not yet been made out— much less the idea of "a katatonie motil-
ity-nemosis." It is merely a "gathered-up " name, a heuristic
appellation for the most diverse motor stimulation and inhibition

symptoms.

(40) Zur Pathologic der Epilepsie. Dr. Med. N. KRAJiPfSKY. Ibid.,

612-6G5.

The general results of the extended expei-iments of Dr. Krainsky
of Charkow seem to indicate that the blood is the carrier of the
epileptic poison. The author made special investigations of the
chemical nature of the reactions obtained.

(41) Die Hypothese der specifischen Nervenzellenfunction. Dr.
Franz Nissl. ibid., S. 1-107.

This is an elaboration of the address delivered before the annual
meeting of German psychiatrists at Heidelberg in September, 1896.

More than 60 pages are taken up with the explanation in detail of

the four plates (eight flgm-es), by which the article is accompanied,
and other illustrations not there given.
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(42) Acute Manie. Db. M. J. Van Ebp Taalman Kip. Ibid., S.
119-135.

From investigation of 850 patients (men 413, women 443), in the
asylum at Dordrecht, the author doubts the correctness and the
desirability of the term " acute mania," as well as its independent
existence. " Periodic madness " is better.

(43) 1st die progressive Paralyse axis den mikroskopischen Befunden
an der Grosshirnrinde patlMlogisch-anatomisch diagnosticir-
barf Eine literarische und anatomische Studie. Dr.
Ottomab Schmidt. Ibid., 178-207.

After a careful review of the literature of the subject, Dr. Schmidt
of Wiirzburg says that safe, convincing pathological diagnoses of
progressive paralysis are still too much lacking to justify dogmatism.

(44) Ueber die Pathogenese des Delirium Tremens. Dr. J. E. Jacob-
son. Ibid., S. 221-270.

Based upon the study of 300 cases of delirium tremens personally
investigated concludes that "the toxic plus" is not the real deeper
cause of the delirium outbreak; the latter is to be found in the
chronic alcoholization of the brain.

(45) Physiologische Genese der Paranoia. Dr. Luigi Roncoboni.
Ibid., S. 336-372.

From examination of the literature and personal investigation of
100 cases (men 80, women 20), Dr. Roncoroni of Turin comes to the
conclusion that genuine paranoia belongs to the first group of para-
phrenias without automatic influencing of motility, induced essen-
tially by abnormal hereditary constitution of the psychic functions,
which may lead on purely paraphysiological grounds to the develop-
ment of the psychosis. Genius is often in touch with both the
genuine and the rudimentary paranoia. But genius never is tied
down to a single form of psychosis and congenital forms propon-
derate with it.

(46) Theorie des Emotions. Jules Souby. Ann. M6d.-psychol.
Paris, VIII- Serie, Tome VI (1897), pp. 247-262.

In reviewing recent studies of blushing (Pitres and Rggis, von
Bechterew, etc.) and less recent general discussions by James,
Lange, Sergi, Marillier, Kraepelin, Wernicke and others, the author
concludes as follows: The mechanism of the muscular, articular,
tendinous, cutaneous, etc.; consciousness, that of the notion of
position and of innervation of the different parts of the body, of the
state of the circulation, respiration, secretions and excretions,
appears to be in all points identical with the mechanism of the
consciousness of moral and intellectual emotions. In both cases we
have only to do with a kinaesthesia of the organic modifications
provoked by excitations of the internal or the external milieu and
transmitted to the central nervous system. A. F. Chamberlain.

BOOK NOTES.'
(G. S. H.)

(47) Grundlegung der Nensokratischen Philosophie. Von Dr. Hein-
EiCH Gomperz. Leipzig, 1897.

The new Socratic school of religious faith was founded in 1890 by
Leo Haas. It is a community whose creed is thQ Socratic faith that
"no evil can befall a good man living or dead." This belief rests on

^ Notice in this section does not preclude fuller review later.
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no facts or arguments, but is firm, subjective, eternal, supermun-
dane.
Mr. Gomperz' purpose here is, nevertheless, to show that this

faith corresponds with the latest results of science, and to make
propaganda. This conviction gives a feeling of independence, was
the life principle of the great sage, has its correlate in the idea
that all virtue is in knowledge. What has real worth in us is inde-
structible, and this is Gemilth understanding and character, which
are the three elements of personality. This resists and negates
evil. Three ways lead to the paidia or free and joyous activity,
viz.: right thinking, willing and feeling. This state gives an imper-
turbability for which the world seems a divine comedy. Evil is

only to be overcome and good only to overcome it.

(48) Veber die Raumwahrnehmungen des Tastsinneg, ein Beitrag zur
experimentellen Psychologie. Von Dr. Victor Henri. Berlin,
1898, pp. 228.

We have here at last a comprehensive work on the dermal space
sense with a bibliography of 322 titles, based on a broad historical
knowledge, and making important new experimental contributions
to the subject.
Part I is devoted to a gathering of the facts (a) of dermal space

sense generally, (b) localization of tactile impressions, (c) physio-
logical and pathological facts. Part II continues a presentation
and discussion of theories (a) touching the origin and development
of the spatial element, nativistic and genetic, (b) biologico-psycho-
logical sketch of the spatial perception of touch.

(49) Magic, Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, including TVicfc

Photography. Compiled and edited by Albert A. Hopkins,
with an introduction by H. R. Evans. 400 illustrations.
JMunn & Co., publishers. New York. pp. 556.

At last we have a really valuable treatise on sleight of hand, pres-
tidigitation, with explanations and a copious bibliography. The
volume is almost elegantly gotten up and will prove a mine of both
suggestiveness and illustrations for empirical psychologists. The
topics best treated are stage disappearances, optical tricks, conjur-
ing, juggling, fire-eating, sword tricks, ventriloquism, animated
puppets, shadowgraphy, ancient magic, stage effects and modern
stage and theatre secrets, curious toys, etc. Although the order of
topics is open to criticism, the book is the product of long and care-
ful compilatory study by a real lover of the topic, who knew Heller
and many other magicians, and who intersperses his pages with
many personal reminiscences.

(50) Karl Ernst von Baer und seine Weltanschauung. Von Dr.
Remigius Stolzle. Regensburg, 1897, pp. 687.

This Wurzburg professor of philosophy writes the life of the great
founder of modern embryology in systematic wise, treating in
order the sources of Baer's view of the world and his relation to
philosophy and the theory of knowledge, the problem of cosmology,
biology, anthropology, religious philosophy, philosophy of history,
ethics, pedagogy and politics. The range of Baer's thought is

amazing, and he is fortunate in his biographer.

(51) Problems of Nature. By GusTAV Jaeger. New York, 1897,

pp. 261.

The "researches and discoveries" of the well-known author, not
only of the Jaeger costume, but of the smell theory of the soul, are
here selected from his published writings and translated in fourteen
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short zoological and twenty-eight anthropological papers,with four
"varia," in Part III. An autograph letter of Darwin tothe author
is re-produced in fac-simile, expressing the "highest degree" of

interest. In essays of three or four pages each, the author sum-
marily states the organs of life, the origin of species, inheritance,
the animal soul, infection, spirit and intellect, the origin of language,
and many other theories of greatest interest. The author is bold
and often stimulating and novel, but seems to me very superficial

and unread in his field.

(52) Zur Psychologie der Frau. Erstes Theil. Laura Mahkholm.
Berlin, 1897, pp. 355.

This is the first book by a woman on the psychology of her sex.

Catholic women have a closer connection with nature and a wider
sphere of emotional expression than Protestant women. Their
work is social and a sexual psychology of woman will follow. The
period of thought has lasted 400 years, but a period of feeling is at

hand, and with this will come the day of woman. She represents
the instinct- feelings. The book is both brilliant and suggestive.

(53) Wagner's Ring of the Nibelung and the Conditions of Ideal

Manhood. By David Irvine. London, 1897, pp. 281.

Wagner said this contained his entire view of the world, and that
it was essentially at variance with established conceptions. He is

like Browning in the bitterness of his enemies, and the ardor and
activity of his apologists. The deeper we go the better we under-
stand the Ring. It treats the great problem of renunciation. Con-
sciousness exists to show us the needs of our common natvire and
how we may conform to it. Only music can fully reveal even to

feeling the profound significance of Wotan's tragic abdication. To
hold that a state lives solely on the vices of society, and that the
only monopoly any church can claim is that of its errors, for the
truth is common to all, suggest's Wagner's motto, "Destroy, yet
redeem." In the twilight of the gods, the new man of the future is

born.

(54) Vocabulaire de VAngelologie. Par MoiSE Schwab. Paris,

1897, pp. 318.

This is a dictionary of angels, demons and other spiritual beings,

based on 1,300 Hebrew manuscripts (mostly before the eighth cen-
tury) in the Bibliotheque Nationale, extracted from memoirs pre-

sented by various savants of the Academy of Inscription and
Belles-Lettres. The Cabalistic demonology reflects very different

grades of intelligence, and many of the terms are ungrammatical
and unlogical. The angels form ten degrees and are often also

allegorical. Both together personify every human faculty and
passion, vice and weakness, are in every ray of light, whirlwinds of

dust, etc. Stars are sylph-like dreams in gnome-like nightmares,
and many are personified as Gabriel, Michael, Raphael and Sabaoth.

They were invoked by many conjuration formulae, and the letters

of the names were full of symbolism, and names and letters sub-

jected to many forms of permutation and combination. In all

there are over 3,000 of these terms.

(55) Folie des Femmes Enceintes, etc. Par Dr. A. Paris. Paris, 1897,

pp. 1.31.

A brief hand-book including the history of the subject, typical

clinical cases, cause, symptoms and treatment.
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(56) Ziir Geschichte des Eiitiinckehmgsbegriffs. Von Dr. L. Marin-
POLSKY. Berne, 1897, pp. 120.

This memoir is in the series of studies in philosophy and its

hisotry edited by L. Stein, and now in its sixth volume. Evolu-
tion begins with Heraclitus. Then follow the stoics, Telesius,
Bruno, Hobbes, and with the latter the truly scientific treatment
of the problem of evolution begins.

(67) The Development of the Frog's Egg. An Introduction to Ex-
perimental Embryology. By Thomas Hunt Morgan, Ph.
D., Prof, of Biol., Bryn-Mawr College. N. Y., Macmillan
Co., 1897, pp. 192.

The author attempts to give a continuous account of the develop-
ment of the frog's egg from the time when it is first forming to the
moment when the young tadpole emerges from the jelly-mem-
branes, and to bring together the most Important results of studies
bearing on the topic. Special emphasis is laid on the results of ex-
perimental work in the belief that the evidence from this source is

the most instructive. The work suggests Wilson's valuable me-
moir on the cell and treats similar topics.

(58) Die Historische Entwickelung des Experimentellen Gehirn und
Riickenmarks - physiologie vor Flouriens. Von Dr. Max
Neuburger. Stuttgart, 1897, pp. 356.

The first part of this work is devoted to Willis, the second to
Haller and his contemporaries, and the third to Magendie, Bell and
Flouriens.

(59) Sur la G6n6ration de la Voix et du Timbre. Paris, 1897, pp.
392.

The author declares that since Helmholtz we have been living
under a delusion which has checked all progress, and offers a new
aerodynamic theory of acoustics in place of his. Little mono and
di-clonal anticyclones cause sound and the tympanum originates
timbre.

(60) Essai sur les conditions et les lim.ites de la certitude logique.
Par G. Milhaud. F. Mean, Paris, 1898, pp. 203.

Part I treats the conditions of logical contradiction, Part II the
conditions of logical certitude in mathematics, both pure and ap-
plied; Part III, special problems illustrating the principle of con-
tradiction; viz., liberty and mechanism, non-Euclidean geometry,
Kant's Mathematical Antimonies. The book is an argument that
we must renounce logical certitudes in the domain of reality.

(61) Comment naissent les mythes. Par Paul Regnaud. Paris,
1898, pp. 251.

This little work is a detailed and interesting attempt by a distin-
guished Sanscrit expert to prove that all Indo-European mythology
originates in verbal substitutions and personifications. This thesis
Is illustrated at length in three mythic tliemes: e. g., the Vedic
sources of Petit Poucet, the Hindu legend of the deluge and Pusura-
vas and Urvaca.

(62)i ProbUmes d'Esthelique et de Morale. Par C. R. C. Herekem-
RACH. F. Alcan, Paris, 1898, pp. 163.

The beautiful, sublime, tragic and comic each have a circa
twenty-page chapter, and the rest of the volume describes the evo-
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lution of moral sentiments, motives of conduct, and the relations

between ethics and sociology. The author is a professor in a Dutch
Lyc6e, and writes in a style of unusual elegance.

(63J La Personne Humaine. Par L'Abbe C. Piat. P. Alcan, Paris,

1897, pp. 404.

In Book I, Perception, the author enumerates and criticises the

data of consciousness and of science. Book II discusses whether
reflection is a result of an organic process, commences in instinct

and appears in the language of animals. Book III treats of respon-
sibility in its relation to science, conscience and reason. In fine,

human personality is something more than a synthesis of conscious
and sub-conscious states; phenomenalism will not suffice. A higher
synthesis of all the facts of personality is needed. Man should
wish to be not merely a person, but to be the species.

(64) In Search of a Soul. By Horatio W. Dbesseb. Boston, 1897,

pp. 273.

This is a series of essays on interpretation of the higher nature of

man, and discusses the reality of the soul, absolute and higher self,

reincarnation and karma, spiritual force, soul, etc., from the
standpoint of what may be called the higher Christian science.

(65) Etudes d'histoire de la philosophie. Par Emile Boutroux. F.

Alcan, Paris, 1897, pp. 443.

This accomplished professor of letters at the Sorbonne here prints

seven of his best papers, v. g. : Socrates as founder of moral science,

Aristotle, Jacob Boehme, Descartes, The Relation of Morals and
Philosophy in his System, Kant, and The Influence of Scotch upon
French Philosophy.

(66) Theories Modemes sur les Origines de la Famille de la Soci4tS et

de I'etat. Par A. Posada. Paris, 1896.

This work translated from the Spanish is a convenient and able
summary, and discusses the theories of Maine, Sumner, Bachofen,
McLennon, Morgan, Lubbock, Giraud-Teulon, Staxckes, Spencer,
Coulanges and Ihring. Political society is first and the family
develops with, but under it.

IX— 17.



NOTES AiNfD NEWS.

Dr. W. H. R. Rivers of St. John's College has been appointed to
the recently - established university lectureship in experimental
psychologj' at the University of Cambridge. Dr. Rivers has given
courses in sense physiology and reaction-work at Cambridge and
at University College, London, for some years past. He has pub-
lished several studies in optics and (in conjunction with Professor
Kraepelin) has Written upon the question of mental fatigue.
We have received the first few numbers of a new fortnightly, the

Intermidiaire des Biologistes, edited by Mm. Binet and Henri, with
the assistance of a large corps of French and foreign biologists.
The publication forms a- sort of " Notes and Queries " in the biologi-
cal realm. Psychology figui-es largely in its pages, and the names
of Baldwin, Bechterew, Ebbinghaus, Forel and G. E. Miiller occur in
the list of collaborators. The IntermMiaire promises to bo of great
service to psychologists, and especially to those of the experimental
school.

Professor Titchener's Primer of Psychology will appear in January.
It follows the experimental method throughout, and gives full

directions to teachers for procuring apparatus and materials.
Dr. A. Allin succeeds Professor Russell in the chair of psychology

and pedagogy at Colorado University. Dr. F. Kennedy has been
made demonstrator in experimental psychology at Princeton Uni-
versity.
Professor Baldwin's presidential address at the Cornell meeting

of the American Psychological Association dealt with the topic of
" Selective Thinking." It was an amplification of the treatment of
the same subject in the speaker's '' Social and Ethical Interpreta-
tions in Mental Development."
The Cornell laboratory has recently acquired a new room, 9x22

feet, which will be devoted exclusively to experiments upon the
senses of smell and taste. The laboratory now possesses ten rooms.

Books Received.

Allen, Grant. The Evolution of the Idea of God; an Inquiry Into
the Origins of Religion. Henry Holt & Co., New York., pp.
x-447. Price, .$3.00.

Blondeau, Cyrille. L'absolu et sa loi constitutive. F. Alcan,
Paris, 1897, pp. 350. Pi-ice, Fes. 6.

Cornelius, Hans. Psychologie als Brfahrungswissenschaft, pp.
xv-445. B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1897. Mk. 10.

Le Dantec, F. L'IndividualitSetl'erreur individuaUste. F. Alcan,
Paris, 1898, pp. 175. Price, Fes. 2.50.
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FuLLiQUET, Georges. Essai sur I'obligation morale. F. Alcan,
Paris, 1898, pp. 454. Price, Fes. 7.50.

Gomperz, Heinrich. Grundlegung der Neusokratischen Phlloso-
phie, pp. ix-154. Franz Deuticke, Leipzig u. Wien, 1897. Paper,
M. 2.50.

Mach, Ernst. Popular Scientific Lectures. Translated by Thomas
J. McCormack. Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago, 1897, pp. 382.
Price, $1.

Malapert, Paulin. Les filaments du caractfire et leurs lois de
combinaison. F. Alcan, Paris, 1897, pp. 302. Price, Fes. 5.

Manaceine, Marie de. Sleep : Its physiology, pathology, hygiene,
and psychology, pp. vii-341 {Contemparary Science Series),
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1897. Price, $1.25.

Mason, R. Osgood. Telepathy and the Subliminal Self. An ac-
count of recent investigations regarding hypnotism, automa-
tism, dreams, phantasms, and related phenomena. Henry
Holt & Co., New York, pp. viii-343. Price, *1.50.
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Nietzsche, Friedrich. The Works of. Edited by Alexander
Tille. Vol, X, A Genealogj- of Morals, translated by William
A. Hausemann. Poems, translated bv John Gray. The Mac-
millan Co., New York, 1897, pp. xix-289. Price, $2.
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GROWTH OF CHILDREN IN HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.*

By Frederic Bubk,
Fellow in Psychology, Clark University.

For the past few years the province of psychology has
been rapidly extending. While tradition has sought by means
of definitions and classifications, epistemological or ontologi-

eal, to maintain sharply defined limits, nevertheless practical

thought and investigation have done and are doing much to

break down these formal barriers, as we realize when we turn
from our Sir William Hamilton to Wundt, from Bain to

Lloyd Morgan, from McCosh to James. This does not nec-

essarily mean that the past is wrong, but it at least signifies

A bibliography will be found at the conclusion, numbered and in
alphabetical order. The names of all contributors mentioned in the
text will be found in this bibliography. In cases where one individ-
ual has contributed more than one article, or confusion for any
other reason may be possible, the bibliography number will be
found in the text as a means of readier reference. For page refer-
ences a dagger (t) will indicate that the page number will be found
as a footnote.
This article constitutes the preliminary first part to a general

review of the studies which have been made upon the physical and
mental development of children during the years usually spent in
the common schools, more particularly the primary school. It

aims (1) to present the salient facts from these studies rather than
to draw general conclusions ; and (2) to serve those who have oc-
casion to investigate these fields as a pathfinder to sources of in-
formation. DeaUng with the child only to the end of his common
school period, this review touches upon the phenomena of adoles-
cence only incidentally. President G. Stanley Hall's book upon
adolescence, shortly forthcoming, will review exhaustively not only
the adolescent field, but also will treat in a larger philosophic way
the general principles of growth and development.—F. B.

IX— 18.
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that psjchology is arrowing, that the present is bigger than
the past, that there is in modern investigation a si)irit seek-
ing organic relations which the formalism of old conceptions
is powerless to withstand. Any systematic study of genetic
psychology at the present juncture begins with the phenomena
of physical growth. Not that up to this time a code of defi-

nite principles of growth has been formulated, but the domi-
nant tendency of modern mental science has been to correlate
more closely the mental and jjhysical. Definite and final

conclusions showing the exact and specific relations of this

element to that are hardly matured, but a large number of in-

vestigations have been made, and for proper orientation to-

wards educational problems of the present, the educator must
have acquaintance with the trend of these investigations.
Some bold attempts have been made to strike out direct rela-

tions between mental capacity and forms of physical growth,
as, for example. Dr. Porter, from an examination of St. Louis
children, concludes that the taller and heavier children at a
given age are, on the average, mentally brighter. While per-
haps we may be yet far from definite conclusions upon any of

these problems, it is clear that the numerous studies suggest-
ing the dependence of mental development, through physical
development, upon age, nutrition, race, sex, climate, height,

weight, etc., necessarily form the logical starting point of a
pedagogical study of children.

We shall commence, therefore, with a review of the studies
upon growth in height and weight, and later consider various
other elements which have been put forth as conditioning fac-

tors of mental development. We have little data for growth
from birth to six years,* for the reason, of course, that chil-

dren in masses are not accessible until they go to school. We
know very little of growth after the seventeenth or eighteenth
year, for the same reason. Within the school ages, interest

has centred largely upon pubertal growth, and the years
from six to eleven or twelve have been somewhat neg-
lected. Several attempts have been made to classify growth
into periods. There is universal agreement that three periods
are distinctly discernible— a period from birth to puberty, a
period during the progress of pubertal changes, and a period
after these changes ; but attempts to break up these periods
into smaller ones as yet lack general assent upon any exact
basis of serviceable classification.

Vierordt (t*) divides growth into seven periods, as follows

:

first, suckling period, from birth to first teething in seventh or

•The most complete treatments of this period will be found by
Camerer (»-.«'), Daflner (""), and Vierordt {^^^').

(»*) P. 601.
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eighth month, in which the' breathing, digestion and senses
begin their specific activities ; second, later child age to the
second dentition, in seventh or eighth year; third, to puberty in
fourteenth or fifteenth year ; foui'th, to complete development
in height in twenty-first or twenty-second year; fifth, early adult
age; sixth, later adult age to sixtieth year ; seventh, old age.
Liharzik somewhat arbitrarily divided the first twenty-five years
of life into twenty-four periods. Zeissing ^'^) found three: first,

one of decrease in the yearly increments of growth up to nine
years; second, increase of yearly increments to the seven-
teenth year; and third, a later decrease. Hartwell (*") follows
this division upon the physiological grounds that during the
first period the brain practically completes its growth, and the
child is sensory rather than motor. Axel Key (=') finds, first,

a period 6 to 8 years of moderate annual increase ; second, a
period 9 to 13 years of least Increase; third, a period 13 to 17 of
greatest increase, and a period 17 to 19 of decreasing rate of incre-
ment. Combe makes two periods during school age: 7 to 10 and 14
to 17 in boys, and 7 to 12 and 12 to 15 in girls. Lange finds four pe-
riods: first, birth to 2 years, highest rate of growth; second, 2 to 12
years, decreasing annual increments ; third, 12 to 15 years, mental
gi'owth; fourth, 15 to 21 years, a sudden decrease in annual incre-
ments.

The question of the point at which growth matures is one
"which has reached, as yet, no definite conclusion. Certainly
there is no disagreement upon the fact that under normal
conditions, no material increments of importance occur after

the nineteenth year, though unquestionably there is increase
of theoretical value up to the twenty-first or twenty-second
year, if not until very much later. Growth in height certain-

ly matures before growth in weight.

Quetelet (t'") put maturity at the 30th year in men, and 25th
year in women. Beyer (') thinks we must add at least an inch to
the average height for growth after the 19th year. Roberts' tables
would indicate a maturity in weight at 22 for men, and at 19 for
women. Baxter (') found an increase in stature in men up to the
35th year, though he places the average age of maturity earlier.
Villerme puts the age of maturity in males at 23, and Liharzik at
25. The Report of Committee of Anthropometry (^') places the
maturity in height of women at 20 years, and of men at 23 years.

Statuee.

The average length of new-born male infants has been gen-
erally taken as 50 centimeters (19.68 inches), and about one-
half centimeter (approximately one-fifth of an inch) less for

females ( t *"*)•

Other averages given by Vierordt (") are as follows :

Males. Females.

Russow, 50 cm. 49.5 cm.
Quetelet, 50 49.4
Kgzmarsky, 50.2 49.4
Pesser, 51.5 50.5
Wagner, 47.4 46.75
Roberts, 49.1 48.0

(»») P. 170. (»«) P. 2.
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The Anthropometric Committee {") from 451 males and 466 fe-

males in the hospitals of London and Edinburgh gives the average
as 19.52 inches for boys and 19.32 for girls. Out of the 451 males, 133
measured 20 inches, il6 measured 19 inches, and the limits were
from 15 to 24 inches. In the case of females, the limits were from
16 to 23 inches, and of the 466 cases, 131 were 19 inches, 117 were 20
inches, and 109 were 18 inches.

Vierordt, quoting Fasbender, finds that the average first-born
children are about .43 cm. shorter than later born. On the other
hand, Boas(") finds that first-born children distinctly exceed later-

born children in stature as well as weight from the 6th year to the
15th in males, and until the adult state in females.

During the first year the cliild grows at the most rapid rate

of its entire life. The average increase is probably between
seven and eight inches. The rate of growth decreases rapidly
from month to month of the first year, and in general it may
be said that the rate decreases with age. However, as will

be iiointed out, there are important fluctuations which modify
this rule. There are no data from large numbers of children

available by which to determine the growth nor its rate np
to five or six yesrs.

Russow finds that in the first month of life the infant grows 12}
per cent, of its height; the rate steadily decreases and in the twelfth
month is 3 per cent. D'Espine and Pieot (t-*-) give similar figures.

At one year of age, the child is on the average 70 to 75 em. in
length, showing an increase of about 50 per cent, for the first year.
Russow C**) gives the length, at one year of age, as 73; Beneke, 70;
Hahner, 75; Liharzik, 80 cm. {^) "D'Espine and Pieot give the
lengths of each year as follows : first, 19.8 cm.; second, 9.0; third,

7.3; fourth, 6.4; fifth, 6; next ten years, 6 cm. Zeissing's lengths
are as follows: 23 2, 10.6, 8.7, 7.5, 5.9, 6.6; Daffner("), for boys, 21.9,

11.42, 6.56, 4.76, 6.34, 3.03,—for girls, 22.5, 12.11, 6.28, 6.49, 6.1, 4.3, 3.6.

The rate of growth in this early period, so far as data indi-

cate, is practically the same for both sexes. Starting at birth

slightly shorter than boys, the girls at six years of age are

only a fraction of an inch shorter.

Roberts, 1.7 in.; Gilbert ("), .5 in.; Peckham, .3 in.; Oakland, .3

in. (girls taller) ; Danish {''), .0; Swedish (^), 1.2 in. ; Geissler and
Uhlitz, .3 in. ; Porter, .5 in. ; Geissler, .4 in. ; Bowditch ("), .4 in.;

Quetelet, .6 in.

Between 6 and 7 years of age, the average American child

measures about 44 or 45 inches. This is an increase of 24 or

25 inches for the first six years of life, or about 43 per cent, of

the length at birth. At 12 years of age American boys are

on the average about 55 inches in height, an increase of 10 or

11 inches for the six preceding years ; this amounts to an in-

crease of about 20 per cent, or less of the height at 6 years

—

less than half the percentage rate for the first six years. Until

(") See, also, Reitz, " Grundzugie d. Therapie des Kindesalters,"

1883, p. 22; Vierordt, "Daten u. Tabellen," p. 3.
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10 to 12 years, there is no material difference between the

heights of the sexes ; but during these two years, varying
with localities, the girls begin to grow faster than boys, and
for the two or three years following are actually taller (Table
A). During the 14th or 15th year, this rate materially slackens,

and though girls grow slowly for two or three years loDger,they

have practically completed their growth in height, generally

at the age of 15, as a glance at the tables of increases will

show. The rate of accelerated growth in height, in the case
of boys, begins during the period 12 to 14 as a rule. Boys
are slower in reaching their maximum rate and therefore

grow rapidly a longer time. They overtake the girls usually

in the 15th year, and by the end of the 16th year or later,

their period of accelerated rate ends. Until the 11th year or

thereabouts, as stated, there is no material difference in the

height of the two sexes. We have therefore to consider two
distinct periods in the growth of an individual : first, the
period before the rapid acceleration sets in until the 11th or
12th year in girls and the 13th or 14th in boys ; secondly, the

period after this accelerated rate sets in until maturity. The
first period of growth includes that of the first five or seven
years in school.

If now we glance at Table A of heights, taking, for ex-

ample, the larger American studies of Bowditch, Peckham
and Porter, we see that the rate of growth is somewhat rapid
in the beginning, the 6th or 7th year, and decreases with
fluctuations until about 10 years in girls and 12 years in

boys, when the prepubertal acceleration sets in. This gen-

eral decrease is to be observed in the case of all larger stud-

ies, though the year of the beginning of the prepubertal in-

crease varies a year or so. The same decrease in rate from
six years up to the time of the prepubertal increase is to be
observed similarly in the case of girls. Curves constructed

from absolute annual increases show, as a rule, in this child-

hood period one or two pronounced fluctuations, but they do
not occur with a regularity in all charts sufiicient to be of

assurance that their cause is certainly physiological and not
merely statistical. Nevertheless it will be observed that the

curves are by no means regular. Growth seems to be by
rapid increases followed by resting periods, by fits and starts

as it were.

Gilbert (") and Peckham have called attention to one such fluc-

tuation, a decrease of rate in the 8th or 9th year, and suggest as a
cause the second dentition.* Vierordt (1>'*) makes the second den-

* Camerer's curves ('') show very conclusively a halting ofgrowth
at the first dentition in infancy, and he unqualifiedly recognizes
this cause.O P. 601.
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tition a physiological division line between two periods of child-
hood. Hartwell (+*") makes a physiological period end in 7th or
8th year, since the brain practically completes its growth at this
period. This would seem to suggest a possible resting period for
the bodily development.

On tho whole, in the absence of any determinative data
upon exact details, it is perhaps safer to regard the period
from 6 years to the prepubertal increase as a general decrease
in the rate of growth with one or two minor fluctuations. The
investigations of Combe, Landsberger and Carstadt, made
upon a comparatively small number of children, but more
upon the plan of individual measurements, tracing the growth
of individual children for a number of years, justifies this view.

If we subtract the average height at 6 years from the aver-
age height at 12 years for boys, we obtain from each of the
three large American investigations approximately the same
increase for the 6 years : Boston, 11.4 in.; St. Louis, 11.5 in.;

Milwaukee, 10.9 in. The increases of girls, owing to earlier

appearance of the prepubertal acceleration, can be taken only
from t) to 10 years. These increments are as follows : Boston,
8 in.; St. Louis, 8.2 in.; Milwaukee, 8.1 in.

Combe, who estimated the annual increases by grouping children
of the same age in months, concludes :

" The increase in boys to 14
and in girls to 11 is very regular, and varies only about a millimeter
more or less. The twelve cvu-ves, which represent the monthly
averages, constitute a narrow bundle of almost always parallel and
seldom crossing lines."
Landsberger in Posen says: "The average yearly increase in

height during the school age (6 to 13) can be taken in all zones as
between 4.5 to 5.5 cm. with some safety—for the first half somewhat
greater and for the last half somewhat smaller." Of course, he
makes a mistake in applying this rule to girls, who in many locali-

ties are in 13th year already reaching their maximum of accelera-
tion.

West ("") says : "If we compare the mean differences between
the general average and the averages for the six American cities

(Boston, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Toronto, Worcester, Oakland) in
weight and stature, we find that until about the 11th year the chil-
dren develop with comparative uniformity, but from that age the
modifying effects of descent and surroundings are beginning to act,

causing the mean differences to increase very markedly."

Tables and Charts.—Table A gives the heights of children dur-
ing the growing period. It is practically complete to date for the
larger general investigations which have been made. In the origi-

nals of most of these the data have been given in centimeters, but
these have been expressed in inches. In a study of them caution
should be taken on a few matters. The extremes, those of the
beginning or concluding ages in many cases, are based on a smaller
number of measm-ements than the middle period. In some cases
these doubtful averages have already been omitted. The figures of
Dr. Porter for St. Louis are not comparable with the others, for the

{">) P. 57.
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son that he reckoned age by " the nearest birthday," while all

others use the last birthday. Since an average of a year's ages is

based upon children from the beginning to those born 364 days
later, an average really gives, in all tables except that of Porter,
the height of a child in the middle of the year. For example, the
average height given of children 7 years really means the height of
a child 7i years, assuming of course that ages are evenly distributed
in time. In the case of Dr. Porter, however, who counts as 7 years
of age children 6k to 7} (i. e., the nearest birthday), the average is

at 7 years, or 6 months younger. This explanation also applies to
the weights. In almost all investigations the children were meas-
ured without shoes. In one or two instances (e. g., Gilbert)
shoes were worn. So far as known, these facts are stated at the
head of each column.
Table B shows the absolute annual increases obtained from Table

A by subtracting the average height of one age from the next.
Table C gives the "percentage " or "relative " annual increase.

The rate of increase has generally been determined merely by the
absolute annual increase. But such a method neglects to take into
account the different heights of the different years, and it is per-
haps unfair to say because a large boy increases slightly more than
a small boy, that therefore he is actually growing faster. Relative
to their respective sizes in the beginning, the small child may make
a larger increase in proportion to size. As Poi-ter points out, it

would be fairer to find in each case the percentage of his own size

which each boy grows (by dividing the year's increase by the size

at the beginning of the year). Minot also indorses the system of
percentages. He says :

" In the writings of Quetelet, Cowell, Rob-
erts,Gould, Pagliani, Street, Boulton, Liharzik, Bowditch and others,
the rate of growth is discussed, but I am compelled to consider that
they have all misapplied the term. They compare the index of the
rate, the actual, absolute increments of equal successive periods;
but since dui'ing each period the size of the body increases, then if

the rate of gi-owth were constant, the proportionate increment
would remain the same, but the absolute increments would become
steadily larger. Reciprocally, it is evident from this that if the ab-
solute increments are constant, the rate of growth diminishes, a
point which, so far as I am aware, has been entirely overlooked
hitherto."
Chart I represents graphically the increases in height.
In connection with the height, Chart III should be consulted,

showing the grov,'th in height of the average American child, and
also his absolute and percentage annual increases.

Weight.

There has been some discussion upon the question whether
height or weight is the better index of fundamental growth
conditions. Donaldson (t"") decides in favor of weight, for

the reason that while the body increases in stature from birth

to thirty years only o.37 fold, in volume the increase is 20.66

fold. He thinks, therefore, that weight is a better index of

the complex changes which growth implies. His view is not
held by the majority of anthropometrists. The general view
is rather in favor of using height as the index. Increase in

(-'') Pp. 49-50.
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weight varies irregularly throughout life, depending inti-

mately upon external conditions. The absorption of water and
the accumulations of fats which constitute elements not prop-
erly considered increments of permanent significance, render
it impossible to determine the essential growth, by weight.

Vierordt C^) concludes that the average weight of the
male at birth may be put at 3,333 grammes (7.3 lbs.), and of
females at 3,200 grammes (7.1 lbs.)

Vierordt gives the following averages:

Boys. Girls.

Spiegelberg, Breslau, 3,201 gr. 3,056 gr,
Gregory, Munich,
Schutz, Leipzig,

3,365 3,386
3,399 3,233

Ingerslev, 3,381 3,280
K^zmarsky, Perth, 3,383 3,284
Quetelet, Brussels, 3,100 3,000
Wagner, Konigsberg, 3,479 3,339

The Report of the Anthropometric Committee (f ) from data of
451 boys and 466 girls in London and Edinburgh hospitals, places
the average of boys at 7.1 pounds and of girls at 6.9 pounds.
Roberts (t"^; from data of 100 English new-born children, finds that
the boys range in weight from 3 to 12 pounds, but that 87 per cent,
are between 6 and 9 pounds; the females range in weight from 4
to 11 pounds, and 85 per cent, are between 6 and 9 pounds. Elsas-
ser, in Stuttgart, from 1,000 observations, finds that 976 children
vary from 5 to 9 pounds (German).

Siebold, from data of 3,000 new-born infants, finds the extreme
variations from 4 to 11 pounds (German); only 169 fall outside of
the limits of 5i to 8.1 pounds. Fasbender (*") finds that first-born
children average 189 grammes lighter than later born, but the rela-
tions seem to change later, for Boas (") concludes that after the
sixth year first-born children are heavier as well as taller than
later born.

The development by weight seems, on the whole, to follow
the law of development in height. The weight at birth is

almost trebled during the first year. The rate of growth de-

creases very rapidly at first, more slowly later, and up to the
period of maturity shows fiuctuations indicative of periods of

rapidity followed by periods of comparative rest.

The period of infantile growth in weight and that of the period
up to six years will be found reviewed by Vierordt C", ", °^). The
more important recent contributions are those of Camerer ('-, ")
and of Daffner (-').

Up to the period of prepubertal growth, there is no material
difference in the absolute average weight of the two sexes.

At 6 years, a comparison of the average weights, as given in

the table, will show that the sexes vary less than two pounds,
with the advantage in favor of the boys. From six to ten

'=') P. 34. («) P. 79.
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years the increase weight in pounds is as follows for Amer-
ican investigations

:

Boys,

Girls,

Boston.
(Bowditch)

St. Louis.
(Porter.)

Milwaukee.
(Peckham.)

Oakland. Worcester.
(West.)

20.1

19.1

18.7

18.9

20.6

19.4

19.1

17.3

19.0

19.5

New Haveu.
(Gilbert.)

21.6

18.4

There seem to be one or two fluctuations of weights, periods
of activity and of rest, apparently between six years and the
prepubertal acceleration. This is more marked and more
irregular in girls than in boys. As a rule in the case of boys
there is to be observed a general rising tendency culminating
usually in the 8th, 9th or 10th year, followed by a sudden

;|

decrease to its lowest point just before the prepuber-
tal increase. In the case of girls, the ebb tide of growth pre-

ceding the prepubertal acceleration is easily distinguishable
in all the curves, but the previous rhythms are more irregular.

The acceleration period in boys begins from the 11th to 13th i

year, and ends usually with the 16th, the year of maximum
increase being the 14th, 15th or 16th. In the case of girls,

the beginning is a year or two earlier than in boys, and is

ended usually in the 14th or 15th. It is shorter in duration
than the same period in boys.
As in growth in height, owing to the fact that the girls'

acceleration begins and ends earlier than that of boys, girls
f.^ ,

.

'«/, !

are(talle^than boys for a period of two or three years. It is "PLwltM*'*-'

interesting to note that this law holds for the Japanese C ^),

a race distinct from the Europeans. The acceleration in girls

begins in the 11th year, and they surpass boys in weight until

the 15th. This phenomenon and the period of appearance
seem practically identical with the form among American
children.

Table E corresponds to Table A in heights. The same
explanations there made apply here. The usual clothing
worn is that of light indoor dress, but of course this varies in

different countries and at different seasons of the year. Table
F gives the absolute annual increases and Table G the per-

centage or relative annual increases computed on the same
principle as Tables B and C already explained.

The "Average" American ^Boy and Girl.

Dr. Franz Boas has suggested the feasibility and mathe-
matical propriety of constructing the curve of growth for the
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American child by massing the returns from the various
localities. Of course the data of a large number of localities

are not yet at hand. But the large studies which have been
made in Boston, St. Louis, Milwaukee and others have justi-

fied a beginning.

Table H.

Showing the Average American Height Mathematically Calculated by Dr.
Pram Boasfrom the Data of 45,151 Boys and 43,29S Girls in the
Cities of Boston, St. Louis, Milivaukee, Worcester, Toronto, and
Oakland (Cal.J; also the Absolute and the Percentage Annual In-
creases of same.

2 = BOTS.
°s

G1BL.S.

M^ Average Absolute Perc'tage !> Average Absolute Perc'tage
?U for each Anaual Annual for each Annual Annual
04> Is Year. Increase. Increase. ^ Year. Increase. Increase.« "o Inches. Inches. Per cent. Inches. Inches. Per cent.

5J 1,535 41.7
2.2 5.3

1,260 41.3
2.0 4.8

6* 3,975 43.9

2.1 4.8
1

3,618 43.3
2.4 5.5

n 5,379 46.0

2.8 6.1
!

4,913 45.7

2.0 4.4

8J 5,633 48.8

1.2 2.5

5,289 47.7
2.0 4.2

9J 5,531 50.0
1.9 3.8

5,132 49.7

2.0 4.0

10.} 5,151 51.9

1.7 3.3

4,827 51.7
2.1 4.1

IIJ 4,759 53.6

1.8

!

3.4

4,507 53.8
2.3 4.3m 4,205 55.4

2.1 3.8

4,187 56.1

2.4 4.3

13J 3,573 57.5
2.5 4.3

3,411 58.5
1.9 3.2

14J 2,518 60.0
2.9 4.8

2,537 60.4
1.2 2.0

15J 1,481 62.9

2.0 3.2

1,656 61.6

0.6 1.0

16J 753 64.9 \ 1,171 62.2

1.6 2.5 0.5 0.8

17i 429 66.5

0.9 1.4

790 62.7

18i 229 67.4

Tables H and I and Chart III show the growths in height

and weight and the annual absolute and proportional in-

creases for what might be termed the "average" American
boy and girl. The average in Table I (weight) has been cal-

culated by the mathematician, M. de Perott, upon the follow-
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Table I.
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Showing the Average American Weight MathematicaUij Calculatedfrom
the Data of about 08,000 Children in the Cities of Boston, St. Louis
and Milwaukee; also Absolute and Percentage Annual Increases of
same.

Boys. GlKLS.

Age. Averag-e
for each

Age.
Pounds.

Absolute
Annual
Increase.
Pounds.

Annual
Increase.
Per Cent.

Average
for each
Age.

Pounds.

Absolute
Annual
Increase.
Pounds.

Annual
Increase.
Per Cent.

6i 45.2 43.4

7i 49.5 4.3 9.5 47.7 4.3 9.9

H 54.5 5.0 10.1 52.5 4.8 10.0

9i 59.6 5.1 9.3 57.4 4.9 9.3

lOJ 65.4 5.8 9.7 62.9 5.5 9.6

llj 70.7 5.3 8.1 69.5 6.6 10.5

124 76.9 6.2 8.7 78.7 9.2 13.2

13i 84.8 7.9 10.3 88.7 10.0 12.7

14} 95.2 10.4 12.3 98.3 9.6 11.9

15J 107.4 12.2 12.8 106.7 8.4 8.5

16J 121.0 13.6 12.7 112.3 5.6 5.2

m 115.4 3.1 2.8

184 .... 114.9

ing plan : The averages given by Bowditch from 24,500 chil-

dren of Boston, by Porter from 34,500 children of St. Louis,

and by Peckham from 9,600 children of Milwaukee—making
nearly 69,000 children all together — have been thrown to-

gether, but not averaged directly. At each age the number
of children has been massed from these three sources and each

of the three averages allowed to influence the average of the

whole in proportion to the number of children each city con-

tributes. Thus, for example, suppose at the age of 10 years

St. Louis contributes 5,000 children, Boston 4,000 and Mil-

waukee 1,000 — altogether there would be 10,000 children of

that age—the averages of the three cities would therefore in-

fluence the final average in the ratio of 5, 4 and 1, on the

same principle we use in partnership.
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By the generous courtesy of Dr. Franz Boas the writer is

able to present the average heights (in Table H) from a still

larger area and larger number of children. Dr. Boas, in

an article in the Keport of the Commissioner of Education
(1896-7) which is shortly to appear, has made an average of

the returns from six American cities—Boston, St. Louis, Mil-

waukee, Toronto, Worcester, and Oakland, Cal. The aver-

ages which form the basis are those of Drs. Bowditch, Porter,

Peckham and West, and are given in Table A, with excep-

tion of the Toronto measurements contained in an, as yet,

unpublished study by Dr. Boas. The computation, the

writer presumes, has been made upon an identical or sim-
ilar principle to that used by M. de Perott.

Individual Variations in Height and Weight.

In dealing with averages we must not lose sight of individ-

ual variations. The value of averages for practical applica-

tion to Individual children has been a keenly disputed prob-
lem ever since Quetelet propounded his theory of types. The
problem from a mathematical standpoint will be found elabo-

rately discussed by a variety of different writers.* Individual
children of normal rate of growth show a comparatively wide
range of deviation at any given period, and also a wide devi-

ation in reaching the crises in the periods of growth.

These variationa will be shown by consulting the tables upon
Galton's percentile grade system in Porter's " Growth of St. Louis
Children," or in the special arrangement of his original data in this
form that Bowditch has given in the Twenty-second Annual Report
of the Massachusetts Board of Health, 1890.

What may be a still simpler arrangement to show individual vari-
ations in height and weight at a given age will be found by Bow-
ditch's original article in his Tables Nos. 4-15. Gilbert in his New
Haven and Iowa studies, finds that, on the whole, the variation in-

creases with age, showing a noticeable enlargement during the
periods of fastest growth. Previous to 11 years, the variations for
boys and girls are about on an equality. In both sexes, Gilbert's
curves of mean variation increase quite steadily until the 15th
year and then fall off rapidly. This applies for both height and
weight. Boys, as a rule, vary more than girls.

From the article by Dr. Franz Boas in the issue of the Ee-
port of the Commissioner of Education (1896-7) Tables J and
K have been adapted by a reduction of centimeters to inches.

The tables are based upon the massing by Dr. Boas of the

•Among recent writers dealing directly with the significance of
averages of children's gi'owth, the following references will be
found valuable : Boas, Science, May 6, 1892, May 20, 1892, Dec. 23,

1892; Porter ("'"), Bowditch ("•">), Landsberger) Hall, Peckham,
Hansen; Galton, "Natural Inheritance."



Table J.

Showing the Frequency of Stature of Boys of Different Ages matheviat-
ically Calculated by Dr. Franz Boas from Data Furnished by the
Measurement of 45,151 Boys in the Cities of Boston, St. Louis,
Milwaukee, Worcester, Toronto and Oakland (Cal.J. (Adapted
from centimeters to inches.)

Age in Years . 5.589 6536 7.511 8.504 9.496 10.494 11.492 12.489 13.481 14.467 15.464 16.445 17.453 18.424

Cm lDche«.

91 35.83 0.4
93 36.61 0.6

95 37.40 1.7 0.1
97 38.19 3.5 0.4
99 38.98 6.7 0.7

101 39.76 10.7 oo 0.2 0.1 0.1
103 40.55 15.3 15 0.8 0.1 0.1
105 41.34 16.9 9.0 2.0 0.4 0.1
107 42.13 13.7 12.2 3.3 0.5 0.1
109 42.91 13.3 15.5 6.2 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

111 43.70 9.1 15.8 11.1 2.5 0.3 0.1 0.1
113 44.49 4.3 13.5 13.0 4.6 0.8 0.1 0.1
115 45.28 2.3 10.9 14.8 7.7 1.6 0.4 0.1
117 46.06 0.9 6.9 14.7 11.3 4.1 0.7 0.2
119 46.85 0.5 4.1 12.5 14.3 6.9 1.8 0.2 0.1 0.1

121 47.&i 0.2 2.2 9.1 1.5.0 10.3 37 0.7 0.2 O.I 0.1
133 48.43 0.9 5.9 3.5 12.9 6.0 1.8 0.5 0.2 O.I O.I
125 49.21 0.3 3.4 10.5 13.8 8.8 3.1 0.8 0.2 0.1
127 .50.00 0.3 11.8 7.9 13.9 11.1 6.0 1.9 0.7 2
129 50.79 0.1 0.7 4.8 12.0 12.8 8.5 3.5 I.O 0.2

131 51.57 0.3 2.7 9.2 12.7 9.6 5.3 1.6 0.4
133

135
137

52.37
53.15
53.94

0.2 1.5

0.7

0.4

6.3

3.5
2.0

12.3

10.5

7.6

12.0

13.5

11.9

7.7

10.5

10.8

2.8
4.8

6.1

0.8
1.2

2.5

0.1

0.3

0.6 0.1 0.2
139 44.72 0.1 1.0 5.0 10.4 12.5 8.8 ae 1.5 0.4

141 55.51 O.I 0.4 3.1 8.6 11.3 10.1 5.2 2.2 0.4
143 56.30 0.3 1.8 5.3 9.9 10.8 5.6 2.2 0.7
145 57.09 0.1 0.7 3.2 7.7 10.5 8.0 a2 0.7 0.3
147 57.87 0.1 0.4 2.1 5.9 9.3 9.1 4.2 08 0.3
149 58.66 0.3 1.2 4.3 8.6 10.0 6.1 2.3 0.3 0.4

151 59.45 0.1 0.7 2.7 6.3 8.2 7.3 2.8 0.7 0.4
153 60.24 0.3 1.8 5.3 8.8 7.6 2.7 1.4 0.9
155 61.02 0.1 1.2 4.9 8.3 7.8 4.9 1.6 2.2
157

159
61.81 0.1 0.6 3.1 6.2 8.2 5.8 3.9 1.8
62.60 O.I 0.5 1.7 5.7 8.6 8.0 5.4 2.6

161

163
63.39 0.2 1.1 4.7 8.1 8.4 5.8 a9
64.17 0.1 0.7 3.7 6.6 10.5 8.9 9.2

165

167

169

64.96 0.4 2.4 6.9 10.

1

11.4 9.2
65.75
66.54

0.2 1.5 6.0 10.2 10.3 10.5
0.3 1.4 4.7 10.5 10.5 10.9

171 67.32 0.1 0.9 3.3 8.6 9.6 13.5
173 68.11 0.5 2.0 4.5 9.3 9.6
}7b 68.90 0.2 1.1 3.0 7.2 8.3
177 69.68 0.2 0.6 2.7 5.1 5.2
179 70.47 0.1 0.4 1.2 4.2 4.8

181

183

71.26
72.05

1

0.1 0.5
0.1

2.3
5

6.1

185

187

73.83
73.62

0.1 0.5

0.4
189 74.41

0.3

No. of Boys, 1,535 3,975 5,379 5,633 5,531 5,151 4,759 4,205 3,573 2,518 1.481 753 429 22S

Corrected
Mean Varia-
tion (cm.).

4.80 4.92 5.22 5.53 5.66 5.90 6.32 6.80 7.71 8.68 8.87 7.75 7.23 6.74
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Table K.

Showing the Frequency of StaUire of Oirls of Different Ages Malhemat-
ically Calculated by Dr. Franz Bons from the Data Furnished by
the Measurement of 43,208 Girls in the Oilies of Boston, St. Louis,
Milwaukee, Worcester, Toronto and Oakland (Cal.J. (Adapted
from centimeters to inches.)

Age in Years. 5.611 6.545 7.513 8.501 9.497 10.4% 11.494 13.490 13.479 14.471 15.466 16.473 17.4M

Cnu Inches.

91 3.5. Ki 0.1 0.1

93 36.61 0.9 0.1

95 37.40 2.2 0.1

97 38.19 4.6 0.6

99 ;».98 9.4 1.5 0.1

101 39.76 12.3 3.5 0.3 0.1 0.1

103 40.55 17.1 6.7 1.3 0.1 0.1

105 41. :m 16.8 10.2 2.5 0.3 0.1

107 43.13 13.9 13.9 4.3 0.6 0.3 0.1

109 42.91 11.1 17.1 8.3 2.0 0.1 0.1

111 43.70 6.0 14.8 11.4 as 0.4 0.1

113 44.49 2.9 11.3 13.0 6.0 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

115 45.38 1.9 9.1 1.5.4 9.3 2.8 0.5 0.2 0.1

117 46.06 0.4 6.0 13.3 11.8 4.7 1.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

119 46.85 0.1 2.7 12.0 14.4 7.9 2.4 0.4 o.u 0.1

121 47.64 0.3 1.3 9.0 14.2 11.0 4.3 1.2 0.3 0.1

133 48.43 0.5 4.5 13.5 13.2 6.3 1.9 0.4 0.1

125 49.21 0.3 2.S 9.9 14.2 9.5 3.2 0.7 0.1 0.1

ViT 50.00 0.1 I.l 6.9 14.0 11.3 5.4 1.4 0.2 0.1

129 50.79 0.1 05 2.4 11.1 13.2 7.9 3.6 0.4 0.1

131 51.57 0.2 2.1 7.9 13.0 10.1 3.9 0.8 0.3

133 52.37 0.1 0.9 4.7 11.7 11.7 .5.6 1.3 0.4

135 53.15 0.4 3.0 9.3 11.7 7.5 2.6 0.6

137 53.94 0.3 1.7 6.7 10.4 9.1 4.4 0.9 0.2

139 64.72 0.1 I.O 4.4 10.4 10.4 5.6 1.7 0.7 0.3

141 .5.5.51 0.3 2.8 8.3 11.4 6.5 3.6 0.7 0.2 0.1

143 56.30 0.1 1.7 6.0 10.3 7.8 3.5 1.5 0.8 0.3

145 57.09 0.1 0.7 4.2 9.0 10. S 5.6 3.6 2.0 1.0

147 57.87 0.4 2.6 7.3 9.3 7.0 a8 2.6 2.4
149 58.66 0.2 2.1 6.2 11.3 10.2 7.8 5.4 4.4

151 59.45 0.1 1.0 4.8 10.5 12.4 10.2 8.2 67
153 6fl.24 0.4 3.4 8.4 12.8 12.1 11.0 8.4

155 61.02 0.3 2.4 7.6 13.4 1.5.3 12.9 10.8

157 61.81 0.1 0.3 1.6 4.9 9.3 11.8 12.7 16.1

159 62.60 0.1 0.8 3.4 7.4 11.2 las 1S.5

161 63.39 0.3 2.0 .5.1 8.9 11.3 13.8

ies3 64.17 0.1 1.0 3.0 5.9 7.3 7 1

165 64.96 0.1 0.4 1.9 3.5 5.8 7!l

167 65.75 0.1 0:2 0.8 2.2 2.9 a5
169 68.54 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.4 2.4

171 67.32 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.2 1.1

173 68.11 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5
175 68.90 0.2 0.8
177 69.68 0.1

179 70.47

No. of Girls. 1.260 3.618 4,913 5,289 5.132 4,827 4.507 4.187 3,411 2,537 1.656 1,171 7S0

Corrected
Mean Varia- 4.64 5.97 5.25 5.58 5.73 6.18 6.83 7.57 7.37 6.69 5.96 5.79 5.75
tion (cm.).
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data on height in the six American cities—Boston, St. Louis,
Milwauliee, Worcester, Toronto and Oakland. The figures
in the body of the tables give the percentages of boys or
girls at the ages (shown at tlie top of each column) who are
of the heights indicated in the column at the left. An addi-
tion has been made in .the original table of Dr. Boas by ex-
pressing the heights in inches as well as in centimeters.
Each given height is meant to include two centimeters; thus
in the first line the percentages are for the heights 91 cm. to
92.99 cm., the second line for the heights 93 to 94.99, and so
on. Thus, for example, the column for boys of 5.589 years
shows that .4 per cent, of the 1,535 boys between 5 and 6
years measure 35.83 to 36.61 inches in height, .6 per cent,
measure 36.61 to 37.40 inches, and so on down to the small-
est boys, .2 per cent, of whom measure 47.64 to 48.43 inches.
These tables, therefore, give a ready reference for determin-
ing the variations of individuals.

Table D.
Showing the Individval Yearly Height and Absolute Annual Increases
of Dr. Wiener'' s Four Sonsfrom Birth to 25 Years. (Centimeters.)

Pourtli
Annual Absolute Inckease.

First Second Third Boru.
Born. Born. Born. Different

Mctlier. First
Born.

Second
Born.

Third
Born.

Fourth
Born.

Birth 54.0 48.0 52.4 55.0
1 71.7 70.8 742 74.0 17.7 24.8 21.8 19.0
2 84.6 83.8 86.4 85.9 12.9 13.0 12 2 11.9
3 93.1 92.3 94.2 95.3 8.5 8.5 7.8 9.4
4 100.1 100.5 101.9 104.2 7.0 8.2 7.7 8.9
6 106.4 108.0 108.0 111.2 6.3 7.5 6.1 6.9
6 113.7 114.0 114.5 116.7 7.3 6.0 6.5 5.6
7 119.8 119.6 120.4 124.0 6.1 5.6 5.9 7.3
8 125.2 125.0 125.7 130.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 6.4
9 130.5 130.3 131.1 136.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.9

10 134.8 134.8 136.7 141.4 4.3 4.5 5.6 5.1
11 140.7 140.6 142.2 146.0 59 5.8 5.5 4.6
12 146.2 146.3 145.2 152.9 5.5 5.7 3.0 6.9
13 154.7 153.2 151.9 162.8 8.5 6.9 6.7 9.9
14 164.2 161.4 157.1 168.2 9.5 8.2 5.2 5.4
15 169.0 169.1 166.5 175.0 4.8 7.7 9.4 6.8
16 171.4 173.3 172.2 178.3 2.4 4.2 5.7 3.3
17 172.7 175.1 175.7 179.8 1.3 1.8 3.5 1.5
18 172.8 176.3 176.6 180.3 0.1 1.2 0.9 0.5
19 172.9 176.5 177.5 180.7 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.4
20 172.9 176.6 177.8 180.9 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2
25 173.2 176.7 178.2 0.3 0.02

As an interesting comparison with general averages com-
puted from masses of children, the above table of the
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{growth in heijiht of four individuals, from birth to manhood,
are taken from a study by Dr. Christian Wiener of Karls-

ruhe.

They are the measurements of the four sons of Dr. Wiener
taken by himself.' The fourth-born son is by a different mother
than the first three. The second wife was 5.1 centimeters taller

than the first, and her child was born in her 36th year, while the
first three sons were born in the 22d, 23d and 28th years respect-
ively of their mother's life. The original measurements were taken
not always exactly upon the birthdays, and the figures given, in
order to make comparison available, have been computed to exact
birthdays. The differences in time were generally so slight that
the value of the figures is in no way affected.

The facts of these individual variations raise the important
question whether or not the aim of training should be to

make the child grow to specific dimensions. May it not be
that each organism has ordained for it, we might say, by de-

termined hereditary factors a particular size? This, how-
ever, is not the underlying principle of existing theories and
practices in physical culture. The work of physical culture,

as a rule, proceeds upon the assumption that there is an
average size, and it should be our aim to approximate the

average size or average proportion. In our gymnasiums our
growing young people are measured. If the individual ex-

ceeds or falls short from the standard, specific exercises are

given to develop this spot, to reduce that, and so forth. May,
after all, this be all wrong ? As will be later suggested by
phenomena of growth, there is evidence that every organism
seems to have a particular size, which it struggles desperate-

ly to attain. If we wish to speculate with Weismann, we
may conceive that in the fertilized egg, the determinants have
already, by hereditary forces, decided just the size and just

the proportion each organism specifically ought to have.

This decision is reached by natural selection within the egg.

If in the growing period, by virtue of poor nutrition, disease,

lack of exercise, or any other accident, any part of this organ-

ism fails to reach predetermined proportions, then there will

be disharmony and lack of proper proportion. In so far will

there be interference, for the parts will not exactly fit. Up
to this point, we find ourselves in agreement with the ruling

principle of physical development. But, upon the assump-
tion of a particular size, is the physician or any one to deter-

mine by any tests of measurements what part should be de-

veloped or what reduced? The particular may vary from the

"average " or the mean, and yet be entirely normal for that

'Other tables of individual growth. In weight as well as in height,
will be found given by Camerer.(-^)
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individual. By artificial development, may we not do for

the individual just what disease or mal-uutrition is supposed
to do—to destroy the particular proportion ? This view is not

put forth as a theory, but in the light of further treatment as

an alternative view deserving consideration.

Daily, Weekly and Seasonal Ehythms of Growth.

We have considered the increases in physical structure for

the whole growing period, and have seen that the rate is by
no means continuous and constant ; but is broken up into a
number of rhythms, as it were, rapid periods and then slower
periods. It remains to consider the rate during a single year.

Here, again, the view until very recent years has been the

accepted notion that for this period, at least, the rate was con-

stant. It was only a few years ago that Wretlind in Denmark
weighed children before and after the three months' vacation,

which occurred from July to September, and finding that the

rate of increase during this period was more rapid than
during the other nine months of the year, jumped to the con-

clusion that the injurious influences of attendance at school

accounted for it. The chief contribution to this phase of the

problem has been by E. Mailing-Hansen, director of the Deaf
and Dumb Institute at Copenhagen. He has weighed and
measured his pupils, and in his three contributions on the

subject has presented a mass of detailed information and
some very suggestive causal theories. He finds three general

seasonal periods during the year for height and the same
number for weight ; weekly variations, daily variations, and
also a slighter rhythm, seemingly dependent upon the solar

month.
The pupils of the school, 130 in number, were between the ages

of 9 and 17. Nearly all of his tables in Perioden im Gewicht der
Kinder und in der Sonnenwdrme, are based upon measurements and
weighings of about 70 boys, weighed from May, 1882, to February,
1886, and measured from February, 1884, to February, 1886; the chil-

dren were weighed four times a "day, with the exception of the va-
cation time from the middle of July to the end of August. The pupils
were weighed in groups of sixteen to eighteen, and the heights
given are similarly those of groups. His data therefore show
nothing regarding individuals.

The most important of Malling-Hansen's contributions is

that concerning seasonal growths. From his careful measure-
ments of about 70 boys for two years, and weighings for

three years, he concludes (f^^) :
" The weight of a 9 to 15

year-old boy has three periods of growth during the year—

a

maximal, a middle, and a minimal. The maximal period begins

(") P. 29.

IS—19
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in August and concludes in the middle of December, lasting,

therefore, four and one-half mouths. The middle period

extends from the middle of December to the end of April,

four and one-half months. The minimal period extends from
the end of April to the end of July, therefore three months.
During the maximal period the rate of increase in weight is

three times as great as in the middle period. Almost the

whole weight gained in the middle period is lost during the

minimal period."

Respecting height he finds similar rhythms of growth, a
maximal, a middle and a minimal period. "The minimal
period begins in August and lasts until the middle of Novem-
ber, three and one-half months. The middle period reaches

from the end of November till the end of March, about four

months. The maximal periou extends from the end of iMarch
until the middle of August, about four and one-half months.
The daily rate of growth is two and one-half times as great,

and that of the middle period twice as great, as that of the

minimal period."
Approximately, it is to be observed, the period of maximal

growth in weight, the autumn, is the period of minimal
growth of height ; and in spring and summer, while the body
is growing most rapidly in height, it is actually losing in

weight.
Malling-Hansen finds that children increase in weight and

decrease in height by day, and increase in height and de-

crease in weight by night. In boys of l-S to 16 years, this

increase or decrease can be as much as 10 millimeters, and a
loss of .57 kilograms in weight during the night. The weekly
variations are dependent upon local conditions, to a large ex-

tent due to variation or appetite.

Malling-Hansen has also given a body of facts and a very
suggestive theory regarding the influence of temperature upon
growth in weight and probably upon height. He finds that

whenever there is an increase in atmospheric heat, there is

also an increase in weight of the children weighed, and when
the atmospheric temperature sinks, the rate of growth sinks.

The correspondence is not, however, proportional in amount.
At great labor and length, he gives tables of the temperature
in various parts of the world for identical periods, and finds

slight rhythms in the rise and fall of the atmospheric tem-
perature ; and thereupon offers as a cause an elaborate

theory that the rotation of the sun upon its axis, thereby pre-

senting different portions of its surface towards the earth,

some of which radiate more heat than others, affects the

growth in the animate world rhythmically. The periods are

of about 25 or 26 days, within which are briefer periods of
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maximal and minimal radiations of growth energy. He claims
to show these effects, not only in growth of children, but in

other physiological phenomena of adults, especially in women.
His charts ("*), explaining the theory, give details sti'ikingly

forcible in support of his theory.

Camerer* weighed a youth of 17 years, a boy of 8

years and an infant of six weeks several times during twenty-
four hours, and also carefully weighed the food and excre-

ment. He finds fluctuations in the youth of about one kilo-

gram during the day ; in the boy about .65 kilogram, and in

the infant about .2 kilogram. The curves are strikingly

alike in the three cases, rising in rhythms with slighter falling

fluctuations from morning till evening ; during the night the
gain of the day is lost. Camerer corroborates Malliug-
Hansen also in the facts of the seasonal fluctuations, but de-

clines to accept the meteorological explanation offered by the
latter.

Dr. M. Vahl, of the school for homeless girls at Jagerpris
in Denmark, weighed the pupils twice a year, on April 1 and
October 1, from 1874: to 1SS3 inclusive. His results show
that the increase in weight in the summer half year is about
33 per cent, greater than during the winter half year.

Vierordt (t"^) offers some corroborative data in a table

constructed from weights of children in first year, contrib-

uted by Fleischmann, Ahlfeld, Hesse, and Holmer. Distinct
rhythms of growth in cycles approximating a week are shown.
Fleischmann comments as follows : "If one weighs children
weekly, he will be surprised at peculiar variations of increase.

There is a period of rapid growth followed by a weaker period.

This change is striking, and repeats itself weekly or half-

weekly, so that in quite healthy children there is a continual
fluctuation. What forces are operating are to me undis-
coverable."
Combe in Lusanne studied the question whether or not the

season of the year in which children are born affects their sub-
sequent rates of growth. His tables follow the growth in

height of children, segregated according to the month
of the year in which they were born. He concludes
that the rate («. e., determined by annual increments) is not
affected, but that the height at any given age is very materi-
ally influenced. Boys born from September to February are
shorter than those born from March to August ; while in the
case of girls, December to May inclusive are the unfavorable

• An earlier publication by this' author, " Der Stoffweechsel-
eines Kindin ersten Lebensjahre" {Zts. f. Biologie, 1878) gives data
on daily fluctuations more fully.

(M) p. 247.
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months for birth. The difference of the averages is slight,

but nevertheless perceptible. This conclusion which Combe
finds is interesting in connection with Malling-Hansen's prin-

ciple of seasonal growths.

Factors of Vaeiation in Growth.
Some of the factors which have been put forth as influenc-

ing variations in growth, aside from those of age and sex,

have been race, social and nutritional environment, occupa-
tion, climate, exercise and density of population. That some
children are taller and heavier than other classes, either in

the same or different localities, has been demonstrated ; but
exactly to what factors these variations are to be definitely

attributed is a matter as yet far from conclusive solution.

The problem in whatever form it occurs is always a highly

complex one, making it dilficult to segregate causes clearly.

Nutrifion.—The view that growth in some degree is deter-

mined by nurturing environment is an old one, and existed

before any careful and general statistics had been made.
Villerme in 1829 concluded that stature is greater and the

growth sooner completed, all other things being equal, in

proportion as the country is richer and the comforts of the

inhabitants more general. Quetelet later assumes and em-
phasizes this view and Cowell (t"") in England, from an in-

vestigation in 1833 of 1,062 factory children, and 228 others

in more favored conditions, draws a similar conclusion. Bou-
din in France, from" his studies of height and weight of differ-

ent races, chiefly from military statistics, concluded that

stature is to a great extent "independent of comfort and
misery, and is on the contrary closely connected with race."

Donaldson (t"^)j from the data in Roberts' Anthropometry,
thinks that " the environment has more influence upon males
than upon females." Porter (f^) in St. Louis is inclined

to conclude that "a wide difierence in social station and
material prosperity may exist, without much influencing the

growth ui^ to the prepubertal acceleration," and Key (t^'*)

goes so far as to say from comparison of curves of develop-

ment in America, England and Sweden that "the weak period

of development before puberty is lengthened for the poorer
children to their cost. . . . The period of accelerated de-

velopment is made later for them, but once commenced passes

more quickly, and what is very surprising is completed gen-

erally in the same year as that of well-to-do children. The
whole period is shorter for poor children, but there is a

(=»)Cowell'8 table will be found in Bowditch's " Growth of Chil-
dren," p. 78.

("-») P. 59. (") P. 309. (^') P. 87.
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stronger increase during the last year of the period." Eob-
erts, from his comparison of data upon the favored and the
artisan classes of England, says, " With the accession of pu-
berty there is an increased rate of growth in the non-laboring
classes, and an entire cessation of it at the age of 19 or 20
years

;
while in the artisan classes the growth is more uni-

form and extends to about the 23d year."
But such conclusions as these, upon a basis of actual meas-

urements thus far made, are only valuable as suggestions.
The conditions of actual data are yet far from absolutely jus-

tifying such sharply defined results.

General anthropometrical measurements upon adults with
reference to the iniiuences of race and nutrition have received
important study by Drs. .J. H. Baxter and B. A. Gould. Both
find that American recruits are taller than those of European
countries, and that natives of European countries who enlist-

ed in American armies are taller than those who attained
their growth in the lands of their nativity. Dr. Gould makes
a forcible argument from statistics that this greater growth is

attributable to the greater comfort of American life. Dr.
Baxter, however, is ;_inclined to minimize the influence of

comfort and plenty.

In America the chief attempt to solve the problem of the
influence of nutritional conditions upon growing children has
been made by Dr. Bowditch of Boston. In the Eighth Annual
Eeport, he deals with the problem more generally, but the
Tenth Eeport is devoted chiefly to the factors of race and nu-
trition. In the Eighth Eeport, he gives a table of heights
and weights of Boston boys attending certain schools, indicat-
ing the probability '

' that these pupils represent a class in

HEIGHT (inches). Weight (lbs.).

Age.

Favored. General. Favored. General.

10 53.51 51.68 70.6 65.36
11 54.96 53.33 75.3 70.18
12 56.78 55.11 85.9 76.92
13 59.60 57.21 94.4 84.84
14 61.51 59.88 99.9 94.91
15 64.20 62.36 116.6 107.10
16 65.83 65.00 125.8 121.01
17 67.44 66.16 135.2 127.49
18 67.44 66.66 1 138.2 132.55

the community corresponding sufficiently well in social con-
ditions to that class in England which sends children to the
public schools and universities." This table is given above
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under heading of "Favored." Compared with the entries in

these columns are the entries from the general averages of

the entire Boston school population. It is clear at a glance

that, at any given age, the boys from the favored classes are

both heavier and taller than those of the general school pop-
ulation.

Bowditch constructs a table and curve of heights in rela-

tion to weight, and concludes from English data of Roberts
that it would seem that " deprivation of the comforts of life

has a greater tendency to diminish stature than the weight of

a growing child." Bowditch's general tables indicate that

children in Boston of American parentage are both taller and
heavier, at a given age, than children of foreign parentage.

He draws attention to the fa^fc that the foreign population
comes, as a rule, from the poorer European classes, and he
concludes: " It is reasonable to assume that the superior size

of children of American parentage in the Boston schools is

due in part to the greater comfort in which they live and grow
up, and in part to other conditions, which may be described

collectively as differences of race and stock."

In the Tenth Eeport, Dr. Bowditch groups, in tables and
curves, the children by sex and ages from 5 to IS years, into

the rubrics of those whose parents are laboring, and those

whose parents are non-laboring, and also takes the two races

represented—American and Irish—and groups each of these

separately into those whose parents are non-laboring and
laboring. His tables show, on the whole, though differences

are usually small, that the children of the poorer classes, at a
given age, are smaller than those of the classes which enjoy
presumably better nutrition, and Bowditch finds it "safe to

conclude that the importance of mode of life as a factor in

determining the size of growing children in this community
(Boston) is at least equal to, and possibly even greater, than
that of race."

One of the most general investigations beaiiug upon the.

effects of favorable and unfavoi-able influences is that of Eob-
erts in England, detailed in his Anthropometry. He gives

tables showing height, weight and chest girths of 7,709 males
between the ages of 10 and 30 years, representing the most
favored population of England—public school boys, military

cadets, medical and university students. To be compared
with these are tables showing the same facts from 13,931

males, between the ages of 4 and 50 years, belonging to the

artisan class of England. Roberts concludes that the prepu-

bertal growth begins in the favored classes a year or two
earlier than in the laboring classes, and that there is " both a
higher mean height and a wider range from tallest to shortest
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among favored classes. . . . During the periods over which
the observations extend, the most favored class has a mean
height of about two inches greater than that of the industrial

classes, but it is probable that if the observations were ex-

tended to the time of birth, they would gradually approxi-

mate." A second series of tables constitutes comparisons
between boys and men from the professional, commercial, in-

dustrial classes, idiots and imbeciles, and Americans. The
comparisons are generally in accord with those above indi-

cated. The favored classes at any given age are very percept-

ibly heavier and taller on the average than those of the less

favored classes.

The Anthropometric Committee of England, in its re-

port C'^) of 1883, presents data of height from 37,374 males
and 1,616 females ; and of weight from 33,043 males and 4,685

females of England, from birth to 70 years of age. By tables

these data are segregated into four classes : professional, com-
mercial, laboring (country), and town artisans. The data
for the females when classified are of little value, owing to

smallness of the numbers considered. The facts, however,
generally indicate the conclusions that at any given age the

professional classes are both taller and heavier than the

less favored classes. Of special interest in this matter is

a table of the growth in height and weight of 1,273 boys and
601 girls under 16 years of age, inmates of the Swinton In-

dustrial School of England. They therefore represent the

most unfavorable conditions of life and heredity. Compared
with boys of Eoberts' most favored class of England, these

industrial school boys are, at 10 years of age, 3.31 inches

shorter and 10.64 pounds lighter ; at 14, 6.65 inches shorter

and 21.85 pounds lighter.

Geissler and Uhlitsche compare the heights of children of

the Freiburg Burgerschule with those of the children of the

peasant classes in the surrounding country. The former live

under relatively more favored conditions. For the ages
given, the Burgerschule children are distinctively taller. The
following table shows the differences in favor of the Burger-
schule pupils at each age in centimeters :

Age, 6'i 7 8 9 10 u 12 13

Bovs, 2.4 2.7 2.3 5.1 2.7 2.3 3.8 4.7

Girls, 3.9 3.6 2.8 3.8 4.5 3.9 3.1 5.1

The compilers compare the heights of each class with the
general average obtained, and feel, justified in concluding,
"The children of the peasant families are on the average,
without exception, smaller and the children of the Burger-
schule larger than the average of the whole. This fact stands
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even when the corrections of probable error are applied. One
may therefore perhaps assume that the different social condi-

tions under which children live influence essentially their

physical development."
Geissler in Gohlis- Leipzig separates the data of height and

weight of children of a Burgerschule paying 18 marks from

another paying 9 marks—a fact which the compiler considers

basis for distinguishing the richer from the poorer classes.

He does not give the tables, but summarizes his findings as

follows :
'

' The differences in height for boys of similar ages

vary in favor of the richer class from 0.7 to 4.0 centimeters,

and in weight between 7.3 and 4.7 pounds (German) ;
with

girls from 1.7 to 4.1 centimeters in height, and in weight be-

tween 1.6 and 4.6 pounds (German).
The Danish Commission (^ ') gave the subject of social and

nutritive conditions some attention. Hertel (^') gives a

table for boys and girls of 11 , 12, 13 and 14 years. It shows

that the boys of the Gymnasia, presumably representing

the more favored classes, are slightly taller and heavier

than the boys of the Real and Biirger schools, and the boys

of the Real schools are taller and heavier as a rule

than those of the Burger schools. These differences, vary-

ing up to an inch or two in height and to a pound in

weight, are more distinct in earlier ages than at 14 years.

In the Volkschulen, however, there is no essential difference

between the boys who attend schools requiring tuition and

those attending free schools, but the sons of the "Bauer"
class (small country farmers) are taller and slightly heavier

than the sons of "Arbeitern" (artisans). Among the girls

of the ages as given, those in the higher girls' schools (the

more favored class) are an inch, or less, taller ;
and heavier

from no difference at 11 years to about 3 pounds at 14 years.

In the girls of the Volksschulen, those who pay are heavier

and taller (the difference increasing with age) than those

who do not, and the daughters of the " Bauer " class have a

slight advantage over the children of the " Arbeitern."

Erismanu, quoting investigations of Michailoff upon com-

parisons of physical development of children in the city

schools of Moscow, of village schools, and factory children,

shows superiority in height of the Moscow boys in school

over the factory boys as follows (in centimeters):

Age, 9 10 1! 12 13 H '^ '6 "

Boys, .4 4.6 5.7 5.7 7.7 9.0 9.7 8.7 5.4

But, Strangely, the factory girl exceeds the school girl in

height until the age of 14, but at this age and later falls very

significantly behind. The height of the two classes is here

given in centimeters.
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Factory Girls.Age. School Girls.

7 111.6
8 116.4
9 1196
10 125.0
11 129.7
12 132.9
13 138.3
14 145.8
15 146.4
16 150.3
17
18

118.8

123.6
129.5
131.0

135.5
139.9
143.4
148.2
151.0

152.4
152.8

The heights of factory boys at 8 years (based on less than
100 cases) are 2.3 centimeters greater than those of the school
boys. The same general relation appears in the weights.
TJp to 11 years the school boys are shorter than the factory
boys (the number of the latter is less than 100 for the years
of 10 and 11) until 11 years, but after that age the school
boys are taller by the following differences (in centimeters):

Age, 11 K 13 14 15 16 17 18

Boys, 1.12 2.21 6.06 5.79 6.70 8.5 7.8 5.4

The data for comparison of school girls with factory girls
are not given ; but city school girls, as well as boys, very
significantly exceed village school girls and boys from 8 years
through the 13th year (as far as data are given for the village
children). In breast circumference the factory children, both
boys and girls, slightly exceed the city school children at 8 to
12 years inclusive (data prior to 8 years not given), but after
12 years until 20 they are very slightly smaller.
Key C-*) compares children attending the preparatory and

middle schools of Stockholm with those of the Volksschulen,
the former representing the more favored classes and the lat-

ter the poorer classes. The differences in favor of the better
nourished children (indicated by the + sign) are given as
follows (— indicates a difference in favor of the poorer
classes):

Height.

Age, 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 U 15

Boys (cm.), +4 +4 +6 +4 +2 +3 +2 +5 +4
Girls (cm.), —1 +2 +2 +2 +3 +3 +2 +2 +3

Weight. '

Boys (kg.), +0.3 +0.4 +3.0 +1.6 —1.4 +1.5 +1.6 +5.3
Girls (kg.), -0.6 +1.8 +1.4 +1.4 +1.4 +2.0 +1.9 +3.5 +2.9
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Pagliani compares the weights of girls in a private school

near Turin, Italy, with those of charity girls in the city. At
15 years the charity girls are 37.1 kilograms in weight and
the school girls 45.6 kg. Stature also shows a difference

against the charity girls.

The data as detailed seem clearly to justify the conclusion

that, at any specified age (data are absent for ages under 6 or

7 years), children of both sexes, who live in conditions of

more favorable nurture, are, on the average, both taller and
heavier than those of less favored nutritional conditions.

Our data upon this subject are extremely weak for ages under

10 years, and clearly many more numerous and more careful

studies are needed before the principle involved will be

cleared. But the question as to the rate of growth relatively

in the favored and unfavored classes places our data under a

new aspect. It is of importance to know at what period of

growth favorable or unfavorable environment most affects

growth as shown by the rate. It is evident that while the

children in unfavored conditions may at any given age be

actually smaller than those of the favored classes, yet they

may make, nevertheless, a more rapid rate of growth. This
will be clear by an example. Bowditch's girls of Irish par-

entage in Boston from the non-laboring classes are in height

at 6 years 111.1 cm., while those of the laboring class aver-

age but 109.1 cm. ; at 10 years the non-laboring class meas-

ures 131.7, the laboring 129.7 ; at 17 years the non-laboring

are 156.2 cm., the laboring 155.7. The girls from the non-

laboring classes exceed the girls from the laboring classes by 2

cm. at 6 years, 2 cm. at 10 years, .5 cm. at 17, and at every

age, indeed, the table shows they are taller. Yet if we sub-

tract the height of each class at 6 from the height at 10, we
get in each case 20.6 cm., showing that for these four years

the two classes made the same actual increment of growth.

The apparent difference between them is due to the fact that

at 6 years the girls from the laboring classes already were
smaller. Now, if in the same way we subtract the height of

each class at 10 years from their heights at 17, we find that

in this period of seven years the non-laboring classes have
grown 24.5 cm., while those of the laboring classes have
grown 26 cm. In other words, while at each age the unfa-

vored class is smaller, yet they have actually grown 1.5 cm.
more than the favored class. Their rate has been more rapid.

The differences at the different years is due to the fact that

the unfavored class were smaller to begin with, that is, at 10

or 6 years. Reducing this rate to percentage form, we may
say that the girls from the non-laboring classes grew 18.5 per

cent, of their height at 6 years in the four ensuing years.
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while those of the laboring class grew 18.8 of their average
height at 6. From 10 to 17 years the favored class grew
18.6 per cent, of their height at 10 years, and the unfavored
class grew 20 per cent, of their height at 10. Did all data
bear out this ratio, we should conclude that children under
poor nutritive conditions grow faster from 6 to 17 years than
children from the favored class, and that the conditions which
poor nutrition affect must lie in the early years of childhood
or embryonic life. Indeed, on the whole, the data will point

to a possible conclusion of this kind. If, now, we take the

same data that have been reviewed and calculate the percent-

age rate of growth, we are not able to conclude so definitely

that the child of favorable conditions always grows faster

than the child of unfavorable conditions. There seems to be
very little difference in the two rates on a whole, and the chil-

dren of the unfavored classes in height exceed those of the

favored classes in percentage rate more than the reverse. In
weight increases, however, the coincidence is pretty clear

that poor nutrition steadily lessens the rate of growth. As a

rule the results are based upon such small numbers that the
figures are not of assuring value. We may take Bowditch's
figures from the Tenth Eeport for an illustration, and the fol-

lowing tables are calculated from the different classes repre-

sented, both as to height and weight

:

Table J.

Shoivijig the Rates of Growth of Favored and Unfavored Clasges, Cal-

culated from Bowditch of Boston.

Bors or Boston.
HeiRht

at
6 years.

Height
at

10 Years.

Height
at

17 Years.

Absolute
Increase.
B-10 Yrs.

Absolute
Increase.
10-17 Yrs.

Per Cent.
Increase.
6-10 Yrs.

Per Cent.
Increase.
10-17 Yrs.

cm. em. cm. cm. cm.

American—
Non-laboring Class, 113.0 133.0 168.7 20.0 35.7 17.6 26.8

Laboring Class, 111.5 132.0 167.6 20.5 35.6 18.4 26.9

Irish

—

Non-laboring Class, 110.8 131.5 165.1 20.7 33.6 18.7 25.5

Laboring Class, 111.2 131.0 168.5 19.8 37.5 17.8 28.6

Irrespective of Nation-
ality— Non-laboring, 112.1 132.5 168.1 20.4 35.6 18.2 24.6

Laboring, 111.2 131.0 167.1 19.8 36.1 17.8 27.5
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Girls of boston.
Height

at
6 Years.

cm.

Helgbt
ai

10 Years.
cm.

Height
at

17 Years.
cm.

Absolute
Increase.
6-10 Yrs.

cm.

Absolute
Increase.
1017 Yrs.

cm.

Per Cent.
Increase.
6-10 Yrs.

Per Cent.
Increase.
10-17 Yrs.

American

—

Non-laboring Class, 113.4 131.8 157.6 18.4 25.8 16.2 19.6

Laboring Class, 110.4 131.5 157.5 21.1 26.0 19.2 19.8

Irish

—

Non-laboring Class, 111.1 131.7 156.2 20.6 24.5 18.5 18.6

Laboring Class, 109.9 129.7 155.7 19.8 26.0 18.0 20.0

Irrespective of Nation-
ality—Non-laboring, 112.1 131^ 157.3 19.1 26.0 17.0 19.8

Laboring, 109.9 130.3 157.4 20.4 27.1 18.5 20.8

Boys of Boston.
Weight

at
6 Years.

lbs.

Weight
at

10 Years.
lbs.

Weight
at

17 Years.
lbs.

Absolute
Increase.
6-10 Yrs.

lbs.

Absolute
Increase.
10-17 Yrs.

lbs.

Per Cent.
Increase.
6-10 Yrs.

Per Cent.
Increase.
10-17 Yrs.

American

—

Non-laboring Class, 45.61 66.05 129.2 20.44 63.15 44.8 95.6

Laboring Class, 44.81 66.38 128.6 21.57 62.22 48.1 93.8

Irish—
Non-laboring Class, 45.33 67.37 119.15 22.04 51.78 48.7 76.9

Laboring Class, 45.25 64.70 124.5 19.45 59.85 42.9 92.5

Irrespective of Nation-
ality—Non- laboring. 45.50 65.31 128.23 19.81 62.92 43.5 96.3

Laboring, 45.06 64.89 125.28 19.83 60.40 43.9 "93.0

GiBLS OF Boston.

American

—

Non-laboring Class, 44.43 64.78 116.3 20.35 51.52 45.8 79.5

Laboring Class, 43.47 63.47 115.14 20.00 51.67 46.0 81.4

Irish

—

Non-laboring Class, 44.05 63.64 110.75 19.59 47.11 44.6 74.7

Laboring Class, 43.15 61.35 121.8 18.20 60.46 42.2 98.5

Irrespective of Nation-
ality ^Non-laboring, 44.14 63.76 115.15 19.62 51.39 44.4 80.6

Laboring, 43.13 61.98 115.72 18.85 53.74 43.7 86.7
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It is evident that the data f;ive no certain evidence of an
increase in rate with better nutrition, though at any given
age there is a difference. In the majority of cases, where
there is any material difference in rate indicated, the children
of poorer nutrition grow faster.

Eoberts' comparison between the favored and unfavored
classes of England at any given age indicate very significant
differences to the advantage of the former. At 10 years, the
average of the favored classes is 2.88 inches taller, 1.09
pounds heavier, and 3.61 inches greater in chest girth. At
17 the average of the favored class is 3.39 inches taller, 31.6
pounds heavier, and 4.60 inches greater in chest girth. Yet
if we take into consideration the actual sizes of both classes
at 10 years, the increases except for weight are not signifi-

cantly greater. Thus

:

Height Increase. Chest Increase (empty). Weight Increase.
lU- 17 Years. 10-17 Years. 10-17 Years.

Favored, 14.4 5.4 80.6

Artisan, 14.2 4.5 50.1

From Key's tables, instituting a comparison between the
favored classes in the middle and preparatory schools and
the poorer classes in the Volkschulen, the data show the
amount of growth for the two periods as follows :

Height. Weight.
6-10 Years. 10-17 Years. 6-10 Years. 10-17 Years.

Boys-
Favored, 12 cm. 23 cm. 7.5 kg. 22.0 kg.
Poor, 12 23 6.2 15.6

Girls-
Favored, 16 25 7.8 19.5
Poor, 13 24 7.8 18.0

The writer has similarly calculated the percentages of
growth from 6 to 10, and 10 to a later age, as made possi-
ble by the data upon favored and unfavored classes, offered
by the Anthropological Commission, Geissler and Uhlitzsch
in Freiburg, Erismann in Moscow, and Hertel in Denmark.
The results are by no means conclusive. In weight the
evidence is stronger that poor nutrition retards the rate of
growth, but the conflict of results suggests that factors other
than those of nutrition enter, and that data must be first ob-
tained free from such complications before the problem can
be definitely solved. Perhaps the safer form of conclusion is

that from ages 6 to 17 the rate of growth is not so distinctly
affected by differences in nutrition as the actual divergence
of size at any given age would suggest, and that of rates of
increase in height and weight, the latter seems more suscep-
tible of retardation due to this cause.
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Porter ("*) expresses a suggestive and important theory,

if true, that differences due to social conditions have slight

effect before the prepubertal acceleration.

Porter compared the weight of 2,000 girls, separated into the
classes, daughters of professional men and merchants (655 ), and the
daughters of artisans and laborers (1,345), of St. Louis. During the
7th and 8th years, the daughters of the artisans and laborers were
heavier by .42 and .11 kilograms respectively, but at 8 years the
daughters of the professional and mercantile classes gain the slight

ascendency and maintain it by the following differences in kilo-

grams:

Age, 8 e 10 11 12 i:'. 14 15 ifi 17

11 .37 .15 1.18 1.58 1.97 2.09 1.87 .98 2.51

Porter's conclusion is not clearly supported bj' comparisons from
other investigations. Though valuable as a tentative suggestion,
it is as yet, in the condition of facts, premature.

Influence of different food ,'</i(J's: The influence of different

foods upon growth has been submitted to an accurate exper-

imental test by Malling-Hansen in a Deaf and Dumb Asylum
of Copenhagen. It was, in fact, the purpose of the elaborate

system of weighings, previously described, to determine the

influence of various foods. On May 16, 188.3, a change of

diet at the asylum went into effect. The previous diet con-

sisted largely of black bread and beer. The new substituted

white bread and milk, and in other details made it consider-

ably richer iu albuminous food. Malling-Hansen compares
the growth in weight under the two diets, for eight months,
from September 11, 1882, to May 11, 1883, with the beer and
black bread; and from September 11, 1883, to May 11, 1884,

with white bread and milk. The 70 boys, in the aggregate,

increased 105 pounds more under the new diet than under the

old. But, Malling-Hansen points out, this increase was not

distributed evenly over the eight months from May to De-

cember. On the contrary the curves of increase for the two
years, under radically different foods, ran practicallj^ parallel

for the six months and a half from November 22 to May 11.

The whole increase took place in the month and a half from
October 11th to November 22d. In the case of the girls the

difference of increase, under the two forms of diet, was 76

pounds, and all this was gained in 32 days. As a conclusion

Malling-Hansen is inclined to discredit any direct material

influence of different foods upon growth, and to ascribe all

direct causes of acceleration to internal forces.

Dr. C. Voit of Bavaria, in a brief monograph, enters a
forcible criticism to Malling-Hansen's conclusion that differ-

ence in foods has nothing or very little to do with growth.

He contends that weight is no true index of the essential pro-
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cesses of growth. Increase in weight may be due (and he
offers facts in proof) simply to greater absorption of water
by the body, or by mere addition of fat. Only an exact
chemical analysis could reveal the effects of the change in

diet described by Malling-Hansen. The children may have
been making essential increases in growth which the scales
under certain circumstances would not reveal.

Boas (' 3 ) quotes Cartier as proving that children of un-
favorable nutritional environment brought under favorable
condition grow more rapidly than the rest, who are left in

their former conditions.

The effect of different foods upon infants has been inves-
tigated by Russow (s-*) in Oldenburg Hospital. Some infants
were nourished exclusively at the breast and others were
given a mixed diet. At 15 days the average of the first class
was 3,564 grammes and the last class 3,525 grammes. At
the end of this year the infants nourished exclusively at the
breast weighed on the average 9,930 grammes, and those on
a mixed diet 8,480 grammes, showing a difference of weight
of 1,450 grammes. The breast-nourished infants increased
150.7% of their weight at 15 days, and those of the mixed
diet 140.7%, which is not a difference of striking suggestion
in favor of the effects of superior nourishment. More con-
clusive is the evidence furnished by Camerer (-'). Fifty-
seven infants, all weighing over 2,750 grammes and averaging
3,450 grammes at birth, were fed at the breasts of mothers or
nurses,and at the end of the fii-st yearaveraged 9,889 grammes;
on the other hand 31 infants, all weighing more than 2,750
grammes and averaging 3,221 grammes at birth,were nourished
by artificial preparations, and at the end of the year averaged
9,954 grammes ; the latter were, therefore, slightly lighter at
birth and heavier at the end of the year. The curves of
growth given by Camerer show in the middle of the year the
breast-fed children were heavier, but he concludes that what-
ever the nourishment during the first year, nevertheless all

children at the end of the year reach about the same weight.
Of course, he means to except children who are very materially
lighter at birth, for whom he gives separate tables. Eighteen
cases of infants averaging 2,390 grammes at birth,fed upon a
mixed diet of breast milk and artificial preparations, weigh
on the average at the end of the year but 8,490 grammes, and
10 others averaging 1,630 grammes at birth, under a similar
diet, reach 6,610 grammes at the end of the year. Camerer
gives about fifty individual cases, tabulating weights by
weeks, and there is no evidence of the' effects of differences of
food, judging from the compared results at the end of the
first year. If anything, results favor artificial food.
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InflitcnceK of Race : It is the general conviction of students
of anthropometry that race, as a factor in determinin}^ f;rowth,
is one of significant if not of first importance. But the con-
sideration of this problem leads further into the realms of
pure anthropometry than a pedagogical study would justify.*

There is little material in the investigations of growing chil-

dren that sheds conclusive proof. In a general way, by com-

Chart V.

Comparing curves of growth in weight of average American boy
and girl (taken from Table I) and of average Japanese boy and girl
(taken from data of Dr. Miwa). Figures on left are in pounds.
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*The Lowell Lectures by Professor W. Z. Ripley, published in the
Popular Science Monthy during t897, are particularly illuminating
on this subject.
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parisons of investigations of growth in different countries,

given in the tables, it will be seen that at a given age American
children are, as a rule, taller than European children, and
that in Europe the Italians and Belgians are shortest Baxter
and Gould, as already stated, have drawn important conclu-

sions for growth under American conditions. Bowditch (' ^)
gives the most comprehensive treatment relative to growing
children, and inclines to the recognition of racial influences of

considerable importance. Peckham follows the general plan
of Bowditch's investigation,and finds that Milwaukee children

of American parentage are about half an inch taller than
children of German parentage. His tables would indicate

that these racial differences are more pronounced after the
tenth year, beginning with the prepubertal acceleration. Peck-
ham can reach no conclusion regarding the influence of race
upon weight. Porter, in St. Louis, finds no traces justifying

a conclusion of considerable influence of race as a factor.

Landsberger deals with the subject somewhat, finding up to

the 10th year at least no appreciable differences between chil-

dren of German parentage and Polish children. He criticises

Bowditch's conclusions recognizing racial influence upon the
children of Boston. The Report of the Anthropometrical
Committee in England (^'') gives considerable data, tables

and charts indicating differences in size of the people in

various parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

Bowditch reviews the statistics of Erisoiann in Russia and
Pagliani in Italy, and concludes that Italian children are in

early life very much smaller than American children; although
they make a gain later, they never overtake Americans. The
Russian factory children also are smaller throughout, but
these children, of course, as Bowditch states, do not represent
the typical Russian growth.

Climate : Climate as a separate factor exerting a direct in-

fluence upon growth in height and weight, has received com-
paratively little attention upon a statistical basis. Peckham
briefly reviews the facts,and concludes " that climate has any
considerable effect in modifying growth seems quite improb-
able. Theoretically, a low temperature ought to stunt men,
since a large amount of energy would be expended in main-
taining the bodily heat ; and the further strain upon the
digestive system to provide the large quantity of food neces-
sary for this purpose would leave a smaller surplus for growth.
The evidence, however, so far as we can disentangle it, does
not justify this inference. Taking a'wide survey of the facts,

we find that the Western Esquimaux, the negroes of Guinea,
the Australians, the Patagonians, the Kaffirs, all have an
average height of over 170 centimeters. In Europe the non-

IX—20.
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dependence of stature upon latitude is patent. For South
America, D'Orbigny discarded the theory most emphatically.

Dr. Baxter's table showing; the order of superiority, by stales,

of American-born white men, is a remarkable series of ob-

servations for refuting the supposition."
The Anthropometric Committee's Report (•' ) of stature in

different parts of Great Britain and Ireland deals extensively

with this feature, and certainly shows significant variations

with localities, but to conclude that climate is the determin-
ing factor is merely, of course, an hypothesis. Dr. Beddoe
(t^), speaking of this fact, says : "The idea that climate,

per xe, has any influence upon stature is very little supported
by our materials. At the first blush, we might be disposed
to think that a northern posii.lon and a somewhat vigorous
climate operated favorably probably by natural selection. Cli-

mate, where it does influence the growth of men, probably does
so, either through natural selection or by affecting his food and
mode of life." In America, the growth of children in various
cities, as cited, shows different degrees ; but these objections,

of course, hold against concluding that climate is the deter-

mining condition. Peckham, for example, explains the larger

growth of Milwaukee children over Boston children upon a
theory of a greater density of population in the latter city.

Dr. Gould and Dr. Baxter, already cited, deal with the problem,
in its adult relations for America, and their results would
support the view of the influence of climate. The climate

has generally been supposed to regulate the time of pubertal

acceleration and this, as Key (t^^) points out, is earlier by
a year in Italy and America than in Sweden.

Bowditch (-^), reviewing Baxter's and Gould's results,

concludes that the fact that natives of the Eastern States

emigrating in childhood to Western States resemble the

natives of the states to which they emigrate, justifies serious

inquiry into climatic influences.

The subject of climatic influences as a factor of variation

in growth may therefore be taken as yet undetermined, though
it hardly seems possible that, at least in some indirect way,
it is not important.

Geowth in Relation to Susceptibility to Disease.

There seems to be evidence that children are able to resist

diseases at certain ages better than at other ages. This con-

clusion is based upon studies in the death rates of children

( * ) P. 173.

( '») P. 79.
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and by studies of the prevalence of diseases at different ages
of children, undertaken chiefly in Sweden and Denmark. In
the report of Dr. B. M. Hartwell, director of physical
training in the Boston public schools (1894), is found the
conclusion that the period of pubertal change, approximately
the five years between the 11th and 16th years, is the period
of lowest death rate. The basis for Dr. Hartwell' s conclu-

sion rests upon the census returns of Boston for 1875, 1885
and 1890. The rate of deaths per 1000 inhabitants for these
three census years together is as follows

:

Table K.

Showing Children's Death Rate in Boston {Hartwell).

Ages. F. M.

0-1 256.24 299.51
1-2 117.58 137.98
2-3 37.01 38.14
3-4 24.80 26.51
4-5 21.55 20.73
5-6 16.44 14.85
6-7 14.38 13.40
7-8 9.62 9.35
8-9 8.11 6.09
9-10 5.11 7.41
10-11 5.23 4.77
11-12 3.23 4.28
12-13 4.30 3.44
13-14 6.17 4.18
14-15 6.83 3.98
15-16 5.89 5.31
16-17 6.57 6.58
17-18 7.94 6.43
18-19 6.32 10.40
19-20 10.48 10.25
20-21 6.95 11.21

The death rate steadily decreases from birth until the 13th
year. The decrease from 5 to 12 years is at a slower rate
than for the first five years. These figures, of course, do not
argue necessarily that all children are more susceptible to

attack in the earlier ages, for it must be remembered that the
large numbers who die in infancy remove the children more
susceptible to sickness. In the percentages for boys, it will

be observed that there is a slight rise in the 10th year.
The year of minium death rate is not always the same. Dr.

Hartwell points out. It was the 12th year for girls during
1875 and 1885, but the 13th for 1890 ; in the case of boys,
the minimum year was the 13th in 1875, the 14th in 1885, and
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the 15th in 1890. It will be safer, therefore, in considering
these figures, to regard the whole pubertal period as one, in a
general sense, of strong vitality. The year of strongest

vitality for boys is, we see, one year later than that of girls,

following, therefore, the periods of development in the sexes.

Dr. Hartwell cites Dr. William Farr as calling attention many
years ago to the fact that the death rates of England fell to

their lowest point in the period 10-15 years of age, during
which puberty is established, and rose thereafter. " That the
period 10-15 is the half decade in all human life," Dr. Hart-
well concludes, " in which the fewest deaths occur to a
thousand living, is illustrated in the vital statistics of all

civilized countries.'"

The chief studies bearing upon diseases in the growing
ages are those of the Danish (°'') and Swedish (^^) Commis-
sion ; the Report of the Committee on Mental and Physical
Condition of Children in England C""), Combe of Lausanne,
Hertel (^^) in Denmark, and Schmidt-Monnard of Halle.

The results of the Danish and Swedish Commissions are so

similar in many respects that they can conveniently be re-

viewed together. In Denmark, in 1883, the Danish Commission
examined 17,595 boys and 11,646 gii-ls in the higher schools
and Volksschulen, 6 to 19 years of age. The information was
obtained from teachers, parents, official school physicians
and family physicians. The diseases reported are chiefly the

distinctly chronic diseases: theacutecomplaints wereexcluded.
The chief diseases are scrofula, ana?mia, nervous complaints,

headache, nose-bleed, chronic indigestion, chronic lung and
heart complaints, curvature of the spine, and other chronic di-

eases such as kidney complaints, rheumatism, etc. Short-

sightedness is treated separately, and the figures concerning
this disease are not included in the present discussion.

The Swedish Commission undertook its work about the

same time. The diseases investigated were practically the

same. The Swedish Commission, however, dealt with a larger

number of pupils in the higher schools and preparatory
schools, but excluded data from the Volksschulen. The re-

sults are, therefore, not exactly comparable. Diagrams ex-

press graphically the prevalence of chronic diseases at dif-

ferent ages, and it is seen at a glance that the form of the

curves is singularly alike in both investigations. About 14

to 16 per cent, of the boys at six years of age are afflicted

with some chronic disease. The curve rises with abrupt
rapidity, until the latter part of the ninth year, when the

Swedish curve shows a sudden sinking of 4 per cent., and
again rapidly rises in the 11th year. The rate of Danish
curve slackens and shows a stationary tendency until the 11th





Chart VII.

Showing per cent of chronic diseases in Sweden and Denmark
(adapted from IlertelV I, higher girls' schools of Sweden; II,

higlier girls" schools of DeninarU; III. gymnasia and preparatory
schools I Ijoys 1 of Sweden ; IV, approximately comparable schools
(to III > of Denmark. Figures on left represent the per cent, of
children affected.
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year. Duriug the lltli year both curves have reached a
crisis. Both fall to their lowest point in the 12th year, the
healthiest in the pubertal period. There is then a gradual
rise in each, reachinoc a second summit, in Sweden, in the
14th year and in Denmark in the 15th year, and both sink in
tht 17th year, the close of the period of rapid growth, to
rise abruptly in the ISth and 19th years. Hertel's own in-

vestigation C'-), undertaken in 18S1 upon 3,141 boys and
1,211 girls in the higher schools of Copenhagen, practically
agrees in form with the foregoing in essential fluctuations.
The disease curves for girls show the same agreement

in form in the two investigations, though, as in the case
of boys, disease is proportionately more prevalent in
Sweden than in Denmark. At 6 years, from 22 to 25 per
cent, of the girls are afflicted with chronic complaints, and the
curve rises gradually until the 14th year and then sinks,
rapidly and considerably in Denmark, and but slightly in
Sweden. Two fluctuations are to be observed, one in the
9th year in Denmark, and from the middle of the 9th to the
10th in Sweden ; a second, more distinct in Sweden from the
11th to the 12th year. It would seem at these periods there
is a slight improvement in health of the girls.

Combe of Lausanne gives data more upon the individual
plan. His observations are upon about 2,000 school children,
covering a period of 6 years. Combe's figures give data only
from the 9th to the 15th years. His data include some of the
infectious as well as chronic; diseases, and, therefore, are not
comparable to those of the Danish and Swedish Commissions.
In the 9th year 64 per cent, of the boys are afflicted, but the
curve abruptly sinks to 29 per cent, in the 14th year, just
before the year of most rapid growth in height (43 in 10th
year, 42 in 11th, 40 in 12th, 33 in 13th) ; from 29 per cent.
in the 14th year the disease curve rises to 34 per cent, in the
15th. With girls there is a percentage of 88 per cent, in the
9th year ; it falls to 75 per cent, in the 10th and 60 per cent.
in 11th, but with increase in rapidity of growth, rises to 66
per cent, in 12th and 68 per cent, in 13th ; then sinks to 61
per cent, in 14th, and 39 per cent, in I5th year.
Schmidt-Monnard's study upon several thousand pupils in

the higher and middle schools of Halle, is approached largely
from the assumption that the schools are responsible for
sickness, and his effort is chiefly to trace this causal relation.
However, his data show whether the causes be in the schools
wholly or partly in organic conditions of growth, that there is

from 5 to 10 per cent, less sickness 'among boys than girls at
all ages ; that the amount of sickness varies with kind of
schools, social condition of pupils, and grade (or age).
Averaging his results he finds that the sickness curve steadily
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rises until the 13th or 14th year in both sexes, and then falls

from 30 to about 18 per cent, with boys, and from 30 to 40
per cent, in the case of girls, to 27 per cent. His data do not
give information beyond the 15th year. Among the conclu-

sions of the author are the following : Acute diseases occur
principally in the primary school years, and in general are

more frequent and persistent in children of unfavorable nu-

tritional conditions than among the favored classes—among
Biirger school children less than among the Volksschulen

;

chronic diseases increase during the school year and are
especially induced in schools having an afternoon session, or
children burdened by outside duties such as music, house-
work, etc.; in the 13th or 14th year there is nominally a de-

crease in the percentage of di,«oase.

The Eeport of the British Committee on Mental and Phys-
ical Condition of Children (*""), embracing the results of

Dr. Francis Warner's investifjation and covering the data of

100,000 English children, is not classified in form and matter
in a way that permits comparison with the foregoing studies.

This report, together with Dr. Francis Warner's publica-

tions, furnishes information and suggestions which no one re-

sponsible for the care of children can afford to be without.
The report deals chiefly with : (1) defects of development of

the body and its parts in size, form, or proportion of parts

;

(2) certain abnormal actions, movements and balances due
to nervous abnormalities or disturbances; (3) low nutrition;

(4) mental dullness. All of these publications are readily

available in English. The report is published by the Com-
mittee, Parker Museum, Margaret street, London, W. (1895).
Dr. Warner's original report of 50,000 children (which com-
prises half the present report) is reprinted in the Eeport of

the Commissioner of Education (L'. S.), Vol. II, for the year
1890-91.

Growth and liesistance to Disease : There has been an at-

tempt to connect the periods of rapid growth with those of

power to resist disease. The figures upon death rates, as

Dr. Hartwell concludes, certainly point to this conclusion.

Dr. Hartwell in support of his position gives the following

table, comparing the rate of growth in both height and weight
with what he terms "specific life intensity;'' by this he
means the ratio of the number dying at a given age to the

number living at that age. When this ratio is high, a high
power of resistance to disease is indicated, and vice versa.

Axel Key of the Swedish Commission agrees with Dr.
Hartwell in linking better resistance to disease with accelera-

ted growth, and the susceptibility to disease with the periods
of slow growth. " The curve of disease (in boys)," he ob-





Chart VI

Comparing specific lifi- intensity with rate of growlli in height
and weight for Boston children. Curves I (boys) and II

;
girls sliow

specific life intensity (taken from Table Li; curves III and IV and
curves V and VI represent respectively the percentage annual in-

creases in weight and height as given in Tables U and C. Con-
tinuous line represents boys, and dotted line girls. Figures on left

apply to curves 1 and 11; figures on right to 111, IV, V and VI.

Ako .1 II !; i:i 11 i:>

n
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Table L.

Showing Specific Life Intensity of Boston Children at Different Ages
(HartwellJ.

(The figures in heavy- faced type indicate the pubertal years.)

AGE.

Per Cent. Increase.

Height.

Speelflc Life

Intensity.

Per Cent. Increase.

Weight.

GirU. Boys. Girls. Boys. Girls. Boys.

5— 6 4.00 5.20 60.08 67.3 8.88 10.24

6— 7 4.08 4.68 69.5 74.5 9.69 8.78

7— 8 4.58 4.38 103.8 106.8 8.83 9.86

8— 9 3.72 4.03 123 2 164.0 10.68 9.79

9-10 3.98 4.04 1954 134.8 9.26 10.40

10—11 4 05 3.12 1912 2093 10 24 7.43

11—12 4.56 3.39 309.0 233.2 13.78 9.74

12—13 4.08 3.78 232.0 290.1 13.23 10.31

13—14 3.11 4.68 162.0 238.7 10.94 11.66

14—15 1.90 4.01 171.3 250.1 7.83 13.02

15—16 .77 4.36 169.3 188.1 5.61 12.96

16—17 .51 1.75 152.0 151.9 3.14 5.23

17—18 .77 125.6 155.3 ... 3.97

serves, " reaches its first summit directly before, or, more
correctly, at the beginning of the pubertal development. But
as soon as this development sets in forcibly, the curve sinks

year by year, so long as that accelerated growth continues.

The curve is lowest the two last years of the pubertal period,

just when the increase in weight is greatest. Directly at the

conclusion of the pubertal period, when the yearly increases

in height and weight hastily decrease, the curve of disease,

on the other hand, jumps to its second summit, which it

reaches in the 18th or 19th year (t^**)- The year of

strongest health is, therefore, the 17th. For no year is the

height of the curve of disease so great as for the 18th, and
next to it is the 13th. On the other hand, regarding the

period of slow growth from the 8th to the 12th year, Key con-

(") P. 250.
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eludes, "All facts point unquestionably to the conclusion

that the period of slow development preceding puberty is a

period during whidi the power of resisting injurious external

intiuences is weak, and the percentage of sickness increases,

paiticularly in the years immediately prior to the pubertal

Chart VIII.

Percentage of chronic disease in Swedish boys' schools in com-
parison with rate of growth (after Key). Curve x-y, sickness in

Volks classes; curve A, sickness in Latin classes; curve B, sickness
in Real classes; curve C, annual increase in weight (kilograms);
curve D, annual increase in height (centimeters). Figures on right
represent percentage of pupils affected by disease.

School class. I II III IV V VI VI> VI'^ VII
Average age, II 12 13 14 15 I« 17 18 19

development." In the case of girls, Key finds that the rela-

tion of rapid growth and decrease of sickness does not appear

80 sharply defined as in the case of boys. He says, "With
the development of girls throughout, the curve of sickness

reaches its first summit in the second pubertal year (the

I3th), which is the year of accelerated increase in weight,

and sinks thereafter very little, and rises not directly after the

conclusion of pubertal growth, but in reality two years later

(in the 18th). We see, therefore, that the last year of pu-

berty must be recognized as the weaker in resistance than the

one which directly follows the close of the period."
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" (t*-). "The maximum percentage of disease," he
is reached in the 12th or 13th year, directly at the

Hertel (5') in Denmark, in his discussion of his own in-

vestigation and that of the Danish Commission, seeks to find

the causes of fluctuations of the percentage of disease in vari-

ous years in local conditions of the school and the home,
rather than in any organic relation to the growth processes.

He says, however, of the period of three or four years prior

to the pubertal change, '' It would appear that this change is

preceded by a short period of greater delicacy than usual,

with gi-eater susceptibility to unfavorable external influ-

ences
says,

threshold of the pubertal period. The strong physical devel
opment during this period is not able to lessen materially the
percentage of sickness, and the amount of sickness in these
remains high in the case of both boys and girls" (t"')-
Dr. Hertel apparently agrees with Key of Sweden that
the impulses of growth in the pubertal period tend to

inhibit diseases, but the other unfavorable conditions, both
external and internal, tend, on the other hand, to increase

sickness. Thus he concludes, " Indeed, these unfavorable
influences must be influential after the period of puberty, since

immediately after this period, as soon as the accelerated

period of growth and with it the greater power of resistance

to disease, ends, sickness increases abruptly and very con-

siderably " (^^). His conclusion is based upon the following
tables from the report of the Danish Commission :

Table M.

Showing Percentages of Clironic Diseases in Danish Boys' Schools
(Hertel).

AGE.

No.

7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

. GymTiasla, 2,099 26 52 33 34 32 30 34 29 45

Real Schools, 4,343 15 24 29 30 30 28 29 30 29 22 26 31 25 —

Burger Schools, 2,313 16 21 23 28 31 29 27 25 21 22 10 3S — 33

I. Volksschulen.

f
Tuition,

City
]
I Free,

3,746

2,047

21

32

24

32

26

34

26

33

29

37

28

37

31

,

37

30

33

30

26

— — — — —

f Bauer,
Village

\
I Arbeit,

1,446

938

13 13

28

28

33

27

30

30

28

27

30

30

35

29

25

2S

— — — —

(«) p. 32. (") Pp. 181-2.
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Tablk N.

Shoimng Percentages of Chronic Diseases in Danish GirW Schools
(Hertel).

No.
Age.

« 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10

Higher Schools,
Volksschulen.

( Tuition,
City

\
(Free,

3,858

3,023

23

24

27

36

28

33

39

38

40

41

39

44

42

45

50

57

48

52

10 40

2,018 31 37 40 42 51 48 60 55 53 — —

( Bauer,
Village \

( Arbeit,

1,379

872

21

29

24

39

29

33

33

36

44

44

36

53

52

49

46

57

50

56

Combe of Lausanne reaches conclusions diametrically
opposed to those of Key relative to the relation of growth
and disease. He says (t^^): "Sickness increases with
growth ; in other words, the more a child grows, just so
much the more is it inclined to disease. The periods of most
accelerated growth represent, therefore, the periods during
which the organism possesses the least power of resistance to

disease." He offers the following table, compiled from data
of 2,000 school children of Lausanne, during a period of six

successive years.

Table O.

Showing Percentage of Sickness in Schools of Lnsanne by Years
(CombeJ.

BOYS. GIBLS.

AGE.
Per cent, ol
Sickness.

Annual Increases
In Height in cm.

Per cent, of
Sickness.

Annual Increases
in Height in cm.

8- 9 64 4.3 88 4.9

9—10 43 4.7 75 4.9

10—11 42 4.4 60 4.9

11—12 40 4.1 66 5.4

12—13 33 4.4 68 6.6

13—14 29 4.6 61 5.1

14—15 34 7.0 39 6.0

(«) p. 581.
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It must be remembered, however, that Combe's investigation is

not comparable with those in Denmark and Sweden, for the reason
that Combe includes a few of the infectious diseases; and further,
he compares sickness with acceleration in height, while Key's con-
clusions are based upon comparisons with acceleration in weight
which reach a maximum a year or so later. Combe, however, un-
der some misapprehension, cites both Hertel and Key as supporting
his view.

With regard to the period from 7 to 11 years in girls and 7

to 13 years in boys, Combe concludes that sickness is greater
among the former than among the latter, and always increases
directly in proportion to the rate of growth.

The studies, which have been reviewed with the exception of
those of Combe, have dealt almost exclusively with the chronic dis-
eases, ignoring the acute complaints. Another important field of
data, therefore, is that of the normal epochs for the appearance of
the usual children's diseases. Clouston's " Neuroses of Develop-
ment " is a valuable handbook for the teacher, dealing with certain
developmental diseases; chorea, for example, which is a disease of
serious importance in pedagogy, occurs, according to Clouston,
chiefly between the ages of 6 and 15 years : seventy-five per cent,
of the cases occur during this period, and only fourteen per cent,
during the period of adolescence. The publications of Crichton-
Browne are also most helpful and important.
In the field of strictly medical literature, there is a mass of scat-

tered facts bearing more or less directly upon the problem at issue.
Dr. Boulton (") says : "Arrest of growth or loss of weight precedes
so many diseases that it may be looked upon as a danger signal,
and if the ' caution ' is noticed before the disease point is reached,
catastrophe may frequently be prevented, and so, childhood may
be worked on a kind of block system."
Dr. Moulton (") offers several cases of insanity showing a direct

relation between gain and loss in weight with improved or im-
paired mental condition of the patients. When patients improved,
weight rose, and vice versa.
Dr. Evetzky (^') finds among infants that disturbances of nutri-

tion incident to dentition are indicated by a decided diminution in
the normal rate of growth.
Dr. H. P. Bowditch (-') says, "It has been frequently remarked

that a period of rapid growth is apt to follow certain fevers, and it

would, therefore, be very interesting to inquire whether this accel-
erated growth after the disease is anything more than a compensa-
tion for loss during the disease, and whether in this period of rapid
growth the height and weight preserve their normal relation to
each other." Dr. Bowditch offers an interesting chart in the same
article tracing the variations in weight of an infant girl from Sep-
tember to April. The periods of slight sicknesses are coincident
with loss in weight, and vice versa. The curve, however, is singu-
larly like those due to seasonal changes, according to MalUng-
Hansen's law.

Relation of Size to Precoci'^t and Dullness.

Dr. Town-send Porter ("") from his study upon St. Louis
school children concludes that, on the average, precocious
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children are heavier and taller than their duller fellows of the
same age. Dr. Porter's basis for this conclusion may be
briefly summarized as follows : He tabulated the heights and
weights of 34,500 boys and girls from the kindergarten through
the high school. He then classified the pupils of the same
age in tables, showing the school grades to whicth they be-

longed. Boys of 9 years, for example, are found to be dis-

tributed from the first to the fifth grades inclusive. He then
calculated, by Galton's system, the mean weights for each age
irrespective of grade, and also the mean weight of pupils of

each age for each grade in which they are found. His figures

very distinctly show, taking a given age, that the pupils of

that age found in the higher grades are heavier and taller

than the pupils of the same age found in the lower grades.
For example, the mean weight of boys of 11 years is 68.47
pounds. Boys of this age found in the first grade weigh 63.5
pounds; in the second grade, 65.45; third, 68.12; fourth,

69.24 ; fifth, 71.29; sixth, 73.34 pounds.
Table P gives Porter's results, showing the distribution of

girls and boys of the same age throughout the grades, accord-
ing to weight. The figures for girls are in heavy-faced type,

those for boys in light-faced.

Porter does not give complete tables with regard to height,

hnt the following figures for boys of 10 years and girls of 12
years he considers sufficient to indicate the same law with
regard to height

:

Mean Height in Centimeters.

Grade I. II. III. IV. V. VI.

Boys, 10 years, 126.5 129.39 130.29 131.22

Girls, 12 years, 136.06 139.04 140.08 141.96 141.9

Dr. Porter also shows a relation in the same manner be-

tween the chest at forced expiration and width of head to

precocity.

In verification of his results, Dr. Porter cites similar but very
much smaller investigations in Russia, one by Dr. Gratsianoff
and another by Dr. Sack. Both found that successful pupils are
larger and have larger chests than unsuccessful, but Sack disagrees
with Gratsianoff that the rate of growth in the successful is quicker.

Dr. Franz Boas (*') criticises, in some degree, Dr. Porter's

results, contending that what Dr. Porter has shown is that

"mental and physical growths are correlated; not that mental
development depends upon physical growth." Dr. Boas
points out that naturally the sickly of a given age will be

retarded in their advancement.
Three other attempts have been made to find a relation,
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Table P.

Showing Relation of Precocity to Weight as Indicated by Distribution

of Heavy and Light Children of the same Age in the Different
Grades of St. Louis Schools (after Porter).

Age at
nearest Mean

Weight
Lbs.

Gbabe.

Birth-
day. Kind. I II III IV V VI vn VIII HighSch.

6 43.74

41.81
43.58

41.65

45.29

45-08

7 47.73

45.84

45.58

43.87

48.48

46.76

52.00

49 88

8 52.58

50.35

47.80

4650
51.79

49.60

54.43

52.10

57.00

53.17

9 57.75
55.17

55.S7

52-57

57.64

55.44

59.66

57.18

61.75

6000

10 62.48

60.46

60.19

57.00

61.14

5959
64.00

61.15

64.91

61.64

11 68.47

65-64

63.50

6634
65.45

62.95

68.12

65.50

69.24

6577
71.29

6812
73.34

12 73.61

73.23

70.00

71-75

69.50

6980
72.17

71.50

73 86

72-74

74.69

75.13

77.29

75 92

76.50

78 50

13 79.85
83.73

74 25

7950
75.95

76.50

78.43

81-92

80.90

82-78

82.17

86.95

83.50

87.53

82.00

88-50

14 88.08
93.94

81.00

90.50

84.00

87.17

87 83

9257
87.20

94 64

93.63

96.15

97.50

99-00

86.50

103.12

15 100.20

103-20

89.00

98 50

95.33

100-96

99.17

99 83

105.50

104 00

105.17

104.58

105.08

105.15

16 114.17

110.05

114.50

10312
104.00

107.38

114.00

110 29

123.00

113.57

17

115-69 in.oo 115-00

either positive or negative, between prococity and physical

growth : Dr. J. Allen Gilbert's studies upon Iowa and Xew
Haven children, and the investigation of Toronto children by
Dr. Boas. None of these use the test of precocity adopted
by Porter, advancement in the grades, but take, as the test,

the teacher's off-hand estimate or impression of quick intelli-

gence.
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Dr. Gilbert classifies the heights and weighta accoriling to

the teacher's estimate of " bright," " average " and " dull."
The number of children are about 100 for each year of age,

6 to 19. Upon this basis of test, there is no manifest rela-

tion. In weight, the bright children are slightly lighter on
the whole and the dull children are heavier, most distinctly

from 10 to 14 years. In height, about the same might be
said. Dr. Gilbert feels justified in concluding, " The curves
cross and rccross in such a way as to show no constant rela-

tion between physical development and mental ability. If

anything could be stated, it would be that the heavier and
taller children are the duller, but here also the curves cross
too frequently to justify any definite statement in regard to
any lelation so existing."

Dr. West with Dr. A. F. Chamberlain assisted Dr. Boas,
in 1892, in making a study of children in the Toronto schools.
The complete report is not yet published, but Dr. West has
made a preliminary statement of results C^"^). The stature
and weight were taken and grouped with reference to mental
power, according to the teacher's impression, as " good,"
"average," "poor." Dr. West summarizes: "We find

that, as a general rule, the 'poor' children are more fully

developed than the 'good ' children, though in each series

of measurements, there are one or two cases when the ' good '

children show a higher average than the ' poor.' These cases
are generally near the latter end of the series." Dr. West,
in discussing the disagreement of Toronto results and those
of St. Louis, contends that an error pervades Dr. Porter's re-

sults, since a number of pupils enter school at a late age and
would, therefore, be incorrectly counted as "dull" pupils;
further, that Dr. Porter's system of reckoning age according
to the nearest birthday introduces a misinterpretation of re-

sults.

The stature of the Fellows of the Eoyal Society is slightly

above that of the professional classes of England (t^'), and
Eoberts' tables show that the professional classes of England
are distinctly taller than any other class. Roberts' tables

also show that, compared with the general population, luna-

tics are shorter by 1.96 inches and lighter by 10.3 pounds.
Clouston* finds that the 200 jjupils of the National Institu-

tion at Larbert, England, are much under the normal average,
both in weight and height. Dr. G. E. Dawson finds that in

American institutions for defectives the children are distinct-

ly undersized.

Dr. G. G. Tarbell of the Boston Home for Feeble-Minded

C) P. 21.

"Neuroses of Development."
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measured and weighed the inmates, ranging in age from 6 to

19 years, and constructed a chart, which by comparison with
that of Dr. Bowditch indicates that the idiotic and feeble-

minded children in that school are about two inches shorter
and nine pounds lighter than normal children of the same
age ; that the relative rate of growth of the two sexes corre-

sponds in principle with that of normal children and is sub-
ject to the same variations at the age of puberty ; that the
period of puberty is about two years later in idiots than in

normal children.

A report by Dr. G. E. Shuttleworth of England confirms
Dr. Tarbell's statements. The former gives a comparison of

the heights and weights of 1,209 idiots and imbeciles in Eng-
lish asylums, showing a distinct inferiority as compared with
heights and weights of normal children of corresponding ages.

From data of 300 idiotic and imbecile children collected by
Dr. Shuttleworth, he found that they were shorter than nor-

mal children by one inch at 5 years, two inches at 10 years,

three inches at 15 years and 20 years. In weight, the defect-

ives were lighter by four and one-half pounds at 8 years, at

10 years by six pounds, at 15 years by eight pounds, and at

20 years by twenty-three pounds. However, there are, as
Dr. Shuttleworth points out, many factors that must be taken
into account in comparison. They are more susceptible to

disease than normal children, the mortality among them be-

ing probably nine times greater. Many are undoubtedly
small at birth, and not a few have been pren)aturely born.
The mortality curve follows Hartwell's law, being 50 per
cent, for ages 5 to 10, 33 per cent, for ages 10 to 15, and 45
per cent, for ages 15 to 20.

General Peinciples of Growth.

Since Quetelet, a half a century ago, gave an impetus to the
study of the phenomena of growth in the human body, much
data have been gathered, but as yet few, if any, conclusive
principles have been clearly established. A few tendencies
to formulate laws, however, should be mentioned.

Growth hy Ehythms. Probably the most elaborate effort

to present wide general laws has been made by R. Malling-
Hansen. It will be remembered that the autumn season
is the period of maximal rate in weight and the minimal
period for height; that spring reverses the relation and
that winter is a period of moderate increase for both.
In the daily rhythm* the same relation was observed,
that what the body gained in height by night it lost in

The average daily loss for the 72 boys was .64 kilograms.
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weif,'ht, and jjaiii in wei^lit by day was accompanied by an
actual loss iu height. These facts, harmoniziuf^ with other
phenomena of growth, seem to justify the conclusion of

Malling-Hansen that the periods of most rapid growth in

height are, to say the least, periods of rest in growth in weight,
and vice ver.sa. A significant fact is that the height periods
begin and end about fifteen days before the weight periods.

The author cautiously suggests as a possible hypothesis that
the circumstances "that height increases most rapidly when
weight decreases, and also the fact that the phases of growth
somewhat precede those of weight, appear to signify that the
increase in height has been directly at the expense of weight
increases. It has the api)earance that the growth in height
at the conclusion of its maximal period (which is just when
the i^eriod of increase in weight begins) had consumed its

food that had been stored up in the body; and as if, there-

fore, in the course of the autumn (which is the period of

maximal growth in weight) the means for beginning a new
height growth were then cultivated. On the other hand,
however, the fact occurs that the maximal period of height
growth does not follow directly the increase in weight (t. e.,

the winter period of slower growth in both height and weight
intervenes). It would seem, on a little reflection, that growth
in height and growth in weight must be very different pro-

cesses." Malling-Hansen gives a very plausible explanation
of these processes. He argues that since during the autumn
maximal growth in weight the vertical increase in height is

slight, that, therefore, some other explanation must be sought
for this weight increase. He thinks the length of the period,

four and one-half mouths, precludes the explanation that the

body is merely absorbing water. Aside from the possible

storing up of nourishment for later height growth, he con-

cludes that the growth in weight is due to lateral extension of

the body, a growth in thickness therefore. During the middle
period, from December to April, when the body is growing
both in weight and in height, the increments of the latter must
be estimated as a factor ; but how much goes for the vertical

dimensions and how much for the lateral we are, oE course,

unable to determine. In the spring and summer, when the

body is increasing in height most rapidly, it actually loses in

weight, and we must conclude that during this period the

process of decay of cell structures exceeds the constructive

process. A loss in the amount of water may possibly be
reckoned as a factor. Malling-Hansen, however, feels justi-

fied in laying down the following principle of growth: "In
the maximal period of lengthening, the thickening of the body
is at its minimum, and vice versa; the thickening has its
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maximum iu the time of minimal lengthening^." He measured
also a number of trees for a number of months, the tables of

measurements of which he gives, and found the same law
sustained. In early spring the trees grew in height, and
later rested in height while they thickened out in circumfer-
ence.

A very scholarly contribution to the principle of growth by
rhythms has been made by Dr. "Winifred S. Hall from study
of Haverford College students and grammar school boys. He
develops the same law of separate rhythms for height and
weight in the larger periods before and during pubescence
that Malling-Hansen uses for the seasons. He concludes:
"When the vertical dimensions of the human body are under-
going acceleration of their rate of growth, the horizontal
dimensions undergo a retardation of their rate of growth, and
conversely." As ground for this important conclusion. Dr.
Hall cites the following facts from his data : "If the percent-
age series of total girths be represented by a curve, the rate
of growth of the ninth year will be seen to continue through
the tenth, thus surpassing the height. From the 11th to the
13th year the increase is less and less rapid, and is surpassed
by heights; from 13th to 14th, more rapid, and surpasses
height; from 14th to 15th, the girths are again surpassed by
heights ; but during the 16th year the girths gain a permanent
and ever- increasing ascendency. That these curves cross
each other four times between the 10th and 16th years is an
exceedingly interesting fact. It may be considered as one of

the most important laws of growth. A reasonable interpre-
tation seems to be that the body widens and then takes an
upward shoot, then widens out preparatory to another upward
shoot. To make such a phenomenon possible it is necessary
that the curves of height should show at least one period of

rapid increase. The curve of heights shows (in his own data
for males) two such periods, 12 to 13 and 14 to 15 ; Bowditch
found two, 10 to 11 and 13 to 14 ; Pagliani, one, 13 to 17 ; Key,
two, 12 to 13 and 15 to 16 ; Kotelmann, 12 to 13 and 14 to 15."
According to Dr. Hall, the growth in height is due "largely
to increase in the length of the long bones. If we can com-
pare the girth of bones with their length, we shall find the
same thing true of bone growth as of general body growth.
The increase from 9 to 12 is unchanged, but when the bones
begin to increase rapidly in their vertical dimensions, from 12
to 13, we find the increase iu lateral dimensions essentially

retarded, and when the vertical dimension undergoes its

second retardation, between 13 and 14, the joint girths make
an increase which more than makes up for their previous
retardation." Dr. Hall makes this conclusion general.
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Peekham (t" ") concludes: "Tlie growth of the body and
of the lower extremities takes place in such a way that the
length of the body of the girl is less than that of the body of

a boy until the 10th year, and thereafter greater until the
16th year. From 15 to 18 years the bodies of girls grow only
two inches and the bodies of boys over four inches. For the
lower extremities, at nine years of age those of the girl are
longer, at 11 shorter, and from 12 to 14 again longer. At 14
the lower extremities of the girls almost cease growing, while
those of the boys increase by four inches between the ages of

14 and 19 years.

This rhythm of alternating activity and rest in growth finds

at least its analogy in cell multiplications and growth. The
means of increase in numbc- among cells of an organism and
among the lowest orders of living matter is by division. The
parent cell swells in size until a certain point is reached, and
then, by a more or less complex process, divides into two
parts. A period of rest then generally ensues, and somewhat
later these two cells begin to swell and repeat the process.
Whether this principle of activity and rest here exemplified
has a direct relation in the growth of the complex higher
organisms is, of course, a matter of mere speculation. Minot

(t^^) points out that probably changes in one direction are
counterbalanced by changes in an opposite direction, thus
maintaining, it would seem, a balance on the average.

Growth by Parts. It has been a popular notion of growth
that the process is continuous throughout the body ; that if,

for example, a cross-section of the various parts and organs
were taken in equal divisions of time, the amount of growth
in each part or organ would be found in the same proportions.
The studies in physiology and anthropometry during the past
half century or so have turned the drift of conviction toward
the other extreme, and the problems of the present are those
of "retarded" growths and "accelerated" growths, not only
of the organism as a whole, but also in specific parts. While
each part may be assumed to have some sort of relation to

other parts, nevertheless the modern tendency is to discover
the growths of the parts individually as a basis for investiga-

tion of the relations and dependencies of one form of growth,
or the growth of one part upon the others. From the iihysio-

logical standpoint, probably the most complete presentation
of the data relative to this subject, collected and contributed,

has been made by Vierordt.f

(") P. 35. See also pp. 32-33.
(»») P. 195.

tGerhardt's Handbuch der Kinderkranklieiten, erster Band, erster
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Further, physiologists distinguish between a growth by
increase iu the number of cells and a growth consequent of

mere swelling of cells already existent. The unstriped mus-
cles, for example, actually increase in number of cells ; but
the number of cells in the brain, on the other hand, does not
increase after birth— they simply swell in size. A third kind
of growth is to be distinguished in the replacement of cells

that have decayed. Still another complication of the growth
problem arises in the increase in fat. This is not generally

termed growth. After twenty-five years of age there is gener-

ally an increase in fat, materially adding to weight, and thus
making it difficult to determine the exact amount of real

growth. At best, therefore, growth in stature and weight is

merely significant perhaps of activity of growth processes
taking place in several parts of the body at once. To trace

these growths in detail would far exceed the limits of this

study, and would lead deeply into anatomical and physiologi-

cal problems. That growth is relative in the different organs
is neatly illustrated in a table by Bischoff, quoted by Donald-
son (t""), showing the percentages of weight of different

parts or systems of the human body at birth, at sixteen years
and at maturity. Commenting upon this table Donaldson
says: "On comparing the proportion of the different sys-

tems in the new born with the adult, the following relations

are worthy of remark : The percentage of the skeleton, fat

and skin taken together, is but slightly smaller in the new
born. The percentage of the viscera in the new born is nearly
twice that of the central system, and more than eight times
that found in the adult, whereas the proportional weight of

the muscles shows only a trifle more than one-half its adult
value. The purely constructional parts of the body, the
skeleton, fat and skin, which are formed predominantly of

connective tissue, have therefore not varied their propor-
tions during growth ; while the nutritive and controlling sys-

tem, that is, the abdominal and thoracic viscera and the
brain, have undergone a relative diminution, having in a
most remarkable way been outgrown by the muscular system.

"

From birth to complete maturity the body increases in height
3.37 fold, and in volume 20.66 fold (+-'). Boberts (t»') gives a suc-
cinct rfisumfe of relative growths of different parts of the body. The

Ablheilung, 1881, contains a resume by Vierordt of the subject to
date, 288 pages with abundant tables. In the same volume is also a
valuable collection of data upon the anatomy of children by Henke.
Vierordt's Physiologie des Menschen (18/7) and his Anatomisehe
Physiologische and Physikalische Daten und Tabellen contain a mass
of collected data of immense value.

{-'>) P. 67. (.-') P- 50. (S=) P. 108 et seq.
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head doubles in height, and the development of all horizontal
measurements of the head is tjtill less than that of its heights. It

is not till about the sixth or seventh year that the neck commences
to grow, and after adolescence averages about two inches. The
diameter of the neck increases rapidly at the pubertal age. The
height of the trunk of the body trebles from birth to maturity.
The diameters of the trunk at the shoulders, chest and hips grow
proportionally with the height; but the diameter of the chest, front
to back, doubles toward the age of puberty. The change in rela-
tive proportions is shown by the fact that while at birth the point
which divides the total height into two equal parts is a little above
the navel, this point gradually sinks until in adult man it is

about half an inch below the pubes, and in woman a little above.
The lower extremities are about five times their length at birth.
The arms are about four times the birth length. Probably one of
the most careful series of measurements in this field is that of Dr.
Landsberger of Posen. Dr. Landsberger measured in 1880, 104 chil-

dren, and continued these measurements annually for seven years.

Vierordt (t^^) gives the following table of lengths from
computation of various measurements, showing the growth of

various parts of the body, the size at birth as unity. Thus,
taking tlie first line to illustrate, the child's head grows in

length during the first 21 months of life half its length ; at the

end of seven and one-eighth years, 91.7 per cent, and at

maturity the head is twice as long as at birth.

Bii-th.
EU(3 of

31st Month.
Seven one-

eighth Years. Adult.

Length of head, 100 150 191.7 200

Upper part of head, 100 114 150 157

Length of face,
From chin to upper
end of breastbone.

100

100

200

500

250

700

260

900

Breastbone, 100 186 300 314

Abdomen, 100 160 240 260

Leg, 100 200 455 472

Height of foot. 100 150 300 450

Upper arm, 100 183 328 350

Forearm, 100 182 322 350

Theory of Compensation. In the suggestion of Dr. W. S. Hall

and Malling-Hansen (see pp. 299-301), that growth in height

(») P. 272.
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during the resting period of growth in weight is at the expense
of the latter, we have the suggestion of an important theory
of the process of development which will appear in the treat-

ment of later forms of growth, more especially in the psychic
field. It might aptly be called the theory of compensation,
and perhaps may be regarded as the antithesis of growth by
parts. In the lower metazoic forms of life we find a colony
of cells or group of cells, each an individual, as it were,
capable to all appearance of practically all the functions of
the whole. A bit of begonia leaf will reproduce the entire
plant; if we section a centipede into parts, each part to a limited
extent is capable of doing business on its own responsibility.
Weismann's great attack upon the doctrine of transmission
of acquired characters depends upon the contention that the
reproductive cells are absolutely independent of all other parts
of the body (except in conditions of nutrition), thus prevent-
ing peculiarities acquired during the life of a parent to be
transmitted to offspring. In the human body the digestive
system to a great extent is an independent organism supplied
with its own nervous system and capable, up to a certain
limit, of performing its duties without the interference of
other parts of the body. Flechsigf has shown that in the
development of the nervous system there is a growth by parts.
The different strands of fibres in the spinal cord, and the
fibres leading to different areas of the brain, commence their
growth at certain specific periods, and grow in seeming inde-
pendence of one another. We have here the theory of parts.
Now, in how far is this true as a general principle of growth?
In how far may we regard growth as a process dependent upon
processes and functions contained within the part concerned?
In how far does the growth of one part depend upon functions
in other parts? We do know that, past a certain limit, the
digestive system is essentially dependent upon other systems

;

that defect in blood supply affects every part of the organism.
But in how far does the growth of the legs affect growth of
lung capacity, the development of the brain centres of hearing
affect the brain centres of sight, favorably or unfavorably ; or,
to go further, in what way does the exercise of the physio-
logical factors concerned in memory affect those concerned in
what we call reasoning? These are far-reaching questions,
and as yet there is no answer whatever to them. On the one
hand we have inferences that to a certain extent, and probably
to a greater extent in some parts than in others, these
parts are independent organisms, governing their growth and

tDie Leitungsbahnen im Gehirn und Ruckenmark. Leipzig, 1876.
Also Gehirn und Seele. Leipzig, 1896.
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exercise by forces resident within themselves as in<lividnals.

On the other hand we have inferences of the princijjle of com-
pensation by which each part is dependent npon other parts,

at least for certain services, and to some extent governing
other parts. Does fjrowth in height, for example, borrow the
food snpply which the forces of weight have stored np? Is

this loan compensated to weight in some way, so that withont
an advance in height there is no extension in weight or an
impairment of it? Existence and growth by parts and by
compensation are correlative and opposing theories of signifi-

cance, not only to biology, but to education at every step.

The determination of these principles, growth by parts and
compensation and their relative scopes of activity, underlie
the crucial problems of growth and education.

Persistence of Growth. There is a tendency to establish as
a principle that each individual organism strives to reach
some size particular to that individual. Tf disease in any way
interferes with this progress in its natural course, the organ-
ism later seems to make redoubled growth to make up for the
accidental loss. Paglianij points out this fact in the surpris-
ing recovery of children placed under favorable nutritional
conditions after a period of poverty. It is a general fact of

medical observation that sickness in growing children is ac-

companied by a loss in weight and retardation in height, and
that, seemingly in consequence, convalescence is followed by
very rapid growth, apparently indicating that the organism
is striving to make up for the loss. Minot (t' ") bas shown
this in his experiments with Guinea pigs, and he concludes
from a significant array of facts that "each individual appears
to be striving to reach a particular size. The fact, which I

have thus expressed, is that if an individual grows for a period
excessively fast, there immediately follows a period of slower
growth, and vice versa; those that remain behind for a time,
if they remain in good health, make up the loss (at least in

great part if not always completely) soon after. Indeed, to

permanently dwarf a Guinea pig requires an astonishingly
prolonged interference; thus a young pig may lose one-third
of its weight from a severe intestinal catarrh and yet make it

up subsequently. The number of similar observations is so
great that we might assert safely that a pretty severe and pro-
longed illness will not affect very much the ultimate size. It

is probable that the same is true of man, and that, therefore,

the usual and even the severer illnesses of childhood and
youth do not greatly affect the ultimate size of the adult." A

tSo Sviluppo umauo.
(™) P. 134.
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forcible illustration of this struggle, seemingly of internal and

perhaps hereditary forces, to obtain for the individual a

specific size, is offered by Camerer (^^), who found, as

stated, that however different the diet by which infants dur-

ing the first year of life were nourished, all of approximately

the same weight at birth reached practically the same weight

at the end of the first year; the curves, however, show signifi-

cant fluctuations at times during the year, suggestive of a

struggle of the internal forces of the organism to combat the

unfavorable external influences.

Accelerated Growth in Large and Small Children.. The
contribution made by Dr. Bowditch (-") in his application of

the Galton method of percentile gradesy to the heights and
weights of Boston children is what seems to show that large

children make their pubertal rapid growth at an earlier age

than small ones (of the same age). The age at which the

maximum yearly growth in height and weight is reached is

distinctly earlier in the percentile grades (for the same age)

representing the children who are taller and heavier. The
range for the beginning of the prepubertal acceleration accord-

ing to size is from 12 to 14 years in girls and from 14 to 16 in

boys. Large boys grow at an accelerated rate longer, but not

necessarily more rapidly than small boys; this phenomenon
Bowditch does not observe in his data for girls. The law
does not apply apparently to children under ten years. But
the theory of large and small children rests upon the assump-
tion that a child, who in a certain degree is larger or smaller

than the mean of his age, maintains throughout this growth
this degree of deviation, that the small child of one year of

age is the small child of the next. Dr. Boas in two articles*

has attacked this theory, and his argument seems convincing

that such an assumption is untenable; for the small child of

one age may be the large child of the next age. This criticism

undermines the value of many of the conclusions drawn from
Galton's percentile method of calculation.

Co-education of the Sexes. Growth, so far as height and
weight are concerned, seems without sex conditions up to the

period of prepubertal increase. Girls and boys grow practi-

cally at the same rate from birth to ten or eleven years of age,

and the form of their curves of growth is practically the same.
There are, it is true, some slight differences to be observed.

The Swedish Commission has found that the growing female

7

tFor explanation of this method see Francis Galton's "Natural
Inheritance."
Science, Dec. 23, 1892, and March 1, 1895.
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body reacts more strongly to outward influences that the male,

and Schmidt, in his Saalfeld investigation, strongly corrobo-
rates this conclusion. He finds that boys grow more regularly

than the girls, and this fact is amply borne out by a study of

the fluctuations in the charts. However, as a rule, these
conclusions apply more particularly to the adolescent period,

and it is doubtful that they materially affect the period up to

the prepubertal accelerations. These differences are not so
significant as materially to modify the statement in its i)racti-

cal import, that children's growth until their eleventh or
twelfth year is unsexed. With the beginning of the prepu-
bertal increases and the concomitant changes, which the vio-

lent fluxes in height and weight indicate, the statement is

reversed. These facts are of the greatest import to the solu-

tion of the problem of co-education of the sexes. We may
easily conclude, with slight fear of contradiction, that so far

as growth by height and weight indicates there is no reason
for the separation of the sexes for the first four or five years
of school life. Beyond this period there certainly are grave
reasons for questioning the system of co-education, upon
grounds of physical dissimilarities, not to discuss the mental
dissimilarities of girls and boys of the same adolescent age.

But the latter period belongs properly to the treatment of the
adolescence. On the continent, the rule has been in the past
generally in favor of separation, the tendency extending even
to the primary classes. A reaction in all countries that have
separated primary classes has recently set in, and the tendency
toward co-education is extending upward through the grades.

Burgersteint concludes a succinct review of the co-educational
problem and the recent reaction against the system in the
primary schools: "So far as the data for decision of the
question are concerned, the demand for the separation of the
sexes has been made and accomplished on a jmori grounds,
but from practical experience the presumptive moral grounds
are not as sound as they have hitherto appeared. This is true,

at least, for the Volksschulen (primary school)."

Biological Considerations. Little has been accomplished
thus far in conforming the phenomena of human growth to

biologic laws. The modern theories of Weismann carried to

their logical extreme would seemingly place this entire field

of anthropometric phenomena in a new light. Dr. C. S. Minot,
however, in one or two papers has made a preliminary con-
tribution to this aspect of the problem. He gives to senescence
the place of a positive factor which is struggling from birth

+Handbuch der Schulhygiene, Burgerstein and Netolitzkv, pp.
226-30.
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onward with the annabolic or upbuilding processes. In the
earlier period of life, growth has the upper hand— the pro-
cesses of annabolism do more work than those of senescence,
which ever tend to tear down what the other has builded.
Growth, Dr. Minot claims, is the product of four factors C'® ):

The rate of multiplication of cells, (2) the frequency of divi-

sion, (3) the weight of cells, (4) the loss of cells. In the
earlier periods of life, the multiplication of cells, the essential
factor of growth, is so rapid that the increment of senescence
is less than the increment of the number of cells. " At each
division, therefore, the multiplication of the cells obtains the
upper hand and the rate of growth increases ; soon, however,
the increment of senescence surpasses the increment of multi-
plication, and thereby renders the rate of growth less, until at
last the excess of senescence becomes so great that growth
ceases, or at least becomes so insignificant that it only serves
to counterbalance the loss of cells." Some such principle
established and applied to the fluctuations of growth offers a
suggestive field of explanation.

The reaction of the reader of this field of investigation must
be that of a sense of the extreme complexity of the problems
involved. Every result is the product of several factors, and
in each community these factors vary at least in the propor-
tion of their mixing. Of the many studies made upon the
same or allied problems, there are few that are directly com-
parable in close detail, so that for conclusions we must con-
tent ourselves with expression in the broadest terms until the
studies have been so multiplied and repeated under similar
conditions that details may be compared. For example, in the
matter of the relation of disease to growth, Hartwell in Boston
deals with deaths from all diseases. Combe with acute com-
plaints, and Warner with still another classification. The
social environment, the school hygiene and climate are vary-
ing factors in each case. Moreover, Hartwell's calculations
are upon the exact age in years, while Key's ages are obtained
largely by averaging ages of the pupils in any school grade.
Therefore each study must be taken to a large extent by itself.

Further, for the immediate interests of psychology, none of
these studies have been carried far enough on psychological
lines to satisfy the suggestions which they arouse. We want
Dr. Hartwell to tell us the mental condition of these children
who died— their relative mental strength compared with those
who lived ; we want to know from Key, Hertel, Combe and
Schmidt-Monnard the mental conditions of those unhealthy
school children compared with the healthy ones, so that we
may estimate the actual effects and importance of health upon
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the mental t^rowth aud power; we should like to know the
eomparative rate of progress of these two classes of children

in school— the immediate mental effects of the different dis-

eases upon the nervous system. But Key, Hertel, Hartwell
and irfchiuidt-Monnard are physicians. They have seen these
facts from the physician's more or less special standpoint.

They have framed their tests accordinsriy. Is it not the high
noon of urgency that the psychologist and pedagogue, from
their apperceptive standpoints, were studying these condi-

tions critically, applying their tests and framing courses of

practical aiiplication? However, on the other hand, while
these finer details have not yet been worked out, we are cer-

tainly ready to conclude from what all studies unanimously
show, that there are rhythms of susceiJtibility to disease vary-
ing with the age of growing children. There are times when
the organism is more liable to disease than at others, and the
coincidence of these periods ivith periods of activity and rest

in the growth, as shown by height and weight fluctuations,

forcibly suggests an organic connection between disease and
the growth of specific organs and parts of the body. While
it is difbcult to trace the details, nevertheless, it seems as
though life were a specific thing, aud when most active also

most tenacious of its prerogatives. Dr. Warner also inclines

strongly to the theory of a growth energy, which, when im-
peded in its natural metabolic functions, expends itself in

some other channel, as likely to work harm as good. If this

be true, what is the significance to the psychologist and peda-

gogue? If the function of the pedagogue is to develop the

greatest amount of mental strength, then it behooves him to

give part of his attention to the duty of obtaining for the ner-

vous system of bis pupils their fair share of this vagrant
growth energy, so persistently and often mischievously seek-

ing an employer. If disease not only checks nervous growth,
but, coming at specific growing periods, permanently dwarfs
certain areas of nervous action, then the loss of a Latiu root

or so is not to be compared with the loss of that whicli never
can be replaced. What may be the factors upon which this

development depends? If the body is an autonomous inter-

acting democracy, as up to certain limits we clearly have a
right to conclude, we cannot escape the conclusion that in

disease of muscular tissue, nervous tissue must in some way
be affected. Who can say at present how far-reaching and
how permanent may be the effects upon a brain in its nascent

period, of an affection outwardly manifested by a simple head-

ache? In Denmark and Sweden we find that between 30 to

75 per cent, of the children in growing ages are affected by
chronic diseases alone. In America no sucli investigation has
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ever been made. We have reason to suppose that the per-

centage must be much less. If true, are the children living

in America mentally stronger ? Have we a right to give them
stronger school work ? Can we still lessen the amount of

disease, and in how far may we thereby develop men and
women stronger intellectually? The study of these facts but

Starts up suggestions of problems, as sharply important to

the parent, pedagogue and psychologist as to the physician.

The ground has scarcely yet been broken, and the pioneers

who have been cited cannot begin to answer the practical

questions of pedagogy and psychology which impatiently
demand an answer.
From the studies in nutrition it is shown that the child of

favorable conditions, at any given age, is very significantly

heavier and taller than the child of unfavorable nutrition and
social life. What does this additional height and weight of

the favored class signify— merely increments of bone and
muscle? Here, then, is unquestionably also a new province
for psychology. The anthropometrist has merely given us
an unhusked fact, stating that lack of nutrition stunts growth,
without telling how much of this loss belongs to muscle, how
much to nervous tissue. It is impossible to speculate clearly

before we know more of the factors involved, and the psychol-

ogist, if he expects psychological results, must take off his

coat and investigate for himself. We do not know clearly at

what periods of growth effects of mal-nutrition are most pro-

nounced. The evidence wavers between the period before

puberty and the period during puberty. If before, what shall

we say of possible permanent dwarfing of brain power in that

nascent period of rapid growth up to the eighth year, before

the brain is said to reach its maximum weight. Eoberts has
data which seem to indicate that children stunted by unfavor-
able conditions make permanently smaller men and women.
Does this stunting not affect the mental power? This does
not mean to imply that small men are mentally duller than
big men, for we have seen that there seems to be for every
individual his particular size, and to attain which every
organism seems to make a significantly desperate struggle.

The problem seems, not how to make the child grow big, but
how to keep the track clear so that each organism may obtain
its particular size. Brer Eabbit, though smaller, is quicker
witted than Brer Fox, it is true, but there is no telling how
untimely would have been the fate of Brer Rabbit had he been
stunted in his early infancy and pre;v'ented from reaching his

diminutive but particular size. It is a singular fact that the
members of the Koyal Society of England average taller than
any other class of men. Throughout, the professional classes
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are distinctly tailor than those of the lower classes. What
factors are involved? If race is the single factor, then the

matter is of least theoretical interest to psychology, but if,

as the facts which have been reviewed seem to indicate, nutri-

tion, freedom from accidental disease and social environment
are also essential factors, then the facts become of crucial

importance to pedagogy and psychology on i)ractical grounds.

Dr. Porter has thrown down the gauntlet resonantly, in the

conclusion from his data that among children of the same age,

the taller and heavier are more precocious. His facts seem
to decide at once that increments of height and weight imply
increments of those nervous tissues which make for mental
acut«ness. Dr. Porter has been sharply reviewed. Dr. \yest,

upon the basis of another test, declares the direct contrary.

There are three conclusions involved in the form in which
Dr. Porter sums up his evidence: (1) That there is a rela-

tion between size and mental activity, (2) that size is the

direct causal precedent to mental condition, (.3) that large

size is the cause of precocity. It is clear at once that the

second and third conclusions may be quite wrong, and yet,

the first remaining, the data with which he deals are psycho-

logical in character. It may be true that Dr. Porter is wrong
in finding that precocity accompanies large size— it may be

an accompaniment of small size. Or, as Dr. Boas criticises.

Dr. Porter may be wrong in concluding that the height and
weight are the material causes of mental acuteness, and yet

these two effects may proceed from a common cause. It may
be, for example, that these precocious children enjoyed better

nourishment, and the food supply contributed to build op
both muscular and nervous tissues at the most favorable

periods and under the most favorable conditions. Or, as Dr.

Boas also criticises, the facts Dr. Porter presents may be

accounted for on the assumption that children who are taller

and heavier are so because they have escaped diseases and
the organism has had opportunity for free growth, nervous
as well as bony and muscular. But neither criticism vitiates

the facts for the psychologist, for both emphasize the import-

ance of the physical conditions of nutrition and freedom of

disease as factors directly or indirectly making for intelli-

gence. Dr. West, in bis preliminary report upon the Toronto
investigation, states that the results are just the reverse of

Dr. Porter's conclusion. The large children are duller and
the small children more precocious. We have here, then, a
direct contradiction, though from the standpoint of different

tests.

Dr. Gilbert's studies in Iowa and New Haven and Dr.

West's Toronto study are hardly comparable. A teacher's
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judgment is as questionable as the test of promotion, and,
further, this judgment only speaks for the present. It may be
the present is the child's period of rapid growth, or the period
of slow growth. Dr. Gilbert and Dr. West should tell us
whether, at the time the teacher's judgment is made, the
child is growing rapidly or slowly. Dr. West points out that
some children enter school a year or two later than usual,
and, being older, are therefore taller and heavier, and conse-
quently these children tend to raise the averages of the larger
children in each grade. 'J'his is undoubtedly a factor of
error, but, on supposition, it can hardly be concluded there
are so many children who enter school late as to affect all

these results so materially as to overthrow them. None of

these criticisms can be substantiated by mere argument. We
must have duplicate tests made, and tests made from a psycho-
logical standpoint with attention to these disputed factors.

We need supplementary data on Dr. Porter's study to tell us
the age of children entering school, the course of health and
nutrition of the large and small classes, the teacher's judg-
ment at periods of rapid growth and periods of slow growth.
Not until then can we determine the more exact relations.
But this is work for the psychologist. From the standpoint
of general experience, it would be singular if Dr. Porter's
conclusion is sustained. The stunted tree fruits earlier.

The starved street gamin is more precocious than the well-
groomed child enjoying four meals a day and gi owing ad libi-

tum. Mr. Bohannon* in his studies of exceptional children
finds that large children naturally associate with children
older than themselves, and small children with those younger
than themselves ; it may be consequently that we must reckon
with the effects of this factor in considering the precocity of

large and small children.

One chief pedagogical problem to be solved is whether chil-

dren are able to do their best mental work in their growing
periods or in their periods of rest from physical growth. We
have seen that, on the whole, the period from 6 to 10 or 11
years iu girls and from 6 to 12 in boys is a period of

general decreases in the rate of growth. Perhaps in the ear-
lier portion of this period, there is a slight increase, but the
latter two or three years are undoubtedly one of inactivity of

the processes which make for bodily growth. From the pre-
pubertal acceleration iu the 11th or 12th to the 15th year in
girls and from the 12th or 13th to the 17th in boys, we have
tumultuous changes and rapid growth. Now, shall we say
with Key and Hartwell that the periods of most rapid growth

*Pedagogical Seminary, Vol. IV, No. 1 (1896).
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are the periods of jcreatest resistance to disease,—and, in-

ferentially, that the same periods are those in which the child

is most active mentally ? Shall we say with Porter that the
taller and heavier a child is for liis age, the brighter he is

mentally,—and, iufereutially, that, the j)eriods of rapid growth
are the periods when he is most capable of mental work ? If

we are satisfied with the evidence and inference, then the
period from entrance in school until the prepubertal accelera-

tion is one of comparative mental inertia, while the period of

puberty is the time par excellence for the strain of school
work. Or, from the same data of growth rate, shall we not
invoke the theory of compensation and conclude that when
the child is growing fastest in bone and muscle tissue, there-

fore he is resting mentally : that, therefore, the period before

the prepubertal increase is the true period for mental activity

and the period of active pubertal growth the time for mental
rest. A third alternative view is offered by the theory of

growth by parts. In the light of this theory, we would con-

clude that the nervous and muscular systems are to a consid-

erable extent independent systems, and the periods of rest or

growth in one have no important and immediate influence upon
the other. If we take this view, then we must next consider

the growth of the nervous system. This subject must be
treated in a subsequent chapter.

Shall we not say in conclusion, then, that this new territory,

the problem of growth, is properly a province of psychology?
A surgeon's knife and saw have transformed feebly-gifted

children into children with normal intelligence. The alienist,

from the insane ravings of his patient, has, in some forms of

the affection, been able to declare in advance of autopsy the

anatomical situation of disease—a lesion in that area, a blood

clot in this. The old psychologist is forced to admit that, in

certain particulars at least, the physical modifies and condi-

tions the mental, but he hastens to pass by these facts with
averted eye as minor details, exceptions, apocrypha, matters

for foot-notes and appendices. On the contrary we have be-

fore us some vitally important problems in pressing need,

upon practical grounds, of early solution. Has the time not

come, as when the child, become man, puts away his child-

ish things, so the psychologist may leave to the gymnastic
and disciplinary period of his training the old enigmas which
require for their solution the complete explication of God and
cosmos ! Is the time not here when the psychologist may
not legitimately push out inquiry into the domain concerned
with the modification of the growing mind by sex, race, nutri-

tion, disease, and by rapid and slow rates of metabolism ?
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illustrates graphically the tables of growth.
65. Malling-Hansen, Pastkur R., Directeur de I'lnstitution.

Einige Resultato der taglichen Wiigungen von 130 Zoglingen des
Kongl. Taubstummen-Instituts in Kopenhagen. Congrts P^rio-

dique International des Sciences Mfidicales. Copenhagen, Vol. Ill,

pp. 103-119. The first portion of this address covers the matter of

seasonal periods and weekly, more extensively and carefully treated

in his later publication (No. 64). The latter part deals with an ex-
periment upon a change of diet in the institution, and shows the
effect of good nutrition and the fitct that improved food affects

growth in weight only at certain definite times of the year. The
facts are gi-aphically illustrated by nine charts.

66. Malling-Hansen, Pasteur R. Ueber Periodicitiit im Go-
wicht der Kinder an Tilglichen Wagungen. Fragment 1, Kopen-
hagen, 1883, p. 35. This monogi-aph is a brief preliminary report
upon the observations more extensively treated in No. 64. It deals
chiefly with the seasonal periods of growth, the daily variations

due to atmospheric temperature.
67. Meek, K. Volummessungen des Menschlichen Korpers und

seiner enizehien Theile in den verschieden Alterstufen. Zts. f. Bi-

ologie. Miinchen und Leipzig, 1894, pp. 125-47.

68. MiNOT, Dr. C. S. An article in Harvard Medical School
Laboratory Papers (1873-9) upon the biological factors of growth.

69. MiNOT, Dr. C. S. Human Growth, Boston Medical and Surgi-

cal Journal, July 22, 1880.

70. MiNOT, Dr. C. S. Senescence and Rejuvenation. Journal of

Physiology, Vol. XII, pp. 97-153, 1891.

71. MlWA, Norihfva, M. D. a study upon weights from 3 to 80

years of age. Tokio I-Oaku-Kwai-Zatumshi, Vol. VII, No. 9 (May
5, 1893), Japan.

Dr. Miwa gathered data from the kindergartens, higher schools,

colleges and other sources. He deals with the problem of maturity
in growth, and also, to a limited extent, with the weights of differ-

ent classes of society. In the tables given the number of persons
examined is generaUy from 150 to 230 for ages between 6 and 20

years.
72. Moon, S. B. Measurements of the boys of the McDonough

School, for years 1888-91. BIcDonough School, Maryland, 1892.

73. MouLTON D. Body Weight and Mental Improvement, Ameri-
can Journal of Insanity, October, 1894.

74. Pagliani. Die Entwickelung des Menschen in den der Ge-
schlechtsreife vorangehenden spiiteren Kinderjahren und in JUng-
lingsalter von 7 bis 20 Jahren. Other publications by Pagliani are

not available, except in Italian (for titles, see bibliography given

by Dr. Porter, Growth of St. Louis Children). Pagliani investigated

the height, weight, lung capacity and muscular force of children,

boys and girls, 7 to 18 years of age, of Turin, Italy. He considered

the effects of good and poor nutrition, giving tables of rate of

growth of school girls under favored conditions and corresponding

facts concerning a number of charity girls. He also gives statistics

upon the effects of exercise upon the development of lung capacity

of boys.
75. Oakland (Cal.) School Report, 1892-93. In 1892 about 6,000

children, 6 to 18 vears, were weighed and measured under the di-

rection of the Un'iversitv of California and Stanford University. A
part of this data was collated. The study is in reprint form and
gives tables and graphic charts of height and weight.

76. Peckham, Geo. W., M. D. The Growth of Children. Sixth
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Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Wisconsin. The
study was undertaken in 1881 in the public and various privat-e
schools of Milwaukee. It consists of data of about 10,000 children,
from 4 to 18 years, arranged much on the same plan as that of Dr.
Bowditch's study (No. 18). There are eleven plates and thirteen
tables segregating the rates of growth by nationalities. Among the
topics treated is that of the relative reliability of the arithmetical
averages and medium values, variations of growth by influences of
sex, race, climate, density of population, relation of growth of body
and lower extremities.

77. Porter, W. T. Relation of Growth of Children and their
de^^ation from the physical type of their sex and age. Trans.
Acad. Sci. of St. Louis, Vol. VI, No. 10, 1893.

78. Porter, Dr. William Townsend. Growth of St. Louis
Children. Issued as a report of the Academvof Science of St. Louis,
Vol. VI, No. 12, pp. 263-380. This is the result of the study of 34,-

354 children; 16,295 boys and 18,059 girls of St. Louis, taken in 1892.
It embraces data of age, sex, occupation and nationality of parents,
height standing, weight sitting, span of arms, strength of squeeze,
girth, weight, measurements of face and head. The first portion of
the repoi-t is occupied with a statement and discussion of the statis-
tical methods employed and mathematical consideration of prob-
able error, the median or average, etc. Among the many subjects
treated are: The influence of occupation and nationality of parents,
sexual differences of growth, application to individuaf children of
the mean values. There are fifty-one tables largely in percentile
grades and thirty- four plates illustrating graphically the facts
shown by the tables. An index and a comprehensive bibliography
are inserted.

79. Porter, Dr. W. Townsend. The Physical Basis of Precocity
and Dullness. Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis,
Vol. VI, No. 7, pp. 161-181. Reprint issued March 21, 1893. The con-
clusions of this study are derived from the date of Dr. Porter's
Growth of St. Louis Children (see No. 78), and is, therefore, based
upon investigations of 34,500 boys and girls, 6 to 17 or 18 years of age.
The tliesis he advances with much certaintj- is that "precocious
children are heavier and dull children are lighter than the mean
child of the same age." For the purpose of establishing this prin-
ciple he gives fifteen tables and two plates tracing the development
by age of dull, mediocre and precocious boys and girls.

80. QuETELET, A. Anthropometrie. Brussels, 1870. The data
of Quetelet are inserted merely for their historic value and for
reference. They have little scientific value, physiological or statis-
tical, since thej' are averages from but ten individuals of each age
and these were first "selected."

81. R.'\TZ. Grundziige d. Physiologic; Pathologic U7id Therapie
des Kindesalters, 1883, p. 22 (deals with growth from birth to sixth
year).

82. Roberts, Charles, F. R. C. S. Manual of Anthropometry.
London, 1878. This is probably the most general and complete
treatment of growth measurements in English. It deals with the
methods of anthropometric study and apparatus; and contains
numerous tables and an excellent bibliography up to the date of pub-
lication. Among the more important tables are those showing the
height, weight, and annual rate of growth of 7,709 boys and men
between the ages of 10 and 30 years of {he most favored classes of
the English population, public school boys, naval and military
cadets, medical and university students; a similar table showing
the empty chest girth of 5,915 boys and men, 12 to 30 years, of the
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same class; a table showing the height, weight and chest girth of

new-born infants of the artisan class; tables of actual, average and
mean height, weight and chest girth of 1.3,931 boys and men between
the ages of 4 and 50 years of the artisan class; a table from Dr.
Bowditch of Boston showing the actual, mean and average weight
of 10,904 American girls between 5 and 19 years; tables giving the
average height and weight of 54,447 boys and men of all ages to 50

years, English population segregated according to classes as follows:

professional, commercial, laboring, industrial, idiots and imbeciles,

also the same data for 4,(530 Boston boys from the favored class

quoted from Dr. Bowditch. All of thesetables segregate the data
according to age. The volume also contains plates, charting cer-

tain facts given in the tables, and also one charting the relative

growth from year to year of the different parts of the bod}', head,
neck, chest, abdomen, thigh, leg and foot.

83. Roberts, Charles, F. R. C. S. Memorandum on the Medical
Inspection of, and Physical Education in. Secondary Schools.

Report of the Royal Commission on Secondary Education of Eng-
land, Vol. V, p. 352-374. The report deals chiefly with hygiene,
death rates at various ages, size in relation to intelligence, weight,
height, physical education, etc.

84. Rus.sow, A. Vergleichende Beobachtungen iiber den Einfluss

der Erniihrung mit der Brust, u. d. KunstUchen Eruahrung auf
das Gewicht imd Wuchs (Liinge) der Kinder. Jahrb. f. Kinderheil-
kunde. Vol. XVI, pp. 86-132, 1880-1.

85. Schmidt, Emil. Die Korpergrosse und das Gewicht der
Schulkinder des Kreises Saalfeld ( Herzogthum Meiningen ).

Archiv. f. Anthropologic, Vol. XXI, pp. 385-434 (1892-93). In the
city of Saalfeld on June 1, 1889, 9,506 children, 4,699 boys and 4,807

girls, from 5 to 14 years, were measured and weighed. Hen-
Schmidt devotes much space to comparing these heights and
weights with the results of other studies, those in Freiburg, Gohlis,

Posen, Breslau, Hamburg, Boston, England and Turin; a second
part is taken up with a comparison of the children of Saalfeld city

with those in the outlying country, data of which are given; a care-

ful study in detail is also made of each district. The study is i-eplete

with tables.
86. ScHMiDT-MoNNAKD, KARL. Die chi-onische Krankliehkeit

in unseren mittleren und hoheren Sehulen; XII interuationalen

Med. Kongress zu Moskau, 1897; also Zeitschrift f. Schulgesund-
heitspflege, 1897, Nos. 11 and 12, pp. 593-620, 666-685. Dr. Schmidt-
Monnard has in this study made a valuable and elaborate contribu-

tion to the literature of hygiene of the middle and higher schools
from data he has collected in Halle. He investigated 5,100 boys
and 3,200 girls in the higher and middle schools, relative to the
prevalence of chronic diseases, headache, nervousness, chlorosis,

sleeplessness, indigestion, loss of appetite, nose bleed and eye
troubles. He considers the problem of sex, finding boys less sus-

ceptible to disease than girls; the conditions of various classes of

school, the hygiene of their requirements and the data class by
class; effects of home duties; the amount of sleep at various ages,

effects of fatigue observed. He gives a number of charts, and a few
tables, some of which deal with effects of vacation colonies and
the growth in height and weight of individual children through the
14th year.

87. Shuttleworth, Dr. G. E. The Health and Physical Devel-
opment of Idiots Compared with Mentally Sound Children of the

Same Age. Proc. of Association of Medical Oflicers of American
Institutions for Idiotic and Feeble-minded Persons, 1876-86, pp.
315-322.
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88. SuLiGOwsKi, Dr. Felicyan. (Anthropometric measuremente
of children in the gymnasium for boys at Radom, Russia.) Medy-
cyna, Tome XV, p. 512. Warsaw, 1887. Dr. Suligowski gives data
upon 1,133 males, 9 to 21 years of age. The investigation deals with
statistics upon height, weight, expansibility of the chest, power of
sight, color of hair, traces of crookedness on the breast, increase of
lymphatic tonsils on the neck.

89. Tarbell, Dr. G. G. On the Height, Weight and Relative
Rate of Growth of Normal and Feeble-minded Children. Proceed-
ings of the .\ssociation of Medical Officers of American Institu-
tions for Idiotic and Feeble-minded Persons, 1876-86.

90. TopiNARD, Paul. Etude sur la Taille, considgrge suivant
I'age, le sexe, I'individu et les races.

91. TopiNARD, Paul. Anthropology translated by R. T. H.
Bartley, M. D. Philadelphia, 1878.

92. Vahl, Dr. M. (Director of the Girls' School of Jiigerpris in
Denmark.) Mittheilungen iiber das Gewicht niehterwachsener
Madchen. Congres Pgriodique International des Sciences M6di-
cales, Copenhagen, 1884, pp. 120-125. The school is for poor girls.
The children vary in age from 4 to 16 years. They were weighed
twice a year from 1874 to 1883, on April 1 and October 1. Tables are
given of the yearlj^ and half yearly weighings, and the increases,
showing a larger growth in the summer half year than in the winter
half year. A brief statement of his results with table will be
found in the Burgerstein-Key Hygienische Untersuchungen, pp.
244-245 (No. 58).

93. ViBRORDT, K. Physiologie des Kindesalters; Gerhardt's
Handbuch der Kinderkrankheiten, Bd. I, pp. 228-36.

94. ViERORDT, K. Anatomische, Physiologische und Ph3'8ik-
alische Daten u. Tabellen.

95. ViERORDT, K. Grundriss der Physiologie des Menschen.
Tubingen, 1871.

96. ViLLBKiiE. Annales d'Hygiene, Vol. I, p. 359.

97. VoiT, Dr. C. Ueber die Periodicitat im Gewicht der Kinder,
1885.

98. Warner, Dr. Francls. Report to the British Medical Asso-
ciation and Charity Organization Society of London on the Physical
and Mental Condition of 5,000 Children seen in 106 Schools of Lon-
don. Reprinted in the Repoi-t of the Commissioner of Education
(U. S.), 1890-1, Vol. II. See also Bibliography No. 109.

99. Warner, Dr. Francis. Study of Children, 1897.
100. Warner, Dr. Francis. A Method of Examining Children

in Schools as to their Development and Brain Condition. British
Medical Journal, Sept. 22, 1888.

101. We!3T, Geh.^ld M. Worcester School Children, the Growth of
Body, Head and Face. Science, Vol. XXI, Jan. 6, 1893. The inves-
tigator weighed and measured 3,250 individuals, 5 to 21 years, in the
pubUc and private schools of Worcester, Mass. He gives curves
(not tables) and discussion of weight, height, width of head, length
of head, sitting height, index of sitting height, proportion of
breadth of face to breadth of head, etc.

102. West, Gerald M. Anthropometrische Untersuchungen
iiber die Schulkinder in Worcester, Mass. Archiv. f. Anthropolo-
gie. Vol. XXII, pp. 13-48, 1894. The study here detailed is a much
more complete report than that given iq Science (No. 101), though
dealing with the same topics. There are given twenty-one tables
and five chart curves.

103. West, Gerald M. Observation of the Relation of Physical
Development to Intellectual Ability Made on the School Children
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of Toronto, Canada. Science, N. S. IV, 1896, pp. 156-159. This is a
preliminary report to a contribution not yet completed. The writer
discusses the conclusion of Dr. Porter in St. Louis that children
taller and heavier are more precocious than their lighter and
shorter fellows of the same age. Ho reaches a diametrically
opposite conclusion. The basis for determination of precocity is

the teacher's judgment, while in St. Louis the basis was the school
grade in comparison with age. Dr. West gives no figures, but a
curve showing the relative size of "good" and "poor" students.

104. West, Gerald M. Address in Proceedings of the Inter-
national Congress for Anthropologj', Chicago, 1893.

105. Wiener, Dr. Christian. Das Wachstum des menchlichen
Korpers (in Vortriige Gehalten im Naturwissenschaftlichen Verein
zu Karlsruhe). Karlsruhe, 1890. This is abrief monograph giving
the yearly heights and head measurements of Dr. Wiener's four
sons from birth to maturity. Tables and curves arc furnished and
it forms a contribution of its kind of great value.

106. WiNDLE, B. C. A. Anthropometric Work in the Schools.
Medical Magazine, London, 1891, pp. 631-649.

107. Wretlind has weighed the pupils of the girls' school in
Gothenberg (Denmark) at the beginning and end of the school
year (September and June). His results were printed at Eira in
1878, in Danish. A review of essential results and tables will be
found in the Burgerstein-Key Schulhygienische Untersuehungen,
pp. 240-212 (No. 58). W^retlind attempts to show that school work
retards growth.

108. Zacharias, O. Ueber Periodicitiit in der Qewichtzunahme
beiKindern; Monatl. Mitth. a. d. Gesamtgeb. d. Naturw. Berlin,
1889.

109. Report on the Scientific Study of the Mental and Physical
Conditions of Childhood; with particular reference to children of
defective constitution, and with recommendations as to education
and training; based upon the examination of 50,000 children seen in
1888-91 and another 50,000 seen in 1892-4; published by the Com-
mittee. Parkes Museum, Margaret street, W., London; 1895.



THE ENGLISH OF THE PSTCHOPHYSTCAL MEAS-
UREMENT METHODS.

By E. B. TrrcHENEBi

For some years past I have Lad it in mipd to issue for class

use a series of four-page leaflets, giving the schemata of the

principal measurement methods (just noticeable stimuli, min-

imal changes, equivalents, mean gradations, average error,

right and wrong cases) with concrete illustrations. My aim

would be to subordinate mathematics to psychological analy-

sis ; to show the introspective reason for each step in each

method, but to make the mathematical treatment of the re-

sults a matter of rote. The mathematical basis of the error

methods might then be set forth in a separate appendix to

the six leaflets, should there be any demand for it.

The carrying out of this idea has been delayed by the lack

of English symbols for the exposition of the methods. In the

translator's 'preface to Kuelpe's "Outlines of Psychology"

(1895) I wrote: "Many English writers on psychophysical

questions have employed the German abbreviations ; there

are obvious difficulties in the way of an English terminology;

and it is not probable that any proposals which could be

made at the present time would find general acceptance." I

hoped that, if attention were thus called to a serious defect in

our working apparatus, some one might come forward with

suggestions for a remedy. The hope has not been fulfilled.

I therefore venture to offer some suggestions of my own. I

do so because I feel that leaflets of the kind just described

would be of real service in my own class work, and presuma-

bly in that of other psychologists.

Sensitivity and sensible discrimination can evidently be

shortened, as they have been in some of the periodical sum-

maries in Mind, to <§ and SD. Sensation must be repre-

sented by .s. There is then every reason to keep the German
r as the symbol for stimulus ; there can be but few students

who have not come across an r used in this sense, and r

comes before .s in the order of the alphabet as stimulus before
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sensation in the order of the experiment. A difference be-

tween two stimuli, any r— >,, will be D; the just noticeable

difference or difference limen A'"- The stimulus limen or just

noticeable stimulus may then be termed v.. We thus have r.

as the measure of sensitivity, ^ and A'' and ~ as the meas-

ures of the absolute and relative SD respectively. The stand-

ard stimulus I call U (uniform), the stimulus of comparison

F (variable) ; so that— becomes, in practice, ^. The mean

variation is 7nv, written as the case requires 7nv,
17'

or

-^ ; the mean or average error is me.

Paralleling these symbols with those given by Kuelpe in

his Table on pages 52, 53, we have:

German. English.

r, r,,r2,r3, . . . '>', 'I'lji'i, r,, . . . Stimulus.
/\r or D or r-r,, . . . D or r-r,, . . . Stimulus difference.
Sorj.n. Ai", Ar, Difference limen.
German S, or j. n. r, r.

,
Stimulus limen.

Ar,S, Ar, Abs. mag. of SD.
Ar 8 Ar

Rel. mag. of SD.
r r

'

r
'

N, u, Standard stimulus.
V, V, Stim. of comparison.
M, M, Arithmetical mean.
MV, mv. Mean variation.
MV
r

'

MV MV

mv
r

'

mv

Rel. del. of S.

mv
Rel. del. of SD.

Ar' JV' A'-
' I/'

V V

r or A'',

V

r or D, Subliminal r or D.

r or Ar, r or
A

Supraliminal r or D.

III. ill,
Subjective =.

>, >, Subjective >.

<, <^ Subjective <.

E, S. Sensitivity.

VE, SD, Sensible discrimination.

The method of just noticeable stimuli requires the further

signs r, and r. . That of minimal changes requires A''o,

A»'u, '"o, ^u and their variants, together with Ji and A- The
relation limen- I propose to express by Ar; so that

' I use /, and not I, to avoid confusion of the I with the numeral 1

in printing and black-board writing.
' I choose -^ as the initial letter of the Greek .tojo,-, ratio.
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UJjL = .h-„, — = .1r,„ and i/.lr„ ..!,•„=. I
.1^ = .1r,

r r„

The methods of equivalents and of mean gradations introduce

no new expressions.

In the method of right and wrong cases we set out from a D

that is very little ^ A»', and obtain the equation :

n ' u ' n ' n '

where r is right, iv wrong, e equal and d doubtful, and ?i de-

notes the number of observations. The use of ?• in this

method has bred no confusion in German statements of it,

and need not do so in English.

For the error stimuli in the method of average err^ I use

the symbol r . We have, therefore :

'+»•+»
• • • '", B

The German A'" then becomes mv^, and A"ii becomes me^.

The English terms suggest what the values really are : the

mean variation and average error of the error stimuli ob-

tained."^

I subjoin Kuelpe's final Table (p. 78) and the correspond-

ing list of English signs. The h which appears in both

tables is Gauss' measure of precision.

German.

stimulus and Difference Determination Comparison

Magnitude German S.
r 111 ri

(E:Ei = r^:rj

E.

Delicacy MV; MF MV; MF

Mag.

Absolute S
Ar 111 Aj-j

(UE : UE, = Ari : Ar)

U.E.

Relative
S
r r r,

Del.

Absolute MV; MF; h; Am MV; MF

Relative
MV. MF. j,^. Am
r r r

MV. MF. MV. MF
r ' r ' A*-' A'-

' For the r^ sign series I am indebted to Mr. I. M. Bentley, who
has kindly revised this paper in MS. The Greek c is taken to avoid

the symbol me .
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English.

stimulus nud Difference Determinallon Comparison

S.

Magnitude '•/.

r III r,

(S : S, = r, : rj

Delicacy mv; me mv; me

Mag.

Absolute Ar D Hi D,
(SD : SD, = D, .- Dj

SD
Relative Ar

r

D D,— ;
»• •• 'i=»"i •• '•2

r r,

Del.

Absolute mv; me; h; mv,, me, mv; me

Relative
mv , me. , ^. mv. me,

, . , n.r,
r r r r

mv , me, mv, me
r ' r ' D' D

I shall greatly value any criticism of these proposals, as
well as of the plan of issuinj? method leaflets. I shall also be
glad to know whether laboratory psychologists would wel-

come the publication of blank sheets prepared for the record-
ing of method work in the drill course. ^ The following, e. g.,

shows such a sheet prepared for the method of just noticeable
stimuli :

" Experimenter,
Subject,
Instrument,

Unit,
Date,
Hour,

Series

Initial value of r. Size of steps, Value of r.
,

Initial value of r, Size of steps, Value of r. ,

Mag. of S for stimuli =
Remarks

:

References."

' Since the sending of this paper to the printer, I have received
Vol. IV of the Yale Studies, in which Dr. Scripture describes certain
of the experiments given in his drill-course. The note-book made
up by the Yale students has some points of resemblance to that
which would be made up from my printed blanks ; but the two
differ very considerably both in method and in object. I therefore
leave the above paragraphs as they were written. It may be that
the near future will see the publication of a number of laboratory
note- books, differing as current text-books differ. The result would
be, on the whole, a distinct gain to experimental psychology; the
place of the science in the undergraduate course could be better de-
fined, and the undergraduate training of the candidate for graduate
scholarships better estimated than is now possible.
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Taking Kuelpe's illustration (p. 55), we can fill out the

blanks thus

:

Experimenter, A. B. C. Unit, 1 mgr.

Subject, X. Y. Z. Date, Jan. 27, 1898.

Instrument, Minimal Pressure Weights. Hour, 3 p. m.
V A

Series r to r, , r to r .

Initial value of r, 1 mgr. Size of steps, 1 mgr. Value of r^
,
4 mgr.

Initial value of r, 9 mgr. Size of steps, 1 mgr. Value of r.^ , 6 mgr.

r. = 5 mgr.

Mag. of S for pressure stimuli = I

.

Weights were applied to tip of forefinger of right hand.

Same result was reached if the first step in each direction was
made 2 mgr., and the following steps 1 mgr.

Remember to repeat the whole series, working from r to r^, and

then from r to r. , for the elimination of possible constant error.

Advisable to repeat both series several times; results interfered

with bj' slipping of weights, unevenness of contact, tickling.

Notice that the mv, measure of deUcacy, coincides with unit of

instrument. To get a reliable mv, the unit must be made smaller.

Etc., etc. .Effects of habituation, expectation, predisposition,

practice, fatigue.)

References:
Kuelpe, "Outlines," p. 56.

Wundt, " Lectures," p. 50.

Etc., etc.



MINOR STUDIES FROM THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
LABORATORY OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

Communicated by E. B. Tttchener.

XVI.—A Study of Ckrtaix Methods of Distkactixg

THE Attention.

III. Distraction by Musical Sounds: the Effect of

Pitch upon Attention.

By L. Darlington, A. B., and E. B. Taleot, A. B.

The experiments described in this i)aper were made during

the year 1896-'97. Their main object was to determine (1)
whether there is any relation between the pitch of a musical

note and its effect upon the attention, and (2) whether music,
when used for purposes of distraction, has any direct dyna-
mogenic effect, and, if so, what it is. We hoped also to get (3)
some general results in regard to the value of the musical
phrase as a distraction. A fourth question, quite foreign to

our first intention, suggested itself early in the work : and the

experiments were arranged so as to bear upon it as well as

upon our chief problem. The attention of the subject was tested

by his discrimination of lifted weights ; and the side-issue

which we tried to settle was (4) the question whether upward,
downward, or double movements are best for the comparative
estimation of lifted weights.

The method employed was that of right and wrong cases.

The details of the experiment were as follows : The subject

sat sidewise at a low table, with his right forearm resting

upon it, the ulnar side down. His eyes were closed. Above
his arm, and at right angles to it, was a small iron rod, to

limit the distance through which the hand should be raised

or lowered. The rod was wrapped with woolen cloth in order

to prevent distraction from temperature sensations. Its

height above the table was 22 cm. The weights used were
two wooden boxes, like enlarged port-wine glasses broken off

short in the stem and lidded, about 6.5 cm. in diameter at the

top, containing fine shot. For two of the subjects {Se. and
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P.) the weights were 250
ff.

and 265 r/. respectively. For the
third subject (Sh.) they were 250 g. and 260 g.

'

At the word 'ready,' the subject put his hand in the proper
position for the experiment, with the fingers bent in so that
the thumb and fore- finger formed a ring. If downward move-
ments were to be made, the hand was raised until the volar
side of the wrist touched the rod, the elbow remaining on the
table. Two seconds after the signal was given, the first

weight was placed in the support formed by the thumb and
fore-finger, and the required movement—upward, downward,
or double—was made. As soon as the movement was fin-

ished, the weight was removed from the hand. Two seconds
after the completion of the movement, the second weight was
given, without a signal, and the movement was repeated.
The experiments were made in series of twenty five each,

and three different ' patterns ' were used.^ In [;the following
list, a indicates that the lighter weight and b that the heavier
was given first. Each pattern, whenever used, was repeated
with the letters transposed.

irst Pattern. Second Pattern. Third Pattern

6 2a 36
2a 36 2o
36 a 2 6
2 a 2 6 3a
26 2a 6
a 26 2a

2 6 a 26
3a b a
6 2a 36
a 26 o
6 3a 26

2a 6 3a
36 2a
a 6

25 25 25

The distraction consisted of twenty-five phrases, of nine
notes each, played upon the piano. All were written in f
time and in the key of C.^ Five different octaves were used.

' We had assumed that a difference of 10 g. (i. e., of ^^) would be
supraliminal; but preliminary experiments showed that for Se. and
P. a larger difference was necessary.

•'Phil. Stud., XI, 224.
^ The following is No. 3 of the set of ' phrases,' some of which we

adopted from G. Viehl's " Graded Studies in Sight Singing" (1896),
while others we put together ourselves :

IX-23.
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the notes ranging from the c* to the c^*. In each series of

twenty-five experiments, five phrases were played in each
octave. The order of the phrases was changed with each
series, and no exercise was played twice in the same series.

The succession of the octaves was so arranged that each oc-

cupied any given position (p. gr., the first) just as often as
every other octave. Moreover, it was very seldom (only
once in ten series) that any octave followed the one just

above or below it on the piano. ^

Experiments were made with three subjects : Miss S. E.
Sharp iSh.), Miss N. G. Seymour (.Se.) and Dr. W. B. Pills-

bury (/'.). All were trained subjects. P. was 'unmusical';

Sh. averagely, and iSe. exceptionally 'musical'. There were
four classes of experiments :

I. Without distraction.

II. With distraction throughout the experiment.
III. With distraction in the first half.

IV. With distraction in the last half.

The four classes are refeired to by Roman numerals
throughout this paper.

In I, 600 experiments were made by Se. (200 for each of the
three movements) and 450 by Sh. and P. In II, III and IV,
P. performed 500, and Se. and Sh. 750 in each class. This
gave Se. and Sh. 250 experiments for each of the three move-
ments in each set, while P. had either 150 or 175 for each
movement of each set.^ Or, if we estimate according to

octaves, in each class P. performed 100 experiments and Se.

and Sh. 150 for each octave. The movement and the class of

experiments were varied frequently, so as to insure equal
degrees of practice in all.

The following Tables (A to D) give the results of our ex-

periments so far as they have a bearing upon the question of

disti-action. In each of these tables, the double, upward and
downward movements are averaged. The figures indicate the
percentages of right judgments. ^

' In order to secure this result and the still more important one of
equal distribution of the octaves, it was necessarj' that the number
of series taken should be some multiple of ten; e. g., when double
movements were used, each subject had to make either 250 experi-
ments, or 500, or 750, and so on.
^This inequality is due to the fact that, as explained above, we

could not use more than 500 experiments in any class, unless we
had time to make as many as 750.

e
'These percentages are obtained in the usual way; r' = r -|- -g-'

P. and Se. gave exceedingly few e judgments from the first. Sh.

fave more; but the number rapidly decreased with practice. It

oes not seem necessary, for our present purpose, to print the full

tale of r, w and e.
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Table A.

(Class II.)

Sub-
ject.

Octave
I.

Octave
II.

Octave
m.

Octave
IV.

Octave
V. Average.

No
Distraction.

Se. 81 75 72 84 80 78 73

P. 75 81 72 80 73 76 74

Sh. 74 78 72 76 69 74 71

Table B.

(Class III.)

Sub-
ject.

Octave
I.

Octave
II.

Octave
in.

Octave
IV.

Octave
V. Average.

No
Distraction.

Se. 79 81 73 73 77 77 73

P. 84 75 74 84 79 79 i

1

74

Sh. 63 66 74 72 64
i

68 71

Table C.

(Class IV.)

Sub-
ject.

Octave
I.

Octave
n.

Octave
m.

Octave
IV.

Octave
V. Average.

No
Distraction.

Se. 85 85 81 79 79 82 73

P. 73 77 71 83 82 77 74

Sh. 76 67 76 74 69 72 71

Table D.

(Average of II, III and PV.)

Sub-
ject.

Octave
I.

Octave
n.

Octave
m.

Octave
IV.

Octave
V. Average.

No
Distraction.

Se. 82 80 75 79 79 79 73

P. 77 78 72 82 78 77 74

Sh. 71 70 74 74 67 71 71
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In the light of these i-esults we may consider the questions

(1) whether music furnishes an adequate distraction and (2)
whether tlie effect produced by it has any constant relation to

pitch. Of our four Tables, A furnishes the safest basis for

an answer to the first question. For it might well be that in

II the music would have a different effect from that which it

exercised in III and IV. If we give the music only in one-
half of the experiment, we may be simply 'distracting' through
that half, and not affecting the other half at all ; or we may
be altering the whole experiment. In the latter case two op-
posite results are possible. The music may facilitate the
attention, by sharpening the contrast between the two parts of

the experiment ; or it may confuse the subject, and thus in-

hibit the attention. And in a case where the music facilitates

in II, it may very well have the opposite effect in III and IV.
Hence if the different Tables suggest different conclusions,we
should give more weight to the testimony of A than to that of

B and C, or even of D.
With Se. and P., however, the conclusions drawn from all

four Tables are the same; viz., that in general tJte music
facilitates rather than inhibits the attention ; though for *Se.

one case (octave) in fifteen, and for P. four in fifteen, show
the opposite result. With Sh., on the contrary, Table C
shows a deviation from this rule which is sufficient to affect

the average results (in D). If, however, we base our judg-
ment upon the results of Table A, we see that for SJi. also,

the general effect of the music is that of facilitation, though
in one octave it slightly inhibits. We conclude, then, that

for these three subjects music throughout the experiment
facilitates the attention, and that music in one-half has the
same effect five times in six ; i. e., in all the sets except Sh.^s
III. Whether, in general, music in one-half helps more than
music throughout the experiment, the figures do not show
conclusively. With P., the facilitation is greater in III and
IV than in II; with *Se., it is greater in IV and less in III

;

while with Sh., it is less in IV and gives place to inhibition

in III.

We turn now to the second question. M. F6r6 concluded
from the results of his experiments that the dynamogenic
effect of a musical note is greatest in the middle octaves.^ If

'Ch. F6r6, " Sensation et Mouvement," Paris, 1897, esp. p. 35.

P6r6 worked with single clangs, not with phrases; and warns his
readers against confusing the direct dynamogenic effect of the note
with the associative influence of the'morceau'(p. 38). Our phrases,
however, did not suggest a musical air, i. c, were not associative.
Hence the results of the two investigations are largely comparable.
Again, F6r6's ciu-ve (p. 35) appears to have been taken from a ' hyp-
notique.' But he distinctly says that the results obtained with
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we grant this hypothesis for a moment, the question is at

once suggested whether the effect upon attention follows the

same law or the opposite one; i. e., whether the middle oc-

taves have the greater effect upon attention—either in the

way of facilitation or of inhibition—or whether they have the

smaller effect. There does not seem to be any reason for sup-

posing a 2)riori that the psychological effect should follow the

same law as the physiological. And when we examine the

Tables we cannot find conclusive testimony in favor of either

alternative. If there is any fixed relation, however, it seems
probable from these results that the middle octaves have the

greater effect uj)on attention. If we leave Sh.^s results out of

account for the present, we notice in those of Se. and -P. (1)
that in all but one of the eight cases (four for each subject)

the middle octave shows the lowest percentages ; and (2) that

in four of the seven cases in which it is lowest its percentage

falls below that of no-distraction, in two it is equal to that of

no-distraction, and is higher in but one. Since there is so

great a tendency for the percentages of the middle octave to

fall below that of no-distraction, while yet the average results

for the five octaves are in every case better than that for no-

distraction, we cannot adopt the theory that the middle octave

has the least effect upon consciousness. We must rather

suppose that it has an effect so great that the point of maxi-
mal facilitation has been already passed and inhibition has

set iu. In some cases, the inhibition produces a sudden fall-

ing of the attention-curve below the line of no-distraction ; e.

g., in P.'s results in A and D, we find the highest points rep-

resented in Octaves 2 and 4, while in Octave 3 the curve falls

below the no-distraction line. This seems to show that the

point of highest facilitation is immediately succeeded, not by
a smaller degree of facilitation, but by actual inhibition. On
the other hand, in 5e.'.s' C and D, we have, after the maximal
point in Octave 2, a lessening of facilitation which does not

amount to inhibition. Of these eight cases, five (*. e., all but

P.'s A and C and .Se.'s C) seem, when taken separately, to

support the theory that the middle octaves have the greater

effect upon consciousness: e. g., in P.'s D, Octave 1 shows
facilitation ; Octave 2, slightly greater facilitation ; Octave 3,

inhibition ; Octave 4, facilitation ; and Octave 5, diminished
facilitation. When we compare the five cases with one an-

other, however, we find some discrepancies; e. g., in Se.'s A

neuropatliie and hysterical subjects differ only in degree from those
gained with normal subjects (pp. 32, 33). Dr. Scripture's curve
("Thinking, Feeling, Doing," p. 86) is evidently a copy of F6r6'8,

generalized and translated from kg. into lbs. Cf. the figures on pp.
87, 88 with Fere, pp. 37, 38, 43, 49.
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and D the points of maximal facilitation seem to be in

Octaves 1 and i, while in her B they are in Octaves 2 and 5.

We notice, also, two cases, viz., 7^',s A and C, where one end
of the attention-curve falls below the line of no-distraction.

When we turn to S/t.'s results, we find even gieater difficul-

ties for the theory. Her figures in A cxerni)lify it fairly well;

but those of C and D are difficult to explain, wliile those of

B directly contradict the theory. According to the results of

B, tlu> middle octaves affect consciousness least ; foi' we have
facilitation in Octaves 3 and 4, and inhibition in Octaves 1,

2 and 5. In the face of so much contradiction we must give
up the attempt to deduce from our results any clear-cut rela-

tion between pitch and the effect upon the attention, although
the indications are undoubtedly as stated above.

Table E shows the bearing of our results ui)on the question
of dyncDtiogenesis. As explained above, a indicates that the
lighter and h that the heavier weight was given first. The
first two rows of figures in each set (e. g., Ill a and III h)
give the percentages of right judgments for a and b respect-

ively. In the rows marked Viff., we have the amount by
which the a-judgments are better than the 6-judgments. In
the rows marked Per cent., we have the percentage obtained
by dividing this difference by the percentage of the «-judg-
ments.

If the music has a dynamogenic effect, the fact should ap-
pear from an examination of the Table. Since there is a
general tendency toward over-estimation of the second weight
(time error), we should expect to find in I and II, as we do,

a higher percentage of right judgments in a than in b. Now
if the music, by bracing the muscles, makes the weights ap-
pear lighter, then in III, where the music is played only dur-
ing the first half of the experiment, the difference between the
a and the b judgments should be greater than in I and II.

In IV, on the contrary, the music, which is played only in

the second half, should counteract, either wholly or in part,

the tendency to over estimate the second weight. Conse-
quently, the superiority of o-judgmeuts over 6 judgments
should be either lessened or entirely destroyed—or, possi-

bly, even changed to a superiority of b over a. Moreover,
if M. Fer^ is right in maintaining that the dynamogenic effect

is greater in the middle octaves, these results should be more
apparent in Octave 3 than in Octaves 1 and 5.

Let us consider first whether there is any general dyna-
mogenic effect. On the whole, it looks as if there were.
For P., the difference between a and b is, on the average,
somewhat greater in III than in either I or II, though in

some octaves this is not the case ; while in IV it is, on
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Table E.

339

Octave Octave Octave Octave Octave Aver- No-Dis-
Subject.

I. II. III. IV. V. age. tract'n

Se. II a 84 79 77 87 84 82 83
116 77 73 68 79 77 75 62
Diff. 7 6 9 8 7 7 21

Per cent. 8.3 7.6 11.7 9.3 8.3 8.5 25.3

Ilia 86 84 77 80 84 82 83
Illb 73 78 69 65 70 71 62
Diff. 13 6 8 15 14 11 21

Per cent. 15.1 7.1 10.4 18.8 16.7 13.4 25.3

IV a 93 90 82 83 85 87 83
IV b 78 81 79 75 73 77 62
Diff. 15 9 3 8 12 10 21

Per cent. 16.1 10 3.7 9.6 14.1 11.4 25.3

P. II a 90 86 73 83 76 82 81
lib 60 77 71 75 68 70 68
Diff. 30 9 2 8 8 12 13

Per cent. 33.3 10.5 2.7 9.6 10.5 14.6 16

Ilia 93 81 86 90 85 87 81 .

III 6 75 68 63 77 73 71 68
Diff. 18 13 23 13 12 16 13

Per cent. 19.4 16 26.7 14.4 14.1 18.4 16

IV a 72 77 76 88 85 80 81
rv6 74 77 66 77 79 75 68
Diff. 2 10 11 6 5 13

Per cent. 2.8 13.2 12.5 7.1 6.3 16

Sh. II a
116
Diff.

Per cent.

Ilia
III 6
Diff.

Per cent.

IV o
rv6
Diff.

Per cent.

79 83 75 85 79 SO
69 73 68 67 59 67
10 10 7 18 20 13
12.7 12 9.3 21.2 25.3 16.3

76 79 87 81 78 80
50 54 63 62 50 56
26 25 24 19 28 24
34.2 31.6 27.6 23.5 35.9 30

75 69 78 80 67 74
77 64 75 69 71 71
-2 5 3 11 -4 3
-2.7 7.2 3.8 13.8 -6 4.1

81
61
20
24.7

81
61
20
24.7

81
61
20
24.7

the whole, much less than in I and II. With Sh. this result

is even more marked. For every octave, we find the differ-
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ence greater in III and less in IV than it is in I and II. In

two octaves of IV, we even see the relation of a and h re-

versed : the ^-judgments are somewhat better than the a-

judgmcnts. ^'e.'s results are less easy to explain. In III the

difference is greater than in II, but less than in I ; similarly,

in IV it is less than in I, but somewhat greater than in

II. We notice a fact, however, which may help to explain

this discrepancy. For Se., the difference between a and h is

much less in II than it is in I. It is possible, then, that the

general effect of the music may be to decrease the difference

between a and b judgments. The i-eason for this is, jjerhaps,

that the music, by acting as a facilitation, helps to keep the

first weight in memory until the second is given. The first

weight ' loses ' less, in the interval between the two parts of

the experiment, and thus the tendency toward over-estima-

tion of the second weight is partly counterbalanced. If we
grant this hypothesis, it may help us to reconcile -Se.'.s results

with the theory that F.''s and Hh. 's suggest. In III, the work-
ing of the law of dynamogenesis would tend to make the

difference between a and b greater than it is in I ; l)ut the

facilitation in the first part of the experiment helps to coun-

teract this effect ; hence the difference is less than it is in I,

though still somewhat greater than in II. In IV, since the

music is played only in the second half of the experiment, it

does not have this effect. Here we have nothing but dyna-
mogenesis to counteract the tendency toward over- estimation

of the second weight ; and if we assume that the second factor

is more important, we can understand why the difference be-

tween a and b in IV is so much larger than we had expected.

Table F may serve to bring this point out more clearly.

The figures are taken from the last two columns of the rows
marked Per cent, in Table B.

Table F.

Per cent, of Difference in
Favor of a.

Class. Favoring a. Favoring b.

5«. P. Sh.

I Time-error 25..3 16 24.7

II Time-error Facilitation 8.5 14.6 16.3

III
1 Time-error \

i Dynamogenesis j

Facilitation 13.4 18.4 30

IV Time-error Dynamogenesis 11.4 6.3 41
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If one can draw any conclusion from these results, it Is

that in <Se.'s case facilitation is a more important element
than dynamogenesis in determining the relative accuracy of

a and h judgments in III and IV ; while for iSJi. and P.
dynamogenesis is the more prominent factor. We have'
no desire to assert that these results prove anything ; but
they seem to hint at the presence of a dynamogenic law, and
also to indicate that a ' distraction ' which acts as a facilita-

tion will, if given with the first of two stimuli, partly counter-
act the tendency to underestimate it. That this counterac-
tion is especially marked in SeJs case may be due to the fact

that she has had a very exceptional musical training.

We may now turn to the question whether or not the dy-
namogenic effect is shown most strongly in the middle octaves.
If it is, the difference between a and h will be greater in III
and less in IV for the middle octaves than for the others.
For »S'e., this relation is not found in III ; while the fourth
octave has the greatest difference, the second and third have
the least. In IV, on the other hand, Se.''s percentage for the
third octave seems to supjiort Fere's theory ; but the value
of its testimony is lessened when we remember that, in order
to explain Se.^s average results in IV, we had to assume that
dynamogenesis has comparatively little effect with her. If

Table G.

CLASS.

AVKRAGE.
I. II. III. IV.

Se. Double 78 8i 82 83 82

Up 74 77 77 82 78

Down 67 74 71 81 73

P. Double 77 77 84 81 80

Up 70 78 75 77 75

Down 75 73 78 77 75

Sh. Double 75 72 68 73 72

Up 68 77 68 71 71

Down 70 72 68 72 71
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this is the case, it ia difficult to understand the suddenness of

the descent from Octaves 2 and 4 to Octave 3.' With P., the

difference in III is greatest for the third octave, as it should
be ; but unfortunately it is also greatest for this octave in IV.
Moreover, the second octave in III presents a difficulty.

With Sh., in III, the third and fourth octaves show the least

differences instead of the greatest ; while in IV, the percent-

age of the third octave, though less than that of Octaves 2

and 4, is greater than that of Octaves 1 and 5. On the whole,
then, it does not seem that we can assert any essential rela-

tion betiveen jrifch and dynamogenic effect.

Our last table, G, is designed to show which is the best
movement for estimating lifted weights. The figures indicate

percentages of right judgments. In getting the figures in the
column marked Average, due account was taken of the fact

that fewer experiments were made in I than in II, III or IV.
From these results it appears that doitble movements are

uniformly best for Se., are best for P. in three cases in four,

and are, on the whole, slightly best for /6/i. For *'e. upward
movements are better than downward, while for P. and Sh.
the two movements are about equally good. If we look at

promptitude and subjective certainty of judgment, we must
put the double movement a little ahead of the upward, the
upward very considerably ahead of the downward. Hence
the curves of magnitude and delicacy of SD show the same
general tread, but do not run strictly parallel (c/'. Kiilpe,

"Outlines, "p. 50).

There were certain defects in our method of experimenta-
tion which, with more foresight, might have been avoided

;

and it may be well to mention them here. (1) Each series

consisted of twenty-five experiments, or five in each octave.

This gave in any particular octave a predominance of either

a's or 6',s; and since several different ' patterns' were used,

we found, when we came to average our results, that some
octaves had more a'« than Vs, and others more Vs than a's.

Since a-judgments tend to be better than ^-judgments, this

introduced an error into the figures of Tables A-D. The
amount of the error was computed, and it was found that in

seven of the seventy-two cases in those Tables a correction of

1% was required. The correction is included in the figures

as given. In no case does it alter the relations of any two
octaves. The error might have been avoided if we had used

' It is interesting to notice that Se.''a IV is the sole case of the six
that furnishes a good illustration for Fgr^'s theory. Taken by it-

self, it is excellent evidence for the theory : it is only when we
compare it with the other results of the same subject that it fails.
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series of thirty experiments, and had arranged the patterns
so that in each series the number of a's and 6'.s in any octave
would be equal. Our reason for not using a series of fifty

experiments was that we found upon trial that the subject
became fatigued before the series was finished. (2) The
attempt to solve the problem of doulile, upward and down-
ward movements in connection with our main question was
probably unwise, since, as we have seen, it greatly limited
the number of experiments that could be used. We were
led to it by the consideration of its possible theoretical im-
portance (c/'. Miss Parrish's experiments, this Journal,
VIII, pp. 51, 52). (3) The order in which the phrases
were played was varied, so that the subject might not ex-
pect any particular phrase at any time. No attempt was
made, however, to arrange the succession in such a way
that each phrase would occur in one octave as many times
as in another. This would have been somewhat difficult,

since the order of octaves was also changed with every
series. Still, if we were to repeat the investigation, we
should try to remove this possible source of error.

We may sum up the results of our investigation in the fol-

lowing points

:

(1) In general, the effect of the music was to facilitale
attention, both when it was played throughout the experiment
and when it was played in one-half only. In other words,
under the conditions in which we used it, the music did not
serve as a true distraction.

(2) There is some evidence, though it is not conclusive,
of a dynamogenic law operative in III and IV.

(8) There is no evidence of any constant relation between
pitch and dynamogenic effect, and hardly any of such a rela-

tion between pitch and ' distracting ' power.
(4) It seems probable that a slight distraction, given with

the first of two stimuli that are to be compared, will counteract
to some extent the tendency toward over- estimation of the
second stimulus (time error).

(5) For the comparative estimation of lifted weights,
double movements appear to be somewhat better than single
(either upward or downward) movements.

Postscript.

The three Studies, XII, XIV and XVI, were undertaken
with the view of discovering a means of distraction that
should be capable of gradation, uniform in its working and
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applicable to normal subjects. With such a distraction it

woiikl be possible, on the (jualitative side, to describe the at-

tributes of mental processes j^iven in the state of inattention,

and, on the quantitative, to measure the magnitude and deli-

cacy of sensitivity aud sensible discrimination iu the same
state.

Unfortunately, the work done upon the question had to be
divided up into three parts, each to be completed within a
year. Althouy;h we foresaw that such work would neces-

sarily prove incomplete and, so far, unsatisfactory, we still

judged the attempt at a solution of the problem to be worth
the making. ISIow that it is finished we have, at least, and
apart from any positive result*, done something toward clear-

ing the ground for future investigators. As for the results

themselves, they may be summarized as follows

:

(1) The use of a stimulus as a distraction does not by any
means guarantee distraction. The ' distracting' stimulus may,
in reality, reinforce or facilitate the attention.

(2) Many stimulus complexes are inherently unsuited to

act as distractors. Among them are addition and similar

arithmetical exercises, spelling, translating, etc., and musical
phrases.

'

(3) It must not be assumed that the effect of a distraction

is limited to that i^art of the experiment which it accompanies.
The attention may be given to or abstracted from the experi-

ment as a whole ; aud distraction during a part of the experi-

ment may affect the attention to the whole. This fact very
greatly complicates the distraction problem.

(4) The most promising distractors are those that appeal
most directly to affection, the obverse of attention ; the least

promising are those that appeal solely to the ' intellect,' and
themselves demand active attention.^ Odors have proved
capable of furnishing a satisfactory distraction series.

(5) When one goes behind the numerical results and en-

quires into the mental mechanism of distraction, one is at

once introduced into the field of individual psychology. It is,

therefore, probable that the requirement which we set our-

selves to fulfill is, in its strict formulation, impossible of ful-

'Some of these may, perhaps, be utilized in the future under the
conditions laid dov/n by Miss Hamlin: this Journal, VIII, p. 62.

-So, too, Miss Hamlin: " When the addition was performed while
there was any strong affective coloring of the subject's conscious-
ness, it was usually a successful means of distraction." Journal,
VIII, p. 62; and Dr. Daniels: "The reading of interesting stories in

a loud voice and with the greatest possible rapidity" proved a use-

ful mode of distracting. Note that the loudness and the interest

are both appeals to the passive attention, and that the rapidity
secures some sort of continuity. Journal, VI, p. 559.
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filment. ' Uniformity of working ' is, it would seem, uot to

be secured.^

In conclusion, we would remind the reader that these results

are valid only under the conditions of our experiments. There
are many fields, both of sense discrimination and of distrac-

tion, which we have not touched at all. It is quite possible
that some of the presuppositions of our work are wrong

;
psy-

chologists are not by any means at one in regard to the sig-

nificance of the results obtained by the method of right and
wrong cases, the meaning of the time error, etc. It is greatly
to be hoped that in the near future the whole issue may be
raised more thoroughly than we have been able to raise it.

B. B. T.

'Hence I should avoid any such distractors as stories, musical airs,

etc. They will distract, if they arouse associated ideas, and so pos-
sess an affective value; but the confusion of individual psychology
becomes thereby worse confounded.



THE REPRESENTATION OF TINTS AND SHADES OF
COLORS BY MEANS OF ROTATING DISCS.

By A. KiRSCHMANN.

In a former article of this Journal I gave, on the basis of

a mathematical deduction, di;ections for the construction of

discs which show, when in rotation, all saturation dejrrces of

a color-tone with exclusion of differences in intensity (Am.
JouRN. OF PsY., Vol. VII, p. 386 ff.).i It may sometimes

' I am sorry to state that by some mistake of the printers, the
formulsB which I gave in that paper were distorted almost beyond
recognition. I obtained afterwards a number of copies of the arti-
cle, in which the necessary corrections had been made, but I was
not able to provide every reader of the Journal with a copy. Only
those who got the corrected offprint can make anything out of the
analytic representation of the constructions. For the sake of those
who have only the number of the Journal in hand, I may append
here the corrected formulae, page 398 ff .

:

The conditions to be satisfied are that the saturation begins at a
certain distance d from the centre to decrease in such a way that
the length of the radius r and the arc of the corresponding angular
value of the color-component, <!>, are inversely proportional; or:

When r = d,<i = 180°;

" r = o 4- d, i>
= 180 — f

;

" r = na -\- d, (j> = 180 — nr;

from which follows the equation of the curve

^= 180- (r-d)-^;

and if we put — = /;,

./. = 180 — (r — d) //. (1)

The value of /< is dependent on the size of the disc. If we wish to
have the saturation at the distance R from the centre, we must
satisfy the special condition that

(4 = 0, when r = R.

The above stated equation (1) takes, then, the form

// (B — d) = 180,

180
<"''' = B^:d
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be desirable to produce all finfs and shades of a color-tone, i.

e., all the transitions from white to the fully saturated color
and from this to black, on one surface. In case we desire a
continuous change in a simple arithmetical progression, this
can be accomplished by a disc of the nature of that in Fig. 1,

the simple construction of which scarcely requires any expla-
nation. The inner part (I in our figure) is the very same as
part A in Fig. 2 of the earlier article, and the outer'part (III
in our figure) is bounded by the continuation of the same
common spirals, whose equation with reference to polar-
coordinates could be derived as follows :

Let us call d the distance from the centre from which we
wish to start, and E the radius of the disc, whilst the varia-
bles whose interdependence we are to express by the equation,
i. e., the radius at any place of the disc and the angular dis-

tance of the curve from the first radius may be denoted by r

If we substitute this value for « in the equation of the curve, we
have

or ^=180(1-^) (2)

We have to determine now the equation for the curve which
di^'ldes the remainder of the disc into a white and a black part.
Suppose the intensity of the color was equal to that of a gray com-
posed of n^ white and m"^ black. The ratio of the white sector to

the whole surface left by the color, then, will be —r— • And since

the angular value of the whole uncolored surface must at any dis-
tance from the centre be 180^^— 9, the angular value of the white
always will be

n
(180-— (4) --n— ;

or if we substitute the above stated value for (p,

180 (r — d) n + m
R— d

(3)

In order to ehminate possible errors introduced by the spatial
arrangement, it will be advisable to carry out each series of exper-
iment with two discs, the one with the above stated arrangement, the
other with the satiu-ation increasing from the centre to the periph-
ery. In this case the equations, corresponding to the above stated
(2) and (3), read as follows :

180 (7- — d)
^= R-r '

and the angular value of the white sector, the width of which is
now decreasing from the centre to the periphery, can be expressed
thus:

ISO (1 — ^-j . -=-.
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and V" respectively. The conditions to be satisfied by the
equation, then, are:

When r = d, >; = o

;

" r = / -\- d, <p = y;
" r = ny- -\- d, <f

= ny
\ ( 1

)

and in addition, " r = R, </• = 360°.

From the third of these conditions it follows that

-— d
n =

If we substitute this value for n in the second part of the
above statement (1), we have

r — d
v = —~- y-

(Page 401 ff.)

If we wish to have an increase of the intensity iu a geometrical
progression from the centre to the circumference, the following
conditions have to be satisfied:

When r = a, ip = >
;

when r = na, ^ = ?"
;

r

from which follows that ^ = f"
, (1)

log ^

In order to take into account the desired size of the disc, i. e., in
order to give •? a determined value X at a certain distance from the
centre, we have to satisfy the condition that

r = R, when <J = A",

where R is the desired radius of the disc.

We have, then, X = i^
,

or log A' - :?J^,
a

a R
from which follows j^^ = j^y

a
If we substitute this value for . ^ in the equations (1) and (2), we

obtain
R log

and ip ==. /^si-. (3)

If, on the other hand, a decrease of intensity from the centre is

desired, a deduction similar to that above ttated leads from the





Fig 1.

Fui. 2.
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Let iL be called //, then we have
X

,p= (r — d) //.. (2)

In order to eliminate ,a, which must be expressed in terms
of d and B, we apply the formula just stated to the fourth of

the conditions above. It reads, then,

360°= (R — d) ,«;

360°
or ;jL =

tuting this V£

obtain

B — d'

Substituting this value in our equation for the curve (2), we

_ 0--d)360°
(3^B — d

In practically applying the above results we have to cover
part I of the disc with white, part II with black (black vel-

vet), whilst part III has to be occupied by the color whose
tints and shades we wish to produce. A disc of this con-
struction will, when in rotation, show from the centre to the
middle of the radius all tints from white to the full saturation
of the pigment applied, and from these to the periphery all

shades from full saturation to black in continuous transition.
Similarly, a disc with black at part I and white at part II
will show the very same in opposite order.

In order to facilitate the blending of the components, it

may be recommended that the construction should be applied,
not for the whole disc, but, perhaps, for each third or quarter
of it. Fig. 2 gives the appearance of a disc, which has the
above construction for each quadrant.

71

conditiou : when r = na, <p = /— to the equation

where R denotes, as above, the radius of the disc and X the desired
angular value of the white at the circumference.

(Page 403 ff.)

When r = na, k -p -\- (180 — «) = f
,

or<J (fc— 1) + 180 = f»
,

which, treated as in the simpler case above, leads to the equation

R
^

c/i (fc — 1) + 180 = i/ [X (fc — I) + ISO]--

'

R
;/ [X (fc—1) + ISO]-- — 180

or$ = TT-—

j

•
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It will easily be seen that, if a logarithmic increase and
deci-ease is desired, the foi'iniihe aceordinj; to which the disc

in Fig. 7 of the former publication is constructed, i. e.,

(.- = ,_ and if = ,

1 \ V V
require only little modification to adapt them to the present
purpose.

It may be mentioned, also, that the above described con-

struction may be utilized for demonstrating the totality of

possible mixtures between a certain color- tone and a pair of

complementary colors ; e. </., if we wish to have the transi-

tion from yellow to its coniplenientary, violet, not through
grey, but through red, we have to cover part III of the above
disc with red, and parts I and IF with yellow and violet (or

vice versa) respectively.



SOME ASPECTS OF THE EARLY SENSE OF SELF.

G. Stanley Hall.

In January, 1895, I printed and circulated a questionnaire

(Series 1, 'No. VII), requesting returns on children's sense

of self, to which I have now received 523 replies, upon which
this report is based. Nearly all are made by teachers, and
about four-fifths are collected by instructors of psychology
from their pupils. Some observed a year, some two, and a
very few three years, before sending in their papers, some of

which were almost treatises, of great interest and instructive-

ness to me, aud many had little or no value. In addition to

these data, Mr. Street of this university has kindly permitted

me to utilize 387 returns he has collected upon early ideas of

the soul. Besides these sources, there have been data from
probably several score of miscellaneous, incidental and un-

counted papers, so that nearly a thousand persons are here

represented.
I. The earliest parts of the phjsical_self to attract atteution

are the hands aud fijigers. Sixty-four babies, mostly between
two and six months of age, are reported to have examined
their hands curiously, and a few showed fear when they were
first noticed. Sometimes a hand would be stared at steadily,

perhaps with growing intensity, until interest reached such a
pitch that a grasping movement followed, as if the infant

tried by an automatic action of the motor hand to grasp the

visual hand, and it was switched out of the centre of vision

and lost as if it had magically vanished. It is the hand in mo-
tion, however, that seems first to attract the eye. Some de-

scribe an expression of surprise as the hands are moving with
an unusual vigor which suddenly arrests attention for an in-

stant, as if theeye first asked, "What are these moving white
objects that are so hard to catch or follow?"' The mouth has
known the hand long before the eye, which first regards it as

it would a new toy. It seems probable from the data that

the hands know each other, in a sense which Schopenhauer
thought so important a stage in self-conscience, before the eye
knows them. Children of four aud five mouths are de-

scribed as attentively feeling of one hand with the other,

each at the same time feeling and being felt, each subject and
object to the other, and thus detaching them from the world
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of external things and labeling them with a mark which will

enable the soul later to incorporate them into the plexus
which forms the somatic ego. The han<ls are stroked, grasjied

by each other, watched as if they belonged to another, held up
and gazed at, studied and compared ; one is placed in, beside,

upon the other, moved and followed by the eye, held still and
moved as if to get the optical effect, and hands of other chil-

dren, and in one or two cases even other objects, are mis-
taken for their own. Some curious accounts are given of the
hands having gotten under or behind the body, up the sleeve

or under the clothes, and thus being lost, while the infant

seems to search for them as if with growing apprehension.
Sometimes this stage is prolonged. A girl of nine months
loved to sit at table, apparently chiefly to play with her hands,
and another habitually preferred to use her bottle to study
her hands upon rather than to drink from it.

Before and after about twelve months of age, the fingers at-

tract great attention. They are interlaced, rolled, each
touched, as if in counting (and it is not irrelevant here to re-

flect on the enormous amount of tallying and counting that

prev ailed for unknown ages before mathematical symbols and
simp*^ e rules have so eliminated it that it is rarely seen save
in the strange recrudescence of arithmomania), and far more
rarely and later each placed against the corresponding one of

the other hand. They are pulled, bitten, bent, twisted, and,
of course, often persistently sucked, sometimes up to and even
into school age. A boy of one year old is said to often pick

up his fingers one by one, another of fifteen months to feel of

each successively. A girl of two years struck her hand for

pulling down a vase ; and another, of the same age, pinched
her own fingers because they had pinched the baby. A girl

of thirty months angrily beat her fingers for tearing a tidy,

but said, as is very common, that she did not doit, but her fin-

gers did. Little girls often scold their fingers. These kinds
of apostrophe are probably often an imitation of the way
parents whip hands that do wrong, but it is interesting that it

persists and so many say e. g., "Naughty hands, you always
make me bad," or, "You took the cake," "picked the plums,"
"broke the glass," etc. A girl of three was overheard talk-

ing to her hands, which were restless and twitchy. "Why
can't you keep still, as mamma (meaning herself) wants you
to?" Two girls of three bit their fingers, one till it bled, "to
see if it was really me." Besides older finger plays, like

piggy, children often invent plays, as of hands and feet going
to visit each other, particularly if two children are in bed.

Children of three, and even five, sometimes count and recount
their own fingers to see if they are all there, and those of
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other people to see if they have the same number they have,
or the same number on both hands.
Gynecologists tell us that the hand may "find" the mouth be-

fore birth. When this occurs it would seem more likely to

have significance for the nascency of external physical self-

consciousness than when hands or feet touch each other or

other parts of the body, because the mouth, which is a psychic
focus to which everything goes to be tested in early infancy,

is more sensitive. Hence to one devoted to a Fichtean
dogmatism it might be said that when hand and mouth meet,

body consciousness begins. If Berkeley is right concerning
the incommensurability of visibilia and tangibilia, the infant

gazing at and feeling its hands is, even at this tender age, com-
mitting the unpardonable psychological sin from which weary
terms of epistemology in junior and senior year, under the best

masters, can never wholly cleanse the soul. Even if full pur-
gation of soul on this point be achieved, and then the adept
should chance in some moment of revery to bite his visual

finger, he woiild, at least for a painful instant, backslide to

feel that it was a part of the "real me" of touch. Each hand
is a subject-object to the other as their mutual acquaintance
progresses, and as right-handedness develops, perhaps the left

hand is more subjective and the right more objective. At any
rate, the right is more prone to trespass across the bilateral

plane into the left's domain, and will be always honored and
preferred, and the left neglected, so that this equilibrium be-

tween subjective and objective that seems so promising
is soon hopelessly upset. The eye, however, intervenes just

in time, and when the hands could no longer be thesis and
antithesis to each other, sublates them to a new synthesis in the

higher visual consciousness, which is the truth of the old

mouth knowledge of them. Whereas they were projects, they
are now ejects of whatever mind the infant has, and he faintly

butjpathetically anticipates the adult insight of their nouminal
unreality as mere objective phenomena when he " finds them
lost." We have thus already the mouth-hands, the hand-
hands and the eye-hands, at least, to say nothing whatever of

other tactile body hands as the corner-stones of the ego.

Each doubtless involves its own centres, although we do not
yet know the precise number, tract or cortical location of af-

and efferent fibres, and will not now pause to draw even a
schematic diagram of their actions, or describe the slowly
growing association fibres which knit them later into will-

idea hand centres, because the brain, is so complex that any
schemata that any of our readers may habitually use will prob-

ably be as correct as their favorite number forms, phonisms or

photisms. We desire, however, to invite investigation by
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those more coinpetout than we to what seem the more impor-
tant philosophii-al points involved, viz.: In the first contact

of hand and mouth does the latter feel the former first and
most, or vice ver.sa ; docs the eye first find the hand because
the eye moves, or because the head moves, and does a motor
or a sensory process lead? What social and ethical factors

are involved in the child's scolding and punishing naughty
hands! What symbolic interpretation of the child's many as

yet unscheduled finger-plays would be most consonant with
the philosophy of Frobel? And finally, will the purely ab-

stract and deductive metaphysical psychologist tell us whether,
so far, we have instinct, feeling, will, reason, attention, or
mere automatism? for all that follows is, of course, utterly

worthless until described at least iu terms of adult con-

sciousness, if not in those of standard metaphysical system.
A special period-QLi'-nQticiag " the feet coiafiS-aoaiewhat

later, than that in which the hands are discovered to con-
sciousness. Our records afford nearly twice as many cases
for feet as for hands. The former are more remote from the

primaiX-IiSjiiluc focus or position.^ and are also more often

covered, so -that the sight of them is u more marked and ex-

ceptional event. Some children become greatly excited when
ever their feet are exposed, and especially whenever the foot

gear is removed. Some infants show signs of fear at the
movement of their own knees or feet covered, and still more
often fright is the first sensation which signalizes the child's

discovery of its feet. As with the hands, it is often their

motion which fi rst ..al±rac±s attfintio.n, and they sometimes,
by sudden involuntary movement, leave the field of view and
become lost. Being farther away, their vertical and lateral

movements subtend to a smaller angle, but they vanish
easier at the bottom of the field of view because hidden by
the body, clothes, etc. Infants of five to eight months who
have found their feet are often described as seeking them
with more or les> aimless efforts, which are, however, purpos-
ive enough to reveal their intent. Later the child acquires
the power to seize its feet with its hands, then to lift or kick
off the clothes, and still later to remove its stockings to get

at the new playthings. Many are described as playing with
them as if fascinated by strange, newly-discovered toys.

They pic^k them up and try to throw them away, or out of

the cradle, or bring them to the mouth, where all things tend
to go. Then comes the stage of t^ofirsackiug, which sometimes
as early as three months becomes persistent and troublesome.

' See my " Notes on the Study of Infants," Pedagogical Seminary,
Vol. I, p. 130.
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In our record of sixteen marked cases eleven are with the

left toe. The same experience of bitina:, as with the hands,

often occurs, and the child perhap«< cries with the pain many
times before it really associates the bite and the ache. Some-
times this association seems to be marked by a distinct series

of experiments, and some children old enough to talk express

this newly-made experience bysaying,"! bite and you hurt,"

or, " It aches when I bite." Our protocol contains the word
"examine" twenty-seven times and "watch" thirty-three

times to describe thi.s special direction of attention. Chil-

dren often handle their feet, pat and stroke them, offer them
toys and the bottle, as if they, too, bad an independent hunger

to gratify an ego of their own.
The toes are a ^tgl more spacialized ..clagis of playthings

wh]ch_a:MIjSGiGEedIS.B31pHJJi<i, sometimes with signs of sur-

prise that they cannot be played with like a rattle. Later

yet comes the record of foo t '^Tid toe movements made for the

eye, marking probably the time when these motor impulses

are associated with retinal impressions. Before the age of

one year, children take pleasure in games with the mother or

nurse which involve giving names of animals, etc., to each

toe, as they do earlier with the fingers. Various foot games
are often made a distinct event which is regularly expected at

bed-time, in the morning, or at bath. Children often develop

at this time a special interest in the feet ..pf others, and ex-

amine, feel of them, etc., sometimes expressing surprise that

the pinch of the mother's toe hurts her and not the child, or

comparing their own and the feet of others point by point.

Curious, too, are the intensitications of foot- consciousness

throughout the early years of childhood whenever children

have the exceptional privilege of going barefoot, or have new
shoes. Th£_Je£t.-2j;e- oft«u apostrophized^ punished, beaten

sometimgs to the point of pain for breaking ttings, throwing

the child down, etc. Several children have habits, which
reach great intensity and then vanish, of touching or tickling

the feet, with gales of laughter, and a few are described as

showing an almost morbid reluctance to wear anything upon
the feet, or even to having them touched by others, so that

they must perhaps be washed by force or strategy. The com-

mon habit of lying upon the back and tramping the soles

against a vertical' wall, as if to anticipate walking, seems
sometimes to have a period of special intensification. Three

babies, otherwise normal, used their toes for grasping play-

things and block-building so exclusively that they had to be

coerced to use their hands instead. ' Others acquire the trick

of rubbing the feet together with expressions of great glee, as

older people rub the hands together. Several almost fell in
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love with the great toe or the little one, especially admiring
some crease or dimple in it, dressing it in some rag of silk or

bit of ribbon, or cut off glove fingers, winding it with string,

prolonging it by tying on bits of wood. Stroking the feet of

others, especially if they are shapely, often becomes almost a
passion with young children, and several adults confess a

survival of the same impulse which it is an exquisite pleasure

to gratify. The interest of some mothers in babies' toes, the

expressions of which are ecstatic and almost incredible, is a
factor of great importance. On the whole one cannot read
these plain and homely data without querying whether some
of these exacerbations of this group of experiences may be
laying some of the psycho-physical foundations for the foot

fetichisms which may later appear in degenerates after the
dawn of sexual maturity.

Twenty-three returns show that infants of thirteen to fifteen

months of age sometimes have a special period of being inter-

ested in their own kuees, and one society of school girls

adopted the custom of wearing rings on the toes as their dis-

tinctive badge. Throwing or pulling both toes and fingers

out of joint and making them crack is a frequent fad of school

life.

Next in order comes acquaintance with the ear. Some in-

fants of only three or four months of age develop troublesome
habits of pulling their own ears, perhaps while nursing

;

others pull and sometimes scratch them repeatedly till they
cry and the ear bleeds. Several children of six to ten months
cannot sleep without feeling their own ear ; three want it

folded up and tucked into the meatus ; four cannot nurse
without feeling the mother's ear ; a few form the habit of seiz-

ing all ears within reach, or, perhaps more particularly, those

of the cat or dog. Some form of this habit often persists for

years. A girl of four incessantly feels of her ears, each with

both hands, fearing they may be lost. Children occasionally

suffer from fears, probably often suggested, of almost morbid
intensity and often of years' duration, lest their ears are

growing too large or small, or taking on the shape of those of

an animal, or may become hard or bone-like, or droop like a

wet rag. A girl of eleven has a veritable passiou for pulling,

feeling, or touching her own ears and those of her friends.

Four young ladies of high school age confess to a fad for ears;

are chiefly interested in that organ in all strangers, get im-

pressions of character from its shape or color. Some state

that nothing could overcome the effect of bad ears for their

affections. Some wish to feel the ears of all their friends.

Some children persistently shake the head like a dog to feel

the ears move, or try to cultivate the power of moving them
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with the scalp muscles like the horse. Others incessantly
pull them out or turn them toward the front at night, that
they may stand out from the head, or else stretch and flatten

them, or pull the lower part down, and every one has enjoyed
stopping the ears and opening them with the hands, perhaps
alternately. This, of course, only occurs after the child has
learned, or it may mark, the first consciousness that hearing is

associated with the ear. Children often think they hear with
eyes, feet, or hands. Many children have a strong impulse
to push everything possible into the ear, from which habit, as
physicians know, dangerous results may follow. On the
other hand there are often fears almost of morbid intensity
lest some insect should penetrate the ears, or perhaps the
devil's darning-needle pass in at one and through the head
out of the other. The si^ecific noise hunger often comes
before it is associated with the ear, and as it is well known
prompts infants often to pound things and make a din which
is distracting for adults.

The nose in many children, although less often than the
ear, has a more or less marked advent in infantile conscious-
ness, aud some children exhibit a very distinct period of in-

terest in it. Although it is rarely large enough to be grasped,
it is felt and with marked signs of curiosity, and sometimes
pulled and rubbed by the child in an investigating way. The
familiar adult trick of pretending to pull it off may account
for the fears of some children that it may be lost. Children
often try to make it longer or shorter. One permanently
deformed her nose by pressing and pounding it against the
head-board of her bed so it should not turn up. The nostrils
often excite distinct attention, but in this respect, as well as
in the propensity to explore with the fingers or stuff things
into them, are not unlike the ear. From our far too meager
data it would appear that the average age when children learn
to associate sensations of smell with its organ is about three
months. Then they begin consciously and ostentatiously to
sniff and smell, and sometimes to explore the nostrils.

The hand is known or sensed by the mouth, the other hand
and the eye ; the foot by the hand and eye, and very little by
the other foot ; the ear by the hand only ; and the eye is

known by no other sense save very slightly by touch, and is

the last as well as the highest sense to become objectified.
The first object to hold the wandering gaze of the newborn

child is its mother's eye. The eyes are throughout early
childhood the centres of chief fascinq,tion, so that it is strange
that children often know almost nothing of their own eyes.
Many children from three to five months think that their own
eyes, unlike those of others, ai-e always closed because they
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find them so when touched, and some describe it as a mis-

fortune or deformity that they are doomed to see by squinting
with ditBculty through the lids, so that when the mirror is

seen and understood there is often surprise to find they are
open. Many children spend much time before a glass study-

ing their own eyes, and develop a fad for examining the color

or watching the movements of the eye-balls and lids of other
people. Whether it is the motion, the glitter of the reflected

light, or the concentric arrangement of iris and pui)il, it is

hard to determine, but interest in eyes is so primitive and
strong as to suggest the need of further special consideration

of this point. Infants have often an instinctive propensity to

thrust their fingers into other people's eyes, eithei- to feel of

them or to see them shut. The bright point reflected from
the ball is often thought to be an agent in seeing, which is

sometimes thought to be but emitted light. Yet children

often become discriminative of large or small, prominent or

depressed, but particularly sharp and fixed or rolling eyes.

Pictures sometimes have to be removed from nurseries and
kindergartens because the eyes haunt sensitive children. The
eye seems to be one of the very first media along with touch
through which the child comes into rapport with the parent

;

even older children always gaze at the eye rather than
the mouth of others and take at first far more meaning
from it than they gather from words. They are very
susceptible to eyebrows, expression around the eyes, and
generally fear big or glass eyes. When consciousness has
once grappled with the eye it is often felt, pressed, rubbed
the lids sometimes manipulated, and the child almost seems
to be studying pressure-phosphenes, when it is probably
intent only upon learning the pain threshold for all these

manipulations. It may well be doubted whether Socra-

tes, if he could have done what he claimed to be able to

do, viz., turn his prominent eyes inward till each gazed full

into the other across the narrow bridge of his nose, would
have added to his self-consciousness thereby ; but children arc

often persistently prone to squint the eyes inward, gaze at the

point of their nose, eyebrows, hair or tongue until in posi-

tive danger of becoming cross-eyed. This, however, is only

one of the many eye-gymnastics of childhood. The eyes arc

zigzagged vertically and hoiizontally rolled up and down to

the extreme limits, gyrated and winking habits almost to the

point of nystagmus are formed. The eyes are alternately

closed and opened, and several children in our returns take

pleasure in attempting to go for hours, and even days, with

one eye partly or wholly closed, and sometimes both, in imi-

ation of blindness. Eye affectations would form almost a
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chapter by themselves ; the modes of casting them down or
up, making eyes, looking coyly askance or glancing quickly,
trying to make them snai), flash, shine and reflect all the fluc-

tuating moods and whims of juvenile instability of soul, are
well known. The eyes, perhaps even more than the hands,
feet and mouth, seem to be the centre of that kind of self-con-

sciousness which is always mindful of how the self appears
to others, and what to do with the eyes in the presence of

strangers is a more difiScult problem at the awkward age than
what to do with the hands and feet. Finally must be men-
tioned the very common impression of young children that if

the eyes are covered or closed they cannot be seen. Some
think the entire body thus vanishes from sight of others,
some that head also ceases to be visible, auda still higher
form of this curious psychoses is that when they are closed
the soul cannot be seen.

The hair is a special object of interest with infants, which
begins often in the latter part of the first year, and depends
much upon its abundance. Infants must learn also that a too
drastic treatment of this part of their personality causes pain.
In very early infancy the propensity to clutch the hair or
beard of adults and, especially having grasped it, to cling
with almost convulsive intensity, suggests the obvious atavistic
relation to the necessity for anthropoids of arboreal habit to
cling to the shaggy sides of their parents. Some deliberately
try to pull it out. One cannot doubt from these returns that
many, if not most, children have a distinct period of first

noticing the hair, and that it may be for days or weeks an
object of prominent interest. It is clutched and pulled,
stroked, and more often persistently rubbed, occasionally till

it is worn off at some favorite and accessible point. Some
develop, perhaps from the pain of combing out snarls, a mor-
bid horror of having it touched, which may become of con-
vulsive intensity. Some children take pleasure in stroking
or "pooring" it, especially when they feel happy, or are
good or praised, and pull it madly when in anger. When it

is long enough it is often chewed, sucked, bitten off, and three
cases are described of children who have shown a niarked
propensity to pull out their hair as if by some trace of the
atavistic instinct which has caused the depilatiou of the hu-
man body. The hair, no doubt, gives quite unique tactile
sensations, both in ifs own roots and to hands, and is plastic
and yielding to the motor sense, so that the earliest interest
may be akin to that in fur, which U a marked object in infant
experience. Some children develop an almost fetichistic pro-
pensity to pull or later to stroke the hair or beard of every
one with whom they come in contact ; but it is not until well
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into the second year that the average child develops rudi-

ments of pleasure in or even consciousness of the coifiure.

Teeth are sometimes a tecxiWe object to infants, like big

eyes, but like all feared objects there is later a special inter-

est in them as fear is gradually overcome. When the first

t€eth appear, there is, of course, great sensitiveness in the

gums, but also distinct interest. The propensity to bite every-

thing is at first a blind instinct in the service of the process

of cutting through the gums ; but when a few teeth appear
there is a revival of the early mouth consciousness and every-

thing is bitten as everything used to be sucked. The first

teeth may cause as much perturbation of consciousness as the

first trousers or boots. Children may incorporate in their

prayers thanks to the good Lord for giving them teeth.

They are felt of and sometimes shown, and their imprint is

occasionally left not only upon objects, but upon the persons
of others as well as upon themselves. Sometimes children

bite their own flesh severely, as if they did not realize how
much more effective their jaws have become. There is a long

list of cases of children who have bitten each other, or even
toys in anger at this stage, suggesting that along with the

teeth there is also growing the strong psychic disposition to

use them as primitive animals do theirs. Children sometimes
come to be particularly observant of the teeth of other chil-

dren, and these, like the eyes and other organs, may become
very important in mediating likes and dislikes, especiallj'

toward adults. The mouths of their parents are explored,

and perhaps their own teeth studied in a mirror. When the

milk teeth loosen and are removed and others take their place,

there is great interest in the general subject of teeth, and there

are sometimes volleys and batteries of questions concerning

the teeth of animals and insects, God, etc. Teeth with gold

fillings are often an object of great interest or admiration.

Less prominent than any of the above in our returns are a

few other miscellaneous parts. It is surprising to see how
small and late is the attention given to sex. While in several

cases apparently morbid these organs early assume great

prominence in consciousness, and sometimes even vicious

propensities occur in the first year, the normal child sees and
cares little about them. Questions are often asked, but

receive answers which easily satisfy the curiosity and mini-

mize interest. Sixty-three girls expected when they were
older to be boys, and fourteen boys to be girls. This change,

however, involved no thought of organs, but mainly only of

dress. Almost the same might be said of navel and nipples.

While a brief chapter could be written upon the conscious-

ness of these parts, it would be largely morbid and, though
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full of psychological interest, is aside from our purpose here.

The act and products of excretions by bladder and bowels is

often an object of interest hardly less intense for a time than

eating and drinking, and many scatalogical rites of savages

are suggested as paralleled by acts which cannot be recorded

here.

The tongue is a magnet for the attention of young children,

and it is often felt of, pulled, protruded, made into all shapes,

and used for various clicks and noises. Some children de-

velop acute fears of swallowing the tongue or losing it. It is

curious to note the literalism displayed by some who, having

heard the epithets especially applied to it, fear it will cut or

bite, and attempt to punish it for insubordination, or later for

lying. A boy of four, severely censured for untruth, was
seen pulling at his tongue with the purpose of tearing it out,

and succeeded in drawing blood. Tongue-touching is a game,
and children often challenge each other to touch icy, nause-

ous or other substances to it. Some children insist on lick-

ing the cheeks, necks, hands of those they wish to caress

;

having cats, dogs, horses and cows lick their face. The dis-

position to lap, not only solid objects of food but also liquids,

is persistent in some children, and not a few have a special

period of interest in seeing and occasionally feeling the tongues

of other children and even of animals : to have the smallest

tongue is sometimes a desideratum among groups of little

girls, whose form of speech may be influenced by this affecta-

tion. When tongue consciousness is at its height children

sometimes affect peculiar positions of it and may press the

tongue between the slightly opened teeth in smiling, or give it

other positions that affect the facial expression in a laugh.

Tongues certainly differ much in mobility, and in some chil-

dren they can be made to assume a great and surprising vari-

ety of positions. Closely connected, too, are the early forms

of voice consciousness, when every quality of tone is made,
high and low, loud and soft, aspirate and vocal, clicks, guttu-

rals, prolonged and staccato, tremulo and steady imitations of

sounds of notes, wind, cars, cries of all animals and of babies.

The nails of toes, and particularly fingers, are attended to

not uniformly, but at times much accented in consciousness,

and there may be great dread of having them cut or even ex-

amined. They are gazed at, felt of, pulled, bitten, and some
children develop a strange propensity for scratching. Occa-

sionally this propensity is directed toward most objects of

touch and is a part of the exploration of the objects of the en-

vironment. Things are not known when seen and touched
alone, but must be scratched. The sensations thus given are

unique, and are a class by themselves. A German medical
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writer has advised that the finger-nails of children should be
kept not so long that bacteria eau accumulate under them,
but not so short but that these sensations can have due de-

velopment. The propensity to scratch faces in anger is in

some children intense and cat-like, so that it becomes impera-
tive to have special care of their nails, to avoid danger. Sev-
eral girls in our returns develop a sensitiveness, which is

probabh' nioi'bid, against the least roughness of the nail-tips

which give them symptoms akin to horripilation, and one
child had a morbid propensity, sometimes seen in insanity

and anesthesia, to thrust slivers and other small objects under
the nails.

Many cases of special attention to miscellaneous parts of

the body were noted. Some children show a special con-
sciousness of their shoulders, chiu, the size and form of their

mouth, the ankle, wrist, ueck, and any defect or abnormality
is certain to be the scat of acute self-consciousness. Perhaps
the propensity of making faces is one aspect of growing self-

consciousness, and if so, the disposition to twist and distort

every joint into extreme positions, both actively and passive-

ly, no doubt helps on this development.
In fine the ego may be fiist roughly conceived as all that

is within the skin, and the non ego as all outside it. Many
subtle, unanswerable questions have been asked, what parts

of the cell are vital and active and what are passive, dead,
or products of decomposition ; when is food completely as-

similated and really a part of the physical ego ! In a sense

all we own is part of the psychic ego, but in a sense food that

is swallowed has only entered a tube that passes through the
physical self, and is as objective to it as if applied to an ex-

ternal surface. The infant has to learn by slow steps the

contours of his personality ; beginning with the more mobile
parts, the trunk is least and last known, and children are
well on toward school age before they have a definite concep-
tion of the unseen and especially of the unfelt parts of the

body, as witness the frequent neglect of boys to care for the

hair on the back of the head. Drawings which always repre-

sent the head and limbs, then perhaps fingers and toes, and
last the body, are thus a fair index of this )>rogress.

II. Within the surface^ the child's^ somatic consciousness
does_not. at .first jjeaetrate. The skin is often pinched,
pulled, scratched and otherwise explored ; but is never
thoujiht of as a. continuous limiting surface, at first, but later

such questions as, "Could I jump out of it and another get

in?" "Would it fit, stretch, shrink?" etc. "How could I get out
of it?" "How would I look?" etc., are common. Much washing
and rubbing develop the dermal consciousness, and in several
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returns even itching and scratching; provoke special atten-

tion to the skin. Children often take much satisfaction in

stroking and "pooring" themselves and other persons, and if

nervous acquire extreme sensitiveness to any degree of rough-
ness. The moat marked dermal impressions throughout
childhood are thermal.

At the age of from 3_tO-5 the bones are generally noticed,

and there are many questions concerning the hard things

under the skin. Some think them wood, iron, stone, etc.

On learning that they are bone there are many flitting fears,

sometimes that they will break or that dogs or other animals
who love bones will eat them, or again that they have a
horrid skeleton inside them, and there are many curious forms
of weird bone fancies and scores of questions as to their pur-

pose, material, size and shape. Often the knee-pan is the

first bone in our returns to become an object of si^ecial inter-

est ; next comes the elbow, and then the wrist and joints.

Bones are generally the first and for a time the chief object of

curiosity within the body, and the discovery that cats and
dogs have bones is often an event, and their size is often

vastly magnified, and their shape curiously discussed.

Next comes the stomach. Its sensations of plethora and
often pain, its associations with food and drink, are early.

Many children believe that the entire internal body save the

bones is a receptacle for food, and that it fills arms and legs,

so that if the skin were anywhere cut, food would be found to

be the stuffing. Some believe it hardens directly into bone.

Often whims concerning appetite have affiliations with the

weirdest kind of ideas of the alimentary tract. Many chil-

dren conceive of the body as stuffed with saw-dust or with
cotton like a pin-cushion, or with dust of which man was
made, or else sweepings. On pricking or injuring the skin
and seeing blood, many form the idea, often no doubt from
inadequate answers to their questions, that the entire body is

a skin or bag filled with blood and if it is tapped blood will

gush out and the body collapse like a balloon. They often

notice the pulsations of the heart and think some one is

pounding inside them, and may even develop a definite image
of how the man looks and how he strikes. Few organs in-

side the body excite so much curiosity as the heart, but the

questions show that this is in large part due to its association

with life and the soul, which is often identified with it even
in form. Upon noticing the activity of re^spiration children

almost always begin to experiment^ they exhale all the re-

sidual breath possible and inhale a maximal amount, breathe

as fast as possible and as slow, experiment with costal and
abdominal modes, and particularly hold the breath often in
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rivalry with each other, the higher centres thus learning

control of the reflex apparatus. Very many, too, are

the questions—"Why do we breathe?" "Do animals,

plants, God, etc., breathe!" "What is breath?" There
are many morbid fears lest respiration should accidentally

stop, and many childi-en resolve to lie awake to prevent
this calamity. At this time the claustraphobias may take
their rise, and there develops unusual dread of being hugged,
choked, smothered in close places, being shut into closets,

trunks, etc. Some have for a long time the conception that

the body is a bag of wind, and some children are panic-

sti'icken on seeing their breath on a frosty morning, thinking
the soul is escaping. Perhaps there was some truth in the

antique conception that drea"is objectified this function, and
when in nightmare we seem to flutter and hover, it is the

lungs which play the stimulating role and suggest the thought
of wings.

It is a revelation of great significance if this inward direc-

tion of thought has been aroused to learn what the country boy
finds out on butchering day. Such experiences, although
slight and without demonstration, cause a great and whole-
some readjustment of this aspect of self-consciousness by
showing both the nature and the i-elation of the parts within.

The two most frequent questions throughout are, first, "Why
have I stomach, eyes, hands'?" etc., or a question seeking
purpose and use ; and secondly; "Have other human beings

or animals the same organs?" And to realize that parents,

playmates, or dog, horse and cow have legs, eyes, teeth, ears,

stomach and heart as they have, always excites interest and
pleasure. No child, of course, has all these experiences in

the foreground of its consciousness, but all have some, and
doubtless pass through, some more and some less consciously,

all these phases, the definite order of most of which still re-

mains to be determined. The internal sensations and concep-

tions are, as we shall see later, those most intimately asso-

ciated with childish conceptions of the soul.

III. The third element in the child's consciousness, but not

usually included as a factor of the ego, but which must not be

neglected, and on which our returns are voluminous, is dress

and adornment. Eings for fingers or ears, shoes and gloves

attract the child's attention to the part involved, and a change
of dress often involves change of disposition, and almost

character. During the second year this is often strongly de-

veloped. Corresponding perhaps to the prominent position

of the foot in the infantile consciousness, a new pair of shoes

seems quite as important as a new dress. Par later, too,

gloves come into great prominence. Very striking with young
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children is the charm of some single and perhaps small fea-

ture, as, e. g., a pair of shoes with buckles, stockings with
clocks, jacket with bright buttons, a hat with a feather, a bit

of fur here or ribbon there, a sash with buckle. So, too, the

first pocket, the first trousers, suspenders, long pants or
dress, first watch, parasol, muff, gloves, ring, necklace, stand-

ing collar, perfumery, new ways of wearing the hair, the first

belt, breastpin, veil,—all these stand out in memory in the

most vivid way, and have played an important role in the

education of self-consciousness. The passion to have new
things noticed, which often makes children so ridiculous,

seems sometimes strongest to strangers and sometimes
towards friends. This seems to mark an important moral dis-

tinction. For most girls all new articles of dress and orna-

ment become doubly dear if liked or admired by those they
know and love best, and lose their charm if the latter do not
care for them.

Lotze rather curiously thought he had done for personal
adornment a service comparable to what Kepler had done for

astronomy by his three laws, in which he believed he had ex-

plained man's satisfaction in dress. If we touch an object

with a stick, we instinctively analyze our sensations into those
felt by contact of the hand with the stick, and ascribe the rest

to the object at the other end of it. It gives us thus a pe-

culiar pleasure when consciousness runs through all that
touches us, and this we feel in those articles of attire that
lengthen the body by prolongations of our personality at the
head or feet—high shoes, stilts, hats, headdress, etc. He
thinks that all these forms of feeling change with every change
of their height and form, which shifts the centre of gravity,

and there is special satisfaction when equilibrium is the
least trifle in danger. We feel the wind or our own motions
by very different sensations in hats that are high, broad, ob-
liquely placed, or heavy. Secondly, all hanging, fluttering or
swinging garments, by their change of tension in different di-

rections, cause us to feel ourselves most agreeably in the periph-
eral tract or graceful curves of their free moving ends : a
trail dragging along the earth is like a new organ, endowing
us with a new sense. Eings, ribbons, ear-rings, watches,
sashes and everything that hangs and dangles are worn espe-
cially by the young, not so much for display as to gratify the
exquisite pressure sense so peculiar to them and which, ac-

cording to the modern fashions, free, flowing hair no longer
does. Lastly the impressions we derive from our own cloth-

ing and its strength, stiffness or thicliness our self-feeling im-
putes to the form or poise of our own body. The pressure of

a corset, Lotze thinks, awakens the feeling of a stronger and
IX—26.
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more elastic existence ; so girdles, bracelets, and above all

the first pair of trousers with suspenders gives a pleasing
sense of sturdy inflexibility, and uprightness. If this view
is correct it follows that we admire the folds of a graceful,

well- fitting garment, not for its beauty, but that we uncon-
sciously reproduce in ourselves the agreeable sensation of

the wearer's body. So the false arm or leg half deceives even
the wearer as to the boundaries of his own corjioreal exist-

ence.

This view is very extreme. The great pleasure in wearing
new and beautiful objects of attire in childhood is to secure
thereby the attention and interest of others. Our returns
abound in accounts of children who display and protrude
new articles of dress, or call attention to them in the most
vain and laughable way. Moreover the fact that even chil-

dren will wear thin clothes when heavy ones would be far

more comfortable, shoes that are too small for the sake of

looks, and garments that are uncomfortably tight or thin in

places, shows the dominance of those functions which Lotze
disregards. The chief question is, and especially with girls,

not how attire feels, but how it looks, and this standpoint
dominates often in those garments that are not seen. The
child who is habitually well dressed learns to avoid acts and
environments which tend to soil his clothes and may become
dainty, finical, fastidious and effeminate. The child who
is rudely and poorly dressed, on the other hand, comes in

closer contact with the world about him and acquires a
knowledge more real and substantial. It is difficult to deter-

mine which pleasure is the greater, that of habitually well

dressed children when very exceptionally allowed to put on
old garments that cannot be injured and to strip head and
feet and abandon themselves to the natural freedom thus
given, or of very poorly clad children who by some good for-

tune are provided with attire that enables them to feel the

gi-eat luxury of being well dressed. Children sometimes de-

velop an insistent impulse to strip oS parts of and occasionally

all of their clothing, partly from sheer discomfort. Pants as

usually made are an unphysiological and unhygienic garment,
and much might be said in favor of a more rational dress for

hips and thighs. There are cases of persistent denuda-
tions in childhood that are morbid and atavistic. Of the
three functions of clothes, protection, ornament and Lotzean
self-feeling, we must, I think, conclude that while the first is

more important, the last is most infrequent and the second by
far the most conspicuous in childhood. Many mention a
corroding kind of self-pity with which they regard an old

garment after it has been superseded by a newer and better
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one, and others preserve for themselves and later for their
children all the articles of the dress of childhood and infancy,
and regard them later with feelings curiously described, and
no doubt still more curiously mingled. That, however, man's
primitive body consciousness has been largely disguised and
translated into clothes-consciousness, there can be no doubt.
The comfort of clean garments, sensitiveness to texture and
thickness, flexibility and fit are elements which are no doubt
always present, and Lotze has done a real service in showing
us that clothes are an integral part of our self-consciousness.
The love of wearing the dress of adults may be interpreted
thus, but clothes are at best alter ego and also in part
mask* and distort the primal sense of the physical self.

Cleanliness of body like clean dress has a prodigious moral
effect on children, who change manners, temper, conduct, and
put on a better self after being well washed. A wise applica-
tion of clothes—psychology can do very much in rightly pois-
ing a child at the golden mean between too much and too
little self-consciousness if not between excessive shyness and
over-boldness.
IV. The mirror is a factor of great importance in this con-

nection, for to it childhood owes a far more definite and visual
image of its own form, feature, attire, acts, etc. It enables
man, as primitive reflections in water did not, to see himself
as others see him, and along with photography has given to
self- consciousness a far more detailed objective and real form.
The images thus seen are not like shadows and dimmer reflec-
tions thought to be soul-like, but are like the real4iliysicaLseif,
We owe to this source a more exact and abiding impression
of whether we are beautiful or ugly in feature, contour, com-
plexion or action, and can rank ourselves more im-
partially in comparison with others. This knowledge may
act as fatalistic discouragement or be the basis of a rank con-
ceit

; but its presence is an element of great importance.
Many children inquire concerning their own beauty or attract-
iveness, feature by feature, of mother and mates, and it must
be admitted that no true mirror or photographic plate is proof
against the effects of flattery. Young children, if held before
the glass when angry or crying, often change to laughter.
Many hold long conversations with their reflection, address-
ing themselves in the second person. 8ome correspondents
regret the invention of the mirror, but more think every one
shouldoccasionallystudy his own features, complexion, smile,
gait, bow and other common acts, or insist that all should
habitually see their entire figure behind, as well as before, in
order to know self better, both for their own sake and that
of their friends.
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V. The names_by which children are known are a factor of

consequence in the early sense of self.

In response to the request to write every designation ap-
plied to children, not omitting the silliest effusions of ma-
ternal tenderness, 780 different terms were received. Of
these 54 were usually applied with the prefix little, 14 with
the prefix old, 5 with young, 13 with mamma's and 9 with
papa's. The majority of these appellations appeared only
once, but some were repeated many times. The favorite epi-

thet was Pet, which was returned 52 times; then come Darling
49 times, Baby 41, Honey 31, Sweetheart 31, Sweetness 30, Kid
27, Sugar-plum 23, Brat, Dumpling, Tootsy-Wootsy, each 20;
Bub 19, Sissy 16, Angel and Ducky, each 15; Birdy, Chatter-
box, Puss, Pudding, Chicken, each 13; Precious and Dolly,
each 12 ; Rascal and Popsy-Wopsy, each 10 ; Daisy, Fatty,
Kittie, each 9 ; Lamb and Sonny, each 8 ; Jewel, Girlie, Bib-
bie, Dearie, Sunbeam, each 7 ; Monkey, Mischief, Midget,
Rosebud, each 6 ; Sweetmeat 5, Bunnie, Dicky, Curly-head,
Cry-baby, Nuisance, each 4 ; etc.

Among the pet names applied to babies those of animals are
very common. They are called ape, monkey, coon, kid, pig,

Billy and Nanny goat, kittie, puss, pup, rat, calf, mouse, tit-

mouse, dormouse, cow, horsie, chipmunk, salamander, turtle,

lamb and lambkin, periwinkle, poUywog, mink, oyster, crab,

goosie, chick, dove, duck, cuckoo, tomtit, robin, bobolink,
chickadee, pigeon, blackbird, crow, jaybird.

Names from the vegetable kingdom are common, such as
apple-blossom, apple-dumpling, apple-core, apple-cart, sweet
apple, pippin, peach, turnip, hazel, comfrey, pumpkin, straw-
berry, bud, blossom, pink, daisy, honeysuckle, tulip, butter-

cup, poppy, dandelion, sun-flower, peony, heartsease, bean-
stalk, chickweed, bluebell, harebell, Mayflower, peep-o'-

day.
Babies are often named from some part of the body or from

some physical trait, as snooty, bow-legs, thumbkin, bony-
legs, fatty, neck, elbow, shorty, skinny, babeskin, brick-top,

runt, curly-head, frowzletop, bushel, bundle, blue-eyes,

bright-eyes, warty, reddy, shinny-bone, hair-pin, clothes-pin,

tuning-fork, tow-head, lunky, chub, slab-sides, snow-ball,

pinkie, nigger, golden-hair, pug, butter-ball, buster, broom-
stick, bean-pole, browney.
Even dress and other externals may suggest names, as boots,

pants, buttons, smutty, shirtie, buttermilk, milksop, scare-

crow, gig-lamps.

Character appears in such terms as old sober-sides, touch-

me-not, cry-baby, crank, busy-body, blarney, high-flyer, dude,
dirt, fraid-cat, girl-boy, pert, Miss Independence, Miss Giddy,
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Miss Contrary, mntton-head, jade, chump, trot, yahoo, mo-

per, harum-scarum, tricksy, sauce-box, wretch, villain, ras-

cal, vixen, varmint, torment, tease, tender-heart, piety, tramp,

trump, numb-sknll, cross-patch, charmer, scaliwag, humbug,
wild-lire, clod-hopper, romp, sunshine, smartie, sorry, sugar,

cold-molasses, stick-in-the-mud, skin-flint, tom-boy, tell-tale,

zany, Miss Sarcasm, lucky, slob, pest, Puritan, minx, nin-

cumpoop, long-tongue, hussy, lunatic, pesky.

Closely related to the above come names suggesting charac-

teristic acts, as wobbler, patticake, snoozer, chatterbox, trom-

bone, tot, toddles, toddlekins, sticking-plaster, sucker, tum-

ble-boy, banter, rooter, bottle-boy, soap-sides, sot, snug,

sozzle, sneak, lob, jabberer, music-box, hee-haw, cuddler,

butter-fingers, squaker, squeaker, noisy (because so silent).

Names suggesting food and the sense of taste were common,
as honey, sweetness, sweetie, sweet, sugar-plum, bun, sugar,

dumpling, yum-yum, cake, sweet-meat, mint-drop, cream-

cheese, chocolate-cream.

Eepetitive and alliterative terms which appear in these

returns are lovey dovey, roly-poly, kit-cat, hun-pun, airy-

fairy, unky-dunky, tootsy-wootsy, popsy-wopsy, flim-flam,

hodge-podge, nizzle-nozzle, soft-snap, bed-boy. bottle-boy,

piggy-wiggy, nipperty-tuck, bnz-fuz, till-the-bell, the Octo-

ber-will, mumblety-peg, posey-woosy, lamie-wamie, orty-

warty, highty-tighty, ducky-darling, bity-wity, enty-twenty,

flibly-flab, etc.

Supernatural designations were angel, cupid, imp, devil,

idol, phoenix, sphinx, spook, witch, cherub, puck.

Fictitious personages appear in, e. g., Annie Rooney, Bill

Nye, Dodo, Miss Muffet, Little Boy Blue, Humpty-Dumpty,
Uncle Sam, John Bull, Dick Turpin, Two-Shoes, Topsy,

Queen Bess, Hop-o'-My-Thumb, Punch and Judy, Ouida, Old

Joe Jenks, Ornary Jim, McGinty, Josh Billings, Dixie, Eob
Roy.

Often proper names not their own are applied to children

as pet terms, e. g., Becky, Teddie, Polly, McGurdy, Pete,

Gretchen, Molly, Sally, Bob, Pat, Peggy, Nancy, Ned, Loretta,

Lib, Lizzie, Mosey, Jack, Jake. Often a string of these are ap-

plied to a child, as Betsey-Jane-Maria-Ann-Betsy-Rubbage-
Burney. Changing and exchanging names with their friends

so as to act and be another person for a while must have a

significance which, suggestive as it is, we cannot fully explain.

Terms used with more reference to their sound or noises

than to their meaning seem to be lolly-pops, snooks, weezy,

buggins, skeesucks, skeedunk, sk'ite, coot, thimble-rigger,

sniggle-fist, fliberty-gibbita, smuggle, chickapin, bodkin,

slab-dab, fiddle-de-flumps, nobs, nibs, ninny-hammer, gicks,

gibbits, pot-snap, dot.
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Miscellaneous are aborigine, ohuni, cub, urchin, chap, thug,

dew-drop, cud, star, diamoiul, diamond ring, curiosity shop,
zip, young kit, squab, pearl, lugs, snow-drop, gipsy, Indian,

mince-meat, Godie-on-wheels, Jim-cracks, cash-cord, ex-post
facto, bow-wow, mamma's life, heart, sun, precious, jewel,

bug-bear, cruddy, coddie, old-beeswax, tike, bitzen, swonk,
buzey, gudgey, ducky-do, skidd-a-more, jusi, greaser, rag-

baby.
Till the age of three one girl knew no other name than

papa's devil. One girl was called dolly from resemblance to

a certain doll till her true name was lost. At the age of nine-

teen one is still called baby by her grandfather. Mary called

herself bay for baby, and it stuck to her as a young woman.
Revilla was small and came to be called Minnie by all. One
girl was called Jennie, till at the age of eight she ordered a
change and would respond only to Ida, which became her
name. Elizabeth used to call herself Liberty, and that is still

her name at the age of nineteen. Till eight one had no name
but sissy. A girl of thirteen knows no name but stick-in-

the-mud, given her by her father. At the age of five Rose
became cross if not called Ella, and Ella she became. A girl

of twelve had no name but sweet, when she chose Anna
Julia ; and a boy sixteen, reared by a wealthy aunt, has no
name but goody. Two twins had no name but baby till five,

although often distinguished by the descriptive epithets warts

and reddy. A girl ran away to Mr. Wetzelsterns, and was
called Peggy W. up to the age of ten. Till the age of eleven

one had no name but boy. Sometimes when they begin to

write and go to school, or at the latest in the early teens, such
children begin to feel the want of a real name. Children oc-

casionally swap names, or one takes the other's name ; one,

e. g., becoming Ida I and the other Ida II. Humorous names
suggested for twins were Pete and Repeater, Max and Climax,

Kate and Duplicate, etc.

Diminutives concentrate attention to a more intense focus,

and every language has them. Adolescent girls torture their

names, and often give themselves new ones, especially to add
a characteristic ie to an appellation for the exclusive use of

their most intimate friends, somewhat as Germans use du in

place of Sie, or the French tu for voiis, and secret names for

the dearest friends are common. Boys, on the other hand,

tend to ruder nicknames. A new boy who called all his

schoolmates Thomas, James, William, instead of Tom, Jim,

Billy, was voted a prig, and generally disliked. There is

something wrong with the head or heart of parents who make
a point of calling their children Elizabeth, Margaret, Sophia,

Robertus, etc., from infancy, as do a small but ultra respec-
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table minority of our correspondents, and as do a few of the

most proper kindergartners. Ultra- saccharine and nause-

ating as some of the above epithets seem to the adult con-

sciousness, their copiousness suggests the many-sidedness of

childhood, when more than at any other period the manifold

qualities of the race appear in the individual, and every new
pet name is a new channel opened for new parental feelings.

Love, whether during the honeymoon or in the golden dawn of

true motherhood of soul as well as of body, still reveals to lis

a glimpse of the primeval impulse that gave birth to names,

and that was perhaps one of the chief sources of language it-

self. Many of these designations reflect in the clearest mirror

which speech can command traits of body, acts, disposition,

etc., that help the child to new points of view of self before

his ensemble of parts is labeled by a single conventionalized

name that has lost all its appellative root meaning.
Guppy, Bardsley, Barber, Long, Dorsey and other investi-

gators of proper names show that everywhere personal names
preceded all others, that in England second names were almost
unknown among the yeomanry before the Norman conquest,

and that everywhere there was once a time when everyone
knew the meaning of their own and others' names. Much
primitive history can be reconstructed by a study of names,
which sometimes spread from a single centre and enable the ex-

pert to solve problems where a study of race and language fails,

so that it has even been said that boundaries like those of Al-

sace and Lorraine could best be determined thus. Names in

open and accessible regions are oldest: "hill countries contain

the ethnological sweepings of the plains"; the slow rise of

woman is marked by a great dearth of female names, save those

formed by feminine endings to the names of males. Places,

family, great guild-industries like the cloth trade, moral,

mental and physical traits, flowers and animals, landscape

features, rank, office, mythology, war, priest-craft are found
to be the etymological root-meanings of nearly all names.
Among modern and western people local names abound, but

are rare in the Orient, and almost never occur among plain-

dwellers, like the Arabs. Most personal names were at first

generic, expressing some property common to many individ-

uals. The rise of industries, life amidst strongly diversified

scenery, the development of religion, social and political or-

ganization, and wider knowledge generally unfolded or ever

larger number and variety of names, till now with all these

resources and a vast international repertory to draw from,

together with the practice of assigning several names, almost

every individual in a large community can have a unique
and only name. The conventionalization and arbitrariness of
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most proper names open the way again to euphony of soand,
vreird fancies, associations, and even to superstitions, which
may in part explain the frequent sudden wonder that in the

most unexpected way sometimes befalls children who feel

themselves looking at, thinking or saying their own names
and automatically and almost imperatively querying :

*' Why
am I John or HenryT what does it mean? how strange and
funny? how different would I be if I was Edward or Robert!
what is John anyhow? have I, or could I have another more
real or fit name? how should I live up to John?" Often
some human quality is assigned to the sound or the look of

the printed word. A student, e. g., named Mclntire, thought
the head on his name too large for the body, that he should
be making tires, was tired, should somehow be whole or en-

tire, rejoiced that his narrow escape from being McGinty was
a safe and sure one, thought the name was his by some acci-

dent and was meant for some other person, felt it insufferably

tedious to bear forever, perhaps in eternity, the same tire-

some name, that he must exchange it or somehow break away
from association with so arbitrary and mysterious a sym-
bol, or that it was a banner, and his life work was to plant it

on some topmost pinnacle of fame and make it spoken with
awe by an admiring world : all this in an intense, only half-

conscious, revery-like way.
VI. Most children conceive the soul i)r_ self in some par-

ticular form, (a) In Mr. Street's returns, above referred to,

144 thought it shaped like the body, as it is in many addi-

tional and supplementary returns to my own questionnaire.

It is thin, ghost-like, perhaps bluish, or light gray ; may be
made of mist, fog, smoke, cloud, breath, gas, vapor ; is often

transparent ; draped, but rarely colored ; light enough to

float ; subtle enough to pass through walls, and sometimes
with an aura of dread or physical chill. It is akin to shadow
or the dim reflection in water which primitive man often

identified with the soul ; and it may be a baby, a giant, or

small as the image in the eye.

(b) Many children conceive the soul as like some part of

the body. For most of these it is heart-shaped, a heart in

the heart; perhaps smaller, invisible, or else a special part

of the heart, or a second heart above, beside, or set in the

wall of the fleshy heart. For others, the soul is just red

blood ; for others, the stomach or abdomen shaped like a

round bowl. A few make it the liver, a tongue perhaps of

fire, a particular bone, lungs, brain, sexual organ, navel, the

skin with nothing or air in it, phlegm and liable to be

coughed up and partly or wholly lost ; and some conceive it

as a head with wings, an eye, a beautiful, perhaps trans-
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parent, or jewel-like hand, or a pointing finger, or more often
a foot of wondrous form and tint, or its sole (suggested by
seal), or something set in or inside of a foot. For some it is

the skeleton that goes to heaven or hell.

(c) Next in frequency come animal forms. The soul is

conceived as a dove, butterfly, eagle, turtle, mouse, worm,
caterpillar, snake, spider, cat, hawk, bird of paradise, mag-
got, lion, wolf, as any chance analogy of sound or figure of
speech may suggest. These forms are often associated with
the quite prevalent idea of children that they may become or
have been animals, and less often with their propensity to im-
itate their acts or noises. On this head, as in so many others,
the data are too meagre, but are full of interest, and suggest
a tempting line for further research.

(d) The miscellaneous soul forms have a very wide range.
Little girls often conceive the soul as a flower in full bloom
dispensing fragrance—an image that may persist and undergo
a high degree of refinement. It may be suggested by the
child's name or some song or story. A stone either white or
brightly colored, or a jewel of various size, shape and situation
may do duty for soul. So may a glowing coal, a flickering,
pale flame, or darting tongues of fire. Souls are stars, com-
ets, winds, noises, clouds, not unlike those shown on a screen
by Mrs. Besant, which are pink if in love, green if jealous,
etc. They are fine lace, or soft, like velvet

;
good ones are

white and bad ones black, with all intermediate shades of

gray. Bubbles are souls, eructations, odors, particularly in-

cense, suggesting Jiiger's soul-smell ; sparks from the fingers
are parts of the soul, and lightning is new souls coming
down from heaven. We hear souls in echoes, words, voice,
and speech is soul, and so is animal heat. Souls may be egg-
shaped, and in the exact middle of the body, made of liver
and too large to get out of the mouth till it is greatly shrunk-
en by illness or broken by calamity or accident. They are
tissues, perhaps wrapped around the heart, on which acts,
especially our bad ones, are written and can be read, or they
are invisible and live in heaven, coming down to the body only
at death. There may be several and. occasionally, many
souls. Hartley Colridge used to describe his picture soul-
echo soul and shadow soul. Not only in dreams, but in wak-
ing souls may wander far away and visit absent scenes, and
may get lost, strayed or even stolen by some hocus-pocus.
Our souls may hold close communion with not only God and
the dead, but with the souls of animals and plants, but no
case appears in our returns of this 'communion with thing-
souls, although this is commonly thought to occur. At the
age of ten Louisa Alcott imagined her mind as a round room
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and the soul a winged animal in it. There were shelves for

the thoughts, and the "goods" were kept in sight, while
the " naughties " were locked up, but kept getting out. Some
bright children, even as old as fifteen, not only have no idea
of soul, but never thought of any such thing, and to do so
seemed uncanny.
Many, if not most, of these views are products of sugges-

tion of some sort from pictures, literal interpretations of fig-

urative speech, accidents of experience that cannot be traced,

etc. ; but their form is also conditioned by the necessity for
the child to think in concrete terms of sense. To conceive
abstractly even heat, air, wind, echo, smell is hard. Psy-
chologists have often urged that we must drop all physical
forms of thought in conceiving the soul, and held that to

give it shape, color, weight or place is idolatry or material-
ism, that not only every metaphor of sense which gave rise

to the very names, psyche, soul, spirit, animus, must be dili-

gently eliminated, but that the root principle of the self or
ego has no relation to time or space. Such extreme purga-
tion muddles thought and may make our science and its ap-
plication to education mere verbal cram, destroy every real

criterion for eliminating contradiction, and favors crass reac-

tions like modern spiritism. It seems thus a problem of great
pedagogical importance, quite apart from materialism versus
idealism, what images and metaphors should be used as most
consistent with each other, most flexible to express facts, and
what, if any, of these survivals of childhood should be pre-

served, at least for a time, and which should be eliminated.
Until we can have some, at least, general conception of what
we are dealing with in soul science or in education, we are
exposed to the most wasteful and contradictory theories and
practices. Are we studying or teaching a ghost or a brain, a
shadow or physiological structure, a blue heart, a flame or
echo, a state, phrenological bumps, or all together? Cau we
have a hypothetical soul-stuff that can be thought into modern
brain histology and physiology, without being exposed to the
obvious objections to materialism? The crass idea of matter
is giving way at every point to a dynanism far more subtle
than any conceptions of spirit were or could possibly be up
to recent decades, and the intricacies of neural cells and
fibres, their chemical complexity and rapid metabolism
should be expressed in some neo- monistic hypothesis of the
soul that education needs to take the place of such rags
and tatters of superstition as those described above, and
which often persist into adult years as a heritage of child-

hood.
These infantile conceptions are not a permanent back-
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ground, a totality of experience, a unity of any manifolds,

not more real, but often less so than the most vulgar things

of touch, are neither products of psychological interpretation

nor of metaphysical thinking, so that it is natural for the well-

equipped psychologist to feel that his first duty is a muck-
running iconoclasm that seeks to make a waste tabula vasa

of the beginner's mind. This, I believe, is wrong. He
should, with young students, reverse certain current meth-

ods, and instead of discussing the ego last, as most psychol-

ogists i\ow do, the wise teacher will begin here and exploit

the views of savages, children, animism, the soul-theories and
discussions of Plato and Aristotle ; touch not without a trace

of sympathy Jager's smell theory ; explain the doctrine of

sensible species ; soul nomenclature ; describe the mythology
of souls of fire, lightning, animals ; utilize wisely modern and
ancient spiritualism, views of theosophists, reincarnation and
transmigration, burial customs, ideas of absorption, diffu-

sion, traducian and other views of the origin of souls, the dif-

ferent ethnic conceptions of its post-mortem existence, and
from these topics pass to pleasure, pain, fear, anger and other

feelings with instinct in animals, then to intellect, and sense

last. Thus the grosser residual concepts of childhood would
be eliminated, anthropomorphism felt in all its universal and
constraining power, and an attitude of mind more tolerant

and sympathetic than critical would be favored. It has been

a grave misfortune that psychology has so often started with

a study of sensation which, whether theoretically or experi-

mentally treated, has as its pons asinorum on the very thresh-

old all the bewildering scruples concerning reality and the

nature of knowledge. The place for this is nearer the end
than the beginning of philosophy.
The soul has been "entified'' in many ways. It has been

regarded as a split-off part of the primum mobile, an emana-
tion from God and con-substantial with Him, pre-existent in,

or as a star, coming voluntarily, or being sent to earth to take

on the clog of a body as a penance, transmigrating through
many lives, created at a given moment and put into the

embryo, or physically propagated in familiar traducian wise.

Ancient materialism conceived it as the finest, lightest and
most subtile and pervasive matter. In ontological periods it

is deemed a substance in which its qualities inhere, a noumi-
nal tiling in itself—clad in its faculties or ideas as phenomena.
In ages of fear or impending judgment, stress is laid upon its

simplicity and incorruptibility, so that fire can not decompose
it, and it could survive even the awful cosmic weather of

some dies irce. In the early days of the calculus, it was con-

ceived as punctual or unextended, and now it is often de-
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scribed as absolutely spaceless and timeless. * As combining
these latter transcendental featnres, there never was anything
so impossible in fact or hopeless to know. The monsters
that children sometimes fancy that never could live are com-
pounded of less incommensurate and contradictory attributes.

Such a soul is not a mere jabbermock, but perhaps the most
hopelessly hollow flatus vocis ever spoken, to lose which
would not require Plato's windy day, and would be a won-
drous gain to psychology.

Mental imagery for psychic processes has been greatly
helped by neural concepts, although these are at present
often confusing and inconsistent. Most common, perhaps,
is just now the fashion of speaking of chemical molecules that
are built up to a degree of complexity and by action reduced
to a simpler state. But we have combined with this the
thought form of the instability of a pyramid balanced or top-
pling on its apex, and also of loading and unloading, or dis-

charging. These chemical concepts connect with Lnys' phos-
phorescence, combustion, with the trophic background of life

and mind, with products of decomposition, etc., and need
careful and new elaboration. The days of Galvani and Volta,
when even Humboldt printed two now obsolete volumes on
the marvelous reanimation of tissue by electricity, have given
us many thought forms, polarities, positive and negative, in-

difference point, long and short circuits, tension, conductivity,
currents, etc., and are also helpful, but of a different order.
Thirdly, the old idea of vibration still does service. In the
days of Weber's long experiments with waves in his mercury

'As one example, from many that could be cited, see President
McCosh ("Psychology of the Cognitive Powers," p. 8 et seq.): "We
are not to allow ourselves to look on mind itself, or any of its oper-
ations, as occupying space, as extended, or a figure as having
weight, motion, or rest," etc.
This reminds me of a scheme, of an opposite but perhaps no more

absurd character, which I tried years ago in a lecture but long since
abandoned, as follows : A psychovwrph is the space area within
the body in which any kind of physical action or change occurs
that is involved in a psychic activity. This generic term covers all

changes in muscles, glands, nerve cells, fibres, blood vessels, etc.,
but does not include external concomitants, as radiant heat, elec-
tric changes, and still less any alleged telepathic effects. A psycho-
morph, in other words, is the figure in space that would be stained
by some reagent, if such can be imagined, that should paint the
locus of all these changes as litmus paper reacts to acid and alkali,
or, if all psychoses left their trace through the soma, like retinal
purple. Of course localization has not progressed so far as to de-
fine very accurately this space for any single act or class of activi-
ties, although some pathological deliminations approach it, and it

was only intended to emphasize a protest against the maddening
surd of hj'per- spatial and non-positional soul concepts. A neiiro-
morph is the neural part of the more holophrastic psychomorph.
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trough at Leipzig, a sine oscillation was almost thought to

be the key of the universe, and Hartley's idea, sometimes

strangely commingled with a perhaps Platonic concept of the

soul as a harp, the brain as full of humming and tremors and
making ^olian harmonies linger with us, not only in the fact

of the sympathetic action of Corti's organs, but in the quack-

ery of vibration cures, and allies itself naturally with the

tonicity of intermittent muscular discharges. Again, we
have the concept of a tissue, plexus, web, woven of com-

plex texture : here, compact and firm ; there, open and gauzy
;

or, if this is too intricate, or when fatigue overtakes us, we
say the elements are felted or macerated ; and yet again we
have a hydraulic system of tubes or channels, deep worn,

rntty and with narrow, rapid, or slow and uncertain, or with

the currents obstructed. The old idea of images, eidola,

copies, patterns, etc., still occasionally helps us out. While
the Herbartian mechanics of thoughts rising above a thresh-

old, colliding with or adding momentum to each other, is

widely used with analogies from light and heat, reflection,

struggle for survival, pressure, stratification and layers, vol-

atilization and inspissation, mirrors, etc., but every article in

this well-stocked property room of the psychologist is emas-

culated and with a kind of limbo reality suspended between

merely diagrammatic illustration and the solid ground of his-

tology and physiology, requires an incessant change of mental

register, and, if we take it too seriously, it tends to the mad-
house. How most of these concept forms can be utilized and
confusion obviated, I shall try to show later.

Psychology needs a soul not so much as a rendezvous of

An ideomorph is the space area containing the somatic activities

involved iu thinking an idea, and a neuro-ideomorph that of the

nerve action involved; its miomorph is the muscle area concerned.
Boulomorph, geusomorph, haptomorph, chronomorph and osphre-
siomorph explain themselves. As each sense was thus provided
for, I could use aesthesiomorph for emotional areas; hormemorph
served for instinct; nosomorph for disease, etc. The prefixes estab-

lished in morbid psychology—meta-, para-, hyper- and hypo with
a, ana and kata—also were occasionally convenient.
Secondly, the word dyne with prefixes, psycho and neuro, was

used to denote the intensity of change within the morphs. If the
changes were cytomorphic, the energy involved was cycodynic.
Troph, with the prefixes, designated the supply of nutrient material,

not its use. A trophomorph, e. g., is the area of increased vascular
supply. Finally, a toxomorph is the area of deleterious, or of waste
matter, due, e. g., to fatigue. All psychomorphs may be thought of

or defined by surfaces of isodynic intensity, some one of which
marks the threshold of consciousness, below which only neuro-
morphs of decreasing degrees of dynism exist. Practice reduces
the dimensions of boulomorphs, while increasing their dynism;
hesitation does the reverse, etc.
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concepts, or a basis of categ;ories, or to make an identity of

background, without which thoughts could not be connected

;

or as an eavesdropping " I think," which Kant said accom-
panies all processes, but which others believe to be only the

creaking of defective mental machinery. It is not satisfied

with inner perception, ase7iS2(s coiiimimis,with Czolbe's "sen-

sation of relation," with Lotze's subjective ego, as " the theo-

retical explanation of somatic self feeling"; nor the Herbaitian

struggle of psychic elements for self-preservation ; nor with

any of Bradley's six kinds of self-consciousness ; nor with the

precipitate nostrification of current conceptions of the social

self ; nor with the idea of a confederacy of personalities into

which the psychic dissection of hypnotism sometimes resolves

the human psyche; nor with the gallery of memory pictures

illustrating a biography which Hobbs thought made personal

identity, and the loss of which Schopenhauer thought was
the cause of insanity.

There is now much agreement that all these difficulties ad-

mit of practical solution by simply assuming the reality of an
ego, more or less autonomous as a regulative hypothesis and
going to work, holding perhaps with Froschammer that the

mind grows inward, deep, free and unitary just in proportion

to the volume of the world process that passes through us to

deeds and history. The sensory regions of the brain seem
better connected with the motor area than with each other,

and find in it the unity they lack in an inactive life. If mod-
ern personalities are in growing danger of disaggregation as

life becomes sessile and passive, and if the self be as Hirth
thinks, merely a biologically useful illusion which really helps

us to cement the mosaic of our ego synthesis more firmly, it

is at least a platonically "noble lie," and should help us

against velities and caprice, absence of life purpose, and kin-

dred practical dangers, beside which the grossest heresies

about the ontological nature of selfhood are as insignificant

as what might be called the allotropic debates whether the

Iliad were really written by Homer, or by another person of

the same name.
Indeed, do not the above classifications of children's ideas

of the soul, to say nothing of the philosophical propensity to

substantialize it in a way that, as the psychic researchers

copiously illustrate, tends to apparition theories, show that,

just as certain forms of nature worship in children prepare
the way for purer religion later, so a dignified and modified

epicurean materialism may at a certain early stage of thought

be the best basis for soul, immortality, and even God, bad
and false as this is as a finality? For the pedagogy of the

ego, therefore, this should follow the above discussion of the
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crude soul ideas of children and savages. At least this is

better than a soulless or epi-phenomenal psychology.

VII. Certain philosophic stirrings often begin very early

in life in a more or less automatic revery of questioning the

validity of (a) sense impressions. Many describe in their

own early lives or in children they know sudden outbreaks

of questioning, whether window, tree, hand, etc., that are

being gazed at, are real. "Do you truly see this?" "Is it

real, oi; am I dreaming?" Some objects suddenly seem
strange, queer, funny, and children pinch themselves to be

sure that they are awake. This experience is most common
with vision and rarest with touch and taste, but not uncom-
mon with hearing. "How do I know that objects are not mere
appearances?" These experiences seem to originate in some
phenomena of sensation, perhaps in some transient functional

unhitching from motor or reactionary centres, and this stim-

ulates the questioning, which may extend to the whole of the

visible universe. Perhaps the sun, moon, stars, sky, clouds,

distant hills are doubted and seem to need some vouchers for

their reality. Children look very hard at objects sometimes
in an almost dazed way, perhaps open and shut ears, eyes, or

both, as if to test the permanence of sensations. When glasses

are first worn this primitive scepticism sometimes first makes
its appearance, or when things are seen through colored or

obscured media. These experiences often occur in spells of

revery or idle contemplation. Juvenile reflection easily ex-

tends to spectral doubts about the world or things generally.

The soul seems to be herding ghosts or phantoms instead of

the wonted realities. These impressions can hardly be ex-

plained as hypnogogic, for sometimes the mind is roused at

once to the greatest interest and activity by them. It is as if

there were a sudden divorce between sense and thought and
the visual apparatus became unusually objectified and its

deliverances held off at a distance for scrutiny. While the

senses act normally they are more reflex and automatic than

usual. Perhaps thought or feeling now first declares its inde-

pendence of sense and now actualizes a deeper reality, more
intimate and internal, compared with which objects seem
shadowy by contrast. If so, these experiences mark the

growth apace of a more spontaneous and vital self, until the

world seems a mirage or hallucination for an instant, and per-

haps the Berkeleyan argument has this psychologic genesis

or point of departure. These dim fiitting experiences could

not occur without causing, or unless caused by a deeper sense
of self.

(b) We must make another although related category for

such queries, no less common, as: "Am I real?" " Do I
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really live, or am I only make believe, like dolls T " "What
am I?" "What is it to be an I?" "What do I do
when I think, or what is it in me that feels, talks, etc.?"

"What makes my soul and body so different!" "You
strike ray hands and feet and hurt them, but cannot hurt the

real me inside." " Why can I not see myself think when I

close my eyes?" "How will my soul look when I am dead?"
"What is the me that you cannot see if I close my eyes, or if

I hide my head so you can only see my body ; or, what is it

makes my legs walk !" "What learns my lessons ?" "What
lasts all uight, so I am not changed in the morning 1" "Why
am I the same that I was as a baby ? " " What is it that is

sorry, glad, happy in me ? " " Why does it hurt me when I

cut my finger 1 " Several describe themselves as pondering
over some of these problems by spells, asking their parents
without satisfaction, and even becoming tired, frightened and
halt sick by being preyed upon by such insistent queries.

Perhaps this marks the dawn of self-consciousness proper
when the ego is first glimpsed or felt after. No returns in

our repertory show a trace of Hume's scepticism, but the ego
is assumed to be both substantial and actual. Perhaps now
new sources of inner energy and spontaneity are opened, and
in its new-found independence of self, the soul finds one of

Fichte's new potencies. To be able to think, feel and will in

emancipation from the thralldom of sense and its reflections,

marks the advent of a real psychic freedom that first mani-

fests itself in these crude hieroglyphs of experience. At any
rate I am convinced that it is possible to approach the whole
problem of epistemology from a new genetic standpoint, and
that these experiences suggest it.

(c) Quite distinct from either of the above are the frequent

juvenile questionings that suggest the possibility of a very

different consciousness or self from that at present existing.

"Am I myself, or not? " " What makes me the way I am ?"
" Why am I not she, or why is he not me ?" "If there was
no I, would there be another in my place ? " Fifty- four re-

turns describe wondering how it would have been if their

father, mother, or both, had been different. " If papa had
married B, whose girl would I have been ? " " Would I have
had curls?" "How different would I feel, act, look, or

would I be at all?" Children very often suffer for years,

perhaps in silence, with the fear that they are adopted and
their parents not really theirs, and interpret all that happens
about them on this theory, against which no assurances avail.

Often they play, sometimes for weeks or months, that they

are others, or have other parents. " What name would I

have had if C had been my mother ? " " Would I have been
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in heaven?'' ",eone there without coming to earth?" or " just
not been at all ?" Children often go over the list of their
fi'iends to see if they would become or change places with
them for a time or for good. " Why was I not M (another
girl born the same day)?" Some long to get into others'
souls to see how it looks there, to get secrets, or to be differ-

ent. Some imagine themselves someone else, to see if others
feel toward us as we do toward them, to escape ennui, or to
know how it seems to be colored, etc. They wonder how it

would feel to be a tree or rose. Many wish to be flowers, and
a bright girl of four believed she was a speaking flower. Imi-
tations and even impersonations of animals are still more fre-

quent. A girl of five, e. g., imitated a horse persistently for
days, others will drink like a hen, cat or cow, or insist on
sitting on eggs and roosting with the hens, pretending to flfy,

until they almost fancy they do.
The dramatic-passion is almost universal with children.

They personate all kinds of people, and imitate even defects.
" Let us play we are sisters," said two sisters, as if the fic-

tion gave added charm or perhaps reality to the relation. It
seems as if children sometimes hate to have or be a self ; felt

that personality was not essence but phenomena, and before
they attain the virtue of unfolding what is peculiar to self,

strove to develop what is common to all the species ; feel

reluctance to be merely a specimen of a type, and experience
a touch of the sublime indifference of nature and of philoso-
phy. A girl of five wrestled sometime with the problem,
"Am I not a dog straightened out? " In their plays children
even become a post, street-lamp, rock, chair, mirror, table,
tree, etc. Only five children state that they long have delib-
erately wished to become another. A girl of six passionately
felt that she could and would not be herself ; because it was
too di-eadful. When angry or forbidden some desire, chil-

dren often wish they were someone else. Girls frequently
wish to be boys, and often expect to be when they are older,
or fear they may become boys. Others fear at night that they
will wake up someone else in the morning ; others suffer

greatly for fear that they lack sense, or are idiots, or insane.
While special features, qualities, accomplishments, brain,
stomach, knowledge, music, gifts, disposition, and still

oftener wealth and circumstances of others, are very com-
monly desired, a great majority are glad they are themselves
and would not really be turned into anybody else, especially
into certain persons whom they dislike. " I am glad it was
papa who found me before anyone else, for they might have
changed me." " You wanted a boy, but did not know it was
going to be me," said a boy of four. " What was I before I
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came into the world ? " " Were things the same before I was
born, and will they be the same, or will they be at all after I

am gone ? " " What if I had not been born ? " " Where did
I come from?" "Why are we in the world, anyhow ? "
" Will things stay when I am old f " "Who is God, any-
how, and why did He make souls and give us thoughts and
watch us use them ?

"

These i)heuomeaa are hard to interpret, but suggest that
childhood is generic and full of promise and potency of many
kinds of personality and consciousness before the shades of

the prison-house close in upon it. There is a trace of pathos
if not injustice about separate existence. Individual experi-
ence is so partial, so limited—heredity with its vague masses
of ancestral reminiscence is vaster than any individual life or
mind can express,—and the frequent sense of being excep-
tional or strange suggests that what we call consciousness is

dross or a frothy syllabub, and that there is a larger sub-
liminal existence, a natura non naturata of the soul that is

doomed to remain a dim region because the light that might
illuminate the whole obscurely had to be concentrated in

some part, and because personality so involves limitation.

The hunger for life may become almost a passion to know
what is taking place within other skulls than our own. We
desire to be citizens of all times, and of all grades of being and
spectators of other souls from the inner standpoint of their

own consciousness. The confessional, intimate social con-

verse, knowing and utilizing others' experiences by the ques-
tionnaire method, etc., owe part of their charm to the longing
for the broadest possible basis of experience and to touch life

at every possible point, even if it be vicariously.

(d) Another experience of childhood involves a certain

bifurcation of the soul. When they cry many children pity

themselves, run to the glass to see how they look, and, even
in much agony of grief, waste a great deal of sympathy
upon themselves, feel sorry for themselves if they are
angry or in pain, sympathize even with their moods, and try

to comfort themselves if vexed or gloomy, seeming to stand
aloof like another person and feeling sorry for themselves
that they suffer. Many stroke and pat themselves, address
themselves by pet names as if they were someone else, feeling

that pity is their due. Others, particularly girls, when tired

or ill, love to fancy themselves growing weak, fading away
like a flower, dying young in a flood of self-pathos, bitterly

bemoaned by imaginary friends, and are comforted when
weeping by observing how red their eyes are and how miser-

able they look. Others try to help themselves by giving

counsel or offering reasons, aposti'ophiziug themselves as
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hateful or shameful things; others conceive themselves as
made up of good and bad selves, which dispute, argue, and
strive for the mastery. Scenes are fancied and even tiials at

which oneself is judge, before whom the good and bad selves

argue the case. "I went where I was forbidden and enjoyed
it, but felt it wrong, so there must be two of me.'" Dialogues
and soljloquies, often exciting and in some cases becoming
habitual, occur. Especially in the country, children some-
times discuss with themselves nature and their own moods

;

talk with winds and trees, and imagine answers, mutter dia-

logues between their own desires and the absent but imagined
parents or conscience; and sometimes inflict blows upon
themselves if the controversy becomes heated. A few chil-

dren address their bad desires as Satan ; shake themselves,
after disobeying, to get him out, etc. Even infants often cry
intensely, but peep up to see whether they are carrying their

point ; cry for effect, and perhaps stop and play happily with
ludicrous suddenness if they find themselves alone in the
room. Such phenomena as the above are no doubt mainly
due to and are among the earlier forms of a social self-con-

sciousness. The real child is the one party, and the will or
command of the parent, or the standpoint of the spectator in-

terested or disinterested, is the other. Some of these experi-

ences suggest an almost primitive outcrop of some sort of cate-

gorical imperative, if Kant's term is really the proper char-
acterization for conscience in its nascent state ; while others
suggest one or more imaginary companions. The latter are
often only extreme cases of this bifurcation.

(e) Stronger, perhaps, than any of the above tendencies

;

stronger than the sometimes half insane rage for questioning
about God; the remote and infinite in time and space, that
make children seem to leave the world and fear that they
shall wake up and find there is no earth or anything else

;

stronger than the backward gropings of the soul toward its

own beginning and cause, is the universal protension toward
maturity which impels every child in its plays and thoughts
to anticipate adult life. Children imagine and imitate
"grown-ups" in dress, manner, conversation, select their

vocations when infants for the pettiest reasons, until it seems
as if the view of Groos was right that most of their games
are practice for what must be their adult activities, and that
this is the chief business and purpose of childhood. They
long to be rag-men, to have nice bells ; express-men or con-
ductors, to ride all day ; merchants, tp have candy ; teachers,

to mark on the board ; milliners, to have pretty hats
;
jjlumb-

ers ; milkmen ; boarding-house keepers, to get rich ; a drum-
mer, errand-boy, etc., because some friend is. But on the
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other hand the limitations of Groos' theory are painfully ap-

parent in a large class of play activities I shall describe else-

where, which seem to exercise rudimental psychic organs
and to give them the needed stimulus to vanish before matu-
rity can be attained.

AVhen any sense impression is regarded as such, which oc-

curs most often first in revivals in the absence of the object,

the first invagination of an inner self occurs. But for the
power of revival shown in spontaneous recollections, self-

consciousness in the epistemological sense would either not
arise or be long deferred. This occurs in the various sense
spheres, in each of which residua of past sensations accumu-
late in stock, and are arranged like to like by agencies re-

lated to those which which Maxwell called "sorting de-

mons." We are already on the way from Locke's first to the

second of his two sources of all knowledge, from sensation to

reflection. This involutive process works at each sense-

centre, and will slowly carve the inner self out from the body
as the childish experience above described deliminated the
skin-bounded body from the world of impression in which it

was first imbedded. About every efferent centre motor images
are also accumulated. At first inner perception is a dim
realm of shades, but the shades gradually take on reality,

form, color, motion, and may be mistaken for sensations

themselves. This introverted, gastrulalike stage of thought
is often marked by what seems to stupid and morally bigoted

parents and teachers, lies. " I saw a thousand bears and
tigers in our yard," means a sense image of a number of

these animals springing up in my mind clearly and for the

first time without any corresponding objects, while it begins

to dawn upon the child that he carries possible menageries in

his imagination and is getting independent of sense. Perhaps,
too, in the embarrassment of being overheard talking to him-
self, he learns the difference between speaking and
thinking, and divests his psychic processes of other muscular
forms of expression, and learns to think acts it cannot do, for

repression excites subjectivity. These lies of sense and of

achievement are a quite distinct stage of mental evolution to

which we shall recur, because the power to play and work
with these seems to mark the line between the animal and the

human psyche. The outer is known through the inner, there

is a perception of the products of former perceptions. The
child no longer gives himself fully and with entire abandon-
ment to the objective world, but begins to draw back a little

even from his own body, which ceases to be a part, or at least

the whole, of himself.

As thus self- consciousness slowly arises by involution from
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object-consciousness, and apperception from perceptions, in-

stead of lingering in the lower regions of sense images the no-

etic passion may strive for a knowledge of knowledge raised

to some higher potence, and be drawn towards the vortex of

the mysterious but fatal involucre of solipsism, which, to

change the figure, is like an encystment, from which the soul

has no-palingenesis. No matter how many rival ways of es-

cape from agnosticism may be patented, just in proportion

as the world comes to seem only my concept will every voli-

tional or emotional reaction upon it seem unreal. In specu-

lative, as in morbid psychology, delusions of greatness go with
progressive paralysis. Fichte's familiar but unique and
matchless romanticizing with the idea of self by anthropo-
morphizing the universe into an absolute cosmic ego, whose es-

sence it is to posit itself as being, whose " I am " is the only
possible deed or act, to which all objectivity is only its own
reduced activity, and which is to be annihilated and destroyed

by moral reaffirmation, may slightly inebriate the sanest of us,

but we must not yield to the fatal ubris of Titanism, and try

to inflate our puny egos to God-likeness of this kind. Pres-
entation, lepresentation, re-representation, etc., however far

continued, and on however many superposed Jacksonian
levels which the future may make possible, and to whatever
high potential knowledge may thereby be raised, can have no
other possible meaning than a i^ractical one. We are not
forcing the ego back to its lair, stripping off its more outer

and then more inner garments with any possibility that it

will ever thus, as Tertullian prayed, stand forth at last,

naked, pure, free, a precious kernel, fully shelled out of its

last husk. To assume any identity between subject and ob-

ject, as Schelling did, or even an Hegelian equipoleuce, is to

belie the very nature of the fiery particle within us, which, as

if it were the culmination of the biologos itself, is not ex
pressed in any of even all of the forms it has made ; but whose
essence it is to create, and which is the only aclus jiums. By
its spontaneity the attention presses in from point to point,

and what it has been and done is only the prelude to what is

to come. Whether it will ever entirely eject or objectify it-

self in some far-off apokatastasis, whatever such a state may
have meant to the mystics who have reveled in its description,

seems extremely improbable, because, in nature's economy
consciousness is always either remedial or directive, and the

automatic is always closing in upon it. The idea of a centre

or a state of all consciousness, as ye understand that most
polymorphic of all terms, whether of a being who simulta-

neously knows all, and directs all details of the universe as

steps in accomplishing a maturely deliberated policy, or of
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uioiiiidic souls, viichj)arfiis in sua tjenere ileus, reflecting the
entire universe, is a dream of lotus eaters, a fool's paiadise,
for it immolates nature, whether human or divine, to intellect.

In fine, introspection can never solve the problem of the self.

Vin. The influence of other selves upon our own self

begins in the mysteries of heredity and takes a more objec-
tive form in gestation. Whether the mother's movements
are tranquil or sudden and violent is registered upon the
body and soul of the new life she carries, as the planchette
records every change in the tension of arm muscles ; she who
does most for herself does best by her unborn child. When
after birth her movements act no longer through a fluid me-
dium, her touches, pats, caresses, the act of nursing, etc.,

make for some time a large part of the child's outer world of

change. Perhaps as probable a beginning as any for the
social consciousness of the child is its first recognition of its

mother's face, which occurs during the first few weeks of life,

and which many of our returns emphasize as an event of great
distinctness and importance, as did Froebel. The child is

born with the power to cry with great vigor, but the power to

laugh comes very gradually and later, and it is often this

recognition that causes the first smile, and may excite it to

writhe all over with joy. It is easy either to speculate or
poetize about this event. Before, perhaps, the child is soli-

tary, alone in the universe, so far as its own rudimentary
consciousness is concerned ; but now the first "thou " looms
vaguely u]) in the void. Possibly, too, this moment is the
natal hour of the world of objects, of all of which its mother's
face is the " promise and potency," and from this as a start-

ing point de reph-e the child's mind slowly delineates im-
pressions of other selves, if not things, etc. At any rate, it is

the eye that chiefly fascinates, and, although a stranger might
have been detected before, especially by touch, this eye and
face at least are now known to sight. Sympathy is now l)orn,

love has its object, the recognition involved marks the first

conscious memory as an act of joy of a new and unique kind.
Starting from the face and breast the mother's body is slowly
defined, although her eyes and, perhaps, mouth, hair, etc.,

are noted first; the child notices its own hands, feet and ears
before it does those of its mother's, and also becomes aware
of its own internal organs and processes first, and the instinct-

ive comparison part by part above described defines its first

somatic " other" as well as its first somatic self.

Meanwhile the child is subject to many manipulations by
the mother. Her face is associated with a vast variety of

touches, sounds and movements that make her the source of

a great part of all the changes possible in the infant's psychic
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horizon. She causes it to pass from hunger to satiety ; from
cold and wet to warm and dry ; from one attitude and posi-

tion to another ; her presence means every possible pleasure,

and her absence every possible pain. The sense of being
alone even for an instant is the desolation and horror of

the ab5tss. She is the child's Providence, on which it is

absolutely dependent to a degree that few of the most relig-

ious men ever really conceive themselves to be on God. If

she fails to make herself thus the bright focus in the child's

nascent social consciousness and be all a good mother can
and should be, the child's own personality will be less organ-
ized and unified and will have less power to reverence the
divine personality at the heart of the universe whose place

she is shaping in the soul by her own, almost as the wooden
model makes the matrix in which the iron will later be cast.

She, for a time, embodies its entire world of others, divine
or human. She is society, and from her all other persons
are learned and differentiated. They, too, dawn upon the
infant's mind as she did, eyes and face first, suggesting
platonic or cherubic heads, and are slowly defined in body
and act as she was.

Again, in all its good moods the child's rapport with its

mother dominates its conduct. It early comes to do all she
smiles at and to avoid all else, as if its only vocation were to

divine and follow all the lines of her likes and wishes. Its

nature expands not only toward, but in proportion to the sun-
shine of her favor. It respects all she smiles at, even buf-

foonery ; looks up in Its play to call notice and study the
currents of her sympathy. If she is hapjjy when the child is

good and slightly saddened at wrong, the normal child will

choose the right as surely as pleasure increases vitality. It

cannot act on her fear and should not on her resentment, but
it can act on her love, and if that is strong and deep, obedi-
ence, before language can be much understood, will be an in-

stinct. The mother, too, is the child's first pattern and
exemplar, and sets the copies for a mass of imitation, con-
scious and unconscious. Her rhythms in motion, accent and
inflexion are a contagion. As she is quiet, poised, reposeful
or excitable, spasmodic, irritable and nervous, so is the child.

If she is happy, euphorious, contented or sour, full of symp-
toms and aches, discontent or anxiety, each of these moods is

reflected in the child. All these and a host of other influences
emanating from the mother are registered in the basal strata
of habits in the nutritive and motor systems, in rhythms of

rest and fatigue, etc., that are not 'only unchangeable them-
selves, but condition all later superstructures.
But as a new planet is gradually thrown off a. central sun
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and slowly spheres itself and finds an orbit and then develops
forms of life all its own, so the infant soul develops slowly to

independence ; but as the planet was made from the matter of

the sun and never escapes gravity, so the soul never can
escape what the mother was and did to it. The infantile

charm of bo-peep plays with impressions of momentary exist-

ence without her. The timidity, fatigue or health of infants

at a certain stage we may conceive to vary inversely as the
square of the distance at which they can be left, carried, creep
or walk from the mother before the inevitable sense of soli-

tude or fear of getting lost overwhelms them. Other members
of the household become too slowly increasingly prominent
factors in the development of the child's social conscionsuess.
For country children the interval between the family and
others is more marked than in the city ; for the former in

their earliest years and also the family have more definite-

ness and also stronger attractions.

Soon two tendencies develop : one centripetal, inclining the
child to its own home of which the mother is the heart, and
the other centrifugal. Homesickness and the passion for

other scenes and faces, illustrated, e. g., in truancy and the
migrating instinct, often struggle with each other. Some
children wander away, launching out into the big world, and
leaving all behind them without fear or regret, while others
show an equally abnormal dread of getting away from familiar

faces. Owing perhaps to some reverberations of the ancient
war of all against all in the long and bitter struggle for exist-

ence, all strangers, especially those with too unusual dress,

features, acts, etc., are at some stage more or less feared, al-

though with great difference of duration and intensity in dif-

ferent children. A peripheral limit of the expansive social

tendency which radiates from the mother outward is marked
for most children by deformed or colored people, policemen,
soldiers, tramps, the doctor, coal-man, rag-man, etc., whom
they fear. Between the too familiar and the all too strange

and dreadful lies the wide field where the expansive social

tendencies as love, slowly widening to include mankind,
nature as a vast repository of personification, and curiosity

which would see, feel and know all, meet and mingle with the

deeper counter-currents of ancestral dread, and make strange

eddies and whirlpools in the brain cell, nerves and pulses as

well as in the soul. In some children the latter predominate
and they are so embarrassed, shy and timid that they can do
nothing before strangers without awkwardness and mental
confusion. The attention of friends to the acts or persons of

such children is the kinetic equivalent of the presence of

strangers fu its power to overstimulate inhibitions or to
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excite bashfuluess ; to be looked at is as paialyziug as to be
placed before an audience. "Don't let anyone look at me,"
is a frequent request when something is to be done and a
steady gaze may not be the " evil eye." or have power when
directed to the back of the head to cause one to turn around
according to current superstition, but arouses painful self-

consciousness or anger in children, and is often construed as
an insult by adults. Others love to be in the focus of atten-

tion and do anything to attract and hold it; are stimulated
by it to all sorts of "showing off," and are spoiled by iiattery,

and dull without it. The passion to be interesting and to

compel others to like them may make children bold, vain,

affected like George Eliot, who at the age of four would
pound the piano with many airs if anyone called, or to make
the servants think she was a great musician, yet this indi-

cates great social sense and capacity. Such children are
likely to lose the proper balance between love and fear v.hich

gives the psychic tension called from its various degrees and
forms bashfulness, modesty, respect, reverence, docility,

etc., all of which aie manifestations of fear toned down,
and variously tempered and alloyed. The very acme of so-

cial zest is where some expansive impulse has Just won some
new victory over fear, and the stranger, the bully, teacher,

etc., treated with some new familiarity, the person with de-
cided or superior manners, the critic or enemy faced. There
may be flushes, tremors, or even conflicts, but the self grows
with every such courageous affirmation.^

' Professor J. M. Bald-win (" Mental Development, Social and Ethi-
cal Interpretations," p. 195 ef seq.) thinks there are three stages of
bashfulness : first, a primary, organic kind in the first year toward
strangers; second, an opposite tendencj^ to tolerate strangers and
like persons generally, due to kind treatment; and third, a return
of bashfulness in the second and third years. The second stage is

said to have its phylogenetio parallel "in the rest man took after
his release from the animal." This second stage of loss of tear,

the author sees illustrated in the life of the Hebrew patriarchs,
etc., and discusses whether such a period occurred "over the whole
earth at once," caljs it in a note a " well recognized period," but
says that to confirm it would require much research he cannot
bring, and hopes that his declaration of the hypothetical character
of the parallel \\ill appease the ''learned critic whose red-rag in-
stinct is keen for theory."

I can not find, nor can several anthropologists I have consulted,
any trace of any such "well recognized period," nor anyone who
ever thought that it existed " over the whole earth at once." In-
deed there are many reasons why such a stage must have been both
geographically and ethnographicallj' limited in extent and brief in
duration. Again, it is not the infant of line or even two years that
would reflect the race stage described, did such stage or its reflec-
tion exist, but the boy several years older. Once more a careful scru-
tiny of returns based upon several hundred children I have col-
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There arc many iufluences in modern life that make for

psychic disintegration, and tend to reduce our individuality

back to a polyzoic aggregate of cells and uushepherded states.

For many, life is sessile and receptive, whereas unity is a
product of actions. Mere knowing disaggregates if divorced
from practical life. There is, too, such a multiplicity of cul-

tures and theories. The views concerning the ego would not,

perhaps, equal in number the 289 theories on the nature of

the highest good reported by Varo, but their conflict alone
makes it impossible to lead what Aristotle called the purely
theoretic life of reason. Mixture of blood and heredity causes
the ununified, if not contradictory, traits found in mongrel
races. Imperfect health cau.ses fluctuations of mood and
those alterations of somatic feelings which not only lay the

basis of parasitic personalities, but may of themselves alone
cause mental perversion and even alienation. The weaker
the body, the moi-e it comes to the front and commands

;

the stronger it is, the more it obeys and the less it appears
in consciousness. Over-culture, so common now for feeble

souls, both distracts and weakens. Too many or too alien

ideas forced upon an unwilling intelligence are not marriage
of the soul to knowledge, but rape, the analogies of the results

of which could be traced out at great length. This makes
real love of knowledge impossible, but may cause a meretri-

cious itch for dabbling with great subjects. The history of

philosophy teaches such minds merely to hold no opinions.

The rage for examination and explanation prevents real acqui-

sition,which is automatic, and acts not unlike an emetic in in-

terfering with mental digestion. Too many companions of

lected, show no trace of Professor Baldwin's second stage of reduced
fearlessness or bashfulness between two augmentations of it, but
only a very steady reduction and change of base through all the
early years of childhood.
Indeed, while believing the careful and prolonged studies of single

children is one of the very best lines of work, and has given us some
of our best data, I think that a mono- or duopaidic basis is not
broad enough tor speculative interpretation of such wide range. At
least to estimate a work "drawn largely from direct observation of
children," the value of which Professor Baldwin well says "consists
in the possibility of their repeated corroboration," we should be
told how many if not what children were studied, or at least what
method was used to reach such general results. If, however, it is

simply " the child " or the "concept of childhood" that here is

analyzed, this method, too, has probably its place despite its pecul-
iar dangers, but it is more that of the Baconian spider that evolves
from within than of the ant that merely collects. Granting, how-
ever, both to have their place in the economy of nature, we hope
both spider and ant may live to see the bee that both collects and
evolves, enter the broad, new field of child study, which is now but
a promising acreage of buds, and to taste her sweets.
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the same, or of too many differeut sorts, city life, much
society, and indeed civilization generally, is not favorable for

the quiet, inner, Rousseau-like growth of country life near to

nature. Too many toys, interests, studies, friends, dresses,

pleasures, moods, and even too frequent resolutions of radi-

cal reform,' are dissolutive.

On the other hand, an education that fits native interests,

evokes will, has a natural instead of an artificial and pro-

gramme-made unity; some occasional obstinacy and self-

assertion, that contend for supremacy with other egos ; the

keeping of a personal conscience, a sense of duty and honor,

and knowing how it feels to follow these against the mob
;

friends and interests, that the flavor of conviction be not

utterly lost ; some few, deep beliefs we could die for, even
though the creed be not formulated; fixed and regular habits;

vigorous thinking that has wondrous power to bring unity to

the loosely cohering elements of our mental life ; a life sphere

that fits our ability and taste and that has not too many gall-

ing points of friction; a broadly based specialization that

gives us a certain mastery in some small point, and is a
refuge of the soul in which it finds compensation for many
inferiorities; enough property to give an independent sell-

respect, but not enough to make us in any sense its slave
;

just pride of country, home, family, and having a character

and reputation in the community that are what we deserve and
have distinct and marked individual features about them; the

bearing of responsibilities ;—these cement and strengthen the

ego synthesis.

A person is a vast aggregate of qualities and influences

vinculated together, treated and acting as a unit. After
Cicero many ancient and media-val works on oratory listed

the traits of an ideal socius, best calculated to influence men,
and most worthy of respect, or most ijrovocative of imita-

tion. First was form, figure, complexion, and the factors of

physical beauty, fine eyes, nose, chin, bust, foot, hand,
shoulders, etc., the contour of anyone of which might have
a perfection that was ravishing, and if truly put in marble
would make a sculptor immortal. Physical beauty is an im-

mense power, and ugliness is an eternal disadvantage. 'Next

come dress and toilet, with every detail of hair, nails, shoes,

head-gear, proper fashions, and even cosmetics, perfumery,
etc., if and where needed, correct taste which is the begin-

ning of art and which remedies defects of form, all of which
are subjects worthy of long and detailed study as sources of

proper personal influence. Third c'ome the automatisms,
which are among the most important media of likes and dis-

likes, and even fetichisms, tricks of articulation, of facial
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expression, beariuj; and carriage, the use of the voice, posi-

tions and movements of hands and feet, smiling and laughing,

habits of fan, handkerchief, napkin, knife and fork, gesture,

inflection, all the minor morals of manners, the magnetic
aura, atmosphere, pi-esence, style, which reflect all one's

environment, breeding and heredity, and which because they
are unconscious reveal the true self that words, social forms
and conventionalities so often hide. Then come the volun-

tary actions, either deeds accomplished or abilities which
mark the range of the ego of will. What can one do ? How
would he act under the strain of jealousy, anger, love, fear,

temptation, and in any possible condition 1 What is the

vocational sphere of action ? where would character give

way '? self-control be lost ? nnd how much energy is there f

Fifth, what are the quality and flux of the habitual currents of

feeling " the temperament and dominant sentiments ? Is

there the hearty euphoria of that good fellowship which
covers a multitude of sins ? the good heart that is Prince

Hal's "sun and moon"? Does duty rule? or is the soul

weakened by self-indulgence? Is it malevolent? tricky?
hypercritical ? How will it stand the strain of disappoint-

ment or affection ? of publicity ? fame ? fatigue ? Is it sta-

ble or moody ? harmonious or unbalanced ? sickly ? self-

conscious and morbid ' or hearty ? eupeptic ? or eucholic ?

Then, and far less prominent than we think, come the men-
tal equipment or intellectual possessions of culture, the size

of the fund of knowledge, the inventory of mental resources,

and especially the breadth and height of sympathies, both

for persons and ideas, the range of interests, the judgment
and sense in the use of knowledge, originality, and independ-

ence of thought. If to these we add the still more adventi-

tious advantages of fame, wealth, birth and name, we shall

have a magazine of influences which has a power to hold other

souls up together and to keep them occupied and well di-

rected, the vast and manifold beneficence of which psychology

is still unable to trace.

Such and other highest human qualities united in parent,

teacher, friend, preacher, professor, doctor, hero, ideal or

super man, who can let all his faculties go and yet be only

and purely good, are far more unifying for the souls of those

within their sphere of influence than institutions, social tradi-

tions, or mere impersonal and uuembodied instruction. The
Homeric world had no state, church, school; no Bible, litera-

ture, science, or iuventiona ; but all was solvent in personal-

ities, and in the natural relation between men. It, and not

the mobs of degenerates, is the true expression of man's gre-

garious nature, and hence its marvelous fit to the estate of
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youth which is moulded by contact with great characters,
and. if it does not find needed heroes and leaders, makes
them often of the poorest material, or finds tinsel idols in the
cheapest fiction. These, with enough errors and sinners to
exercise the instinct of " universal opposition," which in due
season and degree is so essential an ingredient of character,
constitute the fundamental features in the environment needed
to develop well compacted personalities.

When we are told that nothing but the soul can mirror it-

self, that self-consciousness is the Bible of the psychologist,
I reply that only a part of the soul is therein revealed

; that
personality has far deeper roots in unconsciousness; that the
testimony of consciousness, wherein only a part of the soul
content knows another part, can not express the most impor-
tant elements; that all the processes in it are land-locked, as
in an inland sea, far from the great ocean of life and mind,
because thought must at best imitate sense, however dimly
and remotely, and that consciousness is "not the creator or
bearer of the ego-sjmthesis, but only one form of its expres-
sion." Even if we had a complete history of the conscious-
ness of every member of the race, it would be a very incom-
plete expression of the human soul, not only because con-
sciousness is yet in its babyhood, and the best things are not
revealed in it yet, but because from its very nature they never
can be. We have sought the real ego in the intellect. It is

not there, nor yet in the will, which is a far better expression
of it than thought. Its nucleus is below the threshold of con-
sciousness. The mistake of ego-theorists is akin to that of
those who thought icebergs were best studied from above the
surface and were moved by winds, when in fact about nine-
tenths of their mass is submerged, and they follow the deeper
and more constant oceanic currents, often in the teeth of gales,
vitiating all the old aerodynamic equations.
We must, therefore, without neglecting these older oracles,

turn to a different source for real knowledge of the real self,

viz.: the objective study of every phase and every growing
stage of the psyche and of the soma in animals, savages, and
children. Soul is vastly larger than consciousness, and the
highest powers are those that spring from roots that start
deepest down in the scale of life. Consciousness is as differ-

ent from mind as froth is from beer, and the syllabub of some
of its exploiters and "promotors" suggests the mediteval
barber's apprenticeship, which ended when the tyro could
make two tierces of foam from two ounces of soap. Perhaps
the excuse of some philosophic apprentices, were it as naive,
would not be unlike that of the Boston tapster, who, when
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:

remonstrated with by his customers for selling so little beer

and so much froth, replied that the better the beer the more
it foamed, and also that the profit was in the froth.

Hence child study, because of these limitations of intro-

spection, and even of consciousness, and because the real

deeper self can confessedly never be thus known, turns to

more purely objective methods. It is a homely term, and
psychogenesis, paidology, or some others might have been
more academic, but it represents a movement so fundamental
that it was necessary to appeal to the larger constituency of

virgin minds, who knew none of the prejudices so inveterate

in philosoi)hic schools and sects, and to utilize the deep
instinct of parental love which has created all educatiou sys-

tems and institutions. In doing this education and philoso-

phy have both gone back to re-examine the foundations from
which they sprang ; have turned to first principles and to

plain common sense as the ultimate court of appeal, and
sought to reaffirm the practical obligations of these studies

and to meet some of the crying needs for a philosophy that

shall do for our land and age what the great philosophers of

other periods have done for theirs. Recha was rescued from
a fire by a stranger in white who vanished, and her gratitude

idealized her saviour till she thought she owed her life to an
angel, and her mystic, contemplative mind elaborated a cult

of worship which gradually absorbed her life almost to the

point of mental alienation, when suddenly came the announce-
ment that a man, A. B., who had snatched her from the

flame, was dying for a woman's ministration. Her illusions

vanished, and she found sanity, and he was restored by her

to life, and a career of jihilanthropy. Philosophy was to

Plato a quest of eternal foundations,when a decaying state and
a sophistic culture seemed to threaten general dissolution.

Later it wrought old cults to unity and opened the way for

Christianity, and still later gave it an organ. It gave science

its methods and instruments, unified the Teutonic spirit, and
expressed the English induction and utilitarianism, and in

this country it laid down the methods of church, state, school

and college. Latterly, however, we have been almost playing

with philosophy and fascinated by not only unfruitful but un-

solvable problems, have striven to be critical and polemic,

brilliant and literary, gone astray in technicalities and de-

tails, revived problems once vital, but now dead, because no
longer practical in the high moral sense; rendered a rather

doubtful and uncertain service to religion and plain right liv-

ing, and above all hypostatized to theoretical regions the

agencies that were meant to save men from passion, fill them
with enthusiasm for the ideal, purge their souls from faction.
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jealousy, superstition aud selfishness, and bring consecration

to the vocation of leading lives devoted to the highest ser-

vice. With regard to the self, indeed we have lapsed almost

to the standpoint of Condillac, who said: "When I smell

a rose, e.* g., this sensation of smell is my entire ego."

Teachers of philosophy, now called, like Eecha, to more
serviceable work, are responding as she did, and the

results already seen are a new sense of the need of these

chairs, despite the many rival claimants for scholastic time

and money, the better ministration to troubled adolescent

needs, the decline of epistemological and simply historical,

and the increase of neurological and ethical teaching, the aid

to impending religious and social transformation, and the

better development of children and youth to the fullest matu-

rity of mind and body. This is the best and highest test of

home, school, church, state and civilization itself, and the

basis of the only true philosophy, not only of education, but

of history. 1

'Although I have had help from many others in response to the

questionnaires upon this topic, I desire to express my special in-

debtedness to the data collected by Miss Lillie A. Williams of Tren-
ton, N. J., aud Miss Sara E. Wiltse of Boston.
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(67) Ratiniaesthetik iind gcometrisch-optischc Ttiuschungcn. Von
Theodor Lipps. Mit 183 Figuren und Einer Tafel. Schriften
der Gesellschaft fiir psychologische Forschung : Heft 9 u. 10,
2te Sammlung. Leipzig: Verlag von J. A. Barth, 1897, pp. viii,

424.

Die geometrisch-optiscken Tduschungen. Von Wilhelm Wundt.
Des xxiv. Bandes der Abh. der math.-phys. Classe der kgl.
sachs. Ges. der Wiss. no. 2. Mit 65 Textflguren. Leipzig, B. G.
Teubner, 1798, pp. 126.

In the Beiirdge zur Psychologic und Physiologte der Sinnesorgane,
the Festschrift prepared for Helmholtz' seventieth birthday (1891),
Professor Lipps pubhshed a long paper (93 pages), entitled AUsthet-
ische Faktoren der Raumanschauung. Tiiis paper should be studied
before the reader ventures upon the book now before us; it gives
an abstract and brief chronicle of the author's aesthetic theory, and
of his view of the relation of the SBsthetic problem to the problem
of the geometrical optical illusions. Again, in the Zeitschr. f. Psych,
itnd Phys. der Sinnesorgane, Bd. xii, Heft 1, is a preliminary commu-
nication upon the latter question, headed Die geometrisch-optischen
Tduschungen. This should be read alongside of the book, as fur-

nishing a conspectus of the author's treatment in the larger work.'
The fundamental idea of all these publications is that " the opti-

cal and the festhetic impressions that a geometrical form makes
apon us are merely two sides of one and the same thing, having
their common root in ideas of mechanical activities." Every space
formation, all formed space, is the seat or vehicle of living force;
it strives or tends to rise or expand, it resists, yields, moves, runs
out, etc., etc. In a word, it shows us the manner of its origin, the
natural reason why it takes on just this form,—always, of course,
after the analogy of our own human activity; and its aisthetic con-
sideration is simply the translation of its presence or bare existence
into this activity. As human action is directed upon some end, so
is the activity in the space form: the principle of aesthetic freedom
includes the free determination and the free realization of an end.
Geometrical forms are ugly only (and alwaj^s) when the force or
life that is in them cannot work itself out, or is compelled to sub-
serve the wrong end, to play an ill-fitting role. (Pp. 1-26.)

The 'naturalness' of a form, however, has its mechanical side.

The 'free realization of an end ' is at the same time mechanical uni-
formity, obedience to mechanical law. Not the mechanically regu-
lar form is beautiful, but the form which shows the free working
out of a definite mechanical movement. Past experiences have
given us a direct, not consciously mediated, ' feeling ' for mechani-
cal possibility; we 'feel' that in a particular figure the movement
is assured, easy, effortless,while in another it is uncertain, unstable,
forced. Putting this together with the result reached in the pre-

'A good discussion of the whole topic of geometrical-optical illusions will be found
in eh. vil of Professor Sanford's "Laboratory Course."
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ceding paragraph, we arrive at the principle of ' sesthetical-me-
chanical unity.' The column or the wave line is sesthetic: imagi-
nation reads human activity into it; it is mechanically right, the
expression of mechanical uniformity; and it is, further, unity—the
action of a personality, the working out of one mechanical force,
given once atid for all. (Pp. 26-41.)
The unity of 'becoming' or of self-production which the space

form evinces, which in virtue of its ajsthetical-mechanical inter-
pretation in om- feeling it must evince, may be of various kinds.
We can distinguish successive fi-om simultaneous unity, the unity
of the column from the unity of the group or cluster of columns.
The former we may call quantitative or singular unity; the latter,
qualitative unity with quantitative differentiation. In the third
place stands antagonistic or central unity, that of opposed activi-
ties arising from a common source. Prototype of (1) is the human
volition directed upon a single point; prototype of (2), a human
activity rooted in a single, qualitatively identical volition, but em-
bracing a manifold as its object; prototype of (3), the volition that
aims singly, with opposition of direction (stretching out the arms,
e. g.). The relation of this theory to the doctrine of 'multiplicity
in unity ' is obvious. It only needs to be added that the unity of
opposition implies the principle of equilibrium. (Pp. 42-50.

)

The principle of equilibrium is wanted, however, in a wider sense.
Every space form shows the balance of activit3' and counter-ten-
dency. There would be no activity in a form at all, were not the
form constantly threatened by, obliged to maintain itself against,
the counter-activity. Nevertheless, in every concrete case, it is
one of these activities that is, for our idea, the primary or ' real

'

acti\ity of the form, while the antagonistic activity appears as a
merely secondary tendency. The terms are, naturally, correlative.
Thus, if we oppose the limiting activity of boundary lines to the
expansive activity of the enclosed space, it is clear that limitation
is the primary activity, expansion the secondary counter-tendency.
Again, in the vertical figure which is conditioned (positively or
negatively) by gravitj', it is the activity of expansion or extension
that is primary, the counter-activity or tendency that is secondary.
And thirdly, in the case of direction of movement, the diverting
activity is primary, the tendency to continuation in a straight line
secondary. These three antagonisms are of prime importance for
the theory of optical illusions, to which we now pass. (Pp. 50-60.)
These illusions arise as we ideate the forces of space forms, i. e.,

let them work themselves out in our idea. We perceive a form;
we have an idea of the activity producing it ; this implies the idea
of the working out of the activity; this idea is superimposed on the
perception,—the activitj' works itself out; and the illusion is there.
Note, then, that the illusion is not due to perception, but to decep-
tion of judgment; we compare perceptions under circumstances in
which modifying ideas force themselves upon us, and the judgment
of comparison is itself modified in the direction of these ideas. In
other words: we superpose, in comparing, the modified memory-
image of- the one perception upon the other perception-image.
The concomitant, modifying ideas are 'unconscious.' (Pp. 61-69,
203, 339, 368, viii, etc. ) The reader will now understand how it is

that the first sketch of Professor Lipps' theory appeared in the
Helmholtz Festschrift.

^
Although the detailed exposition of the rest of the book adopts a

classification by geometrical form, in place of that by the threefold
antagonism of acti\'ity and counter-tendency mentioned above, the
first section deals with the illusions of expansion and limitation
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(pp. 70-110). We set out with the general rule, whose deduction is

evident, that limited space magnitudes are as such underestimated.
But the boundaries of a form may be ' mere ' boundaries, or may
themselves, e. g., be ' forms.' So we get the rule of the 'concur-
rence ' of interpretative ideas, and the distinction of ' grades ' of
limitation. If counter-boundaries differ in grade, illusions necessa-
rily follow. Vertical extension is overestimated as compared with
horizontal, since it is doubly extended: from below upwards by the
force opposing gravity, from above downwards by gravity itself,

—

both primary activities. Exceptions must occur, under certain cir-

cumstances: when, e. g., the concurrence of horizontal and vertical

is replaced in idea by some other play of forces (circle), or when
the vertical is subordinate in idea to the horizontal expansion
(torus). Further: we may distinguish ' degree ' of limitation from
grade of limitation. Increase the bounding power of a boundary
by making a figure smaller than it was^ and you increase the grade
of limitation, in arithmetical progression. But you do more: you
increase the degree of limitation. For increase of limiting acti\ity
means increase of the counter-tendency, the expansion, or resist-

ance to limitation; your boundary bounds, therefore, in higher de-
gree, at a higher stage of limitation than it did before. And the
reduction of the counter-tendency takes place in geometrical pro-
gression. Here, again, is occasion for illusion and modification of
illusion. Besides, the question arises: when are we to i-egard the
smaller figure as identical with the larger, i. e., as the vehicle of an
equal expansive tendency, and when are we to suppose that its ini-

tial expansive tendency was less? So we are led to the illusions of
confluxion (linear) and contrast (superficial). Both depend upon
identification, upon the adoption of the identity point of view (law
of simultaneous unity).
The following section (pp. 141-2.56) discusses, with great minute-

ness, the illusions of division and composition. Here the reading
becomes difficult. Indeed, the work as a whole is the reverse of

easy. The reader should be warned never to pass over a back-
reference, and never to attempt the book unless he has pen and
ruler and compasses at his elbow. In ch. 29 of this section (vary-
ing magnitudes of the parts) he will do well to draw a rough system
of curves, for guidance in future chapters. Very careful study is

required, if justice is to be done to the author's reasoning.
We set out with primary conditions of illusion. Let us look at

the whole: then the part, as part, has only that tendency to expan-
sion which is peculiar to the whole in all its parts; the part is un-
derestimated. Contrariwise, let us look at the part: then the part
is not simply part, but also itself extension ; the divided whole is

overestimated. Over against these stand the secondary conditions.
The part, as filling out the whole, as extending within it, should be
overestimated; the divided whole, the space within which the
parts bound each other independently, should be underestimated.
The appeal is to experience; and experience defines the mutual re-

lations of the conditions as follows : reference of the limits of the
whole to the part means underestimation of the part; reference of

the part to the limits of the whole means its overestimation. The
greater the part in relation to the whole, the more is the part over,
the whole underestimated; the smaller the part, the more is it

under, the whole overestimated. True, this is merely a rough
statement. The quality of the part, its qualitative relation to the
whole in which it stands, affects the illusions. And in estimating the
influence of the varying size of the parts we have to distinguish a
quantitative factor in the apparent shortening of the whole (i. e.,
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the quantum of tendency to expansion that is held in equilibrium
by the limits of the part) from a ' gradual ' factor (the grade of the
limiting activity): their interplaj' gives three maxima and two
minima of apparent length. Instances are the symmetrically tri-
sected point distatice, and the smaller circle placed concentrically
within a larger. Quality again has its effect. But in making dis-
tinctions of quality within the parts of a whole we have traveled
beyond the illusions of division proper; we can pass to those aris-
ing from the connection of distances (or lines) with surfaces. These
lead us still further, by way of distances embraced between trian-
gles, to the illusions set up by the coincidence of activities (1)
whose directions are opposed, and (2) whose directions are rela-
tively the same.
Here belongs the famous ' optical parodox, ' the ' arrow-head and

feather illusion, ' the ' illusion of Miiller-Lyer.' We may give Pro-
fessor Lipps' account of it as an instance of his general'treatment.
Why do we overestimate the length of the horizontal line that lies
between diverging end-pieces ? The answer is this: " The termi-
nal points of the line limit it, and limit also the oblique pieces. This
second limiting activity works upwards and downwards, in so far
as the oblique pieces trend upwards and downwards. It works out-
wards, in the horizonal direction, in so far as the oblique pieces
trend outwards. Just in so far as this is the case must the limiting
activity of the terminal points towards the inside, towards the hor-
izontal line itself, be canceled by their limiting activity outwards,
towards the oblique pieces. To the same degree, of course, the
limiting activitj- of the points towards the oblique pieces is can-
celed by then- acti\ity on the side of the horizontal line. That is
to say: the length o"f all these lines is overestimated." It follows
that the illusion increases, within certain limits, with approxima-
tion of the oblique pieces to the horizontal; and that it decreases
with increasing length of these pieces. Why, on the other hand,
do we underestimate the length of the horizontal line that lies be-
tween converging end-pieces? "The limiting activity which the
common terminal point exerts upon the horizontal "line, and the
limiting activities, relatively of the same direction, which it exerts
upon the oblique pieces, reinforce one another." The illusion is
less than in the former case, because the tension (produced as re-
action by the increase of the limiting activity) is greater. The
effect of the relative obliquity of the end-pieces is the same; that
of their length naturally the precise opposite.
We come, in the third place, to the illusions of direction

( pp. 257-
320). They may arise under three conditions: when the differently
directed forms or form elements are given contiguous ; when
change of direction occurs during the course of a single move-
ment; when the different directions, though independent of one
another, are spatially coincident. The vertical and (to a less de-
gree) the horizontal directions are in every instance 'principal'
directions. As the modifying activity is in all these cases the pri-
marj', there is a constant tendency to the overestimation of differ-
ences of direction, (The relation'of this rule to the current theorj'
of angular estimation is plain.) The principle that dominates the
section is the principle of the ' mechanically unitary apprehension
of directions '; and its rule runs: " If, in consequence of the condi-
tions under which it takes place, a movement di\-ides for our idea
into various components, then in every case (or in every phase of
the movement) that component is overestimated which "in general
(or in the particular phase) is most ' drawn upon,' or whose reali-
zation seems to be most energetically demanded, for the result be-
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fore us." The rule evidently covers cases of apparent approxima-
tion as well as cases of apparent divergence of directions.
The final section (pp. 321-419) treats of variations of contour

(superficial boundai-y ). These take us back to the ' identification

'

question of the first section. Let the surfaces stand independently
side by side; then we give them in idea an expansive tendency that
fits their actual magnitude. Here come the illusions dependent on
interaction of height and breadth. Let them now form parts of a
single, differentiated whole : then we give them, despite their dif-

ferent size, one and the same expansive tendency. Here come the
illusions of (rectangular) projection and retraction. From these
we pass to those of reduction or tapering, taken first alone, then in
connection with opposition of direction (where we are brought to
the optical paradox again), and lastly in connection with axial ac-
tivity. Reduction passes over, in its extreme form, to the point or
gable. Finally, leaving right lines, the author discusses the effect
of continuous curvature of the boundary, taking as his illustrations
the scotia and the torus, the concave and the convex departure
from the vertical.

In an epilogue Professor Lipps emphasizes the threefold result of
his inquiry. He has, in principle, settled the question of optical
illusion. Secondly,—and this is more important,—he has contrib-
uted to the establishment of an 'sesthetical mechanics,' to our
aesthetical comprehension of the geometrical forms employed by
the arts. And thirdly, he has illustrated the delicacy and uniform-
ity of the psychological working of 'unconscious ideas.'

Of the aesthetic part of the work I have, in the above hasty sketch
of its contents, said very little. In reality, there are aesthetic ' ad-
ditions ' at every pause in the march of the argument. As, how-
ever, the writer's whole aesthetic theory, the theory of ' mechanical
anthropomorphism ' or of ' anthropomorphic mechanics,' the har-
mony of the free activity of the human personality with the uni-
formities of mechanical forces, is given in the introduction,—and as
the ' additions ' merely carry out the general point of view in detail,

showing where the optical illusion is a protest against the .estheti-

cally (because mechanically) impossible, etc.,—it seems unneces-
sary to devote space to it here. Nevertheless, I believe that the
aesthetic theory is, relatively, the strongest thing in the book, and,
absolutely, a theory of the very highest scientific value.' Indeed,
the sesthetic atmosphere is over all : the book at large, if we regard
chs. 29-36 as an excursus (p. viii), is aesthetically planned and pro-
portioned. Starting out from the Doric column, we find at the end
of our reading that we have been taken through the Doric and
Ionic orders, stylobate, column, entablatui-e and pediment, step by
step, illusion by illusion; torus and fillet and scotia of the base, flut-

ing and entasis of the shaft, ovolo and abacus of the capital, archi-
trave and frieze and cornice,—all have received their due meed of
discussion and explanation. Moreover, the idea of linking the
whole series of geometrical optical illusions to an all-embracing
aesthetic theorj^ is both novel and remarkable. The question is,

whether it has been—whether it can be—carried out.

We must admit that Professor Lipps has been able to account for
all the optical illusions that are familiar to us from the many recent
essays upon the subject. We may admit, too,—at least, this is the
impression that I have obtained from the book; I am not sure how
far it is a true one—that his principle of explanation has a heuristic
value. But serious objections present themselves to his point of

' The outline of a similar theory was roughly sketched by Vernon Lee and C. An-
strulher-Thompson in the Conttmiiorary Review, Oct. and Nov., 1897.
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view. (1) Can we travel, without more ado, from the real, tridi-

mensional, undoubtedly ' purposive ' structure, column or tree or
tower, to the superficial or linear figure, the bare line or circle or
square ? We easily and consciously read our own activity into the
former; I have hardly ever found myself doing so into the latter.

I can, with some effort, ' feel ' the solidity of the black disc on a
white background, and the hoUowuess, emptiness, of the white on
black; I can also read movement into the Miiller-Lyer lines; and I

can sympathize with the smooth or unsraooth flow of the line in the
corrected or uncorrected segmental and stilted arch. But in the
first of these cases I call to aid a tri-dimensional secondary idea,
and in the second and third I seem myself to move with or along
the lines, rather than to let them move or carry movement. I

should, therefore, incline to doubt Professor Lipps' statement that
solidity presents 'in principle' nothing new as compared with super-
ficial extension (Zeils., loc. cit., p. 41), and his conclusion that our
apprehension of the plane geometrical figure follows on directly
from that of the tri-dimensional structure. (2) But the reply is ob-
vious: the 'reading in' of activity in cases of illusion is 'uncon-
scious,' stereotj'ped in us by habit; so far from its being necessary
for us to realize cm- personifications, it would be curious if we did so
(Zeits., loc. cit., pp. 43, 44). To which I offer the counter-reply: If I
am not now tempted in any way by the forms themselves to read
my activity into them, why should my ancestors have done this,
arid done ic so much as a matter of course and habit that their atti-
tude has laid permanent constraint upon me? What was so highly
conscious once, surely might be at least weakly conscious now,
more especially now that I am trying to make it conscious. Pro-
fessor Lipps has written a 'logic ' or ' mathematics' (p. 170) of op-
tical illusion, and his method has led him to rectify certain too gen-
eral statements of former theories (pp. 220, 147, 271) ; but unless one
is prepared to accept the Herbartian unconscious, with all its impli-
cations, one can hardly grant that the theory is psychological.
Apart from such school dogma, I can see no reason whatsoever
(Professor Lipps complains in bis Festschrift paper that utterances
upon this point are vague) against regarding the great bulk of op-
tical illusions as matters of perception, and not of judgment. (3)
A third objection, which I am less confident in urging, is this: Does
not the apparent heuristic value of the writer's theory lie in the
fact that it is able to adapt itself ex post facto to all and every illu-

sion? Professor Lipps asserts or admits (p. 287) that it is a tautol-
ogy: the primary activity produces the illusion,—but then the 'pri-
mary ' activity is just that activity which does produce the illusion.
There is no arguing with a theory which would find the facts equally
intelligible if they were given upside-down; and I cannot help think-
ing that the present theory would hold its own very well in an in-
verted world.
Of the general importance of the work there can be no doubt. It

is a model of patient constructive argumentation. Psychologists
would owe a still greater debt of gratitude to the author if he should
now publish a detailed critique of rival theories: there is no one of
them, he says (p. 421), which, if taken seriously, does not break
down under the weight of factual exceptions. This is a hard say-
ing, and must be tested. In conclusion, I would advise the reader
to make an index of figures as he 4)roceeds; the lack of indices
means much loss of time.

Professor Wundt's monogi-aph has appeared so lately that any
review at the present time must show signs of imperfect assimila-
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tion. Nevertheless, it stands in such marked contrast to Pi'ofessor
Lipps' book that some notice must be taken of it in this connection.
The work was suggested by, or grew out of, the recent investigation
by Thiery ( Phil. Stud., XII, p. 125). The treatment is historical;
Oppel's figures are constantly referred to. Here, at once, is a great
difference between the two inquiries.

Wundt begins by laying down methodological rules. Complex
figures, showing many illusion-motives, must be split up into sim-
pler; figures whose illusion may be due to coincident motives must
Ije varied in such a way as to exclude one motive after another;
great weight is to be attached to reversible illusions, since in them
the only change of conditions lies in the perceiving subject. As
heuristic maxim we have the rule that physiological conditions
must be regai'ded as primary, otlier things equal, psychological as
secondary. (Pp. 1-6. Of. Lipps, p. vii.)

The investigation sets out from the reversible illusions of per-
spective (pp. 6-30). By variation of conditions and test of other
proposed explanations, the concmsion is reached that "the physio-
logical conditions [of these illusions] consist in the fixation of the
objects by the eye and the movement of the point of regard along
definite contours." The irreversible illusions fall, first, into those
of extension and of direction. Illusions of each class may be varia-
ble (changing in magnitude and perhaps even in quality with change
of conditions) or constant. The former are accompanied by irre-

versible illusions of perspective; the latter either have no such con-
comitants, or have them under quite different conditions.
We pass, then, to the variable illusions of extension (pp. 30-53).

Here belong the illusions of filled and open linear extensions, of
the vertically and horizontally fluted square, the optical paradox,
Laska's illusion (apparently varying length of line with varying size
of inclosed angle ), etc. It' is shown that the illusion of perspective
is secondary, that of size primary. Helmholtz' contrast theory,
Miiller-Lyer's confluxion, Heymans' movement contrast (cf. Phil.

St^id., xviii., pp. 613 ff.) are weighed and found wanting. The illu-

sions are due to the motives to movement of the line of regard
which reside in the nature of the objects as given.
Under the constant illusions of extension (pp. 53-61) fall the over-

estimation of verticals as compared with horizontals, the over-
estimation of the upper half of a vertical, and the (monocular)
overestimation of the outward horizontal. The perspective theory
is here out of court: we must fall back upon dioptrical or muscular
asymmetry. By elimination, we are left with the latter as the sole
explanation. The absence of the illusions in the circle is an in-

direct confirmation of this standpoint.
The variable illusions of direction

( pp. 51-78) bring us to the ques-
tion of the estimation of angles, to Hering's and Zollner's patterns.
Perspective comes to its rights again, as secondary motive. It is

most interesting to compare Wundt's account of the illusion and
lack of illusion in the seines of superposed horizontal arcs (over-
estimation of the acute tangential angles and arousal of perspec-
tive) with Lipps' discussion on pp. 314 fi. There seems to be no
doubt that Wundt's explanation of his Fig. 40 ( c/. his analysis of
Figs. 59 and 60) explains also Lipps' Fig. 155; but the reader must
judge for himself. Wundt accounts for the overestimation of small
angles by an extension of Delbceuf's idea: "where mechanical
movements of short duration are produced," he says, "but move-
ments which differ in duration in the individual case while their
other conditions remain the same, there is consumption of a rela-

tively greater amount of energj- in the shorter movement, since it
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requires greater energy to start a definite movement than it does
to keep a present movement going." Movements of regard, then,
are the condition of the illusions.
The constant illusion of upward divergence of parallel verticals is

referred, also, to the eye muscles (J. Miiller); Helmholtz' attempt
at a retinal-image theorj'*is not successful here any more than it

was for the preceding illusions. Recklinghausen's illusion in in-
direct vision is explained by the change in retinal image caused by
projection in space as determined by eye movement, i Pp. 78-85.)
So far we have had illusions due to physiological motives. There

are others (pp. 85-93) that are due to the direct arousal of the psy-
chological process of association, and that may therefore be termed
'illusions of association.' The illusion here, as in the former
instances—Wundt is explicit upon the point— is a matter of sense-
perception, not of judgment; but its direct origination is psj'cho-
logical, not physiological. We may distinguish illusions of approx-
imation and illusions of contrast. "Typical of the former is the line
unevenly divided into tliree parts, which seems to be evenly tri-
sected; typical of the latter, the Eobinghaus circle- figures (Lipps,
p. 222).

Finally, we reach illusions that result from a complexity of mo-
tives (pp. 93-105). These may be wholly physiological (mixture of
variable and constant), as in the torus and scotia illusion, the illu-

sions in the triangle, Poggendorff's illusion, Loeb's illusion ; or
partly physiological and partly associative, as in the interrupted
circle of Miiller-Lj^er, superposed segments, Oppel's double and
single circles, etc.
These, then, are the facts. There follows a critique of theories

(pp. 105-116). We have the psychological 'mother-theory,' of de-
ception of judgment by imagination. Out of this have come the
perspective theory of Bering, Guye, Thifiry; the contrast theory of
Helmholtz, Heymans, Loeb (somewhat better is the contrast-con-
fluxion theory of MUller-Lyer); and the mechanical- assthetical the-
ory of Lipps,—known to Wundt only from the Festschrift and
Zeitsch. papers, etc., not from the book. The author criticises this
theory from very much the same point of view as that which I have
adopted above, but m-ges some further objections to it. Just by
reason of its sesthetic unity, he says, it cannot take account of the
empirical interplay of motives; it neglects the reversible perspec-
tive illusions, the secondary perspective ideas, the influence of move-
ments of the line of regard, etc. Wundt's own theory (pp. 116-126)
seeks the motives to illusion in the process of perception itself. On
the extreme physiological side we have the 'constant' illusions of
the text; then come the 'reversible' and 'variable' illusions mo-
tived by retinal-image (fixation) and eye-movement, with their
psychological correlate of the ' assimilation ' of ideational elements;
while on the psychological side stand the ' association ' illusions,
the result of the interrelation or the reciprocal influence of simul-
taneous perceptions. The retinal image needs no discussion. And
we know that extensive eye movements give rise to sensations;
we must, therefore, assume that less extensive movements do so
too, only that they are 'fused,' so to speak, in the idea of 'change
of position,' just as slight touches are referred to the objects that
affect the skin. Tt the illusion persists for the resting eye, that is

because the points of the figure not npw fixated nevertheless stim-
ulate the eye to movement, and the ' stimulation ' works as actual
traversing of the space, actual eye movement, would work.
Professor Lipps' by-the-way remarks concerning eye-movement

(p. 310) are, I think, more than met by Wundt's polemic against the
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'unconscious inferences' and general logical tendencies of pop-
ular psychology. Wundt has shown conclusively that a great many
illusions can be explained as visual assimilations, whose physiolog-
ical conditions are fixation and movement of regard. On the other
hand, while I do not doubt that many other illusions are really 'as-
sociative,' due to the conscious arousal of associated visual ideas, I

cannot find the concepts of 'approximation' and 'contrast' entirely
satisfactory. Color contrast, which Wundt instances in connection
with them, is, surelj% a different thing altogether; it is, as Her-
ing and his pupils have sufficiently shown, a matter of sensation, of
physiological changes at the periphery. The ' law of relativity'
is too vague to account for the details of illusion.' Perhaps "it

may be possible, by continued investigation, to find a working phys-
iological hypothesis for the outlying group of facts. In any case,
the incompleteness of Wundt's account seems preferable, in the
present state of psychological knowledge, to the over-adequacy or
' tautology ' of Lipps' theory.- E. B. T.

(68) Geschichte der neueren deutschen Psychologie. Max Dessoir.
2' Auflage, 1" Halbband, pp. 356. Carl Duncker, Berlin, 1897.

One volume only of Dr. Dessoir's history has appeared (1894"). We
now have this volume, or a part of it, in second edition. Criticism
of the earlier output confessed to the author's great diligence in
covering an immense mass of literature, for the most part now
dead, but pointed out serious defects in matter and in arrangement.
The new edition, "einevollig neue Bearbeitung des Gegenstands,"
calls for careful scrutiny and evaluation.
The plan of the work shows major changes in matter and form.

A new introduction on ancient, mediaeval and recent psj'chologj',
and a bibliography are affixed. The author's profession of an in-
variable use of primary sources in the modern period is a timely
defense against the charge of inaccuracy. Lengthy citations are
avoided and there is an evident effort to shun prolixity. Fuller
treatment of the psychology of the last century has crowded out
the more constructive part of the first edition, the part of most
doubtful value. For the revision of this we must wait.
In Part I, named " Die Begruendung der deutschen Psychologie,"

are sections on Leibniz, Thomasius, Wolff, his followers" and oppo-
nents, and eclectics. The systems of Leibniz and Wolff have been
reconsidered and their essentials presented in much more compre-
hensive form, while Riidiger and Crusius, two chief opponents of
Wolff, are alloT>-ed freer utterance. Nearly double the space has
been allotted this division. Part II occupies two-thirds of the vol-
ume and gives the development of the "Erfahrungsseelenlehre?'
in Germany from 1750 to 1800. The corresponding part of the first

•To be concrete. Suppose that it could be shown that the estimation of the cen-
tral circles in Ebbinghaus' figures is explicable (say in terms of energy of movement

:

<•/. Wundt's explanation as regard..; acute and obtuse angles) as an absolute illusion:
that the one circle is overestimated, the other underestimated, whether the two tig*

ures are given together or not. The contrast illusion would, of course, follow: but
it would not be due to the juxtaposition of the two figures, the interrelation of per-
ceptions, but rather to the pre-existence of physiological (assimilative) motives to
illusion in each figure. The psychological ' contrast' would thus be reduced to per-
ceptual processes with an intelligible physical substrate. In the meantime. Loeb's
assertion of a space-contrast and attribution of space-values to the retinal elements
(

* space ' being on a par with ' color,' e. y.) must remain wholly unconvincing to psy-
chologists, Herbartian or other (see Zfittch.. xvi, p, '^98).

'Some of Wundt's statements as to motives to illusion appear, in the light of
Lipps' work, to be too sweeping: see the critique of Lipps' theory above. But the
necessary modifications can easily be made, without prejudice to the general stand-
point.
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edition brought the history dowu to 1780, but was again much more
fragmentary than this. Re^ision and improvement are everywhere
prominent. Much more space is devoted to historical summary,
and classification is less forced than before. ' Scholastic,' ' natural
science,' 'popular'and 'analytic,' are clearly more significant psycho-
logical rubrics for the period than 'materialistic' and 'anti-material-
istic' The new arrangement permits tardy justice in many cases,
as, e. g., Lossius and Irwing, who are rightly termed physiological
instead of materialistic psychologists. Foreign influences are taken
more carefully into account, though the evident importance of the
English empiricists to the eighteenth century psychology of experi-
ence is not made prominent. Especially Locke, to whose distinc-
tion of inner and outer perception the " Erfahrungsseelenlehre

"

owes so much, deserves more attention. Only a half page of gen-
eralization is given.

It would be quite useless to profess in this connection a detailed
criticism of the summary and evaluation which Dr. Dessoir has un-
dertaken at large, but, failing in this, a somewhat close scrutiny of
a bit chosen from the whole and focused with care may do justice
to the workmanship of the entire piece. Take, for instance, the
work of L. H. Jakob, one of the more important of the les.ser men.
The system gains in importance by being a titled " Erfahrungs-
seelenlehre " from the end of the century, the psychology whose
development consumes a large part of the book. D.'g discussion of
the work under the heading " Assoziationspsychologie " does it

doubtful justice, while it obscittes its value as a treatise on empiri-
cal or experience psychologj'. And D.'s caveat against confusing
this trend with English associationisra scarcely justifies the disposi-
tion. The " Methodologische Richtung " and the "Vorliebe fiir

begriffliche Zergliederungen," which writers of this class show, seem
rather to relate them to the analysts. D. makes Tetens' " Philo-
sophische Versuche " (1777) the culmination of the empirical trend
of the last century. Jakob's system, wi'itten fourteen years later,
marks an advance in "Erfahrungsseelenlehre." While it pro-
fesses to be psychology of the inner sense, it gives an important
place to physiology (e. y., 4th ed., pp. 6 and 215), and inserts in the
"Physiology of the Human Mind" a discussion of the phenomena
of the outer sense in parallel with a discussion of the inner. Em-
pirical psychology has evidently come to mean more than a "pure
psychology of internal perception which » completely disre-
garded the physical conditions of mental phenomena" (Kiilpe, In-
trod. to Phil., trans., p. 61 >. J.'s prime distinction of inner and outer
sense is neglected by D. The inner sense is reviewed in two sen-
tences which throw no light on its significance. The first half of
the book is better summarized than the last. The more complex
faculties are slighted, the method of classification of desires is given
incompletely, and the relation of desire to instinct and passion is

omitted. Finally, there is no reference made to the contents of the
second part of the work on the "Pathology of the Human Mind."
On the other hand all of the citations from"Jakob are verified, and,
in the main, are well chosen. If one may judge the detail of the
whole by this fraction, one would be inclined to say that the factual
reproduction is correct and of unequivocal value. This is of especial
importance to Americans, to whom mucli of Dr. Dessoir's source-
material is not available. I will onlj;.add that practically all of the
minor errors of the first edition, brought out by detailed criticism,
stand corrected in the new volume.

I. Madison Bentley.
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(69) Magic, Stage Illusions and Scientific Divergions, including
Trick Photography. Albert A. Hopkins, N. Y 1897, pp. 66.

The claim of the preface that " this work occupies a unique field

in the extensive literature of magic," is well fonndod. No book
has ever before appeared that dealt with these matters in so full

and clear a manner. A few books claiming to give exposfs of stage
tricks etc., have been published, but usually they, Uke the tricksters
themselves, have only divulged the secrets of a few worn-out illu-

sions, and have left the great mass still a mystery, and the reader
in doubt whether the more startling feats are not, after all, the
effects of " occult " powers or " spirits." In this case, however, the
author has given us a clear and scientific explanation of all kinds of
legerdemain and stage illusions as they apijear to the spectator and
as they exist behind the scenes.

It is useless to attempt, in a brief review, to give any adequate
idea of what the book contains, so full is it of interesting matter.
The introduction by H. R. Evans gives a brief history of magic

from earliest times. The five sections of the book are devoted to
(I) Conjurors' Tricks and Stage Illusions, (II) Ancient Magic, (III)
Science in the Theatre, (IV^ Automata and Curious Toys, (V)
Photographic Diversions (including trick photography and spirit

photography). Nearly every explanation is accompanied by one or
more illustrations, so that every detail is made perfectly intelligible.

One is unable to decide which is to be admired more, the absurd
simplicity or the elaborate preparation upon which the different
tricks depend for their success. Such tricks as the " animated
mouse" or "slate writing" illustrate the former, while "disap-
pearances" of many and diverse forms, as well as sudden reap-
pearances, depend upon the latter plan. A good illustration, how-
ever, of elaborate preparation is seen in "second sight" or mind
reading. For the performance of this feat an elaborate system of
signs is used, requii-ing, one would say, months to learn and make
perfect by practice. But when once it is perfected, a little skillful

questioning which creates no suspicion on the part of the audience,
is all that is necessary to give the operator all she needs to know^
all that she gives back to them as the result of her " remarkable "

powers.
Presumably all theatre-goers know that many realistic effects are

produced bj- elaborate machinery. But it may be doubted if very
many of even constant attenders are aware hotv elaborate, and least
of all by v.'hat means, the different effects are produced. .\11 this is

explained in the section devoted to it.

In fire-eating, sword-swallowing and sword- walking, we pass from
trickery pure and simple to the realm of marvels accomplished by
pure skill on the part of the operator. The sword is actuall3' swal-
lowed and its point reaches to the bottom of the stomach. We are
here told how it is done.
Space will not permit of further mention of marvelous and inter-

esting things herein contained. The work is valuable and timely.
The psychologist will find here, ready prepared, many illustrations
of psychic principles. To one studj-ingthe psychology of occultism
the facts here given will prove very valuable. Teacher and parent
alike will find it useful, since one can hardly imagine anything more
calculated to stimulate a boy's imagination and ingenuity than such
a mine of marvelous feats that he can learn to perform, interesting
toys that he can make, which are at once instructive, fascinating
and innocent. The facts set forth constitute a forcible proof that
our organs of sense are not infallible, and secondly, it is evident —
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a fact that has been too little appreciated in all discussion of such
matters — that no expense di time or money is spared, or scientific

principle neglected, in order to produce something that shall pass
for marvelous.

A. bibliography of 160 authors will be appreciated by psychologists
and all others who may wish to investigate the subject. G.

(70) Les Hemenis dit caractSre et leurs lois de eombinaison. By Pau-
LiN Malapert. Alcan, Paris, 1897, pp. 302.

Every one interested in the subject of Mr. Malapert will find this

book very profitable reading. The author is not very original, a
fact which he himself acknowledges again and again; and he does
not claim that he proposes a classification which is worthy of being
called new. But he offers a very conscientious study; he knows his

subject thoroughly, and, it seems to me, that he is especially suc-
cessful in his mild criticism of authors who have dealt with this

subject before.
First of all Mr. Malapert denies the necessity of consideiing the

physiological aspect of the question as the basis of the wliole prob-
lem. He proves clearly that even the authors who advanced phys-
iological causes were finally forced to admit that they, after all,

really used psychical arguments in their studies and especially in

the classification of characters. Pages 7-9, he gives a very good
criticism of Mr. Fouillee's theory of temperament, founded on bio-

logical causes. Pages 14-15, he gives his own point of \dew.
Where have we to study character ? Mr. Malapert admits that

the nucleus of character is' individual, and is innate with us. The
external conditions, milieu, climate, etc., may only modify, but do
not create this primitive nucleus. (He tries to show here that H.
Taine, who has often used a very sharp language indeed, has been
generally misunderstood.) It would seem, then, that the place
where tlie very essence of the character is to be studied is with the
child. But, says Mr. Malapert, there character has not yet had oc-
casion to manifest itself. On tlie contrarj', only with the adult we
may study character in its whole development: at the age of
twenty or twenty-five, but not earlier, man has had occasion to

show all the different aspects of his character.
First Part. In order to avoid the one-sided theories on character

found with his predecessors, Mr. Malapert, before offering a classi-

fication of character as a whole, proposes four classifications, one
for each element constituting the character as a whole. Classifica-

tion according to sensitiveness, to intelligence, to automatic will,

and to voluntary (that is, conscious) will. All of these classifica-

tions rest on a single principle, that of more and less. I can not
enter into any details here ; there are a great many sub-divisions
for each of these large classes.

Second Part. This part gives us the laws of the combination of
the elements of the character, the different degrees of sensitive-

ness of intelligence, and so on. Like the rest of the book this part
also is worked out very carefully. But there is no strict order in

the arrangement of tlie matter. This is not meant as a reproach,
for, if such order existed, it would presuppose a single principle to
direct us. But as Mr. Malapert himself recognizes, we have not
yet advanced so far in tlie study of character as to arrive at unity.

The fourth chapter shows this very clearly. After a short exposi-
tion of the most valuable classifications of character made within
the last few years, and an excellent criticism of the most important
failures in each, tlie author offers, as being the best within the
present reach, a combination of the theories of MM. Fouillee and
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Ribot. (Apathiques—Affectifs—Intellectuels—Actifs—Teinpgrfis—
Volontaires. ^ As will be readily seen, the author does not assume
the responsibilitj' of giving the preference in classification either
to sensitiveness, or to intelligence, or to will. Consequently he
presents a mixture void of all unity. Perhaps, when we shall have
arrived at a better and more thorough knowledge of the essence of
these three faculties, we shall be able to decide. As far as one can
judge now, it seems to me that intelligence should be considered
the leading faculty. The fact alone, that, except when one has
phenomena entu'ely automatic to deal with, the intellectual element
is never wanting, while the elements of sensitiveness and of will
axe verj' often completelj' absent, would constitute a strong argu-
ment in favor of intelligence.
Third Part. In the fifty last pages of the book, we have the theo-

ries of formation and development of character which we have just
studied in its broadest and most many-sided manifestations. I only
mention the fact that in.the problem of the influence of will, Mr.
Malapert finally takes his place among the Neo-Criticists, and es-
pecially he shares the view of Mr. Renouvier. This does not seem
to me to be a very valuable feature of the book. The '•formula"
the author arrives at in his conclusion: " It is the duty of every one
to have a character" (Le devoir pour chacun, c'est d'avoir d"u ca-
ract^re), is in fact nothing but words. However, the book loses
none of its value on account of this; it is the best means of becom-
ing acquainted with the present state of researches in this very im-
portant chapter of psychology. A. Schinz, Ph'. D.

(71) Essai sur Vobligation morale. By Geoege Fulliquet. Alcan,
Paris, 1898, pp. 4-50.

Mr. Fulliquet is an author who became celebrated some years ago
by his book, " La pensee religieuse dans le Nouveau Testament."
I can but regi-et that he has abandoned the field of theological
studies as well as the field of historical researches, for in both
kinds of work he is a man who can do much towards the advance-
ment of science. His "Essai sui- I'obligation morale" is a new
assertion (exactly as the book of the Abb6 Piat, which will also be
reviewed in this number of the Journal) of ancient philosophy in
opposition to recent theories to-day prevalent in Ethics. ^Ir. Ful-
liquet has many qualities in common with old philosophers; among
others prolixity (his essay consists of no less than 450 large sized
pages) and a great talent for repeating well-known ideas, and even
ideas he himself has already developed in other parts of his book.
I admit that the author has a great talent of exposition and a very
good style. I admit, also, that his way of argumentation is in general
on a higher level than that of the Catholic author I spoke of. I ad-
mit especially that his intentions are excellent; but I do not admit
that such philosophical publications are of anj- value. It is beauti-
ful; it is elegant; it is sincere; it is generous — in a word it shows
the spirit of the metaphysical publications in France, but it is not
scientific. Besides, in spite of all his efforts, the author does not do
justice to the philosophy of to-day. If he himself recognizes that
the theory of " Libertas Indifferentiae," with the so-called Ass of
Buridan, was proposed before Aristoteles, and if, on the other
hand, the scientists are not willing to accept it, there must certain-
ly be some very good reason for it. And if even they should
decidedly be wrong, then the partisans of liberty must have other
arguments to offer than such as have been proposed over and over
again, and which have proved unable to compel silence among de-
terminista. Every one knows that the partisans of liberty aJHrm
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that determinism does not account for all phenomena in our life,

and consequently it is unnecessary to have a very long discussion

upon all those arguments familiar to philosophers; why insist so

haughtily upon the influence of the idea of liberty, conscience of

liberty, duty? etc. Even the step from moral obligation to the idea

of God (which is here, I must say, clearer and brighter formulated
than anywhere else, as far as I know) is not new to anybody. And
still the same as for a possibility of liberty on account of the free

choice between two determined possibilites, this theory exposed
not only by Prof. James, whom the author quotes, but by quite a
number of philosophers centuries ago.
Another point is that Mr. Fulliquet has no right to say that any

philosopher has ever refused to admit the existence of moral obli-

gation; some only refused to admit that the origin of this obliga-

tion has to be looked for in a transcendental world, or simply out-

side of the world, and of the chain of causes and effects—that is

quite different.
Finallv: jMr. FuUiquet distinguishes two kinds of obligations: (1)

the moral obligation, and (2) the obligations by egotism, by intelli-

gence, by association, by the ideal, and so forth,—and he concludes
therefrom: the obligations of the second kind being not liable to be
conceived in the same way as moral obligation, they are not really

obligations at all. Now, would it not be possible, and for reasons
just as good, if not better, to say: If moral obligation in the sense

of Mr. Fulliquet is not liable to be conceived like the other obliga-

tions/or which we have a rational explanation, it is not really an ob-

ligation in the sense we can give to this word in the ordinary- -the

rational—way of speaking.
As for the substitution of an " unconscious ego " as the creator of

free acts. In the place of an "intelligible ego" with Kant, it seems to

me rather a difference of words than of notion.

It is of no special interest to speak here of the history of ethics,

that is, the exposition of some systems of ethics in this century
(Kant, Schopenhaur, Mr. Renouvier, H. Spencer, Ch. Secretan, Mr.
Fouillee, Guyau). This part of the book also offers nothing new:
there have been very able publications of this kind before the one
bv Mr. Fulliquet.
"l wish to say, in closing, that most of the above criticism applies

not only to Mr. Fulliquet'a book, but to all those—so numerous to-

day—which take up well-known problems in an antiquated way.
•^

A. ScHiNZ, Ph. D.

(72) Essai sur les conditions et lea limites de la certitude logique.

By G. MiLHAUD. 2' edition revue. Alcan, Paris, 1898.

The author belongs to the class of thinkers who are gradually

taking the place of the French "Spiritualistes" followers of Cousin.

Their most important representative is Mr. Boutroux. The book,
" De la certitude logique," belongs to the same category as " De la

contingence des lois de la nature," by Boutroux, and the "Essai sur

les donnees immediates de la conscience, " by Bergson. All of

them agree with modern science and its methods; even the neo-

Kantian school of Renouvier does not satisfy their wants of exact-

itude. On the other hand, however, they try to escape from the

results of the new science, and they elaborate their theories on the

basis of the science of Logic.

The most evident principle of science is the principle of contra-

diction; and it is this very first principle, the consequence of which
Mr. Milhaud attacks sharply, as soon as these consequences are

applied outside a certain field of speculation. He distinguishes
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between the objective knowledge, which is given to us, and the sub-
jective knowledge, which is constructed by us. Science is based en-
tirely upon subjective knowledge : we accept definitions, and on
this ground we build up science; but all our definitions are conven-
tional, relative. We admit them as a result based upon a certain
amount of facts, but we never know whether there are no other
facts which perhaps might not correspond to the definition: and as
we never know whether we have cognizance of all possible facts
connected with an absolute definition, the result is that "no lurid
mind will ever have the right to declare a hypothesis as definitive"
("Jamais un esprit 6clair6 n'aura le droit de dficlarer une hypo-
thSse definitive.) He attacks the positivist method on its own
ground. He takes advantage of the concessions of Stuart Mill, in
his "Philosophy of Hamilton," but pushes the theory to the very
end. Not only must Mill be able to recognize that something en-
tirely black may at the same time be white, and that a round object
may perhaps be square, and that 2x2 are possibly 5, but in order to
remain consistent, Mill has no right to hesitate in admitting that A
may at the same time be noti A.—Consequently, and that is the
object of the whole demonstration, we can never condemn any
theory on account of its relation with some other theory. Since we
are the authors ourselves of our science, we have constructed it

with elements invented by ourselves; and it may be perfectly
possible that our science is wrong.
Mr. M. verifies his theory on mathematics, and applies it to moral

liberty, the non-Euclidian geometry, and the solution of the an-
timonies of Kant by Mr. Renouvier.

I do not agree with the author in the conclusions he arrives at.

If the theoretical scepticism he asserts has to be applied also in
practical life—and it is the very reason for the theory, to save in
that way moral liberty— I hardly see how science would be of any
use to us. And yet if we may judge according to the past of science,
there is no reason to doubt the practical value of the experimental
and positive methods—no matter what the psychological origin of
the method may be. However, it is a very interesting book, and
one may derive great benefit in reading it.

A. ScHiNZ, Ph. D.

(73) LHndividualiti et Verreur indixidualiste. Felix Le Dantec.
Alcan, Paris, 1898, pp. 175.

Within a few mouths this is the third book published by this
author. It is not very surprising, therefore, that he takes up the
largely the same topics not only in every book, but in the dif-

ferent chapters of each volume. We cannot expect from a scien-
tist that he should collect each month matter enough to fill a new
book Mr. Le Dantec is a fighter, and since his physiologico-
detei-ministic ideas were attacked sharply, he thinks it necessary
to defend himself again. It seems to me that there was no reason
for being surprised when, for instance, Catholic reviewers of his
earlier books expressed views diiferent from bis own. Mr. Le
Dantec is like so many writers of to-day who fail to recognize that
the public consists of two classes of people: the scholars and the
readers untrained in philosophy. I am sure that among the first

class nobody would desagree wth Mr. Le Dantec in his determinis-
tic views; and if some do, it is only for reasons of sentiment, as the
author says himself; they do not introduce the liberty, that is, the
belief in an interruption of the strictly necessary sequence of
causes and effects, within their scientific deductions. Whatever
their conviction may be as to the existence of moral liberty, their
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method of researches in physiology remains the same—and that is

the important point.
However,oue thing astonishes me,and that is that Mr. Le Dantec,

in looking for names to give to the representatives of the two meth-
ods of investigation, he adopts that of j^sychologists for all those
who refuse a sound scientific method. It would seem to me that,

even if some ten or twenty years ago one had any right to classify in

this manner in France,to-day it is entirel5' out of place in the coun-
try of Ribot,Pierre Janet,Binet,and other prominent psychologists,
as well as in any other.
"Individualism" which he wishes to remove is hardly worth

dwelling upon, since its manifest inanity has been recognized by
every one. Not only does the milieu change from one moment to

another,modifJ^ng our way of thinking, feeling and willing, but the
individual himself who thinks, feels and wills is liable to change;
physiological modifications of his being take place with him and
influence his mode of psychical reaction; man is not like a stone
which ever remains the same.
Let me point out an interesting discussion and successful refuta-

tion of the Archesthetism of the late E. D. Cope of Philadelphia.
I need not to call attention to the lucid article on Physiological

Senescence which appeared in the Revue Philosophique last year.
Senescence is due to the outweighing of the muscular substance by
the conjunctive or skeletal substance of the muscle.

A. ScHiNZ. Ph. D.

( 74) Comment naissent les mythes. P.\ul Regnaud. Alcan, Paris,

1898, 249 pages.

The sharp contest on the problem of the origin of myths con-
tinues. Our author takes his position midway between the phil-

ologists of the school of Max Miiller, and, more recently, of Olden-
berg in Germany, on the one hand, and on the other the psychol-
ogists, as Gaidoz in France and especiall}' A. Lang, in England.
Mr. Regnand develops more fully the point of view of Bergaigne,
which he had aheady accepted in his former publications.

The origin of the Indo-European mythology is found in the
Vedahs. Simple figures of speech (metaphors) in Yedic hymns
were converted into realities or personifications. Fur instance, agni,

the soul, before its development is accorded a very small place in

the heart of man; it is considered as short as a thumb, thence the
name of poucet, the little thumb. All the different features of the
story, not only the name and the persons, but its very elements are
explained in such way. In the Vedic hymns there is no story yet;

the imagination only "brought together the elements in them, and
finally composed the myth of the little thumb.
The same explanation holds good in the case of the Deluge. The

idea of sucli an event has its origin in the substitution of the legend
which we all know, to a figiu'ative description of the elements of

sacrifice, when the religious act is about to take place or is actually
performed.—And the same for other myths.
Any one who would hear such an explanation for the first time

will find it hard to accept. However, after having conscientiously
readthe book of Mr. Regnaud to the end, it seems evident that
there is a truth in this theory. But, on the other hand, the author
seems to me unjust in his attitude towards the new school, and
particularly towards its head, A. Lang. If in the myth here
offered for consideration we might possibly agree with Mr. Regnaud,
it does not result therefrom that that would be the case everywhere
else. The psychological thesis, that the same myths found in dif-
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ferent places were formed independently one from the other, ac-
cording to the uniformity of the thought of man in the different
parts of the globe, seems to me just as well applicable to many
mythological stories. It is not necessary to presume that all myths
have sprung up in exactly the same way. Different theories may
be alternatively correct.

A. ScHiNZ, Ph. D.

(75) ProblSm.es d'esthHiquc et de morale. C. R. C. Herckenbath.
Alcan, 189S, 163 pages.

a. ^stheiics. The author tries to arrive at a theory of beauty by
way of psychogenesis. The beautiful, he says, consists, with children
and savage people, in a simple and ingenuous combination of the
elements of the beautiful object, especially color and sound. Grad-
ually the simple becomes tiresome and we look for other and more
complicated combinations of colors and sounds. The artist who,
during his whole life, is dealint, with such matters, acquires a very
fine taste which ordinary people do not arrive at. Taste changes,
and although not discutable in indi^'iduals is capable of progress at
anytime. "Good taste—that is, the conclusion—is a taste more
refined, more cultivated than bad taste " (p. 46).—It is the first time,
so far as I know, that intellectual theories have been applied so
thoroughly to a?sthetics, and I cannot but think that this way of
treating the problem of beauty is full of promise. The chapters on
the Sublime, on the Problem of the Tragic, and on the Comic Art
and Laughing, do not offer the same originality and freshness of
thought as the one on the Sense of Beautj', although the intellectual
element is also not lacking here.

b. Ethics. The chapters grouped under this head, " Le ProblSme
Moral," show a still greater lack of originality. The author
evidently has never studied very thoroughly any history of ethics,
for if he had, he would have remarked that all his theories are very
old. He seems to believe, for instance, that he has found out (by
correcting and completing Schopenhauer) that sympathy is the irre-
ductible element of moralitj', while every one knows how often
this principle has been advanced as the basis of ethics, and that
even often the very word has been used, e. g., Adam Smith. Besides,
the intellectual element is not so thoroughly carried through in the
second part of the book as it was in the first.

A. ScHiNZ, Ph. D.

(76) La personne humaine. L'Abbb C. Piat. Alcan, Paris, 1897,
401 pages.

All views and opinions are represented in the excellent collection,
" Bibliotheque de Philosophic Contemporaine," of Mr. Alcan. The
author of this book is a dignitary of the Pvoman Catholic Church,
who takes up the old idea of human personality and of the soul,
and tries to maintain its efficiency on contrast to modern phen-
omenism. His argumentation takes up 400 pages, but without ad-
vancing a single argument that has not been presented a thousand
of times before.

I doubt very much whether arguments which were not able to
check the progress of modern psychology when advanced for the
thousandth time would have this result after the thousandth and
first time.
Further, even if one would be perfectly willing to admit that de-

finitive solutions of the problems of the'soul or mind have not yet
been given, that would certainly not necessarily imply, as Mr. C.
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Rat seems to think, that the new phenomenistic theories have to

be considered as entirely wrong.
I will give in a few words the ideas as represented by the Abbot:
I Part. Th6 Perception, which man has common with animals,

gives us already the feeling of the continuity of the " Ego." And
this consciousness is so strong that it cannot be given up: science
will never prevail against the inner experience.

II Part. The Reflection belongs to man alone. The theory of
transformism claims that reflection is only a prolongation of organic
process. But. says the author—whose answer here is not so defi-

nite as in the first part of the book—the theory the transformism
arrives at, cannot yet be considered more than an hypothesis.

III Part. The Sense of Responsibility is the final and decisive
argument against phenomenism. Liberty is conceivable, since
conscious causes are different in quality from the unconscious or
physical causes. Duty imposes itself and consequently the old
theories concerning the human conscious personality gives a more-
satisfactory explanation of the reality than the modern theories.

A. ScHiNZ, Ph. D.

(77) Einige Experimente iiber Gesichtsbilder in Traum. By Prof. J.

Hourly Vold. Dritter Internationale Congress fiir Psy-
chologic. Munich, 1897, pp. 355-357.

The experiments on dreams, reported to the Psychological Con-
gress at Munich by Professor J. Mourly Void of Christiania, sug-
gested to the writer a study of the visual element in the dreams of
his students in the State Normal School at Westfield, Massachusetts.
Each member of a small class in senior psychology was provided
with a set of the following objects—eleven in all—cut from colored
paper: a square (green), lixll in., and an octagon (light violet), cut
from a square, IJ x IJ in.; a square (red), 2x2 in.; and the follow-
ing objects cut from squares, 2 x 2 in. ; a heart (violet), a robin
(green), a coffee cup (light yellow), a Maltese cross (blue), a circle
(pink), a triangle (blue), a hen (light green), and a cat (light blue).
The conditions imposed were similar to those mentioned by Pro-

fessor VoJd: The objects were to be spread out on a white back-
ground, intensely observed from two to ten minutes just before re-
tiring, and the light extinguished without looking at the flame.
The experiments were to be made on ten successive nights, and the
details of the remembered dreams written out the mornings follow-
ing. Fourteen women—ranging in years from twenty to thirty

—

fulfilled the conditions of the test and reported 221 dreams. The
largest number of dreams reported by any one member of the class,

for the whole period of ten nights, was thirty-five, and the smallest
number seven.
Color was a pronounced feature of forty-seven of the dreams.

Red was reported seventeen times; green, six times; blue, white,
yellow, and black each five times; violet, three times; and gray
once. In eighteen of the dreams, the color element was attributed
directly to the colored papers observed, and the forms of the
colored papers—as the hen and cat—accounted for eleven more
of the dreams.
A strong ^^sual element was i-eported in 133 of the dreams, a

marked auditory element in ten, and a pronounced motor element
—riding, running, or falling—in twenty-three of the dreams. Fifty-
seven of the dreams refer to family and friends; thirty-three to
present vocation; twelve to sickness, death, or accidents; ten to
personal appearance—chiefly dress; fifteen to animals and six to
plants.

IX—28.
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The emotional state in twenty-one of the dreams is reported dis-

tinctly painful; twelve as pleasant, and four as perplexing. Three
dreamed that they were being chased—one by a cat, one by a man,
and one by a peacock. The cat, the dreamer thought, might have
been suggested by the observation of the one cut from colored
paper, and the student who dreamed of being chased by a peacock
suggested that possibly the hen and the combination of colors
might have laid the foundation for this dream.
But seventy-nine of the dreams were localized in the recent past

—within a fortnight—and sixty-three were localized in the remote
past—more than a year before. Several reported that although
they dreamed of incidents associated with their early childhood,
their apparent age was never lessened. One hundred and fifty-six,

or about 70 per cent, of the dreams, were satisfactorily accounted
for as having some connection with the thoughts and experiences
of the preceding day or week.

Will S. Monroe.

(^S) The Evolution of the idea of God. By Grant Allen. Henry
Holt & Co., New York, 1897, pp. 447.

This is a very convenient r€sum6 of the work of Herbert Spencer
on ''Ecclesiastical Institutions," Fraser's "Golden Bough," Mann-
hardt's " Baum Cultus," Robertson Smith, Tylor, Speth, Hartland,
Barring-Gould and other writers known to folklorists in this field.

A more fit title would have been: "Beliefs and Rites of Ancient
People who dwelt about the Mediterranean as the Source of Chris-
tianity." The author has collected material for twenty and been
writing the book for ten years, and states that every question of
the objective validity of any belief is foreign from his purpose, tells

U8 that he is not such a " gross and crass Euhemerist as to insist

dogmatically on the historical existence of a personal Jesus," does
"not pretend in any one instance to have proven my pointy" but
only to have made made out a prima facie case for a grand jury,
etcr His " case " is, after digesting the arguments of Frazer and
Mannhardt, the indebtedness to the latter of whom he and Frazer
scantily recognize, that among the gods deliberately made by kill-

ing priest-kings and their substitutes, corn and wine gods were
especially prominent, that Jesus, whether or not He ever really ex-
isted, is simply another corn and wine god manufactured by killing.

His talk was of vines and branches, eating his body and drinking
his Vjlood, a sower, workers in a vineyard, mustard seeds, leaven,
harvest, bread of life, water made wine, and a legend made his

complexion the color of wheat and his hair of wine. Many other
details indicate the same conclusion. While these elements may
be present, we think this author unduly magnifies their impor-
tance, and that his method is uncritical, and in strong and unfav-
orable contrast to that of most of the authors whose ideas he here
compiles. He follows Spencer's ghost theory of the origin of gods,
and wrests facts of other authors who hold the opposite view of
animism to support his theory.

(79) A History of Dancing from the Earliest Ages to our Otun Time.
From the French of Gaston Vuillier. D. Appleton & Co.,

New York, 1898.

This luxurious quarto has twenty full-page plates and 409 illustra-

tions, and is supplemented by a sketch of dancing in England by
Joseph Grego, and combines scholarly and popular qualities into a
happy result. The reader can form a pretty clear idea of what the
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pavane, bolero, cachucha, prado, rigadoon, gavotte, polka, maiade,
farandole, bayadere, branle, strathespey, ranelagh, alfresco, mabille,

and many other dances once immensely in vogue, but now nearly

forgotten, really were. In some lands every province has its own
peculiar dances; semi-savage dances mimic the characteristic ac-

tions of almost the fauna of the country. Every human vocation is

represented; every emotion expressed; every form of asceticism,

ecstasy, and worship have their dances, so do every tj-pical stage,

epoch, event and act of life, and every low passion.

(80) The Non-Religion of the Future. By M. Guyau. Hemy Holt
& Co., New York, 1897, pp. 543.

The basis of religion is in man's social nature. It is universal

socio- morphism. A man is religious only if and when he super-

poses another society more powerful, cultured, universal, and
cosmic upon his own.' Theology is an attempt to explain theologj'

by analogies drawn from human" society. Religion is destined to

vanish, Uke Comte's theological stage of thought. Metaphysical,
philosophical and scientific ideas will take its place. Children
should not be taught religion, so that there may be no need of con-
vulsive reconstruction later. In one chapter we are told how a new
husband, whose wife is virgin in soul, should at once but wisely be-

gin her religious enfranchisement before she limit his own mental
freedom by exerting the opposite influence. Religion is collective

life, not human only, but cosmic. Immortality may be sought by
good works, and personal post-mortem continuance is regarded
stoically as a bare possibility.

(81) Memory and its Cultivation. Bv F. W. Eldridge Green, M.
D., F. R. C. S. K. Paul, Trench, Ti-ubner & Co., London,
1897, pp. 311.

This book is in the International Scientific Series, but is unusually
disappointing. There is no reference to literature, or, I think, to

any of the experimental studies of the subject in recent years. The
brain chart, which is the frontispiece, suggests nothing whatever
of the work of the last score or so of years, and phrenologj', with
thirtv-nine faculties and stories from Abercrombie, and fifty-one

pages and twenty-two rules on cultivation of memory, conclude the

work. All sensory impressions, we are told, are permanently stored

in the thalami; but at pi-esent we do not know where the faculties

are located. In the absence of almost everything popular on the

subject, it is possible that there may be somewhere those who can
derive good from such a work.

(82) A Course in Experimental Psychology. By Edmund C. San-
FOED, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Psychology, Clark
University. Boston, 1897, pp. 449.

This volume marks the completion of Part I on sensation and
perception. As was to be expected, the larger part of the book is

taken up with the eye and vision, the other senses being treated in 89

pages. It is copiously illustrated, well printed and indexed, and,

so far as the writer knows, unique in its field in any language. The
first half was published two years ago, and has been extensively
used, and its completion will be welcomed.

(83) Studies from the Yale Psychological Laboratory. Edited by
Edwahd W. Schipture, Ph. D. Vol. IV, pp. 141.

This, fourth of the series, contains seven articles, the longest be-

ing an " elementary course in psychological measurements " by the
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editor. The four studies together, published since Oct. 1, 1893,
show a high degree of productivity at tlie Yale Laboratory, which
few in the country can surpass, and indicate a remarkably good
equipment considering the relatively limited means at the disposal
of the department, and, in connection with the two other volumes
published during the time, great industry.

(8i) Psychologie des Sectes. Par SciPio Sighele. Paris, 1898, pp.
231.

This interesting and important book, here translated into French
by L. Brandin, is by the author of " La Foule Criminelle," and is an
even more important work. The author is more critical and de-
tailed than Le Bon, whom he excoriates, and presents an interest-
ing and comprehensive review of collective psychology, past and
future; a classification of crowds; treats at length the differences
between sects and parties; the power of leaders; their uniformity
and tactics, and their dominant instinct of revolt. The morality of
sects is then discussed; their want of equilibrium and permanence;
their criminal propensities, and the work closes with an arraign-
ment of parliamentarianism.

(85) La TimidiU. Par L. Dugas. Felix Alcan, Paris, 1898, pp.
167.

Social timidity, or excessive bashfulness, is due to lack of sym-
pathy with others, to awkwardness or stupidity, or extreme sus-
ceptibility. It is not entirely a physical emotion, and is associated
with aboulia. It may be spontaneous or reflex, and this distinction
constitutes its two tj^pes. Intellectual timidity is fully ti'eated. It

is neither a vice nor a virtue, but maj' come to have high moral
virtue if rightly treated.

(86) Evolution Individuelle et HiriditS. Par Felix le Dantec.
Paris, 1898, pp. 308.

In this theory of quantitative variation scissipare monoplastids
are first described in their modes of assimilation, adaptation and
correlation, and then monoplastids with their evolution. The sec-
ond part treats polyplastids, then individual development, and
their modes of co-ordination and their laws of heredity. The third
part is devoted to .discussions of embryonic acceleration, the inher-
itance of acquii'ed character and telegony, or the influence of the
fxTst male.

(87) Wild Traits in Tame Animals. By Louis Robinson, M. D.
Blackwood, 1897, pp. 329.

These familiar talks are intended as an introduction to evolution,
to show plain people with a taste for natural history, illustrations

of Darwinism right about them. The animals selected are the dog,
horse, donkey, cattle, sheep, goat, pig, cat and poultry. There is

much allusion to traits called social and even political. The volume
is of much interest to psychologists.

(88) Theoretical Ethics. By Milton Valentine, D. D., LL. D.,

Professor of Theology in the Lutheran Seminary at Gettys-
burg, Pa. Chicago, 1897, pp. 232.

This is the outcome of many years of teaching and lecturing, and
treats the fact of moral distinctions, their faculty or essence, and
the nature, supremacy, moral agency, and reality of right and
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wrong, ethical views under ethical teaching, and the ethical task
under Christianity.

(89) Dynamic Idealism. By Alfred H. Lloyd, Ph. D. Chicago,
1898, pp. 298.

This is an elementary course in the metaphysics of psychology,
and was given in lectures at the University of Michigan. The first

duty of psychology is to give a distinct, explicit doctrine of the
soul. Psychology without metaphysics is useless. Part I considers
the world of things, part and whole, change, organism of the body,
outer world, and language. Part II treats ideas in form of histori-
cal illustration, ideas—not forms—but forces, illustrations from ed-
ucation, body, mind, soul, time; dynamic vs. formal idealism, con-
sciousness as intellect. Part III treats the world of acts, reaction
and will.

(90) A Compendium of Insanity. By John B. Chapin, M. D., LL.
D. Philadelphia, 1898, pp. 234.

The author isphysician-in-ohief of the Pennsylvania Hospital for
the Insane, and his book contains a concise statement of the clini-
cal aspect of the various abnormal mental states, with directions
for treatment and management, together with a few illustrations.
It is unique in being brief, and will on that account be welcomed
by physicians and students, and it will prove useful for members of
the legal profession interested in forensic medicine.

(91) La Fatigue Intellectuelle. Par A. Binet et V. Henri. Paris,

1898, pp. 338.

This is a comprehensive treatment of mental fatigue with 90 fig-

ures, and will be reviewed at length later.
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Rational Fear of Thunder and Lightning.

The suggestive questionnaire, Study of Fears, in a late number of
this review (Vol. VIII, No. 2), points out "the fact that this fear
leads all the others, and as that yet so small a fraction of one per
cent, of deaths are by lightning, show that, as yet, oiu- correspond-
ents have not adjusted their scale of fear to that of danger. Per-
haps nowhere is the power of noise to control feeling and to excite
imagery so well seen" (p. 203;. Is it not, then, most remarkable
that the most prominent of all fears is the most baseless? And
how shall evolutionary psychology reconcile this fact with its prime
assumption that mental functions originated in and are developed
through utility ? Even if it be granted that mentality often
develops, especially in earlier life, against utility, it is hard to see
how such a prominent yet useless and harmful fear escaped being
eliminated by natural selection. The biologist who would find a
correspondingly prominent bodily function and organ would unhes-
itatingly pronounce that it must have grown up in the struggle for
existence, or what is implied therein. Does it not seem unlikely
that mentality in such a form as fear of thunder and lightning is a
mere morbid phenomenon, a mere perversion, especiallj^ when we
note that civilization and complete maturity do not erase it? In-
deed, among savages, as Lumholtz noted among the Australians,
the electric discharges merely excite to joyous dancing and gestic-
ulation, just as is often noted in children. Further, many beasts,
as particularly the felidse, the puma, lion, etc., are joyfully excited
by thunder-storms, whereas the civilized dog is apt to slink under
the bed. The bang and glare are gi-atefully stimulating to crude
sensation, and as the direful effects of lightning are so rare in inex-
perience, it is difficult to understand how the great fear of thunder
and lightning arose and developed under natural evolution. We
know how quickly wild animals adjust themselves to the roar of the
railway train and glare of the headlight; and it would seem that
thunder and lightning is an analogous case, that the phenomena, as
such, would come to be taken as a matter of course, and particu-
larly by the more highly developed. That the fact is directly
opposite to this biological deduction, certainly suggests an inter-
esting problem.. And, as has been implied in our remaks hitherto,
menace, or shock to eye or ear, is far from accounting for this
phenomenon.
As perhaps throwing some light on this subject I will relate an

experience of my own. One afternoon last summer when the sky
was slightly overcast, but neither thunder nor lighting apparent, I

was walking on the street, when I was suddenly arrested by a pecu-
liar sensation, as if some subtle atmospheric influence was swaying
through me. As this increased, a strange and obscure fear took
possession of me, and for some moments I was rooted to the spot,
and deepl}' oppressed by a peculiar dread. The experience lasted,
in all, for perhaps a minute, and during the time I was perfectly
self-possessed, and my aroused scientific curiosity was closely observ-
ant of the situation and emotion and searching for the cause. I
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knew at once that it was not a mere subjective phenomeuon, but
the objective source was entirely unexplained till I afterward
learned that at the exact moment of my singular experience a most
violent magnetic storm had swept over the country. That this

pulsated through me, bringing a great oppression and fear, is the

only explanation I can give. And I remarked that the oppression
and fear were not merely at the sensation, but were mainly in-

volved in it; that is, the nervous disturbance was directly corre-

lated with the depression and fear. Now, my electrical sensitiveness

is very great, and I remember on one occasion to have felt electri-

cal disturbance from a small storm passing to one side at the dis-

tance of more than a mile from me, and to which I was perfectly

regardless at the moment; and I am disposed to believe that the
uncontrollable irrational fear which often possesses me during
thunder-storms is largely and directly based on nervous disturbance
produced by the violent electrical changes. This idea is strength-

ened when I remember ha\ing gone through an extremely bad
thunder-storm with almost no fear merely because I had taken
refuge in a large church, where, I take it, the mass of dry air acted

as an insulator. While I knew churches were quite liable to be
struck bv lightning, yet I was little disturbed. The suggestion

that I have then to make is this, that certain types of highly organ-
ized nervous systems are very responsive to electrical changes,
these pi'oducing directly gi-eat mental disturbance involving fear. I

conceive that another type of nervous organization might only have
felt exhilaration and joy in the case of the magnetic storm I first

mentioned, another might have been angry, another have been
quite unresponsive. The changing phases of electrical tension in

the ail-, not only in case of storm, but the ever changing electrifica-

tion, daily and seasonal, undoubtedly stimulates nerve activities in

varying ways according to temperament and idiosyncrasy. A
highly nervous gentleman, whom 1 told that for myself railway
travel shook me up pleasantly, replied that for himself it shook him
down unpleasantly; which illustrates how oppositely the same
stimulus may work— upon one for exhilaration, upon another for

depression. On the whole, then, I believe that fear of thunder and
lightning is, in some wise, a necessary incident of a certain nervous
organization, and has its immediate explanation by physiology
rather than psychology.
As fm-ther investigation of the subject I would suggest that a

questionnaire on the experience of persons in the rare magnetic
storms might be useful in pointing out matter for research. The
experience I had last summer was entirely unique for me, but like

experiences may be common. Again, direct experiment in changing
the form and tension of atmospheric electricity might easily be
made upon persons, who, however, should be taken unawares and
unexpecting. For instance, the nervous invalid mentioned on p.
201 of the recent article on Fear in this re^^ew, might, unknown to
herself, be variously insulated during storms, and the nervous and
mental effects noted. I urge particularly that the person who is

experimented on should be kept in entire ignorance of any experi-
ment, for nothing vitiates and complicates psychological experi-

ment more than expectancy, often complex by the agent. As a
practical matter I may mention that'I find that during a thunder-
storm a slow pacing back and forth, breathing very deeply and
slowly, will greatly relieve nervous and mental agitation, and I

think" that a subterranean chamber would give perfect relief.

Hiram M. Stanley,
Lake Forest, 111.
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In the February number of the Atlantic Monthly Professor Miin-
sterberg publishes a sharp criticism of Dr. Scripture's recent book,
"The New Psychology." Dr. Scripture is an extremist upon the
quantitative side in experimental psychology. The whole of mental
life must be brought, whether it will or no, under the physical cate-
gories of time, space and energy. And if the psychological facts
are at all discomposed by the arrangement, finding themselves in
strange company and not knowing where to look for their friends,
why, so much the worse for the facts; they must get used to it.

Professor Miinsterberg is equally extreme upon the qualitative
side; you cannot now, he says, and you never will measure a
mental process. The reference to physical categories depends
upon a quibble; you go to a book for the time-relations of con-
sciousness, and what you find discussed is the consciousness of
time-relations, and so on.

It is not profitable to interfere in discussions of this sort. They
are incidental to the present status of the science of experimental
psychology, and the two combatants in the case before us are fully
able to take care of themselves. Dr. Scripture may, if he will, fall

back upon Professor Cattell's paper on "Mental Measurement,"
published in the Philosophical Review some five years ago; and Pro-
fessor Miinsterberg may feel his position strengthened by what Dr.
Wolff has recently said in the Zeitschrift about the psychological
experiment. Magna est Veritas et—ultimately

—

prievalebit. There is,

however, one point which the Atlantic Monthly article includes in
the issue, but which seems to be really separate from it, that may be
treated as a matter for itself, without intrusion into the contro-
versy: the question of what experimental psj'chology may be ex-
pected to do for the teacher. Pi-ofessor Miinsterberg thinks that it

will, as it can, do notliing. We cannot share this opinion, tor the
following reasons.
Every mental process may be looked at in two ways, as existence

or as function. Whether we can measure sensations, regarded as
existences, has long been debated in experimental psj'chology; and
the outcome of the debate is still to be expected. Of covu-se a pres-
sure sensation called forth by a 2-lb. weight is not analyzable into
two pressure sensations of 1 lb. each; and the visual perception of
a blood orange is not a fusion of the visual perceptions of three
tangerines. The question is only whether such considerations are
the alpha and omega of existential measurement. But while
we may, for certain psychological ends, find it convenient to look
at mental processes as existences, we must look at them as func-
tions; and this, whether we are ' parallelists ' or ' interactionists.'
In the former case we have at least to say that the brains which
now throw off these and these processes, "as the correlate of their
physiological functioning, are the brains that have survived in
the struggle for existence ; mental processes are thus at least
indicative of organic function. In the latter we can find no
reason for the existence of mental processes, save that they
have themselves proved serviceable for organic survival in the
course of evolution. The conception of mind as function is thus
forced upon us. But function can be measured. If I can just
see a black dot on a white ground at a distance of one foot,
while my friend still just sees it at a distance of three, then his
brightness sensitivity is three times as great as mine. If I remem-
ber two-thirds of a mass of visual material, presented under stand-
ard conditions, and my friend remembers five-sixteenths, then our
visual memories stand to each other in fidelity of reproduction as
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32 to 15. It, using all my partial memories, I can recall five argu-
ments of a given total, while my friend remembers eight, then
the practical value of his memory is one and three -fifths as great
as that of mine. All these cases are cases of measurement; but all

are cases of the measurement of mental processes regarded as func-

tions of the organism, not as mere existences. And it is here, in

our belief, that the psychological laboratory begins without any ques-
tion to be of ser\ace to the teacher. There is no doubt that we can
measure mental function. The instances above given are crude
and insuflBciently qualified; but their principle is sound. We can
measure span and fidelity of memory, qmckness and accuracy of

apprehension, range anddirection of imagination, capacity of sus-

tained attention; we can measure inventiveness, adaptiveness, ob-
serving power, cool-headedness, suggestibility, etc., etc. Measure-
ments of all these functions may not have yet been made; they
may not be the special functions which are of the chiefest interest

just now to experimental psychologists. But such measurements
can be made; and, when made, are of primary importance to the
teacher. E. B. T.

Professor Sternberg calls attention in the Centralblatt fur Pkysi-
ologie to an earlier article (^"Zur Physiologie und Pathologie des
Lesens") by Dr. Goldscheider and R. F. Miiller, Zeitschrift filr klin-

ische Medicine, Vol. XXIII, p. 131, that I had not cited in a paper on
" Apperception," published in this Journal last April. The Zeit-

schrift was not taken at Cornell, and, although I had seen the title in

the bibliographies, made only a halt-hearted attempt to obtain it,

as neither the subject nor the place of publication indicated that it

had a direct bearing upon my problem. The incident is a warning
not to overlook anything that promises to have even an indirect

connection with the question in hand, provided that question be
psychological.
Goldscheider and Miiller's investigation grew out of the contro-

versy in the literature of aphasia, as to whether reading was by
letters or by word form. His experiments began by determining
the number of simple lines that could be seen with an exposure of

.01 sec. and traced the increasing number as the elements were ar-

ranged in patterns, were formed into letters, and the letters were
united into words, and the words into familiar sentences. The in-

fluence of meaning was studied by omitting or changing certain

letters and noting the way in which the word was completed. In
brief, the results showed that reading was both by letters and by
word form; that certain letters were of more importance than
others, and that memory images and association play an important
part in perception. My experiments agree with his in every point.

W. B. PiLLSBUBY.

The Simple Reaction.

The following passage from the third edition of Wundt's Vorle-

sungen (p. 316, n.) is of interest in the light of recent discussions of

the simple reaction:
"In some [recent] investigations upon reaction- times, the ex-

pressions 'sensorial' and 'muscular reaction' have evidently been
employed in a sense entirely different from that in which I use

them here. In certain cases directions have been given to the sub-
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ject which differ in essential points from those that condition the
complete and shortened forms of reaction; in others, the choice of
the reaction form has been left to his own judgment. This must be
the reason that some observers have been unable to find any differ-

ence at all between the sensorial and the muscular reaction, while
others have recorded differences in the results obtained from dif-
ferent subjects — the sensorial reaction proving to be longer than
the muscular, or the muscular longer than the sensorial, or the
two of equal length, according to the individual under investiga-
tion. \t all events, the terms ' sensorial ' and ' muscular ' reaction
have been taken here in a different meaning from that assigned
them in the text [p. 316]; and it is further probable that the sub-
jects themselves have varied in their understanding of the direc-
tions given. No general statement can be made, however, as to the
interpretation of experiments of this kind; the printed accounts of
them are too defective. Nothing is said, in particular, of any ob-
servance of the criteria of the complete and shortened forms laid
down just now [pp. 313 ff.], of attention to the erroneous reactions,
the premature reactions, the distracting effect of outside stimuli,
etc. Indeed, there are some papers which do not tell us even of
the mean variation of the separate observations. Now it is quite
possible that there exist forms of reaction over and above the com-
plete or 'sensorial' and the shortened or 'muscular' forms, and
that some of these may possess psychological interest [c/. p. 313].
But it seems to me that we have as yet no experiments that we can
employ for a settlement of this question. Nor do I think that the
observations which we have can sustain the conclusion that differ-

ent individuals show ' typical ' differences, which determine the
duration and character of their reactions. For it is not improbable
that the results which these differences are made to account for are
due partlj' to differences in interpretation of the directions given
to the subjects, and partly to habits of experiment, accidentally
established and psychologically irrelevant."

Portraits.

I have recently had large, almost life-size platinotypes of Wundt
and Fechner made for the Cornell Laboratory by Herr Carl Bel-
lach, Gellertstrasse, Leipzig. As the pictures are verj* good and
not expensive, it seems not worth while to call attention to them
here. The portrait of Wundt costs mk. 40, that of Fechner, mk. 60.

The total expense of the pictures, delivered at the laboratory, was
mk.107 and S1.50. E. B. T.

The first general meeting of the Childhood Society of Great Brit-
ain, founded in 1896, was held in London, Jan. 12, Sir Douglas Gal-
ton, the chairman of the society, presiding.
The Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago, 111., offer a series of

thirty-four portraits of psychologists, suitable for framing, at the
very moderate price of .SS.OO (better paper •'S7.00). Among the
psychologists upon their list are Cabanis, Maine de Biran, Beneke,
G. E. Muller, E. H. Weber, Fechner, Helmholtz, Ilering, Aubert.
Mach, Stumpf, Wernicke, Exner. Munk, Steinthal, Brentano, Paul
Janet, Ribot, Taine, Fouillge, Bmet, Bain, Romanes, LI. Morgan,
Bastian, James, Ward, Sully, Stanley Hall, Ladd, Wundt. It may
be hoped that Herbart and Lotze will be added.
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Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, lectui-er iu experimental psychology at the
University of Cambridge and at University College, London, will ac-
company the Cambridge expedition to Torres Straits and Borneo.
In conjunction with Drs. W. McDougall and C. I. Myers, Dr. Rivers
will " test the senses and sensibility of the natives, as far as it will

be possible under local conditions, and make whatever observa-
tions he can on the mental processes of the natives. Besides the
ordinary instruments for anthropometry there will be a small, care-
fully selected collection of apparatus for experimental i:)8ychology.

Two mechanical phonographs will be taken to record the native
songs, music and languages." Opportunity will thus be given for
" studying comparative experimental psychology in the field." The
expedition starts at the beginning of March, and returns in the
early summer of 1899.

The 1898 meeting of the American Psychological Association will

be held in New York. Professor H. Miinsterberg is president, and
Dr. L. Farrand secretary for the current year.

Books Received.

Aereat, Lucien. Les croyances de demain. F. Alcan, Paris, 1898,

pp. 178. Price, frs. 2.50.

Bertrand, Alexis. L'Enseignement integral. F. Alcan, Paris,

1898, pp. 313. Price, frs. 5.

Chapin, John B. A Compendium of Insanity. (Illustrated.) W.
B. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1898, pp. 234. Price, (51.25.

BiNET, A., ET Henri, V. La fatigue intellectuelle. Avec 90 figures
et 3 planches hors texte. Schleicher Freres, Editeurs, Paris,

1898, pp. 338.

Le Dantec, F. Evolution individuelle et heredite. Theorie de la

variation quantitative. P. Alcan, Paris, 1898, pp. 308. Price,
frs. 6.

DuQAS, L. La timidite. Etude psychologique et morale. F. Alcan,
Paris, 1898, pp. 167. Price, frs. 2.50.

IsTiTUTO PsiCHiATRico Di Reggio-Enidia. Lavori originali del
laboritorio di psicologia sperimentale (1896-97). Tipografia di
Stefano Calderini e Piglio, Reggio-Enidia, 1897. Anno I, Vol-
ume I, pp. irregular.

Janet, Pierre. Neui-oses et idees fixes, ler vol. Etudes experi-
mentales sur les troubles de la volont^, de I'attentiou, de la
memoire, sur les emotions, les idfies obsfidantes et leur traite-
ment (travaux du laboratoire de psychologie de la clinique a la

Salpetriere. Premiere serie). F. Alcan, Paris, 1898, pp. 492.

Price, frs. 12.

LiPPS, Th. Raumaesthetik und geometrisch-optische Taeiischangen.
J. A. Earth, 1897. Price, mk. 12.00.

Pice, Leopold. Die vierte Dimension. Arwed Strauch, Leipzig,
1898, pp. 46. Mk. 1.00.

Scripture, E. W. (Editor.) Studies from the Yale Psychological
Laboratory. Vol. IV, 1896, pp. 141. Yale Psy. Lab., New Haven,
Conn. Price, .SI.

SiDis, Boris. The Psychology of Suggestion. A research into the
subconscious nature of man and society. With an introduction
by Professor William James of llarvard University. D. Apple-
ton & Co., N. Y., 1898, pp. 386. Price, .91.75.

TiTCHENER, Edward Bradford. A Primer of Psychology. The
Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1898, pp. 314. Price, $1.50.
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Wreschner, Arthur. Methodologische Beitrage zu Psychophys-
ischen Messungen (auf experimenteller grundlage). Schriften
der Gesells f. Psychologische Forschung, Heft 2. (iii samm-
lang.) Jobann Ambrosius Barth, Leipzig, 1898, pp. 238. Price,
mk. 7.

WuNDT, WiLHELM. Die Geometrisch-Optischen Tiiuschungen. Des
XXIV Bandes der Abhandlun gen der math.-phys. Classe der
Konigl. Sachs-Gosells der Wiss. No. II. Mit 65 Textflguren.
B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1898, pp. 178. Price, mk. 5.
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THE INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF AMER-
ICAN CHILDREN.

By Henry D. Sheldon, Fellow, Clark University.

The paper here presented is the outgrowth of an interest en-
kindled bj- a stud}' of Froebel's " Education of Man." It was
undertaken in the hope that it might be able to throw additional
light on the pedagogical value of games,— an important edu-
cational factor sometimes lost sight of in our modern devotion
to the technique of formal instruction. The social activities of
childhood have been approached from three lines of attack. An
individual biographical study has been carried out at great
length. Such a stud)- furnishes opportunities for careful ps)'-

chological analysis, something impracticable by the remaining
methods. Secondly, a topical syllabus covering the most im-
portant lines of interest was issued. This supplied material
by which the merely local and personal peculiarities of the first

study might be checked off ; also many of the confessions were
of much more frank a nature than those of children. Lastlj^
the children themselves were appealed to, and, by a series of
compositions, an attempt was made to estimate the relative
value of the different factors in the child-life of to-day. In
addition to the empirical studies a brief survey of some of the
leading adult societies for children is included. A brief survey
of the literature of the subject is appended. The paper deals
only with the period of childhood, or from the years from four
to fourteen, although a continuation of the study through the
period of adolescence is projected.^

' I take this occasion to express m)' obligations to Dr. G. Stanley
Hall for bis many suggestions, without which the article in its present
form would have been impossible. I am also indebted to the criticism

IX—29
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PART I.

Study of Children's Compositions.

The best approach to the subject is through a discussion of

the results obtained from children's compositions. This section

aims to afford a broad, general view of children's spontaneous
societies in their quantative relations. The succeeding sections

of the paper will contain an analysis of the results here ob-
tained.

The test given was short and simple in character. The chil-

dren were directed to write a composition or language exercise

on some society or club. The only qualifying condition was
that the club should be one ".'hich they had organized them-
selves without adult assistance. The teachers were enjoined
from assisting, suggesting or in any manner influencing the
pupils. The test was given in all of the grades of the school

at the same time, and to prevent communication between the
pupils concerning the exercise, it was given unexpectedly.
The children were led to believe that the work was for their

teachers and had no clue to its true purpose.

Responses were collected from five cities : Manchester, New
Hampshire ; Chicopee and Springfield, Massachusetts ; Stock-
ton and Santa Rosa, California. Thus the two extremities of

the country. New England and the Pacific States, are repre-

sented and the two extremes of rural and metropolitan life have
been avoided. 2,906 children were given the test. Of the

returns 398 "were defective in certain particulars, in a majority'

of cases the age of the pupil being omitted, thej' were in

consequence useless for the purposes of the investigation.

of Dr. W. H. Burnham, of Clark University, to Mr. Frederic L. Burk
and Prof. Will S. Mouroe, of Westfield. Prof. Earl Barnes has fur-

nished valuable material. The statistical study of children's papers
was only feasible through the co-operation of Superintendents E. M.
Cox, of Santa Rosa, California; J. M. Barr, of Stockton, California;
George Winch, of Manchester, New Hampshire; Clarence Brodeur,
of Chicopee, Massachusetts, and Miss Fannie B. Gates, of Springfield,
Massachusetts. Among those who have sent in valuable responses to
the questionnaire are, Mrs. Hattie Mason Willard, of Escoudido, Cali-
fornia ; Prof. Everett Shepherdson, of the Los Angeles State Normal

;

Prof. Charles J. Bennett, of the Sau Jose State Normal ; Miss Margaret
Schallenberger, of Stanford University ; Miss Estelle M. Darrah, of

the Maukato State Normal School, Mankato, Minnesota; Miss Lillie

A. Williams, of the New Jerse}- State Normal, Trenton ; Prof. M. H.
Scudder, of New Haven, Connecticut ; Prof. Oscar Chrisman, of the
Emporia Kansas State Normal, and Miss Alma Patterson, of Riverside,
California.

I also desire to thank the secretaries of the various children's soci-
eties for their uniformlj- courteous response to numerous requests for
information. I have been especially aided by Dr. William Byron
Forbush, of Wiuthrop Church, Boston, who has placed his valuable
collection of material at my disposal.
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CHART SHOWING SEX DIFFERENCES.

Secret

Predatory

Social

Industrial

Philanthropic

Literary, Art, etc.

Athletic

= girls.

=^ boys.

Of the remaining 2,508 responses, 810 or 32% signified that

they had never belonged to such organizations, although a

great majority expressed a willingness to do .so if opportunities

presented themselves. As would be expected, the proportion
without such experience was much higher during the earlier

years of childhood.

Although the test called only for the spontaneous organiza-
tions of children, in many cases the limitation was disregarded.

641 pupils wrote accounts of organizations in which adult in-

fluence was apparent, the great majority' of these consisted of
church and philanthropic societies. It is worth noting that a

distinct sex difference is here shown to exist. While the num-
ber of the two sexes writing was approximately equal, 384 girls

gave responses of this type as against 257 boys. The tone of
the papers differed, the girls being decidedly more enthusiastic

than the boys.

Of children's organizations, there remained 1,166. The classi-

fication of these was a task of no small difficulty, owing to the
lack of clear or definite ideas in the minds of the writers.

Some clubs seemed to include almost ever}- line of activity.

These, however, were fortunately few in number, and were left

to the last, when the collator had his previous experience as

a guide. They, however, introduced an unavoidable personal

element into the tabulatiou. Of the 1,166 papers, some 40
might be classed as complex. The remaining papers seemed
to fall into the following seven classes :
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1. Secret Clubs. Under this head were collected all clubs of

whatever nature having secret features. While the majority

were for the purpose of having a good time, this was by no
means universally the case. Clubs to prevent swearing, socie-

ties for trout fishing and literary organizations, all had their

secret features. The uumber of secret .societies appeared to be

much smaller than was anticipated. As will be seen by the

accompanying charts, this class of societies remained a fairly

constant element during the ten years recorded, and was char-

acterized throughout by a large feminine preponderance.

2. Predatory Organizatio7is. These represent the migra-

tory, building and out-of-door instincts, and include bnnds of

robbers, clubs for hunting and fshing, play armies, organized

fighting bands between separate districts, schools or .sections of

a town or city, as well as associations for building houses,

forts, etc. Organized games are reserved for a succeeding sec-

tion. The predatory organization is the typical association of

small boys. After twelve years of age boys transfer their in-

terest from these loose, predatory bands, to more definitely con-

structed athletic clubs. This form of children's organization

is peculiar, liable to perversions, which will be dealt with at

length in the next section. Reference to the charts shows that

predatory organizations belong to boj's, and are strongest in the

earlier years.

3. Social Clubs. They represent that element in childhood

which insists .on having a good time, and are the most im-

mediate outgrowth of the social instinct. In many cases their

promoters frankly confess that their chief object in organizing

was to create an excuse for holding parties, picnics and the

like. This is one of the favorite girls associations, they out-

numbering the boys in the ratio of five to one. It is a fairly

constant element during the ten years represented in the study,

and forms slightly more than ten per cent, of the total.

4. Industrial Associations. This form introduces the element

of personal advantage. The most common forms are sewing cir-

cles, giving shows, collecting clubs and playing store. This is

the strongest of all the girls associations. The ratio is 187 to

59 in their favor, and the type is a uniform factor through
childhood. It has often subordinate philanthropic features, as

in case of a girl's sewing society, which meets primarily to sew,

and then incidentally helps the poor.

5. Philanthropic Associations. Here we have two forms.

The first consists of .societies, the chief object of which is to help

other people. This form predominates. Secondly, there are

clubs organized for mutual help against such vices as using

slang, swearing, smoking and the like. Such organizations

are but slightly represented, numbering only 22 girls and 1

1
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:

boys. For obvious reasons it has been impossible to chart

them. While every precaution was taken to exclude from this

rubric, all societies to which the slightest suspicion of adult in-

fluence was attached, yet, owing to the brevity of some papers,

there may have slipped in such clubs without evidence. A
reasonable suspicion may be attached to a number of these

papers.

6. Orga7iizationsfor the Promolion of Literary, Artistic a fid

Musical Training. As the curve on the chart indicates, this

form of organization belongs more properly to adolescence than
childhood. It plays a very unimportant part until the age of

15 is reached. Here, as in the two previous classes, the girls

lead the boys in the ratio of more than 2 to i.

7. Atldetic Clubs. Including general athletic clubs, foot-

ball, baseball and cycling clubs. This is the strongest of all

the forms of organization here presented. It is the boys' asso-

ciation, par excellence, they outnumbering the girls at the

ratio of more than 5 to i. Reference to the curve shows its in-

creasing popularity until the last year is reached, where the

small number of papers invalidates the conclusion. The papers
show that these clubs, once organized, are more abiding than
the previous forms of association, and mean more to the chil-

dren involved. They are taken more seriously, and bring in

the elements of co-operation and subordination to a larger ex-

tent. From these facts it would seem that they tend toward a

more valuable form of social training.

Conclusions.

While the present study is not .sufficient in itself to justify

any generalization or criticism of the prevailing forms of chil-

dren's organizations in America, it ma)- be well to summarize
what appear to the writer to be some of its chief conclusions.

I. American children left to themselves organize. This
organizing tendency is rather unevenly distributed and large

numbers of children are out of its sweep, but it still exists, and
in the smaller cities of the country includes the majorit}' of the

children. Whether this tendency is common to childhood in

all lands or peculiar to America and the downward reflection of

our democratic institutions, is a question only to be answered

by the study of large numbers of children elsewhere, the small

amount of biographical data collected seems to support the

latter hypothesis. A close inspection of the papers, and a

correspondence with students of childhood throughout the

country, supports Tarde and Baldwin in their view that imita-

tion is the all-important factor in the social process. This con-

clusion can only be stated tentatively here, but will be enlarged

upon in the following section.
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2. Girls take much more kindl}' than boys to societies or-

ganized by adults for their improvement ; they also show much
stronger altruistic tendencies than boys.

3. Girls are more nearly governed by adult motives in form-

ing their organizations than boys. They organize societies

to promote sociability, to advance their interests, to improve

themselves and others. Boys are nearer primitive man ; they

associate to hunt, fish, roam, fight, and to contest physical

superiority with each other.

4. With the exception of clubs for having good times, hold-

ing parties, etc., boys and girls are but seldom together in their

organizations. This generalization does not apply to the coun-

try districts.

5. Secrecy plays but a minor role in the institutional activi-

ties of the American child.

PART II.

REMINISCENT PAPERS.

In order to secure a more favorable opportunity for the study

of the social instinct genetically, another method of approach

was resorted to. A topical questionnaire (No. i6 in the Clark

University Series for 1S97-98), treating of the more common
forms of children's associations was issued with a request that

all experience of any value in tracing the idea be included.

The syllabus called for as exact details as possible concerning :

adult stimulus, duration of the society, methods of choosing

leaders, causes of dissolution, and numerous other important

details. 453 reminiscences were received in response to this

circular.

Period of Imitation.

In a majority of the reminiscences, the years of childhood

from four to fourteen contain two distinctly marked periods :

the first of these stages, lasting in many cases until the age

of ten years, may be characterized as the period of free sponta-

neous imitation of every form of adult institution ; the child

responds easily and sympathetically to his environment. He
reproduces in his games and miniature associations as exact a

copy as possible of the life around him. In the case of one

boy, whose life history has been made a special study, the

response to external social stimuli at different periods has been

most marked. From four to seven placed on a farm, his plaj'

time was spent in raking and threshing leaves, in constructing

tiny fences and building barns and corrals. At seven, removed
to the sea shore, he immediate!)- makes ships and harbors and
turns the gutter into a lake. Later, being isolated in the city,

surrounded by an adult library he reads history and dreams of
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wars and battles ; the back yard is covered with fortifications,

the dead almond blossoms as they fell from the trees were
marshalled into opposing hosts. Boys in groups play in the

same manner. The Corbett-Fitzsimmons prize fight was the

signal for an outbreak of pugilistic enthusiasm among the boys
of the entire country. The present war with Spain has called

into existence thousands of military bands among tht school

boys. Statup collecting spreads in much the same manner as

the latest popular song.

Mauj- cases of direct imitation have been noted in the returns,

a few of which are included.

In a New Jersey school the teacher reads an Indian story on
Friday afternoon. All the succf-eding winter the school played

a game, in which the pupils were divided into two tribes of

Indians who waged war during the recess.

In Connecticut, bands of robbers and armies were organized
" after what some one had read in some book."

Another observer writes :

'

' There was no outside stimulus

to the movement, the fights were modeled as nearly to the

storming of forts in histon,- as the boys were able to understand.
'

'

A teacher reports that having studied the wars of the United
States in their classroom, the boys divided themselves into two
snowball armies representing the North and the South.
An additional observation reads that boj-s from eight to ten,

who belonged to a band of robbers, "got their ideas from
books."
Vast masses of similar testimony might be cited.

PL.A.VING Family.

To appreciate the full force of the imitative impulse, one
must study the daily life of the average child. Perhaps the

most common form for very young children and girls is playing
house or family. Man}- observers testif}- that the reproduction

of the one particular family with which the child is best ac-

quainted, is exact even to the most minute details. Scarceh' a

reminiscence has been received which does not enter into this

earliest and most fundamental of the social processes.

A girl of 17 writes of her early childish experience: "We had a
mother, father and children. Sometimes two or three families were
formed so that we had cousins and aunts. We used to dress up in any
clothes we could find and go to see them, and go out riding and walk-
ing. We used to get up family gatherings and parties, and have
meals just as anj- famih."
Another girl of 18 years observed a little boy of four years and a lit-

tle girl of three, who always played father and mother, the dolls
being their children. The wife can never get her husband to mind
the children. He will walk out and say: "Have my dinner read}'

when I come back." The other dav he told her to have beef-
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steak. She said :
" I can't fry beefsteak ;

you'll have to do it your-
self." The boy said :

" Papas don't fry meat." The little girl re-

sponded :
" Yes they do, for m}' papa did one day." The boy finally

had to give in and let her cook something else.

Pl.'^.ying Store.

The American child, like his father, seems to devote his

best energies to industrial undertakings—the most common
form of which is playing store. Of all forms of social amuse-
ment this seems to delight children most. " One of the games
I delighted in. The most interesting of anything I ever

played.
'

' These are expressions typical of the attitude of the

average American child. This game varies in complexity
from the lemonade stand in the front yard to the elaborate in-

dustrial machiner}' of the miniature community' immortalized

in President Hall's " Story of a Sand Pile." Some typical re-

turns are epitomized as follows :

G., 16. " The play-room was like a little town all by itself. There
were paper houses and barns furnished even to the minutest article,

and stables filled with animals of every type and grace. The church
was a huge wooden clock, which was made to strike just before the
services. Our people were conveyed about in carriages, in the toy train

or by means of cars made to go back and forth across the room. Our
money we made on rainy days. The bills were cut from green paper,
the pennies and silver from cardboard. We took great pains and in-

terest to make them as nearlj- as possible like the actual."
G., 14. " We had a great deal of fuu building our store, for we

wanted it just like a real one. When we had finished building it we
would gather leaves and grass and other things to sell. Then we
appointed one of the children for storekeeper, one for bookkeeper,
another for errand boy, and one for mother. We were never tired of

playing store, and would often keep it up a whole morning."
B., II. This youth and a friend formed a stamp society, and issued

[5 shares. Of these they kept S, paying for only one, however, and
sold the remainder. A flourishing business soon resulted, but the
remaining stockholders complained that the promoters had not paid
their share. A cash capital was suggested, but as the stamp fad was
on the decrease it was thought better to auction off the stock on hand
and dissolve the corporation. The auction netted a 60% dividend on
two months' work.

Playing Church.

The imitation of religious services are not as common as

games of the two preceding classes. This is probably due to

the fact that the multitude of religious agencies formed exclu-

sively for children, obviate for vast numbers the need ofattend-

ing regular services. One reminiscence in three, on the aver-

age, makes mention of this game. In case of young children

it is purely a game, as the following witnesses testify :

B., 5. Gathered the chickens together in the back yard and would
preach to them.

G., 16. " When I was about six or seven years old, my sister, my
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brother ami myself used to hold prayer meetings. We did not have
anj- special object in doing this, but simply thought it a rather grown-
up thing to do. The only object I remember in playing prayer meet-
ing, was to see which one of us could best imitate the older people.
We also tried to see who could talk the loudest and longest."

G., i8 at 9. " When I went to school we girls used to play prayer
meetings. We had gone to Methodist prayer meetings and revivals

and observed the earnestness displayed, and we would imitate the
proceedings at school, which w»e thought very amusing."

G., 17 at 7. The children started a prayer meeting, and they used
to lead the meeting and pray and sing. The leaders were chosen by
the girls and boys. The rough ones had to lead the meetings as well
as the good ones. The organization was closely copied after adult
prayer meetings. The society lasted for quite a long time, but was
finally broken up because the older persons did not think it was
right.

The transition from such pure imitations to organizations in-

volving something of individual inventiveness and purpose is

easy as the child advances in years. A record of a society in-

volving strongly the latter element comes from the daughter of

a missionary- in Asia ^Minor.

G., i6. " We called the society the H. O. A., these letters standing
for the words help one another. The purpose of its members was to

help one another to be good. Their age varied from eight to twelve.
Every week the society met at one of the homes and held a prayer
meeting. Their was a collection taken, which was given to the poor.
The members took turns in conducting the prayer meetings, which
were the same in form as ordinary church prayer meetings. All who
joined pledged themselves to be as sjood as possible. If they should
forget their promise at any time, and should quarrel or engage in any
impiety, that member of the society who should happen to see the
deed was expected to remind the wrong doers by saying H. O. A. At
the sound of these magic words the sinners were expected to desist

from breaking the promise. If not they were liable to be expelled.
Our parents knew nothing about it until it was well started."

Exceptional Cases of Imitation.

The preceding paragraphs outline the most common forms of

social imitation of American children, but by no means exhaust
the list. Playing school is treated in a paper soon to appear,

by Mr. D. E. Phillips. A lonely, or abnormal or particularly

imaginative child may imitate anything which comes within

the range of his experience or reading. A number of these

out-of-the-wa3- imitations have been collected, of which a few

samples are given.

A girl of eleven organized the worship of Pallas Athene.
There was a deep ravine with a stream of water. In a broad
place in the stream, there were two large flat rocks. On the

bank a young s}-caraore grew from an old stump. This was
Pallas Athene, and the flat rocks the scene of her worship.

(Pallas grew from the head of her father Zeus.)

There was a court consisting of a king, queen and subjects.
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There was also a priest who officiated at sacrifices. The king
and queen wore golden rod upon their heads and waded in the

streams, attended b}- their subjects, and gathered loveh' flowers

for Pallas Athene, and caught cray fish, which were duly
smashed upon her altar. Sometimes there was a special cele-

bration, when, in addition to the slaughtered cray fish and
beautifi.1l flower decorations, and pickles stolen fi'om the dinner

table, there would be an elaborate ceremony.
The same girl organized a witch's band, which met at a de-

serted log cabin, and carried on an elaborate witch ritual.

This band, because of its uncanny doings, was intensely dis-

liked b}' the people in the neighborhood.
A country boj- of ten, and much given to reading historj',

would, when picking up potatoes, throw them in heaps, and
would explain to his companions that a certain heap was Athens
and another Sparta. When asked why each was so named, he
would point to some small physical peculiarity, like a rock for

the Acropolis, as a defen.se of his characterization.

FoRJi OF Org.\nization.

Many of these games have a formal institutional organiza-

tion. Presidents, secretaries and treasurers are chosen with
exceedingly faint ideas of their respective functions. Before

the age of ten such officers are chosen simply because children

want their societies to appear like those of their parents.

A girl of 16 writes as follows: "When I was about nine years old
a secret society was formed in the school. It was called the inde-
pendent society of 3'oung people. We had a treasurer, secretary and
president, though we never seemed to think of them as having any
special duties."
From a girl of iS: "When they wanted a constitution, they ap-

pointed a member to write it for them. This member went home and
looked through a chest of papers belonging to her father, until she
found an old constitution of an organization to which her father
belonged. She copied this constitution, changing some of the words
to suit their own little societ}-. Although thej^ had this constitution,
thej' very seldom paid any attention to it. If they wanted to do cer-
tain things, they would do it whether the constitution allowed them
to or not. The only reason they had a constitution was because they
thought they must have one in order to become a societj"."

Caste Feeling.

From the evidence at hand, it would seem that the feeling of

caste reaches its culminating point of expression about the end
of the tenth 3^ear. Among very young children, it is almost
wholly absent. Girls become acquainted with social, racial

and industrial differences through their mothers ; boys from
their associates. While its expression in the form of bullying
and teasing, as might be supposed, is more intensive among
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boys, the feeling of exclusiveuess and pride appears much
stronger in girls. Girls, if so told b)- their mothers, think
themselves too good to play with girls of the working classes
or of alien nationalities. Boys, on the contrary, will often run
away and disobey parental injunctions to get a chance to play
football and baseball with boys of any nationality, Italians,

Jews, Irish and even negroes. Although the papers are all

from the northern States, negroes are mentioned most often as
being victims of caste feeling.

Some examples of individual reactions are presented :

G., 23. Children have an idea that wealthy people are better than
poor people, that ministers are superior to others, that American
people are superior to foreigners, that colored people are degraded.

G., 18. "I have observed that cliildren distinguish between color
and nationality. A few distinguish between the wealth of a person."

G., iS. "I don't think little children have any idea of caste, at least
very few ; only those w^lio have been taught to have one by their
elders. Before they go to school, we see them playing with almost
any child, whether of different nationality or race, rich oV poor. When
they enter school they are not particular in selecting friends."

G., 16. Children almost universalh- have a distinct idea of despising
and taunting those whom they consider below themselves in worldly
position.

G., 18. Children think more of their position than when older.
Thej- feel the difference between themselves and some other child
more strongly.

B., iS. In the Christian Endeavor Society of our town, there were
two half colored children. The other children continually teased and
taunted these two children.

G., 18. Children generally make color and dress a dividing line in
society. I have seen children teasing each other because of race and
wealth in numerous cases.

Period of In\'ention.

During the period from ten to fourteen, associations among
children assume a new character. There is less of imitation
and play and more of invention and the following of instinct.

Children strive less to be like adults. Among boys there is

a tendency to form social units characteristic of lower stages of
civilization. Bands of robbers, Indians, pirates, the wan-
dering soldier companies of the middle ages, furnish the
models of these organizations. Although environment deter-

mines the degree of diversion, it is present among boys ofevery
degree of culture. The most marked tendency of this reversion
is the falling back on the physical ideals of savagery, and their
substitution for the ethical and intellectual ideals of the present
civilization. As this is the most important of all the spon-
taneous organizations of children, a rather full account of two
or three such organizations will be inserted.

A number of boys about ten years of age organized an Indian
club. The badge of the lodge was a tomahawk. The call was
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intended to resemble a war-whoop. '

' The process of initiation

was that they put the subject in a guano sack and jumped him
up and down and rolled him over and over on the ground.

Another process of theirs was to get the subject to get up on a

fence, and the chief had a paddle cut full of round holes, and

would hit the subject with it. The society tried to follow the

ways of Indian camp, and cooked things over a little fire, and
had a tent for a meeting place, and wore feathers in their hats.

The chiefs wore feathers down their back."

B. " With a number of chums I belonged to a band of prospective

robbers at the age from eleven to thirteen. It was known as the

Jesse James gang. It was the time when the James boys figured

prominently in the papers, and our gang was modeled after the origi-

nal as closely as possible. The captain was known as Jesse James
until the real Jesse was killed, then he insisted on changing his per-

sonality and becoming Frank James. We had different quarters dur-

ing the continuance of the organization ; at one time we occupied the

garret of an unoccupied building ; at another we established head-
quarters under an empty house, gaining access by burrowing under
the foundation ; and still later an artificial cave was begun, but not
finished, in the woods. Each member had either a real revolver or an
imitation of one. Various other weapons were also displayed. The
activities of the band were limited to making raids on empty houses,

robbing imaginary banks and the like. No real robbery was ever

attempted. There seemed to be a distinct Hue of demarcation in our
estimates of the kind of robbery we were imitating, and real thefts we
had been taught were wrong."

B., 23. " I remember having belonged to a gang of boys ranging
from ten to fourteen years of age. There was no formal organization,

but the boy who excelled in the sports was recognized leader. A
member had no special qualifications ; if he would do what the rest

did, he belonged to the gang. A great deal was said about initiation

when a new boy appeared in the neighborhood. During the course

of a few days the new boy received his ' bumps ' several times, besides

being put through the paddles and ducked if it were swimming time,

and other minor annoj'ances.
" Often the gang would separate; some of the boys splitting off

under the leadership of a rebellious spirit, but eventually consolida-

ting again. If a boy were disagreeable, refused to join in the game or

the like, 'he couldn't go with us any more.' To us this was a good and
sufficient punishment ; the offender in every case showed a supreme
indifference as whether he went with us or not, but generally returned

in a few days. There was great rivalry between our gang and one in

another section of the town. No boy could venture into the enemy's
territory unless accompanied by a few companions. At nearly every
meeting of the two gangs, or sections of them, a stone fight ensued,

with the smaller body retreating slowly, with such remarks as :
' Wait

till we catch you alone,' or ' Let 's get some fellows and go back.' Each
gang reigned supreme on its own hunting ground, and successfully

repelled all invasions of the enemy.
" I should have said that the gang^generally took its name from one

of the leaders, one of the wards, or from some feature of the locality,

as the 'Rubber Mill Gang,' 'Johnny Jones and them,' etc. In the
winter a club was formed by the gang, the only requisite being a club
house in which the members assembled, and really suffered a sort of
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martvrilom from coUl and smoke, although no one had the moral
courage to atBrm that more comfort was to be had outside.

"As far as I know the gang exists yet, j'ounger members coming
into it all the time, and old members occasionally reappearing to

watch the youngsters or chat with companions about former days,

and fights and what used to be.
" Although, as I have said, there was no formal organization of the

crowd spoken of above, I have often felt what an intense loyalty and
esprit dc corps existed among the boys, who, although they quarrelled

and fought among themselves, were always ready to assist comrades
against members of another gang. And there is great sympathy
between former members and the present crowd, which puts me in

mind of the feeling between graduates and their Alma Mater."

Leadership.

As among the North American aborigines, leadership in

boys' predatorj' associations is largelj- a matter of physical

strength and daring. It is, in avast majority of cases, the boy
who can "lick" the other boys, who can throw a stone the

farthest, who can ride in the most daring manner, who be-

comes captain. As the members of the gang are approxi-

mately the same age, superior years is an absent factor. Dar-

ing sometimes takes the place of physical strength, but the

contests are of too primitive a nature to permit intellectual

superioritj' to count for much.
The following are notes from observers :

G., 17. The chiefs on either side were the persons who could run
fastest. If the}' could run fastest, they could take the most scalps,

and were therefore the bravest.

B., 20. The best fighter of the boys usually became leader.

B., 19. The toughest boy iu each town became leader. They picked
out the lad who was strongest and could fight the best.

B., iS. There was no formal organization (of the gang). The best

fighter generally took the lead in getting it up, and was recognized as

commander.
B., 10. The leader was the one who was the most daring and who

could fight any other boy iu any other gang.
B., 14. The bravest and most daring always became the leader in

.

these organizations.

B., 15. The leader was the largest and strongest boy in the crowd,
and the one that had a great deal of self-confidence and was very dar-

ing.

G., iS. The strongest boj'S were asked to join the fight, and the
best fighter was chosen leader. If the boys did not follow the direc-

tions of the leader they could not remain iu the fort.

Maintenance of Discipline.

Preserving order within the gang is a task of no great diffi-

culty. The basis of selection for leadership explains why this

is so. The leader is the embodiment of the ideal of the asso-

ciation. In a baud which puts a premium on physical powers,

he is the strougest. With few exceptions, he has little diffi-
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culty in making his authority felt. His treatment of rebels and

malcontents is usually summary and effective.

B., 14. What the leader says is law, and if not obeyed imme-
diately the disobedient person is considered an enemy, and is dealt

with as such.
B., iS. If any of the boys did not obey they were cuffed over the

ears, and sent home until they got over it.

G., iS. If the members did not obey they were bullied by the

other boys.
B., 16. If the members would not conform to the rules of the

society they were expelled from it, but not before they had received a

good beating from the remaining members.

Outcome of Predatory Associations.

However innocent these predatory bands may be among
small bo3's, when the age of twelve is reached and the preda-

tory function remains primary and is not subordinated to the

athletic, they become dangerous. The members are no longer

satisfied with mere play, and danger is a spice which exerts

more and more of a fascination. The robber knight, the pirate

chief, and the savage marauder become real models. A few

tj'pical instances from a vast mass of testimony are here given :

B., 16. " There was a band of young boys in our city formed for the
purposes of stealing. They were between the ages of twelve and six-

teen. They formed it to steal all they could get. They stole milk
bottles off people's steps early in the morning, rugs from the door
steps, iron car couplers, fruit and vegetables from the stores, and any-

thing else which they could get. They took these things to a den, as

they called it, which was an old vacant barn."
B., 15. " The bo3'S of our town often formed in parties and raided

the farmers melon patches. There was no formal organization or

election of officers."

B., iS. " At my home a good many boys form clubs. When thus
banded they steal boards for election day bonfires. One club called

itself the ' Gang.' They have no adult stimulus."

G., 17. Reports a society formed to bother a family in the com-
munitv who were spiritualists. It lasted as long as the uiembers
were boys.

B., 18. "There was no formal organization, but there was a plan-

ning how, when, and what they should steal. The objects stolen

were not trivial, but valuable objects."

G., 18. "I was in the country last year, and several boys were
talking about stealing fruit and vegetables. They planned to stick

by each other and meet in the woods, bringing with them all they
could find. I think they were going to camp there for the summer,
that was why they were going to steal."

Similar cases are continually finding their way into the

newspapers and police courts.

The San Francisco Examiner of February 28, 1898, con-

tains the report of the examination of Roy Palmer, the leader

of an organized gang of boj' pilferers, the members of which
belong to the first families in the city of Salinas, California.
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The lads had banded together for the purpose of entering

stores and stealing anything the}' could laj- hands on, sell-

ing their loot to other people, and plundering them while so

doing. They were well organized, with a president, secretary

and treasurer. The money received for stolen goods was u-sed

to buy candies, gum and ten cent detective stories. Pistols

and cartridges were found in a cache where they had been hid-

den by the boys.

A similar affair is recorded in the Boston Herald of March

19, 1898, as follows: " A gang of youthful marauders, twelve

in number, living in Wollaston, has been committing a number
of petty thefts in that place. It is alleged that the boys ab-

stracted the signal boxes of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford R.R., at Wollaston. Houses were entered by the

gang, and electric bells and connections stolen. They al.so

broke into the Golf Club of Wollaston, at Norfolk Downs, and
a number of golf sticks and balls were stolen from the lockers.

" There are a dozen boys in the gang whose ages range from

8 to 15 years. This embryo Jesse James gang had built a

number of huts in the thickets of the lowlands of Wollaston,

where they had hidden their plunder. They had utilized the

electrical appliances stolen from the houses mentioned to connect

the huts for electrical communication. The members of the

youthful gang belong to good families, and the injured parties

are disinclined to prosecute the offenders."

In the large cities, such gangs have become not only a

nuisance, but a positive danger. A thorough study of their

working in New York City has been made by Mr. Jacob R.

Riis in his valuable work, "How the Other Half Lives." In

a few sentences an attempt will be made to outline the principal

points in his treatment of the subject. On the East Side, New
York, "Every corner has its gang," not always on the best

of terms with its rivals in the next block, but all with a com-

mon programme of defiance of law and order, and with a

common ambition to get "pinched," i. <?. , arrested, so as to

pose as heroes before their fellows. Individually the New York
tough is an arrant coward, it is only when he hunts with a

pack that he is dangerous. Then his individual vanity makes
him forgetful of all fear or caution in his desire to distinguish

himself before his fellows—a result of swallowing all the flash

literature and pennydreadfuls that he can borrow, beg or steal

—

and there is never any lack of them—and of a strangely dra-

matic element in his nature that is nursed by such a diet into

rank and morbid growth.

The gangs have their club rooms, where they meet, generally

in a tenement, sometimes under a pier or dump, to carouse,

play cards and plan their raids. The gangs, like foxes, have
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more than one hole to their dens. In some locaUties, where
the interior of the block is filled with rear tenements, often set

oS at all sorts of odd angles, surprise alone is practicable.

Pursuit through the winding ways and passages is impossible.

A tenement once pitched upon by the gang with its ear marks
of nightly symposiums, " can rackets," in the language of the

streets, is on the road to rapid deterioration. Valuable property

is often well nigh ruined by being made such a thoroughfare.

Outrages by the gangs are numerous. Within a single week,

one spring, the newspapers recorded six murderous assaults on
unoffending people committed by highwaymen on the public

streets. How many more were suppressed by the police, who
always do their utmost to hush up such outrages in the interests

of justice, it is impossible to say. Entire neighborhoods are

so terrorized that no one dares to testify against the gang.

Occasionally their atrocities are appalling. A young lad, who
was the only support of his aged parents, was beaten to death,

within a few months, by the AUej' Gang, simply for being at

work, trying to earn an honest living. The state of affairs here

described existed in 189 . At present many of the gangs are

unorganized, and the East Side is in a state of quiescence.

In England, there has been of late considerable complaint
regarding the depredations of similar gangs. The London
Daily Tz'wfi- of April 10, 1898, refers to certain cities and towns
where numbers of youthful ruffians in their teens band them-
selves together to commit depredations and assaults, sometimes
with pistols, and are a perfect nuisance to their neighborhoods.

The passing of the rod and the substitution therefor of juvenile

reformatories, imprisonment, fines, etc., is held responsible for

this outbreak of hoodlumism. Reinstate whipping seems to be
the counsel of many charity experts.

These London gangs are more brutal and daring than the

similar organizations of New York. Nearly every district has
a gang of its own which terrorize the neighborhood and fight

among themselves. Each of these gangs, whose members vary
in age from thirteen to twenty years, has its bosses, whose
authority is recognized and whose commands are implicitly

obeyed. The bosses are not formally elected, but attain their

position in virtue of their extra daring and general capacity
for command. When war is waged, sanguinar>' and often fatal

conflicts ensue. They are battles in which the combatants fight

if not to kill, at least to seriously maim each other. Pistols

are quite common ; knives equally so, and the members of the

gang who are not thus armed content themselves with carrying
clubs loaded with lead, iron bars and bits of lead piping. A
short time back a little girl was shot dead in one of these en-

counters ; while at last session one young ruffian was sent to

IX-30
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penal servitude for six years, while his companions received

shorter terms of imprisonment for grave assault on a police

constable.

Like the New York toughs, these youths individually feel

the greatest dread of a policeman, as indeed they do of any
resolute, able bodied man. But in numbers they apparently

dread nobody ; and thus it is that the police have a difficult

and dangerous task when they have to stop such young ruffians

from battering one another about and terrorizing the peaceful

members of the community.
To solve the problem which presents itself in these extracts,

we must turn to the underlying factors. Both the statistical

and reminiscent studies point to the existence of an exceedingly

strong tendency in boys to revert to immediate physical reac-

tions, which usually takes the form of contests, to determine

athletic superiority. This tendency is so strong as to almost

fumi.sh the keynote to his education. Athletic games not

only supply the boy with his opportunity for physical training,

but with a large part of his social training as well. For the

best embodiment of this idea of government through organized

athletic games, we must turn to the great English public schools.

Perverted, this same tendency or instinct forms the gang or

predatory which parents are entirely justified in considering a

danger for boys between the ages of 12 and 18. All such
organizations truly harmful are the outgrowth of the artificial

conditions of the modern city or manufacturing town. The
natural modes of expression for the physical reaction instinct,

the baseball, football and cycling clubs, are impossible for cer-

tain large classes of population in the modern American city.

Deprived of the natural outlet, boys and youths revert to the

ideals and institutions of savagery. This leads to the discus-

sion of one of the greatest defects in American education to-day,

viz., the lack of suitable opportunity for the training of the

working classes through athletics. It is, however, the function

of the present paper to point out the direction of a solution

rather than to attempt to deal with the solution itself.

PART III.

Adult Societies for Children.

Within the last thirty years, the social instinct in children

has been seized upon as the basis of numerous associations de-

signed to accomplish various adult ends. Of these organiza-

tions there are two chief classes. The first may be character-

ized as the positive or aggressive type. It aims by means of

association to inoculate the child's mind with the ethical, .social

and religious ideas of their parents, their class or their church.
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With these ends, modifications of various religious and philan-
thropic associations have been introduced. Most of the existing
organizations are of this type. Recently there has been a
change in the point of view, and a second type of children's
societies has been produced—the negative. Its object is merely
to afFord an outlet for the social instinct, and it has no ideals,

ethical or otherwise, to inculcate.

Foremost in the new work has been the church. The best
representative of the activity of the Protestant denominations
has been the Junior and Intermediate branches of the Society
of Christian Endeavor. The function of the Junior branch is,

in the words of its promoters, " to prepare boys and girls for

the active service of Christ." In its main features, it is an
adoption of the Senior .society ; the chief difference being that
adult leadership is substituted for self government. The mem-
bers of the Junior organization take a consecration pledge and
possess a working constitution, similar to, though simpler than
that of the parent society.

The historian of the Order considers the formation of the
Junior societies as the " logical outcome " of the movement.
This expression points the way to one of the chief criticisms
sometimes passed upon the work, viz., that it is too logical and
consistent a copy of the methods of the Senior society. It is

said that the organization tends to mechanical imitation. The
literature issued from the central office of the society would
tend to confirm this view. The plan of campaign minimizes
the influence of personality and underestimates the value of
leadership in juvenile work. The societies are told that they
must not wait for a good leader, but take any one. Experience,
however, has shown that the success of these Junior branches
is dependent almost exclusively on the personal qualities of the
leader. Institutional mechanics are too much emphasized. The
Junior departments of the Young Peoples Societies of the other
Evangelical Protestant churches, such as the Baptist Young
People's Union and the Epworth I^eague are very similar to
the Junior Christian Endeavor in organization and methods.
The Roman Catholic church possesses no distinctly children's

organization. After confirmation, which usually takes place
at the age of 12, the children may be, and in many parishes
are, organized into sodalities ; this form of organization is,

however, by no means confined to children and adolescents.
The sodality is governed by a council consisting of a father
director, a prefect and two assistants. Among the duties of the
members of the sodality are the following : To daily examine
their conscience, to recite morning and evening prayers, and to
practice the Christian virtues demanded by the duties of their
state in life. Once a week the members of the sodality assemble
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together and recite iu common the little office of the Blessed

Virgin Mary (a portion of the ritual to be memorized). Once
a month they make their confession and approach holy com-
munion in a body, wearing the badge of the sodalities. Their
organization being optional with the priest of each parish, it

has been found impossible to collect exact numerical data con-

cerning them.
Another unique form of religious organization for children

is that of the boys' branch of the two brotherhoods. One of

these, that of St. Andrew, is confined to the Protestant Episco-

pal church, while the other, dedicated to Andrew and Philip,

is interdenominational (Protestant). They differ from the

Junior Christian Endeavor and similar societies in being con-

fined to boys. The members are bound by two vows. The
rule of prayer requires each brother to pray daily for the ad-

vancement of Christ's kingdom among boys. By the rule of

•service, they pledge themselves to take some part in the work
or service of the church and to get other boys to do the same.

Both these Orders are distinctively religious in character.

Amusements are provided, not for the use of the members, but
for the boys they are expected to influence.

'

' They are not a

guild or boys' club, but training .schools for Christian loyalty.

The advantages of the brotherhood idea are two : First, the

boys are by themselves ; secondly, the element of personal and
institutional loyalty ; something tangible before the boys and
easily comprehended, is insisted upon, rather than ethical

principles.

In addition to the church societies there are other organiza-

tions based on Christian teaching, but placing the religious

element in subordinate position and laying chief stress upon
the accomplishment of practical philanthropic work. An ex-

cellent example of this sort of institution is the "Ministering
Children's Eeague," an international order founded by the

Countess of Meath. This society endeavors to accomplish two
ends. Primarily it aims to "promote kindness, usefulness,

and the habit of usefulness among children." These results

are best obtained by giving them some work to do. As a con-

sequence, each member pledges himself " to do at least one kind
deed every day." The hand-book of the league emphasizes
the gain of immediately attempting some charitable scheme,
and directions for making games and packing Christmas boxes
are sent to each society. This Order numbers 50,000 members
in the United States. The King's Sons, and the children's

branch of the Ten Times One is Ten clubs, organized by
Edward Everett Hale, carry out a similar programme.
Another class is formed by those organizations which have

some one definite social reform in view. Such a society is the
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Loj'al Temperance Legion, which is under the auspices of

the Women's Christian Temperance Union. The members
pledge themselves to abstain from alcoholic stimulants and nar-

cotics. The society- issues manuals and charts showing the

effect of intemperance on the human s3-stem. Like the junior

branch of the Society of Christian Endeavor, there is a com-

plete institutional organization among the children. In the

last five years considerable attention has been devoted to prac-

tice in parliamentary law. By its last annual report there

were 100,000 members of the legion. The Protestant Episco-

pal Church, many dioceses of the Roman Catholic Church, and
secret temperance societies like the Good Templars, all possess

children's organizations devoted to this purpose, and varying

in efiiciency. Nearly akin to these are the " Bands of Mercy,"
organized in the common schools for the protection of animals.

Their constitution is very simple, consisting of a skeleton of an
organization, a pledge and a badge. The Massachusetts So-

cietj- for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, under the lead-

ership of George Angell, has circulated humane literature by
the ton through the medium of these Bands of Mercy.

Such is a brief and inadequate sketch of some of the leading

forms of adult activity for children found in the countr}-. The
movement is assuming large proportions. Children's societies

are becoming important weapons of propaganda. At least one

child in every three belongs to some such association, and their

number and influence are rapidly increasing. From the stand-

point of a student of pedagogy what is to be said of their ex-

pediency' ?

An understanding of the subject will be promoted by endeav-

oring to comprehend the point of view of their promoters. The
following justification from one of their oldest exponents, Mrs.

Mary Low Dickinson, of the Society of King's Daughers, is

inserted for this purpose. In response to the query, shall

children early be allowed to become members of religious and
philanthropic societies ? she writes :

" We would say that any little child is old enough to know that he
is sometimes naughty, that he has his little temper and greediness
and fretfulness and laziness to struggle with, is old enough to be
helped to see those things and be inspired with a desire to overcome
them. In other words, the little boy who knows that he is a bad boy
and would like to be better, is old enough to be taught that Jesus, his

Saviour, is loving and watching and ready to help him to be better, and
that he can leave off his naughtiness and try to be good for His sake.

One little fellow of four years, on hating this explained to him. said

quietly that he would have ' to consider it,' and the next day came to

his auntie with the statement that he would like to try to be one of

the little sons of the King. Whenever his naughty little temper got
the better of him thereafter he ran to his mother pulling at his little

badge with, ' Take it off quick, mamma, take it off, I am bad.'
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" We have all heard of the children who are watching their mothers'
faces, and making it their business to let no new wrinkles come ; and,
without exaggeration, our records contain thousands on thousands of
instances in which the selfishness and naughtiness of little children
have been overcome by the constant reminder which the little cross
was to them, that they must return good for evil, and think and
speak no evil of those with whom they had to do."

The qtiestion which arises in connection with the instances

cited in the above eloquent appeal is : Are these children nor-

mal ? Are ordinary healthy boys and girls troubled con-
cerning their sins ? Have they a passion for altruism ? Are
they inclined to protect birds and beasts and save their pennies
for the pagan children of India or Central Africa ? Most of the
evidence thus far collected fails to substantiate the position

taken by Mrs. Dickinson. Few children's societies organized
voluntarily have altruistic features. They are " to have fun,"
." so we could get together," etc. In response to one of the
rubrics of the questionnaire the respondents gave the reasons
why, when younger, they enjoyed attending these adult socie-

ties for children. In these answers, the music, the picnics, the
entertainments, the pleasures of office-holding figured largely,

while altruistic reasons were in a small minority, and were lim-

ited to girls. It was the universal testimony that such organi-
zations had no charms for the average boy, who seldom attended
unless compelled to. This important sex difierence, when
added to the fact that boys and girls during this period of
their lives seldom associate together in their voluntary enter-

prises, would seem to demand separate treatment and separate
organizations for the two sexes.

All the testimonj' thus far collected bears out the h\-pothesis

that altruism is one of the concomitants of the emotional up-
heaval of adolescence. It wotild appear, therefore, that man}'
of the organizations now founded for children rest upon adult
ethics and psychology rather than upon an}- knowledge or
study of child nature. Man)' of these organizations are prema-
ture, and when eSective produce a growth of hot-house virtues

destined soon to disappear. However, their efiectiveness is

questionable. To a certain slight extent they give the child

a social training in manipulating the machinery of organiza-

tion. But, as a rule, if the responses to the questionnaiie are

typical, they furnish a meeting place for girls, and to some
extent perform the functions of a social club, while boys stay
away, or, when compelled to attend, create disturbances which
are difficult to deal with.

That this is not a mere academic conclusion is shown by the

fact that several groups of the most advanced Christian workers
are throwing themselves into the organization of boys' clubs.

The Y. M. C. A., which formerly neglected this branch of
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their work, are determined at length to put it on an equal foot-

ing with other lines of activity. The university settlements

have been experimenting with the problem under great di£E-

culty owing to the quality of boys dealt with. Churches and
cities are organizing boys" clubs on a sound financial footing.

Four lodges for boys, based on what is believed to be a sound
analj'sis of boj' character, have been formed. Of these, the

Boy's Brigade, a military organization, has attracted the

largest share of public attention. Owing to the cost of equip-

ment, the monotony of drill, and the difficulty of securing com-
petent leaders, the organization has but a limited field of

usefulness. It has also been objected to with some appearance of

reason because of its "jingoistic " tendencies. Another order

is that of the " Knights of King Arthur," which aims to per-

petuate " our noblest Anglo-Saxon legend." It is a knightly

fraternity, not a secret society. Its attractiveness to boys is said

to be in its appeal to the love of show and mystery. The
Princely Knights of Character Castle and the Coming Men of

America, are two secret orders of somewhat similar character.

The former has, however, a religious basis, while the latter is

purely a business enterprise. All these lodges are increasing

their membership with great rapidity. They subject themselves

to criticism by the comparatively slight attention they pay to

athletics, the strongest interest of boyhood.
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To trace one of the relations between mind and its environ-

ment backward toward its source is the attempt of this paper.

The influence of trees on the life of man is the topic. Why
have trees played such an enormous part in the emotional and

spiritual life of the race ? Why do primitive peoples still wor-

ship trees and believe them to be powerful spirits, or the abodes

of spirits, which rule the destinies of men ? Why have the

shrines of early religions been consecrated groves ? Why were

"the groves God's first temples," and the Garden of Eden a

plantation of trees ?

Children, too, are lovers of trees and flowers, and bestow on

them an amount of attention and even devotion entirely out

of proportion to the return they get—judging by our cold

scientific standards. Even to-daj', among peoples of the most

advanced civilization and persons of the highest culture, life-

trees are common—planted at the birth of a child, and cared

for throughout life by the child, the youth, the man, whose
life is believed to be intimately bound up with the life of the

tree.

'If the use and the beauty of trees are not a sufficient

explanation of their influence on our lives, we must seek a

reason more internal. If there is nothing in the nature of trees

which justifies our thought and feeling toward them, then there

must be something in the nature of the mind to justify it. If,

for instance, the old belief that trees were spirits were shown
by later investigation to be true, there would be nothing strange

in the human mind having originally come to that conception.

It would be merely a step in the advance of science. On the

other hand, when such a notion is found to be entirely incon-

sistent with science, when the thought finds no justification in

the nature of external things, but is none the less entertained

by all primitive peoples and not originated by the vagaries of

an individual thinker, a reason for its existence must be sought

in the mind itself. If present circumstances are not a sufficient

reason for present thoughts and feelings, then mind must have

been, in some period of its evolution, subject to influences which
left an impress that developed into more definite forms of instinct

or action. It is not to be expected that any of these can be
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traced with certaintj^ to their sources. The path from brute-

hood through savagery and barbarism to civilization and culture

has been too long and devious to be retraced in thought. But
the traveller bears certain marks which indicate the course of

his journey, and at some of these we shall take a glance.

There is uuquestioned evidence in man's body of his having
been, in far-gone ages, a dweller in the trees. We may review
briefly the biological facts in support of this.

I.

BioLOGiCAi, Evidence.

" Man, with all his noble qualities, with sympathy which
feels for the most debased ; with benevolence which extends

not only toother men, but to the humblest living creature ; with
his god-like intellect which has penetrated into the movements
and constitution of the Solar .system ;—with all these exalted

powers, man still bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp
of his lowly origin." '

It is not to-day claimed that man is descended from an
ape ;—at least not from anj' existing species, nor yet have any
fossil remains been discovered which would connect him with

any of the present forms. He has marked resemblances to all

the four species of anthropoids, but differences also, so promi-

nent that it would be absurd to call man the issue of any one
of them. He seems, moreover, to be not much moreclosely re-

lated to one than to another of these species. "The gorilla

approaches nearest to man in the structure of the head and
foot, the chimpanzee in importantstructural details in the skull,

the orang in the development of the brain, and the gibbon in

that of the thorax."- Though none of these is the direct

ancester of the human race, yet evolutionists claim that man
and the anthropoid apes did have a common origin. It is the
'

' fundamental law of organic evolution
'

' that ontogenetic devel-

opment follows the line of phylogenetic—-,
" the history of the

germ is an epitome of the history of the descent."* "Every
creature that lives climbs up its own genealogical tree before it

reaches its mature condition."* Taking, then, any two indi-

viduals whose ancestry had diverged in earlier generations, we
should expect to find them resembling each other less and less

as they grew toward maturity ;
just as the two species or

genera, of which our individuals were respectively represen-

^ Darwin : Closing paragraph of Descent of Man.
'Haeckel: Evolution of A/an. London, 1S79. Vol. II, p. 181.

^ Haeckel : op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 6.

* Druramond : Ascent 0/ Mati, 2,rA ed. New York, 1894. p. 72.
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tatives, became more and more unlike after separating

from the parent stock. At birth the similarities ought to be
numerous, since the given individuals were then exhibiting the

characteristics of their respective types at a time when these

types were not yet widely divergent ; in adult life, on the other

hand, these similarities would be fewer, as the individuals now
represent the present wideh' separated t3'pes. This is exactly

what we find in the case of men and apes. The babj- ape is

much nearer to the human child than the full-grown ape is to

the adult man.' Extending the comparison, we can of course

say that the adult man is farther from the young ape than the

mature ape is from the new-born child, because the line to

which man belongs has advanced enormously as compared with
the ape, from the time of their common ancestrj- onward, and
consequently the child soon passes the highest stage to which
the most intelligent of the quadrumana has attained.

This relationship may profitably be followed out, so far as it

applies to the arboreal life of man's progenitors, and the com-
parison just made can of course be extended to embrj-onic life,

as the child recapitulates before birth the greater part of the

structural development of the vertebrate series. In all the an-

thropoid apes the arms are longer than the legs,—notably so in

the gibbons,who can easily touch the ground with their finger-

tips when standing erect. In man, on the contrary, the legs

are much longer and larger than the arms. The reason is

doubtless because of the relative amounts of work to be done
by these members. Man's legs must support the whole weight
of his body, and have been developed accordingly, but monkey
life being chiefly arboreal, locomotion is largely by means of his

hands, and the upper extremities have correspondinglj' in-

creased in size and strength. But this relation does not hold
in the human infant at and before birth ; he shows his closer

affinitj" with the lower species, and his earlier mode of exist-

ence. The height of the adult is three and a half times that

of the new-born child, with arms in the same proportion,

whereas the legs are five times as long as those of the child.

The approximation of the human infant to the proportions of

the anthropoid is still more strikingly shown by comparing
measurements at an earlier period. In a fcetus of Syz inches
length the arms are actually longer than the legs, and reach to

the knees when the body is erect. At the middle of gestation,

therefore, when the proportions most closely resemble those of

the anthropoids, the arms grow, more rapidl}- than the body
and the legs ; in the latter part of the period the legs again

' Vogt : Die Saugethiere in Wort und Bill, p. 49.
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gain, and at birth are longer than the arms,^ though not to

such an extent as in adult life, which is therefore farther re-

moved than child life from man's nearest allies. In the relative

lengths of upper and forearm, also, the infant has not diverged

so widely as the adult. Savages show the same relations as

children between upper and lower limbs—a relation inter-

mediate between apes and adult Europeans. The forearm of

the negro is a little longer actually' and relatively than that of

the European, and the proportion of arm to leg is greater in

the negro.

Not only the length but the strength of the arms at birth is

remarkable. The clinging power of infants often .surpasses

that of adults, and goes to shovV that our ancestors were tree-

dwellers and that the children clung to their mothers whose
hands were occupied in climbing from branch to branch.

Young apes, as a rule, hang beneath their mothers, holding on
by the long hair of their shoulders and sides. Those that

failed to do this would tumble to the ground or be left behind
and fall a prey to enemies from which the mothers were fleeing.

Hence, natural selection would bring about a high degree of

this clinging power. Of 60 cases of children, less than one

hour old, reported by Dr. L- Robinson,^ all but two were able

to sustain the whole weight of the body at least 10 sec, 12 of

these for one-half minute, and 3 or 4 for nearly i min. At the

age of four days nearly all could hold themselves suspended
for half a minute. This power reached its maximum at two
or three weeks of age, when several were able to hang sus-

pended for 1.5 min., two for over 2 min., and one three

weeks old for 2 min. 35 sec. One child held its weight for 5
sec, with the left hand alone after letting go with the right.

This extraordinary strength is wholly purposeless in infants at

the present time, and is all the more remarkable when we
reflect that the child is otherwise at this age, and for long

afterwards, a mere " sprawling ball of helplessness.

"

Even the reflex act of grasping an object which touches the

palm can be of no value to the child now, except to point to a

former period when life itself depended upon it. The child's

employment of only its hands in the first stages of creeping,

while the feet are dragged behind, points to a predominant

hand-use in the trees. The child's tendency, mentioned by
Holmes, James, and others, to pick up objects with its mouth
when it is creeping and its hands are employed, is believed to

be a relic of prehuman ancestry.

In no case during the foregoing experiments did the lower

' Huxley : Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals, 1881, p. 417.
^ Nineteenth Century, Nov., 1891. Darwinism in the Nursery.
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limbs of the infant hang down and take the attitude of the

erect position, but Were flexed almost at right angles to the

bod}'.

In the use of its hands the baby shows a kinship to tree-

climbers. In grasping an object it does not put the thumb on

the opposite side, but takes the object between the fingers and

palm. Arboreal ancestors in going from bough to bough

would strike the branches palm first from above downward,

grasping with the fingers. ^ In the species of monkeys which

live most exclusively in the trees—the Ateles in America,

Colobus in Africa, and Hylobates in Asia—the thumb has

atrophied from disuse, and the fingers have grown together,

because the whole hand has been used merely as a grasping

hook. The feet of sloths, the most arboreal animals in the

world, are noticeably hook-like." It is said that in children

the power to extend the hand perfectly straight is frequently

not acquired till the age of six or seven, as a result of thous-

ands of years of bough-grasping.

The chimpanzee and the orang, when going on all fours,

support themselves usually on the backs of their closed fingers,

and rarely on the palms of their hands. They are in a transi-

tional stage from quadrupeds to bipeds. Young children in

the same way turn their toes under.

Evolution in man's hand has taken place in two ways : by

increasing the mobility of the thumb and fingers and their

power of independent and varied action, so necessary in

delicate work ; and by reducing the number and the strength

of the muscles used in prolonged grasping. A special flexor

muscle for the thumb has been split oS' from the fibres of the

deep flexor that bends the terminal joints of the fingers ; in

most apes and in some men these two form a single muscle.

Along with this appearance of a new muscle is the disappear-

ance of another, the palmaris longus, which was an important

aid in climbing, keeping the fingers together without indepen-

dence of action.^ In negroes neither of these changes is so

fully carried out as in Caucasian races. The power of

independent toe-movement in children, and the wide separation

of the great toe from the others, are also evidences of Simian

relationship, and point to a period when the feet were used

more for picking up objects, and the hands for supporting the

body. These characteristics were afterward lost because not

needed in most civilized shoe-wearing races, where toes are

' Buckman : Babies and Monkeys. Nineteenth Century, Nov., 1894.
2 Darwin : Descent. New York, 187S. p. 51.

2 Baker : Address in Proc. Amer. Assoc, for Adv. of Sci., 1890,

P- 351-
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becoming rudimeatarj^ and are often found grown together.

But many bare-footed peoples make skillful use of their toes.

By the help of their very mobile toes Chinese boatmen are said

to be able to pull an oar, Bengal artisans to weave, and the

Caraj as to steal fish-hooks. ' Nubian horsemen hold the rein

between their toes. Many lower races—Negroes, Malays,
Polynesians, and American Indians—grasp the branches ot

trees with their toes when climbing, and Biichner says the

natives of New Guinea are able to climb from branch to branch
without the use of their hands. - New-born children of even
the highest races can hold an object as firmly with the great

toe as with the hand.* The bottom of a young child's foot,

when the toes are bent downward, shows deep creases corres-

ponding to the lines of the hand. The most marked of these

is where the chief folding-in of the skin would take place when
the toes were habitually clasped around an object such as a

branch.* This cannot be explained as being of anj' use to the

child, as it disappears when the foot begins to be used for

locomotion and is scarcel}^ visible in adults, even when the

toes are flexed to the utmost.^ Such a change from hand to

foot is not found in other animals, whose phylogenetic history

has not included the use of the foot as a prehensile organ.

An infant's foot is much flatter than an adult's. The arch of

the instep, which is necessary to steadiness and ea.se of loco-

motion, is not yet attained. The negro, too, has such a foot,

which further resembles the monkey's in being longer than the

European's.
Infants' feet are very noticeably turned inward. This is

even more marked in the embryo, but disappears soon after

the child learns to walk. In the quadrumana the feet are

similarly turned inward as a convenience in grasping branches.*

Thus, what is normal in the fully developed lower species, is

also normal in the embryonic stages of the higher, but would
be abnormal if found in the mature form. Many pathological

conditions instead of being freaks of nature, are simply cases

of arrested development, representing structures or functions

which are perfectly natural in a lower species.

Even in walking, the outside edges of the ape's feet are used,

' Hurley : Man's Place in Nature. New York, 1883. p. 104.

-Position of Man in Nature. For authentic statements of the
delicate manipulation of which the toes are capable through training,

see Virchow's Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Bewegungen des Menschen,
Wiirzburg, 1883.

' Haeckel : op. cil., Vol. II, p. 170.
• Robinson : The Meaning of a Baby's Foot-Print. Nineteenth

Century, May, 1892, p. 795.
^ Ibid.

'Romanes: Darwin and After Darwin. 1892. Vol.1, pp. 77-8.
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and bowleggedness is very apparent, as also in the child just

beginning to walk. This position of the foot is inconvenient

for locomotion, however advantageous for prehension, and has

undergone gradual modification as man has attained the erect

posture, the large toe losing its independent action and its

grasping power, and the sole of the foot becoming horizontal,

with an arched instep. Along with this, other correlative

changes have been brought about—the vertebral column has
acquired its double curvature, giving it more elasticity and
preventing jar to the whole frame, and especially to the head

;

the thorax and pelvis have been modified in shape ; and the

calves have been greatly developed by the additional work thus

required of them. Huxley, quoting from an old English ac-

count,' tells of a species of ape, the Pongo, that " differeth not

from a man but in his legs, for they have no calfe. Hee
goeth alwaies upon his legs, and carrieth his hands clasped in

the nape of his necke when he goeth upon the ground [which
is interesting, as probably helping to bring about the double
spinal curvature] . They sleepe in the trees and build shelters

from the raine.
'

' The thin legs and large arms of the Payaguas
Indians are attributed to the fact that many generations of them
have passed almost their whole lives in canoes, with no work
and little movement for their legs. An almost total absence of

calves is a characteristic of many primitive races, especially of

African and Australian blacks,- and is adduced in evidence of

their nearness to ape-like ancestry.

The upright position, relieving the hands from any part in

locomotion and leaving them free for the use of tools, has no
doubt in large measure been the means of giving man '

' do-

minion over every living thing that moveth upon the earth,"

and in a real sense his " heaven-erected face " has brought the

possibility of a moral nature and the promise of ever-ascending

ideals.

The erect posture has been brought about chiefly perhaps
through curiosity. When the gorilla wishes to see more dis-

tinctly the approaching hunter he rises to the upright position. ^

Monkeys and rabbits also stand erect to look at distant objects.
" How recent this change is [in man], how new the attitude

still is to him, is seen from the simple fact that even yet he has
not attained the power of retaining the erect position long.

Most men sit down when they can, and so unnatural is the
standing position, so unstable the equilibrium, that when slight-

' Purchas his Pilgrimes, 1625. Quoled also by Biichner in his Man
in the Past, Present and Future. London, 1872.

-Wallace: Australasia. London, iSSo, 2nd ed., p. 86. Hartman,
Anthropoid Apes. New York, 1 886. p. 102.

^ Winwood Reade : African Sketch Book, Vol. I, p. 151.
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ly sick or faint, man cannot stand at all. " ^ A further evidence
of the comparative recency of attaining the erect attitude is

the fact that children must learn to walk, while animals are
able to do this at once. Children, however, make the alternate
movements of the legs, necei5sary for walking, long before .such

a movement is of any .service. It is the bipedal balancing which
must be learned with such difficulty. The arms of a child,

too, make alternate movements when the palms are gently
stimulated. That is to say, both arms and legs inherit, from a
million years of such employment, the necessary movements
for quadrupedal locomotion, but the additional adjustments
required in the upright position have not yet become instinctive,

in the few thousand years of piactice.

The higher apes' dread of water and the loss of their ability

to swim are no doubt the result of their life being exclusively
arboreal.

The disposition of hair on the arms furnishes undeniable
evidence of arboreal life. The rudimentary hair of the arm
from wrist to elbow points upward, and from elbow to shoulder
downward. This occurs only in man and in anthropoid apes
and some American monkeys. Wallace has observed that the
orang, sitting in trees, places its hands above its head with the
elbows pointing downward, the hair then serving as a thatch
to the rain. Livingstone relates of the gorilla this same habit
of sitting "in pelting rain with his hands over his head."
This acquired characteristic in man is no longer serviceable,

but being in no wa}' detrimental it is not eliminated by natural
selection.

Another evidence of man's descent, furnished bj^ embryology,
is the lanugo or covering of somewhat long dark hair found on
the foetus about the sixth month. It extends over the whole
body, except the .soles and the palm.s—which are also bare in

the quadrumana—but is usually lost before birth, serving there-

fore no present purpose. It is frequently quite different in color

from the later permanent hairy covering. At this stage the
human skeleton approaches most nearly to the Simian type.

Idiots, who resemble the lower species of primates, mentally
and physically, are often much more hairy than normal persons. ^

Many of the higher apes resemble man in the disposition of
hair on their bodies. In most of the higher Old World apes
the face is nearly or quite bare, while the hair on the back of
the head is usually long. On the outer sides of the limbs it is

much more abundant than on the inner, which is paralleled by
the fact that not unfrequently, according to Haeckel, men of

^ Drummond : loc. cit., p. 194.
2 Darwin : Descent, p. 601.
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Semitic race have the shoulders, back, and outer sides of the

limbs abundantly covered with hair. African races also are

disposed to be hairy. ^

The flat noses of babies, with the breadth across the nostrils

equal to the length of the nose, and the pouch-like cheeks,

which are retained later, though not required in the human
species for storing away food, as when hands were required for

climbing, have been regarded as vestiges of lower t3'pes of

animal.

-

Savage peoples ought to show, both in physical structure

and mental endowment, a closer correlation with man's nearest

allies than is found in civilized races. Some instances of this

have already been given : as in the relative length of arms and
legs, the greater strength of the arms, the absence of calves.

Along this line of evidence there are other facts to be adduced,
anatomical, physiological and psychological.

The spinal curvature is increasing. In the Simian the lum-
bar curvature is backward, in the European it is forward. Even
in negroes the collective measurement of the posterior faces of

the five lumbars is greater than the anterior (io6 to loo) ; in

the white, the anterior faces exceed the posterior (loo to 96).*

The humeral torsion is also increasing. In the stone age it was
152° ; in the modern European it is 164.° The humerus was
formerly set so that the hollow of the elbow looked inward
rather than forward ; and as the functions of the arm became
more various the lower end of the bone twisted outward around
the long axis. By this means the palm of the hand was turned
to the front and adapted to a wider usefulness. Not only does
this tonsion become greater as civilization advances, but there

is a difference even between the right and left arm,* as a result

of generations of righthandedness. As a further result of the

increased use of the hands, the scapula has widened to give a

more extended attachment for the muscles used in movements
of hand and arm. The scapular index (ratio of breadth to

length) is highest among white races, less in infants, negroes,

and Australians, and still less in anthropoid apes.*

The great toe of the Annamese, which projects at a wide
angle from the foot, is mentioned contemptuously bj' the Chinese
2285 B. C, the race being called the "cross-toes." The atro-

phy of the little toe is evident by comparing shoe-wearing races

with the bare-footed and with children, whose toes run much

^Johnston : The River Congo, 3rd ed., 1884, p. 414.
- Buckman : loc. cit.

^ Osborn : Present Problems in Evol. and Hered. Smitlisonian
Report, 1892, p. 313.

* Baker : loc. cit.

' Baker : ibid.
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more square!}' across. Pfilzner^ finds that the little toe is losing

a phalanx, the two end-joints in the skeleton being fused in

41.5% of women and 31% of men. The progressive diver-

gence of the form of the female pelvis from the male in higher
races, is shown bj- the fact that it becomes increasing!}' difl&cult

in lower races to di.stinguish the female skeleton from the male.
The relatively large female pelvis would for perfectly obvious
reasons be preserved by natural selection.

II.

Psychic Reverbkrations.

When we pass from the physiological to the mental the evi-

dence cannot be so definite. At best it cannot amount to cer-

taintj', but onh' to probability. There are no psychic rudi-

mentary organs to be studied on the dissecting table, and no
fossil remains of mind embedded in the rocks of the Miocene
and Pliocene periods. There are products, to be sure, of mental
activity to be found in the earliest implements of the rude stone

age, but the inference from material products to mental pro-
cesses is vague and uncertain. vSavages are scarcely to be
found who are still in the palaeolithic age, and even if thej'

were, that would be an enormous advance on the intellectual

existence accompanying tree-life. Farther back than these
material witnesses to man's advancement, and the evidence
furnished bj' present primitive races, we cannot go. Doubtless
a previous age of wooden implements and instruments existed,

the beginning of which is shown by the apes who use a club
or a branch of a tree as a weapon, but the lack of durabilitj* in

such material has left us no evidence ; and man himself, for

ages after emerging from such a condition, could leave no
record in chronicle or tradition.

Furthermore, though the child may recapitulate in some de-

gree the mental evolution of the race, the interpretation of the
child's mental states is extremely difficult and unsatisfactory.

We cannot project ourselves into the child's consciousness. We
can only interpret the manifestations of his mental life by em-
ploying the adult mind as a standard, and our conclusions are

more and more untrustworthy according as the intelligence to

be studied is farther removed from the standard of measure-
ment. There is even a further chance of error : our standard

—

the mature mind—is itself an abstraction, reached by infer-

ence, using our individual mind as the primary standard. We
musf iudge others bj' ourselves ; there is no other way open.

But in spite of the disadvantages of the method, and the con-

' Nature, Vol. XLII, p. 301.
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sequent uncertainty of the results, some conclusions of rea-

sonable validity can perhaps be reached. In the customs of

savage tribes, in the traditions of barbarous peoples, in the
myths of civilized nations, there are survivals from a dateless

age, which give us glimpses of the intellectual condition of
man, while as yet he was only emerging from brutehood.

Leaving aside the folk-lore and the social and religious in-

stitutions of man, the present section attempts to point out cer-

tain vestigial remains in the mind, and ventures to suggest, as

the most probable explanation, a long-since deserted home in

the trees. " Do we not, " says Dr. Hall, "dishonor the soul
by thinking it less complex or less freighted with mementos
of its earlier stages of development than the body ?"^

Structures and functions change in compliance with a
changed environment, or accidental variations arise and find

themselves more in harmonj' with the surroundings. These,
therefore, persist and widen ; appearing in individuals, they
soon become the characteristic of varieties, species or genera.
Thus what was at first merely a chance variation, or a modifi-

cation through environment, by either an intelligent or an un-
conscious adjustment of the organism, becomes stable in the
race by transmission, that is, becomes an instinct. As we
progress up the animal scale more instincts are called into

being, as the environment becomes more complex—the grow-
ing complexitj' demanding new adaptations. Among higher
species conscious adjustment probablj' plays a much larger

part in the origin of particular instincts, and blind natural
selection a smaller part.

The decaj- of instinct, on such a theorj', would of course be
brought about by a change of surroundings which would call

for a modification of some of the life-habits of the species, and
the reverse process would be by the same means in general

—

not necessarily in each instance—as were employed in origina-

ting and perfecting the instinct ; namely, natural selection and
conscious or unconscious adjustment. If in the new circum-
stances any given instinct were harmful to the well-being of the

race, the non-survival of the unfit would soon result, unless a
change in the organism could be effected which would bring it

into harmony with the new conditions. An obvious excep-
tion to this, of course, would be the case in which a structure,

whose function had become useless or detrimental, was enabled
to maintain or regain its place of honor among the other mem-
bers of the organism b}' exchanging its old functions for a new
and useful one. But provided the old instinct under the new

^ y4 Study of Fears : American Journ.m, OF Psychology, Vol.
VIII, p. 147.
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conditions were merely useless, not harmful, and wasted none
of the energy of the body which would have been available for

other purposes, it would not then be eliminated by natural se-

lection, and might remain for thousands of generations before

becoming completely atrophied. So long as vestiges of it re-

mained, we might hope to awaken them into activity by re-

inducing the conditions under which the instinct was formerly
active. This is scarcely open to direct experiment, but nature
in some degree reproduces for us these conditions in the organ-
ism, though very rarely in the environment. Such opportunity
for observation is given us in children, savages, pathological
cases, and in normal adults under conditions in which the
higher faculties are not exercising due control, as in sleep.

There are cases, even, as in unreasoning and entirely baseless

fears, where the exercise of our strongest will is unable to cope
with the strength of the instinct.

In the child the higher centers are not yet called into activ-

ity. Mentally he is the equal at about fifteen months of the
mature ape, ^ and might be expected to show some of its charac-
teristics, and the more so as the environment tended to call

forth such reflexes, and the child's strength were equal to the
task of responding. The same would be true of savages, with-
out the limiting condition of physical strength, if any could be
found so low intellectually as to approach the apes. In certain

pathological cases a similar result is reached by an opposite
process. Instead of the brain and the mind being built up
only to a certain level— using " level " somewhat figuratively,

since the intellectually higher and lower in function correspond
only roughly to the literally higher and lower in structure—
the higher centers have been broken down until the given level

is reached. This destructive process follows the law of regres-

sion— the reverse of the constructive process. The last to be
acquired is the first to be lost. The higher the development
the greater is the danger of reversion, as complex products are
more unstable than simple ones. Now, instincts which have'
been active for man}- generations have become deeply rooted in

the verj' constitution of mind, and although they may have
fallen into disuse, or been overgrown and buried so deeply that

their very presence is unsuspected, yet when disease has swept
away the higher levels, and attacks these, they once more re-

gain their functioning and assert their power, and we get a

condition of things similar to that of organisms which have
only reached this point in their upward journej'. Many idiots

are cases of arrested development ; senile dementia and diseases

which affect the brain present instances of the breaking-down

' See Romanes' chart in his volumes on Mental Evolution.
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process. A good illustration of this law of reversion is found
in people who emigrate to a foreign land in childhood or early

youth, and use the language of the new country the rest of

their lives, to the utter forgetfulness of their native tongue,

but who revert to their earliest speech on their deathbeds. In
patients who have been for 3'ears insane, a fever will sometimes
restore sanity, and during this restoration there will be a perfect

memor}' of things happening before insanity came. ^ That is,

the later-formed strata, the deranged centers, are broken down
by the attack, and the earlier normal formations are reached,
whose functioning brings a restoration to former conditions.

We have only to carry the process a little farther down to reach
brain levels which represent ancestral modifications. The pos-

sibility of such centers being present but inactive is seen from
the fact that certain normal instincts do not come into action

till maturity. Along with them often appear other mental
characteristics which are directly hereditary. At puberty, for

instance, peculiarities of thought or feeling directly traceable

to forefathers, are frequently developed. Finally, in dreams
the will is dormant, the highest centers are, as a rule, inactive,

but the lowest brain levels, with the spinal cord and the nerves,

only slightly relax their functions, and many reflex acts, there-

fore, take place. The parts of the brain which distinguish man
from the lower animals are much more likely to be inactive dur-
ing sleep. In sleep, therefore, the tendency is stronger to show
atavistic characteristics, both in our attitudes and in our dreams.
The visceral and other functions intrude on thought in our
waking hours, but their presence on the threshold is, for the
most part, disregarded, because our mental reception room is

too constantly crowded with guests of a higher caste ; but when
these have all retired, and consciousness seeks rest, the less

honored visitors enter unbidden.
The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to giving ex-

amples illustrative of these principles.

Of certain instincts and emotions, then, which serve no pres-

ent purpose, we must seek an explanation far back when con-
ditions of life differed widely from those of to-day, and when
the struggle for existence involved fewer of the elements of
higher civilization. An instinctive fear of wild animals, or
what has less present justification, the fear of reptiles, may well
have arisen, through natural selection, at a time when safety,

and even life, depended on flight. Monkeys are known to have
a great horror of snakes. The sejpent, better than almost any
other enemy, can follow an animal up a tree, and attack its

' Forbes Winslow : Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Disorders of
the Mind. 4th ed., 1868, p. 59.
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young. From some such enmity and struggle for life, lasting

many generations, must have arisen our unfounded fears of the
snake.

The percentage of these fears of reptiles, though .standing

second in Dr. Hall's classified list, is j'et exceeded by the fear

of thunder and lightning, the frequency of which is out of
all proportion to the actual danger. We must therefore seek
elsewhere than in present conditions for the rise of this fear

;

and may it not be that it dates back to tree-dwellers, who would
be much more exposed to such a danger? Lightning, as is

well known, is much more liable to strike a tree, than an open
plain, on account of the former being a better electrical con-
ductor than the air, and having a tipped summit. This danger
would still persist through the extended period of man's descent
from the trees, and as long as the species had the habit of
huddling together beneath the branches as a protection from
the storm. It is said that children and savages fear the thunder
rather than the lightning, but this of course in no degree affects

the argument, inasmuch as it is the thunder which is believed

by the primitive mind to be the destroying force.

The fear of high winds which is ver\' common even in dis-

tricts never visited bj- tornadoes, may also be explained by the

added danger, to tree-natives, of such winds as uproot or

dismember the trees. This continuous open-air life would be
much subject to other atmospheric influences, and the psychic
effects of the weather would be verj- marked. The constant
change of temperature and variations of moisture would be all-

important factors in man's physical well-being, and would
leave a lasting impress on the con.stitution of his mind. Is

this why the weather has come to be the never-neglected topic

of conversation among all races ?

The fear of falling is instinctive, as it is found in children

who have had no individual experience to justify it. If an
infant be dandled up and down on the arms, it will be at rest,

while being raised, but when descending its struggles will

show a sense of danger. Such fears of falling (barophobia),

as well as the child's " monkey-like propensity to climb every-

thing, everywhere," may be reverberations from different

stages of a life in which climbing and falling were dailj'

experiences.

The fear of strangers, instinctive in children at a certain

age, has no reason in the pre.sent nature of things, as the

children have received only kindness from every one. Such a

fear must therefore have survived from the time when it

brought safety,' when every man's hand was against his

1 Robinson : Darwinism in the Nursery.
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ueighbor. To the same origin is attributed the game of hide-

and-seek, so common, so instinctive one might say, among
children, they take to it with such readiness without teaching,

when only just able to walk. Hiding behind a
_

chair or

curtain, and pretending to be greatly alarmed when discovered,

is only making play out of the formerly serious business of

life, the furniture of the nursery being substituted for the

trunk of a tree behind which the body would be hidden, the

eyes protruding for a momentary glance at the enemy, and

then quickly withdrawn again. ^ The instinctive holding of the

breath when the seeker comes near may have been purposive,

the breath otherwise being sufficient to betray the hider's

position. The play of animals is very often mimic war, and

the games of children are not uufrequently mere relics of

religious ceremonies, social customs, or habits of life, whose

significance has long since departed.

Fear in the woods is not entirely accounted for by the

possibility of present danger, for even adults have traces of

such timidity when they know there is absolutely no danger

near. Schneider suggests that this is a relic of the period of

savagery when darkness and forests were inseparably asso-

ciated with danger. Darwin had already attributed his child's

fear of large animals to the hereditary effects of the real danger

of savage life. Agoraphobia, too, probably had its origin

when safety depended upon keeping hidden, and running across

open spaces was an exposure to be avoided.

The sleep of children shows physiological tendencies which

suggest certain ancestral modes of life. Young children when
left to themselves will naturally go to sleep on their stomachs,

with their limbs curled under them, or often using one arm
as a pillow, which is exactly the position adopted by orangs

and chimpanzees. West Indian mothers and nurses lay

children down in this way. Some savage tribes sleep with

the head bent down upon the knees, just as monkeys do."

Putting babies to sleep by rocking is probably taking

advantage of a rhythm which has become ingrained through

long ages of swaying in the branches of trees, which would be

the natural accompaniment of sleep, with creatures of arboreal

habits. ^ Rhythmic movements of even short duration leave

their imprint on the organism. Sailors after long voyages are

unable to sleep well on land, having become accustomed to the

rocking of the vessel. Even a landsman, after a voyage of

only a few hours will have for some time afterward a feeling of

1 Ibid.
2 Robinson : igth Cent., Nov., iSgi.
^ Buckman : loc. cit.
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swaying to and fro when sitting or lying down. The rhythm
of walking is often kept up by soldiers on the march when
asleep, and therefore entirely without conscious supervision.

Plants as well as animals are susceptible to impressions from
rhythmic influences. Francis Darwin and Miss Pertz have
shown that a plant will continue a rhythmic movement which
it has been compelled to obey for a short time, and will curve
against gravity though itself a geotropic plant. Heliotropic
plants cun'ed away from the sunlight for two half-hourly

intervals, separated by one of curvature toward the light, so

strongly in a short time had the artificially-induced rhythm
been impressed upon them. We may therefore fairly conclude
that children, or even adults, v.'ill still show traces of rhythms
which played upon the organism for perhaps thousands of

generations. Evidence is furnished by the regular swaying
back and forth of children when standing long, and the similar

movements of imbeciles, in both of whom the higher centers
are not active for the inhibition of such useless movements.

Maj^ it not be that even adult methods of inducing sleep are

eifective because of this racialh'-ingraiued connection between
rhythmic movement and the fading of consciousness—such
methods, for example, as counting, watching the long line of

imaginary sheep skip over the bars single file, listening to fall-

ing drops of water, or imagining one's self rocking on the
bosom of a lake ? One might even go farther and say that the
somnolent effect of all monotony of either thought or feeling

is, if not induced, at least strengthened, by thousands of years

of swaying in the trees. It has been suggested that the most
common of all our nursery ditties, the

Rock-a-bj'e baby in the tree top, etc.,

and the somewhat similar German
Schlafe, schlaf ein, mein Kind

!

Horch ! da draussen der Wind,
Wie das Voglein im griinen Baum
Wiegt er auch dich in Sussem Traum

—that these bear evidence of some lingering traditions of a
race of tree-dwellers.

The Lithuanian boy Joseph, who was found among the bears
and had animal desires and appetites fully developed, in going
to sleep always squatted in a ball and rocked himself
Darwin gives cases of hereditary habits shown in sleep.

Quoting from Galton he tells of a gentleman who had the trick

of raising his right arm slowly in front of his face and then
dropping it with a jerk across the bridge of his nose. This
happened only when he was sleeping soundly. His son had
the same habit, and passed it on to a daughter of the third
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generation. Ribot speaks of a man who was in the habit of

going to sleep with the right leg crossed over the left, and one

of his daughters coustanth- assumed that posture in the cradle.

In this way ancestral experiences ma}' bring about certain

tendencies in the nervous constitution, which will be mani-

fested, though entirely useless, whenever the conditions are

reinstated which originally gave rise to such movements.

The climbing instinct of boys—which indeed is shown by

girls too at the age when they are not troubled by oversensi-

tiveness—has been regarded by Danvin as a relic of former

habit. The baby shows this also in a remarkable degree in

his
'

' in.sane desire to climb up-stairs.
'

' The purposeless spon-

taneous movements of infants are probably rudimentary traces

of functions which were once of importance. ^ The restlessness

of children, which gives them so much pleasure in mere move-

ment, may also be an inheritance from the days when it was

impossible to be still.

'

Suggestibility, which shows little conscious control, and is

therefore indicative of a low degree of mentality, is remarkably

strong in monkeys and children, in lowest primitive man, con-

genital idiots and hysterical subjects. In a child of six months

there is no such thing as mental inhibition present. The be-

ginnings of it appear at one year of age. But during all the

earlier j'ears the inhibitory centers are not fully developed,

hence the tendency to imitation is very persistent. In certain

diseases this imitation gets to be a mania ; in latah the patient

repeats everything said and done in his presence, and \yhile

knowing the absurdity, or even the immodesty, of his actions,

is entirely unable to inhibit the movements.^ The imitative-

ness of the monkey is equalled by some of the lowest savages.

Among the Lapps Hugstrem found individuals who imitated

every movement of those who talked to them, as well as the

expression of the face.* The medicine-men and sorcerers

among primitive people assume many ape-like attitudes, in the

mental excitement of their contortions and dances. Relieved

from the inhibitions normally imposed by the intellectual oper-

ations accompanying the functioning of higher brain centers,

the lower centers, representing more racial and earlier-acquired

instincts, have fuller sway, and the actions illustrate reversions

to earlier types.

The stories told of children who have been lost or have wan-

dered away into the woods, and have lived there for years in

' Mumford : Survival Movements of Human Infancy, Braiu, Au-

tumn, 1S97.
2 Buckman : loc. cit.

' Marie de Manaceiue : Sleep, p. 120.

'Manac^ine: op. cit., p. 119.
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companionship with animals, are for the most part unreliable,

but when well sifted still leave au authentic residuum. Such
persons show reversions to types much fartlier back than primi-

tive man. They are expert climbers, usually run on all fours,

and can onlj' be taught, after much effort, to assume the up-
right position. They lap water with the tongue, and have a
remarkably developed sense of smell, but are entirely destitute

of feelings of modesty.

'

In idiots the higher volitional functions are absent, and their

restraining hand—which is heavj' upon all of us, but unfelt

because of its continual presence—is lifted from these unfor-
tunates, and they often show by action and expression a
forcible likeness to apes. The most hopeless cases, which
have much less intelligence than apes, show such atavistic

characteristics as the vacant stare, gluttonous appetite, thick
everted lips, ill-formed large ears, fingers long and slender. ^

Attention, judgment, foresight, will, are entirelj- wanting.
Those, however, which show a less degree of idiocy are usually
active, alert, mischievous, imitative, intractable. When no
effort is made to educate them, their muscular activity, in the
necessity of finding an outlet, often makes them little demons.*
Sollier tells of a boy of ten who has never walked normallj',

but who climbs into trees.* Clouston describes a girl who has
from childhood beaten her head with her hands as the gorillas

beat their breast. She kneels down and laps water with her
tongue. Her face is beast-like in its appearance, and she lacks
even a rudimentar}- sense of decency.^ Krause speaks of the
ape-like boy, observed bj- him, as being very supple and fond
of climbing, and having great strength in his hands and arms.
His hands had a horny appearance, like those of a chimpanzee.
His walk was unsteady, the great toes of both feet being at an
angle to the foot. He often stamped his feet and clapped his

hands, making a grunting noise like a gorilla. His imitative

tendenc}^ was especialh* marked, and all his movements
strongly resembled those of apes. ^ Hartman also obser\'ed a
semi- idiotic boy, whose shufHiug gait, gurgling voice unable
to utter words, and habit of striking with his closed fingers on

' See Ireland, On Idiocy and Insanity, Loudon, 1877 ; Ranber, Homo
sapiens /erus, Leipzig, 1888; vou der Linde, Kaspar Hauscr, Wiesba-
den, 1887; Tylor, IVild Men and Beas/-C/ii/dren, A.athTO-po\ogica.\Ke-
view, 1863, p. 21, etc.

2 Bucknill and Tuke : Manual of Psych. Med. London, 1879.
' Clouston : Mental Diseases. London, 2nd ed., p. 285.
•• Psychologic de I'Idiot et de I' Imbecile. Paris, 1891. p. 89.
' Clouston : op. cit., p. 283.
' Correspondenzhlatt der deutschen Anthropologischen Gesellschaft,

1878, p. 133. Quoted by Hartman.
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the ground, gave him a marked resemblance to apes. ^ In

other cases, of course, such resemblances are very slight, al-

though microcephalous idiots are, as a rule, strong and active,

continuallj' gamboling, and fond of climbing up furniture and

stairways.

The male criminal type, which represents the normal in a

primitive age, constantly reproduces the psychic character-

istics of savages—want of foresight, inaptitude for sustained

labor, and love of orgy. Like the lower human races, too, the

criminal presents far more abnormalities of anatomy than the

average European. ^ In woman the natural form of retrogression

is not crime, but impurity, and in the professionally unchaste

the moral reversion is accompanied by physical and mental de-

generation. Their use of hieroglyphics in writing and their

fondness for tattooing show atavistic qualities. Their cranial

capacity is much below the average, and the great majority of

them^ show signs of physical degeneration, in asymmetrj- of

face, anomalies of teeth or ears, or in the enormous lower

jaws found in three times as large a proportion of them as of

normal women. They have also longer hands and arms, and

often a prehensile foot."*

III.

Tree-Worship.

Passing from the present evidences, in man's body and in his

soul, of earlier conditions of existence which have profoundly

modified these, let us look at the testimony of the beliefs and

customs of mankind. We now pass, then, from individual to

social psychology. And first to gain an idea of the wide-

spread belief in tree-spirits, as extended perhaps in space and

time as the human race itself. The mythology of the ancients

and the folk-lore of the moderns abound in evidence.
'

' Of all

primitive customs and beliefs there is none which has a greater

claim upon our interest than the worship of the tree, for there

is none which has a wider distribution throughout the world,

or has left a deeper impress on the traditions and observances

of mankind. '

'
•' The earliest nations of history, the Chaldccans,

Persians, Egj'ptians, Chinese, worshipped trees. The semi-

civilized peoples of to-day offer sacrifices and gifts to the tree-

spirits. Among the Dyaks of Borneo certain trees must not

1 Hartman : Anthropoid Apes, p. 202.

-Ellis: The Criminal. New York, 1S90. p. 208.

^ 84% according to Madame Tarnowskaia.
* See Lombroso and Ferrero : The Female Offender. Kew York,

1895-
5 Mrs. J. H. Philpot : The Sacred Tree. London, 1897. p. 4.
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be cut down, or their spirits would avenge themselves on the

natives. The Talein of Burmah offer prayers to the inhabit-

ing spirit before felling the tree. The Siamese offer cakes and
rice to the takhien-tree when they want to use it for boat-

building, and believe that the nymph passes as guardian-spirit

into the boat built of the wood. TheOjibwashear the trees utter

their complaint when needlessly cut down. Greek and Roman
mythology abounds in dryads whose lives are so connected
with that of the tree that they are hurt when it is wounded
and die when it falls. The May-day festivals of modern Europe
are relics of religious rites originating in tree-worship. The
World-tree in Norse legend and in Hindoo mythology, the
sacred tree of Buddha, the Paradise trees of the Hebrews, the
Persians, the Arabians, the trees from which the human race

was born, and into which it passes, all attest the influence

which this form of the life of nature has had upon the life of man.
It will be necessary to give in somewhat more detail some

of the beliefs and customs regarding tree-gods and tree-demons.
The primitive mind is unable to make abstractions to anj- great

extent, or to think of ideal invisible things. Hence, in the
earliest conceptions, trees were spirits, and the form of the
spirit was that of the tree alone. This is a state of animism
and not polytheism. Later when there comes a clearer dis-

tinction between spirit and matter, the tree is only the habita-

tion of a spirit which has a more or less human shape, and the
symbolic representation of such spirits employs a dress of

leaves or flowers or a branch carried in the hand.
The Wanika in Eastern Africa think that every tree,

especially the cocoanut, has a spirit, and because it gives life

and nourishment, its destruction would be matricide.' The
Siamese Buddhist monks think that to break a branch of a
tree is like breaking a person's arm, and cutting down a tree is

dispossessing a soul. In some parts of Austria peasants will

not allow even the bark of a tree to be cut, and in felling a
tree they always beg its pardon. Some Asiatic peoples offer

gifts to a tree before felling it, to appease the spirit, who
might otherwise avenge himself for being thus left without a

dwelling. In Sumatra, as soon as a tree is felled, a sprout is

planted on the stump as a new home for the spirit, and coins

are placed on it as a compensation for the disturbance. ^ The
wails of the trees when cut down have been heard even in

England not many years back. The sacred grove of Samoa,
in which no tree was allowed to be cut, is mentioned by many
travellers, and the story is told by the natives of some uu-

1 Fraser: Golden Bough. London, 1894. Vol. I, p. 59.
2 Op. cit., p. 63.
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believing strangers who attempted it, but soon fell ill and died,

after seeing blood flow from the wounded tree. That trees

were believed to be not simplj^ the dwelling places of spirits

but their bodies, is further shown by such accounts as Ovid's

of the
'

' sap gushing crimson-red from the wounded bark '

' of

an ancient oak. ' In Livonia is a sacred grove in which if any
one fells a tree it is 'believed he will die within a year. The
life of the Greek dryads depended upon the life of the tree

which they inhabited, though they had the power of leaving

their abode and wandering at will as beautiful maidens.

Similar to this is the legend of Alexander and the flower maidens.

In a certain wood enormous flowers grew out of the ground,

from each of which leaped forth a beautiful maiden whose
singing rivalled the birds and brought forgetfulness of all

sorrow. But when the flowers faded in the autumn the life of

happiness which Alexander and his Knights had lived in

companionship with these creatures of loveliness came to a

sorrowful ending. ^

The Satyrs of the Greeks and the fauns of the Romans were
deities of vegetation to whom offerings of fruit and grain were
made, to gain their good-will and thereby abundant har\-est. In
Saxonj' elder branches may not be cut until permission has
been asked of the hylde-moer (elder-mother) who dwells

therein, the formula repeated three times on bended knee,

being '

' I,ady Elder, give me some of thy wood ; then will I

give thee also some of mine when it grows in the forest.
'

'

^

Fairies, elves, and pixies are usually of kindly character, but

must not be lightly offended. They are still believed in by
many of the peasantry of even Germany and England. The
oak is their favorite resort, but in Scandinavia the black

dwarfs hold their revels under the elder tree. * A species of

Teutonic wood-sprite called the schrat were objects of special

worship in the earlier centuries of the present era, and had
trees and temples dedicated to them, though they were usually

wild and shaggy in appearance and elfish in character. ^

Though there are many wood-spirits of evil or questionable

character, yet considering the sacredness of trees in general and
the forest-worship of many peoples, the beneficent and god-

like character of tree-spirits is far more predominant than the

Satanic. Evil spirits, however, as well as good, still inhabit the

1 See Mannhardt : Baiimkultus. Berlin, 1875. W- ZA^ ^t seq.

^Mannhardt: Antike Wald-und Feldkultc. Berlin, 1877. pp. 1-2.

^ Folkard : Plant Lore, Legeiids and Lyrics. 2nd ed., London,
1892, pp. 80-81.

» Folkard : loc. cit., p. 67.
• Grimm : Teutonic Mythology, tr. by Stallybrass. London, 1882-

1888. p. 481.
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forests of Europe. The Lyeshy of the Russian peasants some-
what resembles the mediseval pictures of the devil, with horns,
hoofs, claws and sliaggy hair. The similarity extends to the
character also, for the Lyeshy constantly causes travellers to

lose their way, by altering landmarks or assuming the likeness

of some tree which has formerly been used as a guide. Some-
times the spirit takes the form of a traveller and engages the
passer in conversation so absorbing that he forgets his course
and soon finds himself in a swamp or ravine, the loud laugh of
the demon telling him that he has been duped.' The success
of the sportsman depends on the good-will of the Lyeshy, so to

please this spirit a piece of bread, or a pancake sprinkled with
salt, is laid on the .stump of a tiee as an offering. The hunters
of some districts present him with the first animal bagged, leav-

ing it in an oak forest. The Perm peasants offer up prayers to

him once a year, presenting him with tobacco, of which he is

fond. If any one falls ill after returning from the forest his

friends say, "He has crossed the Lyeshy's path." A cure is

effected by carrying bread and salt to the forest, and uttering a

prayer over the offering.

These evil spirits quarrel among themselves, using huge
trees and massive rocks as weapons. Hurricanes are really

their combats, and the creaking of branches their voices. The
echoes of the wood are their calls to allure unwary travellers

to dangerous ground. -

The iron-wood tree of Tahiti is regarded as the embodiment
of an evil spirit, perhaps because it has furnished material for

all the weapons of warfare in the past history of the people.

Connected with the origin of this tree in the island there are

legends of a powerful but malignant spirit. ^ The Padams of

Assam think that when a child is lost it has been stolen by the

tree-spirits, and as a retaliation they cut down trees until they
find it. The spirits, fearing that they may be left without a

tree in which to live, give up the child, and it is supposed to

be found in the fork of a tree.* In Hadramant it is dangerous
to touch the sensitive mimosa, lest the spirit of the plant avenge
the injury.' When Omayya and Abi 'Amir, who lived a gen-

eration before Mohammed, set fire to a tangled thicket with the

purpose of bringing it under cultivation the jinni of the place,

in the shape of white serpents, flew off with cries of woe, but

'Ralston: Songs of the Russian People. London, 1872, 2ud ed.,

pp. 157-8.
2 Ralston : op. ctl., pp. 153 et seq.
^ See Gill : Myths and Songsfrom the South Pacific, pp. S2-5.
* Fraser : Golden Bough, quoting Dalton's Ethnology of Bengal.
'' Robertson Smith : Religion of the Semites. New York, 1889. p. 125.
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soon avenged themselves by the death of the intruders.^ The
moss-woman of Central German}-, "loosely clad from neck to

foot in a mantle of moss from the maple's root," is another of

the unfriendly spirits that are a terror to the peasants, though
they may sometimes help industriously in the harvest field. ^

A Bengal folk-tale tells of a banyan tree haunted bj' ghosts

who wrung the necks of all who were rash enough to approach
during the night. ^ The Burman hunter deposits some rice and
ties together a few leaves whenever he comes across a tree of

imposing appearance, lest there should be a Nat or wood-spirit

dwelling there.* Among the Bongos of Africa malignant
spirits are believed to inhabit gloomy forests, and all old people,

especially women, are suspected of having relations with these

and of consulting them when they wish to injure their neigh-

bors. With the Niam-Niams, also, the forest is a shelter for

evil spirits who are constantly conspiring against man. The
rustling of the leaves is the mysterious conversation of these

ghostly inhabitants.^

The sacred groves of the middle ages and the holj- trees

which are still worshipped are direct sur\dvals of the tree-

spirits of earlier times. It is literally true that " the groves

were God's first temples." " Temple means also wood. What
we figure to ourselves as a built and walled house, resolves

itself, the farther back we go, into a holy place, untouched by
human hand, embowered and shut in by self-grown trees.

There dwells the deity, veiling his form in rustling foliage of

the boughs. . . . Here and there a god may haunt a

mountain-top, a cave of the rock, a river ; but the grand gen-
eral worship of the people has its seat in the grove. "'^ After

the introduction of Christianit}' among Germanic tribes, as a

compromise to heathen customs the places of worship were still

in the groves, and only very gradually did the worship of trees

give place to a less materialistic form. For some time after

conversion the people continued to light candles and offer sac-

rifices under particular trees. Down to the present, wreaths
are hung upon them, and religious dances held under them.'
In the principality of Miuden on Easter Sunday the 3'oung
people used to dance around an old oak with loud shouts of

joy, and near Wormeln still stands a holy oak which the inhab-

^ Robertson Smith: loc. cit., p. 125.
- Philpot : loc. cit., p. 67. Mannhardt : Baumkulius, pp. 74-86.
^ Folkard : loc. cit., p. 79.
* Ibid.
^ Ibid., p. 80.
^ Grimm : op. cit., p. 69.
' Grimm: op. cit., p. 649
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itants of the village visit in solemn procession e\-ery j'ear. " To
the ancient Prussians, Romove with its holy oak, hung with
cloths and images, was the most sacred spot in the land. No
unhallowed foot could be set in the forest, no tree felled, not a
bough iujured, nor a beast slain. ^ In .some of the sacred

groves, far as the shade extends not a strawberrr}' is picked.^

At Up.sala, the old religious capital of Sweden, there was a
sacred grove in which every tree was regarded as divine. The
common people believe that breaking a bough from an ash is

very dangerous,* the ash being, next to the oak, the most
sacred of all trees among Teutonic nations. The oak was
sacred to the Druid god Buanawr. The mistletoe,

'

' the tree

of pure gold," as it was called,^ growing on the oak, was
gathered with great pomp and solemnity. After due prepara-

tion the tree was hailed as the universal healer, and beneath
it were brought two white bulls whose horns had never been
bound ; a priest in a white robe cut the mistletoe with a golden
sickle, the falling branches being caught in a white cloth.

Everywhere among the Semites, too, the tree was adored as

divine,^ and one of their modern representatives, the Arab,
believes certain trees to be sacred, and accordingly honors
them with sacrifices and decorations. They are called majiahil,

places where angels or jinni descend with dancing and song.

From these trees not a bough must ever be plucked.'' In
earlier times the sacred date-palm was worshipped at an annual
feast, and hung with fine clothes and women's ornaments. To
the sacred acacia the people of Mecca re.sorted, decorating it with
weapons, garments, ostrich eggs and other gifts. By the

Phcenicians plants were esteemed as gods, and honored with
libations and sacrifices. ' Among the Canaanites every altar

had its sacred tree, and in the early Hebrew worship the asketa,

a planted tree, was a symbol of deity. Even in later times,

when the planting of the ashera beside the altar was forbid-

den,^ as being associated with heathen customs, the sanctuary

was beautified by " the glory of Lebanon " and other ever-

greens. ' ° The cedar has always been regarded by the Jews as

sacred, and even to-day the Greeks and Armenians go up to

^ Ibid., pp. 73-4-
* Grimm : loc. cit., p. 77.
^ Ibid., p. 648. Foot-note.
^ Ibid., p. 651.

"Davies: Mythology of the British Druids, 1809, p. 280.
^ See Sayce : Religion of the Ancient Babylonians.
' Robertson Smith : p. 169.
* Robertson Smith: op. cit., p. 169.
" Deut. 16:21.

i''Isa. 60:13. See also Jer. 3:13. Other tree personifications are
found in Judg. 9:8-15; II Kin. 14:9, etc.
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the cedars of Lebanon and celebrate mass beneath them,
at the feast of the Transfiguration. ^ In the Roman church
the number of trees and plants dedicated to the Virgin Marj-,

the Saviour, and the saints, is too large a list to be enumer-
ated, while at each festival the church is adorned with par-

ticular branches and flowers whose symbolism is supposed to

be especially appropriate—as the edelweiss, the emblem of

immortalitj', for Ascension Day ; the trefoil for Trinitj- Sun-
day. The holly or

'

' hoi}- tree " as a Christmas decoration is

wide-spread.
Tree-worship is deeply rooted in Malay cosmogonj', and on

giant trees, or such as have become twined together, a shrine of

some kind is always to be found, with offerings to the spirit.
^

Guatama Buddha is represented as having been a tree-spirit

fortj'-three times in his previous incarnations, and it was under
the peepul or bo-tree that he achieved perfect knowledge. It

thereby became specially sacred, and its leaves, or its suc-

cessors', are still gathered and treasured by pilgrims. "The
history of the transference of a branch of the bo-tree from
Buddhgaya to Anuradhapura is as authentic and as important
as any event recorded in the Ceylonese annals. Sent by
Asoka (250 B. C), it was received with the utmost reverence

by Devanampij-atisso, and planted in a most conspicuous spot

in the center of his capital. There it has been reverenced as

the chief and most important ' numen ' of Ceylon for more than
2,000 3'ears ; and it, or its lineal descendant, sprung at least

from the old root, is there worshipped at this hour. The city

is in ruins ; its great dagobas have fallen to decay ; its monas-
teries have disappeared, but the great bo-tree still flourishes

according to the legend ' evergreen, never growing or decreas-

ing, but living on forever for the delight and worship of man-
kind.' Annually thousands repair to the sacred precincts

within which it stands, to do it honor, and to offer up those

prayers for health and prosperity, which they believe are more
likely to be answered if uttered in its presence. There is

probably no older idol in the world, certainly none more ven-

erated."-'

The sacred tree of Kum-Bum is not permitted to be touched.

The bark and leaves are said to contain letters of the Thibetan
alphabet.* The Bygas of Central India carefully preserve

certain trees and present them offerings of food, clothes or
flowers. They will often turn aside before some tree, and

1 Folkard : op. cii., p. 23.

-Ratzel: History of Mankind. Tr. by Butler, London, 1S96, Vol.
I, p. 471-

' Fergusson : Tree and Serpent Worship, 2nd ed., 1873, p. 59.
* Nature, March 5, 1896, p. 412.
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bowing reverently implore the protection of the spirit, and
offer up, if nothing else is at hand, a torn fragment of the

alread}' scanty garment. * The Zend-Avesta ordained that the

trees which the god Ormuzd had given should be prayed to,

as pure and holy ; and when Zoroaster died his soul was
translated into a lofty tree on a high mountain.- All the un-

educated classes in Japan believe trees to be the dwellings of

spirits, and graves alwaj's have evergreens planted near by,

perhaps as an abode for the departed soul. Old trees are

especially sacred, and the reverence for Shinto temples is

increased by the overshadowing trees. One of the most
popular dramas of Japan is a play in which a female tree-

spirit, in the form of a beautiful woman, marries a human,
and for many years keeps secret the dependence of her life

upon that of the tree. ^ Japanese mythologj' speaks of holy

Sakaki trees growing on the mountains of heaven, and of an
herb of immortality on the Island of Eternal Youth.'* The
Siamese have such dread of destroying trees that all tree-

felling is relegated to the lowest criminals. Maspero says that

Mussulman and Christian fellahin alike worship at the present

da}' the sacred sycamores that grow on the sands of Egypt,
and beside them j ugs of water are constantly replenished for

travellers, who requite the benefit with a prayer.' The
enormous Baobab is worshipped by the negroes of Seuegambia.
The Susa palm is sacred in Borneo, the Dragon tree in the

Canary Isles. The Lotus of the East is found in Northern
Africa, India, China, Japan. Persia and Asiatic Russia, and in

all these countries is held sacred. ^

The prevalence of tree-worship in Ancient Greece and Italj'

is seen by the number of trees dedicated to deities—as the

oak to Zeus, the laurel to Apollo, the olive to Athena, the

myrtle to Aphrodite. The adventures of Hercules in the

garden of the Hesperides resemble the account of the forbidden

fruit of Eden. The Argonautic Expedition was undertaken to

recover a golden fleece that hung on a sacred tree. The oak
grove at Dodona, founded by the Pelasgi, 1600 B. C, remained
an oracle down to Constantine's time. The rustling of the

leaves and the whirring of the sacred pigeons' wings combined

1 Cornhill Magazine, Nov., 1S72, pp. 598 and 601.
^ Philpot: op.cit., p. 13. References to tree spirits guarding the

destinies of man are found in the Tales of the Genii, trans, from the
Persian by Sir Chas. Morell, London, 1805.

' For these facts on Japanese tree-worship I am indebted to my
friend Minosuke Yamaguchi.

•• Philpot : op. cii., p. 16.

^ Dawn of Civilization, 1S94, pp. 121-2.

^ Folkard, p. 23.
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to produce the sounds that were interpreted as oracles through-
out the whole period of Greek history. Even when the
sacred oaks were cut down, a piece of the wood in the boat's
prow or keel was able to communicate to the sailors the will

of Zeus. 1 As an oracle the Delphian laurel was no less famed
than Dodona's oak. The sacred &g tree of Romulus was
worshipped for centuries.

Certain trees in England are known as
'

' gospel trees,
'

'

because it was customary, in marking the limits of the
parishes, to stop at remarkable trees, and recite passages from
the gospels. ^ One of the best known examples of tree vener-
ation among the Germans is the "Stock am Eisen," still

standing in the center of Vienna. Into this tree every
apprentice, until very recent times, before setting out on his

Waiiderjahre drove a nail for luck.^

Among North American Indian tribes the Omahas have
two sacred trees, the ash and the cedar—the ash connected
with beneficent natural powers and the cedar with destructive

agencies. The Athapascans hold sacred the same two trees,

because thej^ were the first to be discovered by the gods. In
the Osage traditions, cedar symbolizes the tree of life.*

Among the Dakotas the tree which is to serve as the sacred
sun-pole is cut down and taken to camp with great ceremony,
no one touching it on the way or going in advance of it.

^

Darwin mentions a tree to which homage has been paid \ty

offerings of cigars, bread and meat ; and Tylor speaks of a

cypress in Mexico, many centuries old, decorated with locks of
hair, teeth, bits of colored cloth and ribbon. The Calchaquis
of Brazil decorated sacred trees with feathers. ^

A glance at harvest festivals. May-day celebrations and
Christmas customs, shows them to be relics of tree-worship
and sun-ivals of the belief in the power of spirits to grant
abundant vegetation in fruit and grain.

In earlier times the human representative of vegetation was
sacrificed that the divine spirit in him might be passed on to

his successor, and thus preserved without the loss of any
vigor. ' In winter vegetation is interpreted as being enfeebled,

and must be slain and resurrected in fresher form. The death
of the representative of the tree-spirit was thus for the purpose

' Fergusson: loc. cit., p. 17.
'' Flower Lore, p. 28. "Dearest, bury me under that holy oak or

gospel-tree. ' '—Herrick

.

^ Fergusson : op. cit., p. 22.
* Elevenih An. Rep., Bur. Ethnol., Washington, p. 391.
'' Ibid., pp. 453-7.
^ Dyer : Folk-Lore of Plants. New York, 1SS9. p. 37.
' Fraser, Vol. I, p. 240.
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of quickening vegetation. In later times and among more
civilized peoples, the representative of the spirit of fruitfulness

is slain only sj-mbolically, the custom surviving but losing its

solemn character. Still later it becomes only a pastime, all

knowledge of its significance being lost. The May-day
customs of England are a survival of the festival of Floralia,

introduced by the Romans. The significance of the custom is

clearly seen in the variation of it by which the May-day pro-

cession left at each house a small tree or branch, thus bestowing
prosperity and fruitfulness for the year.

The decay of meaning from the ceremonies can be traced

in the different methods of representing the spirit— first, by a

tree alone, then by a tree and living person, later when the

savage nature of the rite has died out, by a tree and puppet,
and lastly by a person only whose representative character is

shown by the dress of leaves, the crown of flowers, or the name
Queen of the Ma}'.

The autunm festivals are similarl}^ a thanksgiving to the
god of agriculture for abundant fruitage, and an invocation of

future favor. The Jewish feasts' and Christian "harvest-
homes '

' embody the same conception with the grosser elements
omitted. The Greek feasts of Thargelia and Pyanepsia were
later imitated in France and parts of Germany, by bringing
home from the harvest-field on the last load of grain a branch
adorned with flowers, ribbons and fruit. In all these customs
the tree-spirit is conceived as the spirit of vegetation in

general.

The Christmas tree is partly a survival and partly a revival

of such customs. In the Christmas festivals of the Harz the
maidens dance and sing around a fir tree which has been dec-

orated with eggs, flowers, and other ornaments. Santa Claus,

or Nick, is the demon treed in the branches and made to bestow
gifts. ^ In Germany trees are married by being tied together
with straw ropes on Christmas eve to ensure their j-ielding well.

There is a similar custom in India. The belief in the fertilizing

power of the tree-spirit is seen in the marriage rites of different

peoples. In modern Greece the priest is provided with chaplets
of lilies and ears of corn, which he places on the heads of bride

and bridegroom as emblems of purity and abundance.^ The
myrtle, an emblem of purity and fertility, is still used in Ger-
many for the bridal wreath, and in one part of the country the

bride wears a garter of flax as an invocation to the spirit of

' Lev. 23:39, 40; Ex. 23:16.
- Conway : Mystic Trees and Flowers. Fraser's Magazine, 1870,

Nov. autl Dec.
' Hilderic Friend : Flowers and Flower-Lore. London, 1S84. p. 133.
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fecundity. The custom in Brittany of giving a branch of laurel

to a bride, and in Russia of placing a pine bough in her home,
has the same underlying idea. ^ Even the orange blossoms of

the present day, in England, France, and America, were first

worn by Saracen brides as a s}'mbol of fertility.^

The divining rod, still used in England and in this country^

for the detection of water-veins, is a survival of the sacred tree,

with its magic powers. Rhabdomancy was in earlier times

extensively employed in the discovery of minerals or of lost

objects, and in bringing criminals to justice. The hazel is the

favorite wood, though fruit trees have been largely used. The
directions for cutting the bough are often elaborate, reminding
one of other ceremonies connected with tree-worship : it must
be that j'ear's shoot, with a fork standing so that the sun from
east to west shines through ; it can be cut only between three

and four in full moon Sunday morning. He that gathers it

must walk in silence, with his face to the east, bowing three

times and saying :
" God bless thee, noble spray and summer's

bough. "^ This form of divination was practiced, though for-

bidden,* among the ancient Israelites, and is mentioned in close

connection with the worship of trees.

"

Planting or dedicating trees to the memory of heroes or great

events is the most modern form of tree worship. The " Charter

Oak" in Connecticut, the "Liberty Elm" of Boston Com-
mon, the Ash trees of Mt. Vernon, the Penn tree in Philadel-

phia, are in.stances in our own country of making trees the
'

' monuments of history and character.
'

'

This, given in the briefest and most unsatisfactory form, is

the evidence. The question to be considered is : How came
man to have such thoughts and feelings toward the trees?

Spencer answers, " Plant-worship, like the worship of idols

and animals, is an aberrant species of ancestor-worship—

a

species somewhat more disguised externally, but having the

same internal nature ;

" and Grant Allen supposes trees to have
become objects of worship by their association with the graves

of the reverenced ancestors. But surely trees were believed to

be sentient beings, and regarded as possessing a power which
could be used to the disadvantage of man, long before ancestor-

worship could have been possible or immortality conceived,

because long before man had drawn any clear distinction be-

tween material and spiritual. Spencer himself, and Darwin as

well, would give the germs of religious feeling to the higher

^ Mannhardt: Baumkiiltus, pp. 222 and 46.
^ Friend : ob. cit.. d. 112.^ Friend : op. cit., p. 112.
^ Grimm : loc. cit.., p. 975.
* Hosea 4:12.
' Hosea 4:13.
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animals. But it would hardly be claimed that animals can
retain for verj' long any thought of dead comrades, their

imagination of objects not present to the senses being very
limited. Nor have we any reason to suppose that their waking
intelligence is greatlj- influenced by their dreams. In fact they
are far from being capable of making any such abstraction as

spirit apart from body.

To make ancestor-worship the origin of religion seems to be
the exact opposite of the process which mental evolution has
followed. Man did not begin with the distinct notion of him-
self as a being separate from all else in the universe, and later

proceed to endow the objects surrounding him with his own
mental characteristics. Rather, all nature was to him one,

other animals and objects possessing the same mental qualities

and powers as himself. Onl)- much later did he begin to differ-

entiate himself, and the real question is not.Why should prim-
itive man have believed trees to be spirits? but, Why should
he not ? and How came it about later that he did not ? And the

real answer seems to be that man, through his developing self-

consciousness, has got out of his primitive mental relation to

the universe, has evolved an egoism which thinks the object of

its own self-contemplation to be the only thing worthy of con-

sideration and deprives all things else of the powers and quali-

ties which are called "high," that is, of everything except
materiality.

Primitive man, before he began to philosophize, or toanalj'ze

himself, was a part of nature, not knowing nor feeling himself

a separate and higher thing than the rest of nature about him.

He was a part or an element of the great unity ; other things

around him were similar to himself— able to think and feel.

Why should he not ascribe life and spirit to such objects

as trees w'hich grew as he did ; which possessed the power of
motion within limited spaces ; which uttered sounds no more
unintelligible perhaps than the language of foreign tribes-;

which expressed by movements such emotions as anger or joy,

that he himself showed by similar gestures? Why should
not the strength of an oak inspire him with the thought that

it was a powerful spirit? The distinction between body and
spirit even in himself was vague at first ; and is so still in the

lowest races. Only to a verj- limited extent is abstract thought
possible. The attributes of spirituality, as distinguished from
those of materiality, are not well deiined in the savage mind.
Their gods, for example, are mortal, like men. This lack of

mental abilitj' in discrimination was conducive to the massing
of all objects of nature under general characteristics, such as

the man felt and knew in himself It would be very improba-
ble that he should be able to mark himself off clearly as a
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different sort of being from others in nature with which he

lived in such close contact. Onh- when he began to conquer

nature and turn it to his account, and the philosopher awoke
in him, did he begin to perceive himself superior to his environ-

ment. Only when he began to reason about his own soul, and

lose his close relation to external nature, did he begin to ques-

tion the possession of souls b}- the objects about him. Only
when he turned his gaze within, and lost his former perspec-

tive, did he begin to imagine that he was the universe. The
reversion from this per\'erted view is only taking place in the

second half of the nineteenth centur>-. The poets have never

quite lost sight of the thought that man is only an essential

part of the great unity of nature, and to them the trees, the

flowers, and the streams, have ever been living things, of

thought and feeling, desire and will. Children, too, represent-

ing the childhood of the race, have always believed trees to be

alive and sentient, as a later section shows. Not only children,

but even men of primitive stamp, show their atavistic belief

in the intelligence and morality of inanimate things by kicking

in anger an object that has injured them.

The general appreciation of nature, however, has grown up
only within the meniorj- of those living, and the philosophic

thought of unity in the world is a modem concept. Along
with this has come an appreciation of the myths of primitive

peoples and a sympathetic understanding of their value in dis-

closing the mental life of the races from which these legends

have descended.

This conception reverses the method of viewing the question

of the origin of tree-worship, and of religion in general. In-

stead of the theory of the origin of worship which begins from

the human side and makes the worship of other objects of

nature merely secondary and accessory, through association,

the present supposition would substitute a broader basis in the

whole of nature, and carry the origin of the religious feeling

far back to the pre-primitive period when man, just merging
into humanity, did not consciously differentiate himself from

all nature. The great gulf between man and lower nature, as

he chooses to call it, has been fixed by man himself only in the

later stages of his intellectual development.

'

The pedagogic import of this is evident. Children are already

and naturally in sympathetic rapport with nature. Our training

of them must contain enough letting alone to allow this attitude

toward nature to continue. This reverence for nature, and

feeling of at-home-ness with her, is one aspect of the child-like

'These pages were writteu before I had seen Dr. Tylor's chapters

on Animism. I am glad to find that part way we travel the same road.
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spirit which surely ueed never be outgrown. Scientific dissec-

tion and classification of objects is as artificial and unsuited to

child-mind as similar abstraction and generalization would be
to the lowest savage.

From tree spirits to tree worship is an easy transition. When
trees are regarded as powerful spirits, able to do good or evil,

the primitive intellect is not slow to recognize the necessity of

appeasing the wrath, and the advantage of gaining the favor,

of such beings. Prayers and offerings are a natural conse-

quence, and dendrolatry arises out of animism. No doubt in

an age when the struggle for existence was fiercer and had
fewer of the humanizing characteristics of civilized times, the
gods, too, like men, were regarded as chiefly malignant, and
this thought still sur\'ives in the varietj- of evil spirits, as elves,

witches, dwarfs, lyeshy. But the good ofiices of trees, in fur-

nishing shelter, protection, and food, were also recognized, and
tree-spirits came to be regarded as predominantly beneficent.

The sacred trees still worshipped in the times when subjective

and objective are more clearly differentiated, are direct survivals

of this mode of thought ; and the divining rod unquestionably
gets its magic powers from its being the branch of a sacred

tree. Trees planted in honor of some hero or dedicated to the
memori' of a national event, become objects of reverence by
association. Thej' are the representatives of the spirits held
sacred.

It ma3' be that trees do not stand on an equality with other
objects of nature, with regard to animistic beliefs. The voices

of the leaves, and the movement of the branches, of course
give trees a greater likeness to men than noiseless and immova-
ble objects possess. But in addition to this it is possible, in ac-

cordance with the preceding sections, that trees maj- hold a

specific relation to man, that no other natural objects have.

Man's arboreal life may have evolved certain intellectual and
emotional characteristics, suggestions of which we still find in

primitives and children. It may be, for instance, that the feel-

ing of safety from enemies, afforded by the trees, developed
an instinctive attitude toward these protecting objects, which
survived far bej-ond the time of arboreal life, forming a basis in

the evolv'ing consciousness, of a special regard for trees, and a

feeling that they were more powerful and more friendly than
other spirits. Suggestions of this are seen in the great predom-
inance of good tree-spirits over evil, and the universal worship
of trees among primitive peoples, and in the unaccountable
fondness of children for trees.
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IV.

The Life-Tree.

Out of these relations between the tree and human Hfe there

comes another. We have onlj' to carry the notion of tree-

spirits a little farther to get a race of men born from the trees.

In the earliest stages of primitive life the tree itself is believed

to be a spirit. This, when the distinction between body and
soul begins to be made, grows into the conception of a spirit

inhabiting the tree. Later this spirit, as in the case of the

Greek dryads, is able to leave its dwelling for a time, but can-

not maintain its life quite apart from this habitation. This

connection between life and tree, which has thus been growing
less intimate and necessary, is at last entirely broken by a

continuation of the same process ; but a tradition of the earlier

relations remains, and we have the myth of a human race de-

scended from trees. Of the almost universal existence of such

a myth there is ample evidence.*

In Norse legend the first human pair, Askr and Embla, were
born of two trees, an ash and an elm, found on the sea-strand

by Odin and his brothers. From these all mankind are de-

scended. 2 Similar to this in Greek mythology is the formation

of the brazen race by Zeus out of ash trees. ^ Both Greeks and
Romans had a belief of origin from the oak. Virgil writes :

" These woods were first the seat of sylvan powers,
Of nymphs, and fauns, and savage man, who took
Their birth from trunks of trees and stubborn oak." '

In Persian legend Ormuzd gave souls to a plant which had first

grown up as single, and afterward divided into two. These be-

came Maschia and Maschiana, the parents of the human race. *

The Mayas say they are "the sons of the trees," and an Amer-
ican Indian myth makes man spring from the trees. The
Aztecs reverenced the tree-form, calling it the "tree of our life."

The Mexicans believed the human race to have arisen from the

seeds of their sacred moriche palm. In many parts of Ger-

many a hollow tree is believed to be the abode of unborn
infants. In a Finnish fairy-tale a foundling is caUed p7(?i/iaara,

tree-branch.^ The poet's unit)' with nature suggests to him
the same mystic relation.

' Dr. Hall suggests to me that the myth of creation from trees might
have arisen from the fact of earliest human life having been supported
by the fruit of trees.

- T/ie Younger Edda, tr. by Anderson, i88o, p. 64.
^ Hesoid : IVorks and Days.
*^neid. VIII, 314-5.
5 Mauuhardt ; Baumkultus, p. 7.
f' Grimm : op. cit., ^. 1451.
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" I care not how men trace their ancestry,
To ape or Adam ; let them please their whim

;

But I, iu Juue, am midwaj' to believe
A tree among my far progenitors

—

Such sympathy is mine with all the race."'

The same subtle sympathy was felt by Hawthorne toward
the ash trees shading the manse at Concord.
The opposite process, of the transformation of mortals into

trees, finds equally numerous illustrations. The sisters of
Phaeton, changed into poplars, bewailing the death of their

brother, on the banks of the river into which he had been
hurled ;- Daphne, transformed into a laurel, to escape the at-

tentions of Apollo ; Cybele, in anger changing her lover Attis

into a pine, whose perpetual verdure was bestowed by Zeus in

compassion for the remorse of the goddess ; Philemon and Bau-
cis, whose spirits were transftrred into trees, so that neither

might witness the death of the other ;' the beautiful Thracian
queen Phyllis, expiring of grief for the unfaithfulness of her
husband, and transformed into an almond tree on the shore
where she awaited his coming,—these and many others are

classic examples. Buddha's man}- incarnations in trees have
already been mentioned. Japan has a story of a faithful pair,

who after enjoying many years of happiness, died at the same
moment, their spirits passing into a tall pine, which a god had
once planted in passing that way. On moonlight nights they
may still be seen gathering the pine needles under the tree

which is called the '

' Pine of the Lovers.
'

'
* The Chinese have

a legend telling how a husband and wife were transformed into

cedars in order to perpetuate their love. A secretary of the
king had a young and beatitiful wife whom the king coveted,

and to gain pos.session of her the secretary was thrown into

prison, where he died of grief. To escape the king's atten-

tions the wife threw herself from a high terrace, having left a
request that she should be buried beside her husband. This
the king in anger refused to grant, but from the two graves,

though widely separated, there sprang two cedars which in ten
days grew so tall and vigorous that their roots and branches
interlaced, and the cedars were henceforth called "the trees

of faithful love."^ Among some South Sea Islanders the
cocoa-nut tree is believed to be a transformed god, whose e5'es

and mouth appear in the fruit. The white kernel is commonly
called " te roro o Tuna," the brains of Tuna.^

1 Lowell.
^ Ovid : Metamorphoses, II, 346-366.
* Ovid : op. cit., VIII, 711 et seq.
* Mrs. Philpot, p. 83, quoting Rinder's Old WorldJapan.
^ Folkard : op. cit., p. 274.
^ Gill : op. cit., pp. 77-9.
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From these two conceptions—creation from trees and trans-

formation into them—-arises the more specific notion of a sym-
pathetic connection between the life of a person and that of

some particular tree. A Czekh story tells how a child, born
of a mortal and a tree nymph, was able to hold converse with
her mother by means of a pipe made from twigs of the willow
tree which her mother had inhabited. Among the Romans it

was usual to plant a tree at the birth of a son, and this custom
is still prevalent in America, England and France, as well as

in Italy. In Switzerland an apple-tree is usually planted for

a boy, and a pear-tree for a girl. The life of the child is be-

lieved to be so intimately associated with that of the tree that

he will thrive or fade according as it flourishes or withers. ^

The Dj'aks of Borneo plant a palm ; in Bali a cocoanut tree is

planted and called the child's "life-plant." Such trees are

cared for with an almost superstitious devotion. Byron be-

lieved that his life and prosperitj' were bound up in an oak
planted when he first visited Newstead, and on its fate depended
his. The sj-camore tree of the Gary sisters is well known.
The sj'mpathetic relation sometimes extends to whole tribes

or sects, as in the case of the patrician and plebeian myrtles
before the temple of Quirinus, whose vigor depended upon the
fortunes of the two political parties ; or the weeping willows in

sympathy with the sorrows of the Israelites. - The Italian be-

lief that the bay-tree withered and died at the approach of a

national calamity is preserved by Shakespeare.

" 'T is thought the king is dead ; we will not stay.
The bay-trees in our country all are withered."^

Ever}' one knows the mediaeval legend that the aspen, being
compelled to supply the wood of the cross, has never since

ceased to tremble.

The earlier connection of trees with family interests is illus-

trated b}- the prevalence of family names derived from trees, as

Linde, Eichbaum, Birkmayer, in Germany, and the English
Holyoake, Ash, Maple, Rowan, etc., and is emphasized by
folk-tales which give rise to such stories as Julian Hawthorne's
Kildhurm' s Oak.
The curative power of trees, and the sj-mpathetic connection

existing between a tree and a child who has been passed through
a cleft branch, will be mentioned later.

^ Mannhardt : Baumknltus, p. 50.
^ Ps. 137:2. In its name, Salix "Babylonica, the willow preserves

the memorv of this incident by the waters of Babylon.
3 Richard II, Act. II, Sc. 4.
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V.

The World-Tree.

The conception of a world-tree is so wide-spread that it

must have arisen independently among different peoples. It

arose perhaps as an explanation of how the heavens were
supported and the stars kept in their places. Many children

think that the skj' is held up on the tree-tops.

The Scandinavian ash, Yggdrasil, is the best known of the
universe-trees.

'

' By this tree is the chief and most holy
place of the gods, where the}' meet in council every daj'. It

is the best and greatest of all trees ; its branches spread over
all the world, and reach up above heaven. Three roots

sustain the tree and stand wide apart ; one root is with the
Asas (gods), and another with the frost-giants; the third

reaches into Niflheim (nether world); under it is Hvergelmer
(fountain) where Nidhug (serpent) gnaws the root from
below. But under the second root, which extends to the
frost-giants, is the well of Mimer, wherein knowledge and
wisdom are concealed. The third root of the ash is in heaven,
and beneath it is the most sacred fountain of Urd. Here the
gods have their doomstead. The Asas ride hither every day
over Bifrost (rainbow), which is also called Asa-bridge ....
Thor goes on foot to the doomstead and wades the rivers.

When he goes to judge
Near the Yggdrasil ash

;

For the .A.sa-bridge

Burns all ablaze,

—

The hoi)- waters roar.

The red which j-ou see in the rainbow is fire bixrning over
Bifrost. The frost-giants and the mountain-giants would go up
to heaven if Bifrost were passable for all who desired to go there.

Man}' fair places there are in heaven. . . . There stands a
beautiful hall near the fountain, beneath the ash. Out of it

come three maids, who shape the lives of men, and we call

them norns. Good norns and of good descent shape good lives,

but when some men are weighed down with misfortune the

evil norns are the cause of it. . . . On one of the boughs of the
ash sits an eaglewho knows many things. Between his eyes sits

a hawk that is called Vedfolner. A squirrel, by name Rata-
tosk, springs up and down the tree, and carries words of envy
between the eagle and Nidhug. Four stags leap about in the

branches of the ash, and bite the leaves. More serpents than
tongue can tell gnaw the roots of the tree. The norns that

dwell in the fountain of Urd, every day take water from the

fountain, and take the clay that lies around the fountain, and
sprinkle therewith the ash, in order that its branches may not
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wither or decay. This water is so holy that all things that
are put into the fountain become as white as the film of an
egg-shell.

Thence come the dews
That fall in the dales.
Green forever it stands
Over Urd's fountain.

When Odin sits in his high seat he sees over all the world.
In the southern end of the world is the palace which is the
fairest of all, and brighter than the sun. It shall stand when
both heaven and earth shall have passed away. In this the
good and the righteous shall dwell through all ages. "' In
Valhal is a chest which contains the golden apples which the
gods must eat to make them young again.
The inhabitants of the tree are supposed to be natural

phenomena. The serpent Nidhug who gnaws the root in the
lower world is volcanic force ; the stags who bite the leaves
and buds are the winds ; the eagle and the hawk are the air

and the ether ; the squirrel running up and down the tree is

hail ; the leaves of the tree are clouds ; its fruit, the stars

;

the swans swimming in the fountain typify sun and moon.
Perhaps the oldest world-tree known is that which grew at

the mouth of the Euphrates, near a city which flourished three
or four thousand years before the Christian Era. To plain-
dwellers the tree is the loftiest and most impressive object in
their experience, and it is suggestive that the origin of this
world-tree is located in the garden of Eden, on the plains
bordering the Persian Gulf. The fragment of a hymn reads :

"(In) Eridu a stalk grew overshadowing; in a holy place did it

become green
;

Its root was of white crystal, which stretched toward the deep.
(Before) Ea was its course in Eridu, teeming with fertility

;

Its seat was the (central) place of the earth

;

Its foliage was the couch of Zikum (the primeval) mother.
Into the heart of its holy house, which spread its shade like a forest,

hath no man entered.
(There is the home) of the mighty mother who passes across the sky.
(In) the midst of it was Tammuz.
(There is the shrine) of the two (gods)."-

The roots of this tree reached down to the watery deep, the
dwelling place of the god of wisdom, Ea ; on the branches
rested Zikum, the primordial heavens, and below was the earth.
The trunk of the tree was the home of Dav-kina, the great
mother, and of Tammuz her son, whose temple mortals might
not enter. Such a conception must have come from a tree-

' The Younger Edda : trans, by Anderson, 1879, pp. 72-76.
' A. H. Sayce : Religion of the Ancient Babylonians, The Hibbert

Lectures, 1887, p. 238.
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worshipping nation. "The mighty stem in which the great

gods dwelt was but a poetical amplification of the sacred spirit-

inhabited tree, and arose out of the same idealizing process as

that which gave birth to the nearly-related tree of knowledge
and tree of life."'

In the Indian cosmogonies there are world-trees of many
names, as emblems of immortality and of universal life—sacred

trees bearing ambrosia, the food of the gods, growing beyond
the mystic river whose wateis give eternal j^outh ; cloud-trees

with shadows producing day and night before the creation of

the sun or moon, growing in the midst of flowers and rivers,

imparting all riches and knowledge, satisfying all human long-

ings, and conferring perfect bllos ; universe-trees, which become,
in the Rig^•eda, Brahma himself, with all the other gods
branches of the divine stem. Closely parallel with these is the
world-tree of the Buddhists, giving wisdom, furnishing immor-
tal food, protecting the souls of the blessed. It sparkles with
precious stones, the stars, and is laden with divine flowers.

Under this tree it was, that Buddha fought his battle with the
tempter, on a night forever after sacred to the Buddhists, and
gained the victory which gave him possession of the tree of
knowledge and the freedom which comes through truth. Very
similar also is the Haoma of the Zoroastrians, planted in heaven
by Ormuzd, scattering its thousand seeds to all the parts of the
earth ;- and the sacred tree of the Assyrians, Phoenicians and
Israelites, which represented the great Deity, and was wor-
shipped as a symbol of Him.^ China and Japan have their

universe-trees, the former a huge pine growing at the center of
the world, the latter seven miraculous trees conferring immor-
tahty.

But ancient and oriental nations are not the only peoples
among whom is found this conception of a tree overshadowing
and protecting the world or yielding the fruit of wisdom and
immortality. Traces of such a tree are found in Russian legend
—a tree whose root is the power of God and whose top sustains

the heavenly ocean of air, the earth and hell. Among the
Finns the Kalevala, their national epic, tells how a mighty oak
sprang from a magic acorn planted by Waiuamoinen, raised

itself above the storm-clouds, dimming the sunlight, hiding
the moonbeams, causing the stars to die in the heaven, until

the hero, alarmed at its growth, appeals to his mother, the
wind-spirit, who sends forth a dwarf grown into a giant, whose

'Philpot: op. cii., p. 112.

''Sacred Books of the East, edited by Max Miiller, Vol. XXIII, The
Zend-Avesta, Pt. II, p. 173.

' Folkard : op. cit., p 6.
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might overcomes the oak. It falls and its power to bestow
good is only then discovered :

" Eastward far the trunk extending,
Far to westward flew the tree-tops,

To the south the leaves were scattered.
To the north its hundred branches.
Whosoe'er a branch has taken
Has obtained eternal welfare.
Who secures himself a tree-top
He has gained the master-magic.
Who the foliage has gathered
Has delight that never ceases."'

Even among the North American Indians there are traces of
such a tradition. A tribe of New Mexico has in each of the
six points of the world (the four compass points, zenith and
nadir), a mountain bearing a tree—spruce, pine, aspen, cedar,
and two oaks. At the foot of each tree dwells a

'

' cloud ruler,
'

'

attended by a priestess of the tribe whose dut}^ it is to inter-

cede with the god to send rain. ^ The connection here between
the tree and the sky is so evident as to suggest that the primi-
tive gods came to be believed to occupy a position above the
earth through their having inhabited the trees. The highest
objects in nature, that are not separated from the earth, are
trees and mountains. But mountains were not believed to be
inhabited by spirits as trees were. They do not possess the life

and movement of trees, nor grow as trees do. They have no
voices, and cannot show anger as trees do in a storm. In these
things trees are like men, to the primitive mind, and their
importance far surpasses that of inanimate objects. It seems
more probable, then, that the gods have reached the sky
through the trees than by the mountains or by means of anj'

other natural objects.

VI.

The Paradise-Tree.

Closely connected in thought with life-trees and world-trees
are the trees of Paradise. If men are born from trees, our
ancestors would naturally be thought to have had their
original home amongst trees. If the tree of the universe had
its topmost branches in heaven, the conception of a Paradise
might easily grow out of this form of tree-worship. The
sorrows of human life, and its disappointments, its ceaseless

toil without recompense of love or pleasure, creates in the
heart a longing for some happyT far-off land where blessedness
abides. What more natural than that this should be found

' Kalevala, 2nd Rune, trans, by John Martin Crawford, N. Y., 1891.
'^Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, nth An. Rep., p. 28.
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with the gods, beneath the trees which dropped ambrosia, in

a garden of fragrance watered by life-giving springs and
rivulets. That manj^ peoples had such a conception, as the
dwelling-place of the gods, of their own first parents, or as

their future abode, is unquestioned. In a tradition of the

Parsis the first man and woman, who were born from a tree,

were placed in Heden, where grew the Tree of Life which gave
strength and immortalit}'. The Hindoo religion has a garden
of the great god Indra, containing the trees which first grew
out of the troubled waters at the beginning of creation, with
their life-giving fruits and beautiful flowers. The chief of

these trees was the Paridjata, whose flower was fresh all the

j-ear through and gave to each person his favorite color and
perfume. Besides insuring against hunger or thirst, it had
uses more spiritual for it was a test and token of virtue, losing

its freshness in the bands of the wicked and preserving it with
the upright.

'

The Paradise of Mahomet is in the seventh heaven. In the

center of it is the great tree Tooba, so large that a man could not

ride around it on the fleetest horse in a hundred 3^ears. This
shows its close relation to the immense universe-trees. This
tree afibrds shade to all Paradise, and bears fruit of a size and
taste unknown to mortals. The branches even bend low to

bestow their delicacies at the wish of their inhabitants. From
this tree the rivers of Paradise flow with milk and honej',

water and wine. ^ The Zend-Avesta has two Haoma trees
;

one yellow or golden, which is earthly and the king of haeling

plants; the other the white Haoma or Gaokerena, which
grows up in the middle of the sea, surrounded by ten thousand
healing plants, by drinking the juice of which on the resurrec-

tion day men become immortal.* It was from this celestial

tree that the full perfection of the world arose. It is " the

counteractor of decrepitude, the reviver of the dead, and the

immortalizer of the living."^ The Japanese have a similar

legend of an Island of Eternal Youth from which a tree rises

high above the waters ; endless springtime is there and the

miracle of spring in other lands is caused by the whisper of

the spirit of this island. ° In the Hebrew Paradise, the garden
of Eden, stood the tree of life in the center.^ The significance

of this tree no one really knows. According to the Rabbins it

was a supernatural tree of such vastness that no man could

' Folkard, p. lo.

2 Folkard, pp. lo-ii.
3 Zend-Avesta, Pt. i. Vol. IV of Sacred Books of East, p. Lxix.
*Vol. V, Pahlavi Texts, Pt. I.

* Mrs. Philpot, quoting Riuder's Old WorldJapan.
*• Geu. 2:9.
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travel round it in less than five hundred years. From beneath
it gushed forth the waters of the earth refreshing and invigor-
ating all nature. ^ It resembled in fact the world-trees of the
previous section. Others make it emblematic of the life that
Adam and Eve received from God. At any rate it resembles
the Paradise-trees of other nations in yielding a fruit which
would confer everlasting life, for after the transgression of
eating the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge of Good and
Evil, and thereby making themselves unworthy of a continued
existence in a garden of delight and near the presence of the
Lord, the first parents were driven from Eden lest they
should put forth their hands " and take also of the Tree of
Life and eat and life forever."-^ The Christian sacred scrip-

tures use the Tree of Life with the same signification :
" to him

that overcometh will I give to eat of the Tree of Life which is

in the midst of the Paradise of God"*—a direct reference to

the loss of the privileges of Eden through disobedience and the
regaining of the lost heritage through faithfulness. The con-
ception has a further point of parallel with the sacred trees of
other nations in the healing properties of its leaves, mentioned
by Ezekiel several centuries before Christ, and later in the
apocalypse.*

Growing by the Tree of Life in the garden was the forbidden
tree of knowledg of Good and Evil,

—"good for food and
.... pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make
one wise,"^—the identity of which has given rise to so much
speculation. The prevailing tradition makes it an apple tree,

though the Bible offers no support to this.

A Jewish legend tells how Adam at the age of 900 overtaxed
his strength in uprooting a large bush, and feeling that death
was threatening him, sent his son Seth to the angel guarding
the wa}^ to the Tree of Life, to ask for some of its fruit to re-

new his strength. Seth was given three seeds and charged to

place them in Adam's mouth when he was buried. These grew
up as an olive, a cedar and a cypress, but their existence was
not known until the time of Moses who was ordered to cut them
down. Moses, and afterwards David, performed many miracles
ofhealing with these rods. They later grew into one tree and fur-

nished the wood for the cross of Christ. This legend preserves
the fundamental idea of the eternal-life-giving power of the Tree
of Paradise. An interpretation, ingenious if fanciful, of the
first chapter of Genesis makes the tree of life the human body,

' Folkard, p. 13.
^ Gen. 3:22.
^ Rev. 2:7.

*Ezek. 47:12; Rev. 22:2.

'Gen. 3:6.

IX-33
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and the flaming sword which turned every way to guard it the

blood. A similar explanation, quoted in Warren's Paradise
Found, makes the brain the tree of life, and the blood the

water of life. An idea related to this, and carried out in detail,

is found in one of the sacred books of the East. A forest has
seven large trees of seven fruits, seven guests, seven forms of

concentration and of initiation. The probable interpretation

is that the forest represents life, with the trees as the five senses,

the understanding, and the will,— called trees because produ-
cers of the fruits, namely- pleasures and pains, derived through
them. The guests are the powers of each sense personified,

the forms of concentration are the exclusion from the self of
the functions of the senses, ard the initiations are the entrance
into the higher life by repudiating as not one's own the actions

of these senses. When this forest disappears, that is, when the

senses have become absorbed into the self, another tree springs

up, which is intelligence and whose fruit is emancipation and
shade tranquillity. ^ This again expresses the fundamental idea

of the paradise tree, namely everlasting life, but in this case

according to the Hindu conception of it as Nir\-ana.

In all these growths of religious thought concerning immor-
talit}' and happiness the central idea is the tree, and the attain-

ment of the life of unending felicit}- is by partaking of the
fruit of this tree. Placing beside this the primitive notion that

heaven was not far away, and that its occupations were similar

to those of earth, we have the necessan,- material from which to

draw the conclusion, actuall}- arrived at by many peoples, that

heaven could be reached by climbing a tree if one could onh'
be found tall enough. The Accadiaus pictured the skj- as the

counterpart of their own Bab3'lonian plains ; the sun was a
ploughman yoking his oxen to his glittering plough, and the
planets were sheep. - The Bedouins of Arabia believe that the

jinni, who live near the lowest heaven, can hear the conversa-

tion of angels. ' The Mbocobis of Paraguay believe departed
souls to go to heaven by the tree that joins it with earth, en-

tering by the holes through which the rain descends,* and the
Idaan of Borneo reach paradise b}- crossing a long tree. ' The
Khasis of India have a legend which makes the stars men who
have climbed to heaven b}- a tree. ^ Milton's picture would
allow of such an interpretation :

^ Bhagavadgtld, Sanatsugatiya and Attugita, pp. 2S5-6.
- Sayce : op. cit., p. 48.

^Be'nt: Nineteenth Century, Oct., 1S95, p. 60S, The Land 0/ Frank-
incense and Myrrh.

* Tylor : Early History of Mankind, 1878, p. 35S.
' Ibid., p. 360.
'- Mrs. Philpot, quoting Goblet d'Alviella's Migration of Symbols.
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1

"Overhead up-grew
Insuperable height of loftiest shade,
Cedar, and pine, and fir, and branching palm

;

Yet higher than their tops
The verdurous wall of paradise up-sprung ....
And higher than that wall a circling row
Of goodliest trees, leaden with fairest fruit." •

The ascent to heaven by a tree is found in myths among
peoples so widely separated that an independent origin must be
admitted. To those given might be added the story current
among the Wyandots of a boy who cUmbed a tree so high that
he found himself in a beautiful country, where he caught the
sun unawares in a trap set for game ; the other sun-catcher,
among the Dog-Rib Indians, who had climbed a tree in pur-
suit of a squirrel until he reached heaven ; the Dyak who
brought rice to mankind by climbing a huge fruit-tree which
was rooted in the sky, with branches hanging to earth ; the
Malay legend of Kasimbaha who ascended to heaven on the rat-

tan tree to recover his wife, a celestial nymph who had de-
serted him

; and our own nursery tale of Jack and the Bean-
stalk, which is a disguised representative of this group of
myths.- If such myths have arisen independently among
many peoples, and are not the result of some happy inspira-
tion of a single soul, their origin must have some natural
cause. This is doubtless found in the fact of universal tree-

worship in the earlier stages of civilization. The tree being
thus a sacred object would be closely connected in primitive
thought with the idea of a divine habitation, when the gods
began to be farther removed from the earth ; and if the idea
of such a habitation as upward was already in men's minds,
this would suggest a further connection. May we not, how-
ever, go farther back, and say that the idea of icp-ness itself as
an attribute of heaven, and later a symbol of goodness, owes
its origin to tree-worship ? The idea of the gods in council,
ruling the world, is a much later conception than tree-worship.
When it became necessary that an as.sembly of gods should
have a more definite location, why should not that be chosen
by the primitive mind where so many of the gods already ex-
isted, namely, above the earth? This does not conflict with
the notion that deities were believed to be in the sky as early
as upon the earth, that the sun was worshipped in as early an
age as trees. But when fetishism grew into polytheism proper
some explanation must be given of how the gods of the earth,
which formed the great majoritS', found their general dwell-
ing-place above the earth.

'^Paradise Lost, Bk. IV, 137-147.
- Tylor : Early History, pp. 350-6.
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VII.

The Tree in Medicine.

The tree has played an important part in the cure of dis-

eases. The most common form of treatment has been the

transference of the ailment, by some magic word or symbolic

act, to the tree, or rather to the tree-spirit ; for here too we meet
with the same underlying notion of the intelligence and person-

ality of trees. They are believed to be subject to the same ills

as those which afflict humanity ; if these ills, then, can be
passed over to the trees, the suffering person is relieved.

The method of this transference also is a survival from the

primitive beliefs regarding the way in which spirits inhabit

objects, and can pass from one to another. It belongs to a later

period than that in which objective and subjective were identi-

fied ; a period, namely, in which the souls of men and of other

objects were able to leave their usual dwelling-places, but could
not exist without some habitation. As a consequence of this

dependence of the spiritual on some material support, the trans-

ference of a man's disease to a tree which might happen to be
distant could be effected by an object passing between the two
as a medium. When possible, however, the afflicted person is

brought into direct contact with the tree. All this is not

merely an analogy, for when these methods were employed
diseases were actually believed to be evil spirits, which were
induced to leave the man when some other suitable dwelling-

place was furnished them.
In England, not so long ago as a century, ash trees were

split open and held by wedges while children were passed
through as a cure for rupture. ' These trees were often pre-

served with great care, a mysterious connection being supposed
to exist between the tree and the patient," In Austria the

ceremony is more elaborate. A branch of oak is split open and
the child passed through backward three times. The pieces

are then tied together with the child's shirt and thrown on the

fire, all being done in silence.^ In the middle ages a hole

formed by the growing together of two branches was believed

to be exceptionally efficacious, and such trees were visited from
great distances. Near Wittstock stood a stout gnarled oak
whose boughs had thus grown into each other, and all around
the tree lay crutches that had been thrown away by those who
no longer needed them.* To crawl beneath a bramble which

' Gentleman's Magazine, June, 1804, and White's Natural History
of Selborne, 1789.

^Gent. Mag., Oct., 1S04.
' Conway : loc. cit.
• Grimm: toe. cit., p. 1167.
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had formed a second root in the ground was said to cure rheu-
matism. For the whooping-cough the child must be passed from
side to side seven times, during the repetition of some mystic
words which transferred the cough to the bramble. In Thurin-
gia to be cured of the gout one must climb a j-oung pine and
tie in the topmost branch a knot, saying :

" Pine, I bind here
the gout that plagues me." Another method is to go three
successive Fridays after sunset under a fir tree and say to it :

" Fir tree, I complain to thee, the gout torments me sore."i
A Flemish cure for ague directs the patient to go early in the
morning to an old willow tree, and tie three knots in one of its

branches, saying: "Good morning, old one, I give thee the
cold, good morning, old one." A fever is transferred to the
elder by saying : "Lift thee up, elder bough ! Antony's fire,

sit on it now ! I ' ve had thee a day, thou have it alway. " ^ In
the island of Carpathus the Greek priest ties a red thread
around the sick person's neck. Next morning it is removed
by friends and tied to a tree on the hillside. * In some of the
East Indian Islands epilepsy is treated by striking the sufEerer

on the face with leaves, which are then thrown away, the
disease going with them. Toothache is believed in Northern
Europe to be cured by sticking an elder-branch into the ground
with the words :

" Begone, bad spirit." Ague is cured in the
same way, and the next person who comes to the spot gets it.*

In Oldenberg a remedy for toothache is to bore the tooth with
a nail until it bleeds and then drive the nail into an oak where
the sun will not shine on it.* Another cure for ague is to

make a gash in a lofty willow, breathe into it three times, and
closing it quickl}-, hasten away without looking back. "^ The
evil spirit is thus breathed into the tree and there imprisoned^
this superstition being doubtless an outgrowth of the idea of
spirit and breath being one. Similarly-, contact with holes in

the trees, through which the spirits pass in and out, is a very
effective treatment of various troubles.

Prominent in folk-medicine is the belief in the magic powers
of trees and flowers. The underlying thought is still that of
an indwelling spirit in the plant, the good-will and co-operation
of which is secured bj- certain invocations and ceremonies.
In the aire of diseases this beneficent spirit of the tree,

embodied usually in the fruit or a branch, is powerful enough

^ Grimm : op. cii., p. 1170.
=> Ibid.
' Blackwood's Magazine, Feb., 1886.
* Grimm : loc. cit., p. 11 70.
^ Conway : loc. cit.

^ Folkard, p. 98.
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to drive out the evil spirit of the disease ; in the prevention

of ills, the tree-spirit prohibits the entrance of the other.

Thus elder is worn as a protection against epilepsy ; a juniper-

plant bearing green berries along with ripe ones is effective

against smallpox and witches ; in Russia the chestnut is

efficacious for backache and gout ; the sap of dogwood,
absorbed in a kerchief on St. John's eve, will fulfill all wishes

;

grass blades confer second sight, and the sod from which they
grow is a protection against witches ; inimical to witchcraft are

also the elder, hazel, mistletoe and holly ; in Cornwall moun-
tain-ash is carried as a charm against the evil eye, and as a
cure for rheumatism ; a beverage prepared from the mistletoe

was thought by the Druids to be a remedy against all poisons,

and this same magic plant, representing the general spirit of
vegetation, is highlj- favorable to fertilitj- in human and ani-

mal species. The ancient Persians regarded it as a universal

healer. ' The Zuiii Indians venerate a magical plant, the
Tenatsali, which produces the most beautiful flowers of all

colors, and is a cure for all ills.'- The Bohemian poacher
thinks he can make himself shot-proof by finding on St. John's
Day pine cones on the top of a tree and eating one each day.

It is a Suabian belief that the same result will be IJrought about
by anj- one who on Friday of the full moon pulls up the ama-
ranth and carries it folded in a white cloth against his breast.^

Scotch milkmaids wear mountain-ash charms as a protection

against lightning, this custom originating in the resemblance
of the red berries of the ash to the flowers of the sacred light-

ning-tree of the Hindoos. * On the Walpitrgisnacht German
witches gather ferns to render themselves invisible.

In Cockayne's curious volumes on the Leechdoms, Wort-
cunning and Star-craft of Early England 2ir& given many ex-
amples of the magic power of plants and trees. The juice of

the ©co-yycAi?, or gospel plant, was drunk by the magi before

divination ; the ycAwToc^vAAi? produced laughter ; the ©tuiv

/ipwTiov, food of the gods, kept the kings of Persia in health
and vigor of mind ; another herb secured handsome and good
children ; and ApoUodorus knew a preparation that made fad-

ing love revive. ^ He who sleeps under sacred trees receives

in a dream such wisdom as leads to the restoration of his

health. * Sleeping beneath the boughs of the laurel, or on

' Bonwick : Irish Druids and Old Irish Religions, London, 1S94, p.
236.

- Folkard, p. 109.
3 Dyer ; The Folk-Lore of Plants, New York, 1S89, p. 2S2.
* Sara E. Wiltse : Myths and Mother-Plays, 1895, p. 31.
^ Cockayne, p. xiii.

^ Robertson Smith : op. cit., p. 169.
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mattresses composed of its leaves, brought prophetic visions

and poetic inspiration. ^ The Sibyl who gave the answer of the

god to those who sought counsel of the Delphian oracle, shook

the sacred laurel, and sometimes ate the leaves, before becom-

ing inspired. The Mandrake has always been thought to have

a close and mysterious connection with human life, as may be

seen even from its names, the English Earthman, German
Galgenmdnnchcn (gallows-man), Latin Semihomo (half-man),

Greek Antliropomorphoii (man-shape). It has always been

supposed to possess supernatural powers, and to be the bearer

of good fortune. It is still worn by the Greeks as a love-

charm, and by many people is still believed, as it was by the

Israelites 4,000 years ago, to be potent against sterility.

The sacredness of such plants and trees, that is, the power

and good-will of the indwelling spirit, is the secret of their

effectiveness as the bearers of good and preventers of evil. In

view of this explanation one would expect to find plants whose

magic powers produce illness or misfortune, since there are

evil spirits in the vegetable world. This expectation is of

course fulfilled, though the ill-disposed are found rather among
herbs than trees, in accordance with the principle already

deduced, that tree-spirits are on the whole beneficent.

VIII.

The Tree in Child Life.

If individual development is an abbreviated race-history, one

should meet with some instructive parallels between primitive

peoples and children, in their feelings towards nature. The
returns to a syllabus sent out by President Hall in 1895, have

made it possible to indicate with some assurance certain of these

resemblances. That the notions and feelings of childhood are

deeply tinged with animism there can be no question. Chil-

dren ascribe to trees not only sentience, but intelligence, emotion,

morality,— in a word, all the mental powers of which they

themselves are possessed. To illustrate so general a statement,

one must reproduce in some detail the child's feelings-, as re-

corded by his elders, or by himself later in life.

That trees and flowers are believed to have physical feeling,

and suffer when trimmed or cut down, is shown by replies

which contain such phrases as these : Chopping down trees is

cruel, for they feel pain as we do when injured ;
shame to hurt

trees so; positive discomfort, 'at 18, to see trees trimmed;

seemed as if their arms and legs were being cut off ;
disliked

people who trimmed trees ; must hurt large trees to fall so far

1 Folkard, p. 106.
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when uprooted by stonu ; sap oozing out is tree crying or bleed-

ing; when tree was felled it seemed like the loss of a friend.

The likeness in the child's mind between the tree and him-
self is seen to be very close, and worked out in detail : the

limbs, trunk and roots are its arms and feet, the leaves are its

clothing, the bark its skin, from which when bruised or cut

the sap oozes as blood. Such myths as that of the Greek ha-

madrj^ads, whose life-blood was seen to flow from the injured

tree, are here revived in the child-consciousness. But this per-

sonification of trees, which is raerelj- myth or poetry to adults,

is serious philosophy to the child. The resulting feeling of

sympath}- for trees and flowers, and readiness to champion
their cause with the thought '^f relieving their suffering, is a

trait which may well be encouraged in the boy and girl. The
fact of its having so solid a basis in in.stincts that are the out-

growth of race historj' has probably contributed not a little to

the success of Arbor Da}-.

The remarkable companionship and understanding between
trees and children is illustrated by the confidence the children

have that all this is appreciated by the trees : They like to have
little boys and girls around

; make .shade just for the children
;

two big oaks watch over our house and take care of us ; spread

their arms over us, like good mothers ; tree cried because lone-

some
;
get lonely if have not children to play around them.

The birds and trees are close friends, and understand one
another's needs and wishes : Birds the best playmates trees

have, they sing so nicely and put the leaves to sleep, and the

flowers ; trees glad when birds come back from South ; trees

feel happy and honored when birds build nests in them ; try to

stop the birds from going past, by holding out their hands to them.
A companionship between the trees themselves is many

times mentioned. This includes a close sj-mpath}- and an
understanding of one another's feelings and wishes. The
interchange of thought through language sometimes extends
onlj- to trees of the same species, but oftener to all kinds : trees

talk to each other just as people do ; they sometimes laugh
loudly ; sympathize with one another when a branch is

broken ; want to shake hands when they sway together ; love

each other when they grow close together ; often say
'

' good-

night" to one another; rustling of leaves is whispering of

fairies who live in them ; wind blowing through branches is

leaves singing their babies to sleep ; trees of same kind like

to be planted next each other, for if an elm is planted near

a maple it would be like putting an American girl with a little

Dutch girl, and thej- would be lonely, not being able to un-

derstand. Trees can understand the children's talk, and the

trees' language is usually intelligible to the child.
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F., 6. Walking in woods, looked up suddenly to the leaves and
said, " Oh, I am only going a little way." When asked to whom she
was talking, replied, " Did n't you hear those leaves ask me where I

was going ?"

F., ID. When wind blows mournfully the leaves say, " I am sad, I

am sad;" when branches snap they say, " I am mad, I am mad."
M., 4. " I love you, flowers, but you never say anything to me.

When are you going to get old enough to walk and talk ? Do you
like me? Why don't you answer? You are the worst children I

ever spoke to. I'll leave you all alone, and then you'll be afraid.

Goodbye."
M., 10. Trees get angry at the wind, and scold and scream and slap it.

F., 5. Talks to trees by the hour, and understands their questions.

6-10. Favorite amusement of a group of children to sit uuder the
trees and listen to the leaves tell stories.

The animism of childhood, which makes even the use of

language possible between the child and the tree, surpasses

even that of primitive peoples in the completeness with which
the objects of nature are endowed with htiman attributes.

Though animate nature had voices, yet they were rarely

believed to be intelligible to man, except in such cases as the

Greek oracles. It may be that the imagination of the civilized

child is more active than that of the primitive adult, partly,

perhaps, because the stimulus is more varied. But whatever

the cause, the result can be turned to account by teacher and

parent. If living thus close to nature brings the calmness of

life and the sweetness of character, of which the poets tell us,

it is surely worth our efforts to help the children retain their

naive attitude toward their world, by encouraging their direct

contact with nature and by furnishing them with myth and

legend to keep the actual from breaking in too early and too

rudely upon them. Even for ourselves, if we are not too

hopelessly past this stage, it might be a gain to throw off the

artificiality and pettiness of life, and attempt to get back
nearer to the heart of things and into closer harmony with the

universe. Interpret the phrase as you will. To the Brahman
it would mean something like the rest of Nirvana ; to the

every-day Christian, who sees the Creator in His works, it

would be "peace in God;" to the philosopher it might be

the feeling of comfort that he was catching a glimpse of the

meaning of all things. From such moments we should go

back to the world of men bearing some " sweetness and light,"

•which, whatever be our philosophy of life, is a consummation
to be wished.

The belief that living with the trees and the flowers has such

an effect on character is supported b}- the careful observation

of teachers, who are positive in their assurance that the children

who do not believe trees to be alive and iutelligent are the ones

who lack the
'

' finer feelings.
'

' A comparison of sexes as well
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as of ages bears this out. The boy's nature is more apt to

grow coarse than the girl's, and at an earlier age, and it is very
noticeable that boys sooner than girls reach the period when
they are ashamed of their animistic beliefs.

The sense of right and wrong is as evident as the intellectual

endowments of trees. Some children think all trees and flowers

good, but the consensus grants goodness only to those that are

shady, or beautiful, or fruit-bearing, or that offer a protection

to the birds. Those that are bitter, poisonous, prickly, un-
fragrant, or deceitful {c. g., the candock making one believe it

at a distance to be a water-lily), are accounted evil. This is a

strongly utilitarian ethics, but has advanced beyond the egoistic

stage. " Trees that cast no shadows are selfish," and selfish-

ness is bad. This is a morality doubtless which has been al-

ready taught to the child, yet if he be a true representative of
the race, he might in some measure, without instruction from
elders, reach that standard, at the time when his life is epito-

mizing the stage of race-evolution which was no longer charac-

terized bj- the fierce struggle for individual exi.stence, but
showed evidences of the higher struggle for the life of others.

The retribution which follows wrong doing is visited also

upon the trees. Very often " crooked trees are bad ones, and
God made them that wa)' so that no one would love them. "

' In
other cases crooked trees are merely unfortunate, and receive

a great deal of sympathy. This diiference of attitude may be
largeh' due to the child's training, though partly to native

kind-heartedness.

The feelings of reverence and worship in the child's heart

it projects into the trees, finding analogies in the action. To
them

"Nature with folded hands seems there
Kneeling at her evening prayer."^

F., i8. Once said after shower when everything was fresh : "How
bright the flowers and trees are. They are looking up and thanking
God for the rain. Don't you think so? "

F., 17. Thought the dais}- was praj'ing when it had its petals folded
seemingly under its chin.

F., II. Thinks God comes into the trees at times, out of the clouds
when they touch the tree tops. All zvhite flowers are angels.

M., 9. Wondered if the spirits of trees went to heaven.
M. The trees sing to the moon and stars.

F., 19. Flowers and leaves opened at night when they were kissed
by the moon, which took all their tiredness away, and made them
bright and happy.

• Among primitive myths it is common to find one in which the evil

spirit made ugly and distorted trees while the great spirit was sleeping.
- Longfellow.
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Social feelings and even conventionalities are not forgotten

by the trees. They put on new dresses by changing color, get

their dresses wet when it rains, put on green dresses because

glad the birds are coming to build nests in branches, are

ashamed when the leaves drop off.

The aflfection which children bestow upon the trees has been

observed by every one, and need only be briefly sampled here

:

M., 3. Can't pass a tree in his -n-alks without putting his arms
around it.

F. AVhen 6 had been awa^' for long visit, and when returning was
so glad to see the big maples that she ran to each and hugged it,

telling it how glad she was to see it again. Thought they, too, must
have missed her, and been glad of her return.

F., 2. Used often to hug an old oak in the j-ard.

F., iS. When a child coming from play in the hot sun, would throw
•herself under the fine old tree in the 3-ard and say, "you are a dear
old tree for making it so cool here," and then jump up and give it an
impetuous hug.

F., 6. When seen with her arms around a tree was told not to hurt
it ; said, " I wasn't hurting it ; I was only loving it because it had no
friends to play with and talk to."

This emotional expression, which is so genuine and unre-

strained in childhood, assumes that the tree has the same
feelings as the child is expressing toward it, and shows this

side of the companionship to be as close as that in the realm of

intellect and will. This thought, which the child carries

through consistently, that nature is instinct with life and
intelligence, with emotions and volitions, is more inspiring, it

would seem, than the later mechanical conception of inert

matter. Not that the child-consciousness need be a copy of

the primitive mind, in which animistic conceptions were
usuallj- connected with many revolting ceremonies. These
were not the result of animism. // accompanies undeveloped

intellect ; the grossness of the savage customs were the result

of undeveloped morals. But intelligence and morality do not

var\^ in direct ratio. A commendation of the results of an
animistic conception of nature, therefore, does not involve an
approval of the social life of savagerj'. Conditions are widely

different for the child and for the early races of men, and not

the least of these differences is that the child has leaders who
can correct anj^ tendencies to vice.

The assumption that practically all children believe trees to

posse.ss a psj-chic life similar to their own, may be questioned

on the ground that only those who had such beliefs would
reply to the questions circulated. But in point of fact teachers

usually sent returns from all the members of their classes,

regardless of the children's attitude toward the questions.

Teachers, too, who have not sent individual returns report

that of large classes of young children, every one thinks trees
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to be " alive and able to feel and talk and love.
'

' Evidence is

unquestioned, also, that such ideas have never been suggested

to them. In homes, and indeed in whole neighborhoods,
where the parents' lives, knowing little but daily drudgery,

are hard and unpoetic in the last degree, the children have the

same attitude toward the trees and flowers as in cultured

homes, though the expression of such feeling would be met
with but little encouragement. Under such conditions these

feelings are more quickly smothered than though they could
breathe an atmosphere of refinement and poetic appreciation.

The wide interests opened up to childhood by giving trees

and flowers p.sychic life, and the depth and range of sj'rapathy

thus made not only possible but actual, as these returns show,
place within reach of teacher and parent immense possibilities,

in the line of the child's social and moral development ; and an
education which crowds out such feelings, or allows them to

atrophy from disuse, is to be seriously questioned.

The influence of a great expanse of wood is distinct and
peculiar. The feeling is described as one of awe, reverence,

solemnity, and often a sense of peace. Children speak in

hushed tones, walk as .softly as possible, and even unconsciously
restrain their breathing. The feeling of reverence is shown by
such replies as

:

M., ig. Ever since childhood entering a forest had a soothing in-

fluence. The denser the forest the more satisfied was he.
F., 17. Hushed and awed, and felt the peace that seemed to abide

there. When in a deep forest feels as if she were a little thing in a
great big world.

F., 6. Coming to deep woods dropped voice to a whisper, though
previously talking quite loudly ; when asked why, said " It feels like
church."

F., 17. "A sweet sadness in forests that turned my thoughts toward
God. Felt that I must be good there."
M., 4. When taken to park, after looking around at the trees and

flowers asked if they might not sing "God is love."

In open fields the feeling is quite the opposite— one of exul-

tant freedom. There is no restraint on feeling, and its expression

is often the most boisterous. Children and even older boys and
girls sa3' they never felt .so free as when in the fields ; they like

to run and tumble on the grass with perfect abandon, are al-

ways free to laugh and talk as much as they please, nothing is

too loud there ; even severe and dignified old men romp like

little boys.

In fine gardens children enjoy the sight of the flowers, but
have an " unfree " feeling. This, however, is chieflj' the result

of prohibitions regarding the flowers, and has not at all the

same cause as the feelings inspired by the forest. The restraint
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of the garden is artificial and the result of training, that of the

forest is natural and the result of an instinct which grew up
through manj- generations of forest life. We have sometimes

been told that the impressive solemnity of the forest, which is

illustrated b\- the children's feelings here recorded, was the

cause of the ancients peopling the trees with spirits. But does

not such an explanation begin at the wrong end? What is the

cause of the solemnity ? Why should the trees, merely as nat-

ural objects, cause such an awe? They may be beautiful and
stately, they maj' be useful for shelter or shade, but a contem-

plation of them from these points of view would awaken no
feelings of reverence. Nor would silence alone, nor the sub-

dued light of the forest, bring the feelings of worship that are

inspired at such a time. Darkness and quietude ma}' cause

fear but not reverence. At least after thej' have been allowed

their full influence, there is still a residuum. If, then, ex-

ternal circumstances do not fully explain the feeling, the cause,

or a part of it, must be elsewhere sought. We alreadj' have
the clue. If the individual is recapitulating the historj' of the

race, and if the race has passed through a very long period in

which trees were worshipped and regarded as protecting spirits,

then it is quite natural that there should linger, in the child,

traces of a similar attitude toward the trees. Instead, therefore,

of the forest being peopled with gods because of its mysterious

impressiveness, it is mysteriously impressive because of having
been formerly peopled by the gods, in the imagination of prim-

itive man. Through the period of a few thousand generations

during which the surest means of safety from enemies was
flight into the trees, there would gradually grow up in the race

an instinctive feeling toward the trees as natural protectors.

Is not this feeling of dependence the verj' essence of religion ?

—

or at least the origin of it, for we may not choose to call it

religion until it takes a more definite shape as trust 171 a being,

or beings, who are believed to be powerful. Even as low down
in the mental scale as the apes there doubtless is this feeling of

safety, and an association of it with the tree; and, certainly,

less developed intellect than the lowest races of mankind now
possess would be sufficient for the harboring of thoughts toward
the trees as beings strong enough to protect against enemies,

and consequently sufficient for the beginnings of the same trust

and humilitj- which constitute the truest reverence in the high-

est races of to-day's civilization. Such an instinct, growing
stronger for manj- centuries, and still in vigorous life among
primitive tree-worshipping peoples, would of course show strong

traces of survival, even in the most advanced races, and as a

matter of fact the forest still has its influence over us in adult

daj's.
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If the tree-worshipping period was preceded, as already sug-
gested in the section on tree-spirits, bj' a time in which even
the beginnings of reverence were not possible,—a mere animal
stage of development in which fear was the dominant emotion,
and the forest was looked upon as only a place where wild
beasts lurked,—we ought to find ontogenetic evidence of this.

And many of the younger children do speak only of a feeling of
fear, even when they are accompanied by their elders and the
woods are known to harbor no wild animals. This feeling of
fear decreases with age, as that of reverence grows—suggesting
again that the race did pass through such stages in its relig-

ious evolution, though, of course, the reverence in its purest
form still contains elements of f^ar.

The religious feeling here shown is not to be disregarded by
the teacher. Children all too soon, in our present society,

reach the persistently self-conscious stage, and this develops
into our chronically homocentric attitude. If we believe this

to be too narrow, here is our opportunit}- to broaden it. The
feeling of reverence takes us out of self toward the infinite, and
this g-reaie7is life. Littlenesses are left behind ; there is no room
here for sham. Whatever may be our particular beliefs the
elements of religious feeling are the same, and they are present
in such experiences, and give all subsequent life a greater
meaning.

In addition to having particular trees to which they are
devoted, .and which frequently have a very special associational

value, children usually have a favorite species of tree. The
maple, pine and oak, are regarded with the greatest favor.

The reasons for choices are various : some of them testhetic,

some practical, others purely animistic. Calling tallness, state-

liness, gracefulness, evergreenness, beauty of leaves, rich col-

oring, etc., aesthetic qualities ; making shade and fruit practi-

cal considerations ; and classing all implied personifications

—

the bold strength of the oak, the tender .sympathy of the pine,

the sweet pathos of the willow—as animistic ; we should prob-
ably find that aesthetic considerations lead, in the determina-
tion of favorite trees. The animistic conceptions, however, are

more fundamental, and of wider range, even if not so fre-

quently advanced as a reason for favoritism. Young children,

moreover, are not able to analyze their likes and dislikes, and
too much dependence is not to be placed in their replies on this

point. Even if what they say can be accepted, what they
leave unsaid cannot be determined. The young children, for

instance, more frequently speak of the beauty or prettiness of
the trees, while the older ones oftener mention the stateliness.

We cannot conclude that therefore the young children have no
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feeling of sublimity. The expression of it might be quite be-

yond their power. With them the practical considerations

are most easily expressed, and very frequently a tree is disliked

because it bears no fruit. Boys sometimes dislike the pine-

tree's "whine" and the "crying" of the willow. They are

not so animistic and full of sentiment as the girls. There is

probably in this a suggestion that the female mind, like the

body, is more of a race-t\-pe than the male. It is true, also,

that the boys' surroundings and work are likely to be more
sternl}' practical than the girls'.

The frequent emotional characteristics attributed to trees, in

cases where such attributes could hardly have been learned

from an older person, suggest the appropriateness of plant

language, and remind us of the universal u.se by man of " flow-

ers for their charactery." Much of the symbolism of trees

and flowers has a natural relation to some quality of the tree

or flower—as the drooping willow expressing mourning, the

clinging ivy as an emblem of fidelity, the trembling aspen as a

type of fear, the whiteness of the lily suggesting purity. Not
unfrequently, however, without any natural connection, some
incident forms an association which is never lost ; as in the

case of the juniper representing protection, from Elijah's having
been sheltered by it in his flight from Ahab ; the sycamore
denoting curiosity since the time of Zacchaeus ; the olive as an
emblem of peace, having been given to Judith when she restored

peace to the Israelites, or possibly because of its connection

with the oak ; the linden denoting conjugal love, through its

association with Philemon and Baucis ; the rose as the univer-

sal symbol of love, connected with the story of Venus and
Adonis. Sometimes a symbolic meaning is attached to a flower

through a mere accident of language, as pansies, from the

French pensees, thoughts.

The oak is about the only tree which is disliked by no one,

so far as the children's verdict goes. It is admired for the

beauty of its leaves, for its boldness, strength and noble bearing.

The child's feelings may contain the suggestion of a reason

why the oak, of all trees, held the most sacred place in earlier

civilizations. It would be regarded as the most powerful spirit,

with no unpleasant characteristics to detract from the feelings

of reverence which it inspired.

The moral effect of the trees is worth emphasizing once more.
Ruskin puts it strongly- :

'

' No one can be far wrong in either

temper of mind or way of life^who loves the trees enough,"
and Longfellow says

" The silent majest}' of these deep woods ....
Shall uplift thy thoughts from earth

;

As to the sunshine and the pure, bright air

Their tops the green trees lift."
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IX.

The Tree in Poetry.

The personificatiou of nature, so common and even so

essential in poetrj', is onlj" a modernized form of animism, with
some of the literahiess removed from the meaning of the

language. A century ago, when the relation between man
and nature was less intimate than now, the nature-literature

was artificial and lacked genuineness. The present poetic

feeling of being "with nature's heart in tune," is well illus-

trated in Thoreau's companionship with her: "Every little

pine needle expanded and swelled with sympath}', and
befriended me. I was. so distinctly' made aware of the presence

of something kindred to me, even in scenes which we are
accustomed to call wild and dreary, and also that the nearest

of blood to me, and humanest, was not a person nor a villager,

that I thought no place could ever be strange to me again.

. . . Why should I be lonely ? Is not our planet in the

Milky Way?"' Here is the beginning of that feeling of one-

ness with the universe which is in the very essence of great

poetry. The influence of this feeling is none the less real

because it cannot be expressed and only vagueh^ suggested.

It is, in fact, because of the depth of this feeling that expres-

sion fails.

"There is a pleasure in the pathless woods,
There is a rapture on the lonely shore ....
To mingle with the universe and feel

What I can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal."^

" Man is a part of creation and finds his own moral harmony in that
of the universe. One must feel either love or religion in order to
appreciate nature.'"

" I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts Therefore am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods
And mountains ; . . . . well pleased to recognize
In nature and the language of the sense
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being."*

This feeling of affinity with nature has often taken definite

shape in the metaphysical thought that if the smallest part ot

nature could be fully understood it would furnish a key to the

secret of the universe :

" To see a world in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower."*

' lValde}i, London, 1S86, pp. 130-1.
^ Byron. ^ Madame de Stael. •• Wordsworth. ^ Blake.
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"Little flower—if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is."'

The vague longing after the infinite, which the presence and
companionship of nature brings to the heart, becomes a striving

upward, a spiritual aspiration away from the narrowness of

the actual. Even if we did not need the trees to warm our
bodies, we should need them to warm our souls, says Dr.

Bauer.

"Welcome, ye shades! Ye bowery thickets, hail !

Ye lofty pines ! ye venerable oaks !

Ye ashes wild ! resounding o'er the steep

;

Delicious is your shelter to the soul."^

" Go forth under the open sky, and list

To nature's teachings. "3

" There is a serene and settled majesty in woodland scenery, that
enters into the soul, and delights and elevates it, and fills it with
noble inclinations." ^

"The tremendous unity of the pine absorbs and moulds the life of
a race. . . . Whatever elements of imagination, or of warrior
strength, or of domestic justice, were brought down by the Norwe-
gian and the Goth against the dissoluteness or degradation of the
south of Europe, were taught them under the green roofs and wild
penetralia of the pine."*

To the Christian poet the upward leading of nature is a lead-

ing toward God :

" The meanest floweret of the vale.

The simplest note that swells the gale,

The common sun, the air, the skies,

To him are opening Paradise."^

" There is a lesson in each flower,

A story in each tree and bower ;

In every herb on which we tread
Are written words, which, rightly read,
Will lead us from earth's fragrant sod
To hope, and holiness, and God."'

"There lives and works
A soul in all things, and that soul is God. . . .

Nature is but a name for an effect,

Whose cause is God. . . . not a flower.

But shows some touch in freckle, streak or stain

Of His unrivalled pencil."^

' Tennyson.
^ Thomson.
* Bryant.
* Irving.
* Ruskin.
« Gray.
'Cunningham.
' Cowper.

IX-34
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As a result of this nearness to the heart of nature there comes
a soothing from care, a rest from the dust and the heat of the

common-place day, an elevation of soul above trivialities, a noble

purity born of great thoughts :
" Children need, in their inno-

cent up-springing, to have room to get away from the garish

sun, and rest, as upon a mother's bosom, in the twilight silence

of the growing woods.
'

'

"There is a quiet spirit in these woods
That dwells where'er the gentle south wind blows."'

" As the leaves of the trees are said to absorb all noxious qualities

of the air and to breathe forth a purer atmosphere, so it seems to me
as if they drew from us all sordid and angrj' passions and breathed
forth peace and philanthropy. There is something nobly simple and
pure in a taste for the cultivation of forest trees. It argues a sweet
and generous nature."

-

" The presence of the love of nature is an invariable sign of good-
ness of heart and justness of moral perception ; wherever the feeling
exists it acts for good on the character to which it belongs."^

"The loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness, and may possibly

be injurious to the intellect, and more probably to the moral character
by enfeebling the emotional part of our nature."^

These quotations are selected merely to illustrate, in a general

waj', the poets' feelings toward nature. The prose selections

are poetic in spirit if not in form. The thesis is, that the poets,

like the children, live close to nature and take her seriously,

as a companion, capable of giving and receiving sympathy.
This grows into the larger spirit of companionship with the

universe, which calls forth the highest in the soul and gives a

sense of harmonj' which is the deepest religious feeling and
which produces a restfulness that is, or is akin to, the

"peace of God, which passeth all understanding." It has
already been suggested that the reason of this close relation

between nature and spirit is to be found far back in primitive

times when trees were worshipped as powerful and protecting

spirits.

It remains to express my obligations to President Hall for

the suggestion of this problem, for the ttse of the children's

replies previously collected, and for much sympathj* and en-

cotiragement throughout. To other members of the Clark
Facult}' also I am indebted for valuable references to literature.

' Longfellow.
^ Irving.
' Ruskin.
* Darwin.



THE DYNAMOGENIC FACTORS IX PACEMAKIXG
AND COMPETITION.

By Norman Triplett, Indiana University.

This paper gives some facts resulting from a stud}^ in dynam-
ogenic stimulation carried on in the Psychological Laboratory

of Indiana University and their application to explain the

subject of Pacemaking and Competition.

The work has been done under the direction of Dr. W. L.

Bryan and Dr. J. A. Bergstrom, to both of whom I am greatly

indebted for the help rendered throughout its progress.

A copy of the ofEcial bicycle records made up to the close of

the season of 1S97 "^'^s obtained from the Racing Board of the

League of American Wheelmen, and from these records certain

facts are given, which, with the help of the chart showing the

times made for certain distances by professionals in the three

kinds of races principally dealt with, will make clearer the

discussion following. The lower cun-e of the chart represents

the record for the distances given in the unpaced efforts against

time. The middle curve the paced race against time, and the

upper cur\-e the best time made in competition races with

pacemaker.
The definition of thesejaces may be given as follows : The

unpaced race against time is an effort by a single individual

to lower the established record. No pacemaker is used ; the

onlj' stimulation of the rider being the idea of reducing his

own or some other man's former time. The paced race against

time is also a single effort to make a record. It differs only in

the fact that a swift miilticycle, such as a tandem or '

' quod '

'

'

' makes the. pace '

' for the rider. If he has well trained

pacers and is skillful in changing crews as they come on, so as

to avoid losing speed, the paced man may reduce the mark for

the distance ridden. The two kinds of efforts described are

not reallj' races but are called so for convenience. Both are

run -with a flying start.

The third or paced competition race is a real race. Here,

besides keeping up with the pacemaker, is the added element

of beating the other contestants. No records are given for the

unpaced competition race. This race will, however, be

referred to in the course of this paper. It is often called a
'

' loafing
'

' race from the fact that the riders hang back and
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trj' to make pacemakers of each other, well knowing that a

contestant starting out to make the pace can not win.

Value to be Given These Records.

In presenting these records it is with the feeling that they
have almost the force of a scientific experiment. There are,

it is computed, over 2,000 racing wheelmen, all ambitious to

make records. The figures as they stand to-day have been
evolved from numberless contests, a few men making records
which soon fall to some of the host who are pressing closely

behind. Reductions now made, however, are in general
small in amount. Were all the men engaged in racing to

make an effort to reduce the time in the kinds of races named,
it is probable that the records alreadj- made would stand or be
but very little reduced while the present leaders and their

closest competitors would again assert their superiority, each
in his own style of race. Regarding the faster time of tlie

paced races, as derived from the records, it maj- be asked
whether the difference is due to pacing or to the kind of men
who take part ; and whether the argument ascribing the
difierence noted to pacing or competition should have less

validity from the fact that different men hold the records in

the different races. Men fast at one kind of racing are found
to be comparatively slow at another. It is for this reason,

perhaps, that Michael refuses to meet any one in an unpaced
contest. The racer finds by experience that race in which he
is best fitted to excel and specializes in that. The difference

in time, therefore, between the paced and unpaced race, as

shown by the records, is a measure of the difference between
the experts in the two classes of racers. It seems probable
that the same amount of difference exists relatively between
the averages of the classes they represent. A striking practi-

cal proof that the difi^erence between the paced and unpaced
trials noted in the records is due to pacing, is found in the

paced and unpaced time of some individual racers, given later,

in which the difference in time corresponds closely to that of

the records. The fact ma}' be mentioned, too, that wheelmen
themselves generally regard the value of a pace to be from 20

to 30 seconds in the mile.

Discussion of Records.

Since the records of unpaced efforts against time, shown on
the lower curve of the chart, are given only to 25 miles, com-
parisons with the other races are made for the same distance.

As is readily seen the time made here is much slower than
in the paced race against time. The various factors advanced
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in explanation are given in detail in the following pages but
the fact itself deserves attention at this point.

It has been stated that the \'alue of a pace is believed by
racing men to be worth to the racer from 20 to 30 seconds in

the mile, depending on the individual. The difference between
the paced and unpaced race against time is, it is seen from these

figures, somewhat greater.

Average time Gain over Gain per cent. Gain per cent,
per mile. uupaced. over unpaced. competition

over paced.
Min. Sec. Sec.

25 miles unpaced against time, 2 29.9
' ' paced •• " I 55.5 34.4 22.9
" " paced competition, i 50.35 39.55 26.4 3.5

The paced record from the 3rd to the loth mile inclusive, is

held by Michael. His average gain per mile over Senn, the un-
paced champion, is 34 seconds. From the i ith mile upward, a

different man, Lesna, holds the paced records. Evidently the

pace is not worth so much to him for his average gain per mile

is only 29.7 .seconds, and a portion of this apparent gain is

really due to the increasing exhaustion of the unpaced man,
Senn.
That the ability to follow a pace varies with the individ-

ual is well known. As a rule the rider who is fast with a pace
is slow without it,— and the converse is believed to be true.

This is the reason why the same man can never hold records

in both paced and unpaced races. Walter Sanger is one of the

fastest unpaced riders on the track, but he can ride only a few
seconds better with the verj' best pacemakers, while Michael,

whose ability as a "waiter" is almost niar\-ellous, would fall

a comparatively easy victim, his rivals think, in an unpaced
race. Success in paced racing presupposes a well trained force

of pacers. The last named rider has confessedlj- enjoyed
greater advantages than his competitors in this respect.

The regularity with which he rides is .seen in his paced record

from 3 to 10 miles. His average rate for these 8 miles was i

min. 53 sec. with a mean variation of le.ss than .8 second.

Other evidences of the constancy of the gain from a pace may
be seen through all the records, the time for

20 miles professional, unpaced is

25
" " paced "

20 " amateur, unpaced "

25
" " paced "

80 " professional, unpaced "

100 " " paced "

Showing in these cases a gain in favor of the pace of practi-

cally 25% . However, ratios between records made by different

men, even though they are the product of many riders and
entitled to great consideration, have not the ab-solute certainty

49 min. 20 sec.

49 " 8.4"
52

"
17 "

51 "
3hr. 54 "

57-2
"

53 "

3 " 52
"

14 "
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that the paced and unpaced time of the same man would have.
Data on this point is difficult to obtain, however, as trackmen
seldom follow both kinds of racing but specialize in that for

which they are best fitted. The best times for one mile of two
prominent racers who are good at both games have, however,
been secured and are here given.

Arthur Gardiner, one mile, unpaced, 2 min. 3.8 sec.
" " " " paced by 2 quods, i " 39.6

"

Earle Kiser, " " unpaced, 2 " 10 "
" " " paced, I " 42 "

The gain, in the case of the first, of the paced over the
unpaced, is 24.2 seconds, nearly 20 per cent. The second gains
28 seconds, nearly 22 per cent., or within nine-tenths of one
per cent, of the difference between the official paced and un-
paced records made b}- difierent men.

Dr. E. B. Turner, F. R. C. S., England, in 1889, began a
scientific study of the Physiology of Pacing and Waiting
races, lasting over three years. He was a racing man himself
and in his investigations made many tests on himself and
others. Some figures showing the diflference in time made by
him at diflferent distances, paced and unpaced, are given. In
comparing them with the records of to-day it must be remem-
bered that the wheel then used was heavy and fitted with
cushion tires so that the time made in trials is slow as com-
pared with the time made with the modern pneumatic wheel,
and in consequence the value of the pace expressed in per
cent., appears small. It is seen that as between distances
paced and unpaced, his average gain per mile for the different

trials varies all the way from 11.8 seconds to 20 seconds.
The upper curve of the chart shows the records made in

paced competition races. Here, besides beating the record,

the racer is intent on defeating his rivals. This race is started
from the tape and in consequence is slightly slower for the
first two or three miles than the time in the paced race against
time with flying start. Thereafter the better time made
witnesses to the power and lasting eSect of the competitive
stimulus. For 25 miles the time in this race averages 5.15
seconds per mile, or 3.5 per cent, faster than the paced race
against time. From the 3rd to the loth mile the same man,
Michael,' holds the record in both races. His time in the
competition miles averages over 5 seconds faster than his

I Since this article was written Michael's time in paced competi-
tion racing has been lowered. On June 17, 1898, E. A. McDuffie in
his race with Taylor broke all records up to 30 miles. His time was
55:09 1-5, which is I min. 23 4-5 seconds faster than Michael's time
for that distance. This increases the gain over the paced race against
time to S seconds per mile.
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paced miles against time. The fact that the same racing

crews were used in both races suggests that in the latter race

they also were responsi\re to the competition stimulus.

In his treatise on the "Physiology of Waiting and Pace-

making in Speed Competitions," Dr. Turner asserts that the
causes operating to produce the differences noted between
paced and unpaced races are directly due to the physiological

effects of bodily and mental exercise. Stated briefly : the
man who in a given distance does the greater amount of mus-
cular work burns up the greater amount of tissue and in

consequence his blood is more loaded with waste products
and he excretes more urea and uric acid than the man who
does a less amount in the same time. This excretion of
nitrogenous products as shown by his experiments is directly

proportional to the amount of work done. The blood, sur-

charged with the poisonous matter, benumbs the brain and
diminishes its power to direct and stimulate the muscles,

and the muscles themselves, bathed by the impure blood, lose

largely' their contractile power. He asserts further, that

phosphoric acid is the principal product of brain work, and
that carbonic acid, lactic acid and uric acid are excreted in

greater quantities during brain work. Therefore, the man
racing under conditions to produce brain worry will be most
severely distres.sed.

The production of phosphoric acid by brain work is, how-
ever, in dispute. Some observers have found the phosphates
diminished, whilst others have found them pre.sent in larger

quantities during intellectual labor. As James says it is a
hard problem from the fact that the only gauge of the amount
is that obtained in excretions which represent other organs as

well as the brain. Dr. Turner's tables of results bear him
out, however, in the assertion that a less amount of waste
matter was excreted on days when little or no exercise was
taken, a greater amount when pacers were used, and the great-

est amount when he made his own pace.

Basing his position on these physiological facts he states his

thesis thus :

'

' Given two men of equal calibre, properly
trained and racing on a fair course, it is impossible (bar falls

and similar accidents) for one of them to lead, make fast run-

ning and win the race ; and the easier the track, the lighter

and better the machines ridden, and the faster the time of the
race—the longer the distance b}" which the one following will

win." This is known by everj' rider and accounts for the
"loafing" in unpaced competition races, as no man, unless
decidedly superior to his competitors, dares to set the pace.
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Theories Accounting for the Faster Time of Paced
AND Competition Races.

Of the seven or eight not whollj' distinct theories which
have been advanced to account for the faster time made in

paced as compared with unpaced competitive races and paced
races against time as against nnpaced races against time, a
number need only be stated very briefly. Thej^ are grouped
according to their nature and first are given two mechanical
theories.

Suction Theory.

Those holding to this as the explanation assert that the
vacuum left behind the pacing niachine draws the rider follow-

ing, along with it. Anderson's ride of a mile a minute at

Roodhouse, 111., with the locomotive as pacemaker, is the
strongest argument in its favor. Those maintaining this

theory believe that the racer paced by a tandem is at a dis-

advantage as compared with the racer paced by a quod or a
larger machine, as the suction exerted is not so powerful.

The vSheeter Theory.

This is closely related to the foregoing. Dr. Turner accepts

it as a partial explanation of the aid to be gained from a pace,

holding that the pacemaker or the leading competitor .serves as a
shelter from the wind, and that "a much greater amount of
exertion, purely muscular, is required from a man to drive a
machine when he is leading than when he is following, on ac-

count of the resistance of the air, and the greater the amount
of wind blowing the greater the exertion, and conversely, the
greater the sheltar obtained the less the exertion."

This is the theory held, in general, by racers themselves.

One of the champion riders of the country recently expressed
this common view in a letter, as follows: "It is true that

some very strong unpaced riders do not have any sort of suc-

cess in paced racing. The only reason I can give for this is just

simply that they have not studied the way to follow pace so

as to be shielded from the wind. No matter which way it

blows there is always a place where the man following pace
can be out of the wind."

Encouragement Theory.

The presence of a friend on the pacing machine to encourage
and keep up the spirits of the rider is claimed to be of great

help. The mental disposition has been long knoviTi to be of
importance in racing as in other cases where energy is ex-
pended. It is still as true as in Virgil's time that the winners
"can because they think they can."
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The Brain Worry Theory.

This tlieon- shows wh}- it is difficult for the leader in an iin-

paced competition race to win. For "a much greater amount
of brain worrj- is incurred bj' making the pace than by wait-

ing" (following). The man leading "is in a fidget the whole
time whether he is going fast enough to exhaust his adversarj- ;

he is full of •worrj' as to when that adversary- means to com-
mence his spurt ; his nervous system is generalh^ strung up,
and at concert pitch, and his muscular and ner\-ous efforts act
and react on each other, producing an everincreasing exhaus-
tion, which both dulls the impulse-giving power of the brain
and the impulse-receiving or contractile power of the muscles."

Theory of Hypnotic Suggestions.

A curious theory-, lately advanced, suggests the possibility

that the strained attention given to the revolving w'heel of the
pacing machine in front produces a sort of hypnotism and that

the accompanj'ing muscular exaltation is the secret of the en-

durance shown by some long distance riders in paced races.

Notice that Michael was able to make the last mile of his great

30 mile competition race the fastest of all and one of the fastest

ever ridden.

The Automatic Theory.

This is also a factor which favors the waiting rider, and gives
him a marked advantage. The leader, as has been noted, must
use his brain to direct even.- movement of his muscles. As he
becomes more distressed it requires a more intense exertion of
will power to force his machine through the resisting air. On
the other hand, the "waiter" rides automatical^. He has
nothing to do but hang on. "His brain having inaugurated
the movement leaves it to the spinal cord to continue it and
only resumes its functions when a change of direction or speed
is necessar5'."—(Lagrange.) When he comes to the final

spurt, his brain, assuming control again, imparts to the muscles
a -u-inning stimulus, while the continued brain work of the
leader has brought great fatigue.

These facts seem to have a large foundation in truth. The
lesser amount of fatigue incurred in paced trials is a matter of
general knowledge. It is a common experience w^th wheel-
men, and within that of the writer, that when following a lead
on a long ride the feeling of automatic action becomes very
pronounced, giving the sensation of a strong force pushing
from behind. Of course the greater the distance ridden the
more apparent becomes the saving in energy from automatic
riding, as time is required to establish the movement. It may
be remembered, in this connection, that while the average gain
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of the paced over the uupaced record is 34.4 seconds, the dif-

ference between them for the first mile is only 23.8 seconds.

As between the pacer and the paced, every advantage seems
to rest with the latter. The two mechanical factors of suction

and .shelter, .so far as the}' are involved, assist the rider who
follows. So the psychological theories, the .stimulation from
encouragement, the peculiar power induced bj- hypnotism, and
the staying qualities of automatic action, ifofhelpat all, directly

benefit the paced rider. The element of disadvantage induced
by brain action, on the contrary, belongs more especiallj' to

the rider who leads.

The Dyn.\mogenic Factors.

The remaining factors to be discussed are those which the
experiments on competition, detailed in the second part hereof,

attempt to explain. No effort is made to weaken the force of
the foregoing factors in accounting for the better time of paced
races in comparison with unpaced races of the same type, but
the facts of this study are given to throw whatever additional

light the}' may.
This theory of competition holds that the bodily presence of

another rider is a stimulus to the racer in arou.sing the com-
petitive instinct ; that another can thus be the means of releas-

ing or freeing ner\'ous energy for him that he cannot of

himself release ; and, further, that the sight of movement in

that other by perhaps suggesting a higher rate of speed, is

also an inspiration to greater effort. These are the factors that

had their counterpart in the experimental study following

;

and it is along these lines that the facts determined are to find

their interpretation.

Other Forms of Racing.

A few brief statements, mostly quoted from Dr. Turner's
treatise, are given to show the value of a pacemaker in other

forms of racing :
" Foot racing differs from cycle racing in that

it involves a much greater muscular effort. At each stride the

whole body must be lifted and projected seven feet or more. The
exertion is much the same whether the competitor makes his

own pace or follows." So the " leader" and " waiter" com-
mence their final .spurt under more equal conditions than those

which obtain in a cycle race, and a much smaller degree of

superiority in the leading man enables him to run the spurt

out of his opponent and win.

In ice skating the conditions are closely similar to those in

wheel races, and a pacemaker is of nearl}' as much u.se as on
the cycle track.

In a boat race the crews do not wait behind each other, but
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Struggle for the lead, and when they have obtained it "wait
in front." The reasons for this are good :

(i) If a boat be clear in front it may take its opponent's
water and wash it.

(2) The crew leading can see the others and regulate its

pace accordingly.

(3) The actual physical labor involved in propelling a boat

is very great, and therefore the laws of exercise already treated

of apply.

(4) The length of a racing eight is 50 feet or more, and
the time necessary- to pass is too great to permit of waiting.

For similar reasons there is not the slightest advantage in

waiting in a swimming race.

In horse racing a pacemaker is of use, but is not the over-

whelming advantage it is in cycle racing. A good horse can
run out an inferior, just as a good man can on foot ; but in big
races a stable companion is generally started to make running,
when the favorite is a good stayer, in order that he may have
a fast run race, without being put to the disadvantage of him
self making the pace. This is especially true of distance

races.

Kolb, from his study of the respiration and pulse curv^es

resulting from a maximum effort in the various kinds of races,

asserts that in cycling and skating, where great speed is at-

tained by the use of special groups of muscles, it is the pulse
rate that is largely increased, while in boat racing, running,
wrestling and heavy gymna.stics, the respiration is chiefly

affected. If this claim is established it may furnish a reason
why the pacemaker or competitor has greatest value in c}-cle

and skating races. In these, where the ratio between power
and speed is high, the outflow of nervous energy necessary in

spurting has large expression. In the other class, while the
energy made available by the competitive instinct, is probably
the same, it is limited in its results by the respiratory need.

PART II.

From the laboratory competitions to be described, abstraction
was made of nearly all the forces above outlined. In the 40
seconds the average trial lasted, no shelter from the wind was
required, nor was any suction exerted, the only brain worry
incident was that of maintaining a sufliciently high rate of
speed to defeat the competitors. From the shortness of the
time and nature of the case, generally, it is doubtful if any
automatic movements could be established. On the other hand,
the effort was intensely voluntary. It may be likened to the 100
yard dash— a sprint from beginning to end.
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Description of Apparatus.

The apparatus for this study consisted of two fishing reels

whose cranks turned in circles of one and three-fourths inches
diameter. These were arranged on a Y shaped frame work
clamped to the top of a heavj' table, as shown in the cut. The
sides of this frame work were spread sufficiently far apart to

permit of two persons turning side by side. Bands of twisted

silk cord raii over the well lacquered axes of the reels and were
supported at C and D, two meters distant, by two small pulleys.

The records were taken from the course A D. The other course
B C being used merely for pacing or competition purposes.

The wheel on the side from which the records were taken com-
municated the movement made to a recorder, the .stylus of
which traced a cur\'e on the drum of a kymograph. The direc-

tion of this curve corresponded to the rate of turning, as the
greater the speed the shorter and straighter the resulting line.

Method of Conducting the Experiment.

A subject taking the experiment was required to practice

turning the reel until he had become accustomed to the machine.
After a short period of rest the different trials were made with
five-minute intervals between to obviate the possible effects of
fatigue.

A trial consisted in turning the reel at the highest rate of
speed until a small flag sewed to the silk band had made four
circuits of the four-meter course. The time of the trial was
taken by means of a stop-watch. The direction of the cun-es
made on the drum likewise furnished graphic indications of
the difference in time made between trials.

Limits of Error.

Frequent trials of the machinery showed verj* small errors.

In each regular trial the flag travelled i6 meters. For ten test

trials the average number of turns of the reel necessary to send
it over this course was found to be 149.87, with a mean varia-

tion of .15, showing that the silk band did not slip to an)- ap-

preciable extent. If 40 .seconds be taken as the average time
of a trial (which is not far wrong), .15 of a turn will be made
in .04 second.

Care was also exercised to have the kj-mograph maintain, so

far as possible, a uniform rate of turning. When full}' wound
up it would run for nearlj- three hours. The actual running
time in taking the six trials of a subject was about 4 minutes,
or 40 seconds per trial. In testing, the drum was rota-

ted during 4 minutes. The time necessary to repeat this

amount of rotation was foimd, by trials, to be 4 minutes and
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3 seconds, thus showing a retardation in each trial of about
one-eightieth of the former trial as shown on the drum. The
direct time of trials was taken with a stop-watch. It is from
records thus taken that the tables given are composed. The
drum cun'es, however, are important as giving a graphic rep-

resentation of whatever changes occurred during the progress

of the trial. The .stylus, responding immediately to every
change in rate of turning, gives clearly : iudications of the force

of competition, of the effects of adverse stimulation, fatigue,

and other phenomena. The tendency of the retardation of the

drum would be to diminish all these effects by one-eightieth

—

an amount not appreciable to the ej^e.

Statement of Results.

In the course of the work the records of nearly 225 persons
of all ages were taken. However, all the tables given below,
and all statements made, unless otherwi.se .specified, are

based on the records of 40 children taken in the following man-
ner : After the usual preliminaries of practice, six trials were
made bj' each of 20 subjects in this order : fir.st a trial alone,

followed by a trial in competition, then another alone, and
thus alternating through the .six efforts, giving three trials

alone and three in competition. Six trials were taken by 20
other children of about the same age, the order of trials in this

case being the first trial alone, second alone, third a competi-
tion trial, fourth alone, fifth a competition, and sixth alone.

By this scheme, a trial of either .sort, after the finst one, by
either of the two groups, always corresponds to a different trial

by the opposite group. Further, when the subjects of the two
groups come to their fourth and .sixth trials, an equal amount
of practice has been gained by an equal number of trials of the

same kind. This fact should be remembered in any observa-
tion of the time made in trials by any group.

During the taking of the records, and afterwards in working
them over, it was seen that all cases would fall into two cla.sses

:

First. Tho.se stimulated—
1 to make faster time in competition trials,

2 in such a way as to inhibit motion.

Second. The small number who seemed little affected by
the race.

The three tables which follow are made up from the records

of the 40 subjects mentioned. The classification was in gen-

eral determined by the time record as taken by the watch.

The finst table gives the records of 20 subjects who, on the

whole, were stimulated po.sitively. The second table contains

10 records of subjects who were overstimulated. The third

table shows the time of 10 subjects who give slight evidence of

being .stimulated.
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The probable error used in the tables is that for a single ob-

serv^ation: r^^.6-]^^—vy/^"'. Its magnitude is large from the
n—

1

nature of the case. To ascertain how large this should prop-
erly be, the individual differences of the subjects of Group A
in Table I were eliminated in the following manner : The
average of the six trials made by each .subject was taken as

most fairly representing him. With this as a basis the six

trials were reduced to percentages— thus doing away with
peculiarities due to age and disposition. By this means the
probable errors of this group for the six trials in order were
2.57, 1.43, 1. 81, 2.24, I. II, 1.55. A similar reduction should
be made in the probable error of all the tables.

In the tables, A represents a trial alone, C a trial in compe-
tition.

Table I.

Subjects Stimulated Positively.

GROUP .\.

Age. A. c. A. c. A. c.

Violet F. 10 54-4 42.6 45-2 41. 42. 46.

Anna P. 9 67. 57- 55-4 50-4 49- 44.8
Willie H. 12 37-8 38.8 43- 39- 37-2 33-4
Bessie V. II 46.2 41. 39- 30.2 33-6 32-4
Howard C. II 42. 36.4 39- 41. 37-8 34-
Marv M. II 48. 44.8 52. 44.6 43-8 40.

Lois P. II 53- 45-6 44. 40. 40.6 35-8
Inez K. 13 37- 35- 35-8 34- 34- 32.6
Harvey L. 9 49- 42.6 39-6 37.6 36. 35-
Lora F. II 40.4 35- 33- 35- 30.2 29.

Average II 47.48
*

41.88 42.6 39.28 38.42 ,36.3

P. E. 6.1S 4-45 4.6S 3-83 3-74 3-74
Gains 5-6 .72 3-32 .86 2.12

GROUP B.

Age. A. A. c. A. c. A.

Stephen M. 13 51-2 50. 43- 41.8 39-8 41.2*
Marv W. 13 56. 53- 45-8 49-4 45- 43-*
Bertha A. 10 56.2 49- 48. 46.8 41.4 44.4
Clara L. S 52. 44. 46. 45-6 44. 45-2
Helen M. 10 45- 45-6 35-8 46.2 40. 40.

Gracie W. 12 56.6 50. 42. 39- 40.2 41.4
Dona R. 15 34. 37-2 36. 41.4 37- 32.8
Pearl C. 13 43- 43- 40. 40.6 33-8 35-
Clvde G. 13 36. 35- 32.4 33- 31- 35-
Lucile W. 10 52. 50- 43- 44. 38.2 40.2

Average II.

7

48.2 45-68 41.2 42.78 39- 39-82
P. E. 5-6 4- 3-42 3-17 2.S9 2.84
Gains ' 2.52 4.48 1.58 3-78 .82

* Left-handed.

IX-35
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Table II.

Subjects Stimulated Adversely.

GROUP A.

Age. A. C. A. c. A. c.

Jack R. 9 44.2 44. 41.8 48. 44-2 41.

Helen F. •5 44. 51- 43-8 44. 43- 41.2

Emma P. II 38.4 42. 37- 39-6 36.6 32-

Warner J. II 41.6 43-6 43-4 43- 40. .^8-

Genevieve M. 12 36. 36. 32.6 32.8 31-2 34.8

Average 10.4 40.84 43-32 39-72 41.48 39- 37-4
P. E. 2.41 3-57 3-25 3-85 3-55 2-52

GROUP B.

Age. A. A. c. A. c. A.

Hazel M. II 38. 35-8 38.2 37.2 35- 42.

George B. 12 39-2 36. 37-6 34.2 36. .33-8

Marv B. II 50. 46. 43-4 42. 48. 36-8

Carlisle B. 14 37- 35-4 35- 33-4 36-4 31-4

Eddie H. II 31-2 29.2 27.6 27. 26.S 2S.S

Average 11.8 39.08 36.48 36.36 34-76 34.4 34.56
P. E. 4.61 4.07 3-89 3-71 5-33 3-45

Table III.

Subjects little affected by competition.

GROUP A.

Age. A. c. A. C. A. C.

Albert P. 13 29. 28. 27- 29. 27- 28.6

Milfred V. 17 36.4 29. 29.4 30.2 30.2 32.2

Harrv V. 12 32. 32. 32.6 32.6 32.6 31.6
Robt. H. 12 31.4 31-4 32.2 35.4 35. 32-4

John T. II 30.2 30.S 32.8 30.6 32.8 31-8

Average 13 31-8 30.24 30.8 31.56 31-5 31-3
P. E. 1-9 1. 13 I.7I 1-7 2.06 1.05

GROUP B.

Age. A. A. C. A. c. A.

Lela T. 10 45- 37-4 36.8 36. 37-2 38.

Lura L. II 42. 39- 38. 37- 37- .38-

MoUie A. 13 38.
^°-c

28. 30. 30.2 29.6

Anna F. II 35- 31.8 32.4 30. 32. 30.4

Ora R. 14 37-2 30. 29. 27.8 28.4 26.8

Average 11.8 39-44 33-^4 32.84 32.16 32.96 32.16
P. E. 3-11 2.88 3-03 2.7s 2.69 3-71
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The 20 subjects given in Group A and Group B, of Table I,
in nearly all cases make marked reductions in the competition
trials. The averages show large gains in these trials and
small gains or even losses for the succeeding trials alone.
The second trial for Group A is a competition, for Group B a
trial alone. The gain between the first and .second trials of
the first group is 5.6 seconds, between the first and second
trials of the second group, 2.52 seconds. The latter represents
the practice effect—always greatest in the first trials, the
former the element of competition plus the practice. The third
trial in Group A—a trial alone—is .72 seconds slower than
the preceding race trial. The third trial in Group B—

a

competition—is 4. 48 .seconds faster than the preceding trial
alone. The fourth trials in the.se two groups are on an
equality, as regards practice, from an equal number of trials of
the same kind. In the first case the gain over the preceding
trial is 3.32 seconds. In the latter there is a loss of 1.58
seconds from the time of the preceding competition trial. In
like manner there is an equality of conditions in regard to the
sixth trial of these groups, and again the effect of competition
plainly appears, the competition trial gaining 2.12 .seconds,
and the trial alone losing .82 seconds with respect to the pre-
ceding trial. These are decided differences. Curve No. i in
Chart II is a graphical representation of them.
The 10 subjects whose records are given in Table II are of

interest. With them stimulation brought a loss of control.
In one or more of the competition trials of each subject in
this group the time is very much slower than that made in the
preceding trial alone. Most frequently this is true of the first
trial in competition, but with some was characteristic of every
race. In all, 14 of the 25 races run by this group were equal
or slower than the preceding trial alone. This seems to be
brought about in large measure by the mental attitude of the
subject. An intense desire to win, for instance, often result-
ing in over-stimulation. Accompanying phenomena were
labored breathing, flushed faces and a stiffening or contraction
of the muscles of the arm. A number of young children of
from 5 to 9 years, not included in our group of 40, exhibited
the phenomena most strikingly, the rigidity of the arm pre-
venting free movement and in some ca.ses resulting in an almost
total inhibition of movement. The effort to continue turning .

in these cases was by a swaying of the whole body.
This seems a most interesting fact and confirmatory of the

probable order of development of the muscles as given by Dr.
Hall and others. In the case of those sufiiciently developed
to have the fast forearm movement, fatigue or overstimulation
seemed to bring a recurrence to the whole arm and shoulder
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movement of early childhood, and if the fatigue or excitement
was sufiSciently intense, to the whole body movement, while
3'ounger children easily fell into the swaj'ing movement when
affected by either of the causes named.

It reminds one of the way in which fatigue of a small mus-
cle used in ergographic work, ^\^ll cause the subject to attempt
to draw on his larger muscles, or, of the man who moves to
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the city and acquires the upright carriage and springing step of
the city-bred man, who, when greatly fatigued, insensibly

falls into the old " clodhopper " gait. This tendency to revert

to earlier movements and also old manners of speech, as Hopf-
ner has showoi in his " Fatigue of School Children," is com-
mon, when, for an^' reason, the centers of control are interfered

with. It may be .said, therefore, that in the work under con-
sideration the chief difference between this group and the large
group in Table I, was a difference in control ; the stimulation
inhibiting the proper function of the motor centers in the one
case, and reinforcing it in the other. This, at least, seemed
apparent from the characteristics exhibited by the two classes.

Observation of the .subjects of this class under trial, and care-

ful scrutiny of their graphic records, show how decided gains
were sometimes lost by the subject "going to pieces " at the
critical point of the race, not being able to endure the nervous
strain. Yet there exists no sharp line of division between
subjects stimulated to make fa.ster time and those affected in

the opposite wa\'. In some instances the ner\-ous excitement
acted adversel)- in ever)- race trial, while in others, a gain in

control, enabled the .subject to make a material reduction in

the last competition. A. B., one of three adults affected ad-

versel)-, is an athletic young man, a fine tennis and hand-ball
player, and known to be .stimulated in contests of these kinds.

It was noticed that in his competition trials time was lost be-

cau.se of his attempt to take advantage of the larger muscles of
the arm and shoulder. After many trials and injunctions to

avoid the movement he gained suflBcient control to enable him
to reduce the time in the competitions.

A. v., an adult of nen^ous organization, went half through
his race with a great gain over his trial alone, but seeing his

antagonist pushing him clo.sely, broke down and lost the most
of the gain made in the first half. The time of the trial alone

was 38.6 seconds, that of the competition was 37.2 seconds. A
comparison of the time in which the halves of the trials were
made was computed in the following waj- ; On the ordinate of
the graph is measured the distance the stylus travels across

the drum during 150 turns of the reel—the number in a trial.

The distance on the abscissa between the ordinates running
through the ends of the cun-e of any trial gives the time ofthe
trial.

Parallel abscissas were drawn at the extremities of the
cur\'es, and a third one-halfway between them. Half of the
turns made in a trial were thus on each side of this middle line,

and the times in which these turns were made were propor-
tional to the segments of this line made by the curve intersect-

ing it. Bj' this means it was found that A. V. made the first
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75 turns in his competition trial in 15 seconds, the second half

in 22.2 seconds. B3' the same means, each half of the preced-

ing trial alone was 19.3 seconds—an exception to the rule that

the last half is slower because of fatigue.

Other cur\-es when worked out in this way gave similar

results. The time record, therefore, it must be seen, is not

always a true index to the amount of stimulation present.

Had the trials consisted of but half as many turns the effect of

competition as it appears in the tables would have been shown
much more constantly. Table II would have been a smaller

group if indeed any necessity existed for retaining it.

A comparison of the time made by the different groups
shows that the subjects of Table I are much .slower than
those of Table II, and that a still greater difference exists be-

tween this group and the .subjects found in Table III. It may
be said that they are slower because of greater sluggishness of

disposition, and that the reductions made are largeh' a result of

the .subjects warming up. This, indeed, may be a part of the cause
for it, but as the larger reductions coincide with the competition
trials this cannot be held to completely account for it. A
glance over the individual records discovers some facts which
fumi.sh a plausible partial explanation, when taken in connec-
tion with the following fact. The age at which children

acquire control of the wrist movements, a large factor in turn-

ing the reel with speed, was found to be about 11 j^ears in

general, although a few of 9 and 10 years had this power.
Now, of the 20 subjects compo.sing Table I, 7 are 10 j-ears of

age or 3'ounger, while two others, age 13, are left-handed and
being compelled to use the right hand are slow in consequence.

So, here are 9 subjects, a number nearly equal to the group in

Table II or Table III, who had a reason for being slow. Were
these omitted from the count, the time of the initial trial

would be found not to vary- materially from that of Table II.

Besides the lack of muscular development of the younger,
subjects mentioned above, many of the subjects of Table I

seemed not to have proper ideals of speed. The desire to beat,

if it did nothing el.se, brought them to a sense of what was
possible for them. The arou.sal of their competitive instincts

and the idea of a faster movement, perhaps, in the contestant,

induced greater concentration of energj'.

The subjects in Table III, are a small group who seemed
very little affected bj- competition. They made very^ fast time,

but they are older than the average; their muscular control was
good, and they had the forearm movements. Practice gains

while somewhat apparent at first in some cases, are, as shown
by curve No. 3 of the chart, on the whole, less in amount.
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Their drum records show fewer fluctuations and irregularities,

and less pronounced fatigfue curves at the end.

There sems to be a striking analogy between these subjects

and those racing men who are fast without a pace, but can do
little or no better in a paced or competition race.

Observations on the Work.

Energy Fluctuations. Among the many personal differences

shown bj^ the various subjects, ner\'ous peculiarities were of

great interest. A number exhibited the marked periodicit3' of

energ3' discovered by Dr. Lombard, and described by him in the

American Journal of Psychology. It was especially prom-
inent in the cases of L,. P. and H. F., both bright children of

an exceedingly nervous temperament, a rapid perit d being
succeeded by one of apparent fatigue, thus alternating^ to the

end of the trial. It was noticeable both in trials alone\^nd in

competition. In both subjects the phenomenon becan,e less

marked in the course of the trials. Both were much affected

by the stimulation. The first making gains in her races, the

second, almost helpless from nervous agitation in her first

competition, does better in the second, and succeeds in making
a substantial reduction in her third race, although a large

part of the gain made in the first half of the trial is lost in the

second.

Kolb in his
'

' Physiology' of Sport '

' asserts that in every

physical contest involving a maximum effort there will be

fluctuations of energy, and says that all oarsmen are familiar

with the " hills " in the boat race, one being encountered in

the second minute, the other at the end of the sixth minute.

Long distance runners also experience the ebb and flow of

strength markedl}-.

Effects from Age. It seems probable that one who is ame-
nable to the stimulation of competition in childhood will be

susceptible during his whole life ; like the race horse that

retains his desire to run long after the abilitj' is lacking. The
age at which the instinct develops was not ascertained. Two
boys of 5 years possessed it to a marked degree. The one
defeated in their race, according to his mother, felt badly

about it all day. Adult subjects displayed the same differ-

ences of stimulation as in the case of children. It might be

inferred from the records taken that the effect is greatest in

early life and diminishes with advancing years. The practice

effect, however, is greatest among the young, as they do not

have the skill in the use of the hand that comes later. With
adults, owing to their greater muscular control, practice

counts for much less. So it was that the latter more surely

made reductions in their competition trials, but smaller ones.
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People differ greatly, as was noted, in the degree in which
they are stimulated, but for the same individual it seems to be
a constant force.

Two girls who were trained till the gain from practice was a

small matter, in a ten days' trial .showed remarkable uniformity
in making reductions in their race trials. From the .shortness

of the period, in these cases, half the u,sual number of turns,

and the .skill acquired, the reductions were, however, small in

amount. The averages for the ten davs are as follows :

a c a c a c

Bessie Y.
Helen F.

15-8

18.45

14.9

17-75

15-3

18.52

14.65

17.22
15-3
18.02

14-55

16.77

Each subject had 30 competitions. Out of this number the
time for the first subject was reduced in 24 or four-fifths of
the entire number. It was equal to the preceding trial in two
cases. The second was faster in her race trials in 25 of the 30
or five-sixths of all, and in two cases equalled the preceding
record. Of the three remaining trials, the pain from a blister

on the hand caused one to be made in slower time.

In the race trials of the 40 subjects a portion of the reduc-

tion when made might in some cases be attributed to encour-
aging remarks. For instance, the racer would be told to

"keep on, you are ahead," or "ju.st one more round," in

order to steadj' him. In the extended trial of the two subjects

under discussion, however, some preliminar}- words to arouse
the desire to beat were used, but after the start not a word was
spoken. Whatever effect appeared was purely that of competi-

tion.

Sex Differences.

Some small differences were found in the motor rate between
the .sexes, corresponding in general to the results exhibited in

Dr. W. L. Brj^an's study of " Motor Ability." For this group-

ing, the averages only for which are given, all cases were
taken in which a trial alone was succeeded by a trial in com-
petition.

At 10 years of age the boys begin faster than the girls, but

both sexes are practically together on the competition trial.

The greater speed of the boys, as Dr. Brj-an has pointed out,

is largely a result of their greater knack or skill in doing
things, attributable to their more active life.

At 1 1 the boj's are distinctly ahead, and, as noted before, a

year's time has brought a large increase in speed, as at about

this age a free use of the wri.st movement is gained. At 12 the

boys are .slower than at 11, and have no advantage over the
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With this table the mean variation was used.

Table IV.

Males. Females
Age.

Cases. A. c. Cases. A. c.

10 5 41.88 41.6 13 46.83 41.4

4-34 5-52 3-76 2.98
II 14 35-76 34-36 25 40.3 37-89

4.37 5-1 5-2 4-47
12 14 38.1 35-7 19 38.39 35-77

3-92 2-75 6.II 4-

13 7 34-1 32-94 15 39-65 36.24
7-13 4.S1 5-3 5-1

Adults 45 31-35 29- 14 32-77 29.24

3-17 3-29 2.8 2.56

girls. A difference appears again at 13 in favor of the boys.
In the case of adults a .slight margin of difference- on the side

of the males is seen.

As to the amount of stimulation the odds are apparently
with the female sex. The proportion of girls influenced by
competition is greater. Of the 40 subjects, 14 or 36.6 per
cent, were boys, 26 or 63.4 per cent, were girls. In the group
of those who were susceptible and influenced positivelj' were
28.6 per cent, of the boys and 61.5 per cent, of the girls. In
the group influenced negatively were 35.7 per cent, of the
boj-s and 19.2 per cent, of the girls, and in the group not
influenced 35.7 per cent, of the boys and 19.2 per cent, of the
girls were found. These figures are deduced from the group-
ing made on the basis of the time record. An inspection of

the graphs indicates that six in Table III were somewhat
stimulated, although it is not made evident from the watch
record. Were these subjects, consisting of 5 girls and i boy,

to be transferred to their proper table the result would show
that 100 per cent, of the girls and 71 per cent, of the boys
showed stimulation.

The gross amount of the effect of competition is also greater

in girls. When thej- were stimulated and had control the}^

made greater gains than the bo3-s and when over-.stimulated

their losses were greater than those made by the boys. The
16 girls of Table I gained the average sum of 10 .seconds in

their competition trials, while the four boys of this group
gained an average sum of 8.15 seconds. In Table II the 5
girls lost 3 seconds each, in the course of their competition
trials, while the 5 boys lost less than i second each.

Influences Affecting the Time of Succeeding
Trials Alone.

It is a well-knwn fact, that some wheelmen, who in private

practice can go very fast, fail to distinguish themselves when
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the real race is run in the presence of the public. The weak-
ening effect of nervous agitation has been ascribed as the cause.

On the other hand, Manouvrier, in his dynamometric studies
found that jhis subject increased the energy of liis movement
when spectators were present. This is a a common obser\-ation.

The boy can turn better handsprings when -u-ishing to impress
the girls with a sense of his accomplishments. The football team
play better ball under the stimulation of the home crowd.
Other examples could be instanced sho%\'ing how people respond
to various social stimulations.

In the records of the 40 subjects found in the three groups
discussed above, there are 80 cases wherein a competition trial

is followed by a trial alone. Of these, 45 were made in faster

time than the preceding competition trial. Several facts seem
to contribute to this result.

First, greater facility in turning naturally follows from the
practice gained in former trials. In general, spectators were
not permitted during the trials alone, but in a few cases visitors

were present. The effect of this would be to stimulate the
subject in a trial alone. Then, too, the competition element
entered into the trials alone and it was found advisable in some
cases to keep from the subject the time made, as there was a
constant desire to beat his own or his friend's records, and thus
make all the trials competitive. The competition feeling seemed
present all the time. It is felt, therefore, that .succeeding trials

alone are not reall}' non-competitive trials.

In addition, the competition trial was a pattern for after

trials, giving a higher ideal of speed and a hint of what was
possible for the subject. Fere remarks that it was his own
experience, and that of a majority of experimenters in dyna-
mometric, '

' that the second trial was in general stronger than
the first, the first trial having the effect of reinforcing the idea

of the movement." The same thing seems peculiarly true of
the kind of work under discussion. The subject comes to a

succeeding trial alone with a reinforced image of the move-
ment. The over-excitement of the former race is gone, but
somewhat of its stimulating effect, it may be, remains and in

consequence more than half of the cases equal or exceed the

former competitive trial.
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PART III.

The Idea of Movement.

We are led to believe that in the laboratory competitions

detailed in Part II of this article, besides the bodily presence

of a competitor, the idea of his movement, whether gained

from sight or sound, had a stimulating effect on the racer.

Some subjects followed with the eyes the course of the flags

during the race and directed their exertions accordingly.

Others seemed to be spurred on by the sound of the other

machine, gaining some idea ofthe speed from the noise it made.

Either seemed to possess equal power as a stimulus.

A favorite psychological principle with Fere, whose "Sen-
sation et Mouvement '

' describes the most important work done

in the field of Dynamogeny, is that
'

' the energj' of a move-
ment is in proportion to the idea of that movement." He
gives an experiment illustrating the subject as follows :

" If we ask the subject to look attentively at the movements
of flexion, which we make with our hand, at the end of a few

minutes he declares that he has the sensation of the same
movement being made in his own hand, even though it may
be entirelj' unmoved. And soon, indeed, his hand begins

irresistibl}- to execute rhj-thmic movements of flexion. Or, if

instead of letting the experiment come to this point, the sub-

ject is stopped at the moment where he commences to have

the sensation of movement, and a dynamometer is placed in

his hand, it is shown that the energj' of his efibrt is increased

one-fourth to one-half." Before the experiment the normal

dynamometric force of the right hand was 23 kg., of the left,

15 kg. After seeing the experimenter make 20 flexions, the

pressure for the subject's right hand was 46 kg., or double

the former record. The left hand showed a slightly dimin-

ished force. An attempt was made to verify Fere's work
with the ergograph. The subject was required to make
maximum finger lifts corresponding to the beats of a metro-

nome. After a series of lifts, the signal was given by the

operator rai.sing the index finger as if with the effort of lifting.

Of 12 .subjects tried, 8 made an increase when taking the time

from the finger. The amount of increase seemed to be in

proportion to the attention bestowed on the lifted finger of the

operator. Two, who noticeably gave little attention to the

straining of the finger except as a mere signal for lifting,

made no gain whatever. Five maximum lifts of E. J., imme-
diately' preceding the substitution of the finger movement,
averaged 17.2 millimeters in height, with a mean variation of

.6 m. m. The first five efforts made at the sight of the finger

movement averaged 19. i m. m., mean variation .7 m. m., a
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gain of II percent. P. M. G., toward the end of an exhaus-
tion curve, of which the last five hfts averaged 7.2 m. m.,

made five Hfts, taking the cue from the finger, of an average
height of 1 1.4 m. m., after which the energy of his efforts

again began to decrease.

Effect of a Higher Rate on Counting.

An experiment on vocalization was made wherein a higher
rate was suggested to the subject.

Ten subjects took the work described below on six succes-

sive days. Each was required to count aloud from i to 20
and repeat, as rapidly as articulation permitted, for 5 seconds.

Three trials were made. The operator now counted at a

faster rate and asked the subject to follow that rate. Three
trials of this kind were made. This may be called Programme
A.
Programme B differed fi-om this merely in the one particu-

lar that the operator did no counting, but the three pre-

liminary trials alone were followed instead b}- three similar

trials alone—the inter\-als between trials, however, remaining
the same.

Fi\-e subjects began with Programme A and five with Pro-

gramme B, alternating each day, so that in the course of the

six da3's each person had three experiences with each pro-

gramme. The average sum counted by each subject during
the series of trials is given below. Dividing by nine will give

the average number counted in a single trial of that kind.

Programme A. Programme 6.

Cases. No. alone.
After a higher
rate is giveu. Gain. No. alone.

Alone. No
rate given.

Gain.

10 288.4 307.6 19.2 287. 288.5 1-5

The difference between the averages of the first two col-

umns, 19.2, is the average gain of the ten subjects after they

have had given them the idea of a faster rate of counting.

Under this programme each individual makes a gain, under

the other, where no higher rate is given, seven make smaller

gains, three lose, and the average gain is but 1.5.

The principle of ideomotor action has wide application in

human life. In the cases cited the obser\-ance of motion in

another became a stimulus to greater effort. It may, how-
ever, have the opposite effect. A correspondence of rhythm
of movement seems necessary to make it of aid. Two boys
jumping together, or one following immediately at the sight

of the other's jump, will not cover the distance possible in
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jumping alone, because the swaying of the body, and swing-

ing of the arms, not being synchronous or rhythmic become
a distraction. So one soon becomes fatigued when walking

!

with a person out of step.
j

Concluding Statement.
"

From the above facts regarding the laboratory races we
infer that the bodily presence of another contestant participat-

ing simultaneously in the race serves to liberate latent energy

not ordinarily available. This inference is further justified by '<

the difierence in time between the paced competition races and }

the paced races against time, amounting to an average of 5.15 k

seconds per mile up to 25 miles. The factors of shelter from

the wind, encouragement, brain worry, hypnotic suggestion, j

and automatic movement, are common to both, while the com-

petitors participate simultaneously in person only in the first.

In the next place the sight of the movements of the pace-
;

makers or leading competitors, and the idea of higher speed, .

furnished by this or some other means, are probably in them-
j

selves dynamogenic factors of some consequence.



DARWIN'S IDEA OF MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.

Bv Marion Hamilton Carter.

INTRODUCTION.

In surveying the rise and progress of the Idea of Evolution,

particularly since the publication of Darwin's "Origin of

Species," in 1S59, one can but be struck with its increasingly

wide application to the interpretation of phenomena in every

field of human inquiry. Starang with organic forms it has

spread over both the world of living matter and the world of

dead. Nay, more, it is now made to cover the facts of

consciousness, and to serve as an explanation of the peculiari-

ties of mind as well as of those of structure. Existence has

come to be regarded, not as a bare fact, but as a continuing

process in which there are known or determinable conditions

followed by known or determinable results.

That the general concept of Evolution had been widely

entertained previous to Darwin's day is beyond dispute, but it

is to Darwin that we owe the definite and concrete form in

which it has become potent in many new fields of investigation.

Inseparably bound up with the idea of organic evolution is

the idea of mental evolution. That mind evolves seems to

have been self-evident to Darwin, the case being granted at

once upon its merits, and nowhere do we find him questioning

it ; how mind evolves he devoted a not inconsiderable portion

of his work to showing ; but he seems to have rested his

problem on that assumption, for he tells us that " I have
nothing to do with the origin of the mental powers, any more
than I have with life itself. We are concerned only with the

diversities of instinct and of the other mental faculties of

animals of the same class. "1 And again, with regard to sen-

sation, he says, " How a nerve comes to be sensitive to light

hardlj- concerns us more than how life itself originated. "

-

Darwin accepted mind, as he accepted life itself as part and
parcel of his scheme of organic evolution ; and he thought

widelj', though not deeply, upon it. He was emphaticallj'

neither psychologist nor metaphj^sician, and writes somewhat
naivelj^ to John Fiske, of the " Outlines of Cosmic Philoso-

phy : " "I have long wished to know something about the

views of the many great men whose doctrines you give. With

' Origin 0/ Species, 6th ed., p. 242.
- Ibid., p. 171.
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the exception of special points I did not even understand H.
Spencer's general doctrine. I never in my life read so lucid
an expositor (and therefore thinker) as you are ; and I think
I understand nearly the whole— perhaps less clearly about
Cosmic Theism and Causation than other parts It

pleased me to find that here and there I had arrived from my
own crude thoughts at some of the same conclusions with you,
though I could seldom or never give my reasons for such
conclusions. '

'

^

It is not without some significance, particularly in an
attempt to ascertain Darwin's exact philosophical standpoints,
that this letter, mentioning special illumination, was not
written until 1S74, or eight years before his death, and after
the great works of his life had been given to the world. His
most mature thought upon psychological matters, or those bor-
dering upon the psychological, is given to us in his work
"On the Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals."
The earliest notes for this are dated 1838 ; the question-
naires from which he obtained much valuable information were
sent out in 1S67 ; but the book itself was not begun until Jan.,
1 87 1, the rough copy being finished in April of the same
3'ear. - It was published in 1873, or one year before the Fiske
letter !

Final causes of things— ultimate realities—seem never to
have troubled Darwin

; doubtless they did not even come upon
his horizon. On these subjects he held essentially the common
sense views of the every-day man. He assumed out of hand
that it was better to be an ape than an insect ; that it was bet-
ter to be a man than an ape ; that it was better to be a white
man than a Hottentot, and that it was better to be a civilized
white man than a barbarian ; and progress meant for him a
movement in the direction of the civilized white man, with all

that that entailed of intellectual and moral attainment, and not
a movement in the direction of the insect. In the " Origin of
Species

'

' he writes :

"The degree of differentiation and specialization of the parts in
organic beings, when arrived at maturity, is the best standard, as yet
suggested, of their degree of perfection'or highness. We have also
seen that, as the specialization of parts is an advantage to each being,
so natural selection will tend to render the organization of each bein°-
more specialized and perfect, and in this sense higher ; not but that
it may leave many creatures with simple and unimproved structures
fitted for simple conditions of life, and in some cases will even de-
grade or simplify the organization, yet leaving such degraded beings
better fitted for their new walks of life."-'

' Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 371.
2 Ibid.. Vol. II, p. 313.
' Origin of Species, p. 363.
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His common sense view is again shown in his remarks on
beauty.

" We can to a certain extent understand how it is that there is so
much beauty throughout nature ; for this may be largely attributed
to the agency of selection. That beauty, according to our seuse of it,

is not universal, must be admitted by every one who will look at some
venomous snakes, at some fishes, and at certain hideous bats with a
distorted resemblance to the human face.'"

When, in 1859, Huxley spoke of Darwin as in the "front
rank of British philosophers, '

'
^ we are to understand the term

as then used to mean what is now generally called man of sci-

ence rather than metaphysician. Much of Darwin's philo-

sophical reading and thinking was evidently done late in life,

if we may judge from his letters and the books he especially

refers to in his later works, many of which were not published
until the sixties and seventies

; yet a very large part of his

work was distinctly philosophical, /. e., dealt with ultimate

causal relations of phenomena and their laws, and one, at least,

of his books may justly be regarded as a contribution to psy-

chology. The problem before us now—Darwin's Idea of

Mental Development— is biological in only the widest sense

of the term.

In order to determine what his philosophical creed was, to

see the conclusions he reached concerning consciousness and
its place in a world-plan, it will be, perhaps, necessary to sum
up the important que.stions presented by an evolutional view of

mind, and discover how far he had both formulated and
answered them. They are as follows :

I. Does mind come into the causal series of organic evolu-

tion at large ? Is it actively concerned in progress, i. e. , has it

a " survival value? "

II. If Darwin answers this question afiSrmatively, how does

he define
'

' mind ? '

'

III. What is the relation of body, and, more particularly,

of brain to mind ?

IV. What evolves in "mental evolution," — mind, body,

or both mind and body? If mind only, how can it influence

organic evolution ? If body only, how does its evolution carry

with it the evolution of mind ? If both, what is the course of
'

' mental evolution ? '

'

To these questions I shall endeavor to find answers in Dar-

win's own words, or (where he has left us no definite state-

ments as to his views) give what he appears to have tacitly

assumed or understood.

' Oyiffin 0/ Species, p. 488.

2T. H. Huxley: Darwiniana ; Essays, 1894, p. 14.
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CHAPTER I.

Does mind come into the causal series of organic evolution

at large ; is it actively concerned in progress, i. e., has it a
" survival value?"
To each clause of this question Darwin answers emphati-

cally : "Yes." It is noteworthy, however, that he nowhere
formulates, in definite terms, the problem of mind in the causal

series of organic evolution, as distinct from the problems of

mind's activity in progress and "survival value." What he
had to saj' of mind in the one connection is inextricably inter-

woven with what he said of it in the others.

The story can be largely told in his own words, and is

contained almost entirelj' in the
'

' Descent of Man. '

'

" Of the high importance of the intellectual faculties, there can be
no doubt, for man mainly owes to them his predominant position in

the world. We can see, that in the rudest state of society, the indi-

viduals who were the most sagacious, who invented and used the best

weapons or traps, and who were best able to defend themselves,
would rear the greatest number of offspring. The tribes which
included the largest number of men thus endowed, would increase in

number and supplant other tribes. Numbers depend primarily on
the means of subsistence, and this depends partly on the physical

nature of the country, but in a much higher degree on the arts which
are there practised. . ... All that we know about savages, or

may infer from their traditions .... show that from remotest
times successful tribes have supplanted other tribes, .... and
they succeed mainly, though not exclusively, through their arts,

which are products of the intellect. It is, therefore, highly probable

that with mankind the intellectual faculties have been mainlj- and
gradually perfected through natural selection Now, if some
one man in a tribe, more sagacious than the others, invented a new
snare or weapon, or other means of attack or defence, the plainest

self interest, without the assistance of much reasoning power, would
prompt the other members to imitate him, and all would thus profit.

. . . . If the new invention were an important one the tribe

would increase in number, spread and supplant other tribes."'

" Man, in the rudest state in which he now exists, is the most dom-
inant animal that has ever appeared on this earth. He has spread
more widely than any other highly organized form ; and all others

have yielded before him. He manifestly owes this immense superior-

ity to' kis intellectual faculties, to his social habits, which lead him
to aid and defend his fellows, and to his corporal structure. The
supreme importance of these characters has been proved by the final
arbitrament of the battle for life. Through his powers of intellect,

articulate language has been evolved ; and on this his wonderful
advancement has mainly depended. As Mr. Chauncey Wright
remarks, ' a psychological analysis of the faculty of language shows,
that even the smallest proficiencj- in it might require more brain

' Descent, new ed., pp. 128-9.
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power lUan the greatest proficieucy iu any other direction.' He has
invented and is able to use various weapons, tools, traps, etc., with
which he defends himself, kills or catches prey, and otherwise
obtains food. He has made rafts or canoes for fishing or crossing
over to neighboriuj; fertile islands. He has discovered the art of

making iire, by which hard aii<l stringy roots can be rendered digesti-

ble, and poisonous roots or herbs innocuous. This discovery of fire,

probably the greatest ever made by man, excepting language, dates
from before the dawn of history. These several inventions, by which
man in the ru<lest state has become so pre-eminent, are the direct
results of the development of his powers of observation, memory,
curiosity, imagination and reason. I cannot therefore understand
how it is that Mr. Wallace maintains, that ' natural selection could
only have endowed the savage with a brain a little superior to that of

an ape.' " '

"
. . . . The intellect must have been all-important to him

even at a very remote period, as enabling him to invent and use lan-

guage, to make weapons, tools, traps, etc.,whereby with the aid of his
social habits he long ago became the most dominant of all living
creatures."- .... "But mere bodily strength and size would
do little for victory, unless associated with courage, perseverance and
determined energy."*

In a letter to Lyell we find these word.s : "I can see no
difficulty iu the most intellectual individuals of a species being
continually .selected ; . . . . the less intellectual races

being exterminated. '

'

*

And compare the following ;

" Obscure as is the problem of the advance of civilization, we can at

least see that a nation which produced during a lengthened perioil

the greatest number of highl)- intellectual, energetic, brave, patriotic
and tjenevolent men, would generally prevail over less favored na-
tions.";

In another letter, al.so to Lyell, he answers a case which
seems at first sight contrary to his theories, i. e. , the stagna-

tion and retrogression of the Greeks after having verj- high
intellectual attainments.

"Thinking over .... the high state of intellectual develop-
ment of the old Grecians with little or no subsequent improvement^
being an apparent difficulty, it has just occurred to me that in fact the
case harmonizes perfectly with our views For in a state

of anarchy, or despotism, or bad government, or after irruption of

barbarism, force, strength or ferocity and not intellect would be apt
to gain the day.'"'

In the passage which follows, Darwin carries to its logical

conclusion his view of the importance of mind to progres.s.

' Descent, pp. 48-49. Italics mine.
^ Ibid., pp. 609-10.
' Ibid., p. 564.
* I.i/e and Letters, Vol. II, p. 7.
* Descent, p. 142.
6 Li/c and Letters, Vol. II, pp. 8S-9.
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Not only does the individual mind serve the individual man in

the struggle for existence, but the collective mind in a com-
munit\^ is a necessity for common progress. He writes :

" The presence of a body of well instructed men, who have not to

labor for their daily bread, is important to a degree which cannot be
overestimated ; as all high intellectual work is carried on by them,
and on such work material progress of all kinds mainly depends, not
to mention other and higher advantages. . . . If in each grade of

society the members were divided into two equal bodies, the one in-

cluding the intellectually superior and the other the inferior, there
can be little doubt that the former would succeed best in all occupa-
tions and rear the greater number of children.'"'

The above quotations State clearly and fairly Darwin's case

with regard to man ; but he held emphatically that mind in ani-

mals was, though in a less degree, still in the same relation to

evolution as mind in man.

"In all changes," he tells us, "whether from persecution or con-
venience, intelligence must come into play in some degree. The
kitty-wren (/. z.'«/fa>?Vj, which builds in various situations, usually
makes its nest to match with surrounding objects, but this is perhaps
instinct. "-

"Mr. Swinhoe attributes the victory of the common rat [in the
struggle for existence] over the large 3Ius conniga, to its superior
cunning."^

" The social instinct is indispensable to some animals, useful to still

more, and apparently only pleasant to some few animals."*
" With those animals which were benefited b)' living in close asso-

ciation, the individuals which took pleasure in society would best

escape various dangers ; whilst those that cared least for their com-
rades and lived solitary would perish in greater numbers."

'

Particularly in his treatment of the evolution of the lower

animals does he make a strong case for mind, stated under a

quite new aspect. This is his work on '

' Sexual Selection ;" for

he makes sexual selection from first to last a psychical phe-

nomenon, in the plainest sense of the word. Sexual selection

means above all choice, and implies the feelings of love, jealousy,

pleasure, disgust aud dislike, to say nothing of the more dis-

tinctly intellectual attainments of observation and discrimina-

tion. In dealing with this, Darwin is everj-where explicit. He
says, for instance :

" Sexual selection .... has played an important part in the

history of the organic world. "^ " Secondary sexual characters . . .

' Descent, pp. 135-6 ; cf. the very definite statement on p. 49, and
the parallel passages on pp. 93 and 617.

- Posthumous Essay on Instinct, in G. J. Romanes's Mental Evolu-
tion in Animals, p. 370.

^ Descent, p. So.
» Instinct, p. 3S1.
^ Descent, p. 105.

^ Ibid., p. 613.
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in the higher classes have been acquired through sexual selection,
which depends on the will, desire and choice of either sex."' "As far
as can be trusted, the conclusion is interesting that sexual selection,
together with equal or nearly equal inheritance by both sexes, has
indirectly determined the manner of nidification of whole groups of
birds. "-^

In this last passage he declares that habit is indirectl}' deter-

mined, for a group of birds, bj' the same ag^cncy— sexual
selection— which determines structure. It must be observed,
however, that sexual selection cannot occur until some degree
of intelligence has already been reached in the animal world.

In a letter to F. Miiller (Feb. 22, [1S69?] ), we find this :

" But what I want to know is, how low in the scale sexual differ-

ences occur which require some liegree of self-consciousness in the
males, as weapons by which they fight for the females, or ornaments
which attract the opposite sex."^

Enotigh has now been quoted to show that Darwin rettirns

an emphatic affirmative to the qtiestions whether or not mind
comes into the causal series of organic evolution at large, is

actively' concerned in progress, and has a survival value. We
must now ttirn to our second question, and see what Darwin
understood the term 7ni7id to cover.

CHAPTER II.

Unfortunately, we have to note, at the beginning of this

Chapter, that Darwin failed to define his terms, and nowhere
tells us in so many words what he meant to imply by " mind."
After using the word for nearly a life-time, he remarks at the
end of his work on Emotions,'' which was distinctly a contri-

bution to psychology : "I have often felt much difficulty

about the proper application of the terms, will, consciousness,

and intention. Actions which were at first voluntary soon
become habitual, and at last hereditary, and may then be
performed even in opposition to the will."^

I propose here to give, briefly, what appear to have been
his views, and to stipport ray statements by the quotations

which seem to prove my conclusions.

If a ball be struck, it will change its position, and move in

the direction of the blow ; if a piece of ice be laid on a hot
surface, it will change its form and condition, and melt ; if a
drop of acid be placed upon the skin of a brainless frog, a leg

is moved toward the acid which is, if possible, wiped away.

' Descent, p. 260.

-Ibid., -p. 456.
^ Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 293.
^ This work was written about 8 j'ears before his death.
'"Emotions, p. 357.
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I

None of these actions are supposed to be accompanied by
consciousness. Now I think that Darwin held distinctly that

the movement of the leg of a brainless frog in response to the

acid is of quite a different kind from the movement of the

struck ball or melting ice ; it belongs to an entirely different

category of pheiiomena from the phenotnena of the merely

viechanical causal series. This is a statement somewhat difiB-

cult of proof; but the following sentence seems at least some
small evidence in its favor.

" Reflex actions, in the strict sense of the term, are due to the
excitement of a peripheral nerve, which transmits its influence to

certain nerve-cells, aud there in their turn excite certain muscles or
glands into action ; and all this may take place without any sensa-

tion or consciousness on our part, though often thus accompanied. "^

It is in reflex action, even though it " takes place without
any sensation or consciousness," that we find the beginning of

that something which later is called mind. Not that Darwin
held that mind developed out of, or up from, reflex action, for

I think the following passage shows that he did not

:

" It is scarcely credible that the movements of a headless frog.when
it wipes off a drop of acid or other object from its thigh, and which
movements are so well co-ordinated for a special purpose, were not at

first performed voluntarily, being afterwards rendered easy through
long-continued habit so as, at last, to be performed unconsciously, or
independently of the cerebral hemispheres :"'-

but reflex action seems to be the line of demarcation between
the world of living matter and the world of dead, aud is in

some way other than the physical forces proper.

Higher than reflex action is instinct, and above instinct

comes intelligence. Whether Darwin would have applied the

term "mind" unconditionally to instinct is diflScult to state,

but from the general drift of his whole work it seems to me
that, though he distinguished rather sharply between intelli-

gence and instinct, he still held instinct to be in some way
mind. Certainly he nowhere says it is not mind, even when
he writes :

'

' The very essence of an instinct is that it is followed

independently of the reason."^ The following maj' make
this clear :

" Water-hens and swans, which build in or near the water, will in-

stinctively raise their nests as soon as they perceive the water begin
to rise."*

He goes on to cite many cases of birds apparently choosing,

selecting, and acting from habit and inheritance. He did not

'^Emotions, p. 35.
-Ibid., p. 40.
^ Descent, p. 122.
* Instinct, p. 370.
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think that intelligence was developed from instinct, for he says

in a letter to Asa Gray, of April, i860 :

" The reviewer takes a strange view of instinct : he seems to regard
intelligence as a developed instinct, which I believe to be wholly
false. I suspect he has never much attended to instinct and the
minds of animals, except by reading."'

That animals had intelligence as well as instinct he firmly

believed, though he did not consider the scope very wide, for

he says quite emphatically (also in a letter to Gray): " The
coolness with which he [Bowen] makes all animals to be des-

titute of reason is simply absurd."" ( Nov. 26, i860.)

And again, " only a few persons now dispute that animals
possess some power of reasoning. Animals may constantly be

seen to pause, deliberate and resolve."'

Regarding the mind of man he held simply that we have here

a culmination,—a flowering,—for the whole series of organic

species, but not something which differs in essence from the

mind of the lower orders.

" The mental faculties of man and the lower animals do not differ

in kind, though immensely in degree."'' "The fact that the lower
animals are excited by the same emotions as ourselves is so well
established, that it will not be necessary to weary the reader with
many details."^ "As man possesses the same senses as the lower ani-

mals his fundamental intuitions must be the same.'""

To the " high mental powers " of " abstraction, general con-

ception, self-consciousness, mental individuality," he devotes

a little over one page iu the " Descent of Man." Here, if any-
where in his work, he shows how really little the meaning
and value of his psychological terms had appealed to him.

For instance, he attributes abstract ideas to some animals, and
tells us that " when a dog sees another dog at a distance it is

often clear that he perceives that it is a dog in the abstract [!];

for when he gets nearer his whole manner suddenly changes if

the other dog be a friend."'

As I am to take up the development of instinct later, it will

be enough here, in summing up this Chapter, to say that in a

broad sense 7>itnd is used to cover all those attributes or powers
of living beings, reasoning, abstraction, attention, self-con-

sciousness, etc. , which might be called
'

' intelligence,
'

' and those

actions and feelings which might be spoken of as " instinctive.
'

'

These two, together with reflex action, Darwin included in a

' Li/e and Letters, Vol. II, p. 99.
^Ibid., Vol. II, p. 146.
'Descent, p. 75.
^ Ibid., p. 147.
^ Ibid., p. 69.

^Ibid., p. 66.

'/*jrf., p. 83.
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vague, unnamed, undefined group of manifestations diflfering

essentially from the actions and reactions of the inorganic

world. He treated intelligence, instinct and reflex action as

phenomena of the same general kind, and showed that they

were genetically related and subject to the same evolutional

laws. It is my belief that he applied the term mind, or would
have applied it had he given attention to his meanings and
definitions in psychology, to every manifestation occurring in

living matter to which any, even the most rudimentary form

of consciousness could be ascribed, whether the animal mani-

festing it were a single cell or a complex organism ;
but that

in general, he restricted it to what are called the "higher"
mental faculties. In other words, he simply adopted the popu-

lar view of mind.

CHAPTER III.

A difSculty strikes us at the very outset of our inquiry into

the relation of brain and mind, for Darwin used the two words

almost interchangeably. He summed up his views when
speaking of the change which came to him in his later life,

through the loss of his aesthetic interests. He says :

" Mv mind seems to have become a kind of machine for grinding

general laws out of large collections of facts, but why this should

have caused the atrophy of that part of the brain alone on which the

higher tastes depend, I cannot conceive. A man with a mind more
highly organized or better constituted than mine would not, I

suppose, have thus suffered, and if I had to live my life over again I

would have made a rule to read some poetry and listen to some
music at least once every week ; for perhaps the parts of my brain

now atrophied would thus have been kept alive through use."^

The discovery of the exact views held by Darwin on the

relation of mind and brain is a task by no means easy. We
have to remember that he never came to close quarters with

his problem. That brain is the physical substrate of mind,

and a particular brain of a particular mind, he never probably

doubted, or even conceived the possibility' of its being other-

wise; but just what the relation of mind and brain implies,

how it is effected, seems to have been equally remote to him.

It strikes one with astonishment, in the midst of one's admira-

tion for his stupendous tasks, his infinite care and his devotion

to detail, to find this simplicity of view amounting almost to

shallowness with regard to one of his fundamental problems,

—

a problem whose data he was continually collecting and
collating, yet whose essence he seems to have missed to the

last.

^ Life and Letters, Vol. i, pp. 81-82.
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In his work on the
'

' Expression of the Emotions '

' he devotes
one of his longest, and in some waj's, most critical chapters to

Bliislihig, and gives a special section entitled, "The Nature of

the Mental States which Induce Blushing.'"

"These consist of shyness, shame and modesty; the essential
element in all being self-attention. Many reasons can be assigned
for believing that originally self-attention directed to personal
appearance in relation to the opinion of others was the exciting
cause."

Then follow several pages of citations, and then the follow-

ing :

" Finally, then, I conclude that blushing—whether due to shyness
—to shame for real crime—to shame from a breach of the laws of
etiquette—to modest}' from humility—to modesty from indelicacy

—

depends in all cases on the same principle ; this principle being a
sensitive regard for the opinion, more particularly for the deprecia-
tion of others, primarily iu relation to our persoiial appearance,
especially of our faces; and secondarily, through the force of associ-
ation and habit, in relation to the opinion of others on our conduct. "-

Notice that he has given strictly psychological causes of
blushing. His theory of it, somewhat condensed, I give in

his own words ; in it he sets forth, as clearly as anywhere in

his works, his ideas on the relation of body and mind.

"The h3'pothesis which appears to me most probable, though it

may at first seem rash, is that attention closely directed to any part of
the body tends to interfere with the ordinary and tonic contraction of
the small arteries of that part. These vessels, in consequence, become
at such times more or less relaxed, and are instantly filled with arte-
rial blood. This tendency will have been much strengthened, if fre-

quent attention has been paid during many generations to the same
part, owing to nerve-force readily flowing along accustomed channels,
and b}' the power of inheritance. Whenever we believe that others
are depreciating or even considering our personal appearance, our
attention is vividly directed to the outer and visible parts of our
bodies; and of all such parts we are most sensitive about our faces,

as no doubt has been the case during many past generations. There-
fore, assuming for the moment that the capillary vessels can be acted
on by close attention, those of the face will have become eminently
susceptible. Through the force of association the same effects will
tend to follow whenever we think that others are considering or cen-
suring our action or character. As the basis of this theory rests on
mental attention having some power to influence the capillary circu-
lation, it will be necessary to give a considerable body of details
bearing more or less directly on the subject. Several observers [a

note gives the authorities], who from their wide experience and knowl-
edge are eminently capable of forming a sound judgment, are con-
vinced that attention or consciousness (which latter term Sir H.
Holland thinks the more explicit) concentrated on almost any part
of the body produces some direct physical effect on it. This applies
to the movements of the involuntary muscles, and of the voluntary

^Emotions, p. 326,
^ /did., p. S37.
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muscles when acting involuntarily.— to the secretion of the glands,

—

to the activity of the senses and sensations,— and even to the nutrition

of parts. [Then follovi- some cases which I omit.] Certain glands

are much influenced by thinking of them, or of the conditions under

which they have been" habitually excited. This is familiar to every

one in the'increased flow of saliva, when the thought, for instance, of

intensely acid fruit is kept before the mind We thus see

that close attention certainly affects various parts and organs, which
are not properly under the control of the will. By what means atten-

tion — perhaps the most wonderful of all the wondrous powers of the

mind— is affected, is an extremely obscure subject. According to

Wiiller (Elements of Physiology) the process by which the sensory

cells of the brain are rendered" through the will, susceptible of re-

ceiving more intense and distinct impressions, is closely analogous to

that by which the motor cells are excited to send ner^-e force to the

volunt'arv muscles The manner in which the mind affects

the vaso-motor system may be conceived in the following manner :

When we actually taste sour fruit, an impression is sent through the

gustatorv nerves to a certain part of the sensorium ; this transmits

nerve force to the vaso-motor center, which consequently allows the

muscular coats of the small arteries that permeate the salivary glands

to relax. Hence more blood flows into the glands, and they secrete

a copious supply of saliva. Now it does not seem an improbable
assumption, that^ when we reflect intently on a sensation, the same
part of the sensorium, or a closely connected part of it, is brought
into a state of activity, in the same manner as when we actually per-

ceive the sensation, if so, the same cells in the brain will be excited,

though perhaps in a less degree, by .vividly thinking about a sour

taste, asbv perceiving it; and they will transmit in the one case as in

the other nerve force'to the vaso-motor center with the same results.

. . . . Now as men during endless generations have had their

attention often and earnestly directed to their personal appearance,

and especially to their faces, any incipient tendency in the facial cap-

illaries to be' thus affected will have become in the course of time

greatly strengthened through the principles just referred to, namely :

nerve force passing readily alojig accustomed channels, and inherited

habit. Thus, as it appears to me, a plausible explanation is afforded

of the leading phenomena connected with the act of blushing." '

I may pause here a moment to point out a concrete illustra-

tion of what I have called Darwin's simplicit}' of view almost

amounting to shallowness ; in this work he constantlj- uses (I

believe for the first time, for I have failed to notice even one in-

stance of it in his earlier works) the term "nerve force." He
speaks of the undirected flow of nerve force, and the tcndirectcd

o-cerflow of nerve fo/re r the steady floiv of nerve force ;^ the

involuntary transmission of nerve force ;'^ radiation of nerve

force,^ and a thrill of 7ierve force,^— j'et nowhere does he make
an attempt to tell us what this ^er^^e force is, how it is related

1 Emotions, pp. 337-344-
-Ibid., pp. 32 and 349.
^Ibid., p. 71.

^Ibid., p. 68.

^ Ibid., p. 41.

^ Ibid., p. 197.
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to or compares with other known physical forces ; how it

"flows," "overflows," "radiates" and "thrills," and, above
all, what is its significance for consciousness. That it had
significance for consciousness to his mind, will, I think, be
evident from the context of two or three of the phrases quoted :

" The frantic and senseless actions of an enraged man may be attrib-

uted in part to the undirected flow of nerve force, and in part to the
effects of habit."'

" This involuntary transmission of nerve force may or may not be
accompanied by consciousness. Why the irritation of a nerve cell

should generate or liberate nerve force is not known, but that this is

the case seems to be the conclusion arrived at by all the greatest
physiologists. "-

" On the other hand many of th-. effects due to the excitement of

the nervous system seem quite independent of the flow of nerve force

along the channels which have been rendered habitual by former exer-
tions of the will ; . . . . for instance, the change of color in the
hair from extreme terror or grief,—the cold sweat and the trembling
of the muscles from fear."^

The above quotations bring out the point I made earlier,

that Darwin had thought widely but not deeply upon psycho-

logical subjects, and that he never came to close quarters with
some of his fundamental problems. He gives the facts clearly

enough, but makes no attempt to reason them out to their

legitimate conclusions. He tells us of nerve force producing
action on the vaso-motor center, of undirected nerve force (in

part) producing "frantic and senseless actions;" of an "in-
voluntary transmission of nerve force " accompanied or not

accompanied by consciousness ; and last, but not least, of still

other effects due to the nervoics systevi, but independent of
nerve force.

It may be urged that Darwin used the terms current in his

day, which he obtained from the literature his quotations show
him to have been familiar with. This, it seems to me, onl}'

emphasizes the fact that his psychology was at best second-

hand, and that his contributions to philosophy did not lie in

the exposition of the phenomena of consciousness in more than

a superficial sense.

If Darwin did not define what he meant by nerve force, still

less did he trouble himself with a clear statement of what he

considered the exact relation of mind and brain to be. I have
already quoted passages from his letters and works to show
that he used the terms brain and mind interchangeably ; I add
one now, which occurs in the Descent of Man, and seems to me
to carry more weight than the others :

' Emotions, p. 349.
"^Ihid., p. 71.
^Ibid., p. 50.
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"As soon as the mental faculties had become highly developed,

images of all past actions and motives would be incessantly passing

through the brain of each individual. ... As past impressions

were compared during their incessant passage through the mind,"

etc.i

In spite of these qtiotatioiis it is difficult to believe that he

considered the brain and mind as one and the same thing,

—

that the mind is the brain,—but I do think that he looked

upon the mind as in the brain (he speaks of the
'

'
frontal part of

the skull" as the seat of intellectual faculties)- in some way,

and conditioned by it ;
yet at the same time he speaks of

'

'
the

increased size of the brai7t from greater intellectual develop-

ment,'"*— indicating that the drain was, on the other hand,

conditioned by the mitid.

The further manner of the relation of brain and mind was

by interaction. The substance of his theorj' of blushing

is that we have a bodily action caused by a mental one, a

psychic state causing a physical response. If his explana-

tion leaves anything to be desired in explicitness it is offset

by this passage, in which he states that the rnind affects the

heart.

" Hence when the 7)1! >id is strongly excited, we might expect that

it would instantly affect, in a direct manner, the heart ;
and this is

universallv acknowledged and felt to be the case. Claude Bernard

also repeatedlv insists, and this deserves special notice, that when the

heart is affected it reacts on the brain ; and the state of the brain

again reacts through the pneumo-gastric nerve on the heart ;
so that

under any excitement there will be much mutual action and reaction

between these two most important organs of the body."*

" So a man may intensely hate another, but until his bodily frame

is affected he cannot be said tojje enraged."^
" He who gives way to violent gestures will increase his rage; he

who does not control the signs of fear will experience fear in a greater

degree ; and he who remains passive when overwhelmed with grief

loses his best chance of recovering elasticity of mind. These results

follow partly from the intimate relation w^hich exists between almost

all the emotions and their outward manifestation ; and partly from

the direct influence of exertion on the heart, and consequently on the

brain. Even the simulation of an emotion tends to arouse it in our

minds."""

In the first of these quotations he states that mi^td acts on

heart, and heart reacts on drai?t ; but if we assume that
" mind " was meant in the second instance, we can safely say

that he commits himself to an interaction theory of mind and

body.

1 Descent, pp. 98 and 100.

-Ibid., p. 55.
^ Ibid., p. 197.
* Emotiotis, pp. 68-9. Italics mine.

^Ibid., p. 240. <^Ibid., p. 366.
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It is not impossible that he looked upon mind as a function

of brain, though there is very little in his works to indicate

this. In his book on the Emotions he quotes from Dr. Mauds-
lejf's " Body and Mind," in this passage :

" He adds, that as every huiiiau brain passes, iu the course of its

development, through the same stages as those occurring iu the
lower vertebrate animals, and as the brain of au idiot is in an arrested
condition, we may presume that it ' will manifest its most primitive
functions, and no higher functions.' "^

Still we must not laj- too much stress upon this paragraph.
While we are dealing with the views which Darwin held

upon the relation of mind and brain, it may not be without
interest to note that he never seriously entertained the concept
of mind as a secretioji of brain,—in fact he does not even
mention the theor}'. That it was familiar to him we may
justly infer because he qtiotes frequently from the materialistic

literature of the time,—Carl Vogt and others,—in which the

subject was either treated or touched upon. The fact that he
never thought it worth refuting wotild seem to indicate that

the idea of brain and mind as two distinct yet interacting

entities was too firmly grounded in him to admit the consider-

ation of any rival theories. The expression he quotes from
Maudsley about " brain manifesting its primitive functions,"

maj' have meant no more to him than "manifesting those

conditions or states along with which, or under which,
consciousness of various kinds occurs".

Taking, then, what he actually said about interaction of

brain and mind, and what he failed to sa}' about other theories,

—mind as a function or as a secretion of brain,—we may state

in answer to the question : How are mind and brain related ?

that Darwin postulated two distmct, interacting interdependent

realities. Mind and Brain.

CHAPTER IV.

We come now to the main problem of our inquiry —-what
Darwin understood by Mental Development. We already

have in hand some of our chief material. We have seen that

Darwin held mind to be actively concerned in progress and
causally related to organic evolution at large ; that by mind he
meant not only the higher faculties, but instinct, and that he
considered the relation of mind to body to be one of inter-

action.

It is not in any way within the scope of this paper to show
how, given Darwin's data for organic evolution, they would
work out under any of the current theories of the relation of

^Emotions, p. 246. Italics mine.
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brain and mind. Of these there are at least five : Interaction,

Materialism, Spiritual Monism, Parallelism, and Logical-func-

tion Relation, (i) Interaction postulates two distinct beings,

or entities, brain and mind, which, however, are related, and
act and react upon each other. (2) Materialism assumes mind
to be a product or function of the brain. (3) Spiritual Monism
holds mind to be the only real, and bodj- some form or product

of it. (4) Parallelism regards mind and brain, and the

changes of each, as corresponding series of phenomena. (5)
Logical-function relation proposes

'

' a relation between two
terms (mind and brain), such that (fthe one term alters, i/ien

the second alters also."

Darwin's views on the causal relation of mind to organic

evolution at large, its activit)- in progress, and its survival

value, committed him to an interaction theory of mind and
body for the particular organism ; and he was thus, in a way,
bound to a concept of mental development logically the out-

come of these ideas. We should thus expect to find—and in

fact we do find—that he regarded mental development as a

progressive series of imitual inierdependencies of mind and body,

both for evolution at large and for the individual in particular.

Darwin never believed that materialism had said, or could

say, the final word in the universe, and, consequently, never

held that it could be the ultimate appeal in organic evolution.

He was thus debarred from holding an opinion upon either the

relation of mind to body at a given moment in time, or their

relation through a series of moments, or indefinite time,

which would cause mind to be solely and completeh- condi-

tioned by matter, or, in othgr words, by its physical substrate,

the brain.

Before trying to show what Darwin considered the develop-

mental relation of the mental-bodily series to be, it will,

perhaps, be best to give a short outline of his views on the

evolution of one of the pair—the mental. Scattered through
his books are numerous passages from which we may determine

his general views, and, in particular, we have the posthumous
essay on Instinct, intended once for the " Origin of Species,"

but omitted on accounc of its length and published finally in

Romanes's work on " Mental Development." From these it is

certain that Darwin held mind to be subject to the same laws

as body. He tells us very little about mind in the sense of

intelligejice, but confines himself almost entirely to iiistind.

I wish to show, in what follows, how he considered Instinct

to have been governed and developed by the laws of variation,

inheritance and natural selection,—the same laws by which the

bodilj- structure of an organism is determined.

In one of his letters he says : "In my fuller MS. [probably
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this posthumous essay] I have discussed a good manj- instincts,

but there will surely- be more unfilled gaps here than with
corporeal structure, for we have no fossil instincts and I know
scarceh' any except of European animals."'

If there were no " fossil instincts," he nevertheless " found
some traces of a graduate series in instincts,"' which served a

somewhat similar purpose ; his chief emphasis is, however, on
its survival value.

" Au instinct, if really of no considerable importance in the
struggle for life, could not be modified or formed through natural
selection."'

" Instinct is for the preservation of the animal There
is no valid reason why it should not have been acquired through
natural selection, like corporeal structures used only on one occa-
sion."*

" A complex instinct might have been acquired by successive steps
and which, moreover, generally indicate according to our theory, the
actual steps by which the instinct has been acquired, inasmuch as
we suppose allied instincts to have branched off at different stages of
descent from a common ancestor and therefore to have remained
more or less unaltered, the instincts of the several lineal ancestral
forms of any one species ; bearing all this in mind, together with the
certainty that instincts are as important to an animal as their gener-
ally correlated structures, and that in the struggle for life under
changing conditions, slight modifications of instinct could hardly
fail occasionally to be profitable to individuals, I can see no over-
whelming difficulty in our theory."^

In another place he says: " He who admits on general grounds
that the structure and habits of all animals have been gradually
evolved, will look at the whole subject of Expression in a new and
interesting light."''

Darwin even went so far as to speak of two instincts as

struggling together, and in a letter of October, 1874, gives as

an instance some of his early observations of ants which
carried empty cocoons from a nest to the top of a tree, which
he interpreted as a struggle of the instinct to remove an
empty cocoon with the instinct to carrj- a cocoon. His words
are :

'

' One instinct [is] in contest with another and mistaken
one." ' By this he evidently means the stniggle of two instincts

in the communitj', but not in the same indi\-idual; for some of

the ants carried the empty cocoons up from the nest, and others,

seeing these, carried them to a tree. He gives a more gen-

eralized case when he says :
'

' There is a constant struggle

^Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 34.
''Instinct, p. 37S.

^Ibid., p. 378.
*'Ibid., p. 377.
^ Ibid., p. 330.
^Emotions, p. 12.

'•Life and Letters. Vol. II, p. 370.
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1

going on throughout nature between the instinct of the one
to escape its enemy and of the other to capture its prey."'

Perhaps the best short statement of his views is contained
in one of his letters :

" Everyone" (it reads) "who believes as I do that all the corporeal
and mental organs (excepting those which are neither advantageous
nor disadvantageous to the possessor) of all beings have been devel-
oped through natural selection, or the survival of the fittest together
with use or habit, will admit that these organs have been formed so
that their possessors may compete successfully with other beings and
thus increase in number. Now an animal ma}- be led to pursue that
course of action which is most beneficial to the species by suffering,
such as pain, hunger, thirst and fear ; or by pleasure, as in eating
and drinking and in the propagation of the species, or by both
means combined, as in the search for food Hence, it has
come to pass, that most or all sentient beings have been developed in
such a manner, through natural selection, that pleasurable sensations
serve as their habitual guides. "'-

Upon variation and inheritance he has much less to saj^

than of the sur\'ival value of instinct ; in one place he speaks
of ^^spontaneous variations of instincts'"'—a term which he
commonly used in referring to structures ; and a great many
times he tells of changes in instinct. In another place he
says : "I have endeavored in this chapter briefl}- to show
that the mental qualities of our domestic animals vary and
that the variations are inherited."* Darwin seems to have
had no doubt whatever upon the inheritability of something
which makes for—if it be not yet—instinctive action.

"But in this case it is mental aptitude quite as much as bodily
structure which appears to be inherited."^ " Gratiolet appears to
overlook inherited habit."'' "Inherited like the tendency of a bull-
dog to pin the nose of a bull.""' " It further deserves notice that re-
flex actions are in all probability liable to slight variations, as are all
corporeal structures and instincts, and any variations which would
tend to be preserved and inherited. Thus reflex actions, when once
gained for one purpose, might afterwards be modified independently
of the will or habit, so as to serve some distinct purpose. Such case's
would be parallel with those which, as we have every reason to be-
lieve, have occurred with many instincts ; for although some instincts
have been developed simply through long-continued and inherited
habit, other highly complex ones have been developed through the
preservation of variations of pre-existing instincts—that is through
natural selection."^

Had Dan\dn said nothing more than the passages quoted,

1 Instinct, p. 380.

'^Life and Letters, Vol I, p. 2S0. Italics mine.
^ Origin, p. 244.
*Ibid.. p. 275.
""Descent, p. 33.
^Emotions, p. 6.

''Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 421.
* Emotions, p. 41.
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his view of the continuity of the same laws through both
structural and mental development would have been clear: but
in this closing paragraph of his essay on " Instinct " he makes
a statement which leaves us no doubt whatever

:

" It may not be logical, but to imagination it is far more satisfactory

to look at the young cuckoo ejecting its foster brothers, ants making
slaves, the larvte of the Ichneumidre feeding within the live bodies
of their prey, cats playing v.-ith mice, otters and cormorants with liv-

ing fish, not as instincts specially given by the Creator, but as very
small parts of one general law leading to the advancement of all

organic bodies—Multiply, Varj', let the strongest live and the weak-
est Die.'"

Having seen how mind, or at least instinct, evolves, and
that it is ruled by the same laws which govern the

'

' advance-
ment of all organic bodies," we may turn our attention more
particularly to the questions which it is the purpose of this

Chapter to discuss, and, if possible, to answer.
" What evolves in mental evokition, mind or body?" To

this Darwin undoubtedly replied :

'

' Both evolve.
'

' I have
already shown that he looked upon mind, instinct, as evolving,

and as being subject to one and the same law of organic de-

velopment ; a concept of mind which might almost imply spir-

itual monism or identity, but which to him seems to have been
proof of interaction. On the other hand, a great part of his

life's work was devoted to showing how structure, and con-
sequenth* brain, evolve ; a concept which would imply a

conditioning of the psychic life by its physical stibstrate. That
the ps}-chic was in his opinion conditioned by, and to a large

extent dependent on the physical, we may show bj- his own
ver}" specific statements.

"Although we learn from the above-mentioned insects, and the
beaver, a high degree of intelligence is certainh^ compatible with
complex instincts, and although actions, at first learnt voluntarily,
can soon, through habit, be performed with the quickness and
certainty of reflex action, yet it is not improbable that there is a
certain amount of interference between the development of free intel-

ligence and of instinct,—which latter implies some inherited modifi-
cation of the brain. Little is known about the functions of the brain,
but we can perceive that as the intellectual powers become highly
developed, the various parts of the brain must be connected by very
intricate channels of the freest intercommunication ; and, as a
consequence, each separate part would perhaps tend to be less well
fitted to answer to particular sensations or associations in a definite
and inherited—that is instinctive—manner. There seems even to
exist some relation between a low degree of intelligence and a strong
tendency to the formation of fixed, though not inherited habits ; for,

as a sagacious physician remarked to me, persons who are slightly
imbecile, tend to act in everything b\- routine or habit ; and they
are rendered much happier if this is encouraged. "-

' Instinct, p. 384. -' Descent, p. 68.
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And again :
" That some physical change is produced in the nerve-

cells or nerves which are habitually used can hardly be doubted, for
otherwise it is impossible to understand how the tendency to certain
acquired movements is inherited. "^

The passage which I now give, and which might properly
have been inserted in the Chapter on '

' Mind in the Causal
Series," leaves no room for doubt as to Darwin's opinion of
the dependence of mind upon the development of the brain

;

but more than that, it leaves equally no doubt of the depend-
ence of structure—at least in evolution through a series,

—

upon the " exertion of choice," a purely psychic phenomenon.
" He who admits the principle of sexual selection will be led to

the remarkable conclusion that the nervous system not only regulates
most of the existing functions of the body, but has indirectly influ-
enced the progressive development of various bodily structures and of
certain mental qualities. Courage, pugnacity, perseverance, strength
and size of body, weapons of all kinds, musical organs, both vocal
and instrumental, bright colors and ornamental appendages have all
been indirectly gained by one sex or the other, through the exertion
of choice, the influence of love and jealousy, and the appreciation of
the beautiful in sound, color or form ; and these powers of mind
manifestly depend on the development of brain. "-

It may not be out of place to notice that while these words
(and others which I have given ) indicate an interaction and
interdependence in the developmental series, they do not
imply a reciprocal action. The powers of mind seem to
depend upon the condition of the brain of a particular individ-
ual at a particular moment, each change in which subtends
a corresponding psychic change ; while on the other hand,
the "exertion of choice"—in sexual selection—works no
appreciable change upon the particular organism, does not in
any way modify its structure, or have appHcation to it in point
of time, but operates upon the series as a whole. In other
words, mind depends immediately' on what brain is at a given
moment, but structure depends mediately on what mind has
been at a given moment. Darwin does not state this in so
many words, but the conclusion seems obvious from the data
given. This does not in anj^ way interfere with the concept
of mutual interdependence in development, as the following
letter to Lyell (June 6 [i860] ) will show :

"I suppose Lowell's difficulty about instinct is the same as Bowen's,
but it seems to me wholly to rest on the assumption that instincts
cannot graduate as finely as structures. I have stated in my volume
that it is hardly possible to know which, i. e., whether instinct, or
structure, change first by insensible steps. Probably sometimes in-
stinct, sornetimes structure. When a British insect feeds on an exotic
plant, instinct has changed by very small steps, and their structures

^Emotions, p. 29.

'^Descent, p. 617. Italics mine.
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might change so as to fully profit by the new food. Or, structure
might change first, as the direction of tusks in one variety of Indian
elephants, which leads it to attack the tiger in a different manner
from other kinds of elephants."'

"As the various mental faculties gradually developed themselves
the brain would almost certainly become larger. No one, I pre-

sume, doubts that the large proportion ivhich the size of man's brain
bears to his body is closely connected with his higher mental pozvers.

We meet with closely analogous facts with insects; for in ants the
cerebral ganglia are of extraordinary dimensions, and in all the
Hymenoptera these ganglia are many times larger than in the less

intelligent orders, such as beetles. On the other hand, no one sup-
poses that intellect of any two animals or of any two men can be
accurately gauged by the cubic contents of their skulls. It is certain
that there may be extraordiuarj- mental activity with an extremely
small absolute mass of nervous u^atter ; thus the wonderfully diversi-

fied instincts, mental powers, and affections of ants are notorious, yet
their cerebral ganglia are not so large as the quarter of a small pin's

head. Under this point of view, the brain of an ant is one of the most
marvellous atoms of matter in the world, perhaps more so than the
brain of a man.
The belief that there exists in man some close relation between the

size of the brain and the development of the intellectual faculties, is

supported by the comparison of the skulls of savage and civilized

races, of ancient and modern people, and bj- the analogy of the whole
vertebrate series. Dr. J. Barnard Davis has proved, by many careful
measurements, that the mean internal capacity of skull of Euro-
peans is 92.3 cubic inches ; in Americans 87.5 ; in Asiatics 87.1 ; and in

Australians only 81.9 cubic inches. Prof. Broca found that the 19th
century skulls from graves in Paris were larger than those from vaults
of the twelfth century, in the proportion of 1484 to 1426; and that
the increased size, as ascertained by measurements, was exclusively
in the frontal part of the skull— the seat of the intellectual faculties.

Prichard is persuaded that the present inhaViitants of Britain have
"much more capacious brain cases" than the ancient inhabitants.
Nevertheless it must be admitted that some skulls of very high an-
tiquity, such as the famous one of Neanderthal, are well developed
and capacious. With respect to the lower animals, M. E. Sartet, by
comparing the crania of tertiary- and recent mammals belonging to the
same groups, has come to the remarkable conclusion that the brain is

generally larger and the convolutions are more complex in the more
recent forms. On the other hand, I have shown that the brains of

domestic rabbits are considerably reduced in bulk, in comparison
with those of the wild rabbit or hare ; and this may be attributed to

their having been closely confined during many generations, so
that they have exerted their intellect, instincts, senses and voluntary
movements but little.

The graduall)- increasing weight of the brain and skull in man must
have influenced the development of the supporting spinal column,
more especially whilst he was becoming erect. As this change of

position was being brought about, the internal pressure of the brain
will also have influenced the form of the skull ; for many facts show
how easily the skull is thus affected Lastly, if any ani-

mal were to increase or diminish much in general size, without any
change in its mental powers, or if the mental powers were to be xpuch
increased or diminished, without any great change in the size of the

^ Life and Letters, Vol. II, pp. 111, 112.
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body, the shape of the skull would almost certainly be altered. . .

. . . From these several facts we can understand, to a certain ex-
tent, the means by which the great size and more or less rounded
form of the skull have been acquired by man ; and these are charac-
ters eminently distinctive of him in comparison with the lower ani-

mals."!

These passages state, it seems to me, with adequate clear-

ness that Darwin considered the development of anj- brain in

the animal series to be closely correlated with the degree of

intelligence manifested. Darwin held that not onh' was there

a progressive series of minds, but that tho.se minds had been
derived, the one from the other, by the natural processes of

inheritance and modification of the total organism, and that a

common progenitor for mind was given with or i?i the common
progenitor for bod^^ By this means he accounts for the simi-

larity of taste, feeling, emotion, etc., which he notes as existing

throughout the animal kingdom.
" To maintain independently of any direct evidence that no animal

during the course of ages has progressed in intellect or other mental
faculties is to beg the question of the evolution of species. We have
seen that according to Sartet, existing mammals belonging to several
orders have larger brains than their ancient tertiary prototypes. "-

" Every one who admits the principle of evolution, and }-et feels

great difficulty in admitting that female mammals, birds, reptiles and
fish, could have acquired the high taste implied by the beauty of the
males, and who generally coincide with our own standard, should re-

flect that the nerve cells of the brain in tlie highest as -well as in the

lowest members of the vertebrate series, are derived from those of the
common progenitor of this great kingdom. For we can thus see how
it came to pass that certain mental faculties, in various and widelj'

distinct groups of animals, have been developed in nearly the same
manner and to nearly the same degree."''

"If no organic being excepting man had possessed any mental power,
or if his powers had been of a wholly different nature from those of

the lower animals, then we should never have been able to convince
ourselves that our high faculties had been gradually developed. But
it can be shown that there is no fundamental difference of this kind.
We must admit that there is a much wider interval in mental power
between one of the lowest fishes, as a lamprey or lancelet, and one of

the higher apes, than between an ape and a man ; yet this interval is

filled up by numberless gradations.
Nor is the difference slight in moral disposition between a barbarian,

such as the man described by the old navigator Byron, who dashed
his child on the rocks for dropping a basket of sea-urchins, and a
Howard or Clarkson ; and in intellect, between a savage who uses
hardly any abstract terms, and a Newton or Shakspeare. Differences

of this kind between the highest men of the highest races and the
lowest savages are connected by the finest gradations."*

"As far as I understand your remarks and illustrations, 3'ou doubt

^ Descent, -p-p. $^-6. Italics mine.
^Ibid., p. 81.
2 /AzW., pp. 616-17. Italics mine.
* Ibid., pp. 65-6. Italics mine.
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the possibility of gradations of intellectual powers. Now, it seems to

nie, looking to existing animals alone, that we have a very fine grada-
tion in the intellectual powers of the Vertebrata, with one rather wide
gap (not half so wide as in many cases of corporeal structure) between
say a Hottentot and an ouraug, even if civilized as much mentally as
the dog has been from the wolf. I suppose that you do not doubt that
the intellectual powers are as important for the welfare of each being
as corporeal structure; if so, I can see no difficulty in the most intel-

lectual individuals of a species being continually selected, and the
intellect of the new species thus improved, aided probably by effects

of inherited mental exercise. I look at this process as now going on
with the races of man ; the less intellectual races being exterminated.
. . . If I understand you, the turning point in our difference

must be, that you think it impossible that the intellectual powers of
a species should be much improved by the continued natural selection

of the most intellectual individuals. To show how minds graduate,
just reflect how impossible every one has yet found it, to define the
difference in mind of man and the lower animals ; the latter seem to

have the very same attributes in a much lower stage of perfection than
the lowest savage. I would give absolutely nothing for the theory of

natural selection, if it requires miraculous additions at any one stage
of descent."'

"Your criticism of the rasping noise made by insects being neces-

sarily rhythmical is very good ; but though not made intentionally, it

may be pleasing to the females from the nerve cells being nearly sim-
ilar in function throughout the animal kingdom. "-

The quotation.s I have given seem to me stifficieiit to exhibit

and explain the Darwinian Idea of Mental Development.
Simply stated, mental development for all the organic species,

means a progressive series of mutual interdependcyicics. This
idea was the outcome of Dan\an's concepts of mind and its

changes, and of its relation to brain. Neither mind nor brain

evolves alone, hence, neither conditions the other more than

it is itself conditioned ; but together thev' make a continuing

process, ever more differentiated, more complex ; a process,

which, taken in its entiretj-, we recognize and describe as

Mental Development, both for the individual and for the race.

Summary.

We have .seen (

i

) that Darwin believed that mind is cau.sally

related to organic evolution
; (2) that by mind he meant the

specific manifestations of a living organism and its reactions

upon its environment as distinguished from the merely

mechanical reactions
; (3) that he held the relation of mind

and body to be one of interaction and interdependence ; and

(4) that Mental Developement is a progressive differentiation,

accompanied by, and causally interrelated with the develop-

ment of the body. How, then, shall we sum up his position,

1 Letter to Lyell, in Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 7. Italics mine.
^ Life and Letters, Vol. II, p. 364.
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and where, in the historj' of thought, do his philosophical

affinities place him ?

There can be little doubt from the foregoing that Darwin
held the views taught in the popular psychologj' of his da}',

which adhered strictly to Cartesian dualism in its explanation
of the relation of mind and body. This psycholog}' held " that

the substances of the world are divided into minds and bodies;

that minds are not in space, while bodies are extended; that

minds obey the laws of thought, and bodies the laws of

mechanics; that minds are free, and bodies subject to a blind

causality; and that, nevertheless, these different forms of

existence are occasionally connected with one another, and
can influence each other.

' '

' All this is a matter of course to

the great majority of unphilosophical, educated men.
Cartesianism is a statement of what may be called the static

relationship of mind and body : it endeavors to account for a

particular mind and a particular bod^' at a particular time.

Upon this foundation Darwin now builds a new structure. One
group of phenomena had early assumed an immense impor-
tance to him,—the phenomena of inheritance . The thought of

hereditary transmission, perhaps alwaj-s foremost in his bio-

logical studies, had deeply imbued him with the idea of life

as expressed in an organic series, as well as in a single form.

He .saw that living beings were not only maintaining their

individual interactions of brain and mind, but that these inter-

actions were changing and progressing,—progressing in a

definite direction, moving onward, under the laws ofinheritance,

from the lower to the higher, from the simpler to the more
complex. To the facts of -the given moment he added the

facts of a period of time ; to the laws governing the in-

di^'idual, the laws governing the .species; and to the concept

of the mere existence of a living being, the concept of the

development of that being, and the evolution of the series of

which it forms, bj' inheritance, a causallj- related link. Dar-
win's philosophical position may thus be summed up in three

words, as Cartesianism plus Evolution.

Appendix.

It maj' not be without iuterest, as bearing upon Darwin's views of

mental development, to note the psychological literature with which
he was evidently familiar and which he quoted, and also some of the
important works of the time which he seems not to have known. I

select the following titles from the foot-notes of the "Origin of

Species," " Descent of Man" and "The Expression of the Emotions
in Man and Animals," and include in it a few works which are not
strictly psychological, but which seem in place here.

1 W. Wundt : Essays, p. 130.
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THE INFLUENCE OF FORCED RESPIRATION ON
PSYCHICAL AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.

By Guy M. Whipple, A. B., Scholar in Psychology, Clark University.

The effect of various psj-chical and physical activities upon
respiration has been investigated by psychologists and physiol-

ogists, and intimate relations have been established. These
relations, however, have been studied but rarely from the re-

verse standpoint, though there is good ground for deeming such
a study profitable. ' The following study is an attempt to

investigate one of these reverse relations, that, namely, which
exists between voluntarily increased rapidity of breathing and
various types of physical and psychical activity.

Introductory.

A review of the physiologj' of respiration shows that forced

respiration might influence these activities especially in two
ways : by increasing the amount of available oxygen in the

blood or tissues, and by influencing the rate of circulation and
the composition of the blood.

With regard to the first, it is obvious that since the haemo-
globin of the blood is normally nearly saturated with O, no
amount of forced breathing can greatly increase the amount of

O in the blood and so in the tissues unless there is a concomi-
tant change in the rate of circulation. Yet the amount of C O2
eliminated might be increased by thorough ventilation with
normal circulation, and so a relative oxygenation be accom-
plished. A practical example of the reverse case occurs in
" loss of wind " in running, which is often due, not to lack of

air inhaled, but to lack of heart power to drive the oxj^gen-

carrying blood to the tissues. It is further clear that no amoimt
of fast breathing or rapid circulation can wholh' atone for a

paucity of red corpuscles and haemoglobin.
The effect of forced respiration on circulation may be either

direct (impeding or assisting the flow of blood to and from the

heart) or indirect, by the reaction of the changes in the compo-

' This topic was suggested to the writer by President Hall, who has
treated many of the more general aspects of the relation of respiration
and the air to mental activity, in his class lectures on Cosmology, and
I desire here to acknowledge my indebtedness to him and to the sub-
jects who have spared time for my tests.
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sition of the blood upon the nervous centers presiding over
this function.

The principle that inspiration increases the flow of blood from
the brain, while expiration hinders it to such an extent that the
brain is raised with each expiration, may perhaps account for a
peculiar feeling in the top of the head observed by several of
the subjects of our experiments during the forced breathing,
and described as an odd mixture of pressure and vacuitN-.

The general relation of the activity of the nervous centers
for circulation and respiration to the proportion of C O2 in the
blood is too well known to need illustration, but the conditions
in apncea (momentary cessation of respiration) are not alto-

gether clear, and as this appears to be a regular sequel of such
forced breathing as we have used, it may be worth a little con-
sideration. There are two main theories, the chemical and the
mechanical.
The first is especially supported by the work of Ewald, who

claims that after a period of forced breathing, the system and
the blood become hyperoxygenated. The medulla is thus quieted
by the presence of much 6 and little C O2, and there is a more
or less complete cessation of respiratory movements. This is

borne out by the fact that the foetus in its prenatal condition is

kept from breathing by the presence of blood richly charged
with O, and by certain experiments of Ewald who found that
venous blood in apncea contained less than the normal amount
of O, and by Pfliiger's experiments showing a slowing of the
capillary circulation during apncea so that a larger amount of
O may be taken up by the tissues.

Those who hold the mechanical theory that apncea is caused
by a weariness of respiration (a fatigue, reacting on the medulla
by the vagus nerve, which suppresses its activity), argue that it

cannot be proved that the blood is hyperoxygenated, and that,

further, artificial forced breathing of H by animals causes
apncea.

Gad, Knoll and others hold that the cause is chemical, but
due not to hyperoxygenation of the blood, but to the presence
of much atmospheric air in the alveoli, which are able to

arterialize the blood for some time, but at the normal rate.

Reichert, in the " American Text Book of Physiology," in

commenting on this mooted question concludes that " in view
of the fact that apncea from breathing O is much more marked
than from breathing H, it seems evident that apncea may be
due to either gaseous or mechanical factors alone or to both,
the latter producing a quicker and more lasting effect."

A recent work on respiration, and one which touches some
points identical or closely related to those taken up in the pres-
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ent study, is that of William Marcet, entitled "A Contribution

to the History of the Respiration of Man, " London, 1897.

Marcet is interested in the medical aspects of respiration, and
concerned with the effect of mountain climbing, high altitudes,

temperature, food, exercise, etc., on respiration, and the effects

of forced respiration or volition, towards forced respiration on
muscular power. He studied also the after stages in each case,

and tested by elaborate apparatus the amounts of air breathed
and the proportions of O consumed and C O2 eliminated in the

various tests. He demonstrates the apnceic pause after forced

breathing and finds also a second short period of increased

breathing always following the apnoea. He finds that an ex-

cess of C O2 is eliminated from the blood by the forced breathing

and an excess of O of from 4.7 to 36.4 cc. per minute, is ab-

sorbed under the same conditions, thus strongly supporting

Ewald's theor}- of apncea. It is also an important fact that

the same rate and depth of respiration, which in forced breath-

ing gives rise to apnoea, when it occurs as a natural concomi-
tant of muscular exercise, excites no fatigue and is followed by
no apncea.

Active volition towards some form of exercise, locomotion,

lifting, etc., gives on the other hand tracings with after-stages

like the forced breathing curves. Marcet finds that forced

breathing nearly doubles muscular power and explains it by
the fact that the increased absorption of O takes place mainl)'

in the cerebral motor centers, a point of great interest if it shall

eventually be confirmed. His conclusions as to apnoea are

peculiar. Like Ewald, he finds more O absorbed, but unlike

him, argues (from his experiments) that apncea is purely an
after effect of volition. Only when there is volition toward
viuscular contraction does apnoea occur. Under these circum-

stances, the cause of the increased breathing is a direct action

of a motor center (the one that would be concerned in the mus-
cular contraction if one were made) upon the respiratory center.

In forced breathing many accessor}^ muscular contractions are

made and the overflow to the respiratory center is from the

centers involved in them. Now when volition toward muscular

contraction is suddenly suspended (or at the end of the forced

breathing) the respiratory center is left unsupported, and
missing the added stimulus before received, is sluggish in

action, and apnoea results.

Experiments on the Effect of Forced Respiration on
Physical and Mental Processes.

The writer's experiments were carried out upon six subjects,

all university students (five Americans and one a Japanese),

between March 2nd and June 14th of the current year. They
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have been for the most part somewhat rough in character, in-

tended rather to blaze a path in a new direction and to find

general bearings than to make exact determinations of particu-

lar points.

The tests of physical and mental conditions used were :

1. Dynamometer grip continued through 30 seconds.

2. Adding of digits.

3. Dealing of sixty cards into two piles.

4. Simple reaction time to sound.

5. Discrimination and choice tested by the sorting of sixty

cards according to color, red and black.

6. Memory span.

7. Precision of rapid touches.

8. Threshold in discrimination of gray.

Each subject on each day went through the same series of

tests both in normal condition and after two minutes of forced

breathing. In the latter case each test was made if possible

entirely within a single minute directly following the breathing.

'

If the test occupied a longer time, additional breathing periods

were inserted. The tests were made on eight days for each

subject, exclusive of the preliminary trials which were designed

to eliminate most of the practice effects. On four days the

normal tests were made first, on alternate days the forced

breathing first, thus balancing in the totals any daily effects of

warming up, practice or fatigue. Each complete series occu-

pied one hour.

On another day, tracings of the subjects breathing under the

various conditions were taken by means of two pneumographs

(of the pattern devised by Dr. Fitz,of Harvard,) and a con-

tinuous paper kymograph driven by a water motor. Each

tracing shows the chest and abdominal breathing and a time

curve with 2 sec. intervals.

These tracings reveal a more or less complete apnceic pause

(an extreme case lasting over two minutes) after the forced res-

piration. Differences in rate, depth and character of the rnove-

ments in the forced period, and considerable individual differ-

ences in the types of normal breathing are also brought out,

e. g. , variations in the rate of the forced breathing among the

subjects are from 19 to 36 per minute ;
variations in the form

are also marked, some subjects increasing the chest movement,

some the abdominal ; for some, pure apncea is replaced by very

slow, slight respirations with long expiratory pauses ; some

' In comparing the results of these experiments with those of Marcet

it should be remembered that his tests of strength, etc., were made
after normal automatic respiration had been established, while these

were made as soon as possible after the cessation of the forced breathing.
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normal curves show predominance of diaphragmatic, some of
costal breathing.

The subjective effects of the forced breathing were in general

:

more or less dizziness, blackness before the eyes, tingling or
prickling .sensations in the hands and feet, and a feeling of con-
fusion coupled with energ)-. Not all these were experienced at

once, and all passed away with the cessation of forced respira-

tion. There was often a secondary effect of exhilaration.
Before the special tests, the lung capacity was each day tested

with a spirometer. The highest and lowest amount registered
by the spirometer and also the average for each subject will be
found in Table I, together with his height and weight.

TABtE I.

Height. Weight. Spiromkter.

SUBJECT.
Cm. Lbs. Oz. Min.

Cu. in.

Max.
Cu. in.

Av.
Cu. in.

J
Y
G
H
P
S

172.3

156.3

176.9
171.

6

170.3
168.

1

137 6.5

113 S.o

159 14.0

143 8.0

167 10.5

159 2.5

190
162

230
227
200

237

220
180

259
255
240

257

207

175
244
240
221

247

Average 169.2 146 1.6 208 235 222

The first of the regular daily tests was that with the Dyna-
viometer. The apparatus was essentially that used by Bryan, ^

but onlj^ one hand was tested, and an attachment was made by
which a reduced tracing of the fatigue nerve could be obtained.

The subject maintained a maximum pressure for 30 seconds,
the height of the mercury column being also recorded by the
experimenter at the beginning and end of this period, and the
form of the fatigue curve being registered on a kymograph
drum. The results of these tests show a more or less decided
gain both in initial strength and in endurance after the forced

breathing. The average immerical readings in centimeters are

given in the following Table.
One subject (Y) was unable to hold the mercury for the full

period of 30 seconds. His curves showed a peculiar, sudden drop
at about the 15th or 20th second. This was occasionally the
case with subject H.' In further tests on subject Y at the close

of the regular work, he was found able to sustain the mercury
for the full period of 30 seconds after forced breathing, but was

' This Journal, V, 196.
- Something of the same kind was observed by Lombard in his

study of ergograph curves. This Journal, III, 24.
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Table II.

^

Dynamometer.

N0RM.11.. Forced.

Beginmng . M.V. End. M.V. Beginning . M. V. End. M. V.

J 74-3 4.0 60.6 3-3 73-1 6.9 60.5 4.2

Y [71-5] f7..';J [73-6] L6.0J

G 91.4 ^A 68.4 30 94.0 4-9 73-3 3-7

H 75-7 3-9 55-5 4-5 79 -o 5-0 58.5 4-5

P 82.5 4-3 53-6 6.9 90.5 2.6 58.8 2-3

S 84.1 9.0 58.0 9-5 85.5 8.0 56.3 10.9

Av. 81.6 5-3 59-2 5-4 84.4 5.5 61.5 5-1

Still unable to do so in the normal condition. This affords an
interesting support to the general conclusions attained. The
figures for H are for four days onlj'.

The curves given by this apparatus show great variety from
subject to subject, but those of any single subject are extremely

uniform in character as has been found by others in similar

studies.

The effects of practice, warming up, and fatigue were ex-

cluded from the final results as before explained. Averages of

the results according to the order specially made to discover

such effects show that in the dynamometer test these factors

hardly enter at all, or balance each other in amount.
Addiyig. The next test, taking them up in the order given

to the subjects, was adding. Eight columns of 17 numbers
each were added each day, the time being taken with a stop-

watch and the correctness of the results being noted. The
columns all footed up between 131 and 142, and were of approx-

imately equal difficulty. The results show no certain difference

between the times required for adding after normal and after

forced breathing ; two subjects add slightly faster, and four

slightly slower after the breathing, while the net result is .12

seconds faster for the breathing. The breathing also did not

affect the correctness of the work. Interesting individual differ-

ences are found, and a strong practice curv-e shown.
Rapidity of Movement, Card Dealitig. The next test was

designed to measure the rapidity of movement, and consisted of

dealing a pack of 60 specially prepared cards into two piles.

Such card tests are of little use to people who lack sufficient

manual dexterity to deal them one at a time. This was the

case with one at least of the subjects, and in all cases there

was a strongly marked practice curve.

' M. V. in this and subsequent tables represents the mean variation

of the eight daily records from their average.
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The dealing test also gave negative results, being faster

under forced breathing for three subjects and slower for two,

with total averages equal. The sixth subject was so irregular

in dealing that a substitute test was provided, consisting sim-

ply of making small crosses with a pencil at maximum speed

for 30 seconds. This was not a very satisfactory test, but

showed, so far as it showed anything, the same negative results

as the other.

Simple Reaction Time. The fourth test was the simple re-

action to sound. At first this was taken by means of an elec-

tric tuning fork, vibrating 100 times per second, writing through

a small electro-magnetic signal on a smoked drum. For this

method was later .substituted the more accurate Hipp Chrono-
scope with a falling-ball stimulus. With the first apparatus

from 30 to 40 reactions were made each day, with the Hipp 20.

The results show that five subjects average longer in reacting

after the breathing, the sixth takes only 0.0004 longer in the

normal condition, a difference so small as to be negligible. The
average is 4.25 o- longer after forced breathing. The number
of daily tests in which forced breathing lengthens the time is

also greater than half, so that it is probably safe to say that

forced respiration has some slight tendency to lengthen the sim-

ple reaction time.

The averages for reactions are here given :

T.\BLE III.'

Reactions.

Subject. Normal. M. v. Forced. M. V. F-N.

<j (T 0- (T o-

J 145.0 7-9 147.0 13-2 2.0

Y 134.0 9.0 1396 6.6 5-6

G 141.8 6.6 144-9 6-5 3-1

H 143-7 10.6 148.9 10.5 5-2

P 132.0 6.7 131.6 4-9 -0.4

S 141.6 4.0 15 1.

6

4-5 lO.O

Average 1397 7-5 143-9 7-7 4-25

Discrimination Test, Sorting Cards by Colors. The second form

' Owing to a loss of some records, the meau variations in the indi-
vidual reaction times of all the subjects cannot be given. Incomplete
records for four subjects show an average of the mean variation in the
reactions in normal condition of 13 o', under forced breathing of 16°'.

The slightly greater variation in the latter case may be due to the fact

that when using the Hipp Chronoscope, the subject was made to do
forced breathing before each reaction. This, in itself, may have les-

sened the constancy of attention.
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of card test is next in order. It consisted in sorting from four

to six times the well shuffled pack of 60 cards into two piles,

this time according to color—black and red—as a rough index

of the discrimination time plus the above mentioned dealing

time. Subjects were required to make a quick motion of cor-

rection in case a card was wrongly placed. The time was taken

by stop-watch. The general remarks about the dealing test

apply also here though to a less degree.

The results (v. Table IV) show on the average a slightly

lower sorting time after forced breathing. This longer time,

since the dealing test gave negative results, may be attributable

to the more purely mental process of discrimination, but may
be due, as suggested by the tests in discriminating grays, to

poorer perception of the colors. Four of the five subjects show
this tendency ; the fifth leans very slightly the other way,
while in the case of a sixth, the cards were again of no avail

and a special discrimination test had to be arranged—reactions

with right or left hand to two slightly different sounds. The
results of the sorting test are given below in seconds.

Table IV.

Sorting 60 cards.

Subject. NORM.^L. M. V. Forced. M. V. F-N.

J 53-06 2.05 54-45 1-44 1-39
Y 45.06 ^li 45-61 1-52 -55

G 50.04 1-39 49.64 0.62 .40

H
P 41.27 1.62 42.41 2.32 1. 14
S 45-34 2-33 45-79 r.83 -45

Average 46.95 1-94 47-54 1-54 0.706

The discrimination tests on subject H with the chronoscope,

confirmed the general result from the card sorting. The aver-

age normal time was 340 ±20- with an average mean daily

variation of 41 o- ; the average after forced breathing was
356 ±70- with an average mean daily variation of 45 o-.

Test No. 6 was a test of vieniory. At first series of ten

printed nonsense syllables were exposed for the subject's study
during a period of 30 seconds. This method was found poor,

however, in practical working, since the subjects changed their

method of learning ; now visualizing, now committing by artic-

ulating, now by sound, and now by association ; and the results

were not at all uniform. A method free from most of these

defects was found in testing the memory span with numerals
read by the experimenter in time with a pendulum swinging
once in .74 sec. This insured uuifonn speed. Nine numerals
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were commonly used, but ten were necessary for subjects P and
S after a day or so of practice. The results were obtained by
recording the number of errors made by the subject, in writing
the numbers immediately after dictation. Errors in position

as well as in the digits themselves were counted. Unfortunately
no record of the number of transpositions (the most frequent

error) was kept.

With theexceptionof one subject (Y, a Japanese), the results

uniformly show more errors after the breathing and the final

average points in that direction. The one exception may be
due to a fact revealed towards the end of the experiment that

the memorizing was sometimes done in English, sometimes after

translation into Japanese. I h^.ve therefore omitted his results

in the average.

TABI.E V.

Memory.

SUBJECT. Normal. M. V. Forced. M. V.

J 18.50 3-12 19.70 2-57
Y [25.00] [4.25] [22.60] [2.22]
G 4.87 1-59 6.62 3-62
H 5-50 2.40 7.46 304
P 2.13 1.87 4.50 2.50
S 2-37 1.62 3-37 2.00

Average 5-56 2.12 6.94 2.74

The test for precision of aim caused considerable trouble

before a suitable one was found. The form of test finally used
seems to combine all the necessary points, viz. : the same fre-

quency and speed in the thrusting movement, impossibility of

correction by practice, an easy evaluation of the results, and
the securing of a large number of tests without too great

waste of time. It consists in having the subject try to touch,

with a lead pencil, moving it in time with the beat of a .74
sec. pendulum, a series of ten small crosses irregularly placed

on a sheet of paper, the pencil being raised each time to the

height of the shoulder. This process was repeated, making a

total of 20 thrusts after each form of breathing. The error is

given in the table in millimeters.

The results from this test show that while, as would be ex-

pected, the error of each single thrust is quite variable, the

average errors of a series of 20 thrusts are an almost constant

quantity for each subject after the first practice effect has
passed. The results also show a clear and regular increase

in the errors after forced breathing.

Table VI shows the general averages for each subject, and the
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averages of the daily mean variations. The probable errors of
the general averages, though not given in the table, are very
small, and justify the conclusion that forced breathing increases

the error.

Table VI.

Precision.

Gbnkral Average. 1 Average of Daily M. V.

SUBJECT. Normal
Breathing.

Mm.
M. V.
Mm.

Forced
Breathing.

Mm.
M. V.
Mm.

Normal
Breathing.

Mm.

Forced
Breathing.

Mm.

J
Y
G
H
P
S

4-05

3-93
5-3°
6.1S

5.02

4-54

0'39
0.46
1.09

0.69
0.67
0.24

4.88

4-51

5-51
6.61

5-99
4-95

0.43
0.47
0.66

0.89
1.01
0.24

1.80

1.62

2.82

2.65

2.64

2-35

1.89
2.18

1-95
2.65

2.74

2.44

Average 4.84 0-59 5-41 0.61 2-31 2.31

The order had considerable influence in this test, five out of
six subjects being more accurate in the second half hour irre-

spective of whether the forced breathing tests came first or

those with normal breathing.

Discrimination of Grays. The final test was intended to be
rnore purely sensor)- than those which have been given. It

was visual, and consisted in a determination of the just ob-

servable difference of gra5's. The apparatus was a modifica-

tion of that used by Leuba, and described in this Journal, V,
376. A rapidly revolving vertical pasteboard disk 368 mm. in

diameter and pierced with 12 radial slits each, 138 x 13 mm.
was interposed between the subject and the grays to be dis-

criminated. The disk was covered with white (later light

gray) paper, and arranged to slide vertically for a distance of

120 mm. The subject being seated before a tube 61 cm.
long in front of the disk, looked through the tube and the disk

at figures of various forms (square, triangle, hexagon, letter

H, etc.), which were made of quite dark gray paper approxi-

mately 70 mm. square, and pasted in the center of a back-

ground of a very little darker gray paper 153 mm. square.

These diagrams were 270 cm. beyond the disk. When the disk

was low down in its slide, so that the subject looked through the

upper part of it, the graj's of the figure and background could

not be distinguished, and the form of the figure could not be
told. In making a determination, then, the disk was raised

till the figure could be discriminated from its ground and cor-

rectly named, when the elevation of the disk in millimeters was
recorded. The conditions of the tests allow the results only a

IX—38
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relative value because of variatious iu illumination. Constant
lighting could not be secured in the present case, and often

tests were thrown out on account of variations in the outdoor
light during the eight or ten minutes used in the test. The
results, however, are sufficient for a comparison of the effects

of forced and normal breathing. In making the test, each sub-

ject on each day was given five diagrams in the first test, and the

same five iu the .second, though altered iu order and in their

position iu the holder. The results from this test were very
striking.

The average for every subject, not only in the totals, but for

every daj''s tests, shows that the diagrams appear later, more
confused, and are distinguished with more difficulty after the
forced breathing.

In these tests the subjects had curious illusions and apper-
ceptive experiences, e. g. , two upright parallel lines were
often declared with certainty to be the " H." These phenomena
increased with the forced breathing, which was uniformly said

to make the figures hazy and flickering, even to such an ex-
tent that after the given figure was recognized, it seemed to

some subjects to slide and alter its position on the background.
Others found that in forced breathing, the whole diagram sud-

denly shifted in color, being alternately black or gray, or again
a gray would appear in the center and gradually spread out to

the borders.

The tests of the effects offorced breathing upon circulation have
been of a tentative nature and few in number. The puLse rate of

the various subjects before, during and after the forced breath-

ing was once counted, and showed a slight quickening during
the second minute of breathiug ; but by two minutes of the

cessation of the forced respiration, the pulse had usually fallen

again to the normal rate. A couple of tests of the eye pulse

were made with the plethysmograph,' but with negative re-

sults.

If we now sum up the general results of this study we find

the effects of forced breathing to be
1. An apnceic pause, as observed by Marcet.
2. A feeling of dizziness and confusion, followed somewhat

later at times by exhilaration and clearness.

3. Greater strength and endurance of grip, found also by
Marcet, but after an interval in which breathing returned to

the normal condition.

4. Slightly lengthened reaction time.

5. Decreased memory span.

6. Longer discrimination time.

' Psychological Review, IV, 120.
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7. L,ess precision of movement.
8. Poorer visual discrimination.
The simple throwing of cards in two piles and adding are

apparently uninfluenced. Whether with more extended experi-
ments this would be the case cannot now be asserted, but,
these apart, the results seem to point to an improvement of the
muscular mechanism, as the expense of the mechanisms of con-
trol and of the higher functions generally.

It would be interesting to follow the subject into the fields
of early philosophy, where, as every one knows, breathing and
.soul have often been practically synonymous, and into the
modern oriental cults where proper breathing is regarded as
the road to insight and inspiration, and into the hygienic de-
velopments of respiratory gymnastics in the modern "deep
breathing" schools, and among the " Ralstonians, " but these
are all quite beyond the scope of the present paper, which is

confined to the report of experimental pioneering.



A METHOD OF RECORDING EYE-MOVEMENTS.

By E. B. Dej:,abarre, Professor of Psychology, Brown University.

Many problems suggest themselves to the psychologist whose
solution would be greatly furthered by an accurate method of

recording the movements of the eye. One such problem in

particular has aroused my inteicst, namely, the relation of eye-

movements and e3^e-strain to our spatial judgments, and the

bearing of this relation on the explanation of various geomet-

rical optical illusions. While I cannot claim to have completely

solved the problem of obtaining an accurate record of the move-
ments made by the eye under such circumstances, I neverthe-

less have succeeded in reproducing them with a certain degree

of accuracy ; and by publishing mj' method in spite of its crude-

ness in certain respects, I hope to be of service to others who
may be engaged on .similar problems, and to receive sugges-

tions for its further perfection.

After considering and testing numerous po.ssibilities, I was
forced to the conclusion that only by firmly attaching some solid

object to the surface of the eye or to the ej'e-muscles, as a sup-

port to a mirror or to a thread for moving levers, could my
object be obtained. I am indebted to Dr. Lough, my assistant

last year in the laboratory at Harvard, for the suggestion that

plaster-of-Paris will attach it.self firmly and immovably to any
moist surface. Acting on this suggestion, I made a few plaster

casts over the cornea of an artificial eye. I thus produced a

smooth concave surface that would fit fairly well the curvature

of the cornea of a natural eye. This I trimmed with a knife to

the diameter of the cornea, and to a thickness that would make
it as light as possible while retaining the requisite firmness.

Then I made the eyeball antesthetic by applying two or three

drops of a two to three per cent, solution of cocaine, and on fit-

ting the cast over the cornea found that it held there perfectly,

without pain or discomfort.

The problem of obtaining a firm support was thus solved.

How to use it for obtaining a record of the eye-movements was
yet a question. My first attempt was to fasten to the outer

surface of the plaster cast a small concave mirror of known focus,

and to reflect from it a strong ray of light onto a photographic

plate. This reflected ray reproduced accurately and magnified

all the movements of the eye. I found difficulty, however, in
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obtaining a record of its path on the sensitive plate, and was
compelled to abandon the attempt. This difficulty arose par-

tially from the rapidity with which the spot of light moved
across the plate, but partly also no doubt from my own unfamil-

iarity with the dispositions of apparatus necessary for obtaining

a sharply defined image of the hght-streak under such condi-

tions. It seems to me probable that this photographic method
is feasible, and I hope that this account may come to the notice

of some one who can give me directions for making it successful.

I finally adopted the method of casting within the plaster a

thin wire ring, from one side of whose circumference a branch

projected to the outside. It was- then possible to make a hole

through the center of the cast, of about the size of the pupil.

The wire ring surrounded this hole, imbedded within the plas-

ter, and to its proj ection , situated j ust to one side of the opening,

it was easy to attach a light thread leading to a recording lever.

On the side of the lever opposite to the attachment of the

thread I fastened a thin elastic fibre, and thus the lever moved
back and forth in correspondence with the horizontal move-

ments of the eye, and recorded them on the smoked surface of

a kymograph cylinder. By running the thread over a pulley,

it was similarly possible to record the vertical movements. Slow

movements could thus be recorded with great accuracy. But

in the case of the more natural rapid movements, the tendency

of the lever and elastic fibre to continue vibrator}^ movements
of their own after those of the eye had ceased led to some results

difficult to interpret. The periodicity of these vibrations gave

me sometimes a valuable method of determining the time-rela-

tions of the eye-movements under various conditions, but pre-

vented an absolutely accurate determination of the exact form

of the movements. The method therefore still remains crude.

I have, however, by its use satisfied myself that spatial judg-

ments are closely dependent on eye-movements and eye-posi-

tions, and that many geometrical optical illusions can be proved

to owe their explanation to this fact. I have also discovered,

I think, a new factor of influence in these illusions,— namely,

the fact that the actual point of fixation of the eye is not always

the one intended and thought to be fixated. If, for instance,

when the endeavor is made to fixate the point of an arrow-

head, the actual point of fixation falls within the angle, as my
results seem to establish, then in the Miiller-Lyer illusion the

length of eye-movement is actually less in the case of the dia-

gram that appears shorter. A fuller account of the results that

lead me to these conclusions I must however reserve until an

improvement in the method and further opportunity for research

permit of their verification.

A few further details will be of value to those who may wish
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to adopt and perfect this method. The eye should first be
cocainized as above indicated. Then the lids should be propped
apart by .some form of eye-lid fa.stener, of which the best is

probably that in form of a wide-opening spring with tortoise-

shell grooves for the lids. The pla.ster cast may then be applied,

with its opening directly over the pupil, and it will at once
adhere firmly. If the amount of cocaine used has not been suffi-

cient to interfere with accommodation, it will then be possible

to see with the harnessed eye almost if not quite as well as with
the other. The plaster will not detach itself until it becomes
thoroughl}^ soaked with tears. I have taken records for over
an hour without inconvenience from its application or from the
propping open of the lids. If it is desired to obtain release

before it detaches itself, it cannot be pulled off without injury

to the eye, but a few drops of water applied within its opening
and to the e3'e around it will cause it to float off" at once.

As to whether there is any danger to the eye to be feared

from using it in this manner, I cannot say with assurance. I

have myself always suffered a little temporary inconvenience
due to the strain on the eye-muscles, to the affecting of the
accommodation by the cocaine, and to the fact that a cast over
an artificial eye never corresponds exactly to the curvature of

one's own cornea, and the latter probably alters itself during
the experiment to fit the cast. I have also found it necessary
to allow a considerable interval to elapse between experi-

ments, — usually a week. The unplesant effects have always
soon passed, and now, a full year since my last experiments, I

can detect no ill effect.



PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IN THE PHYSIOL-
OGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF READING.

By Edmund B. Huey, Fellow in Psychology, Clark University.

The present article is a report of experiments preliminary to

a stud\- of the Psychology of Reading, the general purpose of

the study being to learn as far as may be just what occurs physi-

ologically and psychically, in reading a printed page.

A series of experiments was first undertaken to decide the

comparative merits of printing in columns of the ordinary

width and in very narrow columns, with the belief that the

speed- tests, etc., taken in this side problem, would be valuable

and, especially, suggestive for the larger study yet to be made.

I. Comparison of Speed in Vertical and in Horizon-
tal Reading.

It would seem that in reading matter printed in sufficiently

narrow columns the eye's lateral movement might be elimi-

nated or nearly so, and the reading be done with one downward
sweep of the eye. Among the advantages to be expected from

such reading might be mentioned ( i ) the very great decrease in

the work of the oculo-motor muscles; (2) the elimination of

the asymmetrical change in •accommodation, which Javal {Rev.

Sdeiitifique , iS/p,) mentions as one of the main causes of

fatigue in reading ordinary lines
; (3) whatever advantage may

be incident to having wdthin the range of clear vision as much
as possible of immediately related matter

; (4) facilitation of

the process of skimming.
I have confined myself to a comparison of speed, and have

made the narrow columns contain but one word to the line,

i. e., having the center of each word just over the center of

the next succeeding word.

Experiment A. There were printed on a Remington type-

writer 15 lists of 50 words each in nonsense-arrangement, even

similarity of first and last parts of words being avoided, and no

two alike, in vertical column ; and each list was also printed

in ordinary horizontal fashion, but in reverse order of words,

the lines being made a little shorter than the length of the col-

umns, the type and other conditions similar in horizontal and

in vertical lists. The first list contained only words of two let-

ters ; the second, words of three letters, etc., to and including a
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list of i6-letter words. A list of 50 letters of the alphabet, in

nonsense-arrangement, was added, with its reversed form as

with the word-lists.

As the typewriter gave the same space to each letter regard-

less of the.letter's form, all the words of a list were of equal

length and both margins were straight.

The lists were read aloud by the subjects as fast as possible.

The time was taken with a stop-watch marking fifths of second

nominally, though tenths could be read from it. The readings

were made as follows : The li.st of two-letter words would be

read, e.g., first in the horizontal arrangement, then in vertical

;

then in vertical again, then in horizontal ; then horizontal of

the 3-letter list would be read and a similar order would fol-

low. Care was taken to arrange the order of tests so as to elimi-

nate the errors due to practice, etc.

There were thus two comparisons (two horizontal readings

and two vertical readings) for each of the 16 lists. The four

subjects tested are members of this University as are the sub-

jects ser-vdng in other tests presently to be mentioned.

The results may be found in Table I.

It is interesting to obser\-e that while the shorter words are

read more rapidly in horizontal sequence, the longer are read

more rapidly in vertical. Though the mean variations are

large, the relation is so frequently repeated that it seems not

wholly accidental.

Experiment B, I. In this test the subjects read aloud as

fast as possible a sense passage of 300 words, divided into 6

parts of 50 words each. The whole passage was printed in

both horizontal and vertical arrangement. The lines of the

horizontal arrangement were about two-thirds the length of

the vertically printed columns.

Owing to the great difficulty of printing or type-writing

words with centers in a vertical line, as half spaces would be

needed for words of an odd number of letters, the arranging in

vertical columns was done by hand, the words being cut from

an exact duplicate of the horizontal copy used in the experi-

ment and pasted on a background of white paper, the columns

being placed as close to each other as the length of the longest

words would allow. One reading of the passage was then

taken, fifty words at a time, the first fifty being read vertically,

second 50 horizontally, third vertically, and so throughout.

Some days later, a second reading was taken, the parts read in

vertical arrangement at the first reading being now read hori-

zontally, and vice versa.
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Table I.

Showing average timesfor reading aloud at maximal speed the same

(nonsense) material in vertical and horizontal arrangements.

w. C. p. H. Av. 4 Subjects.

1-
T. M. V. T. M. V. T. M. V. T. M. V. T. M. V.

I
V
H

17.I

15.8

•3

•5

16.5

139
.6

1.0
159
14-5

1-3

•5

13-4
12.2

8
2

15-7
14.1

•75

•55

2
V
H

18.I

15-8

•5

I.O

18.2

17-5

2.6

1.8

16.8

17-3

.8

1-3

15-8
12.0

2

8
17.2

15-7

1.00
1.20

3
V
H

18.1

I5-I

.8

1.4

17-3
17-2

i.S

1.2

15-5
16.4

I.I

1.6

15-3

11.4 I 4

16.6

15.0
•95

1.40

4
V
H

19.0
16.1

I.I

•3

19-3

19.9

1-3

•7

15-4
16.4

.6

1.6

15-3
12.0

I 3
8

17-3
16.1

1.08

•85

5
V
H

18.3

17.0

.8

.6

18.7

20.3

2.1

•3

14.1

15-9

.1

I.I

15-6

14.

1

6

3

16.7

16.8
.90

•58

6
V
H

17.6

16.4

1-7

1-7

23.4
22.0

3-4
2.8

16.3

19.7

5
2.5

16.2

14.6
4
8

18.4

18.2

1^50

1^95

7
V
H

17-7

15-2

1.4

•4

20.8

22.0

1.8

.2

17.1

16.

1

•3

•3

15-8

14-5

4
7

17.9
17.0

.98

.40

8
V
H

19-5
18.2

•7

•7

21.2

25-3

.8

3-5

20.0

20.

1

.8

•9

17.8

15-9 3

19.6

19.9

•58

1-35

9
V
H

21.

1

20.3

•3

.2

23.6

25.2

1.0

4-2

23.0
20.8

2.6

1.0

18.9
18.0

3

4

21.7
21.

1

1.05

1^45

lO
V
H

22.9
22.6

.8

.6

25.5
27.0

3
3-6

23.2

22.7

1.2

1-5

21.

1

19.7

I I

3

23.2

23.0
•85

1.50

11
V
H

24.7

24-5

1.2

I.I

32.7
30.0

2.5

2.8

25.8

28.3

1.0

2.7

23-3
21.7

7

3

26.6

26.1
1-35

1-73

12
V
H

28.5

25-9

3-3

•9

33-1

34.8
•3

3-7

28.2

29.7

.6

2.2
243
24-5

I

9

28.5

28.7

i.oS

1-93

13
V
H

28.9
26.2

1.0

5
35-2

39-3

.6

7-1

27.9
30.6

3
.2

26.0

27.2 6
29-5
30.8

.48
2.10

14
V
H

31-9
32.2

.8

2.5
35-9
40.7

•3

6.3
34.3
36.5

1-5

1-5

32.9
32.0

I

8
33-8

35-4

.70

2.78

15
V 37-0

35-8

1.6

1.8
55.8
60.5

4.2

8.5

40.8
48.0

2.0

7-5

38.5

35-3

I

3 7

43 -o

44-9

2.20

5-40

i6
V
H

42^
44-5

3-8

1-7

68.0

69.3

1.6

51
53-0

59-7

3-0

7-5

53.0

59-7
3

7 5

54-1

58.3

2.85

5-45

Av.V. 239 1.26 29.1 1.56 24.2 1. 11 22.7 63 25.0 1. 14

Av.H. 22.6 99 30-3 3-30 25.8 2.12 21-55 I 20 25-1 1.91
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The results for three subjects are as follows :

Table II.

Showing average time for reading sense passages in vertical and
horizontal arrangement

.

VERTICAL. HORIZONTAL.

Av. time per 50. Words per sec. Av. time per 50. Words per sec.

T. M. V. T. M. V.

P. 10.47 !•! 4.78 IO-55 1.2 4-74
K. 14.40 .5 3-47 12.00 1-5 4.17
B. 14.13 1.9 3-54 12.00 2.0 4.17

Av. 13.00 1.2 3.93 11.52 1.6 4.36

Experiment B, 2. The same test was also made in a some-
what different form. This time the subjects read a sense

passage of 323 words, aloud, as fast as possible, continuously,

by one method (vertical or horizontal) and immediately read
the same passage b}' the other method. The arrangement in

vertical columns was as in the preceding experiment. After
some daj's the reading was repeated, the order being reversed.

Results for four subjects follow in Table III.

Table III.

Showing maximal speed of reading a sense passage aloud.

VERTICAL. HORIZONTAL.
Av. time for 323. Words per sec. Av . Time for 323. Words per sec.

M. V. M. V.

P. 75.05 6.0 4.30
K. 74.45 2.4 4.34
H. 62.10 1.9 5.20
D. 109.00 II.4 2.97

75-3 2.2

66.45 5-5

59-1 -5

99.90 5.1

4.29
4.86

5-47
3-23

Av. 80.15 5.4 4.20 75.19 3.3 4.46

Experiment C. This test was an exact duplicate of the

preceding one, except that the reading was done silently in-

stead of aloud. The subjects were directed to read it all, but
by their own fastest method, and to pronounce the last word
as a signal for the time-taker. Below are the results for five

subjects

:

Table IV.

Showing maximal speed of reading sense-passage silently.

VERTICAL. HORIZONTAL.

Av. Time for 323. Words per sec. Av. time for 323. Words per sec.

M. V.
P. 64.60 10.2 5.00 48.55

J. 121.80 6.2 2.65 83.70
K. 46.65 1.4 6.92 34.00
D. 65.15 6.7 4.96 31.40
B. 69.90 7.9 4^62 43-65

Av. 73.62 6.5 4.83 48-26 1.9 7.54

M. V.

4-9
0.1

6-65

3-86
1.2

3-1

-15

9-50
10.30

7.40
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In all these tests with words making sense the advantage is

with the horizontal reading, but it is well to remember that the

vertically arranged matter of all the sense-passages had been
pasted on the page word by word ; and in spite of all care the

page presented an appearance more or less different from that

of a neatly printed one. The distraction of attention incident

to this, and to the vertical arrangement in general, would seem
to be greater in silent reading, when no sound of the voice

was present to help guide the attention and make visual dis-

tractions relatively unimportant. The smallness of the gain

in speed in silent reading bj^ the vertical method may be due
to this, at least in part.

The enormous amount of practice in horizontal reading,

which all subjects have had, must of course be taken into

account in any such comparison. Subjects say they can easily

read straight down with one downward sweep of the eye ; but

that they forget and use the old side-to-side method, taking,

of course, more time with such short lines.

Then again, it is probable that the subject may have a

greatest possible speed by one method and a greatest normal
speed, or speed of comfortable and intelligent reading, by quite

another.

Miscellaneous Observations. The readings furnished data of

considerable interest aside from the immediate purposes of

this comparison.

Rate for words of different length, for instance, in Table I

dissyllables (6 letter-list) take but little more time than mon-
osyllables (4-letter list) in reading aloud (18.2:16.1). A
five- fold increase in length of \vords (3-letter to 15-letter lists)

causes only a three-fold (15 : 44.9) increase in time ; this,

too, though the long words were much less familiar. Single

letters are seen to take almost as much time as short words, as

alread}' observed by Cattell.

Effect of Practice. In Table V below is shown the time of

first and eighth readings of some of the 50-word nonsense-lists.

The first and eighth readings were by the ordinary horizontal,

method. Between these were four readings in reverse arrange-

ment and only two in the direct, owing to the peculiar condi-

tions of the experiment. It would seem, then, that the practice

in word-order was negative, if anything ; and that the increase

in speed was due to increasing familiarity with the words them-
selves.

The test taken on myself, subject " Hu," indicates that there

is a point beyond which further familiarity with the words does

not very appreciably increase the speed. In arranging the lists

and in the experiments I had become very familiar with every

word ; and this no doubt accounts for the constancy of speed.
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Table V.

Time, in seconds, forfirst and eighth reading of50 words in nonsense
arrangement, at maximal speed, aloud attd intelligibly.

Single letters. 5-letter words. 9-letter words. 13-letter words. Average.

ist R. 8th R.' ist R. 8th R. ist R. 8th R. ist R. 1 8th R. ist R. 8th R.

P. 150 15.6 17.0 14.6 21.8 21.6 30-4 25.2 21.05 19-25

c. 14.8 II.9 20.0 18.4 29.4 20.8 46.4 29.4 27-65 20.12

w. 16.8 12.4 19.0 17.8 21.3 19.8 29.8 26.1 21-73 19-03

Ha. 12.0 11.6 14.4 15.0 17.6 17.4 27.8 [ 27.0 17-95 17-75

AT. 14.7 12.9 17.6 16.S 22.5 19.9 33.6 ! 26.9 22.10 19-05

Reading of Sense and Nonserise Matter. The speed in read-

ing aloud was found to be closeh^ correlated with the
'

' sense '

'

made, as might have been expected. Sense-passages were read
in little more than half the time taken for nonsense-passages
having an equal number of letters. There seems to be a ca?nar-

aderie, as Egger calls it, among our words, and even among
our phrases and sentences ; and pronunciation of an adjective,

for example, seems to subexcite association tracts representing
substantives ; — preferably and more strongly the substantives

with which the particular adjective has been most often asso-

ciated. Of these subexcited substantive tracts, some are still

more excited b}- closer association with the general subject

under discussion in the matter read. The right word, then, is

ready to leap out at the slightest suggestion from the printed

page, if that passage makes sense. If, however, it does not

make sense ;
— if a preposition, e.g., follows the adjective, the

utterance of the former must suffer a loss of time due to lack of

association in the past between adjectives and prepositions

—

there is no sub-excitation, to speak in physiological terms, of

the organs for pronunciation of the preposition. Indeed, there

is more than that ; there is an interference of associations such
as Bergstrom investigated in his card dealing experiment. ' So
in certain positions the substantive tends to arouse verbs, the

preposition its related object, etc.^

II. Comparison of the Importance for Word Recogni-
tion OF the First and Last Parts of Words.

A passage of sense-reading containing 456 words was printed

in ordinarj^ fashion, making a page of 43 lines, with consid-

erable paragraphing. Several copies of this were obtained.

From one copy the exact first half of each word was cut out,

' See Am. foitrnal Psych., Vol. V, 356, £f. Art. on Experiments upon
Memory.
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1

letters being cut in half when necessary ; and from another

copy the latter half was similarly cut out. The arrangement
is illustrated below :

ly ures f ch i eme? f is es )t eal o

)u, en 11 ni dly, om i re tical point,

ate he Jges id 3rms st atly ded ? ir

pose so bine :se ;ws, tically id wise, id

o nd a ited py o ch ibutor.

he 2ms low ely gest iing ics. ect Dse

DU re st ested n id Id ay ers.

ai feat o su i sch I th do nc app t

yc th wi yc kin fr £ mo praci stand

st£ tl char ar refc mo gres nee Ot purf
i t com th« vie statist ar othei at

t se f prir co t ea contri

Tb ite bel mer sugg lead top Sel the

yc ai mo inter i ar ad an oth

any features of such a scheme ? If this does not appeal to

you, then will you kindly, from a more practical standpoint,

state the changes and reforms most greatly needed ? Our pur-

pose is to combine these views, statistically and otherwise, and
to send a printed copy to each contributor.

The items below merely suggest leading topics. Select those

you are most interested in and add any others.

Each page thus honey-combed, was fastened closely upon a

white paper background. The page was then marked off into

four divisions. Two readings were taken, separated by sev-

eral days. The subjects read the entire passage at each sitting.

At the first reading, e.g-., the subject would read the first divi-

sion of the passage, with the first half removed ; then the second

division with the latter half removed, and so alternating. At
the second reading he would read the first division with the

latter half removed, then the second division with first half re-

moved, and so reversing the order throughout. The passage

used had not been read by the subjects previous to the experi-

mental reading. The subjects were directed to read as fast as

they could consistently with making as good sense as possible,

but not to feel that they "had to hurry." They read aloud,

the experimenter following the reading on a duplicate copy,

and marking the words read correctly. The time spent on each

division was taken with the stop-watch, the subject giving a

signal when he reached the end of a division, never returning

to correct mistakes. The first division contained 163 words,

the second 125, the third iii, the fourth 57. Below are the

results for three subjects :
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Among the factors that co-operate in this result maj- be men-
tioned ( I ) the tendency of English to place the accent on the
first part of the word, the accented part tending to represent
the word, at least the spoken word

; (2) the preponderance of
suf&xes over prefixes, the main root of the word being in the
first part, thus rendering the first part more important.

It seems probable also that the time-order in ordinary inter-

association of syllables and other divisions of words has much
to do vdih the difference shown. This time-order has almost
always been from the first toward the latter part ; and, as has
been shown by various experiments, associations do not work
nearly so well in reverse time-order.

III. Mo\rEMENTS OF THE EyE IN READING.

By watching the ej'es of subjects while reading matter such
as a page of this Journal, I found that I could always tell them,
at the end of a passage, just how many lines they had read, de-
spite their subjective notions that their eyes did not sweep along
each line. By having the subject read aloud and noting the
syllable pronounced just as the eye turned for the return sweep,
I found that I could get the approximate distance of the eye
ahead of the pronunciation, for at least one point in the line.

Besides, the most casual obsen'ation showed that the eye
moved along the line by little jerks and not with a continuous
steady movement. I tried to record these jerks by direct obser-
vation, but finallj' decided that my simple reaction to sight
stimuU was not quick enough to keep up with them when the
subject read at normal speed.

It seemed needful to ha^e an accurate record of these move-
ments ; and it seemed impossible to get such record without a
direct attachment of recording apparatus to the ej'e-ball. As
I could then find no account of this having been done, I ar-

ranged apparatus for the purpose and have so far succeeded in

taking 18 tracings of the eye's movements in reading as many
passages consisting of from 9 to 30 lines each, in difFerent sizes

of type and with lines varj'ing in length from 21 mm. to 120
mm.
The apparatus consists essentially of (i) a frame for fixation

of the head, fastened between iron standards which are clamped
to a heavy table

; (2) of a light recording arrangement, resting
on the top of one of the standards, connecting by a light cel-

loidin-covered glass lever with a cup capping the cornea, and
writing its record on the smoked drum of a kymograph by
means of a celloidin-tipped tubular glass pointer, (below is a
somewhat simplified horizontal plan of the arrangement for

recording); (3) of an electric time-marker wired to a clock
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marking quarter-seconds, and writing its record on the drum
just opposite the record of eye-movements

; (4) of a holder for

the reading matter, arranged to sHde on a track bearing a

scale of distances measured from the front of the cornea.

A permanent fixation of the head with reference to the re-

cording apparatus and reading matter is obtained by having
the subject bite into a mass of partially cooled sealing-wax
attached to a mouth-piece fastened in the head frame ; the im-

print of the teeth being preserved when the wax hardens.

The cups used for attachment to the cornea were made by
casting plaster-of- Paris over either a carnelian marble or a steel

ball having a radius of cur\^ature a verj^ little less than that of

the cornea. The outer surface of the cups was sand-papered

until quite thin and light and a hole was drilled through the

center, of a diameter of i .7 mm. The cup has been placed on
the left eye, in experiments thus far.

As may be seen from the diagram above, there was no weight

on the eye but that of the cup and short lever directly attached

to it ; and the work of the eye-muscles needed to run the re-

cording-apparatus is almost imperceptible in actual reading.
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The eyelids are kept separated and the subject prevented from
winking by lead fingers fastened to the head frame and pressing
sufficiently upon the skin above and below the eye.

The eye was rendered anaesthetic by the use of cocaine.
Beyond the dilation of the pupil (corrected by the cup acting as
a diaphragm), and an occasional interference with accommo-
dation, the normal action of the eye seemed to be in no way
interfered with.

In beginning each test the eye was fixated on the left end of
the first printed line, or of two or more parallel ink lines drawn
above this. When the kymograph had attained its proper speed,
at a signal from the assistant, the eye was moved along the
line and fixated on the other end, then back, and so on, back
and forth for from two to five lines before the reading began.
This was done to furnish known bases for comparison with the
later curves. The curves show no interruption from end to
end, until the reading begins. Then, however, the curve is

not only alzvays interrupted by the eye's several fixations, but
is always shorter than the curve representing the lines whose
ends were fixated, showing that the eye does not travel the
entire length of the line in reading.

.
In some of the tests the ends of the last two lines were fixated

also, and probably this will be found most convenient for pur-
poses of measurement. By reading the same matter at different
distances from the eye, the number of jerks was shown to be a
function of the matter read rather than of the arc described by
the eye's rotation.

A series of eight tests was taken with special reference to de-
termining what function theJateral movement of the ej^e is of
the length of the line, and with what width of column the lat-

eral movement may cease and the reading be done with one
downward sweep of the eye. The passages used were cut from
Munsey's Magazine and the Cosmopolitati, and were in their
ordinary size of type, with lengths of line varying between 21
and 120 mm.
The tests show at a glance that the lateral movement decreases

much faster than does the length of the lines and that at 21 mm.
the reading may be done without lateral movement, though
this is still apt to occur, probably from habit.

By the help of the quarter-second record written on the mar-
gin of the paper, it is possible to measure approximately the
time during which the eye remains fixated at each point, but
the unit is too large for getting the speed with which it moves
from one fixation point to another.* The latter point is espe-

'A promising attempt has been made to measure this by means of
the spark method of time recording.

IX-39
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:

cially interesting, as it would seem from the curves that the

speed may be so great that the retinal impressions fuse and that

we really do not see foveally what we read except at the few
points on the ordinary line at which the eye pauses. These
experiments are as yet incomplete; and the data which they

furnish cannot be arranged in time for this report.

For the suggestion of making a direct attachment to the eye-

ball, I am indebted to Dr. August Ahrens' who reports making
a firm attachment of an ivory cup, but failed to record the

movements. I am told that cups of glass have also been
attached, in ophthalmological practice. I am also indebted to

Prof. Delabarre for the suggestion of plaster-of- Paris as a most
convenient material, and this has been used thus far, ivory cups
being rather troublesome to make, while the plaster-of-Paris is

easily workable.

No trouble was experienced in getting the cup to stick for

as long as was desired, when the lids were kept well separated
;

indeed, it was somewhat difficult to remove it on several occa-

sions. The experiments have so far been made on but two sub-

jects— Prof. Hodge and myself. I am especially indebted to

Prof. Hodge, as it has been difficult to get subjects
;
partly from

an exaggerated notion of the danger to the eye, partly from the

defective vision of those who were otherwise available.

'See his "Die Bewegung der Augen beim Schreiben, '

' Rostock , 1891

.



ON CHOICE.

Bj- Caroline Miles Hill.

The person who has not, at some time or another, realized that
choice is a problem, is certainly an exception. Most of us must con-
fess that upon some occasion we have retired to our closets and there
tossed up a penny to get rid of a troublesome decision. It is a
matter of common observation also, that for two classes of persons
choice is very difficult and sometimes impossible for those absolutely
ignorant of the relations and consequences of either of two courses of
action, and for those who know the arguments to both sides of the
question and have no prejudices to consult. A child is often more
annoyed and disturbed by being urged to decide something for itself

than b}' any amount of compulsion. It is nothing unusual to hear
an ignorant and vacillating individual say he does not care which of
two alternatives he accepts, nor is it unusual to hear the wise and
resolute person say that in view of all the facts to both sides, it is

next to impossible to say which group should be chosen. If only
"once to every man and nation," came the "moment to decide,"
choice might not be a psychological problem worth}- of investigation,
but when it comes daily in some form, often so predetermined that it

does not rise into consciousness as choice, again so much influenced
by its fringe of relations to other things that it is called a dilemma, it

is clearly a mental act subject to natural laws, which may be assumed
to be the same for all kinds of choices. Choice comes to the American
nation at least once in four years, and every newspaper in the land
considers itself capable of setting forth the natural laws which have
determined the nation's choice. Self-interest on the one hand as over
against the good of the whole nation, or habit or conservatism, or dis-
content or what not. The individual thinks he understands the rea-
sons for his own decision on any difficult case, but the motives seen
by his " candid friends " are often very different from the ones which
he assigns to himself.
The ready answer of the cynic to the question, what causes the

difficulty in choosing? would undoubtedly be, choice is difficult
where the line of self-interest is not clear. The answer of the psy-
chologist is stated in almost the same words. James (Smaller Psychol.,
p. 170) says that choice follows attention, and attention interest.
Dewey, giving the interpretative side, says that we choose that in
which we are best able to find ourselves, our experience determining
with what %ve can identify ourselves. The whole difference in the two
types of answers is in the content of the term self-interest.
Viewed historically, the question of choice is, what, in Greek times,

determined whether a man should be a Stoic or an Epicurean ? At
the time of the Reformation,what made a man a Lutheran, a Calvinist,
or a Zwinglian ? Later, what tipped the balance in fa%'or of the Tories
or the Whigs, the Puritans or the Dissenters ? And so on through all

the strifes and factions that have divided mankind. Because the tenets
of the one side or the other seemed more rational ? Rationality, so-
called, involves habit, suggestions from friends, influence of surround-
ings, as well as so-called argument. In fact there are no absolute and
abstract arguments, all are personal and concrete. Separating out
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the elements so far as they are known, there remains alwajs at bot-
tom one insoluble factor; temperament determines very largely which
belief shall seem more rational to any individual, and temperament
is, at bottom, a physiological problem.
Any study of choice, then, must be a study of different elements and

of their importance and relations to each other, but before this can be
attempted there is need of a ph3'siological base line from which to
reckon. If we could find some choices absolutely free from thought
associations or from calculation of consequences, the unconscious or
physical elements might be discovered. There are some suggestive
cases where physical force seems to hold us back from a decision
which reason recommends. Often we find that obedience to this in-

stinct was very wise.
The practical and ethical bearings of the general problem give it

so great an attractiveness that an attempt was made to treat some
aspects of it experimentalU'. The results, though meagre, have a
certain interest in themselves ; and as their further development by
the writer has become impossible, she ventures to give them as they
are, hoping that they maj' prove, if not an assistance, at least a warn-
ing to any who may be tempted in the same direction.
In view of the complexity of the problem of choice and of the

necessity of eliminating as many of the conscious factors as possible,
a few trial experiments were made. In order to find an approximate
answer to the question, what conscious motives will influence a choice
between two things differing very slightly ?

1. A series of sets of two nonsense syllables of three letters each, in

which two letters were different {e.g., rab and vab, hib and gib), was
shown to a class of twenty-four young women,who were asked to write
down one syllable of each set. When the series was finished they were
asked to write any conditions which might have influenced their
choices. Result : 12 said they chose the syllable which seemed nearer,

5 chose the left because it was natural to begin to read with the left

hand, 2 formed an association at once with one of the syllables, and
thus the choice seemed to make itself, 3 said they thought they had
made up their minds before they opened their eyes, 2 could not give
any reason.

2. Two different letters were shown in the same way. Result:
nearness was assigned as a reason in 6 cases, habit of reading in 5.

Three new reasons were mentioned,—7 made choice of one letter simply
because they had chosen the other before, 5 wrote the one which caught
the eye first, 2 chose one because they preferred its form to that of the
other, while 9 could give no reason.

3. Next, two circles having the same radius were shown. Result.:

9 chose the one which seemed nearer, 7 the left from the habit of
reading, i no reason.
While the method used in these preliminary experiments was very

crude, and the results could not be relied upon as of any scientific

value, they seemed to indicate something worth thinking about in

forming an h)'pothesis, /. e. The three trials had been made with
objects successively simpler, an association was formed only with
syllables, and an aesthetic preference was noted only with letters.

With letters the motives were less conscious, since 9 were unable to

say why they chose one rather than the other; with circles the
motives were practically two: " nearness " and habit. Hence, it would
seem desirable to plan an experiment in which choice from iesthetic

preference should be impossible, and one in which no associations

were involved, while the line of investigation indicated seemed to be
to measure the force of habit, and to find the meaning of the " feeling

of nearness."
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The second attempt to find the elements and their proportion is the
private history of a campaign that failed, but may be worth mention-
ing briefly.

Method : A black semi-circular screen was now made, placed on a
table covered with black. A black cloth was thrown over the top
and a window cut in the middle of the screen. The subject sat in
front of this window, with pencil and paper lying on the table.
Pairs of gummed letters and figures which had been stuck on white
card board were slipped into this window from behind the screen
while the subject's eyes were closed. At a given signal he opened his
eyes, looked at the window during four beats of the metronome (or
four ticks of the watch), and closed them for an instant at another
signal, opening them to write one or the other of the letters on the
paper. The purpose of this procedure was (i) to find what is the
normal proportion of right hand to left hand choices, and (2) what
the conscious motives for choosing the right hand or left hand objects
are, (3) whether unconsciously the proportion of right to left choices
could be influenced by attracting the attention to one side or the
other.

Each series of pairs of letters and figures was shown three times,
once with something to attract the subject's attention to the right or
to the left, e. g., a scrap of red or blue paper, or a person standing on
one side or the other, but within the subject's field of vision,—and once
without any such stimulus.
Result: (i) without stimulus. The proportion of left hand to

right hand choices (118 trials) was, in round numbers, 4 to 7 ; {2)
with the attention attracted to the left hand side by some means, the
proportion became 4 to 6 (93 trials); (3; with the stimulus on the
right, and another set of subjects, the unexpected ratio of 7 to 4 in
favor of the left was found. Upon inquiry it was found that one of
the subjects always chose left, and another was never led by anything
except associations.
This set of trials was made in the Harvard Laboratory in the winter

of '94-5- They seem to indicate a slight influence of attention upon
choice when the persons had no fixed habits or permanent associa-
tions. A year later, the same experiment was repeated at the labora-
tory of the University of Chicago, with the assistance of Miss Helen
Thompson. The results obtained here were only negative and the
experiments seemed to arouse in the subjects the same feeling of
annoyance which the child feels when he is told that he may do just
as he pleases, but must do one of two things, neither of which has
an)' meaning to him. Geometrical forms and kindergarten sewing
cards were used, as well as the letters and numbers, but the number
of right and left choices was almost exactly the same, and the use of
a stimulus seemed to make no difference at all. There are three
probable reasons why this method brought no results :

I- The adult cannot choose absolutel)' unconsciously.
2. So far as he is conscious he is not likely to know certainly

what influenced him.
3-. The results favorable to the hypothesis that attention is the

decisive factor in choice may be due to accident.
Another simple experiment was decided to contain more nearly the

elements of natural choice, i. e., a decisicn which resulted in action
involving consequences. Two playing cards were turned faces down,
on a bare table at which the subject was seated. He was told to close
his eyes while the cards were being placed, open them at a signal
and turn one of the cards over. An attempt was made to render the
subjects unconscious by telling one class, those in the laboratory,
that this was a way of telling fortunes with cards, the observer
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making up a storj' from them as they were turned. Two other classes

of subjects were used, (i) adult persons outside the laboratory who
were entirely innocent of psychology, and (2) children from the kin-

dergarten. The former class were told that it was a psychological
experiment, which, I am sure, conveyed very little information to

them, and- the children that it was a game which I wished them to

come to my house and play with me, I being very fond of children
and games.

JResult : (i) adults in laboratory, 172 trials; 79 left choices, 93
right, or about a proportion of 5 to 6. (2) adults ignorant of psychol-
ogy, 17S trials ; 87 left, 91 right, or about 12 to 13. (3) children
between four and six years, (a) kindergarten sewing cards, 49 trials

;

17 left, 31 right, or about i to 2 ; (b) playing cards, 223 choices from
15 children ; 54 left, 160 right, or i to 3. None of the children were
younger than four j'ears, 5 were about six years. The choices of the
elder five were : total, 87 ; left 28, right 59, or about i to 2. The
choices of the ten about 4 or 5 years were : total, 136 ; left 26, right

loi, or I to 4. The children about 6 tend to hesitate and deliberate

more than the younger ones, with one exception. One little girl of

4 j'ears always deliberated, and of her 11 choices, 4 were left and 7
right, or the same proportion as the older children.
From these results one is certainly safe in concluding that natural,

physical choice, seizes upon the object nearer to the reader's hand.
This is seen in both right and left-handed children. The desire for

variety is probably indicated by the one-fifth of the younger
children's choices of the left hand card.
With these conclusions for a basis, another simple experiment was

planned to find the influence of attention upon the normal ratio of

right to left hand choices.

1. Cards of two sizes were taken, ladies' and gentlemen's visiting

cards, and placed side by side.

Result : (a) larger card to right; 123 trials; left 40, right S3, or

2: I,—-the same as the normal ratio. This was tried with 13 children.

If we throw out the choices of one boy who said he liked the smaller
card better, and of one girl who seemed to have fallen into the habit

of choosing the left card, and kept on choosing it automatically, the
result stands ; total, 114; left 35, right 79, or a slight increase in the
proportion of right-hand choices.

(b) Larger card to the left.

Result: left 30, right 69 ; total, 99.
2. Cards of the same size with a red or blue spot on the right one.
Result : total, 37 ; left 7, right, 30, or 1:4, double the normal ratio.

3. Cards of the same size with a red or a blue spot on the left-

hand card.
Result : total, 130 ; left 55, right 75, about i : i>2, or a decrease of

the normal ratio, but not so much as the additional stimulus on the
right is able to increase the normal ratio.

Three children apparently thought only of seeing the other side

of the card as soon as possible, seized the card nearer the right hand
and were not influenced by the spot.

Not counting their records, the result would stand : total, 161
;

left 57, right 104, nearly 2:1, or a reversal of the normal ratio.

4. 51 trials were made with cards exactly alike, arranged so: I u
j

Result : left 30, right 21. '-^

This, so far as it goes, corroborates the conclusion that it is natural
to choose the object nearer, when the choice is uninfluenced by any
other consideration.
The general results are so simple as hardly to need summarizing,

the most important, perhaps, being the extreme complication of the
phenomena to be examined.
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Methodologische Beitriige zu psychophysischen Messtmgen, auf ex-

perimenteller Grundlage. Vou A. WreschnKR. Schriften der

Ges. f. psych. Forschung, Heft ii. Leipzig, J. A. Barth, 1898.

pp. vi, 238.

This volume contains the record of an elaborate series of experi-

ments with lifted weights, and of minor series with visual distances

and temperatures, together with a detailed discussion of results from

the point of view of psychophysical methodology. It is with the

weight experiments that we are here chiefly concerned.

(i) Method. The experiments fall into two main classes. In the

first, 15 standard weights were employed, lying between the limits of

200 and 8,000 gr. Each of these was compared with as many variable

weights as sufficed to bring out judgments ranging from "much
' greater " to " much less." The variables differed from their standard

by 0,05 P or some multiple of 0,05 P (P = standard weight). An ex-

perimental series (
" double series ") consisted in the comparison of a

given standard weight, twice over, with as many variables as were

required for certain judgments of the kind just mentioned : the order

of presentation of the variables was determined by lot. Each series

was taken in a constant time order (P I = standard first, P II = vari-

able first), and was immediately followed by a second series in the

reverse order. On the average, 10 smaller and 10 larger variables were

used in every series. The method was without knowledge : we return

to the point later. The author served as subject in 12,000 experiments

of this kind (20 experiments for each of 20 double series with 15

standards). A control group contains 2,400 experiments.

In experiments of the second class, the standard remained constant

at 2,000 gr. ; the variables were graded as before. The experiments

were not confined, however, to a single lifting of each weight. The
first weight of the experiment, standard or variable, according to the

time order of the series, was lifted once, twice, thrice, four times or

five times ; then, the second weight lifted once ; and then, the judg-

ment of comparison passed. The author has at his disposal, as prin-

cipal material, 4,000 experiments (800 of each of the 5 groups). Con-

trol groups contain 2,000 and 1,600 experiments respectively.

Experiments were also made with varying interval between lift and

lift, each weight being lifted once. The standard was constant at 2,000

gr. (pp. 19, 128).

All experiments were performed with a specially constructed ap-

paratus, in which a padded bracelet pulled up a weighted string over

rollers. The position of the elbow was kept constant, and the hand

(save for its weight) had no influence on the experiment. The judg-

ments classified were "equal," "less," "greater," "much less,"

"much greater." Intermediate judgments (" equal or less," "equal

or greater," "nearly much less," "nearly much greater,") are re-

garded bv the author as good categories, but played a very small part

in actual' practice. They are counted with each of the chief judgments

upon which they border, and these themselves doubled.

(2) Evaluation of results. If P is compared with a series of
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(smaller and larger) weights, and these differ but little from term to
term of the series, we shall get a number of variables that give the
judgment "greater," a number that give "less," and a number that
give "equal." The number, in each case, represents the "range" of
the judgment in question. By determining the upper and lower limits
of range—;the variable weight which is "still" or "just" judged so
or so—we ascertain its relation to the heaviness of the variable weight,
its " quality." If the experiments are numerous enough, we find one
variable weight which is most effective to call forth a particular judg-
ment: the opposite of the limiting weights, which are least effective.
So, with our variable series for abscissas, and the number of judgments
of a given category- for ordinates, we obtain a curve of two branches,
rising continuously to and falling continuously from the maximal
value (<-/". Gauss's law of error).
These data must be turned to account in as many ways as possible.

In the first place, we notice that the curves show the "reliability"
of a judgment under var3'ing con-'itions. The maximal value of the
greater curve, e. g., indicates the variable weight with which the
greater judgment is most reliable ; its limits indicate those with which
the judgment is least reliable. Secondly, we can learn something from
them about sensible discrimination. It is clear that sensible discrim-
ination may vary with equal degree of reliability : the maximal value
may rest on the same number of confirmatory judgments, Init these
hold of different variable weights. Sensible discrimination is best
represented by the central value, i. e., the arithmetical mean of all
judgments of a given category. The central value shows what variable
weight has the greatest likelihood of calling out the judgment in
question. Thirdly, we can ascertain the clearness or distinctness of
the division between the various kinds of judgment b}' comparing the
ascending and descending branches of each curve ; the branches of
the greater curve, <".

_f., border on " much greater " and on " equal; "

those of the equal curve upon "greater" and "less," etc. Lastly,
it is well to fractionate the experiments, first into the two sub-groups
P I and P II, and secondly into minor groups according to the date of
working (variation of disposition from dav to day, course of practice,
etc.).

(3) 3Tutua! relation of the three kinds of judgment, "greater,"
"equal." " less." Those who have worked with the method of r. and
w. cases know that several kinds of judgment are possible. Besides
the judgments "greater" and "less" there occur the judgments
"equal," "equal or greater," "equal or less," and "doubtful."
Doubtful cases must be thrown out ; the)' depend upon lapse of atten-
tion, upon disturbance by surprise, upon variation in the impression
made by the stimulus during its course, etc., etc' The intermediates
we have dealt with under (i). The equals have been a source of dis-

pute. Kraepelin, Jastrow, Fullerton and Cattell, Higier, Lowenton
require their subjects to make a guess at difference in every experi-

^ Fechner halved them, distributing half to the greater, and half to the less judg-
ments. El. d. Psychophysik, I. 72 : but cf. G. E. Miiller, Grnndl.. 40 ff. See also MUl-
ler and Schumann, Pfl. Ajxh., XLV. 40: Wreschner, 12. Some writers would dis-
tinguish between the judgment " doubtful " {i. e., either equal or different) and the
judgment "different" (with doubt whether greater or less). Kiilpe ascribes the
latter to a " reproduction of the general ;

" the wider concept of " different " is re-
leased more quickly than the narrower concepts "greater," etc. Outlines, pp. f^S.

73. 172 f., etc. But while we may grant this as a law of reproduction, we do not need
it for the " different " judgments m the method of r. and w. cases. Such judgments
are probably due to the concurrence of extraneous differences with equality in
respect of the attribute under investigation : Meyer, Zeits,, XVI. 360. They should,
therefore, be thrown out, and the experiment repeated.
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ment, so that the judgment of equality is never recorded. Sanford,
too, favors the " simpler form " of the method.

^

It is regrettable that difficulties of mathematical treatment should
have led to what Ebbinghaus has rightly termed a " Vergewaltigung
des Urtheils ;

" and it is one of the chief merits of the present work,
on its methodological side, that it bears out the protest against " sim-
plification " already urged by Merkel, Kiilpe, Ebbinghaus and Wundt.
Dr. Wreschner is able to state definitely, on the basis of the various
forms of evaluation given under (2), that "there can be no ques-
tion but that the judgments 'less,' 'equal,' and 'greater' belong to
sharplj- differeniiated (genaii charakterisierte) judgment categories."
His method, which is wider than that of r. and w. cases, allows him
to say the same thing of the judgments " much greater" and " much
less."

The rest of this section ma\' be summarized as follows : Reliability
of judgment is greatest for "less," least for "equal;" sensible dis-
crimination is greatest for " less," least for "greater." Reliability is

greater, throughout, in the ascending branch of the curve than
it is in the descending; sensible discrimination is greater in the de-
scending branch for "less," in the ascending for "equal" and
"greater." "Less" is more clearly distinguished from "equal"
than from "much less;" "equal" more clearly from "less" than
from "greater;" "greater" more clearl}- from "equal" than from
"much greater." The remainder of the chapter is concerned with
the form of the various curves.

(4) The time error. The first question to be considered is the ques-
tion whether the judgments of P II can be reversed (" greater"' writ-
ten as "less," and vice versa) to bring them into accord with those
of P I. Careful comparison shows that all the characteristics of the
two judgment categories, as established under (3), manifest themselves
for both time orders, when the reversal of the P II judgments has
been made. The psjxhological reason is that, in the judgments of P
II. the memory image of P dominates the subject's mind as soon as P
has once been given (second lifting of first experiment)—so that judg-
ments which have the "greater" form are, psychologically, "less"
judgments, and vice i<ersa. It is always the variable that is judged in
relation to the standard, no inatter whether standard or variable be
given first. Hence an}- differences between the P I series and the re-

versed P II series must be put down to the altered time order, and not
to differences in the mental mechanism of judgment. We have mate-
rial for the investigation of the time error.

This analysis is exceedingly important from the point of view of the
author's method. Were the subjects told the time order of the first

double series or not ? Presumably not, since the procedure at large
was procedure without knowledge. Suppose, then, that the morning's
work begins : chance decides what variables shall be given in the first

few experiments. How is the subject to know his standard ? There
must be a number of initial experiments, varying as the occurrence of
mean or extreme variables varies, during which the identification of
the standard is impossible. The assumption that these judgments
belong to the P I order (in a P I series), and their reversal from the
P II to the P I order (in a P II series), cannot be justified. Of course,
the knot is cut, if the subjects were acquainted with the time order in
every case; but this is nowhere stated.

In either event, a more general criticism maybe passed. Is "ab-
solute " judgment in the P II series—judgment of the weight first

given in terms of a memory of P, and confirmation by the appearance

' Course, pp. 353 £f.
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in perception of P itself— is absolute judgment of this kind, which is

regariied as a bad experimental habit in the method of r. and w. cases,
a form of judgment which it is worth while to introduce in weight
experiments by any method? The matter cannot be discussed in de-
tail here. We may, however, note that the part played by the memory
image in these experiments must of necessity dispose the author to
that psychological theory of the time error which he later adopts.
The results of the chapter are summarized under six heads as fol-

lows : I. The time error has a twofold character; it may be positive
(first weight heavier) or negative (second heavier), a. Granted a cer-

tain degree of practice, it is of greater negative (or lesser positive)
value for the smaller variable weights than for the larger: without
practice the reverse obtains, b. It is positive with the smaller, nega-
tive with the larger standard weights, c. Continuance of practice
changes it (especially with the larger variable weights) in the positive
direction, d. Fatigue changes it ("especially with the larger variables)
in the negative direction, e. Increase in the distinctness of the mem-
ory image of the first lifting changes it in the positive direction. /.
Within certain limits, increase of time interval between liftings

changes it in the negative direction. 2. The magnitude of the time
error is variable, a. With all variable weights, it is larger, the more
remote the variable from the limits and maximum of the judgments
"greater" and "less." f>. Practice reduces it. c. Granted a certain
degree of practice, the smaller variables have a larger time error than
the larger : without practice the reverse obtains, as it does also under
all conditions with small standards, d. The time error is smallest
with moderate, greatest with very heavy, and moderate with small
standards, e. In experiments on visual distances and temperatures,
the negative value of the time error is less when the standard stimulus
is on the left hand side. 3. Sensible discrimination is greater for P
II than for P I ; "less" is the only exception to the rule. 4. Relia-
bility of judgment is greater for P II than for PI;" less " is, again, the
only exception. 5. The time error obtains in very various sense de-
partments (sight, hearing, temperature sense, "muscle" sense). 5.

It appears in the two-handed as well as in the single-handed procedure.
It has alreaiy been said that the author adopts the psychological

(memory image) theory of the time error, as contradistinguished
from the phj-siological (after-effect of first stimulus). He does not,

however, deny that fatigue, etc., may have something to say in the
matter. The twofold character of the error he explains by the gener-
alizing and schematising tendency of memory, as compared with per-
ception ; we have a positive error, a negative error, or no error, accord-
ing to circumstances.

(5) Practice. The theory of practice is considered under the three
heads of apprehension of the two weights, estimation of their relation

to each other, and retention of the first impression in memory. It is

noteworthy, in the latter connection, that the weight first raised ap-
pears heavier to the practised than to the unpractised subject : espe-
cially is this the case when the variable weight is lifted before the
standard. The blurring, weakening effect of memory is thus com-
pensated (pp. 208, 211).

(6) Weight of the standards. As was to be expected in an investi-

gation of this kind, there is no direct and unimpeachable evidence of
the validity of Weber's law. With constant relative difference between
stimuli, it was found that reliability of judgment, sensible discrimi-

nation, and separation of the judgment categories improved with in-

crease of absolute weight (limits 200 and 8,000 gr.). On the other
hand, the effects of practice and of the time error must not be forgot-
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ten; and the author's conclusions square pretty well with those

drawn bv Fechner {Ele>n., I, 199) and Muller {Grdl., 225).

Dr. W'reschner may be heartily congratulated on the accomplish-

ment of so thorough and comprehensive a piece of work. The criti-

cisms passed above must be taken as suggestions only ;
the true test

of an experiraeutal enquiry lies in its fruitfulness for further research,

and its stability in face of new results.

E. B. TlTCHENER.

Etudes d'Histoire de la Philosophie, par E. Boutroux. Alcan, 1897.

The first chapter of Mr. Boutroux's "Etudes" treats of the con-

ception of History of Philosophy. He does not think that the

philosopher as a man ought to be dealt with ; nor does he consider

the study of special treatises on some topic or other, the object of

History of Philosophy. Only iu case we find in the writings of a

thinker the elements necessary to truly constitute a system of philos-

ophy, need we consider him as forming a part of History of

Philosophy.
Two essays, the one on Aristoteles, the other on Kant, are reprinted

from the Grande Encydopidie. They bear the mark of such works
;

they are destined to be read by the public in general, and tbey there-

fore contain only the absolutely necessary amount of philosophy ;

thev are of no interest to the specialist.

The study on Boehme is entirely different. With the skill and

clearness particular to French thinkers, Boutroux is most successful

in extricating the rational element of the thought of Boehme, from

the mystical form in which it is enveloped, and he succeeds in pre-

senting a thorough and systematic statement of this philosophy,

which is no easy matter. The author points out that the speculations

of Boehme are very nearly the same as those of the later German
metaphysicians— Leibnitz, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Baader,

etc., although he presents them in a different form; and the former

fact explains the name oi philosophus. ienlonicus, which his friend Dr.

Walther justly gives to Boehme. Upon reading Boutroux's work,

one has the impression of encountering solid reasoning. .\nd yet it

seems to me that he is not entirely right. For not only does one meet

with the speculations of Boehme in the works of German metaphysi-

cians, as Boutroux says, but also with metaphysicians of all times and

of all countries.

There are but few metaphysical interpretations of the world. They
are generally ranged in three classes : pantheism, theism and materi-

alism ; and each kind of pantheism has only very few features

differing from some other kind of pantheism, just as every kind of

theism is akin to other theisms, and one materialism is akin to other

materialisms.
Considered in this light, the argument of Boutroux loses a great

deal of its value. The only outcome of his reasoning is, that, if the

metaphysical speculations of Boehme seem more like those of Ger-

man thinkers than of thinkers of other countries, it is because German
thinkers are more apt than others to devote themselves to metaphysi-

cal speculations.
It often happens—and such seems to be the case here—that, in

studying the works of a man, we gradually become fascinated by him
and consider him more important than he really deserves. This is

an error of which Boutroux became guilty, both in treating Boehme
and in his examination of the influence of Scotch philosophers on

French thought. It cannot be denied that this influence exists ;

Reid, Dugald Steward, Brown were thinkers of the same stamp as
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Rover, Collard, Cousin ami Jouffroy. But, in reading Boutroux, one

would have to believe that in the XIX century, very few, except the

Scotch and Eclectic philosophers have had any influence. Boutroux

preserves a most astonishing silence as to German, and especially

Kantian, influence. It may be said that this does not pertain to his

subject. Be it. But Boutroux has attributed so much in French

philosophv to Scotch influence, that if he were now to write an essay

upon German influence on French philosophy, he would find that he

has left none to assign to the philosophers of that country. Not only

does Boutroux completely ignore Kant, but he goes so far as to make
Hamilton a pupil of Reid ; and, what is worse than all else, he

claims that Renouvier, the head of the New Kantian School in

France, is a follower in philosophy of Hamilton.
Another striking example of the method of our author is this:

According to Boutroux, A. Comte is a production of the Scotch

School, because he considered Hume his most important precursor.

How could a man like Boutroux apparantly forget that the part of

Hume's philosophy adopted by Comte, was exactly that part of his

doctrine against which the School of Reid fought with might and

main ?

Finally, a few words on the essay on Socrates. It is the best thing

ever written on this philosopher that I know of. The author dis-

cusses the opinions of prominent thinkers on Socrates, especially

Schleiermacher, Zeller, Grote, F'onillee.

The most important theses attributed to Socrates by Boutroux are

as follows : The object of his thinking is True Happiness in opposi-

tion to apparent bliss. He finds this happiness in virtue. The art of

doing right has to combine itself with, or rather is based upon, the

science of doing right. To attain this end, all science must be con-

centrated in ethics. Physics and metaphysics are treated by him
only for the sake of ethics. Socrates's great merit consists in having

established a science of ethics.

The basis of science—which our author considers synonymous with

ethics— is the " General." This word, we are to understand, means :

What everybody thinks, what is the common fund of thinking of all

men. There must exist something of this kind, since men can

understand one another by means of language. In order to find out

what this " General " is, one must speak with ordinary men, which,

as we know, Socrates did. His method of teaching was the dialogue.

The result of his researches in the domain of science of ethics, is:

Self-control is the greatest virtue. Socrates is not the good-natured

man we often believe him to be ; his actions seem to spring from a

source of goodness, but his end was only his own perfection, not the

relief of the suffering of others. His main object is to discipline

himself.
See especially pages 83-84, too long to quote here.

Albert Schinz.

Sdpio Sighele. Psychologic des Sectes. Traduction de L. Br.\ndin.

Paris, Girard & Briere, 1898. Bibliothfeque de Sociologie Inter-

nationale.

Introduction. With the progress of civilization, crime has changed
its character. With savage peoples it was gross and brutal ; it has now
grown more and more crafty and refined, it has become intellectual.

This is not only the case with individual crime, but also with col-

lective crime. The author claims the honor of having introduced the

study of two kinds of crime in regard to collective bodies, such as

crowds, sects, classes, etc.
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Chapter I. There are different kinds of crowds, ranging from the

heterogeneous crowd to the organized State, which is the supreme and
most perfect form of homogeneous crowds, reached b}- the inter-

mediate stages of theater or concert goers, clubs, jurors, parliaments,

sects, castes and classes. The prominent feature of the sect is that

they have some faith, religious or politic, in common, that of the

caste is a common profession, and that of the class common inter-

ests.'

Chapter II. The individual is always influenced by the circle which
surrounds him. The member of a sect is influenced by an idea in

which he believes. The sect becomes a party when the idea has gained

a sufficient number of partisans. The difference between a sect and a

simple crowd is, that a crowd uses only violence to attain its ends,

while a sect employs craft. A sect always has a leader (meneur),
which leader, however, is led (mend) in his turn by the idea he fights

for.

Chapter III. There are different kinds of morality, individual and
social, the morality of family, of country, etc. Among others also the
morality of sects and politics. All of them are either morality of love

or of hatred, and have their origin in the instinct of preservation.

Chapter IV. Man as an individual is far more moral than man as a

social being. The long discussion upon the legitimacy of a morality

of hatred, which the social man holds, remains without result. On
page 174 the author says: "Everybody admits that ideal politics

would mean honest politics. But could such politics be ingenious
(genial) at the same time, and thus useful and fertile ? Can you
imagine a diplomacy which would be great without lies ? A govern-

ment which would be strong but void of despotism? A sect succeed-

ing without violence of some kind? Neither in the past nor in the

present do we find such examples. As for the future it seems
doubtful."
One sees to what solution the author inclines ; however he appears

to be afraid to confess it here. But the " Introduction " clearly signi-

fies a negative solution, since there he positively asserts that civiliza-

tion is based upon two kinds of crime, one using cunning, and the
other employing violence.

In the Appendix :
" Against Parliamentarism" Sighele points out

that, even if the members of a parliament are the best men of a coun-
try, the result of such a government would be most unsatisfactory.

This he bases upon the (rather doubtful) argument of Max Nordau,
in the second chapter of his "Paradoxes:" "One may say that all

men in a normal condition possess certain qualities which constitute

a common value, identic, equal, we will say to x. Superior indi-

viduals possess an additional value ; but this time it is of a different

kind with each one ; it must consequently be indicated in a different

way in each case ; we will say, for instance, that it is equal to b, c, d,

etc. It follows, that, out of an assembly of twenty men, all of whom
are geniuses of the highest order, there will be twenty x's, but only
one b, one c, one d, etc., and the twenty x's will naturally outweigh
the isolated b, c, d ; in other words, the " general " in human nature
will outweigh the individual personality, and the cap of the working-
man will eclipse the hat of the physician, of the thinker, and of the
philosopher. " Parliamentarism is the system of making laws by a

majority, which majority represents the common level of the intelli-

gence of a nation. Now, if the majority is to be considered as being
right, then all progress may be looked upon as an impossibility.

These are the ideas exposed and upheld in the book. They are

' This classification is taken from Le Bou.
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neither original, nor numerous, nor very deep. I do not see well
why R. Worms has considered this work worthy of being translated
and introduced into the " Bibliothfeque Sociologique Internationale."
1. As for the lack of originality, it is necessary only to read Chapter
III, where the old and well-known differences of views in the ethical
judgment of a single man is as broadly exposed as if nobody had ever
pointed it out before, or as if it were necessary to explain at length to
a philosopher, that the deed of Charlotte Corday cannot be judged in

the same way as an ordinary crime. 2. The scarcity of ideas becomes
apparent by this summary'. 3. I said that the book is not deep. As
an example of this, the fact may serve, that Sighele thinks it neces-
sary to demonstrate that the leader of a homogeneous association only
exerts his influence upon members of his association, while the leader
of a heterogeneous association, or a crowd, exerts his influence upon a
less defined class of people (pp. 79-80). It must be added, that the
author repeats himself so often, that it is tiresome to read him. An
idea which would be amply treated in a single sentence is met with
again and again. (See, for instance, p. 46 the difference between a sect

and a crowd. )

Mr. Sighele, as Mr. Le Bon in France, has made a specialty of the
study of the psycholog}- of crowds. In a ver\' high tone he claims
for himself priority over Le Bon, and considers it wise to take up his
polemic again in this book (p. 42). But putting aside the question of
priority, I am sure that many will agree with me, that the "Psycho-
logic des Foules," by Le Bon, is of far greater value than Sighele's
works ; Le Bon is truly a scientist, while Sighele is only an enthusias-
tic writer who dwells upon some few ideas with great volubility.

Albert Schinz.

Psychologic du Peuple Fran^ais, par Alfred Fouillee. (Biblio-
thfeque de Philosophic Contemporaine. F. Alcan, Paris, 1898.

pp. 388.)

Mr. Fouillee has added a new volume to his collection of books
developing his favorite thesis of " Ideds-Fortes." His theory is

plainly seen throughout the volume. Nationality should not be con-
sidered from a purely physiological, ethnological, or economical stand-
point ; above all it manifests itself in psychological characteristics :

language, religion, poetry and art. Of late years too much impor-
tance has been attributed to physical causes, and the reaction of the
intelligence and the will against the milieu has been too much neg-
lected : "Men, and especially groups of the human society, adapt
the milieu to themselves with as much facilit}' as they adapt them-
selves to the milieu." (P. 56.) Owing to the intelligence of man,
history of humanity cannot be reduced to natural history: "The
milieu modifies the animal, but man modifies the milieu." (P. 56.)
Book I is devoted to determining what races have united to form the
French nation.

In Book II the character of the Gauls is described, and in Book III
that of the present French nation. The resemblance between the two
is striking. There is hardly a single feature of the Gauls, such as
ancient writers mention, which is not again found in the modern in-

habitants of France,—and one doubts, after all, whether the influence
of the milieu, already noticed by Strabo, is not of greater impor-
tance than the authors seem to admit.
Book IV is entitled " Degeneration or Crisis?" Mr. Fouillee admits

that France has come to a crisis ; but contrary to many ethnologists
of to-day, he does not admit any degeneration. There is no doubt
that the nation is greatly attacked, but it is, as yet, not so weak as to
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be unable to recuperate. Any delay, however, may have fatal conse-
quences, and already the French are to blame for their negligence in

finding remedies for the evils. The chapters on Alcoholism and on
Depopulation are especially interesting.

In conclusion, I should like to say that, in reading his book, we
must not forget that the author is French, and very fond of his coun-
try,—which accounts for his often too enthusiastic judgments. For
instance, it seems strange that, from the Celts, from the Germans and
from the Mediterraneans, the French adopted only the good qualities

without ever being affected bj' theCadones. The chapter on music will
surprise every impartial reader, and expressions like " Our Alsace-
Lorraine " are out of place in a scientific work.

Albert Schinz.

La Philosophie de Nietzsche, par H. LichTENBerger. Paris, Alcan,
1S98. 182 pages.

There is hardly another thinker so difficult to trulj' understand, as
is Nietzsche. His books are not, in our sense of the term, systemati-
cally written. His style is brilliant, but not always easy to grasp.
Not one of his works contains the whole thought of the author.
There is a great number of them (12 volumes published so far).

Again, Nietzsche changed his views more than once, and one very
often encounters contradictions in his writings. It is due to all

this, for a great part at least, that the European critics totalh- mis-
understood Nietzsche. A book like that of Mr. Lichteuberger would
have prevented many unjust judgments. Nietzsche is now being
studied in this country. I should be glad to see the little book I

speak of, serve as an introdnction into the study of Nietzsche. If he
will be found as interesting in this country as he was regarded in
Europe, nothing could be more useful than a translation of Lichten-
berger's work.
The origin of Nietzsche's ideas is very clearly exposed. Also, the

transition from one period of thought to another. The rational
ground of the dry and often hard aud repelling paradoxes of
Nietzsche, is especially well developed. As a rule, only short and
startling maxims are attributed to Nietzsche. Isolated, away from
their context, they not only sound strange, but seem to be the pro-
duction of a mad mind. On the other hand, to read Nietzsche is, as I

said before, a wearisome undertaking, or, rather, a difficult one. On
reading the 182 pages of Lichtenberger's book, one will be able to see
ever)' one of these well-known quotations in their proper light, and
one will no longer think only of attacking Nietzsche, but of reflecting
upon the many problems he has treated in such an admirably original
way.

I cannot but call attention to another merit of Lichtenberger's
work. Nietzsche is exceedingly suggestive. It is therefore a very
strong temptation for anj- one writing about him, to discuss him
only, and not to explain and expose his ideas. Lichteuberger suc-
ceeded in putting Nietzsche forward and in keeping himself in the
background. Albert Schinz.

VArt et le R4el. Essai de m^taphysique fondee sur I'esthetique par
Jean Peres. Paris, Alcan, 1898. 200 pages.

A listless after-stir of the great wave of transcendental idealism, to
which a grain of theism is added ; a feeble and indistinct echo of the
aestheticism of Kant, of Schelling, and here and there of Hegel, modi-
fied by a Leibrnitzian touch—that is all that can be said of the vague
and indefinite work of Mr. Jean P^rfes. Albert Schinz.
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The following letter was written with no thought whatever, on the
part of Professor Garnian, that it would ever be published. It was in
answer to a personal letter which I addressed to the author requesting
information for my own use. His experience and rare success in
teaching philosophy, and the value that I myself derived from it, has
prompted me to request him to permit me to print it for the benefit of
others—which he has very kindly consented to allow me to do. It

appears exactly as it was written, -^ith no revision whatever.

G. Stanley H.\i,i„
Clark University, July 23-98.

Amherst, M.\ss.

My Dear President Hall

:

The problems that you propose in your letter of Feb. 8 interest me
greatlj', and I am verj- glad to have an opportunity to state to you my
experience. It is a matter I have puzzled over much for the last
eighteen years, and I am very far from feeling that the problem is

solved )-et. I have constantly altered my course and tried •new-
experiments, but still the undergraduate is an uncertain quantity, and
methods which secure a phenomenal success with one class meet with
much resistance from others.

First, a word as to mj- methods of work. There seems to be an un-
avoidable resistance to new ideas on the part of students at this age, a
resistance that during the last few years has increased. I have grad-
ually settled down to the conviction that an introductory course ought
to be so arranged as to meet this resistance most advantageously.
This I have secured by two devices : first, the pamphlet system which
I think is as much of an invention as printing by movable tj'pe.

These pamphlets I have printed at my own expense ; they are very
fragmentary, taking up a single topic or part of a topic and treating it

as one would in a lecture ; these I loan to the students, and they re-

turn them for the use of the next class. In this waj- I can state a
question without answering it by having them turn over to the next
chapter of the book and find the answer given there. If I find the
question is really appreciated, the effort is a success ; if not, I must
approach it from some other direction, by some other pamphlet which
shall have enough new material to hold their thought and stimulate
their inquiry-, and yet, at the same time, focus their attention on the
problem they have failed to appreciate. In this way I can keep the
class at work and keep them moving, prevent their being taken up
with outside occupations and amusements, and at the same time be
reviewing more thoroughly work they have partially done. It re-

quires as much skill to keep a class together in the introductory
course, to give enough work for the best students and not too much
for the less able as it does for the police to handle a large crowd at

the time of a public celebration. I can do it with pamphlets, I cannot
do it without. If I read lectures before the class to any extent
they become spectators, but by means of the pamphlets thej- get the
lecture before coming into the class room, and our time is spent in
discussion.
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My second device is the order in which our subjects are taken up.
Years ago when I taught geometry I found that the students would
often times make it a mere intellectual puzzle or mental gymnastics,
but that by applying some of the problems to questions in surveying,
in astronomy and physics, I could bring the men to realize that
in studying geometr}' they were gaining citizenship in the universe,
and they were at once led to interpret their lives as far as possible in

terms of these propositions. In taking up philosophy I have attempted
to do something of that same kind of work, I present the fundamental
positions from the point of view of the history of the discussions in

psychology, in philosophy and ethics, and to some extent of political

obligations. It makes the matter as serious and personal as possible,

and as a result it has often cost the students a very great effort to sat-

isfy themselves instead of simply meet the requirements of the reci-

tation room.
Now in answer to your particular questions I can only give very

general impressions.
"i. Why is this (readjusting of their views) necessary, that is,

what is it meant to accomplish?"—-The earlier life of the students
has been one of imitation and obedience to authority ; it corresponds
to traditionalism in tribal or national existence. The great requi-

site for a young person is to form habits. I have sometimes
been asked to give lectures to the lower classmen on methods of

work, and I think it would be very proper to do so, but I have more
and more realized that students acquire right methods of work not
through explanation but through imitation and discipline. I have had
students completely carried away by my lectures on methods of work
in the fall term, and declare that " if they had only known that fresh-

man year it would have made such a difference with them," and yet in
three months' time the entire effect had passed away, and they would
do only what I forced them to do by actual drill. I am confident,
therefore, that the earlier education of the student must be wholly by
imitation, which should be more or less blind. But there comes a
time when the young man must assume responsibility for what he
does ; there must be self-possession and self-direction instead of de-
pendence on authority, and this fs a new experience to him, an expe-
rience which many shrink from even in very little things.
Those who decline to follow this unfolding of their nature, and

there are very manj' of them, begin to fossilize. If they are religious
they soon become Pharisaical, get lost in particulars, are unable to
discriminate the essential from the accidental, and take refuge in

doing something, and their religious activity is often times such as

exhibits zeal, but without knowledge. If they are not religious they
become fastidious in imitating social customs, and very soon develop
a degree of indifference towards everything except mere form ; they
become heartless, selfish, many cynical. There is no hope for a young
man at this time if he does not meet the obligations of life with the
spirit of self-reliance, but to do this he must have some confidence in

his own judgment and the standards by which he judges. This is the
spirit of philosophy.

.\ young man who does not have the spirit of philosophy grows up
a woman minus her virtues, he can never have the intuitive power of

a woman, but he is sure to have her sensitiveness, her vanity, her
fickleness, and generally he will greatly exaggerate these qualities.

It is my conviction that a )'Oung man can obtain inspiration, en-
thusiasra, absence of self-consciousness only by the steady contempla-
tion of great truths ; that if he is wholly absorbed in imitation, he is

like a person whose whole work is that of a proof reader ; if he is

IX—40
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successful, he is taken as a matter of course, and he gets no credit ; if

he is unsuccessful and makes mistakes he is awkward, he is ridiculed
beyond endurance ; he soon realizes that the most promising rewards
for the most careful efforts are negative, and he soon becomes indif-

ferent, and is simply goaded on from fear of the consequences of
failure. But the young man who philosophizes, who really under-
stands himself and appreciates the truth is no longer a slave of form,
but is filled with admiration that is genuine and lasting.

This, I believe, is exactly the issue which is settled at this critical

period of a j-oung man's life. But the question arises why should
philosophy, psychology, and ethics be the studies which most favor
self-reliance rather than mathematics or the sciences.

I have often raised the question as to whether I would not let down
my course and take a little rest and devote myself to publishing, but I

have found that somehow students' minds would be satisfied with
nothing less than these most ^lifficult problems. I did not awaken
enthusiasm or gratitude until these were mastered, and so I have come
to the conclusion that there is something in these subjects which the
mind demands at this stage of the young man's development.

It seems to me that mathematics fails to meet the demand for two
reasons ; first, there is no difference of opinion on all these subjects,
and the student does not really have to stand on his own feet ; thus it

may become more a discipline in ingenuity than in decision, self-

reliance. Secondly ; he often times knows pretty nearly what the
answer will be, and therefore gets very decided hints as to the means,
that is, he really has some guidance either from text books or from
experience; he is not a Columbus sailing over unknown seas with
everything before him untried.
With regard to the physical sciences ; there is some difference of

opinion here, but his main time is spent in undergraduate work on
matters that are generally accepted ; he has more or less assistance
about the use of the apparatus, and his main consciousness of need is

of ingenuity and of quickness, and then the enormous admiration
which our age has for the discoveries of physical science give him
almost a superstitious reverence for anything that can be called sci-

entific. I mean by that that he accepts a great many positions in

science without really testing them, and thus he almost gets back into

the imitative work again ; but when he comes to philosophy it is a

new world, the trend of public opinion, especially of society life with
which he is most familiar, is not in that direction ; it requires some-
thing like the heroism which was demanded of Luther, and of the anti-

slavery leaders for him to attempt the positions which even in an
undergraduate study are forced upon his attention, and he cannot
follow authority, there is so much difference of opinion. He is obliged,
therefore, to weigh evidence and to let himself down with all his

weight upon his own feet. It takes me six months to bring even the
better men in the class up to a place where thej- will really weigh evi-

dence ; when their attention is called to it, the issue is forced and they
are greatly surprised to find the extent to which they have blindly
followed authority, they are almost as frightened as some horses are
when the blinders are taken off. But when the idea fairly dawns upon
them that true scholarship consists not in some mystical quality of
genius which ordinary men do not possess, but in simple honesty to

one's self in following out the Cartesian Golden Rule, then they ex-
perience a new birth, they are no longer boys or slaves, but men. If

they attain citizenship in the kingdom of truth they perceive that the
difference between the greatest and the smallest consists only in the
quickness and comprehensiveness and thoroughness and humility of
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their work. Truth to one man is truth to all if they can get exactly
the same data and exactly the same standards. Henceforth, they call

no man master or lord for all are brethren.
No doubt a similar development could be secured, if we could only

have the right circumstances, by business responsibility, or military
service, or by actual professional practice and training, but I think it

would be pretty costly, and that the usual percentage of failures
would be maintained. Philosophy has this advantage, that it gives the
training under such circumstances that the best results can be secured
with the least danger.

" 2. How should it be guided, directed or controlled by the in-

structor, /. (?., what topics first and last; should it be deep going or
drastic

; are there dangers, and if so, how avoided ?"—The first

requisite is success. Power reveals itself only in work done ; if the
student gets confused and discouraged he is worse off than if he had
not attempted to decide for himself.

It is my conviction that the introductory course should always be
given by a teacher of the largest experience and greatest power of
adaptation. I feel that when the student has learned to stand on his
own feet and to weigh evidence thoroughly, and to avoid jumping at

conclusions because they appear plausible, that he can be left to the
guidance of the less experienced teacher, but that first acquaintance
with philosophy is the grand opportunity, just like the breaking of a
colt

; carelessness here will vaccinate against future success.
The student needs to be taught first constructive thinking ; he has

been accustomed to a certain amount of analysis. All this, with rare
exceptions, is clerical work. He will make a very good table of con-
tents or the outline of a certain argument, but he takes the author's
own estimate of each step of his position, and has no power to under-
stand independent valuation. The first thing is to teach him that
scholarship demands constructive criticism, and here we must begin
with the easier subjects. In my own experience hypnotism is peculiarly
favorable for this kind of work. I give them several recitations on the
details of hypnotism up through double consciousness in Binet, etc.,
then I ask them to give me not an outline or table of contents, but
such an argument as a judge would give when reviewing the case
before a jury, telling them not to go into details, and not to jump at
conclusions, and to give the extremes under each type. The papers I

get back are a sight to behold. These I criticise, writing in correc-
tions with red ink, and hand back, and then require them to try
again. By this time they discover their mistake, but do not see how
to remedy it, and then comes a great deal of very frank talk. Then
they realize for the first time how much they are guided by authority
and imitation and indeed begin to wonder if there is anything else in
scholarship. Then I give them in very brief form my own argument,
and then follows a most interesting series of comments which gen-
erally agree in this particular: "how could we be expected to have
discovered anything like that in the reference-books?" and it very soon
becomes formulated into the idea that the standards for undergraduate
thinking ought not to be the same as that which is demanded of the
teacher. In other words, there is a difference of kind between the
teacher and the taught.

I believe the great secret is to take some one subject and make a
success of that rather than to go from subject to subject. Hence, I

work over this particular problem until the men come to see clearly
that it is simply an unfolding process, and that they could have
worked it out if they had only weighed evidence. We then take up a
series of subjects in psychology, and show their ethical and practical
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significance, and also the places which thej' have occupied in histori-

cal discussion. Each subject has a two-fold significance; first, it is

not so difficult but that the students can, in time, realize just what
constructive work here means. Secondly, each subject points in a
particular direction, namely, towards the unity of our mental life, the
fact that our practical activity is founded on our mental constitution :

and the students are brought to realize that simple things are more
complex than they seem, and therefore more thorough study will be
demanded, purely from practical considerations if one has no higher
motive. I feel that the work should be thorough or not touched at

all. Some subjects may be merely referred to, but it is better to take
one subject and do it thoroughly, and show the students what it

involves, and the true methods, than give the results of investigation
without giving the processes.

Just here I have to fight strenuously against the students using the
class room as a pony ; when a problem is given out and the data pre-
sented in the class room, they must attempt the solution for them-
selves, and not wait and get the results presented in the class room.
Hence, I require frequent papers written on topics by the whole class
before the discussion is completed in the recitation. By means of the
pamphlets I am able to do this, but if the pamphlets were bound up
in a volume the students would look over into the next chapter and
save themselves trouble. The dangers that are most serious, in my
judgment, are demoralization and discouragement, such as may come
over an army in a panic. Students are very quick to suspect a sleight-
at-hand performance on the part of the teacher, and that some other
author could get just the opposite results, and instead of weighing
evidence they fall back on ingenuity and sophistry. I believe every
student has to go through a period of sophistrj- if he fairly faces this
work, and I believe in having this fit of measles early and have it out
of the way, but for some little time the teacher has got to be on the
lookout for the sequelae, and he must not trust too implicitly to stu-

dents when they sa}' they are through with them. They are quite
likely to enjoy the position of uncertainty, and use it to justify them-
selves if the3- have any immoral tendencies, but if you can get the
man so far along as to make him have confidence in the power of
weighing evidence, to realize how much civilization owes to it, how
every department of life can be progressive only through scientific

thinking, and then make it a moral question, and show that intel-

lectual honesty and supreme choice of truth for truth's sake, and
determination to follow evidence to the best of one's ability, is the
great line of cleavage between the saints and the sinners : if you can
force the issue here and win, then the class are entirely different

afterwards. I do not believe without this moral battle, without con-
sidering the ethical phases of the question, it would be possible to get
the best intellectual results.

3. "What would be one or two good literary treatments of this
question of epistemology, /'. e., is a course in Locke, Berkeley and
Hume the best to begin with and is Kant a final solution ?"

Having taken them through a discussion of some of the simpler
questions in psychology, our work centers around the doctrine of
association and habit as is presented by James, and the men are made
to realize how much of our life has a physical basis, especiallj- by
the study of pathological cases. We now face the problem : is it all

dependent on brain action ? If so. what would be the consequences ?

Up to this point they have had the point of view of physics and the
natural sciences. Epistemological work is fairly before us when we
take up Berkeley. I should prefer Berkeley and the Sophists taken
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up together. The great thing is to force upon a young man's mind a

problem in all its seriousness. I do not feel that Locke is an economy
of time for an introductory course unless some of the men hold to innate
ideas. Therefore we begin with Berkeley, then take Hume with John
Stuart Mill's additions, then selections from Spencer until we get
before the student the problem of our standards of thought, whether
these might not be wholly relative or due to association, and show
what would be the effect on ethics and religion. Then we take up
the study of reflex action, the automaton theory, and psychological
problems. This brings the matter home to the students, till it seems
as though physical habit (heredity and associations of ideas ) would
account for our most sacred convictions. The reason why I make
this so strong is because at present there are very many outside enter-
prises distracting the students' attention. Unless philosophy is a
life and death matter you will not get the thorough work, the hard
work which the students really need to do. He soon gets a faith in

the teacher, and that a man who is able to present so clearly the
argument on a few points which they have had will be able to guide
them on all the difficult ones, and that somehow they will come out
right anyway. So when they get into the larger questions and do not
see the bearing of some of the problems, they are in danger of making
drudgery out of it instead of philosophy and so lose their inspiration.
Our next step is then to bring before them the questions : can the

brain weigh evidence ? Can the brain give us personal identity ?

Can the brain give us memory- in the true sense of that word ? Can
we account for the existence of error if we have only brain action ?

Here we take up such discussions as are given in Clifford and James's
"mind stuff," and review Herbert Spencer until the men clearly realize
the position which Wundt brings out, that there must he such a thing
as psychical causality. This comes to them like a revelation. We are
then ready for Kant and at the same time for the study of particular
questions in physiological psychology. Then the men see what the
fusion of sense perceptions means, also what problems are at issue in
space perception, for instance, or in time perceptions, and most of all

in attention and volition. It does not seem to me that the main
problems of experimental psychology should come at the beginning
of the course ; they surely get a double meaning when taken up at

this stage.

4. "Is it possible to find the way out of agnosticism or could an
ingenuous soul be left to wrestle with it ?"

My feeling is if the best students have the right method of work
and have the spirit of investigation, agnosticism would in time work
itself out if left unsolved, but that the average student needs
help, at least to this extent to show him that he cannot make any
hypothesis which will be a reasonable basis for his knowledge of the
physical world and of natural science that does not involve as its

basis something more than the phj-sical world. 1 believe the place
to take this up is with Kant's Practical Reason, and if this is fully
appreciated the students will find no great difficulty in theism, at

least as the only hypothesis which gives any basis for science and
human life. It is so easy for them to feel that our knowledge of the
material world is simple, and our knowledge of moral obligation and
of spiritual life a mere matter of opinion that I cannot content myself
with leaving the class until they realize just the reverse. It is not
very hard to make the students understand that our standards of
thinking are spiritual, and that unless we can use these standards in

judging others, and in interpreting nature, and in interpreting human
life and human destiny we are guilty of the worst form of anthropom-
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orphisni, an anthropomorphism for which there is not the slightest

justification. But with the application of these standards moral

obligations are authoritative and society cannot dispense with them.

The class derive great inspiration from this point of view. It converts

them from disciples to apostles, and it helps them in every position

of graduate work, in law, in literature, in theology, and in medi-

cine. The business world is the severest trial, and yet nowhere
do they need this point of view so much as when they are tempted
to sacrifice everything to mere accumulation of wealth.

The great need of our students from a practical point of view is an

ideal ; the great danger is that they will become visionary. Hence, I

cannot let them go until I hold out before them the ideals of a

spiritual life, and then make such a practical application as will

enable them to understand the evolution of religion, that is, how it

was possible for a divine being to tolerate slavery, polygarny, etc.,

provided these are wrong. I show them that an ideal is like the

north star which the colored slave would follow, not with the ex-

pectation of ever reaching the star but under the hope that by follow-

ing it he might better his condition. I bring in the laws of unfolding

of the life of the individual and of the community, until the men
discover that the great question of human history is not so much
" where we are as whither we are drifting," and that time is required

for all progress. Without this discussion the men would at first be

idealists and visionarv and then get discouraged and wonder whether
their college course had not been too optimistic, and whether finite

human beings are not powerless to hasten the evolution of the race.

This will lead to hope and lessen their indifference as citizens.

I fear I have wearied you by my long letter. I do feel that the teach-

ing of philosophy is an opportunity which no other study offers. I

feel that the student who has been through these doubts and worked
them out for himself has learned the strength and at the same time

the limitations of the finite, and that he will have a degree of courage

and patience in adversity, a degree of self reliance and humility which
others can secure only by those peculiar experiences which occasion-

ally occur in actual business or politics, or the professional life. The
student who has taken philosophy realizes how the part is to be

estimated in the light of the whole,' he realizes this more completely

than he could from any other study. He also realizes the dignity

which a part may secure from the grandeur of the whole to which it

belongs, and that the little things in life have a depth of meaning for

him which they could not have if he had not this point of view. There

are considerably many who, in spite of all the teacher can do, use the

class room as a'pony, who, therefore, get only some of the benefits of

the course, but it shows in all their other work. The habits that are

formed in college are so persistent that the student does not readily

change them after he goes out.

Hoping that I have not tired you by my long account, and that I

have not given too much emphasis to the personal equation, I am

Most sincerely yours,

Charles E. G.\rm.\n.
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